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' to turn on your computer (with apologies to Rube Goldberg). As
oite the string in your mouth (A) it sets off the spring-loaded spoon
/hich releases the cracker. The bird jumps off his perch to catch the
<er (C) and lands on the lower perch which raises the candle (D)

tfJ.o 2928S ig off thesky-rocket (E), which in turn, causes the sickle to cut the

) (F) and allows the orange to fall (G) landing in the basket (H)
wnicn pushes the arm bracket down (I) turning the computer on. If

crackers are not allowed in the classroom, a nightcrawler will do fine.
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msx and LOGO : TWO
Spectravideo is

in Personal!
While price wars and confusion reign all around

us, Spectravideo goes about its business, setting stan-

dards by which all other personal computers will soon
be judged. MSX and LOGO are the two latest ex-

amples of how Spectravideo is rocking-and reshaping
-the personal computer industry.

MSX AND LOGO.

It is now history that, on June 15 1983, Spectra-
video, Inc. joined with most of Japan's largest

electronics firms to launch MSX The most far-reaching
personal computer standard in history. MSX is the
name given to a specific hardware software con-
figuration that makes product interchangeability
possible. While Spectravideo is proud to participate
in MSX we are even prouder of this fact: It was our

own SV-318 computer that was used as a prototype
for the MSX designl There are two important aspects
to this.

First, all future MSX hardware-i.e. computers,
peripherals, appliances-will be based on several key
design elements of the SV-318. What does this

mean to you, the consumer'' A great deal, because
when you buy an SV-318. you will not only be able to

use all of Spectravideo s own software and hard-

ware-you'll also be able to take advantage of all the

remarkable new eauipment that will be coming from
other MSX participants.

In addition, the software aspect of MSX was
largely inspired by the software built into the SV-318.

From the outset, Spectravideo offered built-in Micro-

soft BASIC as its resident interpreter. Now. Microsoft
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FOR UNDER $300.
FOR KEYBOARD ONLY
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more reasons why
leading the way
Computers.

also makes a LOGO program compatible with the

SV-318. It was Spectravideo s Microsoft BASIC LOGO
that helped to make MSX possible.

Another standard that Spectravideo can take
credit for is the built-in Joystick Cursor Control. Built

right into the SV console, this control is always at

fingertips and is much easier and faster to use than

external joysticks or conventional editing controls.

Certain engineering elements that helped to make
this built-in control possible have also been incor-

porated into MSX.

OTHER STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE.

While these are the computer standardizations

that Spectravideo helped to initiate, they by no
means represent the whole SV-318 story. This

remarkable computer has also established many
standards of excellence that other personal com-
puters now aspire to:

Built-in Super extended Microsoft BASIC-Makes the

SV-318 the first truly programmable affordable computer 1

Extraordinary Memory-32K ROM expandable to Q6K.

and 32K RAM expandable (via bank switching)to an
amazing 256K

Unparalleled expandability-A full supporting system of

14 peripherals, including our new Colecovision™-' Game
Adapter. 7Slot Expander Unit. Floppy Disk Drive. Data
Cassette. Interface Cartridges, etc

More Available Sottware-Built-in CP M compatibility

gives you immediate access to over 3 OOO existing soft-

ware programs. Plus, you can utilize Spectravideo s own
tine software library

Advanced Graphics Capablllties-The SV-318 offers 16

colors in high resolution, and more importantly. 32 pro-

grammable sprites that allow tremendous control of

movable screen objects.

Many other fine features-Such as ZBOA Microprocessor

with fast (3.6) internal clock, top-loading cartridge slot.

lO user-programmable special function keys. 3 sound
channels (8 octaves per channel!), low profile and
attractive styling.

^?^L1RR[//£7^Z7

Computer systems you'll grow into, not out of.

SPECTRA VIDEO. INC 39 W 37TH STREET. NEW YORK. N Y 10018

Ipoctravldoo's personal computers or* supported by a full line of high-quality portphorol products
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compatible software standard

SV-903 DAT* CASSETTE SV-801 SUPER EXPANDER SV-902 ROPPY DISK DRIVE SV-800 SERIES EXPANSION CARDS
I Is • trademark of Digital Research, Inc
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Finally aliensjourkids can reasonwith
instead ofdestroy

Spinnaker computer games are lots of fun. They're also
instructive. Mot destructive. That's why IM SEARCH OF THE
MOST AMAZIMG TMIMG "lets your Kids negotiate with aliens.
Mot destroy them.

IT'5 AMAZIMQLY FUM!
The Most Amazing Thing is out there somewhere. Find-

ing it won't be easy. Luckily, your kids will have the help
of old Uncle Smoke Bailey. Because they'll have to fly the
B-liner, avoid dangerous Mire Crabs, and trade with aliens.

It takes skill, persistence and imagination to find The Most
Amazing Thing. Because it's the most elusive thing in the
whole wide galaxy But that's what makes it so exciting

IT'S AMAZIMQLY EDUCATIOMAL!
Like all Spinnaker games, IM 5EARCM OF TME M05T

AMAZIMG TMIMQ has real educational value.
Your kids will sharpen their ability to estimate distances

and quantities, and will become more aware of direction
and time. They'll develop a knack for economic principles,
and learn to solve problems through trial and error.
So if you're looking for exciting computer games that

give your kids something to think about, just go
IM 5EARCM OF TME MOST AMAZIMQ TMIMQ
at your local retailer." It's so
much fun you'll probably be
tempted to play it yourself.

•IM }CA«CM OT IMC MOM AMAZIMQ IMIMQ n coropat.
At**.- «*.(«•«• and f
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We make learning fun.

IM SEARCH Of TMe MOM rVWirtO FniflQ computer program ^ a trademark of Sptnnaker Software Corp
lwl "

C1983. Spinnaker Software Corp All righto reserved



FCNi-. The Filing, Cataloging

and Mailing List Program
that does everything.

Well almost.

FCM. formerly 1st Class Mall, is a lot more than

just the best mailing list program you can buy.

Because along with being the most flexible

and easy-to-use mailing list program there is.

FCM also handles a number of other tasks

more easily than any other program of its kind.

You can use FCM for anything you'd keep on

file. Like your address book, household bills,

stamp or com collections. Christmas card list

(know who sent you a card last year), fishing

gear inventory or medical records.

Or how about a list of important dates |FCM

will let you flag them by name, date and occa-

sion). Or maybe you'd like to use FCM for a

guest list for a wedding. FCM will even record

RSVP's. gifts and thank you notes.

What's more. FCM is incredibly easy to use.

Special Features
FCM lets you create your own mailing label.

Which means you can make your labels look

the way you want them to. You can even

decide to print right on the envelope. Or add a

special message line line "Merry Christmas" or

"Attention: Sales Manager." FCM is extremely

flexible.

And speaking of flexible. FCM lets you

search and sort in any of 12 different categories.

So you can organize mailings any way you

want: by state, company name, zip code or

whatever you like If you're using FCM to

catalog your home library, you might want to

sort by title, author or category. It's completely

up to you.

But one of the best parts about FCM is being

able to create your own headings. Because

that lets you store, file and catalog just about

anything you'd like to keep tabs on.

The Form Letter Feature*
FCM is compatible with many word processing

programs such as Screenwriter II. Applewnter

l/ll/lle. Apple Pie. Pie Writer. WordStar/ Mail-

Merge and Magic Window l/ll. Just a few

simple commands and you can automatically

combine your form letters with your mailing list

for professionally formatted documents.

Stop by your Continental Software dealer.

Or call us today to find out all about FCM.

No matter what you're cataloging, from a

household inventory for insurance purposes to

a 25.000 person mailing list. FCM is the best

program you can buy.

It's true, you still have to lick the stamp.

But we're working on it.

Available for Apple ll/lle. IBM PC/PC XT.

Commodore 64. Texas Instruments

Professional

•Available on most versions.

For your free 64 page booklet. "Tips for

Buying Software" and complete product

catalog, please write Continental

Software. Dept. CC. 11223 S. Hlndry
Avenue. Los Angeles, CA 9004S.
213/417-8031.213/417-3003.

Continental
Software

A division of Arrays. Inc

CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Apple makes a hit
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More business oriented than the Model III

39 TRS-80 MC-10 Linzmayer
Too little, too late for too much?

A A Centurion Educational Computers Ahl
Self-contained drill and practice machines

52 Tne Legend Of Power Pad Devlin
A tabula rasa for the creative programmer
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A versatile resource for graphic expression
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Up-to-the-minute information for investors
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NAME THAT KEY
(ALL 248 OF THEM!)

keywlzW
(Very Intelligent Peripheral)

THE FIRST
USER DEFINABLE KEYBOARD

Define each key with up to 8 characters of your choice
directly from your computer keyboard

Redefine any key - anytime - for any software program
Each key is completely user definable without software or

disk Interaction

62 user definable keys (31 lower case/31 shifted) per
keyboard

Stores up to 4 (62 key) keyboards in its own memory
Switch between keyboards at the touch of a button making

all 248 user defined keys available
KeyWi* is complete - no other parts to buy or PROMs to
purchase and does not disable your keyboard

TURN THE POWER OFF and
•Iwt you turn it on again

it a aim thafa'

Full 1 Year Warranty

dgrs
_| Creative Computer Peripherals Inc.

Aztec Environmental Center
1044 Lacey Road, Forked River, N.J. 08731
THE BIG NAME IN SMALL COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

ORDERS ONLY 800-225-0091
INFORMATION 609-693-0002

Matt* tNOuMiS 1HV1KO

ALSO AVAILABLE
PRE-PROGRAMMED FUNCTION KEYBOARDS:

OUR STANDARD keyWlZ 83

& keywlz convertible

• Preprogrammed Auxiliary Keyboards with 30 Visicalc/
AceCalc Function Keys

• Available with a Numeric Key Pad (our Model "83") or
or without ("Convertible" Model) works with any
program

> Also available are the listed Word Processor Function
Keys (Optionally on the 83 model for $40.00 and
provided without charge in the "Convertible" Model)

• Why waste time memorizing word processor or Calc
commands or stringing key strokes together when
KeyWiz utilizes single key strokes labeled in plain
English. KeyWiz makes it all understandable.

' 4 Arrow Keys for full cursor positioning • a great asset
to any Calc or word processor user.

End Users KeyWiz completes your microcomputer
package.

' Dealers - KeyWiz makes it easier to sell software.

• Educators • KeyWiz sharply reduces training time and
saves you $ $ $

• OEM's • Provide a preprogrammed keyboard with that
software package you're marketing. Call us about
Custom Key Pads.

b-Lrl-Klg
l-fc^Uteto'

KeyWiz 83

1-1--*- sia Ed £3 E3

Convertible

K ' t * 'fflWM r>*>4r«"aV* Ol *W* CO"
* 'i*i»"rl rn*rn»4tf» of '*"*•* OMWv W

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
Applet* nler ||

Scmen writer II

Super T««l

Maigic Window II

Word SUi
Executive Secretary
SVS Word Mend*'
PIE Writer

Easy Writer

See us at

MOSCOW Center

San Francisco

Friday Sunday
October 28 30 1983

APPLE II * or FRANKLIN ACE

299 00

339 00

ORDER NOW
For the: APPLE II

Standard KeyWiz 83

Visicalc / Acecalc Key pad w/ numeric key pad
With optional Word Processor

(Choose one: )

KeyWiz Convertible

Visicalc / Acecalc key pad w/Word Processor 29

(Choose one: )

Custom Key Module (Send for specs) A

KEYWIZ VIP for Apple II- or Apple HE G
User Definable Keyboard with plastic Applesoft Basic Template,

Pascal Template and 2 Blanks «:

Add $8.00 Shipping/Handling to order

6% Sales Tax in New Jersey

Send S3 00 for our Informative Users Manual

CIRCLE 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD



When Kids Are Ready

Dear Editor:

I was pleased to see an article on psychology ("My Five-Year

Old Knows Basic") in the April 1983 issue of Creative Com-

puting." However. 1 disagree with the major point of the article

which was that children younger than 13 years old should not be

taught how to program. This conclusion was based on the theory

of the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget. Although many of the

experimental findings of Piaget are important. I think it is fair to

say that every prediction of his theory concerning what children

cannot learn that has been adequately tested has been discon-

tinued. I am not advocating that everyone be forced to learn

how to program at an early age. However, there is no reason that

a child who is interested in computers should not be given the

opportunity to learn how to program.
David M. Lane

Department of Psychology

Rice University

P.O. Box 1892

Houston. TX 77251

Glib Lib

Dear Editor:

I feel compelled to comment on Peter Favaro's article entitled.

"My Five Year Old Knows Basic," (Creative Computing, April

1983). Mr. Favaro undertakes the task of presenting a theoretical

framework to help parents and teachers make decisions about

what and when children should learn about computers. While

well-intentioned, Mr. Favaro's article can be added to a long list

of educational wisdom literature; the literature in which we
"apply theory to practice."

Applying developmental, cognitive or other psychological

perspectives to teaching children is a very complex task, one

filled with qualifications and exceptions. Unfortunately, most of

what parents and teachers encounter is the brief (often glib)

exposition. These expositions leave most thoughtful parents and

teachers wondering why they can't seem to apply these theories.

The reason is, theory is rarely explained well in these expositions

which are then too quick to prescribe what should be done.

Mr. Favaro says "readiness implies that a child will learn a

concept, behavior, or skill, only when he is developmentally

prepared and not before." Why not just say— a child is ready

when he is ready. Mr. Favaro points out that children, for all

intents and purposes, can be quite identical and yet not be able

to do identical things. In these cases, we can (according to Mr.

Favaro) plausibly conclude that the children are developmentally

different. But how does that help us? How does the word

"developmentally" add anything more than simply asserting that

children are just different? Is it meant to suggest we must teach

only things that children are already doing? More to the point,

does "developmentally" help us better understand these

differences?

Mr. Favaro sets up "developmental categories" based upon

Piagetian theory. For each category he suggests specific ways to

use the computer with children. The format of a letter to the

editor precludes a point by point critique of these suggestions. It

is. however, interesting to note that while stages are described in

lightning-like fashion the only guidance we are given is age

ranges for the various stages. Preoperational children are found

from 2 to 7: concrete operational from 7 to 11, etc. What

happened to those two chronologically and experientially "iden-

tical" children who were so "developmentally" different?

Piaget, while the pre-eminent cognitive developmentalist. is

not the last word on many questions about thinking and learning.

Piaget's tasks represent only a sample of children's cognitive

abilities. Using age spans and stage labels to pigeonhole children

and select appropriate learning for them is not a useful aspect of

a theoretical framework for parents and teachers.

A more careful application of Piagetian theory to education

leads one to conclude that developmental readiness must be

assessed in terms of particular children and particular learning.

To be learned effectively, material cannot be so novel that

children lack concepts to which the new material can be related.

If we succeed in making material meaningful to children they

will learn. Piaget helps us understand the progression of oper-

ations a child uses to construct knowledge. Understanding this

progression can help us design appropriate instructional strategies

to give children appropriate experiences and data. Determining

what children can learn about computers requires thinking about

what we want them to know, what they presently know, and how
(or if) we can help them meaningfully relate these two.

This entire discussion begs the question of what children

should learn about computers. An answer here will depend on

analyses of our values, of what knowledge is bound up in this

area we call "computers," and what (if anything) we must give up

to make room for computers on our agenda for children. I only

hope we avoid Mr. Favaro's suggestions that computers become
electric crib toys for sensorimotor children, drill and practice

aids for the preoperational, a calculator for concrete operations,

and only finally a computer. Instead, perhaps we will be able to

explore the computer as a tool or environment for sharpening

thinking and problem solving skills.

Alan N. Rudnitsky

Associate Professor

Education and Child Study

Smith College

Northampton, MA 01063
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ELAN" From TECMAR
The Most Powerful Local Area Network for the IBM PC

• Networking using Ethernet protocol

• Telephone support — autodial/autoanswer modem
• Voice recognition of commands and voice response
• Voice mail and messages
• Dictating system using Pearlcorder X-02

or XR from any telephone in the U.S.

• Complete software for written/voice mail,

time management and audio/visual clock,
calendar, and calculator functions

• Three ELAN Systems; the Secretary,
the Manager and the Executive

1

The Executive

ELAN is designed to meet your total communications
needs, including computer-to-computer (i.e., networking),

person-to-computer, and person-to-person communica-
tion requirements for data and voice. The industry-

standard high speed Ethernet network protocol is

employed in ELAN, permitting many IBM Personal Com-
puters to be linked together by ordinary thin coaxial

cable. In addition to his own computer, an ELAN system
user can access the other devices attached to the cable
— such as printers and large disks.

All versions of ELAN include an Ethernet interface with

equipment to convert voice into data and back again. This

enables the user to give and receive spoken messages
from any location as well as store them for later use. In

addition, with the Executive version, all ELAN software

packages can be operated through verbal commands,
through the telephone keypad or through the IBM PC
keyboard. The computer can then respond verbally, either

by telephone or 'in person'.

"ELAN (Extended Local Area Network) formerly ComNet

The Manager

The MANAGER system adds a modem for telephone data
communications and by adding a separate handset, will

permit voice communications. The modem enables the
MANAGER to receive unattended voice and data from any
telephone in the U.S. Also, the MANAGER can accept
commands through decoding the tones from the
telephone keypad.

The EXECUTIVE is the most complete implementation of

ELAN, adding computer recognition of spoken com-
mands. An executive might phone the PC to leave or
retrieve messages or request specific information. The
PC, in a spoken voice, can request a user's access code
or prompt the user for a command. The executive can res-

pond either by pushing buttons on the telephone, or by
actually speaking back to the computer.

The SECRETARY is the basic ELAN system. It includes
an Ethernet interface and all other ELAN features except
modem and voice recognition.

Whether you choose the

EXECUTIVE, MANAGER or

SECRETARY, an ELAN
system will improve
your productivity

and expand the

versatility of

your IBM PC.

I

The Secretary

TEGVMR 6225 Cochran Road,Cleveland, Ohio 44139, Phone (21 6) 3490600. Telex 466692
CIRCLE 253 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Sort Retort

Dear Editor:

I read with interest Howard Kaplon's article "A Comparison
of Sorts, Revisited" in the May 1983 issue. The discussion is

incomplete since speed of execution and list size are the only

variables discussed. One is left with the impression that bubble

type sorts are useless except on small lists or as modules in other

algorithms.

This is true if all you ever intend to sort is lists of random
numbers. If however, multikeyed records are sorted on a primary

key and many records which have the same primary key are

ordered on a secondary key bubble sort is stable. Algorithms

such as quicksort, shell, and heap sort which make exchanges

between nonadjacent elements will destroy this secondary order-

ing. Therefore if sort stability is important these sorts should not

be used.

Speed and stability can be bought with space. The two-way

merge sort, which is of order N ln(N). preserves secondary

ordering, but requires an additional scratch array. This algorithm

treats a file as N files of length 1 . Adjacent files are merged into

N/2 files of length 2. This process continues back and forth

between the original space and scratch space until there is one

file of length N.

In conclusion; speed and size are not the only important issues

in comparing sorting algorithms. Stability and memory may also

be important depending on the application.

Ellis Workman
120 NW 37th Ave.

Rochester. MN 55901

Eyes Have It

Dear Editor:

I was quite pleased with the review of the Eye security / home
control system done by Otto Moyen-van Slimming in your August
issue. However. I would like to point out some product improve-

ments that have been instituted since the review unit was
purchased.

First The Eye may now be placed in any free Apple slot

(except zero). Also, the BSR controller "beep" is an intentional

feature: it is helpful to transmit the code several times to insure

that "line noise" does not cause erratic operation of the BSR
system.

Another very useful BSR feature is the addition of a second
on-off cycle for the BSR scheduler. The timer may be activated

using either or both of the schedules, and may be programmed
by day-of-week to automatically select the proper schedule(s) on
the proper day.

As a final note, the capacitance value for the RC filter should

be in the range of .1 mfd to 1 mfd, instead of the misprinted .01

mfd spec in the manual. This has been corrected.

I hope that these clarifications will aid your readers. Thank
you for a well done, thorough review of our product.

Joseph R. Fuller

President

Lehigh Valley Computer Corp.

Corporate Headquarters

523 South Clewell St.

Bethlehem. PA 18015

Saving Interface

Dear Editor:

The article by Nancy Blumenstalk Mingus ("A Letter Quality

Alternative for Atari Users") in the June issue of Creative

Computing was very accurate. But one important fact was
missing.

She does not mention the use of the MEM.SAV file with the

Atari 850 interface. The disk you are working with must have a

MEM.SAV file on it or you will lose the handler if you call up

DOS. The interface boots just the same as the disk drive. The
interface handler is put into the same memory location that is

used by DOS. The MEM.SAV file is needed to save the handler

and replace it when the DOS is finished.

I found this out the hard way about four months ago when
trying to connect a TI Silent 700 series printer to my Atari 800.

The TI 700 series RS-232C has a line Data Carrier Detect which

must be tied to +12 volts or the printer will not see the data

coming from the interface module.

I hope this information will save some of your readers the grief

I went through to uncover this.

Ray Holich

1601 Willow Lane
Mount Prospect, IL 60056

Stop the World

Dear Editor:

Several readers have pointed out errors in the World Builder

program (June 1983), and one question has been asked several

times. I'm writing to answer the question and to advise others of
the corrections in the program.
Many readers have asked about the square bracket in a

mathematical expression. Some Radio Shack printers print this

instead of a carat or an up arrow. This is the arithmetic ex-

ponentiation sign. Thus 2|3=8.
In line 520 the formula should be P = (1.25 - L| .285714) / MS

/.005

The original expression can give negative percents of stellar life

for certain stars.

In line 590 the formula should be L = EXP(4.4228 - .9195 * M )

The original formula was in error because I changed from base

10 to base e. The resulting errors weren't obvious since they

were still the right order of magnitude.

I have been persuaded to change the lower temperature limit

for human habitability. In line 2060 the expression LL<^-30

requires a lowest low temperature of -30 degrees F. The coldest

continuously inhabited spot on Earth gets down to -60 degrees. I

couldn't live there but somebody does. Thus the expression in

line 2060 should be LL <-60.

I am very pleased by the amount of comment this program has

generated. I've just completed work on an improved version. It

contains some 89 stars, built-in data tables on the Solar System

and more extensive alien life form and psychology speculations.

The new program also does a printout of the information.

Contact me if you are interested in obtaining a copy.

Stephen Kimmel
4756 S. Irvington PI.

Tulsa, OK 74135
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BUYA BANANA. SAVE A BUNCH.
Meet the Banana;** the very

tough, versatile, portable, and
reliable dot-matrix printer from
Gorilla."

At $249.95 retail it's an ideal

and inexpensive companion for

personal computers like Applf
(or Apple "l(K)k alikes

n
such as

Franklin orAlbert ).
'11,

Commodore? TRS-80? Kaypro?
Timex," Osborne," etc.

After that, it's merely com-
parable to other printers that can
cost up to three times as much:
10" carriages (to handle standard

paper), 80 columns, graphics
capability, 10 characters per inch

( expandable to 5 cpi) draft-quality

print (for perfectly acceptable
form letters, data processing,

CIRCLE 188 ON READER SERVICE CARD

business reports, etc.) tractor

feed (for precise alignment and
quick loading), parallel or serial

interface ( take your pick), self-

inking ribbon cassette (for long
life and easy installation), 10
portable pounds in weight, and
compatibility with so many of the
most popular personal computers
on the market

Plus its printhead features a
unique single-hammer design that
eliminates a lot ofmoving parts, to

eliminate a lot of annoying repairs.

That's the Banana: silly name,
serious service. It's everything
the expensive dot-matrix printers
are . .

.

Except expensive.

Leading Kdge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021
roll-free: 1-800-343-6833; In Massachusetts (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.



Where There's Swill There's No Way
Dear Editor:

Judging from John J. Anderson's "Outpost: Atari" (July, 1983),

one would get the impression that graphics are the be-all and

end-all of educational software. He talks of all the "amateurish

swill" in the educational software market. Then he cites a game

software house as the model for educational software producers.

While graphics can be an important element in an educational

software package, this overemphasis by Mr. Anderson and others

in the computer industry is having some unfortunate effects on

the kind of educational software now being developed by the

more entertainment-oriented publishers. This graphics-is-

everything philosophy is producing the kind of software that I

call Fluffware.

Fluffware is a supposedly educational program with little actual

educational content, but very strong computer graphics. In some

cases, the graphics (which are always crude by print media

standards) are not even recognizable by the children they are

designed for. Rather, the graphics serve to lure the parents to get

them to buy the products. In the short run, Fluffware may force

some of the more content-based education off the store shelves.

Our company's position is that computer graphics are never to

be used as an end in themselves, but only if they actually

enhance the learning process. We start with the educational

objectives and then come up with techniques that reach those

objectives (including voice accompaniment, workbooks, etc).

We try to avoid using the graphics-oriented arcade game as a

model for educational software (although if the situation calls

for it, we will use it). Rather, we use an interactive audio-visual

instruction model. I believe that maturity in the industry will

show this to be the correct approach.
John Victor

President

Program Design Inc.

95 East Putnam Ave.

Greenwich, CT 06830

If I gave the impression that all software lacking great graphics

is amateurish swill, I sincerely apologize. How I may have come
to express that sentiment is a mystery to me, since I could not

feel more differently.

What I tried to communicate is a profound disappointment

with a few packages on the market today that use the word
"education " to mask an inferior product. This does not mean
inferior graphics; it means poorly-written and executed programs.
It means unhappy and dissatisfied users. It means a continued
lack of credibility for the very notion of microcomputers in

education.

I wish Mr. Vector and other houses the greatest success in

creating good educational software, with or without graphics

and sound. I only hope for reasonable standards of quality.

-JJA

One of my personal gripes about many programmers is that

they tend to be poor writers. I have frequently used segments

from Effective Writing when teaching my high school English

classes and adult education computer awareness classes. For

two reasons I would like to see the column appear once again as

a regular feature:

• Computer usage has influenced our language considerably,

and I expect that we have just begun to see the extent to which

liberties will be taken with our language to accommodate the

"computer's need." While those of us who have bothered to

understand this phenomenon know the reasons for much of the

altering, the majority of the populace do not. If substandard

grammar, diction and sentence logic are presented "through the

computer," it seems as though we just provide more reason to

resist the computer's influence. Please reinstate the Effective

Writing column to help programmers see how to write succinctly

and with clarity.

• The second reason why I would like to see the Effective

Writing column reinstated is that it enhances the quality of your

magazine. Several teaching colleagues who have resisted the

personal computer's influence have been very impressed with

the column. Their opinion of computers and related activities

has been visibly enhanced with such a source of quality writing.

Please bring back Effective Writing to guide the industry in

general and Creative Computing in specific.

I thank you for considering these opinions. While I know that

a column on gaming or graphics may well sell more copies of

Creative Computing, this reader will be more likely to stay with

Creative Computing because it leads other publications in

providing me the quality and kind of information which helps me
most.

Michael R. Huston
P.O. Box 213

Burden, NY 14818

Righting Writers

Dear Editor:

You concluded the "Dateline: Tomorrow" feature in the July

1983 Creative Computing with the taunt, "Perhaps it is time to

reinstate our Effective Writing column again. Any opinions out

there?" This is one reader who hopes that you are serious.

Brainstorm
Dear Editor:

When I was in England recently I purchased a Jupiter Ace
computer and tested it thoroughly.

There was a serious omission in your review (July 1983). Forth

does not ordinarily support floating-point owing to the firm

belief of Charlie Moore that everything can be handled in integer,

if one takes sufficient pains with the scaling. This is the hard

way. For scientific calculations, floating-point is essential.

The Jupiter Ace provides floating-pojnt multiply and divide,

which is entirely sufficient— to check it out I wrote a Forth

definition (word) for FSIN(x), everywhere good to five significant

figures. The Ace suppresses spurious accuracy and displays only

digits having meaning— my Basic shows 16 digits for SIN(x) of

which at least the last eight are meaningless.

I found the Ace to be quite solid and had no trouble with the

cassette interface. In the beginning. Forth is a hard task-master:

it is only for people who are willing to test the code they have

written to make absolutely sure it is perfect. Forth may be a

strict discipline, but there is much satisfaction in having full

control, and it pays a substantial dividend in efficiency. This is a

great machine for the smartest of the high-school youngsters— for

whom it was intended.
Alfred E. Brain

P.O. Box 96

El Granada, CA 94018
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To err is human.
To forgive is SAVVY.

With SAVVY" you can misspell, mistype or rephrase and still command your computer.

If you're tired of inflexible personal software, it's time to get SAVVY.
SAVVY teaches your computer to adapt to you. It's part hardware, part software, and part

remarkable. It lets your computer see things as you see them. Do things the way you like to do them.

It even allows for those unavoidable entry errors that we all sometimes make.

What's the secret? SAVVY can recognize patterns (other software products can only recognize

exact duplicates) and you can teach it to recognize your language. That means it will carry out your

commands instead of flashing "error" messages.

Whether you want SAVVY to teach yourself programming, to run your business applications or to

develop drills for students, there's a version of SAVVY to suit your needs and

your budget. It's a database system, file manager, natural language programmer,

and an operating system, all in one. SAVVY operates on Apple II Plus and He*

computers as well as Apple-compatibles.

Call 800-551-5199 to arrange for a demonstration at your local dealer.

SAVVY is a product of ExcaliburTechnologies

Corporation, 800 Rio Grande Boulevard N.W,
Mercado 21, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104.

SAVVY
a product ot E\calibur

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SAW" is j trademark of

I- \i .ililmr Icchnolnpcs ( Sup.

Apple II I lus & lie arc

registered trademarks of

Apple ( !onipitter Inc.
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In Love With Lisa

Melvin Merkin

It was a hot summer morning when I

first met her. We played all day and I

knew then I must have her for my own.

My dream came true last month when
she moved in with me and we spent four

beautiful weeks together. Now she is

gone, but I must tell you about Lisa.

Hardware
Lisa is the name of a new computer

from Apple Computer. Lisa has been in

the press enough since she was first an-

nounced last January that I would be

surprised if you had not heard of her. I

had the privilege of using Lisa for a four

week beta test period recently and
thought enough of this new computer to

put my thoughts to pen. Table 1 lists the

Motorola 68000 CPU
1 Megabyte of RAM
2 87 IK disk drives

S Megabyte hard disk with cable

1 Keyboard
High resolution video screen (720 X
364 pixel black on white)

1 Mouse (a pointing device)

2 Serial ports with full duplex channels

1 Parallel port

3 Expansion slots

Table 1. The Hardware.

vital statistics for all the hardware
freaks, but, the numbers don't even hint

Melvin Merkin. 55 Sutler. #361, San Francisco, CA
94104.

at the essence of Lisa.

This hardware together with six soft-

ware packages (LisaDraw, LisaWrite,

LisaCalc, LisaGraph, LisaList, and
LisaProject) costs $9995. In addition you
get to choose between two printers: a dot

matrix printer for $645 or a daisywheel

printer for $2165.

The dot matrix printer needs a $195
parallel interface card since the hard
disk uses the parallel port that comes
with the machine. The daisywheel

printer hooks right into one of the serial

ports. The dot matrix printer is better

for pictures and the daisywheel is better

for words, although they both can print

pictures and words.

I bet you're thinking that, "That's a

lot of money!" Well, you're right. Lisa is

definitely the top of the line in micro-

computers. Please keep in mind, how-

12

ever, that the price includes possibly all

the memory and all the software you
will ever need. Now, you have an easy

decision to make: dot matrix or
daisywheel printer. My guess is that the

decisions will get harder as Lisa matures

and more options become available.

Software
"What's so exciting about Lisa then?"

you may ask. Although the hardware

collection is very powerful, it includes

nothing that isn't found in the Xerox
Star. The exciting thing about Lisa is the

software which comes with it and the

way it has been woven into the fabric of

the hardware design. It is as if the de-

signers started with the concept of what
a computer should do and how it should

interface with the user, and worked
backward to the hardware design.

October 1983 c Creative Computing



THE BEST REASON FOR HAVING A HOME COMPUTER.
Your children. Thafs why we created

the Early Games series for them. We're

educators as well as computer special-

ists. lA/e create games that teach
children important skills.

There are five programs in the Early

Games series Early Games for Young
Children is a set of nine entertaining
activities for children Z lk to 6. They
can work with numbers and letters and
create color fij I pictures. Matchmaker
uses shapes, sizes, directions and
colors to help children develop reading

readiness skills. Children ages 5 to

12 can learn to play melodies with Early

Games Music Our Piece of Cake turns
math problems into, well, a piece of

cake. And Fraction Factory takes the
work out of fractions.

Early Games feature multiple
activities, easy to use picture menus,
and colorful graphics. The games
are fun, children love to play them! Thats
why they learn from them.
And they're the best reason for having

a home computer.

counterpoint software inc.



Lisa, continued...

Turning Lisa on, for example, doesn't

just bring power to the electronics, but

invokes a whole series of checks to make
sure everything is working properly,

initiates a configuration suited to your
tastes, and initializes the system to the

exact point in the last program you were

using when you turned the system off.

The piece de resistance is the mouse.

Even though the mouse was not in-

vented by Apple, Lisa will surely popu-

Three-dimensional
figures are produced
with delightful ease.

larize it. What is remarkable is the way
in which a person using the Lisa mouse
can quickly and effortlessly glide

through complex conversations with the

machine in a most natural way. The
mouse is used to point to pictures (or

icons) on the screen, and the button is

used to either select or grab a picture.

These two primitive primate functions of

select and grab are used throughout all

six software packages.

The designers of Lisa have built a ma-
chine that is not only easy to use but

easy to put together. You don't even

need a screwdriver as all the components
slide together and snap in place. This

makes for easy repair and maintenance.

It is no exaggeration to say that Lisa can

be unpacked and working within 10

minutes.

Once it is up and running, you will be

tempted to start playing with Lisa

instead of dutifully going through the

interactive tutorial called LisaGuide. A
friend of mine was having some diffi-

culty using LisaCalc. When I suggested

he look in the LisaCalc Reference Man-
ual he said, "That's cheating." Learning

how to use Lisa by trial and error is so

much fun that to learn it methodically

by going through the tutorials provided

for each software package seems insipid.

Lisa Draw
This review would be hundreds of

pages long if I were to discuss each of

the six software packages in detail.

Fortunately, I became so engrossed in

LisaDraw that I gave short shrift to the

other five software packages. I had never

before seen anything like it.

LisaDraw allowed me to combine the

flair of an artist with the skill of a drafts-

man in creating illustrations for my re-

ports. For me this was an entirely new
form of expression which greatly en-

hanced my ability to communicate my

Eating Enjoyment

Salad

Dessert

Soup

vegetable

Entree

Exploded Pie Chart.

ideas. I am neither an artist nor a drafts-

man yet I have always wanted to draw
my ideas. With LisaDraw I can now do
this.

In seconds I can throw a circle up on
the screen and fill it with tiny hearts.

Three-dimensional figures are produced
with delightful ease. I had fun drawing
my signature then shrinking it and mov-
ing it on top of the circle filled with tiny

hearts. Can you imagine: a $10,000
doodle pad!

When all of my pent up creative juices

subsided I got down to the very serious

business of drawing the illustrations for

my reports. Figure 1, shows a rather

bland example of the type of illustration

possible with LisaDraw. Anyone submit-

ting patent illustrations would find

LisaDraw indispensable. The program is

the forerunner of personal CAD (Com-
puter Aided Design) systems. What is so

spectacular about Lisa is the ability to

take an illustration done in LisaDraw
and paste it into a report prepared in

Lisa Write.

LisaWrite
Lisa Write is the word processor that

comes with Lisa. This is no ordinary
word processor but a little typesetting

machine. Not only can I choose from a

variety of fonts to type in, I can also se-

lect the size of my letters, shading,

underlining, boldface, italics, etc. After

typing the document I can go back and
enlarge a word in the middle of the page.

Instantly all the words will shift around

the page adjusting for the increased

length and width of the enlarged word.

I can type on a blank sheet of paper or

call up a selection of typing accouter-

ments such as a grid for lining up col-

umns, or a ruler (in inches or

centimeters) which shows the margins.

The mouse is used to highlight portions

of the text for deletion, modification or

moving.

At any time I can interrupt my word
processing, temporarily put it aside and

LisaCalc is a
spreadsheet program

in the traditional sense.

jump into another application. This is all

part of the operating system called

Desktop Manager.

LisaCalc
LisaCalc is a spreadsheet program in

the traditional sense. The mouse can be

used to jump quickly around the

spreadsheet and to stretch or compress
individual columns. Using the mouse,

you can point to a cell, push the button

to select the cell, and then move the

mouse while holding the button down to

highlight a block of cells.

Lisa uses a noun-verb syntax. After

highlighting a cell, row, column or block
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IS THIS LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
REALLY NECESSARY?

ACCUTRACK

N»-
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If you've ever lost data due to a

faulty disk, you know how impor-

tant reliability can be.

That's why Accutrack disks are

critically certified at 2-3 times the

error threshold of your system.

Why they're precision fabricated for

higher signal quality, longer life and

less head wear. And why we take

such extra steps as testing single-

density mini disks at double-density

levels. So you don't have to worry
about the reliability of your media.

Accutrack disks. OEMs have
specified them for years. You can
trust them for your data. Call toll-

free (800 225-8715) for your nearest

dealer.

03ACCUTRACK
l£i£j Dennison KYBE Corporation

82 Calvary Street. Waltham. Mass 02254
Tel. (617) 899-0012; Telex 94-0179

Outside Mass call toll tree (800) 2253715
Offices & representatives worldwide
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Dealers: Give your customers a

choice—Accutrack's OEM perform-
ance as well as your heavily adver-

tised brand. We have the industry's

only complete line of disks, cas-

settes and mag cards, including

virtually all special formats.

If you want a quality line, small

minimums, the ability to mix
and match, private labeling,

fast delivery and great price, call

today. Find out how responsive a

media supplier can be.



Lisa, continued..

Norma] Disk Drive Lisa Disk Drive

Lisa 's Innovative Disk Drive.

(indicating the noun), you tell Lisa what
to do (verb) with the highlighted por-

tion. Typically, after composing a nice

little financial model in LisaCalc you
would move a portion of the spreadsheet

into LisaGraph.

LisaGraph
LisaGraph is a program which pro-

duces business graphs from columns of

data. The screen is split vertically into

columns of data on the left and a graph

of the data on the right. Using the

mouse, you can easily choose among
several views of the data, including pie

chart, bar graph, and line plot. If you
choose a bar graph representation, you
can then choose hidden bars, stacked

bars, or side-by-side bars. As you make
different selections, the graph on the

right of the screen changes instantly.

You can go to the data side of the

screen and modify the numbers. This

also causes the graph to change before

your eyes. The graph will have a title,

subtitle, and labels, but you may wish to

move the graph to LisaDraw where you
can add annotation and further
illustrations.

The graph will be moved over in an
intelligent fashion. For example, after

you move the pie chart over, you can
"grab" a slice of the pie and drag it par-

tially out of the pie. LisaDraw will

"know" that the graph is made up of

several components which can be in-

dividually addressed and modified.

LisaList is a very
simple and easy-to-use

database system.

LisaList

LisaList is a very simple and easy-to-

use database system. Actually, it is too

simple to be given the name of database

manager and is appropriately named
LisaList since it operates on lists of

records in which each record is com-
posed of many fields. The fields are

represented as columns and the records

are represented as rows on the screen.

The two basic operations are sorting

and selection using a variety of criteria.

LisaList is certainly easy to use. How-
ever, it is unable to perform sophis-

ticated database management functions

and, in my mind, is the weakest of the

six programs in the package.

LisaProject

I have saved perhaps the best for last.

LisaProject is a beautiful application. If

you are a project manager and have tried

to use a computer to help you manage
your project you will appreciate
LisaProject.

LisaProject allows you to work di-

rectly on a PERT chart. The critical

path is highlighted at all times. You can

add new milestones or processes, and the

chart is instantly updated. Adding or

deleting dependencies is easier than us-

ing a pencil and eraser on paper. The
bigger your project the more you need
LisaProject.

It is clear that LisaProject was written

for the Lisa project herself. You can
spend many times the cost of the full

Lisa system on a mainframe project

management system written for 80-col-

umn punch cards. If you are in charge of

a large project, run, don't walk, to your
nearest Apple dealer and try LisaProject.

Drawbacks
Nobody's perfect, not even Lisa. I

have a list of complaints which bear air-

ing. First and foremost, Lisa is slow. The
actual calculation speed is fast enough to

make you believe there is a 68000 under
the hood, however, the user-friendly sys-

tem really eats up machine cycles. It

seemed as though it took Lisa a full Ave
minutes just to turn herself on and check
herself out. I got in the habit of simply
leaving Lisa on all the time. I lost my
guilt when I found out that one of the

designers of Lisa had his on for six

months straight and suffered no ill-

effects.

The screen automatically dims after a

few minutes of idleness. Just touching

the mouse or keyboard will bring the

screen back to life.

Switching from one application to an-

other seems to drag on forever (about

two minutes). Once you are in an

application though, Lisa moves along

briskly. Especially frisky is the speed at

which pictures are drawn on the screen.

Another complaint about the set of six

programs is that they all are fixed and

cannot be programmed in any sense.

For example, in LisaWrite there are

about ten different fonts, but I couldn't

define my own. There is a pre-defined

set of characters; I couldn't create the

beta character, for example.

In LisaDraw there are about 50 tes-

sellation patterns, but darned if I could

create my own. I got the feeling that the

designers thought they knew what was

right for me. Even though the six pro-

grams are easy to use and of the finest

design, I hope future releases will give

the user more control.

LisaDraw was my favorite, and I

know I am tempting fate by suggesting

an improvement, but I found myself on

It is clear that

LisaProject was written

for the Lisa project
herself.

many occasions wanting to rotate a pic-

ture I had drawn. Also, Lisa is a black

and white machine. I would love to see a

color version.

Innovations

Lisa is touted by Apple as a revolution

in computer technology. I agree with

them. If I had to choose between a

multimillion dollar IBM 3083 or a Lisa,

I wouldn't hesitate to ask for the Lisa.

Microcomputers were catching up to

minicomputers a year ago, but have now
passed mainframes in many important

respects.

The big mainframes aren't used by the

average person because they are very

difficult to use. They don't have a mouse
or the picture drawing speed of the Lisa.

I predict that people will soon use

microcomputers, and microcomputers
will use mainframes.

I think the biggest innovation repre-

sented by Lisa is the integration of all

the programs—with each other and with

the hardware. Other vendors are quickly

picking up on this integration theme. It

is a very difficult task to accomplish but

a worthwhile goal for all future systems.

Even if Lisa is not successful (I think it

will be), it has set a new standard which
will affect all future computer offerings.

The disk drive is another innnovation,
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HOT STUFF

You'll find it wherever computergamers
go to score the latest and greatest in

entertainment software.

The HOT RACK. It's where the

"hot" ones are.

You'll find games that'll grab you,

thrill you, and hurl you to worlds you
never dreamed were possible. Best-

sellers like CHOPLIFTER. CASTLE
WOLFENSTEIN. AZTEC. STAR-
BLAZER . . . and many, many more.

So, stop wasting your time and
money on games that could leave you
cold. Look for the HOT RACK at your
local computer store.

If you don't see it, ask for it.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Dealers only, call 800 432-3129 (Inside California) or 800 854-6801 (Outside California).

Another marketing first from MICRO D.
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Apple's new
Monitor II.

A sight for

sore eyes.
If you've been using aTV as

a monitor, perhaps you can get

a friend to read this for you:

Apple's brand new Monitor

II will improve your vision.

It features all the latest

ergonomic improvements in

monitor technology.

For example:

Studies have shown that

the leading cause of eye fatigue

for computer users is lack of

contrast between the displayed

characters and their background.

So we designed the Monitor

II around a high contrast green

phosphor CRT that provides an

extremely dark background.

That means you can read text

at a lower brightness. And
that means you can be more
productive — working longer

and more comfortably.

Toward that same end, we
also gave Monitor II a tilt screen.

So you can angle it perfectly for

your working position, without

scooting your chair around or

sitting on phone books.

And we made that screen

antireflective to reduce glare

from ambient light.

Monitor II also features

a high bandwidth video

amplifier and a high tolerance

linearity circuit.The former

keeps characters from smearing

on the screen and eliminates the

annoying "ghosts" left by a fast

moving cursor. The latter keeps

characters crisp, legible and
prevents "keystoning" right up
to the edges of the display. Both

add up to superior display of

80-column text and extremely

Screen tilts for

best working position.

Antireflective screen.

accurate graphics.

Designed as the perfect

system partner for the Apple" He

Personal Computer, Monitor II

requires no monitor stand. It's a

perfect fit, aesthetically as well

as technically. So it's pleasing to

the eye even when it s turned

off. See for yourself.

At your local authorized

Apple dealer.

Interior ofCRT is etched to reduce

glare and improve crispness.

Fits perfectly atop the Apple lie.



NowApple
plots color.
Since color graphics are

becoming ever more important

in business, we've been hearing

more and more calls for a color

plotter as reliable as an Apple.

Here it is:

Apples new Color Plotter

can generate all kinds of presen-

tation graphics, engineering

drawings or anything else you
have to illustrate in up to eight

brilliant colors.

And it can perform its art on
any size paper up to 1

1" x 17"

Or, with optional transparency

pens, it can draw right on
transparent film for overhead
projection.

Measuring just 48"H x 16"W
x I2"P, it's the smallest four-

color, wide bed color plotter you
can buy — about half the sice

ofconventional flatbed

plotters. So it takes up
less space on your

desk and can easily be

COMF-

w

High tolerance

linearity circuit

High bandwidth

video amplifier.

moved to someone else's desk.

There are two color plotter

accessory kits to choose from
to assure a perfect marriage with

your Apple II or He, or Apple III.

Each kit comes with eight

color pens — red, blue, green,

black, burnt orange, gold, violet

and brown. Plus a starter

package of plotter paper. Plus

all the manuals, documentation

and cables appropriate to

your particular kind ofApple.
So you can get up and coloring

right away.

Apple also offers a complete
selection of 24 different pen
packages — so you can choose
whatever colors you need in a

variety of widths for a variety of

applications and media types.

As you might expect, all of

the above is available at many
ofour authorized Apple dealers.

CarryonwithAppleCare
Carry-In Service.

No matter how long you've

owned your Apple system,

you can now get a long term
service contract at a very

reasonable cost.

AppleCare Carry-In Service

is a service plan that will

cover most Apple-branded
components in your system

for one full year.

It covers an unlimited

number of repairs and is

honored byover 1500 authorized

Apple dealers nationwide.

Apple-trained technicians

assure you of the highest quality

service, fast — in most cases less

than 24 hours.

AppleCare
Carry-In Service is ideal

for anyone who needs to

know ahead of time the cost of

maintenance for their system.

So check out the details —
you'll find it's the lowest cost

health plan an Apple can have.

Apple Computer Inc., 2CB2S Murium Ait, Cu/vrrino. Giii/ WM For d*authorized ciai/cT neural >•<>! ai// (800) i}K-96l ><< \ppU- Comtnaer Inc

AppM iwirk '<i Apr^ Computet Inc
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Lisa, continued...

albeit of lesser importance. Apple has re-

designed the disk drive to hold more
data and to be more fault tolerant. The
sector sizes are all uniform in contrast

with the standard design in which the

ones on the perimeter are wider than

those near the center. To accomplish

this feat, the designers have the diskette

rotate at a variable speed depending

upon the distance of the read head from

the center. Instead of a constant hum
you hear a little tune whenever the disk

drives are reading and writing.

The other important difference is that

the two read/write heads are 180 de-

grees apart instead of being together.

This means that the diskettes need two
oblong holes in the jacket instead of one.

This change means that the diskettes

will last longer and be less prone to er-

rors. However, I feel it was a mistake to

create a non-standard design especially

in light of the new 3" diskettes becoming
popular.

Other innovations include the one-

button mouse. Mice previously have had

two to four buttons. It was quite a stroke

of genius to come out with a mouse with

only one button. The one button makes
things much easier to use since, when in

doubt people will simply pass the one
button and see what happens. With two
or more buttons the user might hesitate

to press a button for fear of pressing the

wrong one. Lisa cheats a little on the ele-

gance of the one button design by allow-

ing shortcuts like clicking the button

twice in rapid succession for "advanced"
commands.

Lisa has many tricks up her sleeve.

One of the features announced is the

inclusion of a serial number and a

unique random number built into the

ROM. These two little numbers will al-

low total and absolute copy protection

on future software. Also by checking the

serial number, a program could adjust to

past hardware modifications. Apple
could reserve a whole sequence of serial

numbers for a large company and then

sell software which works only for that

set of machines. The unique random
number will undoubtedly be used for

security to protect the Lisa owner, say,

in home banking applications.

I used the first release of Lisa. Lisa is

sure to grow. I suspect that Lisa will

really shine when she adds AppleNet to

her repertoire, allowing her to talk to

other Lisas as well as Ethernet.

Apple has always encouraged third

party software, and I see no reason for

them to change their strategy. Apple will

be offering tools to software developers

allowing them to have their programs
make use of the mouse and draw pic-

tures on the screen. More important,

these tools will allow third party vendors

to develop applications which will inte-

grate with the six LisaSeries programs as

well as with any other applications using

the prescribed methodologies.

Can I recommend Lisa for you? No, I

can recommend only that you go to your
nearest Apple dealer and try Lisa,

because no amount of explanation can

describe her. Like love, Lisa must be

experienced.

"Until I see this Supreme Court ruling.

Bobby. I'm afraid I can't condone

throwing Lisa Nichols into a volcano.

UlllECA fl
INTERNATIONAL

EPSON FX-80 PRINTER

• Up To 160 cps • Pinfeed Platen

• Proportional Spacing • Graphics • Elite Pitch

• Centronics Parallel Interface • Internal 2 K Ram

NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY I

IDS480MICROPRISM

OMEGA
PRICE 499 Manufacturers

Suggested

Retail Price

699.00
• New "Maisey™" Print Quality

• Dot Matrix

CALL TOLL FREE I

1-800-343-0873
Call Toll Free tor Ordering

All Others call (61 7) 229 6464

CHARGE IT! PRICES. SPECIFICATIONS AND AVAILABILITY OF

ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO

CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE•Mass Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

•Prices Do Not Include Shipping Charges

UNADVERTISED SPECIALS • AMDEK • APPLE • C-ITOH • GEMINI • NEC • OKIDATA • TANDON
OMEGA INTERNATIONAL

334 R CAMBRIDGE STREET, BURLINGTON, MA. 01803



* new higi

y computer
skill games

Think balancing a pile of blocks is kid's stuff? Think again.
Building a stable tower in this game takes muscle,

a keen eye and a good bit of planning.
Barnaby, Highrise's master builder, supplies the

muscle. But it's up to you to select blocks of various
shapes and sizes from any of five chutes. Then load

^J 'em onto the springboard in any of five positions

and flip 'em up onto the pile.

Plan your block selection and placement correctly

and you build a balanced pile. Stack 'em wrong
and your pile comes crashing down.

Each block you add racks up more points.

Complete a pile and Barnaby climbs up and takes
you to the next level of difficulty. But hurry-you're

piling blocks in a race against the clock.

Highrise. It's a new high in computer skill games.
Recommended only for players with a keen eye, an agile

mind and very steady nerves.

3
Available for Apple II" and lie,

"

IBM PC, Commodore 64™
and Atari 800"

micro leara
THE COMPUTER EDUCATION DIVISION OF MICROLAB, INC.

Hlghrlie'" Is a registered trademark of MIcroLab. Inc.
Micro Lab If83. MIcroLearn li a registered trademark of MIcroLab, Inc.

MIcroLab. Inc., 26** Skokle Valley Road. Highland Park, IL 60035. 31 2/433 7550
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HOW TOUNSC
YOUR NES

It doesn't take a computer to tell

you that money can't buy you
nappiness.

But at last there is a piece of per-

sonal computer software that can make
you a lot happier about your money.

And you're looking at it.

Who needs it?

Dollars and Sense" is designed for

everyone who wonders where their

money is going. Or why it isn't going
as far as it used to. Or even as far as it's

supposed to.

It's designed for peo-
ple on a budget. Ana for

people who aren't.

It's designed for
people with expense
accounts. And people
who just want to
account for their
expenses.

For people who don't
know a thing about computers. And
people who Know everything.

For people who can't balance a

checkbook. And people who can do
it in their sleep.

And if you've read this far, it's

designed for you.

Where have all the dollars gone?
Dollars and Sense saves you money

by organizing your money. By giving

you the clearest picture you've ever
had of your financial behavior.

You can establish budgets along
any lines you like. Monthly or annu-
ally. Fixed: or variable. On up to 120
accounts.

It can write checks, make transac-

tions automatically, even remind you
to pay your bills.

And as time goes by, it tells you
exactly how you're doing. With a com-

Rlete set of reports and
ill-color graphs:

Year-to-date summa-
ries. Income statements.
Balance sheets. Cash
flow analyses.
Monthly and yearly
comparisons of

where you wanted to

be vs. where you are.

You can look into the future to dis-

cover how much damage that new car,

new driver, new dress or new baby
will do to your budget.

Or look into the past to find out
anything you like. Like how many bar



BLE
:gg.
tabs you picked up in February.
How much unleaded you
pumped in July.

Or whether your utility

bills have gone far enough through the
ceiling to justify a new roof.

And all you have to do is spend
a few minutes each week telling your
IBM® PC, Apple15

II or He what came in

and what went out.

Tax break.

You can use Dollars and Sense
around the house or around the office.

And around April 15, you'll be

flad you did. Because a few simple
eystrokes will present you with all

the information you need to satisfy

Uncle Sam.
If you do your own Long Forms—

or your own loan applications— you'll

save time. If someone else does them
for you, you'll save money.

Year after year.

User friendly. Really.

Dollars and Sense also happens
to be very easy to use. For everyone
who uses it.

If you're a novice, at computing or
accounting or both, don't worry.

The interactive demonstration disk
will get you started. And the program
will keep you going. With sample
accounts, on-screen prompts and two
different beeps.

One for typographical errors. And
another for other kinds of errors.

As you get faster, so does Dollars

and Sense. You can enter and edit large

amounts of information, right on the
screen. Move from function to function
without waiting around. And get
instant, up-to-date reports.

On screen. Or on paper.
And one more thing. Dollars and

Sense is tax-deductible.
But only if you use it on your taxes.

8295 South La Cienega Blvd.

Inglewood, CA 90301
213/215-0529

Apple i* j registered trademark ol Apple, lite

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines

"Color monitor required
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TRS-80 Model 4

More Business Oriented Than The ill

Stephen B. Gray

Radio Shack's new 8-bit computer,
the TRS-80 Model 4 replaces the Model
III and is compatible with not just one,

but with two operating systems,
TRSDOS 6.0 and CP/M Plus. (It is also

compatible with TRSDOS 1.3 and
LDOS, but more about that later.)

Thus the user can run all the pro-

grams written for the Model III, and
also the more than 3000 programs writ-

ten under CP/M.

On The Outside
From the outside, the Model 4 looks

very much like the Model III, except

that more of the control keys are white;

there are some additional keys; the case

is a different color; and the display holds

more characters.

The Model III case was made of an
opaque plastic sprayed with an alu-

minum-color paint that rubbed off all

too easily. The cream color of the Model
4 case is molded in and is therefore

permanent.

The additional keys are CTRL, caps,

and the three function keys in the nu-

meric keypad, Fl, F2, and F3. caps
locks the display into either upper- or

lowercase and affects only the alphabetic

keys. CTRL, used with other keys, pro-

vides a set of control commands in the

same way the shift and clear keys do.

For example, reverse video, which puts

white characters on a black background,
is enabled by ctrl-p.

Stephen B. Gray. 219 W. gist St.. Apt. 7C. New York.

NY 10024.

Display

The display is schizophrenic: run a

Model III program and the screen shows
16 lines of 64 characters each. But boot

up Model 4 TRSDOS 6.0, and the video

shows 24 lines of 80 characters each.

There will be Model 4 software, such
as word processing and spreadsheet pro-

grams, that uses the 80-column format.

The Model 4 characters are smaller,

of course, to fit in the same screen area:

they are 10 to the inch horizontally and
4 to the inch vertically, as compared
with 8 horizontal and 2.57 vertical

characters to the inch on the Model III.

Double-width characters can be dis-

played, as in the Model III, except that

there are 40 to the line.

Graphics Characters

Like the Model III, the Model 4 can

display 64 graphics characters, which
represent all the combinations of six

pixels in a rectangle two across and three

down. Twenty-six of the 64 graphics

characters can be displayed using
combinations of ctrl/clear with
alphabet keys. This means graphics can

be put directly into strings or print
lines when writing programs.

However, only 5 1 of the 64 graphics

characters can be entered from the key-

board using various control keys. So un-

less you can create your graphics with

only those SI, you must use a program
that stuffs graphics characters into

strings or into print lines.
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The Enhancer II Proudly Presents

A Whole New Cast

Recognize some of these "key"

characters? You've seen them all

before on your Apple* II screen, but

now the Enhancer II has given them all

new identities!

The Enhancer II uniquely gives your

Apple II user-definable keys. So you can

define any key to become what you

want it to be. That means

phrases, paragraphs

or commands that

you use frequently

(up to 510 charac-

ters!) can be re-

membered by the

Enhancer II and then

called up at the touch

of a single key.

Besides that the

Enhancer II gives your Apple II type-

writer mode, with each key assuming the

identity of a conven-

tional typewriter key. Not

only will you recognize all

the characters: you'll posi-

tiveh it having

upper and lowercase letters,

auto repeat shift and shift lock

again! The Enhancer II also has a type-

ahead buffer of 128 characters, so you

can keep sending messages to your

Apple II even while it's busy with

something else.

And if you want to meet even more new

characters, the optional Function Strip™

will introduce you to 16 brand-new keys

across the top of your keyboard which

are yours alone to define. (These charac-

ters will never get mixed up with charac-

ters from the keyboard!)

Ve may be prejudiced, but we

think you're going to HI

"key" characters from ! II. In

fact, we'll bet that once you

them perform, they'll become the

stars of your screen.

*
Suggested retail prices:

Enhancer D, $149
Function Strip, $79
Combined Package, $215

I!
idex

897 NW Grant • Corvallis. OR 97

(503)758"

AppV- and the Apple Injfo arc n&stcnxt Irademariu of Apple

Compute i
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TRS-80 Model 4, continued...

You can't use set and reset to turn

graphics pixels on and off, or point to

test for their presence, because Model 4

Disk Basic doesn't have those com-
mands. It has no graphics functions at

all, other than (is, which clears the

screen. So if you want to create

set/reset graphics on the Model 4,

you must do it in Model III mode.
To make the Model 4 graphics situa-

tion really weird, the bottom two pixels

in the six-panel graphics character

rectangle are only half as high as the up-

per four (Figure 1 ). This makes for some
odd-looking, highly unsymmetrical
graphics. The short-legged graphics

characters are, of course, the result of

the increase in numbering rows from 16

to 24; there just isn't room for graphics

characters of Model III height.

Display characters, whether letters,

numbers, or graphics characters, are cre-

ated by increasing the brightness of
small sections of the horizontal raster-

lines.

The graphics area is 6.2S" high. In the

Model III, those 6.2S inches encompass
200 raster lines. Divide the 200 by the 16

lines of characters, and you theoretically

have 12.5 raster lines available for each
graphics character. If the graphics

characters are made 12 raster lines high

and the characters are three pixels high,

then each pixel is four raster lines high.

To squeeze 24 lines onto the Model 4
screen, more raster lines per inch are re-

quired, so a higher resolution raster dis-

play is used, with 2S0 raster lines in

those 6.25 inches. Dividing 250 by 6.25

gives 10.4 raster lines per graphics
character. It might have been possible to

cut the pixels down to three raster lines

in height, and thus produce graphics

characters nine raster lines high, which
would have been symmetrical, but then
they would have looked quite different

from Model III graphics.

The designers elected to leave the top
two pairs of pixels in the graphics

characters at four raster lines in height,

and reduce the bottom pair to two raster

lines high. Thus the top two-thirds are
the same, but the bottom third of all

graphics characters is short-legged.

Function Keys
The three function keys aren't de-

scribed in the Model 4 manuals, but an
addendum sheet tells what they do in

Model III mode. Fl: "pause program
execution" (same as shift/®). F2:
"leave insert mode and return to normal
Edit Mode" (same as SHiFT/up-arrow).
F3: "erase last character typed" (same as
left-arrow).

The addendum sheet doesn't say that

in Model 4 mode, the three function

keys can be used with inkeyS, just like

any other key. The decimal code for Fl

is 129; for F2, 130; and for F3, 131. So
you should write:

100 A$= INKEYS: I F A$=CHR$( 129)

THEN 180 ELSE 100

180 PRINT "KEYF1": GOTO 100

or something to that effect.

The question is: what do these three

function keys do for you that other keys

won't? Well, they let you perform those

Model III mode operations with one key

instead of two. And they can be "re-

served for special applications," accord-

The questions is:

what do these three
function keys do for

you that other
keys wont?

ing to a member of Radio Shack's Model
4 Support Group in Fort Worth, hinting

that future programs from Fort Worth
will specify the use of the function keys,

just as they do on the Model 11/12/16.

Model 4 Operating Systems
The TRS-80 Model 4 is compatible

with several operating systems:
TRSDOS 6.0, TRSDOS 1.3, LDOS, and
CP/M Plus. This may sound com-
plicated, but it really isn't: the first three

have a close family relationship.

Radio Shack's first disk operating sys-

tem, TRSDOS for the Model I, was
written by Bill Schroeder. He later left

Radio Shack and started his own soft-

ware company, Logical Systems Inc., in

Mequon, WI. His company's disk
operating system for the TRS-80 is

called LDOS, which stands for Logical

Disk Operating Systems.

In a recent Logical Systems advertise-

ment, version 5.1 of LDOS for the

Model I and III is offered at $129,

"reduced from $169."

Now the plot thickens. Look in a re-

cent Radio Shack catalog for the Model
I/III hard disk drive, and you will note

that it says the "operating system en-

hances familiar TRSDOS commands
with convenient hard disk features." Be-

cause TRSDOS didn't have any hard

disk commands, Radio Shack found it

easier to offer LDOS 5.1.3 for use with

the hard disk drive than to create a new
TRSDOS in Fort Worth.

Starting with catalog RSC-9, dated

1983, Radio Shack offers (p. 28) the

LDOS "advanced operating system that

offers the TRS-80 user many features

and enhancements that are not included

in TRSDOS Includes a Job Control

Language to control an unattended com-
puter, a terminal utility, keyboard type-

ahead, printer spooling to memory
and/or disk, a printer output formatting

program, and device independence

—

linking, routing, and filtering." Radio

Shack's price for LDOS is, of course,

$129. There are two versions, one for the

Model I, the other for the Model III.

When you turn on the Model 4, the

first display says "TRSDOS 6.0.0—

Copyright 1983 Logical Systems Inc. . . .

Licensed to Tandy Corporation."
TRSDOS 6.0 includes a Job Control

Language, and is substantially the same
as LDOS; they are code compatible.

Forty-three commands are common to

both LDOS 5.1.3 and TRSDOS 6.0; nine

more are found only in TRSDOS 6.0,

and 13 others are found only in LDOS
5.1.3.

TRSDOS 1.3 is the operating system

used by the Model 4 when in Model III

mode.
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More micro software is //g////' written fear Hayes than for any other modems!
Because Hayes, the telecomput-

ing leader, continues to lead the

wayl With popular-selling modems
that make telecomputing a breeze

for beginners or professionals And
with sophisticated engineering that

appeals to software developers.

Send for our free Communications
Software Directory. It lists more than

a hundred software programs written

for Hayes modems by independent

programmers. For diverse communi-
cation functions, from the practical

to the fun. But all maximizing the

advanced telecomputing capabilities

of Hayes modems.
Whether you're collaborating on

competitive strategies with offices

in the field. Doingyour gift shopping
via computer Or collectingand analyz-

ing commodity or stock information.

Let Hayes provide the superior com-
munications link!

Mail the coupon today for your
free copy of the Hayes Communica-
tions Directory. (Or pick one up at

your local computer store.)

7

Provides a comprehensive

portfolio management—
system for active trader,

money manager or

investor.

Protects sensitive

information sent over—
telephone lines so that

no unauthorized person

can decode files.

THf ' U.HI P-ASNK

Permits use of normal -
telephone lines for

accessing international

Telex network.

Aviation software

-simplifies planning

and increases safety.

Automatically logs-on

to networks, answers
phone, saves incoming

- data, and allows it to be
stored on disk, edited,

and printed.

Transfers files between
various micros, minis or

mainframes

Automatically answers

phone in your name:
- receives, delivers

messages

•

NOTE: More and more
software is being written

for Hayes modems every-

day. Please let us know if

you would like to have
your program included in

our next software directory.

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Allows users to play

-backgammon with
players at distant

locations

ii:f OAUHOM

Mail lb: Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. CC-I

Attention: Marketing Services. 5923 Peachtree
Industrial Blvd.. Norcross. Georgia 30092.

Name

Address

.

City. . State

.

.Zip.

Please send additional information on:

Smartmodem 300* *•

D Smartmodem 1200* *•

Smartmodem 1200B*
(plug-in board for IBM PC)

Micromodem lie" (for Apple computers)

Q)Hayes
•FCC approved tn USA
"DOC approved in Canada
198 J Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.



TRS-80 Model 4, continued...

CP/M Operating System
CP/M stands for Control Program/

Microcomputers; it is distributed by
Digital Research, Inc., of Pacific Grove,
CA. CP/M Plus is a version created for

8088/Z80-based systems.

For a long time, CP/M was the only
disk operating system around. It had
unique features, such as being, for some
time, the only relocatable operating sys-

tem that could run on computers with
memories ranging from 16K to 64K.
This and other such features led to its

becoming the standard DOS for 8-bit

machines. And thus a large amount of
software was generated to be run under
CP/M.

Back in July 1979, the first item in my
TRS-80 column (p. 112) said:

"Radio Shack has officially killed the

idea of using CP/M on the TRS-80.
There is no suitable way of relocating

CP/M from the low end of memory, and
CP/M expects I/O vectors at to 100

hex."

That was over four years ago. Since

then, many TRS-80 users let it be known
that they wanted to be able to use the

large library of CP/M programs avail-

able. So Radio Shack came up with the

Model 4, which is compatible with the

two different operating systems,
TRSDOS 6.0 and CP/M Plus. CP/M
needs 64K to operate in, which is why
the Model 4 has a minimum 64K
memory.

Curiously, although the Radio Shack
catalogs and brochures say that the

Model 4 will run under CP/M Plus,

there is not a single mention of CP/M in

the three manuals supplied with the

Model 4.

Job Control Language
JCL does a lot more than just "con-

trol an unattended computer." It con-
sists of TRSDOS commands, macros,
and special symbols, which you use to

create a JCL file, using the build and
do commands, Scripsit, or a Basic

program.
Some of the JCL macros are pause

(suspend execution, display a message),
flash (flash a message on the screen a

specified number of times), and input
(input a line of information from the
keyboard).

JCL lets you write programs that do
much more than just perform a calcula-

tion. As the name implies, they control

an entire job, performing a variety of
functions. You construct a sequence of
commands and statements that control

the action of the operating system
and/or applications programs. For
example, you could create a JCL file

that shows you a directory, then loads

Basic, runs a program—all automati-
cally, initiated by a single command line.

28

(build is also in Model III TRSDOS
1.3, for creating an automatic command
input file that can be executed via the do
command. TRSDOS 1.3 also contains
PAUSE.)

TRSDOS 6.0

TRSDOS 6.0 has some interesting

commands not found in Model III

TRSDOS 1.3. These include:

• click: A keyboard filter gives the
keys a "click" sound when they are
pressed.

• COMM: Lets two computers commu-
nicate via a defined device. This terminal

JCL does a lot more
than just "control an

unattended computer.

"

program includes disk file send and re-

ceive, and modem support including

1200 baud.
• filter: Modifies data as they are

read from or written to a device, for a
particular application, such as altering

printer output.

• memdisk: Lets you set aside part of

the available RAM memory to function

as a pseudo floppy disk drive that re-

sponds "keystroke-quick" rather than at

the slower disk access speed. You can
copy, backup, purge, and display the

directory of memdisk files.

• repair: Updates and modifies
information on Model I TRSDOS disks
to make them readable under TRSDOS
6.0. (Use CONV for Model III disks.)

• reset: Returns a device to its orig-

inal startup condition. Closes open files

if given a file specification.

• ROUTE: Routes one device to an-

other device, disk file, or to nothing

(NIL).

• setki: Sets the keyboard repeat rate

and delay parameters.

• spool: Permits printing data while

performing other operations, such as

writing a Basic program.
• sysgen: Creates a configuration file

to store information about the way your
system is set up.

• tape 100: Lets TRSDOS 6.0 read a

Model 100 cassette tape file and write it

to Model 4 disk as an ASCII file, or read

a disk file and write it as a Model 100
tape file.

• verify: Turns the verify function

on and off. When verify is on, TRSDOS
reads the data it writes to disk to verify

that the data are readable.

TRSDOS 6.0 allows you to assign

strings to the alphabetic keys, so you can

enter often-used TRSDOS or Basic com-
mands with a single keystroke, to speed

up your programming.
TRSDOS 6.0 sorts directory listings

alphabetically by filename. It also in-

cludes the forms command, which sets

up printer parameters to let you tailor

printouts and handle preprinted forms.

You can change the number of lines per

page, set margins, set page length, in-

dent, and perform other similar word
processing-type functions.

Someone must have felt that the kill
command, for deleting specified files

from the disk directory (to free the disk

space for other uses) sounded too blood-

thirsty. In TRSDOS 6.0, this function is

now called remove. But kill still exists

in Model 4 Disk Basic.

Model 4 Basic

The Basic for the Model 4 is a new
Microsoft version. It permits 40-charac-

ter variable names. That is, the first 40
characters of a variable name are consid-
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game home and watch your child play,

you'll know the excitement of a winning
choice.

Active Family
Your family and CAI's growing family of

animated, full-color programs have a lot to

share —beginning with a willingness to

reach beyond the ordinary to achieve the

best.

At Your Command
You may meet a princess, a juggler or a
dragon in Wizard of Words.™ You may
appear as a guest on TV in Master Match,™
The GameShow™ or Tic TacShow™ Or,

you may extend these programs still further

with our LearningWare™ diskettes, offering

hundreds of questions matched to the

teaching strategies in the games. In every
case, CAI puts a world of imagination and
learning at your fingertips. And puts you
and your child in control.

Unique Approach
Key features place CAI thinking tools in a
class by themselves: Each program comes
with its own library ofsubjects. But that's

just the start. Our unique authoring system
let's you or your child create your own
lessons on any topic, tailoring the program
to your family's needs —and no computer
knowledge is required. Add the fact that

weVe kept the vital ingredient -FUN- in

learning, and ourproven success is no
surprise. Over 2,000 school districts now
use CAI programs to teach essential

vocabulary and logic skills in a variety of

subject areas.

CAI supports its products —and you -with
an unconditional guarantee and a free

backup disk. And provides compatibility

with the most popular computers: Apple,®
IBM* (and soon Commodore™).
Wise Choice
CAI is a group of experienced educators

and programmers who believe that success

begins with opportunities you create at

home. Ask to see a demonstration of CAI

programs at your local computer store, and

see for yourself just how rewarding a good
education can be.

iBytmr

aii
TMComputer

Advanced
Ideas
Bringing Ideas M Home
1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341
Berkeley. CA 94709 (415) 526-9100
Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computers, Inc IBMisa
registered trademark ofIBM Corp Commodore is a trademark of
Commodore Business Machines. Inc
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TRS-80 Model 4, continued...

ered significant. In Model III Basic, only

the first two characters of a variable

name are significant.

Some of the new and interesting state-

ments and commands found in Model 4

Basic are:

• common: Passes one or more vari-

ables to a chained program.
• chain: Loads a Basic program,

chains it to the main program, and be-

gins running it.

• while/wend: Executes a series of

program statements in a loop for as long

as a given condition is true.

• wait: Suspends program execution

until a machine input port contains a

specified value.

• width: Sets the line width for print-

ing on the display or on a printer.

• date$: Returns the current system

date.

• errsS: Returns the number and
description of the most recent Basic

disk-related error.

• hi xS: Calculates the integer hexa-

decimal value of the number specified,

and returns the value as a string.

• row: Returns the current vertical

(row) position of the cursor on the

display.

Some of these are taken from Model

II Basic. Some of the Model III Basic

statements and commands not found in

Model 4 Basic include all IS CMD func-

tions (such as cmd "z" to duplicate

the output to display and the printer),

and the cassette statements cload,
cload?, csave, input#-1, and
PR1NT#-1.

Sound
Although the Model 4 brochure says

the computer has sound ("obtainable

from Basic with sound command includ-

ing tone and duration"), somehow it got

left out of the Model 4 manual.

Model 4 sound is programmed just

like the TRS-80 Color Computer sound:

using sound f,d where f specifies the

frequency, and d the duration. However,
Color Computer sound is meant to be

used for creating music as well as sound
effects, so both its i and n range from 1

to 255.

Model 4 sound is meant only to be

used to "signal a business alert," as one

Computer Center salesman put it. The

frequency ranges from to 7, the dura-

tion from to 31.

Musically, the eight tones range from

C to G-sharp, omitting the E. There may
be some tunes you could play with this

two-thirds of an octave, but I didn't

spend much time trying to find them.

With a duration of 0, a tone is

sounded for about 1.5 seconds; with a

duration of 31, about 12 seconds.

The range of frequencies and dura-

tions permits you to write a variety of

"business signals" similar in function to

Army bugle calls that sound reveille,

chowtime, and charge. You could have

each error condition play its own little

tune, a few notes to let the operator

know there is a "device in use," "disk

space full," or "out of data" problem.

Manuals
Three manuals and a quick reference

guide are packed with every TRS-80
Model 4. One has been around for a cou-

ple of years, Getting Started With TRS-
80 Basic: For use with Models I & III.

The other two are new, for the Model 4.

A Model III Owner's View of the Model 4

David H.Ahl
As many of you know, Creative

Computing has been a heavy user of

Radio Shack Model I and III comput-
ers for quite some time. Much of the

editing of the magazine is done with

the Electric Pencil word processing

package on the Model III and our
typesetting machines were originally

driven by Model Is; they have now
been replaced by LNW machines,
among the most reliable computers
around.

In any event, when TRSDOS 1.3

was announced, we elected, for the

most part, to continue to use TRSDOS
1.2 since we had such a large library of

files (over 100 disks). Unfortunately

Radio Shack did not provide any easy

means of updating 1.2 files to 1.3 ex-

cept he cumbersome XFERSYS utility

in later releases of TRSDOS 1.3.

Unfortunately, this now prevents us

from using the Model 4 at all. The
Model 4 does not run TRSDOS 1.2,

nor is any means provided to convert
1.2 files.

Steve Gray's writeup may lead you
to believe it is easy to run TRSDOS 1.3

Model III software on the Model 4. It

is, as long as you are content with
emulation mode, but considerably less

easy if you want to take advantage of

the Model 4 features. Indeed, many
programs just plain will not convert to

the Model 4 using the Convert utility.

For those programs, you are stuck with

Model III emulation mode.
Although the documentation that

comes with the Model 4 is an improve-

ment over that of its predecessor, it is

still a far cry from what we would rate

as "user friendly." Only the 45-page in-

troductory manual and 38-page Quick
Reference Guide could be considered

friendly; the other two manuals seem
more designed to encourage experi-

mentation and more than a little

frustration.

Figure 1. The bottom pair of pixels in

Model 4 graphics characters are only half
as high as the other two pairs.

Along with the Model 4, Radio
Shack offers a rather complete line of

hardware—modems, printers, plotters,

and the like. However, we feel that the

customer should be able to make up his

own mind what printer or modem he
wants to use. Unfortunately, Radio
Shack doesn't encourage this sort of

thing at all. You say you want to hook
up a non-Radio Shack something or

other to the RS-232 port? Lots of luck

figuring out which are the active lines

or whether the port adheres to the

industry standards (it does—more or

less).

While the manual tells us that "the
RS-232C port lets you communicate
with another computer, a modem, or a

serial printer," it is extremely short on
the details of how to do this.

Bottom line: at first glance, the

Model 4 looks like a very nice improve-

ment over the Model III, but Model
III owners will want to think long and
hard before upgrading to a Model 4.

Many programs will have to be run in

emulation mode; the documentation is

only slightly better than that of the

Model III; and software in anything

but TRSDOS 1.3 and LDOS will not

run at all (yes, your Big 5 games will

run). Also, easily running non-Radio
Shack peripherals remain an elusive

dream.
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WORD PROCESSING
THE DECISION IS EASY!!!

Datasoft eliminates the frustrations of choosing a word
processor. When it comes to ease of use, versatility, and

price, Datasoft beats the competition hands down, and
now both Text Wizard'" and Spell Wizard"

1 have been
combined into a specially marked package to save you
$20.00.

Text Wizard, one of few programs to receive four (4)

excellents on the Infoworld Report Card Review,

let's you create letters, documents,

reports and much, much more. It's as

simple as a few keystrokes to edit, erase,

move lines or paragraphs.

With Spell Wizard and its 33.000 + Word
Dictionary, you can

eliminate embarrassing
typos or spelling errors.

Text Wizard
Atari 400/800 (32K min.)

InfoWtadd
MIwm* timpoH <«rd

Trjcl II i/ itrtl

ml
IV...-m-.*.

ItawMrMMk*
tatrfta
1 rn-r H*i»lw«

Spell Wizard automatically indicates errors, and allows

you to immediately view your dictionary for easy
correction. You can also create or add unique words to

your own custom dictionary.

You might expect to pay $79.00 to $99.00 for only one
of these programs, however, Text Wizard normally

$49.95 and Spell Wizard normally $49.95 suggested
retail, can both be purchased for a

limited time in specially marked
packages for only $79.95 total price, a

savings of $20.00.

Check with your local dealer or send
check or money order with $3.00

postage and handling (California

residents add 6 x/i% sales tax) to:

Spell Wizard
Atari 400/800/1200 (32K min.)

DATASOFT, INC.

9421 Winnetka Avenue. Chatsworth, CA 9131 1 (213) 701-5161

Sprtl Wizard. Text Wiurd. and Datasoft air trademarks of Datasoft. Inc ' 1983 DATASOFT* INC

DatcQoft
CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TRS-80 Model 4, continued...
Introductory Manual
So that the new computer users won't

panic at the sight of a huge manual, Ra-
dio Shack has included a nice little 45-

page manual

—

actually more of a

booklet
—

"Introduction to Your Disk

System: TRS-80 Model 4."

This manual is full of drawings and
examples, and is designed for beginners.

It shows, simply and carefully, "how to

set up the Model 4, how to use im-

portant commands, how to run applica-

tion programs, how to store information,

and what to do in case of trouble."

The seven chapters cover How
Computers Work, Getting to Know
Your Model 4, Using TRSDOS to Pre-

pare Disks, Running Application Pro-

grams, Learning to Program in Basic, In

Case of Trouble, and That's Just the

Beginning. That last chapter gives a

peek at some application programs,

other languages, some other TRSDOS
commands, and operating systems.

The application program described in

Chapter 4 is MailList, which is provided

on the TRSDOS disk. The user learns

how to enter names and addresses,

change or delete them, list them, and
copy the disk file to another disk.

MailList is handy for teaching the basics

of interacting with a simple application

program, and can also be used "for

real."

Model 4 Disk System Owner's Manual
The 486-page looseleaf Model 4 Disk

System Owner's Manual consists of

three sections: TRSDOS, Basic, and 1

1

appendixes.

The TRSDOS section is different from
the Model III TRSDOS manual, mainly

in that much more information is given.

The 142 pages are devoted to 44 com-
mands, as compared with 60 pages

covering 35 commands in the TRSDOS
1.3 manual. The description of com-
mands that are the same on the two
computers have been rewritten and ex-

panded, adding helpful information.

The Basic section combines what the

Model III manual provided in two
pieces: a bound volume called Operation

and Basic Language Reference Manual
and 65 looseleaf pages on Disk Basic.

The tutorial section on Basic Concepts is

taken unchanged from the Model III

manual. It is unfortunate that this sec-

tion wasn't also expanded, because more
information is needed in several areas,

such as logical operators, which get only

one page.

The appendixes cover Job Control

Language, Model 4 Hardware (technical

specifications), Character Codes, Error

Messages, Converting TRSDOS Version

1 Programs to TRSDOS 6.0 Programs,

Basic Keywords, Basic Worksheets,

Glossary, five brief TRSDOS programs,

32

Basic Memory Map, and Using the

Device-Related Commands.
Although it provides more informa-

tion, the Model 4 Disk System Owner's
Manual is printed from typed pages, and
thus isn't as elegant or quite as easy to

read as the typeset Model III manual.

Quick Reference Guide
The Model 4 Quick Reference Guide

is much more extensive than most other

such TRS-80 guides. Its 38 pages pro-

vide information on Startup, TRSDOS
Commands, Utilities and Error Mes-

sages, and Basic Statements and Func-

tions, Control Keys, Operators, Edit

Commands, Special Characters, Error
Messages, and Internal Codes.

Three Models
The 4 comes in two 24-line disk mod-

els: with 64K of RAM and one disk, at

Many students of
engineering, science,
and mathematics are

buying the
Model 4.

$1,699; with 64K, two disks and RS-
232C, $1,999. A 16K cassette-based

starter system, displaying 16 lines on the

screen, running Model III Basic, and
without disk drives, is $999. The internal

RAM memory of the disk models can be

expanded to 128K with a $149 64K
RAM kit.

The Model 4 prices do not include

Model III TRSDOS 1.3 or CP/M Plus

system disks. You get one system disk,

the Model 4 TRSDOS and Basic Inter-

preter. Although the RSC-9 catalog

doesn't mention it, there is a Model III

TRSDOS 1.3 system disk available for

$14.95, catalog number 26-0312. The
CP/M Plus system disk for the Model 4
wasn't available at this writing, nor had
an availability date been set.

I have heard that there is a special

48K version of the Model 4 for schools,

with an RS-232C interface, no disk, and
a special ROM, configured for the Net-

work 3 Controller that connects up to 16

Model 4 student stations to a teacher's

"host" system.

A Model 4 Upgrade Kit ($799 plus in-

stallation) converts a Model III to a

Model 4, except for the cabinet, disk

drives, and CRT. It includes a new key-

board, CPU board, 64K RAM, sound,

TRSDOS 6.0, and Disk Basic.

Bit-mapped high-resolution graphics

cost less for the Model 4 ($249.95 plus

installation) than for the Model III

($369.95 plus installation). This is be-

cause some of the required hardware is

already in the Model 4. The hi-res pack-

age includes a Graphics Basic with com-

mands like PAINT, LINE, and CIRCLE, to

simplify creating graphics.

The Model 4 operating speed is also

schizophrenic. It uses a 4-MHz clock

rate in Model 4 mode, but the 2-MHz
rate of the Model III when operating in

Model III mode.
To operate Model III software, the

Model 4 contains a Model III ROM.
Thus TRSDOS 1.3 runs on the Model 4

without changes.

The Bottom Line

The TRS-80 Model 4 is more of a

business computer than the Model III,

and many are being bought as executive

computers. The Job Control Language
permits it to work unattended after busi-

ness hours. And the Model 4 runs pro-

grams written for it twice as fast as the

same programs written for the Model

III.

Many students of engineering, science,

and mathematics are buying the Model
4. (Some students, who can afford a

more expensive computer, and who
don't feel challenged enough by the

Model 4, are buying the Model II.)

The Model 4 appeals to a broader

market than the Model III because it

can run CP/M programs, displays 24

lines of 80 characters, and has more
memory. It fits into the TRS-80 product

line between the superseded II and III;

the Model 4 does all the III could and

some of what the II could do, because it

has more memory and a better and

faster disk operating system, TRSDOS
6.0, which has more functions than

TRSDOS 1.3.

For anybody, whether businessman or

student, one of the biggest attractions of

the Model 4 is its ability to run pro-

grams written under three different

operating systems—TRSDOS 1.3,

TRSDOS 6.0, and CP/M Plus—which
makes more programs available for the

Model 4 than for any other Radio Shack

computer.

' You re trying to induce anorexia in gypsy

moths with junk food, . . . uh huh. . . .

who authorized this'.'"
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WE'REVERYHARDONOURSOFTWARE
You might even say we're perfectionists. Because at Softsmith;" we give our software the hardest workout,

the toughest testing, the most rigorous evaluation. The result is software that has earned our confidence, and

will justify your trust.

In particular, we do three things that make Softsmith software the most dependable you can buy.

1. 2. a
We're picky. Out of the hundreds
of programs Softsmith evaluates

every month, we choose to

publish very few. A lot of good pro-

grams are rejected; but we think

you can't be too picky when it

comes to personal computer soft-

ware. Our selectivity is your best

assurance of quality.

We complain a lot. If you were a
programmer, and Softsmith

accepted your program, you
would have a right to be proud.

But you shouldn't go on vacation

yet. Because no matter how good
that program may be, Softsmith

evaluators will suggest some
improvements; politely, but firmly.

We may complain a lot, but

people thank us later.

We insist on plain English. After

we've made the best program
better, we're still not finished.

Because we know that even the

best program is no good if it's too

hard to use. So we put a lot of time

and effort into translating our
instructions from computerese
into plain English.

We publish software you can trust. Yes, we pick our programs carefully. And complain a lot to make them better. And insist

on plain English instructions. The result is a library of personal computer software you can depend on. Even if you don't know

a Pascal compiler from an emulation subroutine.

Softsmith has programs you can trust for all the most popular personal computers. Programs for Education, Home Manage-

ment, Entertainment, Word Processing, Business, Communications and Programming. Ours is the largest library of quality

software under one brand name.

So before you choose a software package for your computer, make sure someone's taken the time to be hard on it. Make sure

it's Softsmith, the software you can trust.

Ask for Softsmith brand software wherever computers or software are sold. Or call us TOLL-FREE at (800) 341-4000 for the

name and location of your nearest dealer.

To see a few of the programs that made it, read on
Softsmith. Corp., 1431 Doolittle Dr.. San Leandro. ly of The Software Guild?"

SOFTSMITH
TM

SOFTWARE «-LIBRARY



LOGOMOTION
MAKES LEARNING
THE NAMEOFTHEGAM
Can a computer think? This
question has intrigued people
since the very beginning of the
ComputerAge.

With Logomotion, from Softsmith"

Corporation, anyone from young
children to adults can use the per-

sonal computer to answer that

question. Through its power to

draw pictures, make music, and
create programs, Logomotion
allows you to explore the exciting

intellectual potential of your
computer. Along the way you'll

gain valuable insights into the

way your own thinking works, and
create an environment where
learning computer programming
is fun.

Like most Logo-based programs,
Logomotion starts children out

with turtle graphics. By "teaching"

a computer turtle how to draw
shapes and pictures, children

learn the basics of geometry and
programming. Logomotion even
lets them print out their drawings
or save them on disk, to be changed
later, or included in other programs.

Softsmith's Logomotion goes far

beyond turtle graphics, to include

music synthesis, file handling, text

editing and even a game called

"Animal'.'

Logomotion runs on the Apple" II,

II + and He; Franklin Ace";

Commodore 64™ and IBM PC"
computers with 64K RAM and one
disk drive.

Like the other programs in the

Softsmith library of quality soft-

ware, Logomotion has been

tested, improved and clearly

documented to make it the most
dependable, easy-to-learn Logo-
based program you can buy. The
Softsmith library also includes

software for the most popular per-

sonal computers — programs for

Education, Home Management,
Entertainment, Business, Word
Processing, Communications and
Programming.

Ask for Softsmith brand software
wherever computers or software
are sold. Or call us Toil-Free at

(800) 341-4000 for the name and
location of the dealer nearest you.

Dealer inquiries are invited.

Apple II. II -f , and He are registered trademarks
of Apple Computer. Inc. Franklin Ace is a trade-

mark of Franklin Computer Corp. IBM PC is a
registered trademark of International Business
Machines. Inc. Commodore 64 is a trademark of

Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

SOFTSMITH
SOFTWARE« LIBRARY



CLONEYOUR IBM PC
WITH MULTI-RAM

Integrated software, programs
that work simultaneously and
share information between them,
is here today. With Multi-RAM,
from Softsmith'" Corporation, you
can integrate your present IBM PC
software for less than $100*

Think of it! You can simultaneously
run up to 9 programs on your IBM
PC or XT: your spreadsheet, word
processor and data base, plus six

other programs all at the same
time. You can easily shift between
those programs in a fraction of a
second using a single key. And for

the first time you can extract and
move data or text from one pro-

gram to another, instantly, and
without losing any of your original

data.

Multi-RAM actually enhances your
IBM operating system to partition

the machine memory (128K RAM
minimum required) into as many
as 9 segments.

Multi-RAM is also the first pro-

gram that gives you the option of

using your IBM PC with two
monitors at once, each displaying

a different program. Use word
processing, for example, on one
monitor, and a spreadsheet pro-

gram on the second. Your com-
puter never had such flexibility.

Multi-RAM is brand new, but that

doesn't mean it's unproven. At

Softsmith, we carefully test,

improve and clearly document all

of our programs, to make our soft-

ware the most dependable you
can buy. And we back it with a Toll-

Free customer service number you
can use to get expert help,

anytime.

Softsmith has the largest library of

programs under a single brand
name — quality programs for

Education, Home Management,
Entertainment, Word Processing,
Business, Communications and
Programming, for the most
popular personal computers.

Ask for Softsmith brand software
wherever computers or software
are sold. Or call us Toil-Free at

(800) 341-4000 for the name and
location of your nearest dealer.

Dealer inquiries invited.

IBM PC and IBM XT are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines. Inc.

'Based on suggested retail price.

SOFTSMITH
TM

SOFTWARE^ LIBRARY



SMITHWRITER
JUMPSOVER
THEQUICKBROWN FOX
Take a great leap forward in word
processing with Smithwriter, from
Softsmith'" Corporation. It's the

dependable, inexpensive and
easy-to-use text-handling pro-

gram for your Commodore 64 or

VIC-20.*

Smithwriter uses its power to

simplify the mechanics of writing.

Other programs require multiple

keystroke commands for most
editing functions. Smithwriter

does them with a single stroke.

And Smithwriter's simplicity car-

ries over to the instructions, too.

They're written in that rarest of all

computer languages, plain

English.

Don't let the simplicity fool you,
though. Smithwriter does things

you would expect to find in pro-

grams costing at least 3 times as
much: automatic centering,

super- and subscript printing,

underlining, italicizing and
double-width spacing. The pro-

gram is already configured for the

most popular printers, so you can
start using it right away.

Whether you're writing the Great
American Novel or letters to

friends, Smithwriter is the pro-

gram you should trust with your
words. It's part of the Softsmith

library of quality software. All

Softsmith programs have been
painstakingly tested, improved
and clearly documented to create

the most dependable brand of

software you can buy. Softsmith

has the largest library of software

programs under one brand name,
for all the most popular personal

computers. Programs for Educa-
tion, Home Management, Enter-

tainment, Business, Communica-
tions and Programming. All are

backed by our Toil-Free customer
service number, to give you expert

help if you need it.

Ask for Softsmith brand software

wherever computers or software

are sold. Call us Toll-Free at

(800) 341 -4000 for the name and
location of your nearest dealer.

Dealer inquiries invited.

• Requires 16K expander for VIC-20. Available on
disk or cassette for both the Commodore 64 and
VIC20.

Commodore and VIC-20 are trademarks of

Commodore Business Machines, Inc. Quick
Brown Fox is a trademark of Quick Brown Fox.

OFTSMITH
TM

SOFTWARE^ LIBRARY
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CROSSWORDMAGIC

"

AGAMEDESIGNEDTOGETYOUJ^WN
(ANDACROSS)

What's a five-letter word meaning
report? The capital of a Baltic

country, 6 letters, starts with W?
If these questions get you thinking,

you've obviously got the cross-

word bug. There is no cure, but

Crossword Magic, from Softsmith™

Corporation, is just the treatment

the doctor ordered. It is a chal-

lenging, intelligent game that will

help you improve your vocabulary

while you're having fun.

With Crossword Magic, you create

your own puzzles to challenge your

friends. First you choose a topic;

then you enter words using the

keyboard. Crossword Magic auto-

matically fits the common letters

together to form a familiar cross-

word grid. If there is no opening for

the word you enter, the program
saves it and fits it in later.

Next comes the fun. After the

puzzle is full, Crossword Magic
prompts you for a clue to go with

each word. Make your clues as

obscure, humorous or serious as

you want. You can save the puzzle

and clues on disk for later play on
the screen, or have them printed

out to send to friends.

Crossword Magic runs on the

Apple" II, II + and lie; Franklin

Ace'" and Atari 800' computers
with 48K RAM. A disk drive is re-

quired; printer is optional.

More than just a game, Crossword
Magic is also an excellent educa-

tional tool for helping children of

all ages improve their spelling and
vocabulary skills. It is one of the

programs in the Softsmith library

of quality software — the largest

library of programs under one
brand name.

Softsmith has the most thoroughly

tested, refined and clearly docu-

mented brand of personal com-
puter software you can buy. You
can depend on Softsmith pro-

grams for Education, Home Man-
agement, Entertainment, Word
Processing, Business, Com-
munications and Programming.
And we back them with our Toil-

Free customer service number.

Ask for Softsmith brand software

wherever computers or software

are sold. Or call us Toil-Free at

(800) 341-4000 for the name and
location of the dealer nearest you.

Dealer inquiries are invited.

Apple II. II + . and He are registered trademarks
ol Apple Computers. Inc. Franklin Ace is a trade-

mark of Franklin Computer Corp. Atari 800 is a
registered trademark of Atari. Inc.

SOFTSMITH
TM

SOFTWARE <$ LIBRARY
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_ OMEOFTHE PROGRAMS
THAT HAVE MADETHEGRADE

EDUCATION
Algebra I

Algebra 2
Algebra 3
Algebra 4

ArithmeVic
The Changer
Color Me
Confutation

Counters
Decimals

Fractions

Function Plot
Games of the U.S.
The Game Show

Movies and TV.
People, Places, Things

Gradebook Plus
History & Geography
Jesse's Busy Bugs
Little Counter
Little Speller
The New Little Speller

LogoMotion
Math Skills

Meet the Presidents
Morse Code Trai ner
Perception
PSATVoc. Skills
Portfolio

Rainbow Forest
Reading Skills

SAT Voc. Skills
So Big So Small
Spell Master System
Spell Master #4
Spell Master#5
Spell Master #6
Spell Master #7
Spell Master #8
Spell Master/Adult
Statistics
The New Step by Step
Supermap
Tanjali
The Big Math Attack

Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
VIC20
TRS80
Apple
Apple
Atari

TRS80
Apple
Atari

Apple
Atari

IBM
Apple

Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
TRS80
Apple
Apple
Apple
Atari

Apple
Apple
Apple
VIC 20
Apple
Apple
Apple
TRS80
Apple
Atari

Apple
TRS80
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
TRS80
Apple
Atari

Tic Tac Show
Fun With Facts I Apple

Touch Typing Tutor COM-64
VIC 20

Vic Lemonade VIC20
The Visible Computer Apple
Win With Words I Apple
Win With Words II Apple
Word Search Apple

GAMES/
ENTERTAINMENT

Abuse
Acey-Deucy

Add-Em Up
Alien Invasion

Alien Panic
Antimatter Splatter
Astro Attack
The Catch
Championship Blackjack
Chimp Chase
Chomps
Conglomerates Collide
Cosmic Combat
Creature Venture
Cribbage
Cross Country Rallye
Crossword Magic

Cyborg

Cyclons

Defender on Tri

Eureka
Exterminator
Falcons
Final Frontier
Firebird
Fun 10
Gold Rush
Guardian
Haunted Hill

Head On

High Orbit
Horizon V

Atari

Apple
Atari

VIC20
COM-64
VIC 20

COM-64
VIC20
Apple
VIC20
IBM

VIC 20
IBM

Apple
Apple
Apple

COM-64
Apple
Apple
Atari

Apple
IBM

COM-64
VIC 20
VIC 20
TRS80
VIC20
Apple
Apple
Apple
IBM

Apple
Apple
Atari

COM-64
VIC 20
Apple
Apple

The Island Prison Apple
It's A Living VIC 20
Juggler Apple
Keyboard Golf Apple
Killer Caterpillar VIC20
KrazyKong VIC 20
L.A. Land Monopoly Apple
Launch 2031 AD VIC 20
Laser Blazer TRS80
Lazer Maze Apple
Lazersilk Apple
Lookahead Atari
Lunar Pinball Apple
Mad Painter VIC 20
Matchmaker 64 COM-64
Match Racer Atari
Math Football Atari
Max-Command Apple
Midnight Malady Apple
Monster Match VIC 20
Mummy's Curse Apple
Neptune Apple
Paratrooper VIC 20
Pathfinder Atari
The Prisoner Apple
Pollywog Apple
Racefun VIC 20
RegilianWorm TRS80
Russki Duck Apple
Snake Out VIC 20
Space Chase TRS80
Space Conquerors Apple
Spox TRS80
Starblaster Apple
Swordthrust (series) Apple
3-D Man COM-64

VIC 20
Ticker VIC 20
Trickshot Apple
Trivia Trek Atari

Vikman VIC 20
Volcanoes Apple
Zenith Apple

HOME APPLICATIONS
Automaniac
Computer Artist

Dietician
Dinner on a Disk
DrinksonaDisk
Home Accountant

Home Budget
Home Budgeter
Micro Barmate
Micro Cookbook

OPTIONX
Roots-

M

Synthy

Apple
VIC20
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
IBM

TRS80
TRS80
Apple
Apple
Apple
IBM

Apple
Apple

COM-64

BUSINESS
Accounts Payable Apple
Accounts Receivable Apple
General Ledger Apple
Mailing List IBM
Payroll Apple
Retail Sales Management IBM
StockCharting IBM
Timetable TRS80

DATA BASE
Condor I

Condor III

Data Base Manager
Datadex
EZ* Telephone
FCM
List Master
PC Mailer

Apple CP/M
Apple CP/M

IBM
Apple
IBM

Apple
Apple
IBM

WORD PROCESSING
Electric Webster
Sensible Speller
Smithwriter

Wordsmith

TRS80
Apple

COM-64
VIC 20
Apple

UTILITIES

The Bug Apple
Bugbyter Apple
Character Generator IBM
Cross Reference IBM
Disk Director Apple
Faster Master Apple
Graphic Print Screen IBM
Hi-Res Multicolor Graphic VIC 20
The Liberator Apple
Mach-20 VIC 20
Memory Disk IBM
Monitors TRS80
Multi-Disk Catalog Apple
Multi-RAM IBM
Peeks N Pokes IBM
Screen Print VIC 20
Spool IBM
System Diagnostics TRS80

COMMUNICATIONS
SecureGuard AP/CPM

MEDIA
5'/4" Blank Diskettes

(12 to a box)
(100 to a box)

Softsmith, Corp., 1431 Doolittle Dr., San Leandro. CA 94577. A company of The Software Guilds

SOFTSMITH
TM

SOFTWARE^̂ LIBRARY
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computing

equipment

evaluation

The TRS-80 MC-10

Too little, too late for too much?

Owen Linzmayer

Not inclined to let the TRS-80 Color

Computer fade into obscurity, the execu-

tives at Tandy have introduced the Micro

Color Computer; better known as the

MC-10. This new machine functions like

creative computing
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: TRS-80 Micro Color

Computer MC-10

Type: Personal

CPU: 6803

RAM (min/max): 4K/20K

ROM: 8K

Type of keyboard: 4?-key "Chiclet"-

style

Text resolution: 32 x 16

Graphics resolution: 64 x 32

Number of colors: 8

Sound capability: Yes

Ports: 1500-baud cassette and RS-232C

serial I/O

Dimensions (HxWxD):2"x8.5"x7"

Documentation: 134-page manual and

reference cards.

Summary: Will need more than luck

to make it.

Price: $119.95

Manufacturer:
Radio Shack - Tandy Corp.

Fort Worth. TX 76102

a stripped down Color Computer, but

looks like a slightly enlarged Timex Sin-

clair 1000.

The MC-10 is appropriately called the

Micro Color Computer. Measuring a pe-

tite 2" x 7" x 8.5", the MC-10 takes up

very little table space. It is so small in

fact, that it is almost dwarfed by the CCR-
81 Radio Shack tape recorder it uses as a

storage device.

When we look at new computers such

as the Timex Sinclair 2000, TRS-80 Model
100, and the TI CC-40, it becomes obvious

that computer designers are infatuated

with the idea that smaller is better— or at

least cuter. The size of the MC-10 sup-

ports this theory.

If not for the white plastic case, the

MC-10 might very well be mistaken for a

Sinclair ZX81 with an improved key-

board. The Micro Color Computer has a

48-key "Chiclet"-style keyboard with al-

most every key having a normal, shifted,

and control value. Using the control key.

you can enter entire Basic keywords with

only two keystrokes. This is helpful since

the keys themselves are so close together

that it is virtually impossible to touch

type on the MC-10.
Another unfortunate feature of the key-

board is the lack of a shift key on the

lefthand side of the keyboard. The control

key is positioned right where you expect

the second shift key to be located. It is

extremely annoying to get the control

keyword when you wanted the shifted

character instead.

I must say, though, that the MC-10 has

a much more responsive and reliable key-

board than that of the Mattel Aquarius
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TRS-80 MC-10, continued...

computer of which I was very critical.

(Mattel has since introduced the Aquarius
II: the same machine with a full-stroke
keyboard.)

Rearview
Looking at the back of the MC-10. the

first port on the right is a 5-pin DIN
connecter for cassette interface. The
Micro Color Computer uses the same
cables and cords as all of the other TRS-
80 computers, thus making the most of
the accessories including the tape re-

corder, compatible. Unlike other Radio
Shack computers, the MC-10 does not
turn off the cassette motor when not load-

ing or saving.

The MC-10 has a cassette baud rate of
1500: the same as the Color Computer.
This might lead you to believe that you
can transfer programs back and forth
between the two machines— well you can.
and you can't. Although you can load the
same Basic program on both computers,
each interprets the keywords, functions,
and commands differently because of the
tokens used. This means that except for
the line numbers and variable names, the
Basic programs are completely changed.
See Figure 1 for an example of this.

If I were a knowledgeable machine-
language programmer. I would immedi-
ately write a transfer utility to rectify this

problem by converting the token values.
I sincerely hope that Tandy will supply
such a program, but I am not optimistic.

To the left of the cassette socket is the
RS-232C serial I/O port. Using a 4-pin
DIN to male DB-25 cable, you can con-
nect the MC-10 directly to a modem,
printer, or another computer that has
serial communication capabilities. Ad-
jacent to the serial I/O port is a large red
reset button. If the MC-10 ever "hangs
up" while in operation, pressing the reset

button usually returns control to the user
without violating memory.

Centrally located on the rear of the
computer is a 34-pin edge connector that
is hidden from view behind a removable
metal cover. This connector is the expan-
sion port of the MC-10. and as far as we

Rear of MC-10 showing (l-r) AC adapter,
cassette port.

are told, the 16K RAM memory module
is the only thing that plugs in here. It

might also be used as a program cartridge
slot, but Radio Shack refuses to elaborate
on this.

Also found on the back of the unit are
the RCA video out connector and the
AC power adapter plug. The MC-10 out-

puts its video signal to television channels
3 or 4. The channel select switch is lo-

cated on the bottom of the computer.
The power for the MC-10 does not come
directly from a wall socket: it must first

pass through an AC adapter which is

included in the computer package. The
MC-10 uses a non-standard transformer—
120V in, 8V out at 1.5A.

The power is turned on and off with a
sliding switch found on the righthand side

of the computer. Unfortunately, there is

no power indicator anywhere on the unit.

This is one of the shortcomings of the
original Color Computer that has some-
how survived the evolution process.

The Insides

Advertised as '"the perfect choice for

computer beginners." the MC-10 costs
$1 19.95 and comes with 4K of user RAM.
While this may be a sufficient amount of
memory for a novice, if you want to write

larger programs, a 16K RAM module
costs an additional $50.

With the plug-in module installed, the
MC-10 realizes its maximum — 20K of user

RAM. If 20K doesn't seem like much in a
world of new machines starting with 64K,
that is because it is not. A comparable
system, the long awaited Timex Sinclair

video out. reset button, serial I/O. and

Figure I.

10 C.LS

20 FOR J = TO 7
30 T = J * lfi

40 FOR D = TO 31
50 X = 134
6fi PRINT CI!R$(X+T)
70 NEXT D
80 NEXT J
90 END
MC-10 sample program.

ir RESET
20 FOR J [ o EXEC 7
30 T [ J STEP 16
40 FOR D [ o EXEC 31
50 X [ 134
60 DATA COLOR ( XTHENT)

;

70 END D
80 END J
90 INPUT
Samt• program loaded into Color
Computer.

ABS LPRINT
ASC MEM
CHRS MIDS
CLEAR NEW
CLOAD ON..GOSUB
CLOADM ON..GOTO
CLOAD* PEEK
CLS POKE
CONT POINT
COS PRINT
CSAVE PRINT TAB
CSAVE* PRINT®
DATA READ
DIM REM
END RESET
EXEC RESTORE
EXP RETURN
FOR/NEXT RIGHTS
GOSUB RND
GOTO RUN
IF/THEN SET
INKEYS SGN
INPUT SKIPF
INT SIN
LEFTS SOUND
LEN STOP
LET STRS
LIST SQR
LLIST TAN
LOG VAL

Figure 2. MicroColor Basic commands,
statements, and functions.

Interior view of MC-10.

2000 computer, is capable of high-resolu-

tion color graphics and comes with 40K
RAM. The Timex is supposed to be ex-

pandable to 72K and will initially cost

around SI 50.

Our benchmark tests prove that using

an 8-bit Motorola 6803 microprocessor,
the MC-10 performs arithmetic compu-
tations in Basic 10% faster than the Color
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Computer without sacrificing accuracy.

This means either that the MC-10 has less

overhead in Basic, or that the 6803 has a

faster clock rate than its older brother,

the 6809. Both of these chips are from the

same 6800 family.

The MC-10 has a text resolution of 16

lines, with up to 32 characters per line.

Like the Color Computer, it displays

lowercase characters in inverse video.

The highest graphics resolution directly

accessible through Basic is 64x32 pixels.

You can have all eight colors on the

screen at the same time, but it is impos-

sible to mix two colors within the same
character block. This limits the animation

capabilities of this lo-res machine. High-

resolution graphics are, however, possible

through POKEs and machine language

programming. The video display is very

crisp and precise with none of the flicker-

ing or ghost effects that are so common
on other low-end computers.

The MC-10 uses a Basic interpreter

written by Microsoft called MicroColor

Basic. This version of Basic is very similar

to the non-Extended Color Basic found

on the Color Computer. See Chart 2 for a

list of the MicroColor Basic commands,
statements, and functions. Text oriented

programs written for the Color Computer
that use less than 4K should convert easily

to the MC-10. Unfortunately, because of

the cassette problem mentioned earlier,

you must key the programs in by hand.

Documentation
The MC-10 comes with a quick refer-

ence card in addition to a 133-page "Oper-

ation and Language Reference Manual."

The manual is easy to read, but does not

take enough time to explain thoroughly

the Basic commands. It is not written in

the "cutesy" manner as are the TRS-80
Model I instruction guides. It should be

noted that this manual contains very little

technical or hardware material. If you

are a serious hacker, you will have to do

your own experimentation and explora-

tion.

It is unfortunate that Radio Shack did

not introduce the MC-10 during the first

few months of 1983, before the computer

price battle escalated into a full-scale war.

The cut-throat competition between man-

ufacturers has caused drastic drops in

computer prices. You can buy a ZX81
for under $50, an Atari 400 for less than

$100, and a TI 99/4A for about the same

amount. All of these machines are on

their way out, but they still represent

tremendous values in today's market.

I do not understand how Tandy expects

to sell many Micro Color Computers for

$119 when more powerful machines with

established software bases are retailing

for much less. 1 wish the MC-10 luck, but

I have a feeling it needs much more than

luck to make it. D

Parents!
The Top-Rated Software!

Now you can choose from a variety of the most
wanted programs—TUTORIALS. EDUCATIONAL
GAMES. DISCOVERY ACTIVITIES, and more . . .

all from EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES rated * I in

educational software.* EAs new DAYBREAK divi-

sion offers superior programs designed for children

of various ages and abilities ... at home!
• The programs are all self-directing.

No adult supervision is necessary.

• Tutorial programs are all self-correcting.

• Programs are all self-motivating.

All programs are level-adjustable. Parent or child

can vary their complexity and create new challenges

as the child progresses.

The Programs Your Child Needs Most!

AGE

3-5

7 ft up

7 A up

10 ft up

8 ft up

U 9 ft up

T

O 9ft up

12 ft up

R 10 ft up

I

A
L

S

TITLE, ORDER NO. and DESCRIPTION

DISCOVER! (DB-2000)— Directionality, colors, body parts

with "sprites." Cue cards allow child to work in-

dependently, (not available on TRS-80).

PERPLEXITY (DB-3000)—Classic puzzles challenge prob-

lem solving, logic and organizational skills. Several levels

of difficulty.

MATH BASEBALL (DB-4000)—Builds basic math skills.

Several levels of difficulty.

REGIONS of the U.S. (DB-5000)—Game-like program
teaches major cities, land forms, products, and climates.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF WHOLE NUMBERS
(DB-4030)

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF WHOLE NUMBERS
(DB-4031)

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS (DB-4032)

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACTIONS(DB-4033)

SIMPLE ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS (DB-4055)—3 programs

of progressively difficult levels.

Level I—one variable, one operation.

Level II—one variable, two operations, frequent use of

parentheses.
Level III—variable on both sides.

PRICE

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$39.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$39.95

Programs available on Apple II or He. TRS-80. Commodore 64. PET. Atari 800.

When ordering, please specify computer model and diskette or cassette format.

Sorry, no cassettes for Apple.

To order, write or call . Send check.money order or charge to MasterCard or VISA .
In-

clude card number, expiration date and signature. Please add 5% for postage and

handling. No C.O.D.

* Rating by Queue. Inc.. publishers of "Microcomputers in Education"

1
'I buy more software from EA

than from any other publisher

.

'

Kathy Grubbs, Program Director, E. Whittier (CA) Middle Schools

~ DAYBREAK SOFTWARE 1 -800 645-3739 (U.S.)

.it (Div. of Educational Activities) 51 6 223-4666 (N.Y.)

^ 1951 Grand Avenue, Baldwin, N.Y. 11510
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ComputeWhileYou
the Buffer that

MICROFAZER PUTS
YOU BACK TO WORK
Your computer helps you
work fast. Unless the printer

is running. Then it doesn't

help you work at all. It won't
let you enter data or ^^->
process infor- r-""'""""

mation. It simply W
won't compute. \

That's where Micro- \

fazer by Quadram V

comes in. It's the '

print buffer that frees

your computer. And lets you
keep right on working.

THE BUFFER THAT
REMEMBERS IT ALL
Microfazer stores data from
your computer in its own
memory, then sends it to the

^^*. printer at the prop-
\ er rate.

- « 9 \ You don't have

•\ to worry about
\ losing vital in-

formation be-

cause of limited buffer space.

Because Microfazer starts

with 8K of memory and is

expandable to 512K—a full

half-megabyte. So it can
keep pace with your needs.
Now. and in the future.

THE ANY COMPUTER.
ANY PRINTER BUFFER
Microfazer is perfect for any

buffer task. Word
Processing. Ac-

counting.

Graphics.

QUADRAM QUALITY

Available at retail stores worldwide.



Print with Microfazer
Remembers It All.
You name it. And it's per-

fect with any enhancement.
Printers. Plotters. Even
modems.

I CHRONOGRAPH

MODEM

Mil //in \/n:

1 \

You'll find Microfazer in a

variety of models and sizes.

Some stand alone while

others are stackable.

There's one
that

snaps onto the back of the

popular MX Series Epson
printers. And another that

plugs inside an Epson MX
orFX.

There's a Microfazer to inter

face incompatible devices.

And for any data transmis

sion need. Serial or parallel.

QUADRAM REMEMBERS TOO
Whatever your system.
Quadram has a buffer to nan
die it. Including Microfazer's

counterpart: Interfazer. for

buffering and controlling up
to eight computers with one
or two printers.

Quadram didn't forget the

hardware features either. The
Ready LED, manual Reset and

Pause/Copy buttons
are all part of the

SNAP-ON MODEL

Quadram Quality tradition.

A PRICE YOU'LL GO FOR
You'll be glad

to know |

—

—

that you
can get

Microfazer

backed by
Quadram
Quality at

ice

that won't
stop you
from own I : ^^!
ing one. Parallel to parallel

versions start at $159 (8K).

Serial to parallel, parallel to

serial and serial to serial ver-

sions start at $199.

o *_». __~^»i.^L^H

MICROFAZER.
THE PRINT BUFFER

THAT REMEMBERS IT ALL.

QUADRAM
CORPORATION
An h'<ttq|8nl0^lwm Company

4355 International Blvd /Norcross. Ga. 30093
(404) 923-6666/TWX 810-766-4915 (QUADRAM NCRS)
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Ten grapefruit-size computers provide drill and
practice on everything from Math to English. creative

computing

equipment

evaluation

Centurion Educational Computers

When is a computer not a computer?
When it is a Centurion Digitor,
Versator, or Alphator. While these de-

vices are called computers, and presum-
ably have microprocessors inside, they
cannot be programmed in Basic and
function solely as educational drill and
practice devices. In this role, they do an
exceedingly good job.

Centurion manufactures ten different

computers in all, four for mathematics,
five for language skills, and one for gen-

eralized drill in any subject area. We
took a close look at Skillmaster, the top
of the line mathematics device, and
Versator, the generalized drill device.

Most of our observations and conclu-
sions will apply to all ten devices.

David H. AM

Skillmaster

To begin with, Skillmaster doesn't

look like a computer. It is 8" in diam-
eter, made of white plastic, and shaped a

bit like a partially hollowed-out canta-

loupe with keys. The keys are like those
on a desk calculator (0 to 9, four
arithmetic functions, and five keys for

programming the unit). In addition, it

has two slide switches over the keypad.
A green LED display shows up to eight

Vt" high numbers or symbols.
When Skillmaster is turned on (the

power switch is in the rear), a short

"program" must be entered before it will

do anything. This consists of pressing R
(reset machine), P (to start program),
one of four mode keys (sequential, stan-

dard, semi-automatic, or automatic), an
arithmetic operation or mixed opera-

tions key, and G (to go). Semi-automatic
and automatic mode also require the

desired response time (1 to 9 seconds)

allowed to answer each problem to be
entered.

Prior to entering this program, the

two slide switches should have been set.

You set the grade level (0-3, 4-6, 7-9, or

0-9), while the other selects the number
of problems to be presented (10, 25, 50,

or 100).

These initial operations should prob-

ably be performed by a teacher or par-

ent. From here on, it is all in the hands
of the child.

The display shows a problem and the

child must enter the answer. If it is cor-

rect, a smiling LED face blinks to the

right of the completed program. In stan-

dard, sequential, or semi-automatic
mode, the child must then press the

| digitor |

Id

LlJ
STO SCMi AUTO

All Centurion products are housed in an 8" round case x 5" high. Digitor has green LED characters, ten number keys, nine
"programming" keys, and two switches.
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Itwrites,rales,creates,

even telecommunicates.
Costs less,does more-

the Commodore 64.
When

Commodore
introduced

the 64,

the industry

suddenly

realized that

there would be a

computer in every home,

school and business years before anyone

ever dreamed.

That's because Commodore 64 halved

the price ofhigh technology: while

you can compare

the 64's capabilities

with those ofany

sophisticated business

PC, you can com-

pare its price with

that ofan average television
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COMMODORE64
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What can you do with it? Create with

its high resolution

Sprite Graphics.

Add a printer and

type with it. Add
a disk drive to use

spread sheets and other financial

programs. Leam and ^
play music through \

yourhome sound sys- ^
tern on the 64's

professional quality music synthesizer.

Add a modem, and hook up with

the vast computer networks through

your telephone. In short, the

Commodore 64

is the ultimate

personal computer,

at a price

you can afford .

x .



Centurion Computers, continued-
green G button to go to the next prob-
lem. In automatic mode, the next prob-
lem is presented as soon as the selected

response time has elapsed, although in

all cases a problem must be answered
correctly before the machine will go on
to the next one.

Indeed, Skillmaster will never display

the wrong answer. If the problem is 3 +
2 and the child enters 4, Skillmaster will

display 5 with a frowning face. When
the child enters 5, the face changes to a
smile. According to the instruction

booklet, "Seeing the right answer gives

you a chance to learn and eliminates

wasteful guesswork."
At the end of a set of problems,

Skillmaster displays the total number of
problems that were correct on the first

try. In addition, pressing the T key dis-

plays the elapsed time taken to complete
the problem set.

We found Skillmaster to be quite

motivational, at least as far as anything
to do with arithmetic drill and practice,

which most kids regard as pretty dull,

can be. As far as the timed response
modes, kids found the semi-automatic
mode less confusing than the fully auto-

matic mode.
A slight limitation to Skillmaster is

that all problems must be in the form:

XX operation X = XX
Thus 1 1 +7 is okay, but not 7+11. Also,

no answer can be over two digits. Ac-
tually, these points are moot, since the

largest addition problem in the machine
is 9+ 9; the largest subtraction problem,
18-9; multiplication, 9x9; and division,

81/9.

An excellent aspect of the Digitor

products is the outstanding instruction

booklet and optional ancillary material.

The included 32-page "Learning Guide"
contains complete instructions on how
to use the machine, learning objectives,

rationale of the design, and 16

reproducible masters of activities which
complement the use of the machine.
Complete instructions are provided for

the use of each activity in conjunction
with the machine.

Available at extra cost are grade level

packets which include appropriate
management materials. These include a

16-page management guide, set of 12

pre/post tests with answer keys, class

profile folder, individual student
progress form, five individual student

completion records, a student scheduling

wall chart, and a student progress wall

chart. All the individual materials are in

Skillmaster will never
display the wrong

answer.

the form of reproducible masters.

The products in the Digitor series are:

• Drillmaster (10 random mixed prob-

lems, grades 5+ ) $139.50
•Superdrill (25 random mixed prob-

lems with timing, Grades 5+ ) $159.50
•Tutor (programmable with timing,

grades K-4) $179.50

•Skillmaster (programmable with
timing, grades K-9) $199.50

•Grade level packets, $8.70 to $13.25

each.

Versator

Versator is a device for presenting a

wide variety of educational exercises.

The majority are variations on the drill

and practice theme, but some go a bit

beyond it.

Outwardly, Versator is similar to

Digitor except that it has a cartridge slot

in the top, and the keyboard is perfectly

blank. Upon turning on the power, the

14-character, green, dot matrix display

lights up with "hello" and a smiling face

at the right. Pressing any part of the flat

keyboard membrane causes Versator to

display "insert module."
Mastery Learning Modules are the

solid state programs for Versator. With-
out one of these $59.50 modules, the ma-
chine can do nothing. Each module
comes in a vinyl booklet that contains a

four-page Learning Guide, a keyboard
overlay, and a plug-in module. When the

module is inserted, Versator reads,

"apply keyboard."

You then use the top five pressure-

sensitive spots to program Versator.

This starts with the operating mode.
study repeats each problem until it is

answered correctly, test does not repeat

problems, transmit and receive allow

two Versator units to up- and down-load
programs between them.

The subject key selects from the one
or two subjects on a module and lesson
selects a set of problems within the

subject.

Response Mode can be standard (self-

paced), semi-automatic (timed response

but user presses Go for additional prob-

lems), automatic (timed responses and
problem presentation), manual (used

with word lists), and tachistoscopic

(words presented in "flash" form for

l/60th to 3 second intervals).

The Problem Set key allows you to

choose 10, 20, or 30 problems. For those

modes requiring a response time (or tach

time), it is now specified.

As with Digitor, it is recommended
that a parent or teacher help out enter-

ing the above steps.

There are currently over 50 mastery
modules available. The majority are in

the areas of reading, language arts, and
spelling, although nine are available in

mathematics and four in science. We

Versator is used in conjunction with "Mastery Learning Mod- Versator has
ules, " each one of which includes a booklet, keyboard overlay, keyboard,
module, and vinyl binder.

a 14-character display and touch-sensitive
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PLATO COURSEWARE MAKES
SERIOUS EDUCATION FUN.

Control Data PLATO® course-

ware brings new excitement to

education. Through such action

concepts as darts, pinball, hangman

and highly interactive graphics

and texts, PLATO challenges kids

to reach their learning goals.

PLATO coaxes and guides stu-

dents. PLATO rewards them with

the feeling ofaccomplishment.

PLATO courseware is being used

in classrooms across the nation.

Now you can bring this quality

education home. \bu'll find PLATO
lessons at selected retail outlets

where quality software is sold.

All PLATO micro courseware
is available for the Apple II

Plus and Apple He. Lessons
are also available for the

TI 99/4A and the Atari 800.

There are lessons in Math, in-

cluding Basic Number Facts, Whole
Numbers, Decimals and Fractions,-

Foreign Language vocabulary

builders in French, German and

Spanish, a Physics lesson in ele-

mentary mechanics,- Computer

PLATO

Literacy that introduces kids and

novices to the computer age,-

*Computer Concepts that pro-

vide a springboard to more
advanced computer lessons,- and a

**Keyboarding lesson that uses

the famous Gregg typewriting

approach to teach keyboarding

techniques.

Widen your child's world.

See the entire growing library of

PLATO quality courseware at

selected retail outlets. Or for infor-

mation and a free PLATO catalog,

call toll-free: 800-233-3784. Or
write: Control Data Publishing Co.,

PO. Box 261127, San Diego, CA
92126. In California call

800-233-3785.
Warranty available free from Control Data Publishing Co..

4455 Eattgate Mall. San Diego. CA 93121.

* Developed with Continuous Learning Corporation
*• Developed with Cregg/McGraw H.n

COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION
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I have been using

Transform for all

kinds ofprogramming

.. .my time has been cut in half..

.

this is one of the very few utilities

I have never regretted

purchasing for one
If-ICtCint bV Dr JC Gilland
lii3IXU.lt* Graph ion /Vortex

Whether you are just a beginner, someone rea-
sonably familiar with programming, or a veteran.
TransForm can help you.

What isTVansForm?
TransForm is a better way to write programs in

Microsoft BASIC." It is a structured translator which
does away with the constraints of line numbers and
the single line IF. It adds the high level structures
of the block IF-ELSEIF-ELSE-ENDIF, REPEAT-
UNTIL. and ON-GOTO-ENDGOTO-similar to
languages like Pascal. Symbolic labels are used
(such as "GOSUB @ QUICKSORT"). A very versa-
tile INCLUDE-DECLARE feature has been added
to enable you to build a library of the subroutine
modules you use every day—write it once, then
INCLUDE it. High level, structured code in—ordi-
nary BASIC out. It's that quick and easy.

Now! Three great ways to orderTransForm:
TheTransForm Tutor. Wanting to learn how to
write clean, reliable, structured programs? Let the
Tutor teach you with its detailed, easy to learn,

step-by-step examples and tutorial. Only $39.95?

TheTransForm Standard. Already familiar with
structured programming?The Standard begins
with a more complex example (a utility program)
so you can dive right in. Only $39.95?

TheTransForm Export. Writing complex pro-
gram series as a professional?The Expert provides
the additional utilities of a source code formatter,
destination code optimizer (for use with BASCOM

"

5.3), and a "REL" file disassembler. Everything you
need to master your applications. Only $39.95.*

Place your order for theTutor, the Standard, or
the Export toll free now: 1-800-845-7055.
Direct technical questions to 1-803-244-8174.
VISA, MC, COD, company PO, or check accepted.
ForCP/M." 'Introductory price.

From the samo company that created
MCDISPLA Y, the powerful display interface
for Microsoft BASIC which allows you to
develop screen-oriented application
packagms.

Master
Computing
Inc.MS*

"Practical Solutions Through Technology"
A Division ofEDI Technology Companies
11 Regency Hills Drhro, Greenville. SC 2961

S
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Centurion Computers, continued...

tried four modules: Identifying Affixes

and Compound Words, Spelling De-

mons and Unscramble, Mixed Math Ex-

ercises, and Systems of the Body I. Each
of these could be a feature review, so we
will have to limit ourselves to some gen-

eral comments.
All the modules are very thorough

and present the material at a controlled

step-by-step pace. The learning objec-

tives are clearly stated although we
would have liked to see a suggested

grade level or range of grades for the

module.
The instructions were generally clear

although some parts were not as clear as

they might have been. This was particu-

larly true with modules that required

something to be marked with the under-

line symbol.

Since the correct answer to most prob-

lems requires several keystrokes which
must, of course, be executed in the

proper order, we found that most users

did not like the pressure of the timed
modes; they became nervous and flus-

tered. Thus, we recommend the use of

the self-paced modes; these keep track of

elapsed response time but users seem to

feel more relaxed and tend to score

higher.

Of the four modules we tried, the sci-

ence one, "Systems of the Body" was the

least satisfactory. It has the most com-
plicated keyboard overlay and the sparse

four pages of instructions did not give us

enough background to understand the

problems fully. The guide mentions sev-

eral related textbooks, at least one of

which is probably necessary for using

this module successfully.

Subject to the limitation of presenting

word problems in a maximum of 14 let-

ters, Versator is a nice compact learning

device. However, at $299.50 plus $59.50

for each module it wouldn't be difficult

to spend $1500 or more in short order.

Whether -or not it is worth that much,
you will have to decide for yourself, but

it is certainly worth a look.

Other Products
Centurion also produces five Alphator

products. Alphamaster presents drill on
vowel sounds, consonant blends, com-
pound words, affixes, syllabication, let-

ter matching, and ordering. For grades
K-5, Alphamaster costs $359.50. Similar

products are Alphatutor I for grades K-
3 and Alphatutor II for grades 3-5

($299.50 each). Alphaspell provides drill

in spelling-related skills and costs
$359.50 while Alphadrill provides
continuing development of vocabulary
skills in the upper elementary grades

($319.50).

For more information, contact Cen-
turion Industries, 167 Constitution Dr.,

Menlo Park, CA 94025.
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/ earn Rainbow computer-based
instruction ends manual labor. No
sl.n ing ova computer manuals,

you learn to use me Rainbow on

screen, in minutes, not months.

One ot the Rainbow's
host features is the

sor\ ice .uui support

from Digital, the

world's second largest

computer company.

I he Rainbow shows more character,

\?>2 columns instead ot the usual 80. So you
can screen a 12 month spreadsheet,

without losing 6 months.

yboard is designed with separate

inction groups and special ke\s

like Ml 1 P", "DCJand
\l \l SC Kl 1 \

I he Rainbow's sleek,

comfortable keyboard with

standard typewriter keypad
tits almost anywhere, even

on your lap.

( )t the hundreds of software

applications now available

mam, are Digital Classified

and serviced.

Only the Rainbow
automatical!) runs the widest
range ot the popular 8-bit iimi

lb-bit c v \l software.

After vou look over the Rainbow™ personal computer on paper,

look over the Rainbow in person. To learn where, call L-800-DIGITAL or write

Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue, C bncord, MA 01742.

\ot even the world's largest computer company gives MBB!
vou so much. But the second largest does. fT H^|| IP
© Digital Equipment Corporation 1983
CP/M is a registered trademark ot Digital Research, Inc.

wmm



LIST
For the small business owner,

school official, club officer, house-

hold manager, busy professional

-

or any active, independent person

with a lot to juggle and sort-the
ListMaker™ software package is

the easiest, most economical way
to do the sorting. And eliminate

thejuggfing.

ListMaker information man-
agement system will pay for itself

by helping you keep on top of your

job, your clients, customers or pa-

tients. And it will make household,

club or school management more
efficient than you ever thought

possible.

Whether it's listings, labels or

letters; names, dates or zip codes;

new business prospects, health in-

formation or whose engine needs
an annual check-up-ListMaker is

easy to use and very flexible.

It will eliminate all your files and
dreary paperwork and leave you
more time to be creative and

productive.

ListMaker lets you compile

information in three different ways:

the fist file which creates the for-

mat you'll need; the data file which

stores your list information; and the

print file which organizes the data

file into the form you want.

ListMaker also sorts and
searches for records according to

your own specific needs. And the

merge-print operation can automati-

cally insert the proper information

into your ListMaker form letters.

The how-to's of ListMaker

are easy, too. The user's manual is

comprehensive, clear and simple to

follow step-by-step.

Reader's Digest, the creator

of ListMaker, has specialized in infor-

mation and fist management for years.

And they've condensed their know-

how into this capable program.

SOFTWARE FORTHE



Ask your dealer about

ListMaker. Hard-nosed software

for the one man band.

To order, Call Toll-Free:

800/431-8800

(NY, AK, HI: 914/241-5727).

Warranty information available

upon request by writing to:

Reader's Digest Services, Inc.,

Microcomputer Software Division,

Pleasantville, New York 10570.

ListMaker is designed for use

on the TRS-80® Models I, ffl, IV

and Apple® II, II Phis & He.

^JjioAg&A f^yiuZ

ListMaker

[please send me ListMaker
Q I've enclosed $97.50 phis applicable sales tax.

D Bill me (subject to credit approval).

Check One:
T30/131 D ListMaker TRS-80, Model I

T34/131 D ListMaker TRS-80. Models III & IV

T31/131 D ListMaker Apple II. II Plus. He

Mail to: Reader's Digest Services, Inc.

Microcomputer Software Division

Pleasantville, New York 10570

Name.

Signature.

Sales Tax: NY residents add 4%*: PA residents add

L6%*:

ME residents add4%';GA residents add 3%*;
CA residents add 6%'. "Plus applicable local taxes.

5*R

ONEMAN BANDL
ListMaker is a trademark of The Reader's Digest Association, Inc. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation.

Merchandise may be returned in original condition within 30 days ofdelivery. Contact Reader's Digest first for instructions and return label.
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The Legend
of the

Pad of Power

creative

computing

equipment

evaluation

Joe Devlin

Once upon a time, around 1982 to be
precise, four magical people met in a

faraway land known as Georgia. They
looked into their crystal balls and deter-

mined that the next boom in personal

computers would be in the area of edu-

cational software for the home. They
looked around and saw that, throughout

the country, little home learning software

of quality and imagination was available.

And it came to pass that they created

Chalk Board. Inc. for the purpose of

rectifying this tragic situation.

The quest for new and novel software

proved hard. The more time these magi-

cians spent trying to write enchanting
programs, the more frustrated they be-

came with the hardware the software was
supposed to run on. To cast their spells

on children, to make children want to

learn with computers, the Georgians had
to communicate with the kids.

Now, children are interesting creatures,

very different from you and me. Even
children who know the alphabet don't

always have the manual dexterity required

to use a computer keyboard. They don't

understand bar code readers very well.

And, although kids can learn to use light

pens and screen-oriented menus, parents

are often uneasy when their children

stand for hours in front of color televisions

and poke at the screens with sharp

objects.

The magicians pored over their books
of spells and almost emptied their bags of

tricks. What they wanted was an input

device that was flexible, sturdy, easy to

use, inexpensive, and portable. It should
be large enough to sit on a child's lap and
sturdy enough to take childish abuse. It

should be portable enough for a child to

carry around, and it should have a cable
long enough to allow the child to use the

device while sitting on a couch or on the

floor near the TV. They concluded that if

they wanted a piece of hardware to fit

their needs, they would have to conjure it

up themselves.

Add graphics software and PowerPad becomes a graphics tablet.

Thus. Chalk Board, a company founded
to produce software, ended up creating

hardware to meet its software goals. Be-

cause the device they created is a pad of

great power, they named it PowerPad. Its

power is such that children and adults

alike will soon be found curled up on
couches throughout the land entranced
by its spell. Its utility is such that many
programs are being written to make use

of the magic it wields.

The Magic Begins With The Hardware
The magic of PowerPad is that it is a

tabula rasa. Thus, it can be set up as the

input device for an infinite variety of

software. With a change of software and
a flip of a plastic overlay, PowerPad can
go from being a graphics pad to being a
piano keyboard.

52

The pad retails for $99.95. For this you
get the large (17" by 20") off-white pad
complete with a big slot of a carrying

handle, cabling to hook the contraption

up to any Commmodore 64, Vic-20, or

Atari computer, and a user's manual.

The software required to use the pad

must be purchased separately. The ca-

bling that comes with PowerPad will not

work with the IBM PC or with the Apple
II. Hooking the PowerPad up to an Apple
or an IBM computer requires the ad-

ditional purchase of a $49.95 starter

kit. This kit includes both the software

and cables required by these two
computers.

At the heart of the pad is a touch

sensitive membrane invented by some of

the Chalk Board people. This membrane
lies in the 12" by 12" working area in the
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r line cord.

Filters power
impurities-
prevents costly

computer errors.
Power line associated problems
are estimated to cause 70-90%
of IBM PC and PC-XT malfunc-
tions (according toPC Magazine,
March 1983). That's true for
other computers as well.

ts against line noise that

can impair software and data, and
against spikes and surges that can

damage your computer's circuitry

AC Line Noise Confuses Software
ii confuse your computer

>ur radio or tele.

le noise as

garbage on your monitor disk

ms

Surges and Spikes Damage Hardware
Transient pulses streaming down the

power line into your computer can reach

4,000 Volts. Caused by electronic de-

vices, the start and stop of elevators and
refrigerators, fluorescent lights, even dis-

tant lightning— they can damage the

PC's internal protective circuits leading to

costly servicing

PC Saver. Total Insurance

PC Saver is uniquely engineen
power cord It guards both against tran-

sients from the wall current and those

generated by devices (e.g. printers) con-

nected to the same outlet sti

An 1' type filter attenuates common
and transverse mode noise. The insertion

loss is 20 dB to 50 dB from 600 kHz to 30

mHz. Surges and spikes are clipped to a

safe 133 Volt RMS 189 Volt DC level

Fits Most Personal Computers
Simply replace your computers power
cord with PC S,. <M PC and

Radio Shack,
Compaq, and many moi
Also peripheral'.

^

Only $39.95 at your local dealer.

$2 50

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted

Ltd

J22

J6200KENUR

PC S#v*

fingine*

Also available in 220/240 Vort mod<
aq Computer

KENSINGTON

)Microw
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Power Pad, continued...

middle of the pad. Along any horizontal

or vertical line there are 120 switches.
The resulting 100 switches per square inch
give the PowerPad the highest resolution
of any touch-sensitive device I have seen.
One of the most unusual features of the

PowerPad is its ability to respond to more
than one point of contact at a time. Most
touch-sensitive input devices can register

contact with only one point at a time.

PowerPad can determine that it is being
touched in several places at once through
the use of the 14,400 digital switches

Drawing on PowerPad with a wooden
stylus produces detailed images.

beneath the surface. As a result, you can
press your whole hand down on PowerPad
and produce an image of the hand on the

computer screen.

By itself, the hardware is just another
example of a nice graphics tablet in a
market that is rapidly becoming crowded
with such devices. But there is more.
Chalk Board is also producing a library of

software and removable membrane over-
lays that completes the process, turning
the product into something that dazzles.

By redefining the pad as a keyboard for

particular applications and by producing
individual overlays that guide the user
through the use of this new keyboard,
relatively complex things can be done
easily. The size, location, and function of
each key is determined by the software
designer. The programmer is not stifled

by the fixed spacing of a normal
keyboard.

Each overlay can be imprinted with a
distinct arrangement of color coded areas
that serve as both menu and function
keys. Pressing one of the mylar squares
activates the function controlled by the
software and indicated by the markings
on the plastic overlay.

As software and mylar overlays are
changed, the PowerPad can become in

turn a keyboard arranged alphabetically

so as not to confuse children, or a key-
board with extra large keys for those
whose eyes have dimmed. Musicians can
have a piano keyboard, with every key
functional. The multiple registration fea-

ture allows musical chords to be played

54

on the PowerPad instead of the single

notes possible on most graphics tablets.

Software Weaves Its Spells

The Chalk Board software, dubbed
Leonardo's Library, will eventually in-

clude more than 30 software packages,
spanning six subject areas (visual arts,

music, mathematics, science, language
arts, and social studies) and five levels of

difficulty. Not all the software available

for PowerPad will come from Chalk
Board. Other firms are currently convert-

GPeative computing
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: PowerPad

Type: Graphics input device

System: Atari, Commodore 64,

Vic-20, Apple. IBM
Format: 12" by 12" graphics tablet

Specifications:

4.5 lb. graphics tablet with a
12" by 12" working area. 100
points per square inch resolution.

Tablet can respond
simultaneously to several points

at once.

Ease of Use: Good
Documentation: Mylar overlays are

packaged with all software to

guide the user. Manuals packaged
with PowerPad and all allied

software are well written. $99.95

for Commodore 64, Vic-20 and
Atari computers. $149.90 for

IBM and Apple computers.

Overall Mark: Excellent

Manufacturer:

Chalk Board, Inc.

3772 Pleasantdale Rd.
Suite 140

Atlanta, GA 30340
Summary: A flexible input device

with a few limitations.

ing software for the PowerPad or writing

new software that makes full use of the

capabilities of the product.

Chalk Board plans to make each soft-

ware package they offer available for the

Commodore 64, Vic-20, Atari, IBM-PC,
and Apple II computers. Obviously, be-

cause of profound differences between
the capabilities of these machines, the

power of the software will reflect the

strengths and limitations of the machine
it is written for. Software for the Com-
modore and Atari computers will be in

cassette format. IBM and Apple com-
puters will make use of disk-based

software.

Each software package will include a

tough plastic overlay that is imprinted

with function buttons and a manual de-

scribing several learning activities. Prices

for software will range from $24.95 to

$49.95. There will be at least three soft-

Finger "painting " is also possible — and
any image is easily duplicated elsewhere
on the screen.

ware packages available initially.

The MicroMaestro is a music package

that turns the PowerPad into a fully func-

tional two-octave music keyboard and
synthesizer. It will retail for $24.95.

Leo s Logo will retail for $49.95. As its

name implies Leo's Logo will use the

PowerPad to bring the Logo language to

the child. The third software package is a

graphics tool called Leo's 'Lectric Paint

Brush.

Leo's 'Lectric Paint Brush
Leo 's 'Lectric Paintbrush is a graphics

package that retails for $24.95. It is a

good example of the kind of software

that Chalk Board is planning to release.

Getting started is easy. Insert the software

cartridge into the back of the computer,
plug the PowerPad cable into the com-
puter, snap the mylar overlay into place

on the working surface of the PowerPad
and Leo 's Paintbrush is ready to use.

There are 21 symbols printed on the

top of the overlay. Most noticeable are
the color keys on the top right. There are

Some of the keys printed on the plastic keyboard that comes with Leo 's 'Lectric

Paintbrush are easy to understand. Others are more cryptic.
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OF ALLTHE THINGS
YOU BUY,

HOWMANYARE
GOOD ENOUGH TO BE
WARRANTED 5 YEARS?

Few disks stand the test of time.

Because few are built to the

precision standards or certified to

the critical levels of Omni's
complete line.

Each Omni disk is rated for I 2

million passes without disk-

related errors or significant wear.
Each is certified error-free at a
minimum of twice the error-

threshold of your system. And
built to exceed all industry

specifications including those of

ANSI. ECMA. ISO and virtually

every drive manufacturer. So you
can count on them for the long
haul. We guarantee it.

Call toll-free (800 343-7620) for

your nearest dealer. In Mass.. call

617 799-0197.

Omni Resources. 4 Oak Pond Ave.

,

Millbury, Mass. 01527

Dealers. Software houses.
Check our prices, services and
specifications. We offer
duplicating, formatting, private
labeling, small minimums, fast

delivery and copy protection
schemes on disks for virtually

any system.

OMNI
THE DISK GOOD ENOUGH

TO BE WARRANTED 5 YEARS
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Power Pad, continued...
eight labeled colors— black, white, red,

cyan, purple, green, blue, and yellow.
Touch any of the color keys and a musical
note emanates from the TV speaker let-

ting you know that you have chosen a
color. Touch the keyboard with your
finger and a spot of colored light appears
on the screen. Slide that same finger

across the surface of the pad and a line

appears on the screen.

You are free to draw with one finger or
many. The pad responds best to slow,
even motions. One of the limitations of
the program is that it uses only eight

colors, in spite of the fact that some of
the computers it will run on have more
colors available.

If the line produced by your finger is

too broad you can use a blunt stylus to

get a finer edge. The finest line I was able
to achieve on a Commodore 64 was about
the width of a matchstick. Using the
PowerPad with the IBM PC or another
computer with better resolution should
produce better results.

Many of the other keys on the mylar
membrane are as self explanatory as the

color keys. For example, hitting the Back-
ground key followed by a color key will

change the background color. The Pen
Up and Pen Down keys are used to indi-

cate which points are being pressed on
the membrane. Hit Pen Up, and a tiny

ink-filled pen appears on the screen letting

you know where you will begin drawing
when you hit Pen Down. If you touch
more than one spot at the same time, the

pen will jump from spot to spot on the

screen indicating all the various points of

contact.

Press Pen Down and you activate the

paint brush; the little pen point disappears
and in its place a small dot appears. You
are now in drawing mode.
The Fill key is used to fill in solid

objects on the screen. Again, its operation

is logical. Position the pen on the space
you want to fill, hit the Fill key followed

by the color you want to fill it with. Voila!

The object fills with color. The Fill key
will fill any closed-in space. If there is a
hole, even a miniscule one in the object,

the color will leak out of the object, like

water from a broken vessel, filling not
only the object but the rest of the screen
as well. If this happens, hit the Cancel
key to stop the overflow of color, and you
can resume your artwork.
The functions of some of the other

keys are less apparent than those of the

color keys. For example. Asterisk and
Hashmark keys serve as general function
keys to do such things as calling forth the

memory grid. The functions of two keys
labeled To and End may also be a puzzle

to the uninitiated. The fact that the End
key is emblazoned with a flag did not

help to clarify matters for me.
These two functions have been bor-

rowed from the Logo programming lan-

guage. The To and End keys are used to

indicate the starting and ending points of

the definition of an object. Once an object

has been defined, it can be moved about
or copied to other parts of the screen. To
start the operation, first hit the To key.
Next draw the object— say. a red circle.

Hitting the End key tells the computer
you have finished drawing the circle.

The PowerPad is a
flexible input device
that will stimulate the

imaginations
ofprogrammers.

I

Defining objects uses up a great deal of

computer memory. To find out how much
space you have left, you can call a bar

graph onto the screen to indicate the

amount of memory space left by hitting

the asterisk key.

The number of objects that can be
saved depends on the computer with

which the PowerPad is used. For example,

up to nine objects can be defined within

the memory of a Commodore 64. Hitting

the Clear and Asterisk keys together un-

defines all objects, thus freeing memory
and giving you space to define new ob-

jects. The screen does not change when
this is done. The red circle remains on
the screen. Undefined objects do not

disappear but they cannot be moved or
duplicated again.

Once objects have been defined you
can do several things to them. Any object

that has been defined can be repeated

anythwere on the screen or moved from
its original location to a new location

simply by hitting the Repeat or Move
key, touching the object you wish to

move, and then touching the spot to

which you want it to go.

Objects can be saved on disk or cas-

sette. Since there are no alphanumeric
keys on the membrane, the objects are

named by using the color function

keys. Thus, you could name one object

"black-green-red" and another "blue-

yellow."

Limitations

The PowerPad is a flexible input device

that will stimulate the imaginations of

programmers—even those who don't

come from the mystical land of Georgia.
The product does have a few limitations,

however. A flat membrane keyboard can-

not provide as much comfort or tactile

feedback as a full stroke keyboard would
provide for an adult.

Although the PowerPad case is quite

sturdy, the mylar overlay is more fragile.

Sooner or later someone is bound to cast

his spell with a ballpoint pen or scissor

point. The wise folks at Chalk Board have
forseen this problem and are making over-

lay replacements available for $6.00.

In short, the people at Chalk Board
seem to know what they are doing. And
so the wizards from Georgia presided over

a happy marriage of hardware and soft-

ware. And they lived happily ever after.

The end.

A ^
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RESTON
TURNS

COMPUTER
LEARNING

INTO
CHILD'S

PLAY

Today, learning about computers is part of

growing up. And two new books from Reston
take kids beyond arcade-style shoot-

'em-ups and into real computer program-
ming. Rainy Day Activities for the
Atari", by Nancy Mayer, is designed to

introduce younger children to computer
fun. Kids and The Atari", by Edward H.
Carlson, takes 10-14 year-olds from the

fundamentals to complete mastery of

BASIC programming. Both feature lively

illustrations and simple writing to let kids

use them by themselves—with special

notes to let parents and teachers
help out.

Reston Publishing Company
A Prentice-Hall ComponyMl 1480 Sunset Hills Rd.

Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local

bookstore and computer
retailer or call us at

(800) 336-0338.
Atari is a regisf»r»d
trademark of Atari, Inc.
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letnam, 9|75 Crashing through tnjjjaense

jungle foliage, you hear the distant lire of

the NVA Co.- rds. You've escaped,

but yc u havi lonq way to go L

you reach SaicA^^if you ever uu.
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SAIGON: THE FINAL DAYS
By Jyym Pearson, Robyn Pearson & Norman Sailer

Gritty realism and historic fact blend to form a unique adventuring experience
that plunges you into a controversial chapter of recent history.

Visit your local dealer today, or call us for your copy! S >»,

800-327-7172 ^Adventure.
Available for your 16K TRS-80 Model 1 or 3, in either tape or disk format, for
only $24.95.

The Atari tape version (needa 16K) is $24.96.
The Apple version has great full-color hires graphics for $34.96.

BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD. FL 32750
(305) 862-6917

INTERNATIONAL
A MWSION O* SCOTT ADAM*. INC
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Houston Instrument
HiPlot DMP 29 Plotter

David H. Ahl

In most cases, the lead-in to a review

leaps to assert itself. In some cases the

product has one or more outstanding

characteristics that beg to be mentioned;

in others, the company is strange or un-

usual; in still others, the reviewer has

some biases that just must be put on the

table.

In the case of this review, all are op-

erative. Here are three possible lead-ins:

• Houston Instrument is an inward-

looking company. They have spent nary

a dime on advertising with Creative

Plotters represent a
vast, untapped

resource for artistic

expression.

Computing even though plotters are high

on the list of peripherals that many read-

ers wish to purchase. They rarely send

out a press release; and when they do, it

is certainly not to us. We always make a

point to stop by their booth at NCC, but

we are usually made to feel like dolts by

the engineers at the booth who speak an

obsure dialect of English called Plotter-

Speak.
• For many years, Houston In-

strument has been making a line of plot-

ters know as HiPlot. They have gone

October 1983 c Creative Computing

DMP-29 Plotter measures 22" X 19" and produces plots on sheets up to 11" X 17"

their merry way, designing one
innovation after another into their plot-

ters, until today, the DMP-29, little-

known and little-heralded, is one of the

most advanced, user-friendly, and cost-

effective plotters on the market.
• In the early 70's, I worked for Dig-

ital Equipment Corporation as manager

of the Educational Products Group. To
help users of computers in educational

institutions, I wrote a series of booklets

called Basic Applications Programs

—

(Subject). One was on plotting. It de-

scribed how to use two plotters, the TSP
and Fasplot, with PDP-8 Basic.

Among other things, I wrote a simu-
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HiPlot DMP-29, continued...

lator in Basic which would make the
plotter execute the turtle graphics por-
tion of a virtually unknown (at the time)
language called Logo. When Logo be-

came more widely known, I asked some
of my friends at DEC about my simula-
tion routines. Alas, they had gone the
way of other blue sky projects and had
long since been forgotten and tossed out.

It was just as well. I was up to my eye-

balls in other things and could ill afford

to get hooked on plotters again as I once
had been Nevertheless, I still have a
fond place in my psyche for plotter

graphics. I am appalled at what many
people do with plotters. I feel that plot-

ters represent a vast, untapped resource
for artistic expression, and should be the

computer peripheral of choice after a

disk drive

A Friendly Package
The Houston Instrument DMP-29

plotter is a flat bed plotter; this means
that the sheet of paper lies on a flat sur-
face and the pens move in two directions
to trace a plot upon this surface. In con-
trast, on a drum plotter, the paper is

wrapped around a drum and the pens
move across the paper while the drum
rotates to produce a two-dimensional
plot.

On the DMP-29, the bed accom-
modates a piece of paper measuring 1

1

"

X 17". It is possible, in either hardware
or software, to select a half-size plot

measuring 8 '/2
" X 11". On a full-size

plot, the plotting area is 10" X 15" and
on a half-size plot, 7" X 10". The paper
is held in position by a lip on the plotter

bed at the bottom and by permanent
strips of adhesive tape at the top.

All the manual plotter controls are on
a touch sensitive front panel similar to

the control panel on a microwave oven
or an Atari 400 computer. There are 14

controls arranged in seven groups.

This may sound like a complicated set

of controls, but it is really quite straight-

forward during normal operation. The
first group of controls contains the
power on/off switch, reset (clears mem-
ory and resets the plotter), load (pen
moves to a corner to facilitate paper
loading), and chart size (toggles back
and forth between a small and large

chart). For normal plotting, these are

the only controls that will ever be used.

"Select enable" lets the plotter re-

spond to computer input. When the

plotter is powered up, this is on. LED
indicators show the status of this and the

remaining controls, as well as five other
aspects of the plotter.

Two buttons select either remote or
local operation; on power-up, remote op-
eration is the default mode.
The remaining controls are used for

local mode and digitizer mode. Two but-
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Plotter has RS-232 ports built in; Centronics and IEEE-488 ports are available as
options. Up to 9600 baud ran be set with the dip switches.

tons raise and lower the pen while a

nine-button keypad is used to move it

manually about the plotting surface.

On the rear of the plotter are two RS-
232 connectors, a male marked
"Modem," a female marked "Termi-
nal," and a dip switch with eight

switches to select communications
characteristics.

Connecting to a Computer
The instructions with the plotter sug-

gest that "any standard DB 25-pin flat

The DMP-29 has its

own plotting language
which is elegant and

powerful.

ribbon cable can be used to connect the

serial RS-232C interface to a computer."
Maybe so, but this approach did not
work on any of the four computers we
checked out with the DMP-29. In

desperation, we tried a "reverse connec-
tion" cable and it worked fine.

The computer must be connected to

the modem port (male) of the plotter.

Although the pin-outs have the same
description as those on the computer
(Pin 2 is transmit data, Pin 3 is receive

data, Pin 4 is request to send, Pin 5 is

clear to send and so on), the lines must
be reversed. In other words, Pin 2 goes
to Pin 3 and 3 to 2, Pin 4 goes to 5 and 5

to 4, and Pin 6 goes to 20 and 20 to 6.

Pin 1 (protective ground) and Pin 7 (sig-

nal ground) are tied together. We made
up a cable to provide these exchanges,
but such cables are available from
suppliers such as Wireworks Corp.
(DC9-2, 9-cond male/male, #810937).
With this reversed cable, we were able

to run the plotter from a TRS-80 Model
III, TRS-80 Model 100, NEC 8201, and

Apple II. Presumably, it will work with
any computer with a serial RS-232 out-

put port.

The rear panel dip switch may be set

to any of six baud rates (300, 600, 1200,

2400. 4800, or 9600), parity (even, odd,
or none), and metric or English in-

cremental steps. Data word format is al-

ways eight bits with two stop bits.

Typically, the first command in a

plotter program written in Basic will be:

OPEN xxx FOR OUTPUT AS 1

in which xxx is the communications
specification. On the NEC 8201, for

example, the specification would be
"COM:6N82XN". This means 2400
baud (6), no parity (N), eight bits (8),

two stop bits (2), and XON enabled (X).

The final character, N, does not matter
to the plotter. We found 2400 baud to be
an ideal operating speed; at slower

speeds, the plotter occasionally had to

wait for data while at higher speeds, the

buffer frequently filled up.

The DMP-29 may be ordered with

one of two optional interfaces:
Centronics-compatible parallel or IEEE
488 GPIB.

Producing a Plot

At the left side of the plotter bed are

eight pen holders. Each one holds a

hard-nibbed pen in one of eight colors:

black, red, magenta, orange, light green,

dark green, blue, and brown. These pens
are included with the plotter. Each has a

nib protector which must be removed
when it is inserted in the holder. Op-
tional fiber tip and drafting pens are

available.

The plotter can use almost any type of

paper, although a highly-polished paper
(or mylar) produces better plots than a

porous or rough paper. A wide variety of
quadrille, chart, and graph papers are

available from Houston Instrument as

well as independents such as Dietzgen,

K & E, Charrette, and Bienfang. We
tried several and got excellent results.
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Whatever you need to do
with your IBM Personal Computer...

Our book/software series can show you how.
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Programming the IBM
Personal Computer:
UCSD Pascal
Seymour V. Pollack

A self-paced introduction

to UCSD Pascal (and
programming) on the
Personal Computer,
using the UCSD
p-System Many
examples and problems,
both serious and
whimsical.
Book/Diskette Package:
1983, 323 pages, $34.95
ISBN 0-03-063978-6
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Using the IBM Personal
Computer Wordstar
CJ Puotinen
Even for those unfamiliar
with the Personal Computer,
this book's many examples
and projects will easily

lead to mastery of the
Wordstar word processing
system.

Book/Diskette Package:
1983, 272 pagaa, $34.95
ISBN 0-03-063981-6

Using the IBM
Personal Computer:
Visi-Calc

Robert Crowley
Learn Visi-Calc step-

by-step on your
Personal Computer:
work on projects—
some easy, others not

—

in a wide range of

application areas.

Book/Diskette Package:
1963, 256 pages, $35.95
ISBN 0-03-063982-4
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Programming the IBM
Personal Computer
Fortran 77
Robert Rouse and
Thomas Bugnitz

Examples, problems, and
exercises from science and
engineering illustrate both
introductory and advanced
topics, including IBM's
Fortran compiler.

Book/Diskette Package:
1983. 240 pages, $34.95
ISBN 0-03-083979-4
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Programming the IBM
Personal Computer
BASIC
Neill Graham
From switching your
Personal Computer on to

editing text, handling
random and sequential
files—even making music
—this easy-to-follow book
shows you how.
1982, 291 pages, $17.00

ISBN 0-03-063667-1
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Programming the IBM
Personal Computer:
COBOL
Neill Graham
A spiral development and a
wealth of sample programs
lead you step-by-step
into all features of the IBM
Personal Computer's version
of COBOL

ISBN
400 pages, $1
0-03-060538-!
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Pascal

Your IBM Personal
Computer Use,
Applications, and Basic
David £. Cortesi

An elementary, non-
threatening introduction to

the Personal Computer-
set-up and testing, disk

files. Visi-Calc and other
software, and the rudiments
of BASIC.
1982, 253 pages, $17.00

ISBN 0-03-063671-X

u
Programming the IBM
Personal Computer
Pascal
Neill Graham
Accessible to beginners,
this structured presentation
shows how to program with

the powerful compiler
Pascal developed by IBM
for the Personal Computer.
1983, 256 pages. $16.95
ISBN 0-03-061982-3

Programming Ihe IBM
Personal Computer
Organization and
Assembly Language
Programming
Mark A. Franklin

Examples and problems
help you understand your
Personal Computer at its

most basic level. Master
DOS, I/O, and interfacing

while maximizing speed
and flexibility

1983. 400 pages, $19.95
ISBN 0-03-082882-8

PC WRITERS—Let me know your book/software ideas

—Brete Harrison. Editor. CEPP, 829 Sonoma Ave.. Suite

5. P.O Box 1180. Santa Rosa. CA 95402. (707) 544-4448.

ORDER BV PHONE . . .USE OUR TOLL-FREE S00 NUMBER!
(800) 227-1617 .it 336 (In CeMomta. (SOD) 772-3S45 est 336)

CBS
EDUCATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL
PUBLISHING
383 Madison Avenue. New York, NY 10017u

IBM it a registered trademark ot me International Business Machines
Corporation Wordstar is a registered trademark ot MicroPro Visi-Calc

is a registered trademark ot Vrsicorp UCSD p-System is a registered

trademark ot the Regents ot the University of CaMorma
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MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYI
To: Deborah Mitera
CBS Educational & Professional Publishing
383 Madison Avenue. New York, NY 10017

PLEASE SEND ME (check ISBNs of items desired):

For each order, please enclose the price, 754 handling.

5% for shipping, and applicable sales tax. Or D we will

bill you. or charge your VISA D Mastercard.

BOOK/DISKETTE PACKAGE
D 0-03-063978-6 (UCSD Pascal)

D 0-03-063961-6 (Wordstar)

D 0-03-063962-4 (Vlsl-Calc)

D 0-03-083979-4 (Fortran)

BOOK
0-03-063667-1 (Basic)

D 0-03-060538-5 (Cobol)

D 0-03-063671-X (Use/Basic)

NAMF

COMFMNV
STHfFT

rtTV STATU 7IP

Offer valid in USA only: prices subject to change without notice

D 0-03-061982-3 (Pascal)

D 0-03-062862-8 (Assembler)



3ROOF IT.

SEND IT
THE WORD JUGGLER™SYSTEM
FROM QUARK.

' you're serious about word processing on
your Apple lie or Apple III, you should test the
Word Juggler System from Quark. Integrated
tools that combine ease of use with extra-
ordinary power.

WRITE IT
WITH WORD JUGGLER.
The anchor of the system is Quark's Word
Juggler word processor, a program that lets

you easily perform the most intricate editing
tasks. For example, you can delete characters,
words, even paragraphs with just a single key-

stroke. You can instantly copy, move or delete
entire blocks of text. Then display or print

your document by simply pressing a key.

And there's virtually nothing to memorize.
Because editing and formatting commands
are always right there on the keyboard. Word
Juggler for the Apple III comes with special
templates which identify principal word
processing functions. On our version for the
lie, the editing commands are labeled on
easy-to-install, replacement keycaps.

Plus, Word Juggler lets you generate
form letters from existing mailing
lists, because the program has
a built-in interface with both
PFSFile and Apple's
Quick File.



PROOF IT
WITH LEXICHECK?
Once you've written your document, you can
quickly proof it with Lexicheck—a high per-

formance spelling checker with a 50,000-word
dictionary. Simple and fast, Lexicheck is in-

voked from within Word Juggler by a single

keystroke. The program scans your document
and highlights unrecognized words in context.

If the words are actually misspelled, you can
quickly correct them. If words are merely un-
known, as with jargon or abbreviations, you
can add them easily to your own personal

,
dictionary. i

SEND IT
WITH TERMINUS™
And with Quark's new Terminus communica-
tions program, you can use Word Juggler for

electronic mail applications. A single keystroke
invokes the program from within the word
processor, allowing you to communicate with
most any RS232 device. You can predefine the
protocols you need to communicate with as
many as 14 different systems, at transmission
rates up to 9600 baud.

TEST IT
TODAY
Your dealer wants to give you a complete dem-
onstration of all the features and capabilities of
The Word Juggler System from Quark. And
while you're there, check into Quark's full line

of Office Automation Tools for the Apple III.

Word Juggler for the Apple III, $295
Word Juggler He, $239
Lexicheck for the Apple III, $149
Lexicheck He, $129

Terminus for the Apple III, $89
Terminus He, $89
All prices suggested U.S. retail

Quark
^^^e^BjajMBj WCOWPOWATWP

Office Automation Tools

L Quark, Word Juggler. Lexicheck and Terminus ara trademarks of
Quark, Incorporated

Apple and Quick File ara registered trademarks of Apple Computi
PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation
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HiPlot DMP-29, continued...

Eight colored pens are held in pen holders at the left of the plotting bed

The plotter has two operational

modes. The first allows the plotter and
computer to communicate using the

XON/XOFF protocol and requires very

little in the way of handshaking. When
the buffer is full (512 bytes) the plotter

indicates to the computer with a code 1

3

to stop sending (XOFF). When the

buffer is half empty (256 bytes), an XON
(Code 11) is sent. This is normally the

preferred mode of operation.
Alternatively, Mode two lets you re-

place the XON/XOFF mode with your
own handshaking, delay loops, and user-

specified prompt codes. While you theo-

retically can gain some speed by using

Mode two, it is considerably more com-
plicated in programming and recom-
mended only for serious users who want
to control everything in sight.

The DMP-29 has its own plotting lan-

guage which is elegant and powerful.

The simple sequence of a semi-colon fol-

lowed by a colon (;:) activates the plot-

ter. Once the plotter is selected, it

responds to everything sent over the

communications channel until a deselect

(@) or reset (Z) command is sent. Upon
receiving the select command (;:), the

plotter automatically selects Pen 1 as

part of the initialization routine.

If you want a pen other than Pen 1,

you simply send Pn, where n is the num-
ber of the pen you want. T selects the
self-test routine. This tests the logic cir-

cuits of the plotter and causes it to draw
the self-test plot which uses all the pens
and all the functions. The self-test can
also be selected manually.

Pen up is selected by U and pen down
by D. An H causes the plotter to go to

the home position (0,0) in the lower left-

hand corner of the paper. The command
O causes the plotter to specify the cur-

rent pen location as the origin of your

plotting system.

The plotter normally assumes a full-

size plot; half-size is specified by the

command EF. If you have specified half-

size and want to get back to full-size

plots, the command EH will do it. These
commands override any that have been
set manually on the plotter front panel.

The plotter normally draws continu-

ous lines. However, if you want any of

nine varieties of dotted line, they can be

specified by the command Ln (n= 1 to

9).

The pen may be positioned with re-

spect to an absolute set of coordinates

(A) or relative to the last point plotted

(R).

To draw a line, you simply specify the

x and y coordinates of the start point

and end point that you want drawn. For
example,

; : HAD . 600 600 . 600 600 . . 0U

will cause the plotter to be selected, go
to the home position, specify absolute

positioning mode, lower the pen, and
then draw a square of 600 units on a

side.

To draw the same square using rel-

ative positioning would require the

following:

;: HRD 0.600 600,0 0,-600
- 600,0 U

In a sense, relative positioning is very

similar to the turtle geometry commands
in Logo although, of course, angular

measures are not implemented.

In the absence of any specifications,

the plotter uses step sizes of 0.005 inches

(200 steps per inch). In other words, a

full size (10" X 15") plot with 0,0 at the

bottom left corner would have a maxi-

mum x value of 3000 (15" X 200 steps)

and a maximum y value of 2000 (10" X
200). Step size may be changed with the

command ECn in which n is 1 for

0.001", 5 for 0.005", and M for 0.1 mm
(metric).

For some plots it may be desirable to

specify the velocity of pen movement. In

the absence of this command, the pen

moves at two inches per second. How-
ever, it may be specified at 1,2, 4, 8, or

16 inches per second (or one of five met-

ric speeds).

Windows, Functions, and Symbols
An amazing feature of the DMP-29 is

Pens move in step sizes of 0.001", 0.005"

velocities.

or 0.1 mm and at one offive different
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CP/M DISKS
DISKETTES

YNACOMP
The Leading Distributor Of
Microcomputer Software

PRESENTS
HOME FINANCE CARD GAMES
PERSONAL FINANCE SYSTEM (ALL) $ 39.95 BRIDGE MASTER (ALL) $ 29.95

TAX OPTIMIZER (ALL) $ 59.95 GIN RUMMY (APPLE) $ 22.95
MICROCOMPUTER STOCKS (ALL) $ 59.95 POKER PARTY (ALL) $ 23.95

MICROCOMPUTER BONDS (ALL) $ 59.95 BLACKJACK COACH (ALL) $ 33.95

BUDGET MODEL ANALYZER (ATARI) $ 23.95 EUCHRE (ATARI) $ 19.95

PERSONAL BALANCE SHEET (OSBORNE) $ 29.95 WAR GAMESSTOCK MASTER/STOCK PLOT (APPLE) $ 59.95

NYINDEX (ATARI) $ 29.95 LEIPZIG 1813 (ATARI) $ 33.95
STOCKAID (ATARI) $ 29.95 SHILOH 1862 (ATARI) $ 33.95
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (APPLE/OSB) $ 69.95 IRONCLADS (CPM) $ 29.95
INVESTING ADVISOR (TRS) $ 39.95 ADVENTUREINVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

(ATARI/IBM) $ 49.95 CRANSTON MANOR (CPM) $ 19.95

OPTIONS ANALYSIS (TRS/OSB/APPLE) $ 99.95 WINDMERE ESTATE
BUSINESS (NORTH STAR/APPLE) $ 29.95

ZODIAC CASTLE (NORTH STAR/APPLE) $ 29.95

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STARSH1P LANDING PARTY (TRS) $ 19.95

(NORTH STAR) $149.95 GENESIS-THE CREATOR (APPLE) $ 49.95
MAIL MASTER (ATARI) $ 39.95 VALLEY OFTHE KINGS (ATARI) $ 29.95
PAYFIVE (APPLE) $149.95 GAMES
LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS (APPLE) $ 39.95

DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (ATARI/CPM) $ 29.95 VALDEZ(ALL) $ 23.95
OPTIMAC (TRS/APPLE) $ 43.95 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (ALL) $ 23.95
BOOKKEEP (CPM) $ 69.95 BACKGAMMON 2.0 (ALL) $ 23.95
CUSTOMER PROFILE (OSBORNE) $ 59.95 MANAGEMENT SIMULATOR (ALL) $ 29.95

EDUCATION CHESS MASTER (CPM/TRS) $ 23.95
STARBASE3.2(ALL) $ 17.95

HODGE PODGE (APPLE/TRS) $ 18.95 CACTUS LEAGUE BASEBALL (ATARI) $ 19.95

CHILDREN'S CARROUSEL (APPLE) $ 19.95 FINAL ASSEMBLY (ATARI) $ 19.95

TEACHER'S AIDE (ALL)
TEACHER'S GRADE BOOK (APPLE)

$ 17.95

$ 49.95 ENGINEERING/STATISTICS

PLAYER PIANO (ATARI) $ 19.95 DIGITAL FILTER (ALL) $ 53.95

SPELL IT (APPLE) $ 19.95 HARMONIC ANALYZER (ALL) $ 33.95
ELIZA II (ALL except APPLE) $ 19.95 BASIC SCIENTIFIC SUBS. Vol. 1 (ALL) $ 53.95
PROBABILITY (APPLE/ATARI) $ 39.95 BASIC SCIENTIFIC SUBS. Vol. 2 (ALL) $129.95
TYPEMASTER (TRS) $ 18.95 BASIC STATISTICAL SUBS. (ALL) $ 99.95
FEELING BETTER (APPLE) $ 39.95 CELESTIAL BASIC (APPLE) $ 49.95
FROGMASTER (ATARI) $ 21.95 ACTIVE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS (ALL) $ 43.95

DISKETTES BEAM DEFLECTION (ALL) $ 39.95
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ALL) $ 43.95

S'/i" SS/SD with hub rings, packed in PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS (APPLE) $ 49.95
plastic storage box ( 10/box) $ 19.95 STATTEST(ALL) $ 33.95

PRICES ABOVE ARE FOR 5'A" SINGLE DENSITY. ADD $3.00 FOR DOUBLE DENSITY, $2.50 for 8"

THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE HUNDREDS OF PROGRAMS
IN THE DYNACOMP LIBRARY.
Besides being the leading distributor of microcomputer software.DYNACOMP
currently distributes software in over 60 countries. DYNACOMP provides
FRIENDLY, ACCESSIBLE CUSTOMER SERVICE through our highly

qualified and knowledgeable staff. WE'RE AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE.
DYNACOMP'S prices are highly competitive and we promise prompt processing

of every order!

WRITE FOR A FREE, DETAILED CA TALOG

Daytime

Toll Free Order Phones:

(800) 828-6772 (800) 828-6773

24 Hour
Message and Order Phone:

(716) 442-8731

Office Hotline:

9-5E.S.T.

(716) 442-8960

DYNACOMP, INC.
1427 Monroe Avenue • Rochester, NY 14618
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Sirius Is
GIVING AWAY

Over

$35,000.00
In

VIDEOGAMES!!!
You Can Win A Sirius Game

OF YOUR CHOICE!
Correctly answer the questions

below to qualify for the
FREE GAME DRAWING.

Enter all of the
Grud Quizzes and qualify for

all 20 drawings!

GRUD QUIZ #3:
TYPE ATTACK

1. What is the first word that attacks

in level two?
2. How many points do you get for

typing a correct letter?

3. What happens when you run out of

energy?
4. What happens when letters touch

the line at the bottom of the screen?

TO ENTER:
Just send a postcard or 3 x 5 piece of
paper to Sirius containing the following
information:
1. Your name and address
2. The Grud Quiz number and your four

answers

RULES:
1 All entries must be handwritten and

individually mailed
2. All entries must be postmarked by

midnight. February 29. 1984.

3 Only one prize per person per quiz is

permitted.

1,000 WINNERS!
If ALL of your answers are correct you
will qualify for that Grud Quiz drawing
50 winners per quiz will be randomly
chosen and notified by mail on or before
March 31. 1984 Each winner will

receive a complete Sirius catalogue
listing from which they can select the
game or games of their choice.

LOOK FOR MORE GRUD QUIZZES in

the Oct.. Nov.. and Dec. issues of your
favorite computer magazines or at

participating software retailers.

ALL CONTESTANTS WILL RECEIVE A
FREE FULL COLOR SIRIUS COMIC

CATALOGUE

Sirius
Sirius Software, Inc.

10364 Rockingham Drive
Sacramento, CA 9S827

(VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW)
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HiPlot DMP-29, continued...

called the Window. This is defined as an
area of a plot that you wish to reproduce
or scale. A single command specifies the

upper left and lower right limits of a
window. Whatever plot data are in this

area will then be reproduced in another
area called the Viewport, also defined by
the upper left and lower right limits.

Moreover, if the Viewport is a dif-

ferent size or shape from the Window,
the plot will be automatically scaled to

fit. Thus, if you have a plot of a circle

with a square Window around it, and
you specify a large rectangular
Viewport, the new plot will become a

large ellipse. This pair of commands
opens up a world of possibilities.

Anyone who has used a plotter is

familiar with the equations for a circle,

ellipse, and arc, and probably has a

favorite curve-fitting method, since these

plotting techniques are so frequently

needed. However, all are built into the

software of the DMP-29. A circle is plot-

ted with the command CC x,y r, where x

and y specify the center of the circle

(which may be off the plotting surface)

and r specifies the radius. The com-

The DMP-29 can be
used as a digitizer

input tablet.

mands to produce an ellipse and arc are

similar.

The general curve plot requires you to

specify only the high and low points of a
curve, although the plotter will not ob-

ject to more points being specified. The
plotter then calculates and plots the best

fit line between your points.

Letters, numbers, and 30 ASCII sym-
bols can be reproduced on the DMP-29
in any of nine heights (0.07* to 1.12"),

and in any of four degrees of rotation (0,

90, 180, and 270) by using a single

command.
If you want to get even fancier, an ex-

tended text command is available. This
command accepts up to six parameters

which specify character height and
width (255 alternatives), normal or ital-

ics, character set (only one is available at

present), and the degree of rotation (0 to

360 degrees).

Six marker symbols are also available

for marking points on a graph, axes, and
boundaries. Like the ASCII symbols,

these can be plotted in nine different

sizes.

Digitizer Mode
In addition to acting as a plotter, the

DMP-29 can be used as a digitizer input

tablet. In this mode, the plotter trans-

mits x,y point data to the computer for

processing. The computer must be pro-

grammed to receive two five-digit co-

ordinates, followed by a carriage return.

After the digitize command (ED) is

received by the plotter, the plotter bed is

your "pad," and the pen is the cursor.

You maneuver the pen using the nine

directional movement keys on the

keypad. When the pen is set correctly,

you press report, and the coordinates

are sent to the computer.

Documentation
The DMP-29 plotter comes with an

82-page manual. It is marked "Prelimi-

nary," but apparently the final one is not

yet available. As computer peripheral

manuals go, it is neither the best or the

worst.

In its favor, most of the plotter com-
mands are adequately described and
examples are given. On the other hand,

the examples stop far short of producing

"real" plots with axes and labels.

Furthermore, all the example commands
are listed as i print xxx, whereas most
computers use print #1 to send

information to the RS-232 port.

The section on interfacing the plotter

to a computer should mention that most
computers will require a reversed cable,

and that a pin-to-pin cable will not

work.
Nevertheless, with a bit of patience

and experimentation with the pen in the

up position, the manual enabled us to

draw some interesting plots in an hour
or so.

In Summary
The DMP-29 plotter is an amazing

piece of engineering. The wide variety of

built-in commands make it easy to draw
complicated and exotic plots. The gen-

eral curve-fitting feature is especially

useful for producing graphs. Also useful

are the ten types of dotted lines and six

marker symbols.

For computer artwork, the DMP-29
boasts many valuable features including

automatic reproduction and scaling of

plots, easy resetting of the pen origin,

and absolute or relative pen positioning.

The three step sizes and five pen veloc-

ities allow either "quick and dirty" or
extremely detailed plots. Repeatability

with the same pen is quoted as 0.004"

and with a different pen, 0.008"; we
found that these slight inaccuracies were
not noticeable on most plots.

The ability to use the DMP-29 as a

digitizer is a nice extra. The documenta-
tion with the plotter is fair, but would
benefit from some longer examples of
"real" plots. All in all, the DMP-29 is

exceptionally versatile, user-friendly,

and cost effective. D
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$iiius
For more Information contact
your local Sirius dealer or con-
tact Slrtua directly at 10384
Rockingham Drive, Sacramento,
CA 95627; (916) 366-1195.

Game design by Mill* Ryeburn

tSMPC v«f»on pcogrammed by Unah Bvnetl

Package, program and audio visual I 1983

Smus Software mc All rights reserved

Strtus and Buzzard Bart are trademarks of

Smus Software. Inc. Apple M. II • A He are trade-

marks o» Apple Computer, Inc I8M-PC is a
trademark of international Business Machine

Corp Smus is not amkated with Apple or IBM

Apple II, II + & lie

IBM-PC

siriusPIMM!»

,

!r»a1j4aa&

*
OJUKX DESIGN IT IfIKE BTIB1ran
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NEVER BEFORE COULD YOU
MANAGE SO MUCH DATA
FOR SO FEW DOLLARS
Basel ™ gives you
No-Limit Flexibility

-^-Unlimited number of records

-"-Unlimited record size

-"-Unlimited number of fields

-X-Unlimited field size

-"-No requirement to define

formats or data before entry

-«-Fast data access through special indexing

-::-Data structure accessible in BASIC

-»-Quick and easy field reorganization

-"-Space saving compression utility

-"-Full variable length processing

"-Virtual information facility

-"-Index on any list of fields

Base 1™ requires 32K memory
(special buffering is provided for larger memory systems)

Basel " is a database for
-"-IBM Personal Computer (PC DOS)

-KApple II. lie and III (Apple DOS)

XTRS-80 (TRS-DOS)

-"-Osborne (CP/M)

-"-CP/M systems
IB SSSO 3370 format)

Basel
A Data Manager From

IXperSystems
Software to rely on

Visa/ MasterCard

CALL NOW
(800IUSA-3333

media, shipping and handling on first 1,000 orders.

(normally $6 95 or $9 95 lor 8 media) CIRCLE 270 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pennsylvania residents call 800-292-9660 and add sales tax.

IBM * a registered trademark ol international Business Machines Apple .s a registered trademark ol Apple Computer Inc TRS-BO is a registered

* rwhorn. .. > traxamai* nl nonrw Hnmooter Corn CP/M is a registered trademark ol Ogitai Research Inc



The Olympia
Electronic Compact

Printer

creative

computing

equipment

evaluation

Will Fastie

Every day, great strides are made in

dot-matrix printer technology. The
capabilities of such machines are con-

stantly on the rise, while the quality of

their printing gets ever better. Nonethe-

less, the print quality of fully formed im-

pact printers is still superior to the

majority of dot-matrix machines. The
boom in small computer sales has cre-

ated a new market for low-cost, letter-

quality printers. The Olympia Electronic

Compact is one such product.

What makes the Electronic Compact
most interesting is its keyboard. To the

naked eye, the device looks like an elec-

tronic typewriter. That is an accurate

assessment, because the only difference

between it and a typewriter is the

provision it makes for either a serial or

parallel computer interface.

This "combination" printer must be

examined in both its roles to understand

fully its capabilities and limitations.

However, the basic characteristics of the

unit are the same in either case and will

be examined first.

General Characteristics

Specifications for the Electronic Com-
pact are given in the Hardware profile.

A quick glance at the machine shows

it to have all of the standard typewriter

features. The keyboard layout is reason-

able, with the keys for tab and margin

settings on the right, out of the way of

the QWERTY key area. The left side of

the keyboard includes a margin release

key and switches to set pitch (10, 12, and

15), line spacing (1, l-
l

/a , and 2), and

print density (i.e., how hard the paper

gets hit, three settings). Also included is

a correction key.

Directly above the keyboard is the

margin scale. Each of the three pitches

has its own independent scale. Plastic

slides can be moved to indicate the ac-

tual margin settings, although their po-

sition does not actually affect the setting.

Will Fastic, Suite 211. World Trade Center, Baltimore,

MD 21202.
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The margin scale is transparent; behind

it is a position indicator that lights when
the power is turned on. The indicator on

the tested machine seemed to be offset a

It is hard to decide
whether or not the
Electronic Compact

is a satisfactory

typewriter.

little from the actual position of the typ-

ing element, but in practice it can be ad-

justed by loosening a screw and sliding

the lamp to the right or left.

The cover, which includes the margin

scales, snaps off to reveal the carriage

mechanism. This gives access to the rib-

bon, the correcting ribbon, and the

printwheel, all of which are relatively

easy to install and remove. Installation

of the cartridge ribbon is especially easy,

as the ribbon guide rises and moves
slightly forward, thus releasing the ten-

sion and allowing the ribbon to slip eas-

ily away from the carriage.

On the top of the machine is a cover

which, when lifted, becomes a paper

support and guide. I assume that the pri-

mary reason for allowing the guide to

fold down is to allow the entire machine
to be protected with the supplied vinyl

cover, although some measure of dust

protection is provided by the guide.

The power cord plugs into the left side

of the printer. The power switch is lo-

cated just forward of the plug. Although

the placement of the switch is conven-

ient, the power cord tends to get in the

way. A better location would have been

on the rear. Just above the power switch,

also on the left side, is the platen knob;

there is no knob on the right.

On the top right of the machine are

two levers. One moves the paper bail

and other retracts the friction rollers and
displaces the paper bail by about 3mm.
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Olympia Printer, continued...

The machine comes with one
print wheel which can be used at either

10 or 12 pitch. It looks best at 12, and
can even be pushed to 15 pitch without
too much character overlap. The
printwheels are Olympia (as opposed to

Qume or Diablo) and were not listed in

any of the catalogs I checked. They can
be ordered direct from the
manufacturer.

The Typewriter
It is hard to decide whether or not the

Electronic Compact is a satisfactory

typewriter. The test machine was used
extensively for this purpose by a variety

of typists. While all preferred it to a
manual typewriter, none preferred it to
an IBM Selectric or other standard
office machine.
The keyboard has a nice feel and is

easy to use. Placement of the keys is

standard except for the correcting key,

which is appropriately placed next to the
backspace key. It is not difficult to figure

out how to work the machine.
There are two major irritations with

the typewriter that all typists were quick
to spot and complain about. First, it

does not remember the margin and tab
settings when it is turned off. When
turned on, it assumes margins of 20 and
85 (set for 10 pitch) with no tabs. We
used it mostly in 12 pitch, so this setting

was particularly irksome. One of the sec-

retaries who tried the machine to do a
complicated table was infuriated when
she innocently turned the machine off

over lunch, only to lose 21 tab settings.

The second problem is more psycho-
logical. Every one of the typists who
tried the machine felt that it lagged be-
hind their keystrokes. There is a notice-

able delay (most of us felt it was a
half-step) between the striking of a key
and the impression of the character. The
result is strike-print-strike-print-strike in

a steady rhythm. The effect is to create

the illusion that you are typing too fast,

and the tendency is to slow a bit. None
of us could get over this problem and
none of us reached our normal typing
speeds on the machine.
We were also interviewing secretarial

applicants and giving typing tests; after

comparing the same applicant's results

on both the Olympia and a Selectric, we
were forced to make a speed allowance
for the former.

The Printer

As a computer peripheral, the ma-
chine again has its problems. Most ir-

ritating is that there does not appear to

be a way to set up the machine under
computer control. Margins, spacing, and
tabs must be set manually.

Registration is another problem, al-

though here I may be too severe with my
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criticism. I am used to the very high pre-

cision of the Diablo 630 and have not

had an opportunity to compare the
registration of the Olympia with other
printers in its price range. Overall, the

precision of the machine is good, but
periodically its line spacing varies.

creative computing
HARDWARE PROFILE

Print Speed: 1 1 characters per second

Power Requirements:

220 volt / 50 Hz
115 volt/ 60 Hz (U.S.)

Power Consumption: 50 watts

Printwheel: Olympia % character

Ribbon: Olympia Carbon Cassette

Correcting Ribbon: Standard (i.e.,

IBM or equivalent)

Carriage:

Platen Length: 346 mm 1 13.6 in)

Writing Line: 292 mm (11.5 in)

= 1 15 characters at 10 pitch

= 138 characters at 12 pitch
= 172 characters at 15 pitch

Dimensions:
Width: 492 mm (19.4 in)

Depth: 3X3 mm (15.1 in)

Height: 150 mm I 5.9 in)

Weight: 9 kg (20 lbs)

Price: $999

Address:

Olympia USA Inc.

1625 Adrian Rd.

Burlingame, CA 94010

The tested machine was equipped

with a parallel interface so it could be

used with an IBM PC. The standard

unit comes with a serial interface. I do
not know how the serial cable is con-

nected, but the parallel cable (a ribbon

cable) was threaded through the air

vents on the rear of the machine. To do
this, two posts were broken from the

vent to make enough room to allow the

passage of the cable. This seemed some-

what inelegant.

The Documentation
The manual that came with the ma-

chine is the European version written in

English, French, and German. It was
bad enough that the English instructions

were interspersed amongst the others in-

stead of being separated. What was
worse was the picture of the keyboard
with a chart explaining the functions of

all the keys. The keyboard pictured is

the European version with symbolic leg-

ends instead of the English legends that

actually appear on the keyboard.
The documentation could be im-

proved by printing a photograph of the

U.S. keyboard and by organizing the

book so that all the instructions in a
particular language are together.

Summary
If I had to make a recommendation

for a printer, I would not recommend
the Electronic Compact. If I had to

make a recommendation for a type-

writer, I would pass again. But if the

requirement was for both on a limited

budget, I would give the Olympia a seri-

ous look. D
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Getting Down to Business With The Model 100

sof

Businesspak+

The new Radio Shack Model 100 por-

table computer is a wonderful tool for

the travelling executive. Its full size key-

board, large 8-line by 40-column display,

built-in modem and cassette, parallel

and serial interfaces make it a flexible

and powerful tool that can be used al-

most anywhere.

This fine hardware is combined with

excellent software included with the

Model 100. Stored in ROM and always

available, an easy-to-use text entry pro-

gram, Microsoft Basic interpreter and
scheduling and note taking programs are

quickly learned and quite flexible.

Nevertheless, there are enhancements to

the Radio Shack software that would
provide even greater utility for the

executive.

The first third party software for the

Model 100 addresses exactly these

needs. Designed specifically for the

businessman, Businesspak + is a package

of six programs from Dallas-based Por-

table Computer Support Group which

adds tremendous flexibility to the Model
100 while retaining the ease of use of Ra-

dio Shack's own software.

The programs employ both the Basic

built in to the Model 100 and machine

language calls to the ROM routines pro-

vided by Radio Shack. While PCSG is

not related to Radio Shack in any way,

the geographic closeness has evidently

led to a corporate closeness as well.

PCSG claims to have "torn apart" the

Model 100 ROMs, and judging from the

way the programs operate, they have

done their job well.

The six programs in the package in-

clude a text formatting program to ex-

pand the built-in text entry program into

a complete word processor, an excellent

expense account maintenance program

Glenn A. Hart. 51 Church Rd.. Monsey. NY 10952.
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Glenn A. Hart

which includes many aspects of a

spreadsheet, a screen-oriented data entry

program which allows designing custom

entry screens and maintains data in

consistent internal formats, a sort utility

to arrange such organized data files, a

graphics program to generate pie, bar,

and line graphs, and a marvelous

Telex/ECOM program which provides

access to the wide range of telecommuni-

cations services through these pro-

fessional networks from the Model 100!

creative conepatiRg

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Product: Businesspak+

Author: Michael Stanford

Type: Business

System: TRS-80 Model 100

Format/Language: Basic and machine

Performance: Excellent

Ease of Use: Extremely easy

Documentation: Excellent

Price: $89.95

Summary: Excellent business software

that extends the utility of

the Model 100 ROM
software.

Overall Mark: Excellent

Manufacturer:
Portable Computer Support
Group

1 105 Harry Hines Blvd.-Suite 207

Dallas, TX 75229

(214) 351-0564

Write + Word Processing

The PCSG "word processor" uses the

standard text entry program supplied

with the Model 100. As Model 100 own-

ers know, the text entry program is easy

to learn and simple to use, yet flexible

enough for nearly any reasonable text

manipulation.

The PCSG program formats text

when printed. Two methods are used to

indicate the user's formatting desires. A
special text file called W + SPEC.DO
stores default values for various stan-

dard printing options (see Table 1). This

file can be edited to change the default

values. The other method is to imbed
commands in the text file itself to in-

struct the formatting program to take

special action. As in many other such

programs, the traditional "dot com-
mand" concept is used. A period in the

leftmost column indicates a command,
and the letter which follows specifies the

exact action desired. The PCSG pro-

gram uses only a single character; the

letter codes chosen are as related to the

function called as possible (see Table 2).

The functions provided are quite com-
prehensive and allow many standard

word processing features such as jus-

tification (with extra spaces only, no
proportional printing), centering, head-

ers and footers, page numbering, and
adjustment of indentation and margins.

The command syntax is so easy that

there is very little learning time
required—an important consideration

for the executive target audience.

Control characters can also be imbed-

ded anywhere in the text file (not only at

the beginning of a line) to control special

printer capabilities like underlining,

boldface, etc. The method is identical to

that used in WordStar, i.e., a control-p
imbeds the next character, which is then

sent directly to the printer when the file
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Smith-Corona
makes a successful printereven better

Introducing theTP-II.

When Smith-Corona®
introduced the TP-I'

V
daisy

wheel printer, it filled an
important need. It gave
home users and small

businesses the opportu-
nity to have high-quality

letter-perfect printing at

the lowest price to that

time. No wonder its been
such a success!

Now, Smith-Corona
improves upon that suc-
cess. With the TP-H ,M

printer.

The TP-II has all the

features oftheTP-I. It's

compatible with most microcomputers. It han-
dles letter and legal sized paper. There's an
optional tractor feed for handling fanfold paper.

Dual Interface

But the TP-II has some significant

improvements, as well. It can interface with
both serial and parallel computers. Which
means you can upgrade your computer when-
ever you want without having to buy a new
printer, too.

Letter-Quality Printing

The TP-II has the same excellent print

quality as the finest office typewriters. There's

r Please send me more information on the
Smith-Corona TP-II daisy wheel printer.

Name_

Address

City

1

State Zip

IMail coupon to:

Smith-Corona, 65 Locust Avenue
New Canaan, CT 06840

L^_ SmiA-Corona
Smith-tomna is a trademark owned by SCM Corporation.

a choice of easy-to-change daisy wheels to give

you a wide variety of print styles and languages.
(At $7.95 each, you can easily afford several.)

There is a new ASCII 93-character printwheel
with all the characters necessary to print out
computer program listings, as well as

printwheels in seven foreign languages.

Self-Testing

The Self-Test Switch lets you automati-

cally print out a test pattern to check on the

TP-H's operating condition. You can easily set

DIP switches for baud, parity and character bit

length. Plus it offers carriage return line feed,

as well as a new 256 character buffer.

800 Number for Information

Add to all these features the fact that the
TP-II is made in America by a company that

has earned a reputation for reliability. A com-
pany that backs its printers (and everything
else it makes!) with a national factory service

network and an 800 number you can call if you
have a problem.

So if you're in the market for a high-quality,

low-cost daisy wheel printer, consider the one
that's improved upon success. The Smith-
Corona TP-II.



Businesspak + , continued..

.

is printed. The current version of

Write+ is designed for parallel printers,

which is the normal output port for the

Model 100. A serial printer version

would not be hard to program, and

PCSG will probably add this capability

in a future release.

While it certainly lacks many func-

tions, the PCSG program generates

printed output which is much more
attractive than the simple-minded Radio
Shack output routines. All functions

worked exactly as described in the ex-

cellent documentation. Output on both a

daisywheel printer and several dot ma-
trix printers was truly impressive and

fully business quality. This is a first-rate

program that almost justifies the cost of

the entire software package all by itself.

Expns+ Expense Report
Generator/Spreadsheet

Travelling executives use a wide vari-

ety of methods of keeping track of ex-

penses. While scrupulous notes certainly

work, a final report must still be pre-

pared, and some of the complex books or

electronic alternatives are almost always

more trouble than they are worth.

Expns+ is different. It is very easy to

use, extremely flexible and prepares a

well formatted final report.

The program uses text files to store re-

port headings, expense categories, and
period designations like the day of the

week, date, or whatever. Up to 18 cate-

gories and 12 periods can be handled,

more than enough for most applications.

The user can modify any of the text en-

tries to customize the program for his

needs.

Expns+ first asks which data file to

access; the user can maintain many dif-

ferent ones if desired. A time period is

chosen, e.g., Wednesday, and then the

18 expense categories appear on the dis-

play. Moving the cursor to one and hit-

ting enter clears the screen and shows

any previous entries in the category for

that period, and also allows entering new
expenses. Up to 18 entries can be made
in each category for each period. The
bottom of the display shows cumulative

expenses for the period and in the ex-

pense category.

Each numeric entry can be followed

by a one character "note." Each cate-

gory can accommodate its own set of

notes, so a lower case a in the Tips cate-

gory is distinct from an a note to Break-

fast. The meaning of each note is stored

in the text file and prints out on the final

report as a footnote. During data entry,

a function key scrolls all notes which

have been entered into the text file in

case the user has forgotten the meaning

of a note or which one should be used.

Expns+ has a Replication feature

which allows a constant expense to be
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copied into a succession of cells. A mul-

tiplier value can be specified to grow or

decrease the amount by a constant. This

is very useful to help convert Expns+
into a simple spreadsheet program

rather than simply storing expenses.

PCSG includes a model for corporate

budgeting and provides ample instruc-

tions on how to use the program as a

spreadsheet. While the program does not

contain many of the useful functions

found in a SuperCalc-typc program,

rather sophisticated what-if analysis,

forecasting, and other typical

Expns-h does a
wonderful job of

tracking expenses.

Table 1. Variables Stored in

W+SPEC.DO File.

Lines Per Page
Line Length
Top Margin (number of lines)

Bottom Margin (number of lines)

Left Margin (column)
Right Margin (column)
Printing Lines Per Page
Header Text (%D gives Date, %T

Time, %P Page Number)
Footer Text
Header Switch (1 = Header On,

= Header Off)

Footer Switch (same)

Format (Normal, Justified, Centered)

Line Spacing

Start Printing at Page Number N
Last Page Number to Print

Number of Beginning Page in

Document
Number of Copies

Pause Between Pages (1 =yes, 0=no)
Output to what Device

Table 2. Write+ Imbedded Dot
Commands.

.Ln Set left margin to n

Rn Set right margin to n

.J Justify right margin

.N Ragged right margin (normal)

.C Center all text

Un Move paper Up n lines (skip

lines)

.P Start a new page

Fn Footer On/Off Switch

Jifl Header On/Off Switch

Mn Start a new page unless n more
lines will fit on current page

.Sn Line Spacing Control

spreadsheet applications are easy to

implement.

Reports can be generated at any time

and look like a spreadsheet created with

VisiCalc, SuperCalc, or the like.

Expns+ handles reports too large to fit

on one page just as these other programs

do; multiple pages are created which can

easily be spliced together.

Expns+ does a wonderful job of

tracking expenses. I used it to store ex-

penses on a ten-day trip starting the day
after I received the software, and I have

never used a better system. I'm sure I

would have forgotten some minor ex-

penses if I were using written notes, and
program operation was so intuitive after

a few minutes that using the Model 100

to store expenses was actually fun!

Graph + Graphics

Graph+ creates pie, bar, and line

graphs from data entered with the

Expns+ expense program. Since
Expns+ can be used as a spreadsheet as

well, the combination can plot any de-

sired data. The main heading entered

with Expns+ is centered over the graph;

the other headings follow. Labels are

used as appropriate and are also ob-

tained from the Expns+ file. Either row

or column values can be plotted. Pie

charts are fixed to a three-inch diameter,

while bar and line charts can be any
horizontal or vertical size that will fit

the paper in use.

At present, Graph+ works only with

Radio Shack's Model DMP 100 matrix

printer. While this is a reasonable choice

as a companion to the Model 100, many
users may have other matrix printers. By
the time this article appears, Portable

Computer Support Group should be

providing either customized versions or

instructions on how to use other

printers.

I don't have a DMP 100, but Graph+
worked perfectly when I tried it at a Ra-

dio Shack store. The program is so easy

to use that executives should be able to

spice up their printed output with

graphs even without knowing anything

about the sometimes complex and
confusing world of computer graphics.

Put+ And Sort+
The Put+ program works much like

programs like DataStar and other data

entry utilities. It is easy to define an en-

try screen to collect up to 16 data fields.

The user can select prompting messages

and specify the permissible length of

each field, as long as everything fits on

one display screen (no multiple screen

forms are possible).

When the program is invoked, the

user selects which screen file to work
with. The Model 100 display fills with

prompts and entry fields indicated by
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Businesspak + , continued...

solid blocks of the appropriate length.

As data are entered, the down arrow key
is used to move to the next data field and
return stores the data into memory.
This is a bit annoying, since it is more
intuitive to hit return after each field.

I would prefer a control character to ac-

cept the entire screen of data (Control-
W for Write?), but it appears that PCSG
tried to stay away from control charac-
ters in general, probably thinking that
executives wouldn't feel comfortable
with them.

In any event, the entered data are
stored to RAM in a fixed position for-

mat. While examining the created file is

confusing, since the fields don't appear
to be lined up due to the Model 100
word wrap, the fixed format allows the
companion Sort + utility to sort the data
on any field, either alphanumeric or
numeric.

The operating method Sort+ uses is

quite similar to Put + , which makes the

combination easy to learn. When Sort +
is first invoked, the desired file is chosen
and the same display screen used to en-

ter the data with Put+ appears on the

display. The user simply moves the

cursor to the field to sort on and hits re-
turn. The sort proceeds quite quickly.

With either utility, the file created can
be saved to cassette and/or retained in

RAM.
Both programs work as advertised,

and can be quite helpful if reasonably
large amounts of data are to be manipu-
lated with the Model 100. I tend to

think, however, that this is not a pri-

mary use for this computer, and with
smaller data lists it isn't too hard simply
to use the text editor and be sure to

maintain consistent formats. Nonethe-
less, Put+ and Sort+ work well and
could be useful to some users.

Telex + Telecommunications
Telex+ provides access to many of

the telecommunications services offered

by Western Union's Telex service, but
without the need for a dedicated Telex
line. Even more remarkable, the same
program can be used to send the Postal

Service's new ECOM computer mail. An
ECOM is similar to a MailGram, but is

delivered within two days of entry.

ECOM messages cost much less than
MailGrams and have similar impact.
Since the program is designed for large

volume users, the Post Office requires

the user to send at least 200 ECOMs at a
time, which pretty much lets out the
small microcomputer user. As we shall

see, however, the PCSG program lets

you send even one, which is actually

cheaper than a stamp, envelope, and
paper!

The Telex+ program depends on Ac-
tion Telex Inc., a special Telex "service
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bureau" company based in Dallas with
offices in 14 major US cities. The PCSG
package include a free trial of the Action
Telex service. The user calls PCSG and
is given a temporary ID number which
allows sending three Telex or ECOM
messages. Thereafter, he must subscribe

to Action Telex, which cost $150 a year
with no minimum monthly billing. This
may seem like a lot to someone not
familiar with Telex, but it is actually a
bargain given that a dedicated Telex line

alone costs $50 a month.

Sending a message is

simplicity itself.

Sending a message is simplicity itself.

When Telex+ is invoked the user is

asked to select a text file which has been
previously prepared using the normal
Model 100 editor. A choice of Telex or
ECOM is requested. The program asks

for the Telex number (or name and ad-

dress for an ECOM) of the recipient. A
pre-stored default number can be se-

lected if desired. The program then dials

the local Action Telex office, sends the

message, renames the file by changing
the last letter of the filename to X to

show it has already been sent, and logs

off—all totally automatically. If a
printer is connected, the program also

generates a hard copy of the message for

file purposes.

As if this weren't enough, Action
Telex offers a wide range of special ser-

vices as well. A system called

ActionGram can be used to send mes-
sages to the UK, Western Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,

Hong Kong, and part of South America,
even if the recipient doesn't have a Telex
machine. Much less expensive than an
international cable, delivery is usually
next day, and replies can be prepaid.

International Telexes are also accepted,

and the system also allows the same text

to be sent to multiple domestic ECOM
addresses or Telex machines, using

Put+ and Sort+ to prepare the mailing

list files if desired.

The Telex network can be quite

confusing, even to experienced users.

Telex+ and the Action Telex services

reduce the difficulties to an absolute

minimum. The entire system worked
correctly the first time I tried Telex,

ECOM, and the other services. PCSG
should be commended for this excellent

program. Many users will soon wonder
how they got along without these

services.

Summary
To say that I am impressed with the

Businesspak+ package is an understate-

ment. "Human engineering" is rapidly

becoming an overused and even trite

phrase, but I have rarely seen as much of

it in any software package, even ones
selling for many times the cost of
Businesspak+ . Not only are all the pro-

grams very easy to learn and use, they

follow the innate operating procedures
of the Model 100 so closely that it is

hard to tell where the ROM routines

stop and the cassette software starts.

Other aspects of the package are also

first rate. The use of Model 100 function

keys is excellent, documentation is lucid,

to the point, and accurate. PCSG sup-

port is friendly and knowledgeable.
When I called to get my Action Telex
number, I made several suggestions or
minor enhancements; a new cassette

incorporating all my ideas arrived a cou-
ple of days later!

The package is distributed on six cas-

settes, each containing several copies of
each program to insure accurate loading.

The Model 100 is developing a reputa-

tion for finicky cassette loading, but I

had no trouble loading any of the

Businesspak+ programs.
Businesspak+ is one of the few soft-

ware packages I have ever recommended
almost without qualification. Its $89.95
cost is a bargain, and I cannot imagine
any Model 100 owner being without it. D
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mnxi
THE CHECK REGISTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
FOR PERSONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS USE

WHAT IS MAXI C.R.A.S.?

Maxi C.R.A.S. is THE computerized check
writing and record keeping system for small
business and personal use. But don't take our
word for it! Compare it with any other system
available for your computer. Read through our
manual, and look at the printed reports that

Maxi C.R.A.S. produces. Then talk to one of
the thousands of people who use it. We're sure
you'll agree — Maxi C.R.A.S. is the most ver-

satile system available.

WHO CAN USE IT?

Almost anyone! Maxi C.R.A.S. is designed for

people interested in gaining more control over
where their money goes. Maxi C.R.A.S. is

powerful enough for small business use, yet so
easy to use that it's ideal for your personal
finances too. It takes the work out of

everything associated with a checking ac-

count: printing checks, balancing your ac-

count, reconciling bank statements, and keep-
ing extremely accurate records. And those ac-

curate records are delivered in the format re-

quired for income tax preparation!

BUT WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT
FROM ALL THE REST?

We're glad you asked! Maxi C.R.A.S. lets you
write checks by hand, or it will print them for

you automatically. It handles a virtually

unlimited number of transactions per month.
And to keep track of all that financial activity,

Maxi C.R.A.S. supports up to 223 user-defined
income and expense accounts. Any transac-
tion can be distributed between one or even all

223 accounts.

The Maxi C.R.A.S. database keeps track of up
to 75 addresses, and automatically prints

them on the correct checks. Use window
envelopes and save the work of addressing
envelopes.

I'M INTERESTED. TELL ME MORE.
Organizing the data is just half the story. Maxi
C.R.A.S. prints six detailed reports and
statements:

Check Register
Check Register Notes
Income and Expense Subtotals
Individual Account Activity Report
Account Distribution Statement (audit trail)

Checkbook Reconciliation Statement

BUT WILL IT WORK WITH MY
SPREADSHEET PROGRAM?

For detailed forecasting, budgeting, and
analysis, Maxi C.R.A.S. interfaces EASILY
with VisiCalc™. Multiplan. 1-2-3, Peachtext
5000. and Supercalc™!

TELL ME ABOUT ITS OTHER FEATURES.
• Easy-to-use Data Entry routine — saves
time and eliminates errors. You don't need to
be a computer expert to become a Maxi
C.R.A.S. expert!

• Notes option can be used to flag tax-
deductible items.
• Checkbook balance is constantly updated
and instantly accessible. No more embarrass-
ing overdrafts!
• Compatible with hard-drive systems, in-

cluding XT.
• Fast and easy reconciliation of check
register with bank statement.
• Complete, easy-to-understand User's
Manual.
Maxi C.R.A.S. — an indispensible tool for
managing money most effectively.

THEY LIKED IT!

"We never thought we'd see the day, but here
it is. We have published a review of a check
register program that made us want to buy
one."
Reprinted from a review of Maxi CHAS In the February 1983 leave of Creative
Computing magazine. Copyright 1983 AM Publishing Company.

CP/M - 8 inch disk $99.95
IBM PC & XT (2 drives. 80 column display required) $99.95
Osborne/Kaypro (2 drives, 80 column display required) $99.95
TRS-80 Model I, III, or IV (48K, 2 drives required) $99.95
TRS-80 Model II. 12, 16 $99.95

WE INVITE YOU TO COMPARE!
Compare Maxi CRAS with any other system available. We're
sure you'll find Maxi CRAS to be the most versatile, easy-to-use
check register system available — at any price.

1-800-327-7172
Visit your local dealer or call us toll-free today.

(Dealer inquiries are invited!)

THE BUSINESS DIVISION
PO BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750

(305) 862-6917 A Subsidiary of Scot! Adams
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Dow Jones
News & Quotes
Reporter

Investors can obtain news, prices, and
Financial information on their invest-

ments easily with the Dow Jones News &
Quotes Reporter from Apple Computer.
This program turns any Apple II into a

smart terminal with access to a broad
range of financial and general news
information from the Dow Jones
News/Retrieval database service.

The Reporter package, which comes in

a box suitable for storage on a bookshelf,

contains one disk with the program, the

operating manual for the program in the

standard Apple spiral bound format,

and a copy of the Dow Jones
News/Retrieval Fact Finder. The Fact
Finder is the 198-page Dow Jones
publication that provides the instruc-

tions and symbols necessary to access

and use the various portions of the Dow
Jones database. The manuals and pro-

gram are straightforward and easy to

use.

On booting up, the program checks to

see whether an 80-column card is in-

stalled; if so, the program automatically

runs in 80-column format. If you have
an Apple He, you won't have any prob-
lems. But if you have an older 80-col-

umn card as I do, you may have to

upgrade your 80-column board
firmware. If your 80-column card does
not support the Pascal 1.1 Keypress
function, the program will not work in

the 80-column mode. In fact, you must
remove the 80-column board from the

Dennis A. Costarakiv 3562 Union St.. San Diego, CA
92103.

Dennis Costarakis

computer, because the program searches

for an installed 80-column card and if a

card is found it automatically runs in the

80-column mode. The only way to run in

40-column mode is to remove the 80-col-

umn card—a definite nuisance.

I think a professionally programmed
package like this could have been pro-

grammed to run in 40 or 80 columns, as

the user desires, without having to re-

move the 80-column board. When using

the program in the 80-column mode, the

left hand side of the screen (columns 1-

40) is used most of the time. The screens

The more quickly you
retrieve the data you
want, the cheaper it is.

of information are not centered on the

monitor. In using the program, I suspect

this is due more to the way the Dow
Jones News/Retrieval database trans-

mits data than to the programming, but

perhaps not.

Checking Your 80-Column Card
If you don't know whether your 80-

column card supports the Pascal 1.1

Keypress function, you will find out as

soon as you boot up this program. With
the 80-column card turned on, you see

and hear (it ticks like a ticker tape) the

title print out a letter at a time. When
you press return (as directed by the

program) to continue, and the program
proceeds to the next "page," you have

the Pascal 1.1 Keypress function. If

nothing happens when you press RE-

TURN, you must remove your 80-column
card and use the program in the 40-col-

umn mode until you can upgrade your

firmware.

operative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Dow Jones & Quotes Reporter

Type: Communications/Financial

System: 48K Apple, modem and
interface card, or super

serial card, or D.C. Hayes
Micro-Modem II auto dial

modem.

Format: Disk

Language: Pascal (self-contained on
program disk); language card

not necessary

Summary: Program for retrieving

news and financial information

from Dow Jones databases.

Price: $135

Manufacturer:
Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
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GETA GRIP ON ROBOTICS
WITH SAMS.
Grab onto these Sams Books from Mark Robillard and

get a jump on robotics programming.
MICROPROCESSOR BASED ROBOTICS starts by

explaining the mechanics of robot hands, arms and

legs, and leads into tactile, motion and attitude

sensing, even vision systems Learn system controlling

through microprocessors and BASIC programming,

plus much more. It's an informative non machine-

specific book that is an excellent introductory guide.

No. 22050, $16.95.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
HOWARDW SAMS & CO , INC

4300 West 62nd Street • P O Box 7092
Indianapolis. IN 46206

HERO 1 is a trademark of the Heath Corporation

Offer good in USA only and expires 2/29/84 Prices subject to change without notice

In Canada, contact Lenbrook Electronics. Markham. Ontario L3R 1H2

HERO 1 : ADVANCED PROGRAMMING &
INTERFACING moves beyond the technical manuals
with a series of advanced experiments and applications.

Discusses machine and robot language, building

and installing both local and remote interfaces,

operating system enhancements, and other select

programming techniques. No. 22165, $16.95.

Program your own success by ordering

these Sams Books today. Call 800-428-3696 or

317-298-5566 and ask for Operator 455.

CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Dow Jones, continued. ..

If your 80-column card is installed

and turned off when you boot up, you
will see a blank screen with a cursor in

the upper left corner and the "ticking"
sound of the program introduction.

When it stops, you will still have a blank
screen and no use of the program or the

computer. Actually, the program is run-
ning in the 80-column mode. At first,

when this happened, I thought the pro-
gram was defective because I then
booted up another program that worked
fine.

I recommended to the project man-
ager at Apple Computer that they in-

clude a notice to purchasers that the
program will only work as described

above. These points are not specifically

addressed in the manual, and are only
alluded to in the list of equipment table

in the back of the manual.
Once the program is booted and the

copyright notice appears, note that the

package you have is version 2.0, the lat-

est version available. When the return
key is pressed to continue (as directed by
the program), one of two things hap-
pens: either a notice that the program
cannot And a communication card ap-

pears, or, if you have a modem properly
installed, the main menu appears (Fig-

ure 1).

You progress through the program

with a consistent format. In general, the

return key is pressed after each input

to proceed to the next step. The escape
key is used to return to the previous

screen or display. If you press the es-

cape key enough times you eventually

return to the main menu. Pressing re-
set causes the system to re-boot. I was
unable inadvertently or deliberately to

break out of the program.
It appears to be error trapped ex-

tremely well, with one exception. When
you attempt to print data from the

screen to your printer in the 40-column
mode, and your printer is turned on, but
is off-line, the program responds with a

reminder to turn on your printer. If you
are in the 80-column mode and your

DOW JONES
NEWS & QUOTES REPORTER

1. NEWS RETRIEVAL SERVICE
2. QUOTE SERVICE
3. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SERVICES
4. CUSTOMIZING FEATURES
5. DISCONNECT FROM DOW JONES
6. EXIT NEWS & QUOTES REPORTER

ENTER YOUR SELECTION fj

Figure I.

printer is off-line when you attempt to

print, the monitor screen goes berserk,

similar to a Fourth of July fireworks dis-

play. Placing the printer back on-line

and pressing return returns the pro-

gram to normal operation and prints the

last screen of information shown on the

monitor. This information is not in the
manual.

Automatic Dialing

The Dow Jones News & Quotes Re-
porter has a customizing feature that al-

lows you to store on disk all the

necessary information to dial automati-

cally and log on to the Dow Jones

News/Retrieval database. The following

information is stored:

• The local telephone number for the

network desired.

• An alternate network telephone

number if the first is busy.

• Your password (which cannot be
read from the monitor—to conceal it

from prying eyes. You can safely dem-
onstrate the program without someone
borrowing your user I.D.).

• The name of the local area network
through which you are connecting

(Tymnet, Telenet, or Bell Canada
Datapac service).

• Whether log on will be automatic or

manual.

Where's the Applause?
You're creative, original, competent.

You've written programs that entertain,

educate, organize, analyze.

So Where's the applause?

Let us find youraudience

:#

;$a

That is our business. When we accept a program
for publication, we do more than list it in a catalog.

$fc We put it in the most effective packaging. We expand
s its potential with translations for other computers. We

/"* devise a competitive marketing strategy. And then our
sales staff runs it through a national distribution network.

That's why our programs such as EARLY GAMES
are bestsellers. That's how yours could
become one.

We will more than find your audience, we
will create it. And you'll love the applause.
Submit your programs for review and expect
a response within ten business days.

counterpoint software inc.

4005 west 65 st.

minneapolis, minnesota 55435
612.926.7888
800.328.1223
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• Whether or not you are using an 80-

column card.

• Whether you want to be automati-

cally disconnected from Dow Jones

when you aren't actively using the ser-

vice. This feature will automatically dis-

connect you after two minutes of

inactivity to prevent excessive charges.

Once you have verified the data, they

are stored on the program disk for future

use. The main menu appears after the

customizing data have been saved.

Main Menu items 5 and 6 (Figure 1)

allow you to disconnect from the

database rapidly and to exit the program
when you are done. The program also

reminds you to disconnect the phone
from the modem and tells you the pro-

gram has concluded. Items 1, 2, and 3 of

the Main Menu allow you to dial di-

rectly into that section of the database

you desire to use first.

Moving Within Database Sections

Once on line, you can get to either of

the other two database sections by

returning to the Main Menu via the es-

cape key and using the menu selection

numbers, all while you are on line. It is

quite an effective way to move between

database sections easily and rapidly.

Remember that you are paying for

database access time by the minute. The
more quickly you retrieve the data you

want, the cheaper it is.

The program user manual provides

several diagrams that illustrate how the

various parts of the program and

database are interconnected, how to pro-

ceed from segment to segment, and how
the escape key functions to return you

to the previous step. The diagrams are

simple to read and understand and are a

great help in using the News and Quotes

segments of the database. They also re-

mind you that help menus are available.

Selecting item 1 (or 2 or 3) of the

Main Menu causes the program to dial

the local area network automatically (if

you customized the program for auto-

dial). The monitor screen identifies each

step of the dialing and log on procedure

on the screen. Successful log on of the

news retrieval mode results in a format-

ted screen and a request for the Dow
Jones symbol of the company for which

you want to review the news. The sym-
bols are found in the Fact Finder pro-

vided with the program documentation.

If you type AAPL, the symbol for Ap-
ple Computer, Inc., the screen then in-

quires whether you want the latest story

or a list of headlines for all the stories in

the data bank. The list of headlines may
be several pages long. Figure 2 shows

what one page of headlines looks like.

The two-letter symbols preceding each

story are the story identifiers. At this

point you can page forward or backward
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using the left and right arrow keys, ob-

tain a help screen by typing "?," or ob-

tain a story by typing the appropriate

two-letter headline code. Figure 3 is an
excerpt from one story.

It is that simple to retrieve and have
access to thousands of stories in seconds.

The news database is updated within 90
seconds of the time that the news ap-

pears on the broad tape in your broker's

office and is retained in the database for

90 days.

Quote Service

To reach another segment of the

database, press escape several times un-

AAPL Httdl HIM
p«ao i of 3

BC 02/ IB PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWCOMERS
<WJ> FIND BREAKING INTO MARKET HARD

BB 02/14 HEARD ON STREET HIGH-TECH
IUJI STOCKS BECOMING POPULAR AGAIN
A 02/14 TANDY MARKET SHARE DROPS. BUT
<WJ> riRM PROTITS IN COMPUTER BOOM

AZ 02/10 APPLE COMPUTER ASKS ITC TO
CWJ1 INVESTIGATE FOREIGN PRODUCERS

AY 02/09 VIDEO-GAME MAKERS PREPARE
<WJ> TO FIGHT COMPUTER INVADERS

AX 01/27 SCIENCE MANAGEMENT ANNOUNCES
<0W> SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH LISA

AW 01/24 SOCIALLY SENSITIVE PORTFOLIOS
(IN) ARE GAINING IN POPULARITY

AV 01/24 DISCOUNT COMPUTER SALES CROW
(WJ> AS DEALERS UNLOAD OVERSUPPLY

AU 01/21 ANALYSTS - APPLE COMPUTER -2-
<DJ>

AT 01/21 APPLE COMPUTER STOCK RISING
<DJ> ON HIGHER NIT. NEW PRODUCTS

AS 01/20 MAKER OF SCRABBLE TO PUT
(WJ) BOARD GAME ON APPLE COMPUTERS

Figure 2.

AAPL Story AT P«go 1 of 2

01/21 APPLE COMPUTER STOCK R I S I NC
IDJI ON HIGHER NET. NEW PRODUCTS
NY -DJ- SECURITIES ANALYSTS SAY

APPLE COMPUTER INC RECENT STOCK
ACTIVITY IS DUE TO RECOGNITION THAT THE
PERSONAL COMPUTER COMPANY IS STILL A

LEADER IN ITS FIELD
APPLE ADVANCED 1 3-4 YESTERDAY TO

CLOSE AT 3? 1-1 ON VOLUME OF 3 2

MILLION TODAY DESPITE THE SHARP SLIDE
OF THE MARKET APPLE IS CURRENTLY
TRADINC AT 37 1-4 OFF 1-t AFTER BEING
AS HIGH AS •*

ANALYSTS SAY SEVERAL FACTORS ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS STRENGTH THE
COMPANY S FISCAL FIRST QUARTER EARNINGS
OF 40 CENTS A SHARE WERE A PLEASANT
SURPRISE FOR WALL STREET ACCORDINC TO
DON SINSA8AUGH OF CINTEL t CO HE SAYS
ANALYSTS HAD BEEN PREDICTING THE FIRST
QUARTER AT ONLY 35 CENTS TO 37 CENTS A

SHARE

til you get back to the main menu. (Fig-

ure I). Proceeding to the Quote Service

you get another formatted screen. Three
inputs are required to obtain a price

quote: the symbol of the security (from
the Fact Finder); the security type

(stock, preferred stock, warrant, when
issued, corporate bonds, mutual funds,

options, and Treasury bonds and notes);

and the exchange or market where se-

curity is traded. The left and right ar-

rows here serve two functions: to correct

'Quotii doloyod ovor IS ainut

02/27/43 Elltirn I !• 1* 14

Dow Jonn Symbol VRB

Socurity typo S Eichingi

B 1 d / < C

1

ooo > 42 3/4

Ask4d / ' Opon > 42 l/l

High 42 ill

Low 3B 3/4

Lot 34 l/l

Volumo < 1 00 • s > 1 274

Figure 4.

MASTER MENU
COPYRIGHT IC> 1743

DOW JONES 4 COMPANY. INC

TYPE FOR

A DOW JONES BUSINESS
AND ECONOMIC NEWS

B DOW JONES QUOTES
C FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT

SERVICES
D GENERAL NEWS AND

INFORMATION SERVICES

Figure 5.

FINANCIAL AND
INVESTMENT SERVICES

TYPE FOR
/ /DSCLO DISCLOSURE II

/ /EARN CORPORATE EARNINGS
ESTIMATOR

/ /MEDCEN MEDIA GENERAL
/ inns MONEY MARKET SERVICES

TOR HELP TYPE CODE AND HELP
(EXAMPLE //DSCLO HELP)

Figure 3. Figure 6.

WEEKLY ECONOMIC SURVEY
OP MAR 01 , 1743

COPYRIGHT ICI I'll
HONEY MARKET SERVICES. INC

A SURVEY Or rORECASTS BY ECONOMISTS AND HONEY-MARKET
DEALERS AT 40 TO 30 LEADINC FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
PREPARED WEEKLY BY MONEY MARKET SERVICES. INC
BELMONT. CALIFORNIA

ENTER rOR

A COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS
B MEDIAN rORECASTS Or MONETARY AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS
C CHARTS SHOW1NC DISTRIBUTION Or rORECASTS

Figure 7.
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Dow Jones, continued...

typing errors and to move the cursor

around the screen. Figure 4 shows what
a completed quote retrieval looks like.

During market hours, quotes are de-

layed IS minutes, so you can obtain

fairly current quotes during market

'01 FORECASTS or THE CHANCE ( IN bln or DOL
PCT or IN HI DURINC THE STATEMENT WEEK ENDED FEBRUARY 23
TOT

1

RESP TO BE REPORTED FRIDAY, MARCH 4

!

20.
I

1

!

1

XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX XXX

MEDIAN .

UNCHANGED

10. XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
1 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
1 XXX XIX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
1 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
1 IXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

-3 ( -2 5 -2 -1 1 -1 J 5 .1 . 5 .2 .2 5

Figure 8.

102) MONEY MARKET ATTITUDE INDEX TOR WEEK OF MARCH 8

.5 . BULLISH)PCT OF 'SCALE . BEARI
TOT

1

1

RESP

X X

XXX
X X

X X

10. X X X X

I MEDIANS X X X X

1 BILLS . ZERO X X X X

I

I

COUPONS • .0 5 X

X

X

X

X X

X X

15. X X X X

I XXX x X X X

I X X X X X X

I X X X X X X

N-O-T-E
XXX REPRESENTS

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE
THE BILLLS

' REPRESENTS
ATTITUDE TOWARDS
THE COUPONS
1 X' REPRESENTS
OVERLAPPING DATA

Figure 9.

DISCLOSURE I I

COPYRIGHT <C> 1»BI
DISCLOSURE INC

FINANCIAL AND MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION ON PUBLIC
CORPORATIONS BASED ON REPORTS
riLED WITH THE SECURITES AND
EXCHANCE COMMISSION

TO CONTINUE. ENTER COMPANY STOCK
SYMBOL AND PRESS RETURN

The News and Quote
Retrieval segments are
straightforward and

easy to use.

hours if you like. Remember, prime time

(day) access to the database is much
more expensive than off hours (night)

access. If you must have quotes during

market hours there are services that

could be cheaper ($150 to $200 per

month), depending on how much you
use the system. The News and Quote
Retrieval segments are both straight-

forward and easy to use.

Additional Information Services

The Additional Information Services

segment of the database is a little more
involved because of the variety and
depth of information available. When
this segment of the database is selected

from the main menu (Figure 1) of the

program, the program automatically en-

ters the simple terminal mode. In this

mode, the user can access new database

segments as they are brought on line by
Dow Jones & Co. The inclusion of a sim-

ple terminal mode in the program is a

good idea and shows some foresight.

Entering the Additional Services seg-

ment brings up the Dow Jones Master
Menu (Figure 5). The first time you use

this segment it is a good idea to print out

the various help menus as you go along

so you will have them for reference

whenever you use the system. This
procedure will save you time (on line)

and money when you access the
database.

Proceeding through several of the

many possible sections of the database

provides a good sampling of the service

and the information that is available.

Typing C from the Master Menu (Figure

S) gets you into the Financial and
Investment Services menu (Figure 6).

Moving into the Money Market services

menu (Figure 7) you can get com-
mentaries, analyses, forecasts, and
charts of forecasts. The charts are shown
in Figures 8 and 9. Note that some of the

information is provided in 80-column
format and is printed as such. Forty-col-

Figure 10.

COMPANY NAME

ENTER FOR

APPLE COMPUTER INC

CORPORATE PROFILE
BALANCE SHEETS FOR 2 YEARS
INCOME STATEMENTS TOR 3 YEARS
OTRLY INC STATEMENTS (CUR TY)
LINE OF BUSINESS DATA
5-YR SUMMARY DATA (REVS. INCOME.

EPS1
FULL FINANCIAL DATA (2 THRU il
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
OWNERSHIP AND SUBSIDIARIES
OTHER CORPORATE EVENTS
MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION
CORPORATE RECORD (1 THRU 10)
FULL CORPORATE RECORD (1 THRU 11
2-YR LIST OF REPORTS ON FILE

WITH THE SEC
HOW TO ORDER FULL TEXT Or SEC

REPORTS

'0000
APPLE COMPUTER INC

5URE CO NO
COMPANY NAME
CROSS REFERENCE NA
ADDRESS 20525 MAR1ANI AVENUE
CUPERTINO
CA
»50l«
TELEPHONE 401-996-1010
INCORPORATION CA
EXCHANGE OTH
TICKER SYMBOL AAPL
FORTUNE NUMBER 05t(
CUSIP NUMBER 0000170330
D-U-N-S NO NA
SIC CODES 35 7 3

PRIMARY SIC CODE 3573
DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
DESIGNS. DEVELOPS. PRODUCES. MARKETS AND SERVICES M I CROPROCESSOR - BASED
PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND RELATED SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS

CURRENT OUTSTANDING SHARES
SHARES HELD BY OFF 4 DIR
SHAREHOLDERS
EMPLOYEES

57.520.550 (SOURCE
17. 424 .117

29 . 400
3.391

10-K I I / 2 2 / • I >

Figure II.
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umn screens use wrap-around, i.e.. the

41st through 80th character on each line

are presented on the next line on the

monitor.

If you chose the Disclosure II option

you would obtain Figure 10. For Apple
Computer, the available information ap-

pears in Figure 11: this is the same
information found in a company's 10-K

report. Selecting #1 Corporate Profile

you get Figure 12. A five-year data sum-
mary, #6, is shown in Figure 13. If you
are interested in obtaining earnings fore-

casts, you can obtain consensus forecasts

using the corporate earnings estimator

(menu Figure 6) to obtain estimates for

any company in the database, in this

case Apple, (Figures 14, 15, and 16).

rlVE YEAR SUMMARY
SALES NET INCOME EPS

1 »«i 313.0*1 .000 4 1

.

304 . 000 1 04
190 1 >!«.*!, 000 39 . 420 .000 70

1 900 t 1 7 . 1 24 . 000 1 1 . 440.000 24
1979 47.047. 000 5 . 073 .000 12

|t»B 7.054 , 000 743 . 000 03

Figure IX

CORPORATE EARNINCS ESTIMATOR
ZACKS INVESTMENT RESEARCH INC

CHICAGO. ILL
THIS WEEKLY DATABASE PROVIDES
CONSENSUS FORECASTS OF EARNINCS
PER SHARE roR 2 400 COMPANIES
BASED ON ESTIMATES PROVIDED BY
1.000 RESEARCH ANALYSTS AT MORE
THAN 50 MAJOR BROKERAGE FIRMS
TOR CONSISTENCY. ESTIMATES ARE
CONVERTED TO PRIMARY EARNINCS
BEFORE EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS

PLEASE ENTER DESIRED STOCK
SYMBOL AND PRESS RETURN

Figure 14.

Figure 15.

APPLE COMPUTER
--FISCAL YEAR ENDS (04

EARNINCS PER SHARE ESTIMATES
--MEAN 2 10
--HICH 2 75
--LOW 1 3

NUMBER OF ANALYSTS 10
P/E RATIO (ESTIMATED EPS) 21
PAST EARN PR SH ESTIMATES 'ME
--UEEK ACO 2 10
--13 WEEKS ACO 1 73
--24 WEEKS ACO I 30

Figure 17.

October 1983 l Creative Computing

APPLE COMPUTER INC
-PRICE & VOLUME- OlMl'13 < 170 t

PRICE CHANCE ' I

»

-LAST TRDNG VK -2 4%
-LAST 4 WKS 2 1 4%
-LAST 13 WKS 4? 0%
-LAST 52 WKS 142 0%
-YR TO DATE 5 1 %
CHANCE VS S t P 300
-LAST TRDNC UK 9t%
-LAST 4 WKS 1 l«%
-LAST 1 2 WKS 1 34%
-LAST SI WKS 163%
-YR TO DATE 14 4%

Figure 1H.

APPLE COMPUTER
--FISCAL YEAR ENDS 4/03

EARNINCS PER SHARE ESTIMATES
-MEAN 1 54
--HICH 1 70
--LOW 1 4
NUMBER Or ANALYSTS 14

P/E RATIO (ESTIMATED EPS) 20 30

PAST EARN PR SH ESTIMATES (MEAN)
--WEEK ACO 1 54
--13 WEEKS ACO 1 44
--24 WEEKS ACO 1 33

PRESS RETURN FOR NEXT PACE

PRICE RANCE ( 2 >

-LAST CLOSE 145 30
-52 WEEK HICH 144 50
-52 WEEK LOW 410 75
-5 YEAR HICH 144 50
-5 YEAR LOW 410 75
RELATIVE PRICE
-P/E RATIO CURRENT 37 2

-P/E RATIO 5 YR AVC HI NC
-P/E RATIO 3 YR AVC LOW 45 3

-PRICE TO COMMON EQUITY 1,294*
-PRICE TO REV PER SHARE i«o*
-RELATIVE PRICE INDEX 704%

Figure 19.

PRICE ACTION < 3)

-BETAS UP 2 21

-BETAS DOWN 1 50
VOLUME
-THIS WK SHRS 2.719.000
-THIS WK DOLLAR 9122.543.000
-THIS WK 4b SHRS OUTSTND 4 74%
-LIQUIDITY RATIO 9.944.000
-ON BALANCE INDEX 143

Figure 20.

Figure 16.

MEDIA CENERAL FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC

MARKET AND FUNDAMENTAL DATA ON
COMMON STOCKS AND RELATED
SUMMARY MATERIAL ON INDUSTRY
CROUPS COPYRICHT <C) 913

ENTER QUERY

Figure 21.

APPLE COMPUTER INC
-FUNDMNTL DATA- 02/10/03 (170)
REVENUE ( 1 >

-LAST 12 MOS 4443 MIL
-LAST FISCAL YEAR 1335 MIL
-PCT CHANCE LAST QTR 40 4%
-PCT CHANCE YR TO DATE 4 4%
EARNCS I2MOS •71 20 Ml

L

EARNINCS PER SHARE
-LAST 12 MONTHS >1 22
-LAST FISCAL YEAR 41 04
-PCT CHANCE LAST OTR 4 4 7%
-PCT CHANCE FY TO DATE 44 7%
-PCT CHANCE LAST 12MOS 52 5%
-FIVE YR GROWTH RATE 133 0%

Figure 17 shows the Media General-

Financial database. Skipping past some
preliminary instructions, you obtain the

information shown in Figures 18

through 23, which are self-explanatory.

Summary
It is clear from excerpts presented in

this article that an enormous amount of

financial information is available—not

only financial news, but shop at home
service, stock market pointers, customer
information, and more (Figure 24). Ap-
ple's Dow Jones News & Quotes Reporter
makes retrieval of this information a

snap. The program is extremely easy to

use and very well error trapped.

The major fault that I find in the pro-

gram is that there is no provision to

store the retrieved data on disk. The
data retrieved can be viewed only on the

monitor or printed on paper. It is -a

shame that the program lacks a disk

storage feature. The kinds of data avail-

able in some segments of the database
are the kinds of data needed for fun-

damental analysis of securities. The abil-

ity to store this data electronically for

manipulation at a later time would be a
very valuable feature. The lack of disk

data storage detracts from what I con-

sider to be an otherwise outstanding and
useful program. D

DIVIDENDS 12)
-CURRENT RATE 40 00
-CURRENT RATE YIELD 0%
-5 YR GROWTH RATE 0%
-PAYOUT LAST TY 0%
-PAYOUT LAST 5 YEARS 0%
-LAST X-DVO DATE 00-00-00
RATIOS
-PROFIT MARGIN 10 7%
-RETURN ON COMMON EQUITY 34 9%
-RETURN ON TOTAL ASSETS NA
-REVENUE TO ASSETS NA
-DEBT TO EQUITY 1%
-INTEREST COVERACE NA
-CURRENT RATIO 3 2

Figure 22.

SHAREHOLDINGS (3)
-MARKET VALUE 42.592 MIL
-LTST SHR OUTSTND 3 7 123. 000
-INSIDER NET TRADINC -400 . 000
-SHORT NTEREST RATIO DYS
-FISCAL YEAR ENDS 9 MOS

Figure 23.

WELCOME TO //INTRO. THE TREE
NEWSLETTER Or NEWS / RETR I EVAL

PRESS FOR
1 NEW OTTERING COHP-U-STORE

SHOP-AT-HOME SERVICE
2 POINTERS TRACKINC MARKET

VOLUME AND MORE
3 WHO. WHAT. WHERE USAGE

IDEAS FOR SUBSCRIBERS
4 CUSTOMER INFORMATION NEW

REFERENCE CARO OFFERED
3 DATA BASE NEWS EXPANDED

COVERACE IN //SPORTS
AND MORE

Figure 24.
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Conroy-LaPointe— The Supply Center for the IBM-PC or XT

SOFTWARES
BUSINESS

OMi.imntPC'Oostiw
TrveFrnanoalPlannrar

• «l«»»iG»**tySor>»
btrfTmlXPTTm&xk)

SOFTWARE T1

CONTMDITM. Da Horn.taMMPU
FCMlFraygCaMra^Marangl
Property tfanigvnani

DATAMOST ReralElaOi ai.rjyiriwPitypi

wwOfl (Won)PnoHMfPwowt)
DMTM.NEKMCH.CammMCPIMt'

C8ASCH-
CPUK

00«J(MS.Ol»Jon«IM«Mng«
EAGLE SOFTWARE Mr^Drao.
TOX((JElijBIOuro*a>t(USOOSi

dG/anh(USlX>Sretijrmcr»r/apr«ttadrer*rl $ 295

HATDEN eHPcWKK NEW S 200

HWWOrTHIE— »*)Hi» t 250

fOWAHOIIUItMra) Fj^M»««ortProc«wi I 350

usr
PRICE

$700
(700

NEW S 700

< »
NEW S 15

NEW (295
(389
$150
$ 125

(495
NEW $ IX

( 130

$350
$200
$ 60

$ 300

NEW $ 150

$205

EasySpralalrJraXWadsl $ 225

E«ni>ltMMS) $400
•MOV*1WtOmMK.TIMlil(iDeHS) ( 495

* SOFT DittDwgr'|i|»M<U»l«y»<iMOBMS) NEW $ 225

OMBMlMlEM»(BKikl NEW ( 17

* LOTUS l 23 NEW $4(5
MCIWCIUfTV»aa(L«9^orMil«ir,MCti|CPM»8l $995
OWHIO»*rtSUf'pljtlwl4*idSBrTn»«igU»«ji

M*Mrarcrj-|CWcn2Pa«3Pakar«c4hers)

W3*dBHf Pf0444*CHi, 4 Plk. 3M)OVt

FkpaiStar*

MutAWWod I4SOOS
Mialatt* Word«» Mouse USOOS
UutAoot FiwuMSOMom USOOS

gat usoos

Bum«B«SCConpMr USOOS
PkoICokipI* USOOS
CCorapAsr

BASCConapAyr

Fortran Corrrprlrjr

COBOL Conipaer

BASIC Harpreirar
" kMMI
(tftTBI.Tht<i«nf $ 250

M09>mCCW,IBD0tt0««Bul«ie«.SaMatUaiPi<igr«MI

USOOS
USOOS
USOOS

$495
$250
$250
$095

NEW $ 195

$495
$350
$275

NEW $375
NEW $ 475

NEW $ 100

NEW $ 150

NEW $250
NEW $300
NEW $600
NEW $360
NEW $
NEW $305
NEW $350
NEW $750
NEW 5 350

OUR

$20
$12

$112

$H
sta
$M(
$235

$11$

$40
sat
$129

$11$

$215

$13$

$119

$329

$169

$12

$129
$129

5199

$27$

OS9
(7$
(11$

$195

$225

500 $375

SOMGflivnonBMCProgram (70programs}

Prxlcsl Berac Programs (40to program.)

PtACHIUHSCfTWARi Pm*P»»iOL ARJAPi
pBKCT$flnWAIC.P«<MWM>-

aPrjrtraaCarc
-

tiSnt*-
rtFraar-

SC^TWAIBPUiUSMNO PFS Fit

WS Report

SONOMIA. SuprarCaa: I

STC.rh.OMM
STNAWE.F4.U»ng»
STMUKMTC. Data Raporter

* MK01V>.VWC**f2S«

"tarfAyarjArattopPlanleeOi

$ 100

$ 100

$ 145

$595
(3»

•a* $296
$695
$ 296

NEW $ 140

NEW $ 125

$295
$395
$195
$300
$ 160

$250
$260
$260
$300
(300

UTILITY
•TConlPC SadupmlLM*/

* C09JX Fatt*-.FUMtM«>M4»r am «*•> grow program

aninrKOOSananvRAUCMUniDMn NEW
HATES.SMnomO

MCROSTW. OoMMti
NMVsrsTim copy PC e*»>4>muni"*
M»EU0ATA.SyMi<B4diw
KOOTOtl NonaiUUW 14i

ERTXAi

HOME & EDUCATIONAL

oa Baron.

* AMKX9X FiKUMSuM
BLUECH"" Uraoiam
(f1fff$^EMS.PWlCIM<AUlM«IIJ

OATAIKItT.ngPvorSpKaS9lv.4tfi
DA1M(M0LTl»SnMdnr4>tr<ll

$ 40

NEW $ m
( 40

( 90

( 195

( 30

( 150

( 30

( 75

( 60

( 40

NEW ( 35

NEW (

Zoitl<»&»iao>Zliraa.ia»
• 01JOFT Worttmorauolroo.Upm.Mi*

99CTOS0TT F^strryAaultoSsrMoritj
P»LCOr». Pr)rsonallny*sra $ 145

SWTECHIrAllrtrySMrim*! $ to
SPMUAE9 Snooper Troops »i or Wear* $ 45

3tr,UmtntMtK*mmar*vmHnatmm $ 35
STRATEGIC HeWarpFaOor $ 40

(19
(91
(99
tm
(219

(129

$269

(219

(91
(95

(129

(19$

(H
(1(9

(179

$199

819

NEW (40 (3*

( 100

( 119

( 100

( 195

( 36

( 60

( 90

(59
$99
(95
$129
$25
$19
$95

( a
(7$
(17
(39
(IN
(a
(112

(a
$56
$39
$29
(a
(35
(99
40

(S
(S
$30

orSU Corporator,

IBM-PC
System Includes

Two 320K Disk Dnves by CDC
90 Day Warranty By Us

Call Foi Details And

Configurations

tor me HARDWARE
MEMORY CHIP KITSETSGEXS

C4KU20ONS9chis4164
«H1 200NS 9d>m 4I16IWPC I

Con*<iF\js64K«aiyr«: paras doc* cal

A|nwCon«oPlus 256KSPC

LIST OUR
PRICE PR9CE

CTmoOiar

lOdrayraarrarty

(150 $ 40

$ 30 ( 19

$306 (279
(995 (SS

SuparVajon.ira>r«*roml32Col>44lrai«lnboar<l (950
ZPIu5HlaHZ»OB64Kletpani1lo'92«lpar4por1 $976

>PnmV 26»rUMI>larftFaat**rVIUo>«einA«>
\-.«-""«/\ ana ,rr*- spooler sotkaare 2 Year Warrant,

pi lOTTcPCPraraia-torAr^onPC
Hr^0^lr>eM|leyboartlerarM53»9>

$ (0

$ so

KwTroTlfC KFJ5150 StarroMTyprMtjr

(A amrT^fi/'VC/'Nirr WHAM Cart .Panry

h/m^AISjbUr I 25r»RAMCard.»>anly

NEW (299
(360
(975

64KS«»mCarrJ 4Funoon $ 395
?^ System Cart "Furwon $625

MBI Mrjnr*Carto«KF.*Funclon!tolCa»Xl $626

QUADRAM
* Quark* euicAco*lli* $690

C\radboard64K npandacr»lo»l< aluncKmboM $ 395

* Ctaafcoard2S9K tour tundra, board $695
Ouad5l2v64Kr*£Mnalpor1 $325
Ouad5l2- 26W plus sertal pal (550
Ouafl5l2- 5l2KpejS9tralpor1 (995
QuredCDbrl $ 296
Cyjadcoal tM.»4h(>.adcr*<l setMO.200 $ 275

Uractaer .Copy ParPar 6* alrW.Poarar Supply $199
Mni*uei.«Copy ParPar 6»K »MPrj4«Pn«e.Suppry $319
Ucrrjlawr .Copy Par Par 126K #MP128. Prayer SuK»y $465
MtJoraisr Snrapon 8K ParPar Epson >UES .Porae. Supply $ 179

ItoorawSryerKrWr^r^Epacr .Hrttja .1* SuppV $319

TG PRODUCTS .oyar*

$ 95

( a

$ 199

$259
$ta
(296
$495

$999
$295
$425
$275
$449
$975
$235
$299
$139
$235
$345
(145
(235

DRIVES

Control Data or landon
* mraRran L>»tr»SaM3r9rK32rK Samea5r0.supp.rd

•met* PC* XT Testod.bumed-ai W»ailla9NCTWtut»ail
eoorayaarranlybyus la*di (529

2amorc $ 529

HarlHrV«3«*[.:LW Drives, same as above $395

DAVONG KTEFWALHardDr* 54MB $1995
(FaPCi cornpretJI is 1 9MB (2795

MAYNARD,Flrrjmr>wta«>olRoaMto.upe<rlrrws ( 195

same trrahSenal Port (326
samtraTiPantalPal $ 275

$249
$239
$ia

(1195

(19(6

( 19$

$235
$2(6

NrHSTAlW^XTHortDrtekOupWB V1?0(lOe»Pa> $1549 $1949

PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES
EPSC4I MXa FX PRINTERS
UAOWOEOOE Gonu Banana

CALL CALL
NEW 6 250 (

OKOATAUcrcme 82*90 to, 1 20 cps S P trdon sproetet (549 (419
83A. I32COI IJOcpsSPyclronsproctnl $ 64t ( 499

PRACTICAL «RI»MraiALS McrobuAerln InetilK Parar* ( 349 $ 299
AooAilarrfLiytrMKSarial $ 349 S 299

CTARM«3e09»CS*9DMMalrr. l20cps2W&iri«.10X 5 499 ( 325

MDMUM 1000*2 3K.Gr>«rn 15" $649 (499
«3AI-PCIoEpsonc«SUrMcror«sCa«e $ 60 ( a
Arapkk1ra1raaM(^MIaEpwaaana> $ 95 $ 59

Grappter I Oy Orange Ucro sporty prrter ( 165 ( lit

AnpbGrarjr^aOujBppyogarnpy Epson $ 15 ( 9
LETTER OXJALin-OAISy WHEEL PRINTERS
COURtX Connle.CH 1 IF 200«m LrrMad Sptoal (1199 (Hi

ComrWr Trador Feed lor CR1 ( 11( (a
SUPRIIES: Traclor Feed Paper FttOons Heads Oume Oarsy WOutm and Rrbpons

8" CP/M-80 SOFTWARE ffiSS"

ASMTON-TATE dBase II

CRCCRAFT\<«n>a|U0^|orWaipir(Prc4!<S«rWlr»«3i

I»K:R«>R0 WorilSlar'prullrrMWi.rlSurTra.wy) Manual

UaaUtrrge-|Calor>2Pak 3Pa> andcnvjrsi

WordSlarProlessrOrul 4Pa> 3at»w Slarlndei

"CH050TT FonranBOCompler

MOREWSTOCK BASICCompler

COraa SOCompier

rmAispmuSurW
HUHHJO

LIST

P«CE
$ TOO
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$495
$250
5995
$275
$ 500

$395
5 750

$ 200
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OUR
PRKE
$ 399

$4(9
$2(9
$ 129

$4»
$ IN
$325
$2(6
$545
$ 145
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MONITORS AMD
ACCESSORIES

12 Grew »3»X 5 200 $ 159

I? Amber >300A S 210 $ 159

irCoral Cornposrle 5 379 $ 299

r IJCoWX RGBHtHnlApIl lllaUMPC S 529 $ 459

irCaomi RGB Cornrneroai lAp II Ml 5 479 $ $99

DVM &»»a«l«App»»lnlerlate $199 $ 17$

NEC I? Green MorJXJUlOTM S 249 $19
1? Cora Compos<e Mode Xi?r?M 5 450 $ 349

PfUtCETON RGBURB S 795 $ S39

C4JAT>RAMajaOWrorr»l?RGBCc«* S 795 $ $9$

Cudrsoraenl? 968. St? ?pagn »cab» card os» 51995 $1595

SANTO 9 Grswi UocWCMSTO $ 200 $ 1S9

1? Green ModeDUeilPCX S 260 $ IN
13 &>a.Crjrnpos». Uode.DIA50l3 S 470 $ 349

2D0TTH 1? &rwUorW?VM12i S 150 S a

MODEMSAND
rCCESSOM

HATBMajomorJornI da l> Apple "I S 379 ( 27$

Apple Temirnal Program hiMuui««leBl« S 100 $ 95

IBMPCSmanccmllSo»«a.r. S 119 $ M
9rjr>ChronograpblRS?32l S 219 $ 199

Smarmodem 300 IRS 2321 5 299 $ 225

Svitf««iodernl200lRS232) 5 699 $ 535

IBUF>CSrrg)lrraKnl200BprusSrriarlcarill S 599 $ 4M
UoornoderiilOOlSIOObusl 5 399 $ 275

BMWttUodMCatlt S 39 $ a
NOVATION Uppieral » Moden jrjoBAun 5 309 $ 299

212App»Cat I200BAUO 5 725 $ SrM

SICJ*ALIlANMor)emMKIiRS?32l S 99 $ 79

SS» Transoand Iter Apple > DauCorm S 99 ( H
UodrmCartlorPieAppiell S 299 S 259

Transmodem 120011 10 300 I200i S 695 ( 595

a-y/MT ir tO SMegHardOsi .oWerlace 52395 (1(HLUKVU9 IIMegMardOrsa .olrMrlace 53195 $2(95

20UagrlartDitA«orMr<ac. S4195 (349$

BMPCWertacellBMDOSi MarualJCatneKrl • S 239

MnacurXm tar rMrly backup 5 790 $ (9$

Apple Merlaa Manual Cat*,w S 300 $ 2a
0»«r XerlaLes Omr. Nel Corwaaaai Mrro. AlieiSUtk

E9
*HP75CPalableCorr«uKrt»>(loadlol69K 5 995 $ MS

HPaicCarcuUta. 5 195 $ 149

HP4lCVCalcura1o.r>r»?2KUe<nory 5 275 $319
Ful(wrjlHP75CaiMimiacctuririar>tlralrMn Cad

DISKEHES

$ »
$295
( S

CONTROL 0ATA CORPORATION Carttrad Trap rjIMLimDraArMM
COC 100ea*5M rt,,n) SS DC 491l»pr»e «M Mc $550

lOeacb 5 U "Birr^ SS DO 48T lUpple IBM etc I S 55

lOOeach 5 I 4»«nncj DS DO 181 irBMHPelcl $ 750

lOeatf, 5t4«minr«jOS DC481llBMHPr* S 75

0YSAN in.'atbi'l SS SD (Apple en I $69
lOeactl 514DSD0 18T,«3M HP etc I S 89

MAXELL l0eaOi.5.l4UD-l SSSOorSSOD S 56

GENERIK- DISKETTES
100«acHSSSD35Trac*i»pp«»iarielci 5 415 ( 1»

r lOOOeaaiSSS0 35Trao<|AppieAlan.elol $3200 (MS
lOOeadiDSDOIOIracklBUHPelcl $626 $ 1M

r l000eacr>DSDO40TradiieuHPetcl $4560 $1200

W»raOu!<s rplabrilt fJQduca>d(iyappc<t» Wrr>ar«<acijrer 90 day warranty by us
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LOW PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE IT

appkz iivne supply center

HARDWARE
lor Apple II

RAM EXPANSION
LSI our
price prce

*Comfylle 80co SWMOfCjto S» «1«S

»Cor»« RAMCero 7* «l> -II W S ! I>
• MSMXWjn I'

I
16K S '00 »t»

*McrOMll MHCmiH • >6K s •» in
* Saturn Sytlerrtl HAM r I II

,
32K S .'»'< JIM

RAMCArdlll HI Sl» (311

RAMCardill i'28K S 19<i $459

*A.lonP.AM0««Sy5lenil [VeiSCK S'Wj $795

applekMK ao column
im&*\m.max.vm
AP*U a* ITARTER SYSTEMS* APeUiSyaaaarAI

MtMloaw

11.17$

11395

AnttUoMnrH
Monap Stand JIMS

APPU Hi $T»RTBI JYSTHI•« COMROY-U POWTI
(SYSTEM S|

l Moo-So Onw •*> oonnMr
FrW UtWfandDOSnOoMK
Sanyo9 QartnMonapr

RFUoduunilncDnTVi
GertePadrJet

GOTWrerftorjttrgjapruandaaund 11.17$

WUMUIITY lrHMMT«,«10tr. Pars A Labor tor*) days Dy us

To «««U» or *•»««• or SfMKnB «*«$?« and

adddmepnee iSyst-mD:.

ToaddontMKn-SaWOnwIoMXM add 5745 ISesMDOl

ToHMMotl»MtmonloionS«atnB xlearj JiXUMaoonm*
rnpekjr pnee tSyelem Ml

DISK DRIVES for

APPLE 11+ /lie

CorrAoep Card lor A2Dn¥C
Fair On* may art

DOS33SoftMr»

$ 100 t 71

$ 20 I II

fee- 1MK 40Tra*s 1379 II
(leer 326KB Traps ICa9 its
E»3 6S7K IBlraps IM IM
EletCoMppUanuallCB* |i» II

I 391 I 779

s n I MTFAf* *U3KML°"* 12H''
ContoaerCaw

i/icm s* 5 -»»nr»r«»r>«M»». in im
VIS If\ ft* S DouWSalaO 371*

HMHaaja S 470 I 379

Quaner V 2 duel*S* by Sale

» Standard Cabrnel S 715 I 17$

CoraMarCaM I M I 71
MPPVI200 bUBBadae)

St/yea* I1S49 11049

•VtOOODualt St) Formal

•Coram** Cornpet^Appe $7195 11795

COITllALPOaOT f<«» U»>r>arx1DOS33 I 70 I 1$

SOFTWARE
on disk lor Apple II II HE

VIDEO CARDS
*AIS Sr-tn*-"- S 179 1139

Cornl Wa> MKHoor.Uf S79S 114$

Vioei . S 345 $729

* uaraTerr*>> per 5 379 $779

SotVrdrJoSaracr S 35 3 25

ErAancafBdl i S 149 IM
FiatcaonSlnpn

1 S 79 IM
FunVattUnt Call Up»3S* .0"

VraU v*on» S 799 $191

MISCELLANEOUS
ALS IteCPMCardV30i Orel

ZCard. orei

CotorHt oral

ASTAR « Modular*. BUM TV

• CCSSer»Werlace77IOA
DanPaytaar IcmerCaeeCrepll I

DontAak DAOOOJSAMour
ataatarde Wad Card coper

(Lertaetrjton Systems****

Ka» Trout l<43200 keyboard

Mteyslll i

HraHjwMOi4i.il n

PaMeiApllll I

Mtn SupRlan

• tacrovKI 790 Sortcard Orel

ZBSorfcardPsusi ore)

SoHcardPrr»»urr.Paa,,« I

SorfcarrJPrrrrejTi Pack Ne

MrcroTaa Ournpangtja BJIer

aOrartjoeacro ClapperP*A
Precbcal PeopherpH
MBPae64KPar itDaaiaaawani - el

MBS»e32KSer lEpoPtlearriaril el

tAcrabuMern - 1«K i
- ore)

PpSplspeceyi
tecrotxjrVrH 640. i ore!

PpSerlspeceyl

FCHAppkCard laieMurer, 6Wu
RHElectoeae* SoperFana

• Semm S i iNrai Vtr»a»»
$SM AiOl Serial Para Wertao*

TGProoHet* GamePadPesK •
I

JoysackKl
Sued * Portia •

I

trakBaail-i

V/eJH PS* Parser Mr-date

«K0 TraoabMlApnilr I

AnalogJoyact

S 399

$ <M
I 179

$ 3$

$ ISO

$ 50

$ 175

S '30

S 90

$798
S 65

s SO

$ so

$345
$645
$695
$495
$3*9
$ its

$27$
$ 219

$ 1*9

$375
I 75

$ w
$775
$ 40

$ 60

$ 60

$ 65

$ 279

$ 90

$ 70

$799

$171

1139

$ 75

$99
$39
let
IN
IN

mi
IM
111
$39
$73$

$395

$2M
$119

$759

$77$

IM
$449

$1M
in
$45
$45
$«*
$169

til
147

BUSINESS
LIST OUR
price met

AppMCpnpuHr.Inc Mr. «M r\w y»Vjrr- CM
Appked Sod Tech versaFonti S 309 $76S

Mat* UaoxWVoOMll NEW $ ISO I M
$700 $399

$ TOO OH
$ 295 I1M
$ 30 IM
1395 NM
$ 70 117
I 750 I1M
S 75 IM
I '00 IM
S 300 $7M
5 150 IN
$ 195 US
S775 im
$ 175 tin
S ISO IM

IRegZHI
Frnanoal Planner I FWjqZ80

1

Fndey

Lear s Grade by Solrware Banc

9PI System* a AR AP PRpHV e*
VOtftfWl'td Bin* St^MI Wirter

Corxnenui a AD APorPRea
Hor*# Accountanr

FCM
taaJofM Marker Arujrynr

Heyden PieWaaarlSpaoA/rJOool board)

Ho-ardSotlfVaiEuaieAnaryierll

Tai Preparer

Mo IMM. EasyMerlPnOI
UK LeoerPerlectaMaaMarat

* ekcroCrUt ireourrKZnCPUCardl
rypMiironal oaliaapir

vertw lUgnBangl
MrcroLab TanMarraoar

MtraPre i» wf/BO-CPMCardl
WoroSiar- . TrarnetgUaroai SPECIAL S *95

SPECIAL $250
SoeSlar-

WordStar Prnte awnil.4 PMl
3above Starlnrjei

$995
$995
$ IM

SPECIAL $750

WordStar ar Appacard I CPM I*

»Mua>Plan|CP

SPECIAL $995
pecai $495

iCPMorAppajOOSI S 275

Frnanoal Murakx»iCPMorDOSl $ 100

r3urJr*Mua*>oi|CPMoiDOSl S ISO

S*err» On-Lan SmeirWiaei I $ IX
IbeOcaorwy NEW $ 100

Genera Manager* NEW I 230
OabomeC P Sc*1 lOratandBootl

SarreCor™rinnt3aacr>no;arr»(75ea£til

S*rar>aaar>dMa»Proorarr>4 $ 100

PraamBan Program* 1*0 aaai) $ too

PllLlati* BeqorreeCPMtMBaac aocokanna
Sen«»0GL«ARlAPal3 $59$
Senaa40lnr orPayroieacb 1400
Sjnw9Te«lSpH«Ma« a*3 $ 595

PertectSpeaer $295
PertectWreorSpe4er2Pak I OK
PMtaaFoar S 595

Quart WordJuoglerllel $ 739

$269

1121

1129

1*71

$3*5

I1M
in
ni$
IM
IM
11$$

IM
IM

$77$

$395

$719

1129

$299

$759

tin

LIST OUR
PBCE PRICE

SanaaHe Sem Spraer aec*V80Col Brd $175 I IS

• SaconValaq WnrdHancMr I 750 I1M
Sol Syl F.etutve Secretary 1750 $169

EncuMSpeaar I 75 $55
SonnrePiaMlini PFS Fee $ ITS t 95
ispeoly ore. PFSBepon I 125 IB

PFS Grraph t ITS I 95

SWrwaare 06 Master $779 $1»
DBUNrrylora $ 99 $M

Vide* Acc*«-»r-Mpr»ttw** $ 20 I 15

imtH Mill [>K..!-i- S 50 t M
Wacaicnooiloi76KiMi I 90 IM
VrrMamilWBteiMi I 37 I 76

ViarCorp Peraonal SotMujr*

VrKM33 1750 $1M
VOJCacEnnanoBdlHei NEW $ 7S0 $1M
VeaFaeorVrarQei aacb $ 250 I1M

UTILITY & DEVELOPMENT
Beagkt UNayCey i 30 1 73

OOSBoss 12* t II

ArjpleMecnanc I 30 I 27

CaryMP«MFrwrX)S3 3andUa*>y $ 20 S IS

• CopyaPkalMrxpar) $ 40 I 39

Corap*ie*T*ppa NrbUesAraayll I 70 I M
Epaon Graj»>csDump $ 15 II
Molt GraFORTHbyPMluU $ 75 I M
MenMoRALOS $125 tn

BASIC Corrprer $ 395 $799

Coco* $ 750 $$$9

FortanDO S 195 $149

TASCCorttpaei S 175 $159

• Omeoa LoasrwiHcoprarl S '00 S 75

Pengurn Comp GrpKs Sn NEW S 70 $ $3

GraptaaMaaoer NEW S 60 $41
Pttoem* /oomlVat* $ 40 $ 14

OuaKy BagolTnoU MEW $ 40 $29
SabraSyaaaaw vCEapand $ 100 $ M

VC-EapandW $ '25 I M
BeeMUp .be coper. $60 I M

HOME & EDUCATION
t Chop."*'

I rVrball Const Sal

i Horre Accountanr

Dalaraei t Anaccr^pion earjh

(Large txenioryi

I SarocrliChrnsl
/orki .1 .- ill or Slirrro» ear*

$ 35

S 40

$ 75

S 40

Cat

$ 15

Micro Lab> Meter 20*9et

Him. CasaaWcHansleat

SaKraOn-Um uramal

SrjRpornlXRaledl

Srr-Tath Wklardn,

a^FarnSetu
OTOBI aaVlabsMB aROCRaAB M STOCK
Sat)Loner

I 26

127
IM
137
Cat

ia
127
IM
$27
in
$23
IM
ia
IM
IS

THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM JM

CONROY-LA POINTE
Formerly Computer Exchange

ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 23068. Portland. OR 97223
SHOWROOM AT 1 1507D SW PACIFIC HWY PORTLAND. OR OPEN M-SAT 10-5
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WHILE THEV LAST
OVERSTOCK SPECIALS

FOR APPLE »»• tat

• •US^errAre- Suparcat- Condor Kil I I 7M ON
DPM0O DrjrNLak.Prwei

RCCt. Serial nartaca 7710A

'SHRAM Card 2»r Warranty tor a

.

Moo Tatar/an

MtraaaR triKRAMCardlora.

latatll llMiai 37* BAMCardlor a

VUm V^dMMrni.lOcoUmciKttof n •

IMS
$ 150

t m
1250

S750
$ 100

$ 749

$ 750

$ 145

I »
$39
i 99

$»
$ 79

$169

$'»
$779

VSC-002
Apple II • Work-alike. Look-alike
Ikia: SutMtatom and detjannt same as SyHem B apply

Syvor" 7 .< y*a»p and "ardware cornpeape 10

latApptt.
"StMK6*K.A[pell CaxaatMl IM IM
VSC4K 64K Sianer SyOamitameas

AppeaeSrttjrriBaboireeacap'

M« t.v«nrtk. $1110 I11M

AXLON The Leader at Alan Addon

a*MXBamp»rer'291<SyamianOi $47$

ATARI <Wnpw*WModial rtoraO<rl S IK""""'
Ran«oarer3?KI*rjOpaOOI $ 1»
Ramr^anOiagncnacDraeae 1 15

DM
$11$

$M
$ 17

• Means a BEST buy.

AD #978
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An almost complete word processor

AtariWriter

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: AtariWriter

Type: Word processor

System: 16K Atari 400/800/1200

Format: Cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: A nicely packaged and
usable word processor.

Price: $99.95

Manufacturer:
Atari, Inc.

1265 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

It seems that every time you turn

around there is another word processor

program for the Atari computer. The
latest entry in the word processing

sweepstakes, AtariWriter, comes from
none other than Atari itself. This car-

tridge-based program is unique in that it

allows text files to be saved on cassette

tapes, opening up the world of word
processing to the Atari user without a

disk drive. This feature, together with its

ease of use, makes AtariWriter a can-

didate for "Best Atari Product in a Long
Time."
An easy to use program is one that

may be used immediately after removing

Arthur Leyenberger, 40 Lawrence Rd.. Pareippany. NJ
07054.

Arthur Leyenberger

it from its package. AtariWriter is

such a program as evidenced by my
beginning to type this review only mo-
ments after opening the box. Turn on
the computer (400, 800, or 1200), pop in

the cartridge and select the Create op-
tion from the menu when it appears.
You are now in the Create mode and
may begin typing. Pressing the esc key

Time and errors can
also be minimized by
using the Search and
Replace functions.

at any time brings back the main menu
without losing any of your text con-
tained in memory.

If AtariWriter is used with a disk

drive, the Atari 810 Master Disk (or any
disk containing DOS 2.0S files) must be
inserted into the drive before powering
up the computer. Otherwise, the Atari

410 Program Recorder should be con-
nected prior to inserting the cartridge

and applying power.
Unlike the Atari Word Processor

(Atari's previous word processing pro-

gram) the menu that appears at power

92

up is the only menu used in the pro-

gram. The activities that may be per-

formed with the word processor are

listed alphabetically. Menu selections

are made by entering the first letter of

the command (displayed in reverse

video). The program then asks what you
want to do next.

The Create File option is used to start

writing a new text file. If a text file al-

ready exists in memory, AtariWriter asks

if you want it erased. This type of fail

safe message appears throughout the

program whenever there is a possibility

that you may inadvertently delete or

erase some text.

Editing

The Edit File option of the main
menu allows revisions to be made to a

text file already in memory. It is usually

used after loading, saving, or printing a

text file. The editing functions are avail-

able only in this mode and are particu-

larly easy to use. The cursor (a blinking

underline) is moved through the text one
character at a time by means of the Ctrl
key plus one of the four arrow keys. The
option key plus the up or down arrow
key moves up or down one screen at a
time.

Most of the text manipulation and
formatting commands are initiated by
using the CTRL key or one of the Special

Function keys in conjunction with an-

other key. For example, to determine the

amount of currently available memory
in bytes, you would press option-f.

With 48K of memory and a disk drive,

October 1983 Creative Computing



Can you tell the IBM
from theTranstar 130?

Letter quality
standard of
the industry

5m magnification

One of these two print samples was generated by an IBM
Selectric II: the letter quality standard of the industry.

The other was generated by the new Tranitar 130 letter-

quality printer.

B

Letter quality
standard of
the industry

b* magnification

And print quality is just the beginning! The
new Transtar 130 daisy wheel printer is

also plug-and-go compatible with the best-selling

word processing packages! It features bidirection-

al printing, superscript, subscript, underlining and

a true boldface. Retail price? Only $895.

Quietly producing copy at 18 cps Shannon text

speed, the Transtar 130 also features a unique
autoload button to make printing on letterheads

a breeze! Three new daisy wheels have just been

made available for the 130 from your dealer:

letter gothic (shown), script, and a 15-pitch

"gothic mini"—perfect for printing spreadsheets

to fit on one page!

Offering an end-user warranty period of a full

six months, the Transtar 130 is an extraordinar-

ily reliable machine. Its minimal failure rate runs

less than 1%, but if your 130 should ever need

repair, a nationwide network of authorized

Transtar service centers stands ready.

Have you decided yet whose type is whose?
If you picked A...You picked Transtar. The
new standard for letter quality printing.

Transtar
P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009

IBM * * i«*tl*ied »««J*m*ii> of lnl»«n*t.on#J Bui-nvu M*ch,n

CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARD



AtariWriter, continued.

U- l> ]>• *"» E4 ! Si IIS

JOIWI O...

»•• Oil
VIA* »•!•

*»*•»••

AtariWriter main menu.

you start out with approximately 20K of
memory available for text. This trans-

lates into about 16 double-spaced pages.

Slightly more text memory is available if

only a tape recorder is used.

Other straightforward commands are:

CTRL-a, move cursor to beginning of
line; CTRL-z, move cursor to end of line

select-t, move cursor to top of file;

SELECT-B, move cursor to bottom of file;

select-s, search and replace; ctrl-p,
begin new paragraph; and ctrl-c, cen-
ter text.

Blocks of text can be manipulated eas-

ily by placing a CTRL-x at the beginning
and at the end of the block. The block
may then be deleted, copied, or moved
to another location. Copying and mov-
ing text are very powerful features,

allowing you to duplicate or shift parts
of the text file around without having to

retype the material.

Time and errors can also be mini-
mized by using the Search and Replace
functions. For example, if I consistently

misspelled the word Atari in this text file

I could use these functions to locate and
to correct each mistake quickly. The
program gives me the choice of deciding
whether to replace each occurrence in-

dividually or change all of them at once
(globally).

Unfortunately, control characters
may not be used with the Search and Re-
place functions. For example, whenever
I use the word AtariWriter I use two
printer control codes before and after

the word to turn the italics font on and
off on my printer. Control codes are in-

serted by preceding the decimal value of
the printer code with a ctrl-o. With
other word processors I have gotten into
the habit of placing ## at the start of
the word and a #$ at the end of the
word to be italicized. When I am fin-

ished with the entire document I per-
form a global search and replace the

## and #$ with the corresponding
printer codes.

When creating a new or editing an
existing text file the bottom of the screen
always displays the file name (if loaded
from disk), the line and column position,

and a message stating, Press esc to Re-

94

Search and replace mode.

turn to Menu. The default tab positions
are indicated by arrows. The first line at

the top of the text file is called the Print
Formatting Block and displays the val-

ues used for formatting and printing.

These settings include left, right, top,

and bottom margins; spacing, lines per
page and justification information; and
paragraph indent and skip values. These
values have default settings which you
may change and save with the text file.

An Interesting and
useful function of

AtariWriter is the ability

to see on the screen
what your printed
document will

eventually look like.

Menu selections for disk interaction
include: disk formatting, displaying or
printing a disk file index, and loading,
saving, and deleting files. The Save File

command has several useful features. If

the text in memory is to be saved under
the same name as is displayed at the bot-
tom of the screen only the return key
need be pressed in response to the
Filename? prompt. If a file by that name
already exists on the disk, the user is

asked if the existing file should be
replaced. When returning to the Edit
File mode, Atari Writer puts you
back exactly where you left off.

Printing

An interesting and useful function of
AtariWriter is the ability to see on
the screen what your printed document
will eventually look like. This is the
Print Preview option that formats your
text file, page by page, on the screen as it

will print on paper. You then view your
text one "page" at a time through a 36-
character by 2 1 -line window that may be
scrolled vertically or horizontally
through the page.

The final command on the menu is for
printing. The first time a document is

Text entry screen.

printed, you are asked to choose from
the following list of printers: Atari 1025,

Atari 825, Atari 820, and Atari 822. If

you have a non-Atari printer, you must
select the Atari 820. For the remainder
of the session, the program remembers
the printer that you have selected.

If you have a non-Atari printer, you
will be unable to use the built-in printer

control codes like ctri.-u for underlin-

ing and select-e for elongated (double-
width) printing. However, control codes
may be inserted directly within the text

by means of the ctrl-o command. In
any case, the Print File command lets

you start and finish at any page and get

up to 99 copies of your document.
According to the manual, a printer

driver will soon be available that will

permit you to store a file on your data
disk that will boot automatically when
DOS is loaded. This file will contain the
codes needed for underlining, super- and
subscripting, and the printer fonts that

your printer supports. This will allow
you to use the features of your printer
without inserting a series of complicated
and lengthy control codes.

Originally, the Atari Program Ex-
change (APX) was to supply these
printer drivers soon after AtariWriter
was released. As of this writing, Atari
does not plan to supply the printer driv-

ers as promised. Once again, Atari
refuses to acknowledge the existence of
(or support) non-Atari products.

Summary
My overall impression of AtariWriter

is positive. It has good error trapping, is

very easy to use and understand, and can
be used with the cassette recorder.
Powerful features like file merging and
chain printing are supported. The Print
Preview function is a unique and useful

method of overcoming the limitations of
a 40-column screen.

Nevertheless, this word processor
needs a printer driver. Without it,

AtariWriter is only the best Atari prod-
uct to be released in a long time. With a
printer driver, AtariWriter will be the
best Atari word processor for the major-
ity of Atari computer owners.
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The Nation's Model Urban School District

Prepares for the Future.

Duval CountyPublic Schot^slm^mgnt

RadioShacfeTRS-80'ColorCc»p;teA



Th e Blueprint forAcademic

Excellence

The Duval County Public Schools Receive
for a Model Year

1976

Amid the concern for public education in America, the
Duval County public school district in Florida has been
the recipient of many awards and substantial national
recognition. Following a request from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education in 1982, the prestigious Danforth
Foundation selected Duval County Public Schools as a
national model urban school district. As a result, the
Duval County school system has
received nationwide recognition
from the news media and educa-
tional organizations.

Attention Earned Through
Achievement
For Duval County Public Schools,
the Danforth award is a culmina-
tion of awards from various aca-
demic competitions. In addition to

winning numerous state matches,
Duval Countywon the second and
third annual National Academic
Super Bowls. And it was a Duval
County public school that represented Florida in the
U.S. Academic Decathlon, placing fifth among teams
from 27 states and three foreign countries. Such
achievement is also reflected on student test scores. On
the State Student Assessment Test, scores have
increased 47% in mathematics and 13% in com-
munications between 1977 and 1982. On the
nationally-normed Stanford Achievement Test (below),
elementary students have scored above the national
average for six straight years, senior high students for
the past three years, andjunior high students improved
the most by reaching the national average last year.

Important Areas
of Progress

1982

Determination to Improve Education
The Duval County Public Schools have not always been
a model of success. In fact, as recently as six years ago,

behavior problems and low test scores plagued the

Duval County school system. Then a district-wide im-

provement program based on strict academic and disci-

plinary standards was implemented; and the change
has been remarkable. Improve-
ments include providing students

with peer tutoring and special help

sessions during lunch breaks,
both before and after class, and for

two hours on Saturday mornings.
District-wide "theme" programs
have also been implemented. In

1981, a "Courtesy is Contagious"

campaign emphasized respectful

student behavior toward teachers

and fellow students. The tradi-

tional values of courtesy, respect

and patriotism infected schools,

students, staff members and the
entire community. Last year a "Learn to Learn" program
stressed the improvement ofstudy skills and work hab-
its. A Homework Hotline and a School-Based Home-
work Assistance program were implemented to

encourage students to keep their books open after regu-

lar classroom hours.

Preparing Students for the Future
The Duval County Public Schools continue to upgrade
the quality of education. To prepare students for the

information age, the school system is implementing
TRS-80 Color Computers in its classrooms.

The number of
truant students

dropped 26
percent.

The percentage

of school
dropouts
decreased by
31 percent.

Stanford Achievement Test Countywide Mean Percentile Scores
1976 1982
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Computers Ente
By Design, n<

The Nod of Approval. To provide students with the best
computer education possible, Duval County Public
Schools performed an exhaustive review ofvarious micro-
computer manufacturers. In the end they chose Radio
Shack. According to Superintendent Herb Sang, Radio
Shack provided the Duval County schools with "quality
computer products, full support, and prices we could
afford."

Color Computer Labs. Duval County presently has Color
Computer labs in 28 elementary schools. Each lab consists
of 15 Color Computers joined in a cost-effective network.
By the fall of 1 984, computer labs will exist in all 96 Duval
County elementary schools. In addition to the instruc-
tional use of the Color Computer, a TRS-80 Model 12 will
be placed in each elementary school to be interfaced with
the school district's Student Information Management Sys-
tem. This connection with the district's mainframe com-
puter will permit the Duval schools to easily send and
receive student information to the central data base.
Records previously kept on paper can be stored, updated
and retrieved electronically—which saves valuable time.

An Open Program. The Duval County public school sys

I

learn from its computer project. There are demonstratiol
teachers in the school system are given the opportunity
lab. In addition, parents are welcomed to the sites for
parents can provide further input on educational applic.
of how to supplement their home computer applicaticj
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3t by Chance
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Pursuing Objectives Compatible with a New
Age. Duval County Public Schools clearly see the
importance of the computer in our everyday
hves. It is the school system's purpose that stu-
dents will have at least a basic understanding of
the functions and uses of the computer how it is
programmed and what its impact is on society In
addition, students can develop their logic by uti-
lizing the systematic processes required in pro-
gramming. And through the use of Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAI) courseware, students
can develop other fundamental skills as well as
acquire knowledge of various subjects

Jem encourages teachers, parents and other school districts to
to sites m each of its five administrative areas. AH elementary
to receive in-service training in the operation of a computer

i computer literacy training program. Through observation
atoons with the computer. They also can become more aware
pns with educational ones.

Color LOGO Learning Lab. With the develop-
ment of computer literacy as a major objective
the Duval County school system selected ColorLOGO as the primary programming language for
elementary computer study Through manipula-
tion of a "turtle" on the computer screen, young
students learn to program, develop problem-
solving skills, grasp graphic relationships and
gam valuable insight into advanced mathemati-
cal, geometric, logical and programming con-



Members of The Team

Behind Putting CompuUrs In Front

of Puval County Students

o,
< J

Jack Nooney, School Board

Vice Chairman. "We must pro-

vide young people with skills

needed to function in a world

dependent on computers."

Herb Sang, Superintendent.

"The use of computers will be

just as important to a student's

education as reading, writing

and math."

Wendell Holmes, School Board

Chairman. "I believe that pre-

paring students for the informa-

tion age should be a top priority

in education."

A Model Computer for a Model School District

Through an arrangement"^WTO
Schools, educators nationwide will be able ^n^h^Auval CounS has been established as a

learning and study skills.



«9dioStwcKSTRS-80tolor Computer

I deal forAny Classroom!

Configurable to Your Budget and Needs. Our
affordable Color Computers offer both price and
feature flexibility for your particular budget and

instructional needs. Choose the Standard BASIC

Color Computer or the Extended BASIC Color

Computer. Use either computer with our wide

variety of Program Pak™ and cassette tape

courseware. And you can expand with one or

more external disk drives to use our powerful

disk courseware. With a Network 2 or Network

3 Controller, you can share the learning experi-

ence by connecting up to 16 non-disk student

stations to a "host" disk computer.

Building Skills Needed for a New World. The
Color Computer is an ideal system for intro-

ducing students to computer terminology,

interaction and programming. The BASIC
programming language is built into the

Color Computer, and Color LOGO—

a

language designed to help students

grasp fundamental concepts by
programming a "turtle" on the

screen to do graphics— is

available on Program Pak or

disk. Our Computer Assisted

Instruction courseware pro-

vides information, exercises and
feedback to supplement the teacher's les-

sons. For example, one of our CAI courseware

packages includes high-resolution graphics and
recorded speech to provide facts about our solar

system. Another presents six laboratory experi-

ment simulations where students control vari-

ables and view the changing results. We also

offer courseware packages to supplement in-

struction in math, science, history, reading and
language arts and computer literacy In addi-

tion, our authoring systems make it easy for

teachers to develop their own courseware.

For the name of your Regional

Educational Coordinator, call

800-433-5682, toll free.

In Texas, call 800-772-8538.

Radio /hack
The Name in Classroom Computing

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

TM

FC-0611
1 1983 Tandy Cotp



Apple Writer II

Stephen Arrants

Word processing is intensely personal.

Loyalty to a package sometimes exceeds

loyalty to one's political party. Screen-

writers don't talk to Wordstars, an Exec-

utive Secretary is never seen out with a

Bank Street Writer.

And those Apple Writers ... a real

breed apart. Imagine using a word
processor from the manufacturer of your

computer! Aren't hardware manufac-

turers the worst software publishers?

They spend so much time and money to

develop the hardware that software is of-

ten an afterthought. The "special" soft-

ware is often thrown in to "sweeten" the

deal. After all—you need something to

run on your new computer, don't you?

By the time you find out that the "free"

software is about the worst imaginable,

you have probably moved on to games
and adventures.

Happily, Apple Writer II, redesigned

for the new Apple He, is one of the best

word processing packages around. Apple

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Apple Writer II

Type: Word Processor

System: 64K Apple He,
80-column card optional

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: One of the best word
processor packages
available for the Apple.

Price: $195

Manufacturer:

Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino. CA 95014

Writer is one of the original word
processors. It has been improved and
updated a few times, but in its latest in-

carnation, it takes full advantage of the

redesign of the Apple, both inside and
out.

Enhancements
Cursor movement is much easier. In-

stead of a complicated esc sequence, the

four arrow keys move the cursor up or

down one line or left and right one
character. An arrow key used with the

Solid-Apple key moves the cursor by
word or 12 lines up or down. Using the

Open-Apple key with the left or right ar-

row will copy text into a buffer for later

insertion.

A delete key, now present on the

keyboard, functions as a destructive

backspace—anything deleted is gone for-

ever, ctrl-w can still be used to delete

text and store it in a buffer.

If at any time during use you need

help, just type Open-Apple-? As long as

the Apple Writer master or backup is in

drive one, help screens on all aspects of

Apple Writer use will be displayed.

Apple Writer II detects the presence of

an 80-column card and sets the display

for this mode. If you have a color mon-
itor, the 80-column display looks
shabby. This is because of the way a

color monitor translates the display sig-

nal to the screen. Use the 40-column dis-

play when using a color monitor. If you
still use a TV set as a monitor, the 80-

column display can't be used. The card

is not an absolute necessity, however.

Applewriter II works fine with a 40-col-

umn display.

The display is a bit different. The data

line may be toggled to a display of tab

stops or no display at all, save text. The
data line shows you in which direction

Apple Writer II will seek in find and re-

place modes, available memory, docu-

****•« App^Wnt- ., f*

&2

ment length, cursor position, tab
position, and file name. Press esc once
and a tab stop display replaces the data
line. Press esc once more and all data
lines are suppressed. Another esc brings

you back to the data line.

Retrieving repetitive terms from a
glossary used to be an involved opera-
tion. You pressed ctrl-G and then the

character designating the word or
phrase. With Apple Writer II. you just

press Open-Apple and the letter

designator.

Commands are for the most part mne-
monic, such as ctrl-s for save, ctrl-l
for load, ctrl-f for find/replace, and
ctrl-c for case change. A few are

not

—

ctrl-o for dos commands, for

example. All are CTRL plus one key
commands. A prompt then appears at

the bottom of the screen asking for a file

name, material to search for, etc. If you
wish to load a file, but you don't remem-
ber its name, enter ? at the prompt. A
disk catalog is displayed followed by the

load prompt. Find the file, enter its

name, and it is loaded into memory.
Do you wish to examine a file without

loading it into main memory? Just enter
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Apple Writer, continued...

the file name followed by a \ and the file

is displayed. Pressing return brings

you back to the original file. This is use-

ful when you want to examine earlier

versions of a file without erasing the file

on which you are working.

Underlining is much easier with Apple

Writer II. In previous versions, you en-

closed the text to be underlined with the

\ character which was available only via

a special key sequence. To underline be-

tween words, another key sequence was
required. Apple Writer II does away with

those complications, since the \ key is

As usual the
documentation is

about the best
around.

now on the Apple He keyboard. For
example, to underline the words Apple
Writer, you enter \ Apple Writer \.

Everything between the two backslashes

is underlined, including spaces. To
underline words only, enter a \ at the

space: \ Apple \ Writer \ would under-

line only the two words, not the space

between them. One other underlining

improvement is that of a variable under-

line token. You may switch the specific

token to whatever you wish. It can be a

\, *, <, or almost any other character

that makes sense to you.

Setting other printing commands is

just as easy. CTRL-P brings you the Print

prompt. Enter a ? and the values are dis-

played on screen. Enter the command
and the value you wish to change. Press

return and you are back in the text

mode. Print values may also be changed
in text.

Suppose you wish to indent a block of

text and have it single-spaced, for a long

quote. Just enter a period followed by
the command and its new value on a

separate line. When you are done, just

enter new values.

Word Processing Language
Included with Apple Writer II are spe-

cial programs written in WPL, Word
Processing Language. This language al-

lows the creation of special programs
which let you create form letters and
mailing lists to do away with repetitive

tasks. Some of the programs included on
disk are a word counter, which counts

the number of words in a specific docu-
ment; a print value program, which aids

in the setting of values for your display

or printer; a spooling program, which
lets you print several texts together; a

form letter creator; and a program to

convert Apple Writer 1. 1 programs to an

Apple Writer II format.

Learning WPL isn't easy, but it can be

done. A complaint about earlier versions

ofApple Writer was that WPL was never

fully explained. For the most part, this

has been cleared up. The people at Ap-
ple have done an excellent job explaining

this sometimes frustrating aspect of Ap-
ple Writer.

Documentation
As usual, the documentation is about

the best around. Apple has listened to

users' complaints and suggestions, and

the result is clear, readable, and any-

thing but boring.

First, Apple split the documentation

into two parts: a manual on Apple Writer

II and a separate manual on WPL. Each
feature of Apple Writer II is explained

carefully with plenty of examples. Each
chapter is designed as a tutorial, and
everything discussed in a particular

chapter is reviewed at chapter's end. If

something didn't sink in the first time,

going over the material at the end

should help.

The manual on WPL is excellent.

WPL is not only explained in clear and
simple language, but instructions on
writing your own WPL programs are

given. Naturally, not every user will take

advantage of this. Not every user needs

to write individual programs. Then
again, it is nice to have this information

handy when you want to try to write

your own WPL program.

What's Missing
There are still a few features missing.

Microjustification of spaces isn't avail-

able, but to me that is a small point. Af-

ter all, microjustification may make text

look good, but it won't improve your

writing! A spelling checker along the

lines ofSpellStar or The Sensible Speller

would be another useful addition. But

these are minor complaints.

I have used many different word
processors, and Apple Writer II is my
favorite by a wide margin. I still don't

like Apple's policy of copy-protecting

the disks. For $195, they should allow

the creation of one or two extra back-

ups. (Apple provides one back-up.)

You only license the software; you
don't purchase it outright. If both disks

become unusable within 90 days of pur-

chase, Apple will provide a new copy.

After that, you are on your own. I

wouldn't be too worried though. I have

gone through three copies of the older

version. Each time, Apple sent a replace-

ment for a small charge. I hope they

continue this service.

Summary
In its latest incarnation, Apple Writer

II is perhaps the best word processor for

the Apple. It uses fully the design

changes in the Apple He, making it one
of the easiest systems to use. Although
learning all its tricks may take a little

time and effort, I think you will be am-
ply rewarded.

Apple Writer II is currently available

as part of the Apple He introductory

package. If you bought your He without

Apple Writer II, seriously consider add-

ing this excellent package to your
library.
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COMPUTER-BASED LEARNING

Edjii-ware
Cej' 06 war) /?.

The first name in learning.

THE SCIENCE OF LEARNING
Professionally designed instruc-

tion in specific academic skills

for ages 4 through adult.

Elementary Mathematics

Introduction to

Counting presents

young children with

the concepts of

numbers, addition,

subtraction, shape

discrimination,

weight, height, and

measurement. Apple, Atari disk

$39. 95. Atari tape $29. 95.

Arithmetic Skills teaches basic

number skills. High resolution

graphics, animation, and sound

effects make counting, addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and divi-

sion interesting. Apple $49.95.

Fractions builds and reinforces

skills in working with fractions. Def-

initions, numerators, denominators,

addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division are explained in small

increments and a learning manager

makes the program flexible to meet

the needs of individual learners.

Apple $49.00.

Compu-Math - Fractions, a

comparable Atari program is also

available. Atari disk $39. 95. Atari

tape $29.95.

Decimals presents addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division,

rounding off, percentage and con-

version as they apply to decimals.

Apple $49.00.

Compu-Math" Decimals, a

comparable Atari program is also

available. Atari disk $39.95. Atari

tape $29.95.

Advanced Mathematics

Algebra, volumes

1 through 6 is a

series of indepen-

dent programs

comprising a first-

|

year course in

algebra. Concepts™ are presented in

four distinct learning styles so that

self-managed learning is encour-

aged. Volumes 1 through 4: Apple,

IBMPC $39.95 each. Volumes 5 and

6 ( sold as a set ): Apple. IBM PC
$49.95.

Language Skills

e-L— ~ Spelling and
- Reading Primer"

<a— uses simple words

I and pictures to in-

A traduce basic read-

I ing and spelling

I skills. Word groups
' cover simple two-

and three-letter words through

difficult multi-syllable words, double

vowels and consonants, and direc-

tions and numbers. Apple $39.95.

Compu Spell " builds spelling skills

in a tutorial format. A system disk-

ette can be used with six different

data diskettes geared to vocabulary

for grades 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and an adult

level containing words commonly

misspelled in business. System

Diskette: Apple $29.95. Data

Diskettes: Apple $19.95 each.

Compu-Read " improves reading

speed, recall, and test-taking skills.

The system adjusts itself to your

learning requirements and provides

detailed information on progress

and reading rates. Apple, Atari disk

$29.95. Atari tape $24.95.

PSAT Word Attack Skills and

SAT Word Attack Skills develop

specific vocabulary skills in defini-

tion, connotation, roots and pre-

fixes, and application. Test-taking

skills required for the Scholastic

Aptitude Tests are sharpened. Apple

$49.00 each.

PSAT/SAT Analogies develops

skills tested in the analogies portion

of college entrance examinations.

Word relationships, meanings, and

achieving under test-taking condi-

tions are stressed. Apple $49. 00.

Introduction to Poetry presents

rhyme and meter in a clear and

simple tutorial format. Definitions

are given on the screen and are

sounded out by your computer. The

program is highly interactive and

easy to operate. Apple $39.95.

Computer Skills

Hands On BASIC"
Programming
combines hand-

holding software

with a 200-page

tutorial that steps

the novice through

beginning BASIC

programming. This complete learn-

ing system won't leave you hanging

with an error message. Special

features allow you to diagnose the

problem and correct your mistake.

Apple $79.00.

DRAGONWARE
Entertaining, colorful, animated

games with lasting educational

value, forages 4 through 10.

Webster, our wise and wonderful

dragon, is your child's compan-

ion in the adventure of computer-

based learning.

Spelling Bee
Games" contains

four fun activities in

which hand/eye co-

ordination, memory
skills, and motor

skills are exercised.

Twenty-two word

lists covering simple two- and three-

letter words through multi-syllable

words provide variety and scope.

Apple, Atari disk $39.95.

Webster's Numbers "
is a magical

place where mosquitoes in mazes,

balloon races, building blocks, and

boxes teach pre-school children the

basics of counting. Apple $39. 95.

INTERACTIVE SIMULATIONS"
Realistic recreations of

real-world adventures where

scientific evaluation yields the

solution.

Rendezvous

makes you the pilot

of a true-to-life

space shuttle. Your

mission is to dock

with an orbiting

space station. Apple,

Atari disk $39.95.

INTERACTIVE FANTASIES"
Science fiction adventure games
that challenge the intellect and

startle the imagination.

Prisoner 2" In

a surrealistic envi-

ronment of mis-

leading clues and

sugar-coated prop-

aganda, you survive

by your wits alone.

I Escape without

divulging the information your cap-

tors desire. Can you escape? Can
you even find the bars? Apple $32. 95.

Atari disk, IBMPC $39.95.

Empire I: World
Builders" Struggle

to tame a gallactk

wilderness and

establish an infant

Empire's first col-

onies. Stand at the

edge of the new
frontier. Apple $32. 95.

I Empire II: Inter-

stellar Sharks"
Dodge the bureau-

cracy and pursue

ultimate success in

a high-tension,

intergallactic entre-

I preneurial arena.

Making it depends on how
well-equipped you are to meet

the onslaught of those in power.

Apple $32.95.

Empire III:

Armageddon" The

end of a once great

Empire now torn by

rebellion, poverty,

corruption, and an

unfeeling authority.

Where do your

loyalties lie? Apple $32.95.

For more information or the

dealer nearest you contact:

EduWare Services, Inc.

28035 Dorothy Drive

PC* Box 22222

Agoura Hills, California 91301

213/706-0661
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Wefve gota hitonthe charts.
One picture is worth a

thousand words.Or numbers.

Now there's a simple way to

transform pages and pages of

business data into a single,

dramatic format.

Introducing DR Graph™— high

quality business graphics soft-

ware from Digital Research™ It

lets you create impressive

business charts, graphs, or any
combination of both— quickly

and easily. You can even build

graphs from electronic spread-

sheets such as VisiCalc* and
SuperCalc™

See what you're creating,

instantly.

Think of it as painting by
numbers. BecauseDR Graph actu-

ally lets you create your graph

step-by-step.

First, enter the data you wish
illustrated. Then just choose from

the menu, hit a key, and take a

quick look at what you've created
— instantly.

Make your axes thick, your
border lines thin. Go with solid,

or broken grid lines. Add color

when and wherever you please

for all your special reports. It's

easy to experiment until the

graph format is perfect. Then DR
Graph can print it, plot it, or

store it for future use.

You get the versatility

you need.

DR Graph lets you convert

business data into dozens of

Combine bar and line graphs with a simple
keystroke.

Tap a key and vertical bars turn horizontal.

personalized choices. Do you like

your bars vertical or horizontal,

stacked or clustered? How about

adding line curves to your bar

graph? Or special labels on the

axis? With DR Graph, you've

got it. All with the simple stroke

of a key. DR Graph even displays

up to four different graphs on a

single page.

Mix words with your pictures.

DR Graph lets you write

comments on your graphs, too.

You not only control the size

and color of the type, but also

have four different typestyles to

choose from. Write your own
legends and titles. Or add addi-

tional text right onto the graph—
exactly where you want it.

Plus, its 8 color and 6 pattern fills

provide customized highlighting.

So, your presentation graphs

will be as professional as you are.

All the business graphics

you'll ever need, ready to roll.

DR Graph works with today's

leading microcomputers, as well

as with a wide range of printers

and plotters. All you need is

Digital Research's GSX™ graphics

enhancement for your computer's

operating system. Contact your
computer manufacturer, or stop

by the CP/M Library™ at your
computer shop for an eye-

opening demonstration. Call

800-227-1617, ext. 400 (in Cali-

fornia 800-772-3545, ext. 400)
for a free, full-color brochure.

Coming soon! CP/M '83 East in Boston,

September 29-October 1m
DIGITAL

RESEARCH
The best of everything in business graphics.

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp. SuperCalc is a trademark of SORC1M Corporation.
The logo, tagline, DR Graph, GSX and CP/M Library are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. C 1983 Digital Research Inc.
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Our Readers Use More Software
Did you know that nearly 90% of the readers of Creative

Computing use a computer regularly, and that the average

reader has $4230 invested in his personal system? Of this, $647

is in software. Moreover, our average reader plans to spend an

additional $530 on software in the coming 12 months.

Nearly 88% of our readers buy off-the-shelf software for

their personal use. For what? For everything! Games are used

by 62% of our readers; word processing, 53%; languages other

than Basic, 32%; storing and analyzing data, 22%; simulations

and models, 17%; household accounting, 17%; education, 16%;

graphics, 15%; communications, 15%; and scores of others.

At work, 43% of our readers use their computers for infor-

mation storage and retrieval, 38% for word processing, 34% for

education, 22% for modelling and forecasting, 17% for data

communications, and 12% for accounting.

The average Creative Computing reader is college educated,

37 years old, has a household income of $43,840 and uses his

computer on a daily basis.

So if you have a great software product to sell and want to

reach nearly a third of a million qualified buyers, you should

be advertising in Creative Computing.

creative computing



System Saver
The most important peripheral for your Apple n and lie.

i

For Line Surge Suppression

The SYSTEM SAVER provides es-

sential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges

and spikes.

SYSTEM SAVER / /
APPLE II /

T

By connecting the Apple II

power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways: 1) Dangerous voltage spikes

are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts

RMS/175 Volts dc level. 2) High fre-

quency noise is smoothed out be-

fore reaching the AppleH A PI type

filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of

30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with

a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

For Cooling

As soon as you add 80 columns or

more memory to your Apple n you
need SYSTEM SAVER.

Today's advanced peripheral

cards generate more heat. In addi-

tion, the cards block any natural air

flow through the Apple II creating

high temperature conditions that

substantially reduce the life of the

cards and the computer itself.

For Operating Efficiency

SYSTEM SAVER contains two
switched power outlets. As shown
in the diagram, the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your

system so that one convenient,

front mounted i

power switch I,
controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple II,

monitor and printer.

Available in 220/240 Volt 50 Hz

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor-

rect cooling. An efficient, quiet fan

draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

The heavy duty switch has a

pilot light to alert when system is

on You'll never use the Apple power

switch again!

Easy Installation

Just clips on.

No mounting or

hardware required.

Color matched
to Apple n.

MTENTPCNOMG

Compatible with Apple Stand

$89.95 at your local dealer or order direct

by phone or mail.

For phone or mail orders include $2 50 for

handling New York State residents add sales

tax VISA and MASTERCARD accepted

Dealer inquiries invited

Kensington Microware Ltd

919 Third Avenue, New York MY 10022

(212) 486-7707 Telex: 236200 KEN UP

. KENSINGTON
J MICROWARE

C.RCLE 203 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Getting An Early Start

Educational Programs
For The

Very Young

If you are the parent of a young child

and also the owner of a personal com-
puter, you are in an excellent position to

give your child a painless and entertaining

introduction to reading, writing, and num-
bers—and to using a computer.

The trick is to find software that is easy

for a child to use successfully, that will

not put so much pressure on your little

one that he becomes discouraged.

Perhaps even more difficult is finding

software that teaches skills that are worth

having and that do it in a consistent,

entertaining manner.
The packages reviewed here are, in my

opinion, worthwhile on all counts. Let's

start with programs suitable for the very

young.

Early Games For
Young Children

The first is John Paulson's Early Games
for Young Children released by Counter-

point Software. This set of games allows

very young children to approach the corn-

Brian J. Murphy.
06430.

133 Post Rd.. Fairfield. CT

Brian J. Murphy

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Early Games for Young
Children

Type: Math and Language learning

games

System: 48K Apple II, II Plus;

disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Good games for the very

young making their very

first approach to a

computer.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Counterpoint Software Inc.

Suite 140 Shelard Plaza North

Minneapolis. MN 55426

puter in a relaxed, low pressure atmos-

phere. The emphasis is on enjoyment.

Nine games are available in the Apple
II version we examined: Match Numbers,
Match Letters, Count, Add. Subtract,

Alphabet, Names, Draw, and Compare
Shapes. The programs are selected from
a low-res graphics "picture menu." All

the child has to do is hit the spacebar

when a picture of the game he wants to

play comes on screen.

The game that a young child will prob-

ably find most entertaining is Draw. In

this game the child can place low-

resolution graphics shapes on the screen

just by pressing single keys on the key-

board. Some keys draw horizontal lines,

others vertical and diagonal. The colors

are changed by strokes of the spacebar.

For the very young user, help and
encouragement from Mom or Dad will

make this game more rewarding. Hint:

Don't expect your baby to draw neat little

pictures of houses and trees the first time

out—or ever, for that matter. Remember,
this is supposed to be entertainment. En-

courage your child to doodle, to enjoy

the colors and shapes that appear on
screen.

If your child is especially happy with

his artwork, use the save feature to record

Early Games for Young Children

October 1983 c Creative Computing
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Educational Games, continued...

the picture to the program disk. This will

not only preserve your youngster's master-

piece but will also reinforce his positive

feelings about himself— especially if it is

you who suggests saving the picture.

Compare Shapes
In the Compare Shapes game, graphics

are once again used to good advantage,
this time to help the child to develop
skills in evaluating visual information and
drawing conclusions from it. The child is

confronted with four shapes numbered 1

through 4. The idea of the game is to key
in the number of the shape which differs

from the other three. Again, parents will

have to help very young children, but
most should catch on quickly. Basic

visual, problem solving, and analytic skills

are emphasized here.

Match Numbers And Match Letters

Two more entertaining and useful

games on this disk are Match Numbers
and Match Letters. In these games the

child is shown a large number or letter

drawn on the low-res screen. To play, he
simply keys in the character which
matches the display on the screen. That
is the whole game, and for the purposes
of entertainment for a preschooler, it is

fine.

For learning purposes, the child is

given practice using the computer key-

board and a chance to become familiar

with the symbols on it.

On the minus side, it must be observed
that there is no counting involved with

the numbers and no phonetics included

with the letters. Mom and Dad must
supply this supplementary material, but it

is well worth the effort, of course, since

the child will probably show an early

eagerness to know what these symbols
are all about. Take advantage of that

opportunity.

Add and Subtract

Add and Subtract, the arithmetic
games, are not as well thought out as the

other games on this disk and may be a
little frustrating for a preschooler. Add
and Subtract presuppose skills in under-
standing numbers that are more typical

of Kindergarten and Grade 1 students
than preschoolers. To succeed with these

games requires that your preschooler
have some arithmetic tutoring at home.
On the low-res screen, the child sees

several blocks and an add or subtract

function symbol followed by more blocks
representing the number to be added or
subtracted. This is what teachers call a
problem in whole numbers— the level on
which a child first understands the con-
cept of quantities. If the problem were to

be kept on a whole number basis, the

child would solve the problem in terms of

graphics— by drawing or erasing blocks.
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That is not the case in these games. To
solve the problem the child must follow

several steps. First he must translate the

purely graphic information he sees on
screen into verbal form (three plus two),

then make the leap from verbal language
to symbolic language (3 + 2), perform
the arithmetic, then select the correct

numeric character on the computer key-

board to respond correctly.

As the child plays,

the screen fills with
lines, angles,
and boxes.

Making these conversions is no chal-

lenge to a grownup; adults make the

transitions from whole numbers to verbal

expressions to symbols instantaneously

and without conscious effort. But for a

preschooler, with at best a shaky under-
standing of whole numbers, these games
could prove frustrating without adequate
preparation and adult involvement.

These are not good "first games" for a

very young child. If the correct responses

could have been made by adding or sub-

tracting blocks on the graphics screen,

thus keeping things on a whole number
basis, the Add and Subtract games would
have been much more appropriate—and
valuable.

Counting
In Counting the child is shown a num-

ber of blocks and must choose the number
symbol on the computer keyboard which
correctly describes the quantity on
screen. The arithmetic function of Add
and Subtract is not included, making the

game a little easier. What is required is

counting out and, again, the transition

from whole numbers to verbal expressions

and then to symbols.

The support of an adult is again crucial

for the games to be of real benefit. Other-

wise the child will simply hunt and peck
across the keyboard looking for the cor-

rect response until he stumbles across it.

That is neither entertainment nor
education.

Names
Names is an entertaining game which

uses a child's inborn fascination with him-
self to provide the motivation. The child

types in his name and is then asked to

spell it, providing practice in typing. A
correct response is rewarded with a jazzy

low-res graphics recapitulation of the spel-

ling. The routine ends with the child

keying in his name again for the same
reward. If a more intense learning ex-

perience is desired, parents can help chil-

dren to sound out the names as they are

keyed in and as the program spells them

on screen.

Alphabet
Alphabet is a cute little routine which

efficiently and painlessly performs the

task of teaching the alphabet. The game
starts with a big, low-res A and waits for

the child to key in the next letter in the

alphabet. As long as the child makes
correct responses, the progression of

graphics letters proceeds uninterrupted.

If the child makes a mistake, the alphabet

up to the point of the error is reca-

pitulated in the text window at the bottom
of the screen. This gives the child a

chance to sing his ABC song and figure

out what the next letter must be. This is a

nicely thought out, entertaining and
simple game that should easily hold the

interest of a child.

Early Games Music
Early Games Music is a companion

program package which is designed to

give preschoolers their first introduction

to music through the medium of enjoyable

games. As with the learning games on the

previous disk, the child can select the

various programs in the package from a

picture menu.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Early Games Music

Type: Music learning games

System: 48K Apple II, II Plus;

disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Games for preschoolers

well designed to foster an
early interest in music.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Counterpoint Software Inc.

Suite 140 Shelard Plaza North

Minneapolis, MN 55426

One of the programs. Kaleidoscope,

should prove popular with young users.

For each stroke of a number key a musical

note is played and a graphics shape ap-

pears on the low-res color screen. As the

child plays, the screen fills with lines,

angles, and boxes. This game provides a

good "hook" for the more serious acti-

vities available on the disk.

In Guido's Quiz (named after the

eleventh century monk who named the

notes of the musical scale) the screen

displays piano keyboard, a bass clef, or a
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An introduction to the
modern artofprogramming

using the ancientart
ofdrawing. ^^^oDELTA DRAWING'" Learning Program lets

kids enjoy drawing and coloring while they learn

computer programming concepts. Even kids

who have never used a computer before can
learn to write simple programs and develop an
understanding of procedural thinking. It's

easy, clear, and fun!

With DELTA DRAWING you use single-key

commands to create a picture.

Press "D" to draw; press "R" to

move right. And, as you draw,
DELTA DRAWING keeps track of

every command 5o you can
easily switch from your picture

to the list of commands

(a program!) that you've used to

draw it. You begin by drawing pic-

tures that produce computer pro-

grams, but soon you can learn to

write programs that draw pictures

DELTA DRAWING lets you save
your pictures and programs on a disk or cassette
And you can print your drawings on a printer with

graphics capability.

DELTA DRAWING Learning Program is available

on disk for IBM* and Apple* computers, and on
cartridge for Atari* and Commodore 64'"

computers.
Look for DELTA DRAWING at your local

software retailer.

SP0WWCER
We make learning fun.

Apple. IBM and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. lfK . International Business Machines Corp and Atari, inc respectively Commodore 64 is a trademark
of Commodore Electronics Limited DCUA DRAWiMQ Learning Program is a trademark of 5p»nnaker Software Corp
c 1985. 5pmnaker Software Corp All rights reserved



Educational Games, continued.

Alphabet Beasts and Co. Learning About Numbers

treble clef, as you prefer, with all the

notes named (the scale of musical notes,

by the way, is named by single letters

from A to G). As the program runs, a

note disappears and a matching tone is

played on the speaker. The child must
strike the appropriate letter key on the

keyboard to respond correctly.

At first glance this does not seem like

an especially challenging game. But con-

sider the age of the children for whom it

is designed and the likelihood that this is

the first exposure they have had to key-

boards and written music. It is then that

the value of this gentle, no-pressure ap-

proach becomes easy to understand. This

is a musical activity the child can succeed
at and enjoy; it makes music fun and
introduces concepts that will be valuable

later on, especially if the child is to play

an instrument.

The Perform/Record/Playback pro-

gram allows the child to key in melodies
at random. As the child keys in the music,

the results are displayed on the video

keyboard, treble clef, or bass clef, as the

child wishes. This visual activity is eye-

catching and helps to reinforce the con-

cept that the tones the child is hearing

have their counterparts on the keyboard
and in written music.

If the child wishes, the music can be
saved to the program disk and played

back. As with the graphics save feature in

the learning programs, your encourage-
ment as a parent to the child to save his

musical masterworks will help to enhance
this positive learning experience.

Children are susceptible to the urge to

make melodies, and the Early Games
Music program offers a way for a beginner

to try, with the Melody Tutor. This pro-

gram plays like a Simon Says game. The
notes played by the computer speaker
are also displayed on the screen (in num-
ber form instead of letter form, unfortu-
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nately, but it is the only logical way to use

the full range of notes provided in the

program).

After the music plays and the notes are

displayed, the program pauses to allow

the child to imitate the sequence from
the keyboard. If the child makes a mis-

take, the program replays the music and
allows for a second try. This program
really isn't a valid preparation for instru-

ment playing; it simply gives the child an
opportunity to play a recognizable tune,

which of itself is a wonderful reinforce-

ment of his interest in music.

The idea with the Early Games pro-

gram packages is to provide very young
children with first experiences at the com-
puter keyboard that will entertain and
teach. The packages succeed in that re-

spect; they are a good introduction to the

computer and to the subjects they teach

for a preschooler.

Alphabet Beasts
and Co.
When we all learned our alphabet, we

learned it in pretty much the same way,

by singing the alphabet song and having

books read to us proclaiming, "A is for

Apple, B is for Ball," and so forth. But did

you ever imagine that B would stand for

Baba Yaga the witch, I for Icarus, or D
for Dragon?
Alphabet Beasts and Co. by Software

Productions is not just an alphabet pri-

mer; it is an exotic collection of elves,

mythical beasts, and characters from
legend portrayed in some of the very

finest hi-res color graphics ever concocted
for an educational software package.

The disk is easy to use. After the initial

boot, you simply select a letter, hoist your
three-year-old onto your lap, and watch
the colorful alphabet show unfold. Each

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Alphabet Beasts & Co.

Type: Alphabet, numbers primer

System: 48K Apple II, II Plus, He;
disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft, Machine
language

Summary: Superb graphics, inventive

approach make this a great

tool to teach letters and
numbers.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Software Productions

2357 Southway Dr.

P.O. Box 21341

Columbus, OH 43221

time a letter is pressed, a little presen-

tation appears on screen. First, there ap-

pears a hi-res illustration, then a little

verse in which the subject letter appears.

Here are two of the verses:

My new ROBOT, her name 's Rose
I taught her all

The games she knows!
R is for ROBOT.

In a hut upon chicken feet
BABA YAGA the witch

Struts down the street.

Bis for BABA YAGA.

These verses are, of course, meant to

be read aloud to the child. For a beginning

reader they are a good medium for prac-

tice in phonics— sounding out the words.

Several of the verses repeat the sound of

the letter over and over, giving you the
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Computersarecreatingjobs
fornri-trainedpeople

IF YOU'RE SERIOUSABOUT
MAKING MONEY IN
MICROCOMPUTERS,
NRI IS SERIOUSABOUT
SHOWING YOU HOW.
The U.S. Department of Labor

projects job openings for quali-

fied computer technicians will

soon double. International /

Resource Development, lnc. t/

estimates a 600% increase

in these jobs in a decade.

And most of these will be new
jobs, created by the expanding

role of computers.

NEVER HAS THERE BEENA
FASTER-GROWING FIELD

OF TECHNOLOGY.
Many people are afraid of

losing their jobs to computers,

but thousands of jobs will be cre-

ated for those who are prepared

to meet the challenge.

With NRI training, you'll be
prepared. You can have a profit-

able, exciting future as an expert

_^^^a^L. who can handle

the opera-
tional, pro-

gramming
I tech-

Your NRI count wttt Include the new 7WS 80 Model 4
with Dish Drive or the TWS 80 Color Computer with

NRI Computer Access Card...plus a professional LCD
multimeter. NRI Discovery Lab and hundred* of dem-
onstrations and experiments. It's all your* to keep.

nical aspects of all kinds of micro-

computers and microprocessors.

LEARN IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
NRI trains you in your own

home, at your convenience...no
classroom schedules to meet, no
need to quit your job. As a class

of one with complete course
materials and the backing of a

staff of professional electronics

instructors, you'll get extraordi-

nary hands-on training on the

atest, most popular microcom-
puter: the new TRS-80™ Model
4 with Disk Drive. Designed to

perform diverse personal and
business functions and accept

more software, the TRS-80 is

yours to keep.

LEARNHOW
TO USE,

% PROGRAM
AND SERVICE
STATE-OF-
THE-ART
MICRO-

COMPUTERS.
Through

your carefully

designed NRI
course, you'll

get a wealth
of practical

TRS^Oisatredemark ofthe Radio
Shack division of Tandy Corp.

experience. Vbu'll build circuits...

from the simplest to the most
advanced...with your NRI Discov-

m ery Lab.® You'll use a profes-

1 sional 4-function LCD digital
' multimeter for analysis and
troubleshooting. With NRI

I training you'll explore your
"computer's registers, mem-
ory and input-output ports.

You'll even write programs
to control the circuits you've

designed and built. Mxi'll per-

form hundreds of challenging

experiments, always backed
by a full-time faculty ready

to help you personally.

When your NRI training

is complete, you'll be a computer
technician, ready for your first

job— servicing, testing or pro-

gramming all types of microcom-
puters— in a rewarding and chal-

lenging new career.

THE CATALOG IS FREE.
THE TRAINING IS PRICELESS.

Send the coupon today
for your FREE 104-page catalog.

It's a valuable guide to oppor-
tunities and training in the high-

tech revolution. You'll see how
easily you become part of the

growing high-tech world of

microcomputers.
If the coupon has been re-

moved, please write to us today.

NRI School of Electronics

McGraw-Hill Continuing
Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC. 20016' foil

We'll give you tomorrow.

I The catalog Is free.

The training Is priceless.

. Please check tor one free catalog only
I O Industrial Electronics
1 D Computer Electronics including

I

career course* ap-
proved under Gl bill

Check tor details

Microcom outers
D Color TV, Audio, and Video System

Servicing
D Electronics Design Technology

175-103

D Digital Electronics
Communications Electronics
• FCC Licenses • Mobile • CB
e Aircraft • Marine

D Basic Electronics
D Small Engine Servicing
D Appliance Servicing
D Automotive Servicing
D Auto Air Conditioning

Air Conditioning, Heating,
Refrigeration & Solar Techn

D Building Construction

Name Age

Street

City/State/Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council



Educational Games, continued...

opportunity to emphasize the phonic

value of the letter.

Here is an example for the letter M. a

verse in which five of the words begin

with that letter, giving you multiple op-

portunities to read and emphasize the M
sound for your child.

At this very moment
Magic will be made
Bv Merlin the MAGICIAN.
Mis for MAGICIAN

In connection with the opportunities

for phonics practice, the program offers

an ingenious animation of block printing

for each letter in the text area under the

individual illustrations. Three ruled lines

are displayed to the bottom left of the

screen, simulating ruled composition
paper. Each letter chosen is drawn on
that space, in just the manner a child

would be taught in school. The child,

having seen the picture and heard the

verse read aloud, enters the appropriate

letter from the keyboard, which begins

the letter drawing process, complete with

entertaining sound effects.

Watching this animation, a child might

be easily motivated to take up the chal-

lenge and attempt to draw the letter him-

self. At that point you run to wherever

you keep your papers and pencils and let

your child have a go at it. Be patient and
helpful as the child makes his first efforts:

after all. what we are talking about is a

head start in reading and writing.

One of the most delightful aspects of

the program is the subject matter for the

alphabet primer. A clever parent can use

the subject matter of mythical monsters,

elves, characters from Greek mythology,

and all the other myriad magical manifes-

tations as a departure point for many a

fine session of storytelling and read-

aloud.

Used with imagination, this program
can be not just an introduction to the

alphabet, but to the entire world of read-

ing. The pictures are so beautifully exe-

cuted and the subject matter so imagin-

ative, that a child almost has to want to

know more about them. That is your cue
to bring out the appropriate storybook

for a read aloud, read along session.

Number Tutor
Alphabet Beasts and Co. also includes

a number tutor. All you have to do to

access the numbers at any time in the

program is to press one of the number
keys. A fascinating little sequence which
depicts the number in counting, verbal

form, and numeric symbol will ensue.

First, the name of the number is written

in block letters in an animation at the

bottom of the screen. The Arabic number
symbol is then written alongside the ver-

bal expression. Then, in the graphics
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screen above, an animated fire-breathing

dragon appears to create a picture of a

dragon (or dragons) bent into the shape

of the number symbol. Finally, one at a

time, little dragons appear to the right of

the graphics screen until the appropriate

number is reached.

This number sequence not only intro-

duces the three major ways of expressing

a numeric value (whole number, verbal

expression, numeric symbol), it also pro-

vides counting practice and, most im-

portantly, the entertainment to sustain

the interest of the child.

Rounding out this package is a cute

game called Creature Features in which

the child can create, on the hi-res graphics

screen, creatures combining the various

parts of a dragon, an alien, a genie, and a

little boy. Once the creature is created,

the program projects the figure into one
of a number of settings, including a city

landscape, the moon, a sidewalk by a

schoolbus and— my favorite— at the din-

ner table to the astonishment of a typical

mom and dad. There are 256 different

combinations of monsters the child can
make, which promises that the program
will have the power to entertain and stim-

ulate your youngster's imagination for

extended periods.

Alphabet Beasts and Co. embodies all

of the most important virtues one expects

in educational software for the home. It

has great graphics, it is well thought out,

it is entertaining for children and for their

parents, it stimulates the imagination, it is

rich in subject matter; and it is easy to

use. It also costs much less ($29.95) than

many educational programs we have seen

which attempt to teach the same material

but which do not offer the same high

level of beauty in graphics or imagination

in overall design. Alphabet Beasts should

find an honored place in the software

libraries of many a home and school.

Learning About
Numbers
Too many of the programs designed to

assist in teaching elementary arithmetic

are very well-intentioned and very clever

without being well thought out or com-
prehensive. Learning About Numbers is

an important exception to this trend.

Learning About Numbers is a math
education program suitable for grades K
through 3 from C & C Software. It is well

designed as a game for very young chil-

dren and as a tool for teaching the most

basic concepts about numbers.

Let's Count
The simplest program in this package

is Let's Count, a wonderful first intro-

duction to numbers. In this game the child

learns to count recognizable objects such

as flowers, houses, and cars. At the

simplest levels of the game, the activity is

restricted to counting the objects on the

screen. With each right answer the stu-

dent gets, a happy face appears on the

screen to reinforce the feeling of success

and to inspire continued play.

As the student demonstrates pro-

ficiency in answering the problems (90%

correct answers) the difficulty level in-

creases. At this point the items to be

counted are grouped in sets, with boxes

drawn around each set to emphasize the

groupings. This instruction in sets is an

important preparation for the develop-

ment of skills in addition and subtraction,

and is an indication of the planning evi-

dent in this package.

Addition is phased into the game, using

the sets. A typical addition problem in

this set format works like this: First, a

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Learning About Numbers
Vol. 1

Type: Counting, arithmetic tutor

System: 48K Apple II. II Plus. He;

disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft, machine
language

Summary: An intelligent methodical

language approach to

teaching counting that

will engage and keep the

interest of children.

Price: $40

Manufacturer:

C & C Software
5713 Kentford Circle

Withita, KS 67220

box with three flowers is displayed on the

screen. The child counts the flowers and

types a 3. A second box appears on the

screen, this time with two flowers. The
child counts, then types a 2. A box with

five flowers is then shown, and the student

counts the result and enters the correct

number, 5, from the keyboard.

In this exercise the child has had prac-

tice in counting and exposure to the whole

number approach to addition. He also

benefits from the graphics which illustrate

the processes of counting and addition

for better understanding.

To make this exercise work, teacher

supervision is crucial, especially for

children using the program for the first

time. The child will need guidance to

understand that the number of objects on

the screen, the verbal counting he must

do to tally them, and the number symbol

he must key in are related. Once that

level of comprehension is reached, the
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Using Your Brain Is Fun
When You're Playing Quizagon!
Knowledge, strategy, luck . . .all

are part of mastering this exciting,

new type ofgame!

Over 6,000 questions explore

and expand what you know about
science, sports, entertainment
and potpourri.

/Mailable for the IBM PC, Apple II, Commodore 64, and VIC-20 computers
For the name of your nearest dealer call 800-328-1223

It's a family game. Its a party

game. Its a game for people who
want to challenge
their minds.

CMMLtH25j£
up**

counterpoint software, inc.
4005 west sixty-fifth street • minneapolis, mn 55435
[612] 926-7388 • C800] 328-1223



Educational Games, continued.

StickybearABC

child will find it easy to select the program
from the picture menu and practice with

it on his own.

Arithmetic Fun
The next level of math skills is repre-

sented in the Arithmetic Fun program for

addition and subtraction. In this game,
the child deals strictly with numeric char-

acters. Reinforcement is provided by a

rather interesting collection of hi-res

graphics characters: a little prince locked

in a dungeon, the troll digging his way to

the dungeon to carry him off, and the

little heroine trying to get to the dungeon
to rescue the prince.

The child can choose to help either the

troll or the heroine; each correct response

brings his chosen character closer to the

goal. This is a game that should easily

hold the attention of children from grades
K through 2.

As the child practices with this game,
and as the number of correct responses

increases, the skill level increases. There
are nine levels of difficulty in all. At the

first level, the first number added is from
1 to 3, the second from 1 to 2. If the child

progresses to level 9, numbers to 9 are

used, as are multiples of 10. (In fact,

multiples of ten begin to appear at skill

level 4.)

The same prince-troll-heroine game for-

mat is used for the Arithmetic Fun multi-

plication game. In this game the skill

levels begin with the multiplication or
division of numbers from 1 to 3 by num-
bers ranging from 1 to 2. At the highest

skill level, the numbers are from to 9.

Multiples of 10 appear in Level 3. Using

the Educational Management routines

provided in the package, the teacher can
set time limits, ranging from 1 to 15 sec-

onds, for the responses in these games.
The teacher can also opt for no time
restrictions at all.

Let's TeU Time
The final program on the disk is Let's

Tell Time. On the graphics screen appear
a clock face and a digital watch. Using

the arrow keys, the child must move the

hands on the clock face until they match
the time displayed on the digital watch.

Again, the difficulty of the problems
posed is graded by skill level.

Each correct response
brings his chosen
character closer

to the goal.

At the lowest skill level, the child must
move the minute hand only five or ten

minutes and the time shown is always on
the hour. As the difficulty level increases,

he must move the minute hand farther to

half and quarter hour settings. At the

fifth of the nine levels, some of the num-
bers on the clock face disappear, leaving

12, 3, 6, and 9 only. At the highest level of

difficulty the times can be at any of the

12 five-minute intervals on the clock

face.

In the Management program, there are

several routines which assist the teacher

in monitoring the progress of the student

and in customizing the games to meet the

needs of individual students or the class

as a whole.

One of the options available includes

keeping a roster of the students using the

program. The roster tallies the number of

program runs made by the student, the

number of right answers, and the number
of answers right on the first try. The
teacher can erase the scores or change
names on the roster as desired.

The Management program also allows

Stickybear Numbers

the teacher to create a list of exclusive

users, to turn graphics reinforcements and

sound effects on or off, and to establish

the requirements for advancement to

higher skill levels within the arithmetic

and counting games.
This program is extremely well thought

out, both as entertainment to maintain

the interest of children in learning and as

a methodical and effective classroom aid.

Stickybear
Smokey the Bear, Yogi Bear, Padding-

ton Bear, and Winnie the Pooh had better

watch out. The computer era has given

birth to the bear of the future, Xerox/

Weekly Reader's Stickybear. He is the

hero of some of the most polished edu-

cational software ever created for the

Apple II.

More precisely, Stickybear is the

central character of Stickybear Numbers,

Stickybear ABC. and Stickybear Bop,

software packages that not only educate

as they entertain but do both exception-

ally well. Stickybear and his family are

the creations of children's illustrator Rich-

ard Hefter, realized in high-resolution

color graphics. In Stickybear ABC
Hefter's cast of characters helps to illus-

trate the alphabet using animation and
sound effects creatively.

For once, the old cliche is valid: This

program is so simple a child can figure it

out. All you have to do is slip the disk

into your drive, boot it up, and turn the

keyboard over to your preschooler. Any
letter he hits on the board will result in an

animated graphic of an object that begins

with that letter. If he keys W, he may see

a windmill, or watch and listen as Sticky-

bear blows a whistle. Hitting Q may result

in a picture of a stately queen marching

by, or a view of Stickybear sleeping snugly

under a quilt.
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YOU DAMAGE YOUR COMPUTER,

PLUG ITIN RIGHT.
INTRODUCING THE WIRE TREE
AC SURGE PROTECTOR,
FROMNETWORX.

Power surges and voltage
spikes. Their causes can be as
simple as someone opening
your refrigerator, or running a
power tool, or switching on a
fluorescent light.

But their results can be
devastating. They can wipe
out your computer's memory
Even damage its sensitive cir-

cuits.

That's why smart computer
users protect their —
personal computers a.

by plugging them f
'

into The Wire Tree from *

Networx.
Vottoge
surge en-
ters The
Wire Tree

Constant
power out-
put

R F inter

ference
enters The
Wire Tree

The Wire Tree has four out-
lets and provides power surge
protection that conforms to

IEEE guidelines.
It comes with a bracket to

mount underneath your desk
or table and has a unique
cable support feature which
organizes your system's power
cords into a neat bundle and
moves them out of your way
And it lets you control system
power from a single illumi-

nated on/off switch.
You've invested a lot of time and

money in your computer
system. Protect that in-

_ - vestment with The Wire
Tree. Ask for one at your

J local computer store.
Filtered

power out-

put

htobcskh

Networx. Brooklyn. NY 11237 (212)8217566
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THE COMPUTER WITH THE STORY!

THE $1299.00 PIED PIPER™ STORY:
• AN INCREDIBLE 1 MEGABYTE OF FLOPPY DISK STORAGE CAPACITY!
• STANDARD 64K MEMORY - No need to buy extra memory boards
• FULL SIZED TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD
• PLUS AN ADVANCED SOFTWARE PACKAGE - Including the CP/M

"

operating system and business applications programs!

And it's portable! Weighing only 12V2 pounds, the PIED PIPER™ goes where you go.

The PIED PIPER' M computer is the total system solution you've been waiting for!

Combining value and performance in an attractive portable carrying case, the PIED PIPER
complements your busy lifestyle. No other microcomputer offers more value for the money.

Remember the pied piper™ what a Story!!!

Contact vour local de.i

STM Electronics Coporation. 52s Middlefield (?oad. Suite 150.
Memo Park. CA 94025 (415) 526-6226
PIED PIPER is a trademark of Semi-Tech Microelectronics Corp
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
Video monitor must be purchased separately
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Educational Games, continued...

Even for an adult, the temptation to go
through the entire selection of 52 graphics
is virtually irresistible. Any parent testing

this package in a computer store will

hardly be able to wait to bring it home to

try it out on Junior. They never made
ABC books like this when we were little.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Sticky hear ABC
Type: Educational

Systems: 48K Apple II or Apple III in

emulation mode.

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Outstanding ABC primer
with great graphics.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Xerox Education Publications

/Weekly Reader
245 Long Hill Rd.
Middletown. CT 06457

In addition to the disk, the package
comes with an entertaining hardcover
children's book by Hefter, "The Straw-

berry Look Book." This is not an ABC
primer but a little vocabulary builder. The
Stickybear family goes shopping in town,

and the book illustrates and names all the

things they see. Having been made re-

ceptive to the Stickybears by the program,
a primary grade youngster should be
ready for more of their adventures, and
quite receptive to Mom or Dad reading

the Look Book aloud or reading it on his

own.
Further support and reinforcement

comes in the package in the form of

colorful Stickybear stickers which can
decorate lunchboxes, toychests, etc. and
a Stickybear ABC poster, suitable for

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Stickybear Numbers

Type: Educational

Systems: 48K Apple II or Apple III

in emulation mode

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Super program for learning

counting and numbers with

wonderful graphics.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Xerox Education Publications

/Weekly Reader
245 Long Hill Rd.
Middletown. CT 06457

You see spinning hats, ice cream sun-

daes, Stickybears emerging from win-

dows, airplanes, spaceships, furiously re-

volving planets, flying birds, stars, fish,

boats, and so on. This apparently random
use of shapes and picture formats makes
Numbers even more exciting for a young-
ster than the ABC program. Of more
value is the way that these shapes are
animated. They are placed on the screen
one by one to introduce and reinforce
the concepts of counting.

As with the ABC program, there are

display at home or in the classroom.

Stickybear Numbers
Equally handsome is the Stickybear

Numbers package. It boots as easily as

the alphabet program and operates sim-

ilarly. The youngster simply selects a num-
ber and sees it illustrated in color graphics
and sound. The major difference is that

there are more shapes and picture formats
to illustrate the numbers than in the ABC
program offers for letters.

IFYOU'D RATHER BE SAILING,
TRY SAMS
Now you can sail all-year round, without ever leaving the comforts
of your home with Sams BERMUDA RACE—the new sailing
software program for your Apple computer. BERMUDA
RACE is the ultimate test for any sailing enthusiast, novice or ex-

Sert. So whether you race done or against a competitor, you may
e surprised to find out how good a sailor you really are.

Or aren't. Either way, you're sure to enjoy the
challenge and excitement of Sams BERMUDA

RACE. To order or to get the name of your
local software dealer, call 800-428-3696 or
317-298-5566. And ask for Operator 437.

Offer good in USA only

and expires 2/29/64
Pnees subject to

change without notice.
In Canada, contact

Lenbrook Electronics,
Markham, Ontario

L3R 1H2.
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Educational Games, continued.

Stickybear Bop

supporting materials, including a color

poster, stickers, and a hardcover book,

"One Bear, Two Bears" in the package.

The book serves the same purpose as the

program: it introduces counting and ad-

dition and subtraction concepts at the

most basic level. Again, this is a book
that can be read aloud or read alone by

the child. Interest is almost assured if the

child is primed by a session on the

computer.

Stickybear Bop
After a busy session with ABC and

Numbers, parent and child deserve some
recreation, and what better way to get it

than by enjoying a session of Stickybear

Bop, a pleasingly non-violent arcade game
which Mom and Dad are as likely as their

very small children to enjoy.

There are six rounds in the game, each
with its own set of rules and requirements.

You control a teetertotter board using

single key commands or a paddle or joy-

stick. When you key 1 or press the paddle

button, the board tosses a ball at one of

the moving targets. In the various rounds
you shoot at planets, stars, ducks, mem-
bers of the Stickybear family, and so forth.

Ten misses and you are out of the game.
In round one you aim at a shooting

gallery full of targets; hit one with your
ball and the target disappears in a puff of

smoke superimposed by the legend BOP!
It is comic and cute.

In later rounds you aim at objects jug-

gled by Mr. and Mrs. Stickybear and at a

pair of little birds which try to steal the

little white balls you need to play with. In

118
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Stickybear Bop

Type: Arcade game

Systems: 48K Apple or Apple III in

emulation mode

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Very entertaining multi-

level arcade game for

all ages.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Xerox Education Publications

/Weekly Reader
245 Long Hill Rd.

Middletown. CT 06457

another round you try to hit sandbags

dropped by Stickybear from his hot air

balloon. Hit three and you increase your

stock of ammunition by one. If you are

hit by a sandbag, your teetertotter board

goes SPLAT! and the game is over. The
games are all fun and not at all violent.

More than just a word is in order in

discussing the artistic qualities of this

software and supporting materials. It is

an axiom of the entertainment software

business that the cover art on a game
package far exceeds the realism and artis-

tic quality of the actual game graphics.

This is not the case with the Stickybear

series.

What you see on the cover is exactly

what you get on the inside. The illus-

trations created by Richard Hefter for his

series would look great in a book; they

look just as good on the hi-res screen.

Hefter obviously understood the limi-

tations and the potential of Apple graph-

ics. The finished product does not make
you continually aware that you are watch-

ing computer graphics. It is more like

watching a children's book come to life.

In a classroom setting, the Stickybear

series would be a valuable resource for

instruction on the kindergarten and first

grade levels. The bright colors, animation,

and sound effects are well-suited to attract

and hold a child's attention. Youngsters

won't have to be chained to the computer

to run the Stickybear programs. Once
you have grabbed them with the flashy

colors and sound, the actual learning will

come easily.

Teachers and parents can participate

in the action, helping the child to sound

out the letters and the words and by

counting along with the program.

Xerox/Weekly Reader has made a most

auspicious entry into the "edutainment"

software field. The Stickybear series of

learning programs and the Bop game com-

bine the highest quality programming with

sound educational theory. The result is

software that makes learning fun for all

members of the family. The Stickybear

programs will be a valuable addition to

the software libraries of schools all around

the nation and in the homes of parents

who want to turn their Apple computers

into powerful teaching tools.

3Mtr
"Bad news dear. I've been replaced by

Coleco-Vision.
"
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The State of the Language Arts in Computer Software

Growing Up
Literate

In the beginning were arithmetic pro-

grams. It was natural to look to the com-
puter first for learning involving numbers,
so the early educational programs for

microcomputers were primarily arith-

metic drill and practice.

As the industry has matured, computers
have emerged from the arithmetic class-

room and invaded every conceivable sub-

ject area from social studies to industrial

arts.

Here we look at a collection of pro-

grams designed to help students in the

language arts. Some of them are good
examples of ways in which contemporary
technology can be used to augment tra-

ditional teaching methods. A few serve to

reinforce our oft-repeated caveat that just

because it can be done doesn't mean it

should be done.

Betsy Staples,

Brian Murphy,

and David H. Ahl

Chambers of Vocab
"The time has come." said Tondor. "to

test your powers in the great Chambers
of Vocab.
"You have excelled over all the others.

Now you must face the final trial."

When I read those opening lines in the

documentation booklet of The Chambers
of Vocab, I was excited. "This should be

giKKl." I thought. "Probably a variation

on the adventure theme with vocabulary

words as the clues to help you out." I

thought. "What a great idea!"

Yes it was a go»>d idea. Unfortunately,

it was all mine The authors of the pack-

age had something else in mind.

The Chambers of Vocab is basically a

tedious maze game which doesn't even
offer you the convenience of a joystick

option

You begin the game by typing in the

names of up to four players and selecting

one of three difficulty levels. The pre-

liminary screens and instructions are very

nicely done. You are presented with a

choice of several options of which you
choose one by pressing M to move the

"choice bar" so that it highlights your
selection. When you have positioned the

Chambers of Vocab.

120

Trickster Coyote.
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IntroducingSnooper Troops detective series.

Educational games that turn
ordinaryhomes intoSherlock homes.

Where can you find educational computer games that

your kids will really enjoy playing?
Elementary, my dear Watson, from Spinnaker
Our 5HOOPER TROOP5 detective games are fun, exciting

and challenging. And best of all, they have real educational
value. 5o while your kids are having fun, they're learning

As a Snooper Trooper your child will have a great time solv-

ing the mysteries. But it will take some daring detective
work. They'll have to question suspects, talk to mysterious
agents, and even search dark houses to uncover clues

Luckily, the program provides your kids with everything
they need: a 5noopMobile, a wrist radio, a 5noopMet com-
puter, a camera for taking 5noopshots and even a notebook

for keeping track of information.

5MOOPER TROOP5 detective games help your children
learn to take notes, draw maps, organize and classify

information and they help develop vocabulary and
reasoning skills. All while your kids are having a good
time
5o If you want to find educational

games that are really fun, here's
a clue: Ask your local retailer for

5MOOPER TROOP5 computer
games *

•Available in disks for IBM,'

Atari," Apple," Commodore 64

SP//Y/MAO:/?
We make learning fun.

t 19BS. 5p«nna«ier Software Corp All right* received Apple, KJM *rvj Aur i ace reentered trjdem*Ks ot Apple Computet Irx international Buvrm* Machine* Corp and A'

of Commodore Electronic* limited V*DO*t« T«OOP"!> computer program iw WtdetnarH of )p*nn**«* Vrtwore Corp



Language Arts, continued...

choice bar correctly, you press C for

Continue to move to the next screen.

After you have made the preliminary

choices, you are asked to wait while the

maze is formed. Why this should take so

long. I don"t know, because the maze is

always the same.

Suddenly a maze appears on the screen.

In the middle is a small figure (you).

Scattered about in the maze are four small

colored symbols, and floating around in

other areas are four clumps of letters.

The letters are the "word beasts" that

you must capture.

To capture a word, you must first make
your way through the maze to one of the

symbols and touch it. This is more diffi-

cult than it sounds, because the only way
to control your figure is by pressing the

N. S. E. and W keys. To get an idea just

how frustrating this is. configure your
favorite maze to use (hose controls and
see how long you last. Readers Digest,

unfortunately, has not provided the

option to reconfigure the controls.

The other thing that makes running

this maze tedious is the fact that your
figure moves less than half an inch with

each keypress, and you must wait until he

stops moving before you can press

again even to keep him moving in the

same direction. As you tap away on the

illogically placed control keys, you begin

to wonder if the game will ever end.

As you make your way around the

maze, you must be careful not to collide

with any of the word beasts. The beasts

sort of slither through the maze, turning

corners one letter at a time — which is to

say \ery slowly. If you find yourself with

a word undulating about between you
and where you want to go. you have no
choice but to sit and wait for the word to

crawl by: there is only one way to get to

any given point in the maze. To me it

would have made more sense to have

permitted the player to take another,

perhaps, longer route to his goal instead

of just standing in one place wasting time.

When you waste time, you lose points.

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: The Chambers of Vocab

Type: Educational maze/word game

System: 4XK <\pple

Formal: Disk

Summary: Tedious maze game with

little educational value.

Language: Forth-79

Price: S4H.95

Manufacturer:

Reader's Digest Services

Microcomputer Software Division

Pleasantville. NY 10570

There is a tally of "power points" at the

bottom of the screen. These flicker away
as you play, but there is no mention
anywhere of their presumed function or

of the rate at which they are consumed.
Your score at the end of the game is the

number of power points you have left

after capturing all the beasts.

Which reminds me, we still haven't

captured a beast yet have we? Well, after

you touch one of the symbols, the screen

changes and you see the definition of one
of the roving words. You then see a dis-

play of all the words remaining un-

captured in the maze, another of those

that have been captured, and a third of

the score. Several times, I forgot the

definition of the word while waiting for

the game to cycle through the auxiliary

screens.

The Chambers of Vocab
is basically a tedious
maze game which
doesn't even offer

you the convenience
ofa joystick option.

When you return to the maze screen,

you must tap your way toward the word
that has been defined. This is fairly easy,

providing no other word blocks your
path. If you touch any word other than

your object word at any time, you are

returned to the center of the maze to

begin again.

Each game consists of three mazes each

featuring four words. There is only one
set of words for each difficulty level, but

you can enter your own words and defi-

nitions right on the master disk— a very

simple and well documented procedure.

The words in the third difficulty level

are. indeed, more difficult than those in

the first, mostly because they are longer.

As such, they take longer to crawl out of

your way and cost you more points, so it

is more difficult to get a high score.

The Chambers of Vocab is not a great

educational game. The game itself is not

even entertaining enough to serve as mo-
tivation for drill and practice. There are

several things that might have made it a

better game, including the choice of rea-

sonable control keys or a joystick option,

the addition of an extra word in the maze
to make the last capture something other

than perfunctory, and the use of a more
complex maze that would offer more than

one path to the goal symbol or word.

As you may have guessed. I was very

disappointed by The Chambers of Vocab;

somehow I expected a great deal more

from a company bearing the venerable

name of Reader's Digest. —EBS

Trickster Coyote

A good tool for teaching vocabulary , at

least for review and drill purposes, is the

Reader's Digest educational program.

Trickster Coyote.

No one should be surprised by Read-

er's Digest having produced a learning

game like this. For years one of the most

popular features in the magazine has

been "It Pays To Build Your Word
Power," a little game that has been sub-

tly teaching remedial high school
vocabulary to RD's readers for genera-

tions. Trickster Coyote is basically a

colorful, computerized version of the

same game.
The key word here is programmabil-

ity. We can take the slick appearance of

the high-resolution color graphics, the

music, and the special effects for

granted. They are not as important as

flexibility in letting the teacher construct

his own word lists and definitions to suit

the needs of his own classroom. We shall

see how this feature works in a moment.
As the program begins you are given

the choice of entering words or playing

the game. For those who want to try the

game out right away, Coyote comes
equipped with its own word list, divided

into three levels of difficulty. Level one
is suitable for elementary students. Level

three is about right for middle school

students.

You select words by the level of diffi-

culty. You also have the option of play-

ing with the words used in the last game
or with a selection of eight words that

the teacher has saved in advance. Before

the game begins, you are given the op-

tion of a warm-up. During this phase,

you can see the definition for any of the

words in the game, a synonym, and an

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Trickster Coyote

Type: Vocabulary tutorial

System: 48K Apple II or II Plus, disk

drive

Format: Disk

Language: MicroMotion Forth-79

Summary: Colorful vocabulary game
a teacher can adapt to

specific classroom needs.

Price: S48.95

Manufacturer:

Readers Digest Services

Microcomputer Software Division

Pleasantville. NY 10570
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TVHELPEDUCATE YOURCHILD,
WEASSEMBLED THIS

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY.
It's a rare teacher who can make a child think learning's fun.

But we've found several of them. And they make Monkeymath™ more fun than
your child ever dreamed an educational game could be.

Of course Monkeymath helps give your child a better
understanding of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. That s the partyou 'II like.

But the part your child will like is Monkeymath's arcade-
type action and animation, three skill levels and scoring. So, like

any good arcade game, kids just can't stop playing it.

In fact, in a recent issue of Antic magazine, David Plotkin
called Monkeymath "... one of the most
entrancing educational games ever writ-

ten." (And Monkeynews ,M and Monkeybuilder,™ our soon
to be released reading comprehension and word recognition
games will be every bit as entrancing.)

So Monkeymath does more than help your child under-
stand math— it teaches him that learning can be fun.

And, as you can see, you don't find teachers like that

just anywhere.

Monkeymath™Monkeynews™ and Monkeybuilder'"—a new educa-
tional series from Artworx* For the Commodore 64, Atari, Apple and
VIC-20 computers. Cassette/Diskette from $23.95. Artworx Software
Co., Inc., 150 North Main St., Fairport, N.Y. 14450. Fora free catalog of

Artworx Software write or call 800-828-6573.

So you can play.
CIRCLE 275 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Language Arts, continued.
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Word Attack.

example of the word used in a sentence.

Once you are familiar with the words,

the game can begin. An animated boy,

representing the player, chases a coyote

across a bridge of floating logs on the hi-

res video screen. At the upper left of the

screen is a definition of one of the game
words. The idea is to land the boy only

on blank logs or on logs where the word
correctly matching the definition is writ-

ten. Landing on a log with a word not

corresponding to the definition dumps the

boy in the water. To pass those logs by,

you must carefully time a stroke of the

spacebar to get the boy to leap over the

undesired word.

As the game progresses, the coyote

changes into a rabbit, a raven, a buffalo,

and a bear. Each change lets you know
that you are progressing toward victory.

If you can successfully evade all the coy-

ote's traps, victory is signaled by an

animation of the little boy dancing in tri-

umph atop a totem pole while the coyote

slinks away. In an optional "challenge

round" the difficulty level increases, and
some of the letters of the words are

blanked out.

Another game option on the disk is

Trickster Tag, a game which involves

less eye/hand skill. In this game you get

10 seconds to memorize four words
which are projected on the screen, then

covered by images of the coyote. The
definition of one of the words appears at

the top of the screen. The four coyotes

flicker, one by one, and it is your job to

determine when the flicker is over the

correct word. A score line at the bottom
of the screen keeps track of right and
wrong answers.

The fuel that powers these games is

the word list which, as we noted before,

can be added to by the teacher or by the

student himself. Picking the "edit" op-

tion from the main program menu, al-

lows the teacher to enter eight words at
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a time into the "personal word list." A
teacher can use this feature to enter

words from the current vocabulary unit

or to individualize instruction for stu-

dents in need of review work. The word
list is saved directly to the disk, which is

not write-protected.

The program is not really suited for

testing for a grade, but it makes a very

good reviewing tool, especially since it

offers a teacher the ability to check the

students' progress. The latest scores for

up to four students can be stored on the

program disk and can be accessed by
student or teacher.

Trickster Coyote is well-designed
educational software. Although the

word list is adaptable to virtually any

level of study, the juvenile theme of the

game itself probably limits its applica-

tion to elementary level students.
Chances are that the kids on the middle
and high school levels will find the game
too cutesy. —BJM

Word Attack

Word Attack is a vocabulary building

program from Davidson & Associates. It

is structured logically, leading you from
the introduction of the words to be
studied to two quizzes and, finally, to an
"arcade game," in which you use your
new vocabulary to earn points.

At the beginning of the program you
choose from levels 1 to 9, which are

geared for students in grades 4 through

12. Levels 7, 8, and 9 are said to be
appropriate for students preparing for the

SAT. Next you select one of three word
lists for your level: adjectives, nouns, or

verbs.

You can choose to start with any of the

four exercises, but it makes most sense to

start with Word Display. Word Display

displays a word, a synonym, or definition.

Snake-O-Nyms.

and a sentence using the word. All dis-

plays in the program use upper- and
lowercase as appropriate.

Once you have learned the 25 words in

your word list, you can move on to

Multiple-Choice Quiz which offers a

multiple-choice question for each word.

The word appears at the top of the screen,

and below it are four numbered defi-

nitions (all of them from your list). You
must choose the number of the correct

definition. A counter at the lower right of

the screen keeps track of the number of

seconds it takes you to complete the quiz.

You can also choose reverse mode,
which asks you to match the word to the

definition. At the end of the quiz, you see

your score and get a chance to repeat the

words you missed.

By the time you get to Sentence Com-
pletion, you had better have a good com-
mand of your words, because this exercise

asks you to fill in the blank in a sentence

with one of your words. The definition

appears at the top, but unless you have
really learned your list, it can be difficult

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Word Attack

Type: Educational

Author: Janice Davidson and Richard

Eckert

System: Apple II. IBM PC

Format: Disk

Summary: An entertaining and
educational vocabulary

builder

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Davidson & Associates

6069 Groveoak PI., #12
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
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HIGH
TECHNOLOGY

REQUIRES
HIGH

PERFORMANCE
ACCESSORIES

In the fast moving, high \

technology world of \

microcomputers, the need \

for high performance
accessories often gets

overlooked.

Discwasher, recognized as a \

world leader in audio/video care \

accessories, understands this

need and has developed a line of

computer accessories to allow users

to get the most from their computer
hardware. \

The easy-to-use Discwasher Disk

Drive Cleaner is both a problem
preventer and problem solver. Its dry

format safely cleans single or double-

sided drives without altering the delicate

head alignment or doing possible damage
to rubber drive parts with solvents.

The Discwasher 1 Computer Cassette Drive

CareSet , is a total maintenance package for

your cassette drive system. It includes both

the Discwasher ' Computer Cassette Drive Head
Cleaner and the Computer Cassette Drive Mechanism
Cleaner. Together, these two maintenance units

can keep the high resolution heads and the critical

drive system of your cassette drive system in

optimum performance.

The Discwasher - DiscKeeper „ is a magnetically

shielded storage system for floppy disks that

takes up no more space than conventional folder

packs. DiscKeeper protects against stray

magnetic fields which can destroy valuable

software. Three DiscKeeper sizes provide loss-

free storage and protection for transporting any

size disk format.

m

M
1407 NORTH PROVIDENCE ROAO. PO BOX 6021. DEPT CC COLUMBIA. MO 65205 USA
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If you're considering linkm;

up more than one computer,
there's only one computer worth
considering.

The British Broadcasting

Corporation Microcomputer Sys-

tem by Acorn.

One of the BBC Micro's

many built-in features is an

economical and powerful com-
munications network.

We call this the Econet" local

area network.

Econet lets you combine up
to 254 BBC's into a single com-
munications system. Virtually no
other system lets you hook up this

iany computers this easily.

What's more, you can link

two micros without any special

hardware. And all computers on
the Econet network can share disc

drives and printers.

But what really makes Econet
such a great network of comput-
ers is the computer it networks.

The BBC Micro. The most versa-

tile computer anywhere for its size

and price. Its enormous built-in

expansion potential means it can

handle anything from basic tasks to

advanced Econet networking.

It also means changing technology

won't change it into an obsolete

system overnight.

All of which make Acorn the

perfect communications system
for schools or business.

If you'd like to learn more
about how Acorn can build you
the perfect communications net-

work, write Acorn Computers
Corporation, 400 Unicorn Park
Drive, Woburn, Massachusetts,

01801, or call toll-free 1-800-

225-8001 (in Massachusetts call

617-935-1 190). We'd be happy to

communicate with you.

>1C0RN COMPUTER^
CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Language Arts, continued...

to recall the proper word. If you get stuck,

you can ask for help, which consists of a

list of four possible words. Of course, you
must also spell the words correctly to get

credit for an answer.

The last exercise. Word Attack, is the

most fun. In it. you must use the arrow
keys to move a little creature wearing a

dunce cap back and forth at the bottom
of the screen. Four words appear in boxes

at the top of the screen, and a definition

appears at the bottom. Your job is to

position the creature under the correct

word and fire his cap at it. There is a

timer at the right, and you must shoot

before time runs out.

At the beginning of the game, you
choose one of three speeds which govern
the amount of time you have to shoot.

Words shot correctly at faster speeds earn

more points.

You can earn extra points by shooting

a bonus creature that periodically emer-

ges from the lefthand side of the screen.

All vocabulary fire is halted as you try to

hit the bonus creature. If you are success-

ful, you earn several hundred bonus
points. The only problem is that if you
use a rapid fire technique in trying to hit

the creature, you can ruin your next vo-

cabulary shot. If you press the fire key
after the previous shot hits the creature,

that shot will be suspended for a moment
while your bonus score is displayed and
then reactivated to hit whatever word is

overhead. Occasionally, it happens that

you hit the correct word by accident—
usually you lose credit for the round.

Another bug in the program appeared
during one of the quiz exercises. I had
answered a few questions and then
pressed ESC to exit the quiz. The score-

board appeared with the report that out
of three questions I had answered four

correctly for a total score of 133%— quite

a neat trick.

For the most part. Word Attack is a

well constructed educational program.
The quizzes and games are interesting

enough to keep you motivated, and there

is provision for adding your own word
lists, complete with definitions and exam-
ple sentences.

My only quibbles are with some of the

word usages and definitions. In the inter-

est of keeping definitions and example
sentences short, the authors have sacri-

ficed some of the nuances of meaning
that make a rich vocabulary worth having.

If, as Word Attack maintains, bier is just

another word for coffin, why bother to

learn it?

I was also a bit put off by a similar lack

of precision in a few of the example
sentences. "If a person dies intestate, he

has no control over the distribution of his

inheritance" is technically correct, but
property or estate in place of inheritance

would have done a better job of conveying
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the idea that I think the authors had in

mind.

Of course, after you have mastered the

675 words that come with the program,
you will want to enter your own words
and definitions which can be as precise as

you wish. Given this flexibility, I can
recommend Word Attack for people of

all ages who want a systematic and enter-

taining way to develop their vocabularies.

-EBS

Snake-O-Nyms
The hero is a frog; the villains are

snakes. Sound familiar? No, it isn't Frog-

ger, it's Snake-O-Nyms from EduFun, and
for some of us it's more fun than Frogger,

because the snakes don't win quite as

often.

The object of Snake-O-Nyms is to find

the correct synonym for the word that

appears at the bottom of the screen. The
possible matches—about 25 of them—
scroll horizontally across the screen along

with a collection of evil frog-eating

snakes. Using the joystick for the Atari

(or keyboard for the Apple), you guide

your smiling frog face among the slither-

ing meanies and press the trigger

(RETURN key) when it is on top of the

word you think matches the one below.

If you choose the correct word, your
score is increased by 100 points, but you
have no time to congratulate yourself. A
new word appears at the bottom of the

screen almost instantly, and the snakes

and synonyms continue to scroll by. If

you hit or are hit by a snake, you lose one
of the four frogs with which you begin the

game.
The alternate version of Snake-O-Nyms

offers a series of antonyms. High scores

for both games are saved to disk with the

player's initials.

As the game begins, the snakes and
words move very slowly. After your
second match (200 points) they speed up

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Snake-O-Nyms

Type: Educational game

System: 16K Atari. 48K Apple

Format: Cassette, disk

Summary: Nice combination of

intellectual and arcade
skills.

Price: $29.95 cassette, $32.95 disk

Manufacturer:
EduFun Division

Milliken Publishing Co.
1 100 Research Blvd.

St. Louis, MO 63132

to a reasonably challenging rate, and at

1000 points, they begin to move so fast

that I found the game almost impossible.

The documentation promises an extra

frog and additional snakes at 2000

points— I wouldn't know; I never got that

far.

Snake-O-Nyms is a satisfying amalgam
of intellectual and arcade skills. You must

know the meanings of the words to choose

the matches, and you must be able to

guide the frog safely to the synonym (or

antonym). There is enough skill involved

to keep your interest even after the words

become familiar.

Snake-O-Nyms is a
satisfying amalgam
of intellectual and

arcade skills.

Word Flip, the second, totally different

game on the disk is a Concentration type

game in which you attempt to match
words and endings. The game board dis-

plays 24 blocks lettered A through X. If

you uncover two words or two endings,

obviously, you get no points. If. however,

you uncover a word and an ending, you
must make a decision; you must indicate

whether the pair is a match, not a match,

or a match that results in a misspelling

(teach+ed). In the last case, you must

then type the correct spelling (taught).

You earn 1 point for recognizing a non-

match. 6 for recognizing a match, and 7

for re-spelling the word.

Again, the problem of displaying a mis-

spelled word surfaces, but in this case,

the word is on the screen for a very short

time. As soon as it is identified as a non-

match or misspelling, it disappears.

Unfortunately, there is no provision for

adding your own words to either Snake-

O-Nyms or Word Flip, so children will

eventually master the material on the disk

and move on to other challenges. This is

the only significant shortcoming I found

with the program.

An interesting feature of this package,

which is obviously intended for home use.

is the Manager record-keeping system
included on the disk. With it. parents can
keep track of the number of games played

and the children's scores. Each play of

the game is recorded with the player's

initials, the number of attempts, and the

number of correct responses. If nothing

else, this feature should provide parents

with an idea of how often the game is

used.

The 1 1-page User's Guide begins with

clear instructions for loading both Apple
and Atari versions and provides brief but

October 1983 c Creative Computing
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The Eating Machine"
rove Your Eating Habits.
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Let The 1 ^Brhine™ help you attain your full

potential fon Bhier you. It is a simple but factual

program desigWa for diet management and sound
nutritional planning. It uses the power of your com-
puter to give you vital information on your actual

intake of calories, iron, calcium, vitamins A & C, and
sodium and compares your diet to the recommenda-
tions of modern health authorities.

The Eating Machine™ comes with an expandable

Look for these other fine Muse products.

data base of 500 common foods that can easily be
customized to fit your own eating preferences. You
can also analyze recipes and add the results to your
data base for future reference.

The Eating Machine™ is used in schools and clinics. Let

The Eating Machine™ be your guide to a more
healthful future.

For APPLE II & APPLE lie

48K DISK DRIVE $49.95

347 N. Charles Street

Baltimore, Maryland 21201
(301)659-7212
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Language Arts, continued.

Word Flip.

adequate descriptions of both games. An
interesting commentary on the state of

computer assisted instruction is the

section for each game that suggests to

parents additional activities to reinforce

the skills being exercised by the computer.
EduFun suggests making flash cards on 3
x 5 file cards! —EBS

Story Machine

Story Machine is an educational game
designed to help five- to nine-year-old

children learn to write sentences, para-

graphs, and simple stories.

Normally, upon loading the disk, you
would select Option 1, Write Story. The
screen is then divided into two parts, the

lower third where you write the story and
the upper two-thirds where the characters

appear and the story is acted out.

For your story, you must use the Story

Machine dictionary of 45 words. The 13

nouns and 10 verbs may be used in either

singular or plural form. The dictionary is

in the instruction booklet, on a laminated

card, and can be viewed on the computer
by selecting Option 2.

The rules for writing stories are simple.

Each sentence must begin with an article,

pronoun, or adjective. You must use

present tense verbs (run. not ran). A pre-

positional phrase may not follow a verb.

We found that these and the few addi-

tional rules were quickly learned by
users.

If a sentence is not grammatically cor-

rect or if a word is misspelled or not in

the dictionary, the computer draws a line

through the mistake and erases it for you.
As you enter sentences, the computer

animates them for you. For example, if

you typed, "The boy runs to the apple,"

after typing boy, a small boy would appear
on the upper part of the screen. Upon
typing the period at the end of the sen-

As you enter
sentences, the

computer animates
them for you.

tence, an apple would appear and the

boy would run to it.

Say you continued. "He eats the apple.

The girl hops to the house." These actions

would then be animated on the top of the

screen. There are a few sentences that

cannot be animated even though they are

correct, for example, "The boy jumps the

rock," or "To the house the boy jumps."
We found that users quickly learned to

avoid these constructions and the com-
puter had no trouble animating all their

sentences.

creative corapatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Story Machine

Type: Educational Game
Authors: Clark Quinn, Margaret

Weinstein, James Schuyler

System: 48K Apple, Atari 800,

IBM PC
Format: Disk

Language: Forth

Summary: Write your own animated
stories

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Spinnaker Software

215 First St.

Cambridge. MA 02142

Story Machine.

The computer also will not animate

sentences in which the spatial relationship

is inappropriate. For example, if the boy

was not next to the apple when we told

him to eat it in the first example above,

the computer would reply. "Can't do it

from here," or "must be closer."

Once users got the hang of the pro-

gram, the next thing they wanted to find

out was what happens when you do every

single thing in the dictionary, but es-

pecially, what does the verb "zot" do.

They also wanted to find out what a

"Bumpus" was. We're not giving either

one away.
We found that different children re-

sponded quite differently to this package.

Some wrote sensible stories that could

really happen while others created

amazingly bizarre events. Stories can be

acted out over and over again, saved and
retrieved on other disks, and altered by

changing sounds or colors. The disk traps

for incorrect input and did not bomb out

or do anything unexpected.

We felt that Story Machine was highly

motivational and combined good, solid

learning with the fun and excitement of a

game. —DHA

Spelling Bee
For learners on the kindergarten

through third grade levels, Edu-Ware's
Spelling Bee With Reading Primer could

make a valuable contribution to first les-

sons in language arts, provided that the

teacher is willing to devote a little time

to learning how to use the program.

For the child, this is virtually a turn-

key system. He just turns the computer
on and the game boots more or less auto-

matically (the child must press one key
to get the game going after the initial

boot).

130 October 1983 c Creative Computing
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RESTON
CLOSES

THE GAP
BETWEEN

ART
AND

COMPUTERS

CONTEST!
For the best computer
animation sequence
created using Movie
Maker -

SlOOOpriie.
Entries should be
submitted on disk by
December 31. 1983.
Winning entry will be
shown at 1984 West
Coast Computer Faire.

For more details, con-
tact Reston Publishing

Company.

In Reston's new book, Genesis II, Creation
and Recreation with Computers, by Dale
Peterson, artists, writers and musicians use
computers to create new visions, new
sounds and new ways of expressing them-
selves, all interwoven with stunning illustra-

tions. With Movie Maker, an exciting new
program for the Atari * Home Computer by
Interactive Picture Systems, you'll learn how
to do these things yourself. You'll compose
scenery and shapes, then propel them into

continuous, flicker-free action. You'll actu-

ally make a short animated movie, right at

your keyboard. Let Reston release the crea-

tive spirit in you.

MovieMaker it a
Creative Pastime " from
JU&ton Sofrwaw
A Prentice-Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Rd.
Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local bookstore
and computer retailer or call us at

(800) 336-0338.
Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

For the Atari 800 with 48k memory. Coming soon: 1 6k ROM cartridge.
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Novs^themost
significantadvance in
DEC software ever!

Announcing DIGITAL REVIEW.. .the monthly magazine

exclusively for your DEC microcomputer.

HARDWARE: Each and every
month, you'll get all the latest

technological developments-
minicomputers. . . microcom-
puters . . . peripherals . . . tele-

communications—and what
they mean to you.

PROGRAMMING: All the latest

in programming tech-

niques with special fea-

tures devoted exclu-

sively to traditional

and new software
applications.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS: Color vi-

sual tools for the financial

analyst, the laboratory tech-

nician, and the physics major.

DIGITAL REVIEW reports

on the latest innovations and
how you can use them in your
field.

SOFTWARE: Whether it's the
newest in operating sys-
tems ... or advances in com-
puter networks, DIGITAL
REVIEW keeps you up-to-
date . . . and spotlights releases

that are changing the way
businesses conduct their business.

WORD PROCESSING: You'll learn

the newest techniques that

will make your
office as efficient

and as cost-effec-

tive as possible.

I/O FEEDBACK: A chance for you
—the user—to
network your
application
needs and
ideas.
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Save up to36%!
Now, through this Special

Introductory Offer,

you can save up to 36%
when you subscribe to
DIGITAL REVIEW

PO Box 2989
Boulder. CO 80M2

YES! I want to subscribe to

Digital Review for:

IZI One year (12 issues)

for $24.97-1 save 16%!

Two years for

$43.97-1 save 27%!

' Three years for

| $57.97-1 save 36%!
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Language Arts, continued.
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Spelling Bee.

The Spelling Bee game is very simple.

A picture is drawn on the black and

white high res screen and the student

keys in the appropriate response, such as

pin, door, belt, or dog. For each correct

response a smiling face grins and a lively

snatch of music is played. A running

score is kept at the bottom of the screen.

If the teacher desires, he can preset

the program to run the Reading Primer.

In this game three picures are shown on

the left of the screen. To the right is a

word matching only one of the pictures.

The child uses the spacebar to toggle be-

tween pictures and the return key to

make his choice. Wrong guesses and cor-

rect answers are tallied on screen.

So much for what the child sees; now
for the teacher's role.

The teacher, by hitting the right ar-

row key as the title page is displayed,

can access several utility routines which

allow him to shape the lesson. He can

see the lesson material in advance and

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Spelling Bee with Reading

Primer

Type: Language Arts primer

System: 48K Apple II or II Plus, and

disk drive

Formal: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Entertaining games teach

basic reading and spelling

skills.

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:

Edu-Ware Services Inc.

P.O. Box 22222

Agoura.CA 91301

decide what words will be covered in the

quizzing. He can look at the perfor-

mance of the last person to use the pro-

gram and see which words have been

causing the most trouble. This is a very

important feature in identifying the ar-

eas which need work. The teacher can

also command the program to run the

Spelling Bee tutorial which is a famil-

iarization exercise for the student, rather

than a game.

Because the program depends on the

pictures which accompany the words,

you may not modify the subject matter

to enter your own word list. In this re-

spect, the program is more like a text

book; you must decide in advance if the

words in the word list are the ones you

want to teach. Also, since the program

requires that you take the time to review

the student's performance after each in-

dividual session, it takes time to use it to

its greatest potential. Without this close

attention, the program can be used in a

more passive role as a tool for drill, but

you sacrifice the ability to monitor

progress.

Spelling Bee is a great tool to supple-

ment individual reading and spelling

instruction. It would be especially effec-

tive in a setting where the teacher is as-

sisted in the classroom by a parapro-

fessional or in a team teaching setting.

Then the teachers can determine which

students will use the program and give

them the individualized attention needed

while the rest of the class concentrates

on other activities.

In the final analysis, none of these

programs actually automates the learn-

ing process. The role of the teacher is

still paramount in providing motivation,

guiding the lesson, and evaluating the re-

sults. What these programs do is what

they were meant to do: they provide

teachers with tools to help students

learn. -BJM
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Watchwords.

Watchwords
I used to be a good speller. Then I

became an editor. Now I see so many

misspelled words every day that I am
forced to look up words to which I would

never have given a second glance before.

That is why I object to any exercise that

uses misspelled words in its format.

That is why I question the pedagogical

philosophy behind Watchwords by Micro-

media Software. The essence of Watch-

words is the selection by the student of

the correct spelling of the word being

practiced. Obviously, for there to be a

correct spelling to choose, there must be

an incorrect spelling to not choose— that

is the problem, and that is why I cannot

recommend Watchwords.

You, however, may disagree with me,

assuming perhaps that your child is smart-

er than I am and will not be adversely

affected by constant viewing of misspelled

words. For you, I continue this evalu-

ation.

The program itself is basically well

constructed. Required responses are con-

sistent—always a number not followed by

RETURN; there is ample opportunity to

correct your errors before they are

entered; and the rules can be changed to

suit a student's needs.

The Watchwords package includes a

program disk, a "wordisk," and an 8 1/2"

x 11" typewritten manual. You load the

program from the program disk and are

then given an opportunity to modify the

rules. The most significant options are

those that govern the typing of the word.

You can choose simply to select the cor-

rect spelling and go on, to select the

correct spelling and then type the correct

word, or to see only the correct spelling

and type it.

Other options concern time limits, the

number of words that will be presented,

and the number of words that must be
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DBi Software.

A dazzling starstream
of wisdom, wonder
and wizardry.

Once . not too long ago. all

microcomputer software systems
were quite alike.

Rigid.

Regimented.

And boringly non-creative.

However, DBi's very unique, very
Advanced SystemPac has put an end
to all that.

It is. quite precisely, a marvel of

software ingenuity and performance

What it does - and does extremely
well - is enable you to smoothly inter-
face your microcomputer with word
processing, data processing, and com-
munications networks.

A pleasure to use. our Advanced
SystemPac contains a highly sophis-
ticated language that also permits
you to write and implement your own
data processing operating environ-

ment (DPOE) with any computer that
operates with CP/M, MS DOS and
PC DOS.

But, possibly the best news of all is

that our DBi starstream universe of
wisdom, wonder and w i/ardry can
be yours for a price that is not out of
this world.

So contact your local Victor
microcomputer dealer today, or any of
the other fine computer centers in the
United States and Canada.

And be one of the first to soar into the
21st Century.

_ Software Products
Turning innovation into information.
102 South Mam Street Ml Pleasant Ml 48858
(517) 772-5055
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Language Arts, continued...

spelled correctly before you advance to

the next level.

As you begin to play, you type in your

name (if it has fewer than nine letters-

poor Christopher), choose your starting

level, and specify whether or not you

want sound (the sound is so innocuous

that it is actually more bothersome to

have to keep answering the sound on/off

question than to listen to the modest little

beeps).

The next screen displays two words in

hi-res graphics— all lowercase letters. You
press 1 or to indicate which is spelled

correctly. If you have selected the type-in

option, you must then type the word cor-

rectly.

If you make a mistake and select

"natoin" instead of "nation." the incor-

rectly spelled word disappears, leaving

the correct one on the screen. A few

seconds later, both words reappear and

you choose again. You are not scolded,

or even told that you were wrong; you

simply have to choose again. If you are

even moderately clever, you should be

able to guess correctly the second time. If

you don't, however, the sequence repeats

itself, and will continue to do so until you

get the plagued thing right.

After you have completed ten words

(or the number you specified when setting

the options), you get a report on your

performance expressed as a percent cor-

rect, and you find out whether you can

continue to the next level. At the end of

level 9 (or sooner if you elect to quit) you

may choose to have the results of your

session printed out—a feature that will be

appreciated by classroom teachers.

When you have mastered the 540 words

on the supplied wordisk. you will probably

want to add words of your own. To do
this, the manual tells you. you need

Wordisk Maker, a program that, unfor-

tunately, is not included in the Watch-

words package. Instructions for using

Wordisk Maker are included in the

Watchworks manual as is an order form

which along with $29.95 will get you the

creative coiwpatittg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Watchwords

Type: Educational

System: 48K Apple II or He

Format: Disk

Summary: Has serious pedagogical

and marketing flaws

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:
MicroMedia Software

276 Oakland St.

Wellesley. MA 02181

disk. Backup disks can be ordered for

$9.95.

1 think this is a bit much. For $59.95

you ought to get a complete package. It

is quite fair to expect any vocabulary or

spelling package to include a means of

adding additional words. Discovering half-

way through the manual that you must

shell out another $29.95 if you want a

really useful program is like finding out

Ifyou are even
moderately clever, you

should be able to

guess correctly

the second time.

on your way home from the showroom

that the brakes for your new car were an

option you neglected to order.

The manual is thorough and complete.

All the information you need to use the

program is included along with a set of

educational objectives (reinforce recog-

nition of correct spelling and provide

familiarity with the keyboard). You do

not, however, have to wade through the

instructions to play the game in its default

mode. Just booting the program disk and

following the instructions will have you

playing in short order.

Using Wordisk Maker is quite easy.

The program offers clear instructions

which are reinforced by the manual. The

bad news is that you must be prepared to

enter between 68 and 100 words for each

of the nine levels-quite an undertaking.

After you type in the correct spelling

of a word, you may choose either to enter

your own misspelling or to have the pro-

gram create one for you. I strongly advise

the former, because the program simply

transposes a random pair of letters;

residual becomes rseidual. for example—
and even I have no trouble choosing

between those. —EBS

your score is recorded, and the next

word comes up. There are ten words to a

level and four levels to a round.

That is the game in a nutshell. Using a

security code, the teacher can modify

this game at will. The disk comes with

several word lists totaling 1600 entries.

The list is divided into four word groups

of 400 each.

File A contains words for practice in

identifying compounded words such as

classroom and schoolbooks. In file B are

more compound words mixed this time

with non-compound entries (you move

the marker off to one side and then fire

for this sort of word).

File C covers suffixes ed, ing. er, ly. es.

y, menu and s and prefixes a, al. and be.

File D covers prefixes re. un. mid. mis.

de. dis. en. fore. non. and sub. D also

drills on the age. est. en. ful. and 16

other common suffixes.

The program has many nice features.

One is that the teacher's security code

keeps the student out of word files where

mischief can easily be made.

You can add your own word lists to

the disk as needed. You must add 400

words at a sitting, however, so plan care-

fully and be prepared to spend an hour

or so keying in your word list. This fea-

ture enables you to use the software to

support virtually any text or curriculum

materials.

Other features include a "grade book"

which allows you to monitor the

progress of as many as 30 students. Since

the system is virtually tamper-proof, you

could use the program to develop grades

for students.

Other program routines allow you to

set in advance the word list to be used in

the quizzing. You can also modify the

time limits allowed for responding to

each word (you can gradually shorten

the limit as skills sharpen) and to backup

wordfiles on extra disks.

This is not glossy, glamorous soft-

Word Division
Another language art package for the

elementary grades is Word Division by

Ahead Designs. This is a program de-

signed to reinforce skills in identifying

compound words and recognizing suf-

fixes and prefixes. This, in turn, helps

the student in spelling and in usage.

The game the program employs to do

the actual teaching is very simple. Using

paddle you position a little marker on

the high-resolution color display under

the word to be divided. By pressing but-

ton you "shoot" a line between letters.

If you have made the division correctly,

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Word Division

Type: English tutorial

System: 48K Apple II. II Plus, or He
and disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Game effectively promotes

recognition of prefixes and

suffixes.

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:
Ahead Designs

699 North Vulcan #88
Encinitas. CA 92024
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THE EASY CHOICE

Best Separate Compilation - Best Error Handling - Best Implementation on a Small Computer
Comments From 1983 LA AdaTEC Compiler Faire

". . . JANUS/Ada encompasses at least 5 times as much
of Ada as Supersoft, including many of the more exotic
features of the language." Creative Computing

".
. . The compiler performed exceptionally well . . . the

linker performs flawlessly . . . the error handling is excel-
lent . . . RR's support is the best I've ever encountered."
InfoWorld

Encouragement of this kind deserves a just reward;
we now intend to complete our compiler and submit
it for validation.

"The compiler breaks new ground in the microcomputer
field with its excellent runtime error-checking code and its
excellent compiler error messages." Microsystems

"They're (RRS) honest to a fault, so they call their
language JANUS: but its more nearly Ada than any other
microcomputer implementation I know of ... I watched
some of the demonstrations and it works.

"

Jerry Pournelle, Byte

Our Ada line is available on the following operating
systems: CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC-DOS and
CCP/M-86

Westico, Inc.

25 Van Zant. St.

Norwalk. CT 06855
(203) 853-9880

FftS

Suntex Data
10175 Harwin Suite 100
Houston. TX 77036
(713)271-9191

Available from the following distributors:
Internationally

S-100 Systems Micronix
3687-4 Shobumachi
Obayashi
Saitama, Japan 346-01
04808 (5)0416:

Marfam Corporation
5340 Thornwood Dr. Suite 102
San Jose. CA 95123
(408) 226-0170

04808(5)6565

•AIM l.«*»M.fc d|h.| S ItepMtm™. m I

Copyright 1983 RR Software

OFTWARE, INC.

P.O. Box 1512 Madison, Wisconsin 53701
CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1 1 Blackmore St.

Windsor 4030
QLD. Australia
(07)57 9152

Nord-Mlcro Informatique
155, rue du Fauburg St.

Denis
75010 Paris

(1)205-39-47

specialist in state of the art programming

(608) 244-6436



Language Arts, continued.

Word Division.

ware. The graphics are minimal, and

there is little of the "arcade excitement"

cited by some educational software mak-

ers. What recommends this game to

teachers will be its versatility, adaptabil-

ity, and flexibility in supporting lessons

in this limited area of language arts.

As for the ability of Word Division to

hold student interest, that is an open

question. To keep interest high, I would

organize the class into teams and

conduct competitions. —BJM

Cause And Effect

Teaching children to read is not easy,

but teaching them to comprehend what

they are reading is even harder. After all,

for comprehension to develop, the child

must really care about what he is reading.

That means the child must be motivated

to read.

Two Apple reading comprehension

games aptly designed to motivate young

learners are Fact or Opinion and Cause

and Effect from Learning Well. They

provide motivation through play and com-

petition.

One of the advantages these games

offer in a classroom setting is the multiple

player feature. The games are designed

for play by from two to six students. This

means that the teacher can place several

children at the computer at a time and

cycle the entire class through the com-

puter station more frequently.

Another advantage of these games is

that they place the kids in direct com-

petition with each other. Nothing creates

so much positive excitement in a class-

room. If the teacher is careful to group

the children by ability (to avoid one or

two brighter children dominating the

group) and is willing to put up with the

noise of the children as their excitement

for the competition grows, he will have

138

little or no difficulty motivating his

charges and in getting the maximum value

from both games.

The object of Cause and Effect is to

Without preparation,

the student might find

Cause and Effect and
Fact or Opinion a

frustrating experience.

get to the top of a mountain displayed on

the hi-res color screen by following one

of several trails winding up the side of the

peak. Progress is regulated by a graphics

"spinner" which allocates the number of

spaces a player can move (1-6) during

the current turn. Along the way the play-

ers wander into campsites, where they

find paragraphs to read. After each para-

graph a question is displayed for the play-

er to answer, requiring him to identify a

cause and effect relationship outlined in

the paragraph.

Here is an example: One paragraph

describes how a handsome prince dis-

covered the girl he had fallen in love with

the night before at the ball. He matched

her foot to a glass slipper she had left

behind when she rushed home suddenly.

Having read the paragraph, the student is

then told that the "effect" shown in the

paragraph is the prince finding Cinder-

ella.

The child is then given three '"causes"

to choose from. The correct cause, of

course, is that the glass slipper fit Cinder-

ella's foot. Having answered the question

correctly, the player is rewarded with an

extra space forward on the trail.

From time to time the player lands on a

space marked by a climber's pick. When

Cause & Effect.

that happens, he receives a cause and

effect message such as "Cause: You slept

late. Effect: You lose one turn." This is a

good elaboration of the theme, and rein-

forces the thinking skills the players need

to identify the cause and effect relation-

ships in the paragraphs.

When one of the climbers makes it to

the summit, the game ends with a flourish

of music and an on-screen announcement

of the winning player's victory. This is a

reinforcement that stimulates the kids to

play on. The music also signals the teach-

er to come to the computer station to

examine and record the scores and to

organize the next program run.

Each child's performance in inter-

preting the paragraphs and answering the

questions correctly is expressed in per-

centage form, with a flawless performance

equaling 100%. A tally is also kept of the

number of questions answered correctly

and incorrectly. If a printer is part of the

system, the teacher can choose to make

printed copies of those scores. —BJM

creative comparting
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Cause and Effect

Type: Educational

System: 48K Apple II, He or 11+

with disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Documentation: Excellent

Price: $49.95

Summary: Good game to foster

analytical thinking in

young players

Manufacturer:
Learning Well

200 South Service Rd.,

Roslyn Heights, NY 11577
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ilithium Press is cooking again. With
more than 32 practical, educational,
and fun programs specifically for your
microcomputer.

Here's what's on the menu:
Annual Hamcode Roadrace
Argo Integrate Simeqn
Anthmetlc Jot Sortltst

Biorhythm Kaleido Sparkle
Birthday Loan Squares
Checkbook Metric Stats
Curve Mileage Stopwatch
Decide Numbers Tachist
Decode Obstacle Tune
Diffeqn Pi vocab
Flashcard Powers Walloons
Graph Pythag Wari
Groan Quest/Exam

Written in easy-to-understand lan-

guage, each book contains complete

program listings plus suggested proj-

ects. For only $19.95, we serve up
everything from math, to business, to
games with color graphics. Plus, you'll

receive generous portions of screen
display examples to help guide you
through each program.

And we have a blue plate special

!

Save your fingers from typing in the
program by buying the diskette or
cassette for only $15 more ($34.95
for the book/software package.)
Fully-tested and machine-specific, our
software is backed with a forever
replacement guarantee. For questions
or problems, call our toll-free cus-
tomer service number.

You'll find dilithium Software at
your nearest bookstore or computer
store. Use our toll-free number for
their locations or ask for the latest

copy of our catalog, "Brainfood",
absolutely free.

If your microcomputer is starving
for new projects, call today for

the smorgasbord from dilithium

Software.

i k
1

dilithium Software
PO. Box E

Beaverton, Oregon 97075
800-547-1842 or
646-2713 inside Oregon
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Drawattention toyourself.
(Write a program for the IBM Personal Computer.)

Let your imagination take wing.

Think charts. Graphs. Shapes. Images.

Use originality, creativity and color in programs
that entertain. Educate. Organize. Analyze. And
programs that get down to business.

Maybe you've written software like that. Or
perhaps you're thinking about it.

If so, consider this.

You could draw attention to yourself by writing
programs/"- the IBM Personal Computer on the
IBM Personal Computer. Because all our advanced
features (see the box at right) make it faster and easier

to do so.

Enhanced BASIC already in ROM, for example,
has graphics commands already built in.

And if you write a program using our Advanced
BASIC, you'll find the DRAW command
particularly appealing. It's virtually a separate

graphics language within a larger language.

Put your visual together with both the

characters and symbols in ROM for a simultaneous,

text-and-graphics mix.

Have musical accompaniment as well.

It's easy, because BASIC controls the built-in

speaker with a single command.
Utilize the ten, programmable

function keys. Try F3 to paint.

F4 for lines. F5 for circles. Or
F6 for boxes.

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS
User Memory
64IC640K bytes

"I

16-bit. 8088

Auxiliary Memory
2 (Ctional internal

diskette drives. 5!V
160KB/180KII or
.12OKB/360KB
(XT (Mane

Keyboard
83 keys, 6 ft cord

attaches to

system unit

10 function keys
10-key numeric pad

Diagnostics
Power-on self testing

Parity checking

Display Screens
>lor or monochrome

High resolution

80 characters x 25 lines

1 'pper and lower case

Operating Systems
DOS.UCSDpSvM.-m,

CP/M-86t

BASIC. Pascal. FORTRAN.
MACRO Assembler.
COBOL

All rx lints acklressable

graphics capability

Bidirectional

80 characters/sect >nd
18 character styles

9x9 character matrix

Permanent Memory
(ROM) 40K bytes

Color/Graphics
Tkxtmode:
16 colors

256 characters and
symbols in ROM

Graphics mode:
4-color resolution:

320hx200v
Black & white resolution:

640hx200v
Simultaneous graphics &

text capability

RS-232 C interface

SDLC, Asynchrunf xjs.

Bisynchronous protocols
Up to 9600 bits per second

L'

Remember that these function keys make your
program more "friendly" to the user and, therefore,

more appealing to us.

In fact, if you're interested in licensing your
software, we could be interested in publishing it.

We could also be interested even if it runs on
another computer. Ifwe select your software, we'll

ask you to adapt it to our system.

So if you think your software is close to

picture perfect, consider sending it in.

For information on how to submit
your completed program, write:

IBM Personal Computer,
External Submissions, Dept. 765 PC,
Armonk, New York 10504. y^=='
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The IBM Personal Computer
Atool for modern times

For more information on where to buy the IBM Personal Computer, call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii, 800-447-0890.
tUCSD p-Syitcm i* a trademark of the Regent* of fhe University or California. CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research, Itx



Language Arts, continued

Fact or Opinion.

Fact Or Opinion
A delightfully contemporary setting—

a

shopping mall— is the arena of compe-

tition in Fact or Opinion, a reading com-

prehension game which helps develop the

useful skill of making distinctions between

factual statements and "puffery" in adver-

tisements and which prepares the student

to examine what he reads with a critical

eye.

In this game the object is to collect five

presents at the hi-res mall and to exit

ahead of the other players. The number
of squares the player travels around the

Monopoly-style playfield is determined by

throw of a video die. on which the spots

disappear as the player uses up his move.

If tie lands at the entrance to a store,

the player has an opportunity to win a

present by reading a paragraph of adver-

tising and then identifying which parts of

it are statements of fact and which are

statements of opinion. On some squares,

instead of being given a paragraph to

analyze, he is shown three sentences and

asked to choose the one which is either

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Fact or Opinion

Type: Educational

System: 48K Apple II, He or 11+ with

disk drive

Language: Disk assembly

Documentation: Excellent

Price: $49.95

Summary: Great learning game;
teaches critical thinking.

Manufacturer:
Learning Well

200 South Service Rd.,

Roslyn Heights. NY 11577

fact or opinion.

A few of the paragraphs, being simple

listings of merchandise for sale and prices,

should be easy to interpret as fact. Other

paragraphs are constructed more subtly

and require more thought. Some of the

paragraphs, for example, consist largely

of questions which the student must learn

to disregard, since they are neither fact

nor opinion.

Some of the paragraphs are sheer opin-

ion, but stated in a very assertive and

positive manner. It will be hard for some
students, at first, to identify opinion that

is stated so aggressively. "You can have a

really great date whenever you want one.

We can match you with the right person.

You need not be lonely ever again." This

is opinion, of course, but many grownups

might be unable to tell the difference.

With enough practice playing this game a

child should be able to spot the criteria

which separate opinion from fact. The
skills learned will enable the student to

make critical judgments in his other read-

ings.

The game ends when one of the stu-

dents succeeds in making an exit from

the shopping mall. Again, music signals

the teacher to come to the computer
station to check the scores. The tallies

are kept in the same manner as Cause
and Effect, with the same printout capa-

bility.

It is obvious that before these games
can be used effectively there must be a

program of supportive classroom in-

struction. Without the right preparation

and advance skill-building, the student

might find Cause and Effect and Fact or

Opinion a frustrating experience. On the

other hand, if the teacher plans carefully,

the games can find a place at the center

of a complete unit combining reading

comprehension with an introduction to

critical thinking.

One of the few weaknesses of these

Wordy.

two programs is that they are not modifi-

able. Were the teacher to have the ability

to supply the paragraphs used in the

questions from texts or other classroom

materials, the games could be linked more

closely with the established language arts

curriculum. It would also enable the

teacher to grade the difficulty of the

paragraphs and questions to match the

exact needs and skill levels of the stu-

dents.

The games are available in two ver-

sions. The Red Level versions are for stu-

dents with reading abilities typical to

Grades 2 to 3.5. The Blue Level games

are geared for Grades 3.5 to 5. Used

thoughtfully and with the careful prepa-

ration. Cause and Effect and Fact or

Opinion can earn a useful place in any

elementary reading program.—BJM

Wordy
Wordy from ComPress is a program I

would like to be able to require all pro-

spective contributors to Creative Com-
puting to use. Wordy attempts to teach

style by attacking some of the most com-

mon stylistic mistakes that writers make—
mistakes that have made their writing

wordy.

The eight ills that the program treats

are circumlocutions, redundancy, it is

constructions, weakening intensifies, un-

necessary is and are forms, vague expres-

sions, pretentious diction, and elaborate

constructions.

On each of the three Wordy disks is a

general introduction to wordiness and a

menu that lists all the lessons in the pack-

age. If you choose a lesson that is not on

the disk currently in your drive, Wordy
tells you which disk to insert.

Each lesson begins with a description

of the kind of wordiness under consider-

ation and several examples. Then follows
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I have the slippers.

Could you get the paper?

The perfect addition to any family, the RB5X
Intelligent Robot™ is a versatile, multi-purpose,
programmable home appliance.
RB5X comes completely assembled, with software

that allows it to learn its environment; sonar and
tactile sensors that detect obstacles in the robot's
path; a routine that helps RB5X find its charger
when its batteries are low; and an array of options
that turns RB5X into a real workhorse.
With the vacuum attachment, you can program

RB5X to vacuum the living room each morning
after you leave. Add an arm, and RB5X becomes a

messenger, able to lift and carry up
^^k to 12 ounces. Add the fire

^v-^^^ -^h detector/ext ingu isher, and
yW_ A kJ^^ RB5X senses small fires, finds

I Jy "^\^ them, and puts them out. RB5X
with voice capability can«

**RB ROBOT
» rnRpnoATirwj

respond to your spoken word with actions or words
of its own.
We also offer a Robot Control Language (RCL)

with Savvy™ that makes programming RB5X easier
than training the family dog. A unique combination
of hardware and software, the Savvy system speeds
up software development by letting you program
your RB5X with common English words and
phrases. Available now for the Apple II and
Apple He, RCL™ will soon be mounted on board
the robot, making it compatible with most other
brands of computers.

Imagine all the wonderful things a robot in your
home could do for you. Then seeRB5X for yourself.
You'll never be the same again.
Ask your local computer retailer for a demonstra-

tion. Or contact us for the name of the RB5X
dealer nearest you.

'CORPORATION
18301 West 10th Avenue. Suite 310, Golden Colorado 80401, USA (303) 279-5525
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Language Arts, continued...

a cute graphic which shows a young writer

reconsidering his choice of words— he has

a very astute "inner voice" that reminds

him that conciseness is next to godliness.

All of the example and exercise sentences

are complex and interesting; most of them

treat social studies topics.

The exercises take several forms. The
simplest is a choice between two sen-

tences in which you choose the less wordy

of the two. The second form offers a

sentence, each word of which has a num-
ber suspended over it. You type in the

numbers of the words which begin and

end the wordy phrase. This technique is

somewhat less satisfactory than the first,

because it is sometimes difficult to know
just how much of the phrase the author

wanted to include in the correct answer,

and there doesn't seem to be any flexi-

bility in the correct response; you either

choose exactly the words the author chose

or you don't get credit for the exercise.

You do get a second chance to type the

correct numbers, but by then your score

is shot.

Excellence
Acknowledged.

Some people demand the beat.

Superior quality at superior value identities

the best" products, and the best in Apple II*-

compatible drives is the Micro-Sci line ot 5 'A

"

floppy disk drives and subsystems
Business people needing storage, reliability

and fast access have been impressed with

Micro-Sci s A40 system since we introduced it

back in 1979 For a lower list price than the

Apple Disk ll"s, the A40 offers 20Kb more
capacity, taster access time and greater

data reliability

The Micro-Sci A70 drive combines quick

access and high reliability with a full 286Kb
storage capability

The newest member
of Micro-Sci s Apple II-

compatible family, the A2, is a
direct replacement for the Disk II,

MICRO-SCI
Micro-Set is o Division ot Standun Controls, inc

2158 SOUTH HATHAWAY STREET SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92705 • 714/662 2801 • TELEX 910-346-6739
International Deoief Inquiries IMC International Markets Corp Telephone 714/730-0963 • Telen 277782 ROBY UR

" Apple Apple II. Apple HI ond Oak H Oft registered trademarks ot Apple Computet, mc
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featuring total compatibility at a lower cost Better

still, you can mix our A2 drive and controller with

their drive ond controller for complete freedom of

interchangeabilrty

And Micro-Scis controller includes operating

features like jumper-selectable 3 2 and 3 3 DOS.

Give yourself the privilege.

Micro-Sci delivers the most in quality,

reliability and performance So when you
consider additional drives or a disk subsystem
tor your Apple II. indulge yourself in the Micro-

Sci alternative.

See our complete product line today at

a dealer near you.

(SPECIAL NOTE TO APPLE III*

USERS Micro-Sci also otters a lull

range ofApple Ill-compatible

drives. Ask your local dealer

lor details)

The least satisfactory of the three for-

mats requires you to retype a wordy sen-

tence, wording it so as to avoid the pitfall

being studied. Although this makes the

most sense from the standpoint of learn-

ing the material, it is very frustrating for

the student. As in the second format,

there is no flexibility in the response; you

must type exactly what the author

wants— there is only one correct answer.

Unfortunately, neither editing nor

writing is an exact science, and it is quite

possible to find more than one acceptable

way to reword a sentence. It is even more

possible to make a typing error (such as

forgetting the period at the end of the

sentence) that will strip you of all credit

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Wordy

Type: Educational

Author: Priscilla Sears

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: A very good introduction

to wordiness.

Price: $100 for 3 disks

Manufacturer:

ComPress
P.O. Box 102

Wentworth, NH 03282

for the exercise. If your first answer is

wrong, you must retype the entire sen-

tence (some of them are quite long). I

feel strongly that the author should have

allowed for, at least, a typing error or two
when specifying the answer.

My only other criticism of the program

is that there are not enough exercises. In

addition to the explanation and examples,

each lesson offers only five or six exer-

cises—not quite enough to fix the concept

firmly in your mind. A minimum of ten

exercises per lesson would be better.

At the end of each series of exercises,

the program repeats the exercises you
did incorrectly, and then presents your

score as a percentage on a horizontal h;f r.

As you can guess, with so few exercises

all of which demand perfect answers, it is

very difficult to get a good score.

The high price of Wordy probably

makes it most appropriate for use in

schools and libraries where students can

work on the short lessons as time permits.

The disks are copy-protected, and back

ups are available for $10.00 each.

All in all, ComPress is on the right

track. The concept behind Wordy is

excellent and just a little more program-

ming sophistication would make the entire

program an outstanding contribution to

the body of educational software. —EBS
a
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Like television and stereo, computers
can be usedbymany different people,
in offices and business, in schools and
at home . . . the intere&in programs is

the difference.

Excessive
consumption

of mass quanti-
ties is EASY with
Z80A and 6502
processors and up
to FOUR 400KB
DISK DRIVES.

Here are a few of the ways (or software
programs) in which you can put Magic
in your life.

Extensive selec-
tion of software
abound every-
where at

V economy

Professional Appointment Book •

Income Tax Preparation • Accounts
Receivable

64K RAH, dual
processor sys-
tem, video, com-
munications and
printer interfaces.

Accounts
Payable
and Aging •

School
_• Administration

Y* Property and
Asset Manage-
ment • Engi-
neering Cir-

cuitry •

Sports and
Activity Sta-

tistics • Medical and Legal Accounting •

Wordprocessing and Letters • Travel

HUMAMf/

WSUMOED
- the computer for the serious of mind.

Planning and Scheduling • Church and
Association Management • Mortgage
and Interest Details •

LOVE is a
ready-to-use
computer system

MAGIC speaks many languages
including CBASIC which comes
with system, plus a dictionary,
a word processor, an electronic
spreadsheet and a filing sys-
tem— FREE.

Games for Execu-
tives • Menu and Rec-
ipe Files • Retail and Store
Management • Mail List Operations •

Activity and Hobby Organizing • Learn-
ing FORTRAN • Order and Sales Entry
• Christmas Presents List • College

ATTENTION HUMANS!
Our mission here on earth is rapid
conversion of excessive data into
functional modes of information ...

this may be accomplished

BASIC
Programming
and Learning •

Electronic

Spreadsheet •

Administrative
Reports •

Address File,

Control and Up-
Dating • Dictio-

nary and Spelling • Your Own Private
Secretary • Designing Forms • Informa-
tion for Insurance and Hospitalization •

Learning Computers • Managing Home
Purchases and Inventory • Structural
Engineering • Medical Office Scheduling

Thesis and Reports • Data Com-
munications • Business Market-
ing • File and Retrieval Systems •

Dental Office Management •

Librarying and Cataloging •

Indexing Tor Small Business •

Household Inventory • Invest-
ment Analysis and Tracking • magic

WRITE TO: Magic Computer Company, Inc. • Two Executive Drive • Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 944-6700 • CALL: (800) 221-1565 • Telex: 144594
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Plug arcade excitement
into your Apple computer
Super Sprite is an amazing peripheral card that plugs easily

into the Apple's expansion slot. It magically transforms your Apple

into an exciting entertainment center for colorful and dramatic

animation, realistic sound effects and actual speech.

Sprites Galore

Only Super Sprite has multi-plane graphics for life-like 3-D

animation. Watch your screen come alive with animated characters

(sprites) that flit and fly, intersect and interact and never get in the

way of each other. And sprite action can join standard Apple
graphics on the screen at the same time.

Software Support
Every Super Sprite package includes the Ampersprite™

software language that lets you devise sprites in seconds from the

keyooard. Plus sound effects and speech! Or. simpler yet you can buy a

commercial game that's already written around the Super Sprite.

Your computer store should have Super Sprite in stock. If

not ask him to order one for you. Suggested retail is only $395.

a

A Synetix Inc.

Super Sprite package includes

operator's manual.

Ampersprite programming utility

and demo diskettes.

15050 N.E. 95th. Redmond. WA 98052. (206) 881-7110 1-800-426-7412

Ampersprite is a registered trademark ol Avant-Garde Creations, Inc Super Sprite is a registered trademark ot Synetix Systems. Inc . 1983

'Apple is a registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTER. INC
CIRCLE 261 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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IN APPLE GRAPHICS AND SOUND

THE MAGIC BEHIND THE MIRACLE

There is no question that the new SUPERSPRITE BOARD from Synetix is

something of a miracle

Suddenly, the Apple's graphics capabilities have been pulled from

mediocrity and launched into the forefront of today's state-of-the-art

graphics explosion SPRITE GRAPHICS, 16 HI-RES COLORS. 35 VIDEO
PLANES. APPLE & SPRITE GRAPHICS TOGETHER. EXTENDED SOUND
EFFECTS. VOICE AND MUCH MORE NEVER POSSIBLE ON THE
APPLE BEFORE NOW
Equally amazing are the three special software packages created espec-

ially for this board by Don Fudge, aptly titled THE STARSPRITE SYSTEM
The board, without STARSPRITE. would be much like the Apple without any

programming language - STARSPRITE is the key

By the end of the first sitting with the STARSPRITE SYSTEM, you'll not

only be able to perform functions once reserved only for seasoned program

mers. you'll also be able to create graphics and animation that, until now.

weren't even thought possible on the Apple

STARSPRITE I is included at no extra charge with the SuperSpnte board

This software and extensive manual teaches you how to take command of

the board's graphics, sound, music and voice capabilities and includes three

exciting, alterable arcade games
STARSPRITE II is designed for intermediate programming and contains

utilities and tutorials for animation, sound effects, music, scene creation and
much more

STARSPRITE III is a professional

programmer's dream come- true, pro-

viding the entire system's source *9*t" j*k

codes, machine language routines,

pokes, buffers, collision paths.

Ampersprite™ information, etc

The STARSPRITE SYSTEM is unlike

anything yet created for the Apple

For more information dial (503)
345-5202 for a special two-minute

recording Our order number is (503)
345-3043 Call us now to experience

the future

SPRITEWARE™ FROM AVANT-GARDE
(503) 345-3043 P.O. Box 30160 EUGENE OREGON 97403
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TAKE
BREAK!

^

WITH NIGHTM1SSION

You deserve the best. You've earned it. Now reward yourself with a session of Night Mission PINBALL.
the most realistic and challenging arcade simulation ever conceived! Stunning graphics and dazzling
/-
— "—n sound effects put Night Mission PINBALL in a class by itself. Game features: multi-

'
1 ball and multi-player capabilities, ten different professionally designed levels of play,

v —-^
,' and an editor that lets you create your own custom modes. So take a break with

Night Mission PINBALL from SubLOGIC. Winner of Electronic Games magazine's

L 1983 Arcade Award for Best Computer Audio Visual Effects.

See your dealer . .

.

or write or call for more information. For direct orders please add $1 50 for

shipping and specify UPS or first class mail delivery Illinois residents add 5%
sales tax American Express, Diner s Club, MasterCard, and Visa accepted

Order Line: 800/637-4983
CIRCLE 257 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LOGIC
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(217) 359-8482 Telex: 206995
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Role playing with a computer is but

one way computers can be used as edu-
cational tools in the home and classroom.
Adventures and simulations allow the stu-

dent to assume a new identity and experi-

ment with different kinds of behavior and
unusual situations.

These adventures can be historical

simulations, present day mysteries,
science fiction projections into the future,

or completely fanciful excursions into
settings of indeterminate chronology. All
require thinking, planning, strategy, and
patience if the player is to succeed.
As a teacher who is constantly looking

for educational value in the activities my
students enjoy. I find that adventures and
simulations offer positive learning experi-

ences. As a young person plays an ad-
venture game, he develops such important

Graham Unwin. 150-15 79th Ave Flushing. NY
11.167.

October 1983 Creative Computing

Graham Unwin
skills as spelling, reading comprehension,
critical thinking, and creativity. He must
analyze a situation and act in a manner
consistent with the rules that he has learn-

ed govern his environment. Often, his

understanding of historic and scientific

events is broadened as he copes with
unfamiliar situations.

Each game has certain objectives which
may or may not be apparent as play
begins. The writers of adventures are
extremely clever at devising schemes and
patterns which can be uncovered only
through perseverance and systematic
experimentation. Young people derive a
great deal of satisfaction from attacking a
task and sticking with it until the problem
is solved.

They also enjoy participating in an
ongoing story in which they are the char-

acters who determine what happens next.
The experience is completely different
from the passivity of TV viewing or the
physical involvement of arcade game
play.

From an educational standpoint, par-

ticipa'ing in a good adventure serves as
an effective introduction to the computer
as a complex information processing tool
that is easy and fun to use. The experience
helps the student learn I >w to organize
information as it demonstrates the abil-

ities and limitations of the machine. Many
students are inspired to lean more about
the computer and eventually become ac-

complished programmers.
Students also appreciate the explo

atory nature of adventures which ere, 'es

a sense of suspense and anticipation,

cause one false move can bring about Uic

de nise of one's character in a moment,
each move involves risk and must be
made after carefully .onsidering all the
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Adventures, continued...

possible consequences.

As every computer enthusiast knows,

there are many adventure packages on

the market today. They are available for

virtually every computer from the tiny

Timex Sinclair HXX) to the mighty, all

purpose CP/M system. They are also

among the more expensive game pack-

ages available, so care must be taken in

choosing the ones that will work best in

the educational environment.

When I began using adventures in the

classroom. I found that different programs

were appropriate for different situations.

A program that did not work well in the

classroom might be quite effective as a

teaching tool at home.

In my classroom. I scheduled computer

adventure sessions during recesses, before

school, and after school. After more than

a year of experimentation, my team of 10-

IO 13-year-old experts has come to some

important conclusions about many of the

packages currently on the market. The

remainder of this article is a discussion of

their opinions and conclusions.

Wizardry

Wizardry, one of the most popular

fantasy role-playing games around, allows

several characters to travel together

through an underground maze full of mys-

tery and danger. Travel is guided by a

three-dimensional representation of the

maze, and the actions of the characters

are influenced by a multitude of variables,

only some of which are under their con-

trol. The unique mix of text and graphics

and the character development offered

in Wizardry' capture and hold the interest

of most students.

The game requires a great deal of stra-

tegic planning. Schemes must be concept-

ualized and tried. If they work, the re-

wards are immediate: the character is

improved, a treasure is uncovered, or a

needed item is found.

The other unique and appealing feature

of Wizardry is its multiplayer format. It is

the only game we have tried that allows

several players to become involved in the

game, each with his own character. Play-

ers must cooperate in sharing record

keeping responsibilities as well as ideas

and strategies. Wizardry encourages

social interaction, cooperative behavior,

and active dialogue. It is difficult but not

impossible: continual progress spurs the

player on.

Hi-Res Adventures
Another series of adventures popular

with my students are the Hi-Res Adven-

tures from Sierra On-Line. The series

includes five regular adventures and one

super epic called Time Zone.

It is best to start with one of the earlier

games such as Mission Asteroid or

Mystery House and work up to the more

150

complex Cranston Manor. The Wizard

and the Princess. Ulysses and the Golden

Fleece, and Time Zone.

In The Wizard and The Princess, the

goal is to save the life of a princess in a

castle far away. This is not an easy task,

and the problems encountered along the

way call for some serious, flexible think-

ing. The game is good for a group, be-

cause the more people there are. the

better are their chances of hitting on the

correct solution.

Sierra On-Line also offers Dark Crystal.

a hires adventure based on the movie of

the same name.

A factor that must be considered with

these and other adventures is the amount

of frustration they induce. Beginning ad-

venturers frequently reach an impasse and

can spend hours trying to overcome a

single obstacle. The most effective way

to deal with this problem in the class-

room is to have a more experienced ad-

venturer available to provide hints when

the action bogs down.

Adventure International

Scott Adams of Adventure Inter-

national has written more than a dozen

text adventures, most of which have re-

cently been converted to include graph-

ics. Adventureland. Pirate Adventure,

Mission Impossible, and Strange Odyssey

are the favorites in my classroom. All are

now available in graphic form for most

computers.

Scott Adams adventures are known for

the tricks and puzzles which players must

solve to progress. These can keep groups

of students busy for hours.

Adventures for Beginners

Phoenix Software, recognizing that it

often takes a player a while to learn the

techniques of successful adventuring, of-

fers a tutorial adventure called Birth of

the Phoenix. My students found this ap-

proach very helpful, and enjoyed playing

the game, too.

Other high quality adventures from

Phoenix Software include Adventure in

Time. Queen of Phobos. and Sherwood

Forest, an animated adventure that puts

the player in the role of Robin Hood.

The Snooper Trooper games from

Spinnaker Software are also good ad-

ventures for beginners. Written specif-

ically for young people. Granite Point

Ghost and Disappearing Dolphin are in-

tended to be educational. The student

plays detective and must try to solve a

crime; suspects can be interviewed and

clues uncovered. Snooper Troopers have

provided many hours of challenging fun

in my classroom.

Infocom
The adventures from Infocom are in a

class by themselves. Zork I. II. and ///.

Starcross. and Suspended feature fantasy/

science fiction scenarios that require a

great deal of experience and determin-

ation. Deadline and the new Witness cast

the player in the role of a detective whose

task is to solve a crime before time runs

out. They are very realistic and include

complex vocabularies.

In terms of innovative designs and ver-

bal interaction, Infocom is the leader in

the field.

Ultrasoft

Mask of the Sun by Ultrasoft is another

very challenging adventure. It requires

the player to explore Aztec ruins for

artifacts that are the key to his survival.

The game is difficult, but the writers have

taken care to provide enough information

at each location to avoid total frus-

tration.

Mask of the Sun, like the Infocom

programs, is noted for the flexibility built

into its vocabulary. With these games,

adventurers can spend more time ex-

ploring ideas and less time searching for

word combinations the program will

accept.

Sword Thrust

Some of the students were particularly

partial to Sword Thrust, a sophisticated

version of an older text adventure called

Eamon. Sword Thrust allows the player

to create a character which he then stores

on disk and uses in different scenarios.

As the character progresses through a

scenario, he gains experience and skill

which he can use in future games.

Titles in the Sword Thrust series in-

clude Vampyre Caves. Case of the

Sultans Pearl and The Green Plague.

Sirius Software

Sirius has released an adventure which

my students found very difficult, but at-

tractive, nevertheless, because of its ani-
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STATE OF THE ART
MEMORY SYSTEMS

512KB SINGLE BOARD IBM MEMORY W/RS232-C PORT
Addressable as a contiguous block in 64KB increments thru 1 megabyte.

• On board parity with interrupt on parity error.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $595.00
MEMDISK 1 Allows memory to emulate disks. Increases system performance!!

FREE with purchase of memory.

NE^

64KB SINGLE BOARD EXORCISER
I, II, AND ROCKWELL
SYSTEMS 65 MEMORY

• Parity checker on board.
• Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K increments with

respect to VXA or VUA.
• Pin to Pin compatibility.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $250.00

512KB TO 2MB SINGLE BOARD
MULTIBUS MEMORY

• Pin to Pin MULTIBUS compatibility for both 8 bit and 16 bit

systems.

• On board parity with selectable interrupt on parity ERROR.
• Addressable up to 16 megabytes.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 512KB $ 895.00
1MB $4495.00

_,f\^ 2MB $8700.00

64KB SINGLE BOARD
S100 MEMORY

• Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K word increments.
• Battery back-up capability.

• Functions with onboard refresh.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $250.00

256KB TO 1 MB SINGLE BOARD
LSI 11 MEMORY

• On board parity generator checker.
• Addressable as contiguous block in 256KB increments

through 4 megabytes.
• Battery backup mode.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 256KB $ 595.00
512KB $2650.00
1MB $3995.00

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

CChrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254

TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)
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Adventures, continued...

mation and style of play. Although the

story line is a bit weak. Escape from
Rungistan features some very novel prob-

lem solutions.

Copts and Robbers from Sirius is a good

graphics-only adventure for the very

young.

Keyboard Control

Another type of adventure requires that

the movement of the character be con-

trolled from the keyboard. These are

challenging and require a somewhat dif-

ferent approach than the games that move

the character about in response to verbal

commands.
Their common drawback in the class-

room is that they don't lend themselves to

group play. Aside from this, they are very

involving games. Examples include

Ultima. Odyssey, Adventure to Atlantis,

and Temple of Apshai.

The Search Series

In a category by itself is a set of simu-

lations from McGraw-Hill called the

Search Series. These are designed for use

in the elementary and middle school class-

room.
After having used Geography Search

and Community Search, I have nothing

but the highest regard for the quality of

learning they encourage and their unique

and innovative design.

Community Search, for example, is a

simulation of man's early civilization

building and confronts students with the

kinds of decisions these people had to

make. The class is divided into four

groups of nations and told that they have

been successful up to this point but are

about to face a severe drought. Students

progress by trial and error to knowledge

of the best way to survive. Geography

Search simulates the days of the early

explorers at sea.

Scientific Simulations

The last group of games I will consider

includes simulations that are based on

actual scientific phenomena. Although I

have seen quite a few of these, several

are truly outstanding.

The first is Rendezvous from EduWare.

In this simulation of the US Space Shuttle,

the player flies the shuttle into space,

establishes orbit, and then docks with a

Adventures In Education: A Comparison Chart |

\ *>
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Adventureland / / / / /

Pirate Adventure / • / / /

Curse of Crowley Manor • • / /

Interactive Fiction (discontinued) • / /

Labyrinth of Crete • • / /

Temple of Apshai • • / • • / /

Dragon's Eye • / / /

Hellfire Warrior / • / v / /

Empire of the Overmind • • / • / / /
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space station. Accomplishing the docking
maneuver is difficult, but the player gets
a good sense of what it must be like to
pilot a space craft.

Another simulation by the same author
is a trip to Saturn called Saturn Navigator
from Sublogic.

Microbe from Synergistic Software is a
scientific adventure that takes place inside

the human body. The player pilots a min-
iature submarine through the body to
correct a patient's medical problem. To
complete the mission, the player must
make use of several resources, including
a library, a navigator, a technician, and a
physician.

The designers of the program have
carefully provided the ability to control
the difficulty of the mission, so that the

game can be equally challenging for a 12-

year-old or a medical student. The docu-
mentation is good and offers an exciting
introduction to the field of medicine.

Writing Your Own
Students and teachers who enjoy ad-

ventures often long to put their experi-
ence to use in an adventure of their own.
Few, however, have the programming
skills necessary to do so.

Genesis for the TRS-80 from Time
Management Software of Cushing, OK, is

a program that can make their wishes
come true. The new adventure can be
recorded on disk and offered as a chal-

lenge to other members of the class. The
program includes a well written tutorial

that enables the user eventually to create

a game of whatever complexity he
chooses. Prospective authors should, how-
ever, be experienced adventurers before
they try to write games of their own.

Summary
Whether in the classroom or at home,

adventures and simulations offer a high
quality educational experience for young
people. The problem solving techniques
learned in a underground cave or on a
space ship can be applied in many of the
situations students will face in real life.

Tackling these problems in a group can
be particularly beneficial as students learn
from each other, and I recommend ad-
ventures to any teacher who wants to add
a new dimension to learning in his
classroom. rj

'5 = Best graphics "5 = Most difficult
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3
5 = Longest to play 4

5 = Highest rating *5 = Most complex
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^ \\\\\ **\ %\ %xb "SAV \\^\ \ \\1

Program \

Ultima / / • •

Sword Thrust (6 scenarios) / / / / • /

Volcanoes / / • /

Rendezvous • / / /

Creature Venture • / / /

Mummy's Curse • / • /

Starcross • • / • • • / •

Deadline / / / / / / / /

Zork I, II, III / • V / • / / •

Community Search, Geography Search / / • / •

Snooper Troopers • / / / / •

Mission Asteroid • / / / /

Mystery House • • • •

Wizard and the Princess / • • • /

Crantson Manor • • • /

Ulysses and the Golden Fleece / / / / • /
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Adventures, continued...
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J * 1 <S 1*&/ 3 / A? / £ /*§/ cf / <f/ £

7/
Y / Manufacturer Name,
/ Address, Telephone Number

• 4 5 5 5 / 3 12+ $99.95
Sierra On-Line

/ 4 3 3 5 / 3 10+ $19.95

Penquin Software
830 4th Ave.
Geneva, IL 60134

NA 3 3 3 • 2 11 + $29.95

Phoenix Software, Inc.

64 Lake Zurich Dr.
Lake Zurich, IL 60047

NA 1 1 4 / 1 10+ $22.00
Phoenix Software, Inc.

/ 4 3 3 3 / 2 11 + $34.95

Phoenix Software, Inc.

• 3 / 4 3 3 4 11 + $32.95

Quality Software
6600 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105
Reseda, CA 91335

/ 2 1-2 1-2 3 1 10-11 $34.95
Sirius Software, Inc.

10364 Rockingham Dr.
Sacramento, CA 95827

• 3 4 4 2 / 3 13+ $29.95
Sirius Software, Inc.

• 3 4 5

_

5 5 11 + $49.95
Sir-Tech Software, Inc.

6 Main St.

Ogdensburg, NY 13669

/ 3 4 4 5 5 11 + $34.95

Sir-Tech Software, Inc.

/ 4 5 4 5 5 12+ $34.95

Sublogic Communications
13 Edgebrook Dr.

Champaign, IL 61820

/ 3 4 4 1 4 13+ $49.95
Sublogic Communications

/ 4 3-5 2-5 5 / 2-5 11 + $44.95
Synergistic Software
830 N. Riverside Dr., Ste. 201
Renton, WA 98055

/ 2 4 4 2 3 11 + $29.95

Synergistic Software

/ 4 5 4 3 4 13+ $39.95
Synergistic Software

/ 4 4 4 2 3 13+ S39.95

Ultrasoft

'5 = Best graphics *5 = Most difTicult °S = Longest to play «5 = Highest rating 55 = Most complex
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Four Educational Software Packages

The ABC's of Tl Software

Many buyers of low-cost computers

select the TI 99/4A because of Texas

Instruments' reputation for superior edu-

cational software. Does the software help

a child develop reading and arithmetic

skills, or does it merely dress up ordinary

drills in colorful graphics and charming

music? Let's have a look.

Early Learning Fun
Early Learning Fun from Texas Instru-

ments offers drills in numbers, shapes,

sorting, and the alphabet for children ages

three to six.

The child will need a parent's help to

follow the on-screen instructions and to

become familiar with the computer key-

board. During the drills, the child matches

the letter or number on the screen with

the letter or number on the keyboard.

The spacebar is used only to repeat a

drill; the zero key tells the computer to

go on to the next drill.

The exercises are arranged from the

easiest—number and shape recognition—

to more difficult drills in sorting and the

alphabet. The drills are arranged to rein-

force one another. For example, in the

first set, a number appears on-screen for

the child to match; the second set reverses

Sherrie Van Tyle

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Early Learning Fun

Type: Educational

System: TI 99/4A

Format/Language: Cartridge/machine

Performance: Very good

Ease of Use: Good

Documentation: Good

Price: $29.95

Summary: Number and alphabet

recognition, sorting and

counting drills for

preschoolers.

Overall Mark: Good

Manufacturer:
Texas Instruments

P.O. Box 53
Lubbock, TX 79408

(800) 858-4565

the drill, asking the child to pick a num-

ber, which then appears on screen.

If the child presses the correct number,

a series of musical notes chimes, and a

matching number of brightly colored

shapes appears. If the child's response is

wrong, a deep tone sounds, and the child

must try again until he finds the correct

number. No score is kept.

According to the instructions, during

the number drill the child "learns that the

numeric symbol . . . represents a concrete

quantity of things," The shapes that ac-

company the numbers are two-dimen-

sional. Although a child may recog-

nize the shape of the number 2, he may

need tangible examples to understand the

idea of two. You could, for example,

group a set of blocks near the computer

in increments up to 10 and have the child

pick up the appropriate number of

blocks.

The sorting drill sharpens cognitive

skills. The child, presented with four

shapes, must pick out the one that is

unlike the rest and press the number next

to that shape. This is more difficult than

matching shapes and takes time to

master.

During the alphabet drill, you may want

to help the child think of other words that

Early Learning Fun
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Beginning Grammar
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BULED THE SKIES
EAGLES" flies you over France during Wortd War I tojoin the men who first rose to the skies like some glorious

birds of prey. This realistic strategy simulation gives you fourteen historic planes— including the feared
Fokker DR-1 Triplane (the Red Baron's favorite) and the legendary Sopwith Camel — each accu-
rately rated for speed, rate of climb and maneuverability. If you like, you can even fly

planes ofyourown deajfln. You can play solitaire against enemy planes flown bythe
computer, or against other players. Fly balloon-busting missions, set up
duels between sfflj* aircraft orcreategrand dogfights involving

as many as twenty planes Choose historic scenarios, or
let the computer set up the battles.

So head on down to your nearest
computer/software or game
dealer and get your
zings today!

m
write Pat* COLflft C

) Please specif>

IIJR r.AMF



Tl Games, continued.

Addition and Subtraction 2

begin with the same letter. Vowels, of

course, have several different sounds

each. Phonic flash cards could be used to

supplement the alphabet drill.

Early Learning Fun delivers the fun it

promises. On his own, a child enjoys the

music and graphics and becomes
acquainted with the computer. If the par-

ent and child play together, with the ad-

dition of concrete examples and phonic

practice, the software becomes edu-

cational.

Beginning Grammar
Beginning Grammar from Texas Instru-

ments introduces the parts of speech to

children in grades two to five. Children

must be familiar with the computer key-

board because the drills use a com-
bination of the spacebar, numbers, and
letters.

Seven of the eight parts of speech are

defined and presented in the drills (inter-

jections are omitted). The prepositions

and conjunctions, however, are combined

in one drill; this confuses a child. The
definition of a pronoun as a word that

"relates a noun or pronoun to another

word in the sentence" is too vague, es-

pecially when a conjunction is defined as

a word that "joins words or groups of

words together."

The definitions of nouns, verbs, pro-

nouns, and adverbs are straightforward.

A child learns shortcuts quickly—many
adverbs end in ly and conjunctions are

easily memorized in a rhyme, "and, or,

but, nor." A parent or teacher can give

specific examples of how prepositional

phrases work in a sentence or act them
out for the child: in a box, out the door,

and under the chair.

Graphics are used cleverly: adjectives

are displayed on a restaurant menu; ad-

verbs on a theater marquee. Verbs are

lifted off the screen. For nouns, the child

160
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Beginning Grammar

Type: Educational

System: TI 99/4A

Format/Language: Cartridge/machine

Performance: Good

Ease of Use: Fair

Documentation: Fair

Price: $29.95

Summary: Clever graphics

introduces the parts of

speech.

Overall Mark: Good

Manufacturer:
Texas Instruments

P.O. Box 53
Lubbock, TX 79408

(800) 858-4565

moves the word selected by the computer

into one of four slots: person, place, thing,

or not a noun.

As in Early Learning Fun, the computer

responds to a wrong answer with a low

sound; for a correct answer, a short tune

plays. Scoring is understated; a correct

answer is worth one point, and the score

is totaled in a small box at the lower right

of the screen.

If the child hesitates for more than 30

seconds, the computer flashes a help

screen that asks if he wants to see the

instructions, redo the drill, or continue.

Most children learn quickly where the

AID key is. When the child is searching

for the keys to type a word, the help

screen merely interrupts and irritates.

Few elementary students are skilled

touch typists, but in Beginning Grammar,
the child must shift between the spacebar,

letters, and numbers to enter answers.

Alligator Mix

Presumably, the spacebar could have

been used throughout the program. If the

child types a wrong letter, however, the

low tone sounds and the space for the

letter remains blank. After two wrong

answers, the computer points out the

correct response.

Beginning Grammar is a more enter-

taining way to learn the parts of speech

than to diagram sentences. If the parent

or teacher considers it an introduction

and provides further explanation, es-

pecially of the exceptions to the rules, the

drills are worthwhile. Despite its short-

comings, children enjoy working with the

parts of speech in Beginning Grammar.

Addition and
Subtraction 2

Addition and Subtraction 2 from Texas
Instruments was developed by Scott,

Foresman and Company. The drills, for

elementary students, are arranged in nine

sets, starting with a review of numbers

to 18.

The drills are structured carefully; ad-

dition of numbers horizontally is followed

by addition vertically; then three numbers

are added horizontally. To go on to the

next set, the child must answer 80% of the

problems correctly.

Each drill starts with a tutorial. Along

with the problem, the appropriate number
of colored bars and objects are displayed

on screen. When the numerals are added

in the problem, the bars and the objects

combine too. For young children, the

concrete examples are important for them

to understand what addition and sub-

traction mean, and the child may ask for

another example. With larger numbers,

the screen grows too crowded, however.

The bars are small and difficult xo count.

To enter an answer, the child presses

the number keys. If the answer is wrong,
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Tl Games, continued...

the computer places a red x over the

answer. The message "try again" appears.

If the child answers incorrectly a second

time, the computer provides the right

number.
The rewards for correct answers are

ingenious graphics: an airplane tows a

"way to go" sign across the top of the

screen, a train chugs along the bottom,

and a car inches ahead on a two-lane

highway. A short tune accompanies the

graphics.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Addition and Subtraction 2

Type: Educational

System: TI 99/4A, speech synthesizer

optional

Format/Language: Cartridge/Machine

Performance: Good

Ease of Use: Very good

Documentation: Good

Price: $39.95

Summary: Comprehensive drills in

addition and subtraction

of numbers up to 18.

Overall Mark: Very good

Manufacturer:

Texas Instruments

P.O. Box 53

Lubbock, TX 79408

(800) 858-4565

Level nine is a review of the addition

and subtraction skills the child has learn-

ed. If the child answers at least 20 of the

24 problems correctly, he goes on to Extra

for Experts, which approaches elementary

algebra in skill.

In sum. Addition and Subtraction 2 is

well designed to sharpen arithmetic skills

in young children. If the child works his

way through the nine sets, he will have

mastered elementary addition and sub-

traction.

Alligator Mix
Alligator Mix from Texas Instruments

was developed by Jerry Chaffin and Bill

Maxwell of the University of Kansas. Al-

ligator Mix is an arcade-style drill in ad-

dition and subtraction for children ages 5

toll
The game is set in a swamp populated

by alligators and apples. The object is to

solve the addition or subtraction problem
that appears in the apple, matching it

with the solution that appears on the

alligator's body. If the answer matches,

the child opens the alligator's mouth by
pressing the spacebar or the fire button

on the joystick. If the answer on the

162

alligator is wrong, the child does nothing;

the apple disappears. The child scores

points either way.

If three problems are solved correctly,

the eyes of the alligator surface; for four

correct answers, the head appears; for

five right, another alligator pokes his head

up. Each time, the alligators appear closer

to the center of the screen, shortening

the time available to solve the problem in

the apple. A total of five alligators may

be in the swamp at one time.

If the child lets the alligator eat an

apple that does not match the solution or

if he fails to open the animal's mouth for

a correct solution, a miss is tallied at the

bottom of the screen.

When the child misses too often, the

alligators do not surface as quickly.

Three missed problems in a set and

the child must start a new set of problems

on the alligator one level below. When
three alligators vanish, the game ends,

and the scoreboard appears.

The game is preset for skill level seven,

which is too advanced for most young
children, for problems using numbers
to 9, and for two minutes of play. After

the title screen, the skill level can be set

from one to nine by pressing AID. At
level one, the child has about seven se-

conds to solve the problem before the

apple reaches the alligator. If the child

wants to use joysticks, this choice must

be entered on the options screen. The
game plays better with the joysticks. For

young children, limiting the range of prob-

lems to numbers to 3 makes it less

frustrating.

Adults enjoy Alligator Mix because of

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Alligator Mix

Authors: Jerry Chaffin and Bill

Maxwell

Type: Educational

System: TI 99/4A, joysticks

recommended

Format/Language: Cartridge/machine

Performance: Good

Ease of Use: Fair

Documentation: Adequate

Price: $39.95

Summary: Arcade-style addition and

subtraction drills. More
game than education.

Also programmed in

five foreign languages.

Overall Mark: Fair

Manufacturer:

Texas Instruments

P.O. Box 53

Lubbock, TX 79408

(800) 858-4565

its arcade-style play. The instructions say

the child learns essential mathematical

principles while he plays. To enjoy the

game, however, he must understand the

concepts of addition and subtraction. The
game makes repetitious drills fun, but the

child is merely practicing skills he already

has. Of the four TI software packages

reviewed here, only Alligator Mix misses

the educational mark. D
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ALPHA-PAC

TheWay To KEYBOARDING Success
Animated graphics are the stepping stone to learning the
keyboard. KEYBOARDING-ALPHA-PAC features ani-
mated graphics galorel

This exciting NEW touch keyboarding program teaches the
letter keys one step at a time. It shows you which fingers should
strike which keys. It even shows you how to sit properly at your
keyboard and the correct way to position your hands
over the keys. What's more, the illustrations are ani-

mated—they move! So you can see how to

move your fingers and how your hands
should look when you keyboard property.

The directions, illustrations, exercises,

and user-input all appear on the display
screen. As you practice, the program leads

Clip out this handy coupon and mail today to recew your

copyfies) of KEYBOARDING-ALPHA-PAC.

Please send me KEYBOARDING-
ALPHA-PAC diskette packages), for the following

hardware:

TRS-80™ Model III or 4. 48K minimum
D Apple R

lie. 64K minimum

Name

the way. An illustration of the keyboard remains on the screen for
the first exercises. You can refer to the illustration on the display
screen instead of looking atthe keyboard. How handy!
When you makea mistake, 2 things happen:
1. The keyboard locks up until you strike the right key.

2. The correct key flashes on the illustrated key-
board on the screen until you find it and can
continue with the exercise.

This user-friendly, easy-to-use program can
be completed in no time. In fact, the 30 short les-

sons require only about 25 minutes each.

Keyboarding has never been so
easy—or so much fun.

ts&?

Address

.

City State ZIP.

Phone number (

Make check or money order payable to.

South-western Publishing Co.

Mail your order to:

South-Western Publishing Co.
AHn: Benjamin H. Willard
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

CC

D I have enclosed S79.50 for each package
ordered, plus $1.50 per package for post-

age and handling (check or money order).''

Q Please bill to my VISA:

Please bill to my MasterCard:

No.

Expiration Date

Signature
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Lancer and Clash for the Color Computer corepafeii

sof

Joust Comes Home

Owen Llnzmayer

I've always loved arcade games in

which two people can play simultaneous-

ly. Rather than simply competing against

computer-driven opponents, you must
contend with yet another variable: the

other player. Arcade owners enjoy the

larger profits that two-player games in-

variably generate. Some of my past

favorites have been Rip-Off. Eliminator,

and Space War.
In recent months, two-player games

have become much more sophisticated

and complex. William's Joust, one of the

most popular of this new breed, has finally

reached the home front in the form of

Lancer for the TRS-80 Color Computer
and Clash for the Model l/III.

loost

Manufactured under the Williams

name. Joust has proven to be one of the

most popular arcade titles of 1983. It

continues to rank high on the earnings

chart published by Play Meier magazine,

the coin-op industry bible.

In Joust, you are represented by a

knight riding upon a mythological flying

bird. Using a bi-directional joystick and a

"flap" button, you must fly around the

screen and unseat enemy riders. To knock

a knight off his mount successfully, the

lance that you wield must be higher than

his when your two birds make contact.

When you play with a human opponent,

you are confronted with more complex

and intriguing waves of enemies and you

must make additional strategy decisions.

164

The real thing: Joust in the arcades.

Most important, you must decide whether

to compete or cooperate.

Lancer
With an enviable reputation for pro-

ducing quality coin-op adaptations.

Spectral Associates has recently intro-

duced Lancer by Rick LaMont. Designed

for use on a 32K TRS-80 Color Computer,

Lancer does such a good job of emulating

Joust that I find it difficult to believe that

I don't have to drop in a quarter after

every play.

After you load the copy-protected pro-

gram, the entire screen turns either blue

or red. You press the reset button on the

back of the Color Computer until the

screen is red to ensure that the colors are

correct during game play. The program
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\The foremost innovators of the adventure game invite_.you-to.

explore an exciting realm. Explore history and captivating new
worlds in the familiar surroundings of your home. Find all of
these adventures at your local software dealer or contact
Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, Calif

93614. Phone (209) 683-6858.

NLINE
THE DARK CRYSTAL and character namea are tradamarka of Hanson Aaaoclates. Inc.

HIRES ADVENTURE. SIERRAVENTURE and all othar product title, are trademark, ot Sierra On-Llne. Inc
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Joust, continued.

Lancer. A one-person game in progress. Player is at the top oj

the screen, about to collide with an enemy rider.

Clash. Bat wave in process. The player is in the middle of the

screen. Note the spike forming on the ceiling.

then asks you how many people will play,

their names, and the difficulty level (0-15)

at which they want to play.

The game screen looks very much like

that of Joust (see photos). All of the ledges

and portals are located in the same po-

sitions, and the score is displayed at the

bottom. Your mount sparkles as if

materializing whenever it enters the play-

field. If after five seconds you do not

press a control, it solidifies, and your state

of immunity is over. Lancer plays best

with Atari switch-type controllers rather

than the Tandy potentiometer joysticks.

The enemy riders are silver and ride on

blue buzzards. Since both of the players'

knights are red and aren't distinguishable,

you must carefully keep track of your

own position on the screen to avoid con-

fusion and conflict. The hi-res graphics

are top-notch— right up there with Data-

Soft's Zaxxon and Intracolor's Robottack.

There is a myriad of colors in the pain-

stakingly detailed graphic characters. The
components in Lancer mimic the actions

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Lancer

Author: Rick LaMont

Type: Arcade

System: 32K TRS-80 Color Computer;
joysticks

Format: Tape/disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Joust in its finist form.

Price: S21.95/S24.95

Manufacturer:
Spectral Associates

141 Harvard Ave.

Tacoma, WA 98466

of those found in Joust almost to a tee;

the wings flap, the eggs bounce, and the

necks of the birds bob back and forth as

they fly across the screen.

The game is broken into waves, each

with its own special objective. On the

energy waves, you must race around the

screen and pick up all the eggs before

they hatch. Team waves require you to

cooperate with your partner if you wish

to collect a bonus. On the eighth wave

you must avoid the deadly "invincible"

dragon. Every wave in Joust has an equiv-

alent in Lancer—you don't miss out on a

thing.

The best word to describe the sound

effects of Lancer is spartan. Luckily, the

exciting game play and excellent graphics

make up for the lack of first-rate audio

effects. The one other thing I find fault

with is the sluggishness of the controls.

Lancer doesn't give you that perfectly

smooth, fluid movement found in other

games. Part of the problem probably lies

with the slow 6809 microprocessor inside

the Color Computer, but I am convinced

that the game could function quicker and

more efficiently. At times it feels as if you

are playing in an atmosphere with high

gravity. With practice, though, you can

perform graceful landings and aerobatics

just as you do in Joust.

Lancer stands among the top Color

Computer games of the year. If Oscars

were awarded to computer programs, I

would nominate Lancer without a second

thought. I recommend that you go out

and play a game of Joust. If you like it,

purchase a copy of Lancer. You won't be

disappointed.

Clash
Just because the TRS-80 Models I and

III produce only lo-res, monochrome
graphics doesn't mean that software

houses can't create great game programs

for these systems. And don't be misled

into believing that TRS-80 games are less

fun to play than their Color Computer

counterparts. Clash, another Joust adapt-

ation, attests to this.

Written by Bill Dunlevy, Clash borrows

heavily from Joust, but does not attempt

to pass itself off as a clone of the coin-op

game. The basic concept is the same: you

ride upon a flying bird and must defeat

enemy creatures by colliding with them.

But Clash turns some very interesting

twists that make it different from any

other game available. Instead of always

going head-to-head against a human
opponent, you must also combat eerie

creatures such as cave spiders and bats.

And don't forget to be on the lookout for

spikes that drop from the cavern ceilings

when you least expect it.

Before the action begins, you select the

difficulty level you wish (1-4). Each level

consists of five separate waves, and by

choosing a higher starting level you can

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Clash

Author: Bill Dunlevy

Type: Arcade

System: 16K TRS-80 Model I/III

Format: Tape/disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Worth every penny.

Price: $21.95/524.95

Manufacturer:
Computer Shack

1691 Eason
Pontiac, MI 48054

(313) 673-2224
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NOAHWEBSTER,
MEETYOUR MATCH.

A few months ago, Jennifer would
rather have gone to the dentist than
do her spelling homework.
Then Mom bought Crypto Cube"

by DesignWarer Now Jennifer has
become a word fiend. In fact, she spends
hours paging through the dictionary

to find words that will stump her par-

ents. And, as she does, she builds

her word skills.

Crypto Cube, like all DesignWare
software products, combine computer
game fun with sound educational

principles.

THETHREE DIMENSIONAL
COMPUTER WORD PUZZLE.

Five minutes after Jennifer sat down
at the computer with Crypto Cube, she
was hooked. First she worked her way

> HOO.UMll
iml A[.|.l<-

warn

.' and Apple Kphi
and arr n

through the many word puzzles that

come with the game.Then her parents

typed her spelling homework into

new puzzles.

Then Jennifer started making puz-
zles for her parents!

So now, Crypto Cube is the favorite

family game in Jennifer's home.
AsJennifer would say,"indubitably."

DESIGNWARE MAKES
LEARNING COME ALIVE.

If you own an Apple ][ plus, Apple //e

IBM-PC, Atari 400, 800, or 1200XL
with a disk drive, you should take a

close look at all the DesignWare
software.

Another word game, Spellicopter,"

is an action-packed spelling game.
You'll fly perilous missions through

are trademarks -

crowded skies and i

to re-

keep an ej nathand
science g;> your local de;i

call DesignW.i
at (800) 572-7767,
in California (

546-1866 for our
free software
catalog. You'll be
delighted with
the way your kids

will learn with
DesignWare.
And they'll be

playing for the

run of it.

DesignWare
LEARNING COMES ALIVE.
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Shelf Conscious?
Vow yon can organize your copies of your Favorite Magazines

Mow your magazines can be a handsome addition to your decor, well organized, and easy to find, thanks to these
durable library quality cases or binders They re made of luxury look leatherette over high quality binders board
And both styles are custom designed for

most magazines you save, with sizes.

colors, and imprints selected by the
publishers FREE transfer foil included
for marking dates and volumes.

Magazine binders
hold a year's issues on individual

snap in rods, combining them into

one volume $7 95 each; 3 for $22 50:

6 for $42.95. Mixed titles OK for

quantity prices

Open-back cases
store your issues for individual

reference $6 95 each; 3 for $19 75
6 for $37 50. Mixed titles OK for quantity prices

Charge Order* Only TOLL FREE
800-526-0790 In N) only 201-540-0445

Jesse Jones Box Corp, Dept ZD. Phfadebphto. PA 19141

tVmr send I Cases B«dm QUANT

TBI*.

Title _

. ,

' Add $100 per order for portage C
handing Outside USA add »250 per unit ordered Send (IS funds only

n CHARGE <M*\' 10) D VISA American E«p«w O ManerCard

'PA residents add 6% sales tax

FIRST IN THEIR CLASS
Chatsworth Data offers a simple,
low-cost alternative to keyboard
entry. Whether you choose the
OMR-500, OMR-2000 or 4000
Series, our mark sense readers
assure you of fast, accurate and
reliable data entry.

All readers offer extreme flexi-

bility, accepting pencil marks,
preprinted data or punched holes
on different sized standard OMR
cards. And, depending on the
model, data can be entered
automatically or hand-fed. Also,
a large range of interfaces are

available, including Apple,
TRS-80, Commodore and Atari.

These lightweight, compact
readers are ideally suited for a
wide variety of applications-
educational field, small
businesses, personal computers,
or virtually anywhere data entry
is needed.

So, when you're faced with a
data entry requirement, check
out Chatsworth Data mark sense
readers first and find out why
they're truly first in their class.

[RCHATSWORTH DATA
|^r= c=j r=^ r=» «=> i=» a-i- i i r*«j

20710 Lassen Street • Chatsworth. CA 91311 • (213)341-9200

Joust, continued...

skip the easier rounds. During each wave

you are challenged in a different way.

Sometimes you must simply unseat enemy

riders, while at other times you must

scoop up valuable gems (eggs) before they

turn into dangerous spiders.

When compared to other arcade games
for the TRS-80. Clash looks very good.

The excellent animation of the characters

is what sets it apart from the rest of the

pack. The sound effects are also com-

mendable. If you have the disk version of

Clash and you connect the AUX jack to

an amp/speaker, you are treated to voice

effects in addition to the audio. The
speech is very crisp and recognizable.

The game plays very well. The players'

mounts move rapidly and seem to be quite

responsive to either form of control.

Whereas Lancer has a slow moving feel

to it. Clash bustles along at a rapid pace.

Even when there is a large number of

objects on the screen simultaneously,

everything flows smoothly, and the an-

imation rarely appears to flicker.

Clash has both one- and two-player

modes and can be played with either a

joystick or the keyboard. Unlike many
other games that cramp both players at

the keyboard, the key controls in Clash

are spaced well for two people. The key-

board is also used to advance the menu,
select number of players, pause/continue

the game, enter high scores, and choose a

starting difficulty level.

Both the cassette and disk versions have

daily and all-time high score charts. If

you qualify for either, you can input up to

19 characters to accompany your score.

The all-time high scores are saved im-

mediately to disk as a permanent record.

Users of cassette versions can save and

load scores using a tape recorder.

TRS-80 owners need not sulk as long as

exciting arcade games such as Clash are

on the market. While not as visually ap-

pealing as Lancer, Clash incorporates all

of the qualities of the coin-op game into a

neat package that costs less than $25.

Heck, that's only half as much as I pump
into Joust in a week.

"You have to be more precise

than 'just a smidgeon' of sugar.

'
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Apple*, Commodore*,
Timex/Sinclair* . .

.

by William B. Sanders

The ideo of getting your own computer
sounded wonderful. Bur now rhor you have it

you're o little scared . . . you think it sounds so
technical. Well, take heart. Relax. Help is here.
Williom D. Sonders has written individual books
about the Apple, the Commodore 64, and the
Timex/Sindair computers. When you select the
one which matches your computer you con
breathe easy because it'll be like having your
oil-rime favorite teacher at your side . . . gently
guiding you, explaining, and showing.
THE ELEMENTARY series sweeps away the

We make
them elementa

H DATAMOST
8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, Ca. 9131 1. (213) 7091202.

VISA/MASTERCHARGE accepted. $2 00 shipping/handling charge.
(California residents add 6'4% sales tax)

'Apple, Commodore 64. and Timex/Sinclair are trademarks
respectively of Apple Computer. Inc.. Commodore Business
Machines, Inc. and Timex Computer Corp Copyright 1983 Datamost Inc.

confusion ond explains your
Apple, Commodore 64 or

Timex/Sinclair in down to

earth terms, coupled with

enjoyable cartoons. It

showsyou how to hook it

up, how to use the key-

board and work on
the saeen—all the

unique things your
computer con do so you

con moke use of it right away!And
it also answers those questions you'll

hove about how to write your own simple pro-

grams, about graphics, utility programs, and
various hardware options.

You'll see your ELEMENTARY book contains a
lot of information. And, you'll also see that not
one paragraph or chapter is dull or difficult to
follow. FYove ityouryourself. Visityour computer
store. Open the book. Read a poge of the
introduction, then flip to any page and reod a
parograph or so. You'll find ifs as understand-
able, as helpful and as marvelous as we say.
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EduTech CompTrol Lab

Computer-Aided
Physics Experiments

SOI

David H. Ahl

The CompTrol Lab is a software and

hardware system for running computer-

controlled physics experiments. The
hardware is manufactured by Pasco

Scientific and consists of an infrared

photogate and an interface box.

The photogate is shaped like a large

C, 4 %" high. In one tip is an infrared

light source and in the other, a detector.

A base and 10" post hold the detector in

an upright or inverted position.

The photogate plugs into a Pasco gen-

eral-purpose interface which, in turn,

plugs into the game port of the Apple

computer. All power to the system

comes from the Apple. Two transducers,

such as photogates, thermistor probes,

etc. can be connected simultaneously to

the interface. (A third program in this

series uses a temperature probe; we did

not test it.)

creative coiitpatiRg

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: CompTrol Lab (Pendulum

and Acceleration)

Type: Computer-run lab experiments

Author: John Elberfeld

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: Computer helps perform

experiments.

Price: $325 (components are

available separately)

Manufacturer:
EduTech, Inc.

634 Commonwealth Ave.

Newton Center, MA 02159
(617)965-4813

Figure I. Photogate (infrared light source

and detector) and rules used in accelera-

tion experiments.

Each set of experiments has a disk,

instruction manual, and student manual

(20 pages). The 14-page instruction

manual describes the experimental appa-

ratus for both the Pendulum and

Acceleration experiments. It provides

schematic diagrams of the circuits, set-

up directions, and test programs to

check out the apparatus. We found that

everything was in order and quickly

skipped to page 8 which describes the

two experiments.

Pendulum
The first half of the Pendulum student

manual is a theoretical discussion of

pendulums. It contains the formulae

relating period and amplitude as well as

a discussion of the least squares method

of fitting experimentally measured data

points. It then describes the experiments

and computer program. We had a bit of

a problem setting up the experimental

apparatus; the manuals have illustra-

tions of the photogate, and a stylized

drawing of a pendulum and detector, but

there is no illustration of the entire

apparatus.

Nevertheless, we fashioned a make-

shift pendulum and started making

measurements. With the aid of the com-

puter, this is simplicity itself. There are
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Figure 2. Pasco game port interface con-

nects between Apple computer and
experimental transducers.
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last Night, 39 Musicians Hada
CompuServe conference, so Did 31 M.D.S,

49 Sports Fans And 640 Apple polishers,
And No One HadTo Leave Home.

The Electronic Forum,
Cheaper than Long Distance
and Much More Rewarding.

Every night on the CompuServe
Information Service, professional

and social groups discuss a wide
range of subjects. From what's new
in medical technology to what's

nouvelle in continental cuisine.

And every day more computer
owners who share a common
interest are discovering this exciting

new way to exchange ideas and
even transfer hard copy data.

And besides electronic forums,
they leave messages for each other
on our national bulletin board,

"talk" informally on ourCB simulator,

and communicate via CompuServe's
electronic mail.

But best of all, in most cases,

CompuServe subscribers get all of

these state of the art communications
options, plus a world of on-line

information and entertainment for

the cost of a local phone call plus
connect time.

To become part of this flexible

communications network, all you

need is a computer, a modem and
CompuServe. CompuServe connects
with almost any personal computer,
terminal, or communicating word
processor.

To receive an illustrated

guide to CompuServe and learn how
you can subscribe, contact or call:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service PO Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Bvd Columbus OH 43220

In Ohio call 614 4570802

An H&R Block Company
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CompTrol Lab, continued.

1:

2:

3:
4:

5

1.1606
1.1646
1.1697
1.1?
1.1705

KECORDED DATA
6: 1.1714
7: 1.1696
8: 1.1768
9: 1.1698
10: 1.168

STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.9E-03
MEAN = 1.1685 SD IS .24 % OF MEAN

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

1.1715
1.1701
1.1678
1.1699
1.1662

PERIOD „^_
Hie "-2 SEC

HHE THESE DATA UALID <Y/N> - V

DC 1 >

DC2>

D<4>
0(.5>

D^6)

15
10
28
5
15
25

TC1>
T<2)
U3>
T<.4J
TC5>
K6)

1.1378
1.1398
1.1685
1.1383
1.1499
1.1921

DISPLACEMENT 3

<SPACE BAR> TS
1
CoAT

<

fNUE, <P> TO PRINT

Figure 4. Pendulum output on computer-produced plot

*** DATA EDITOR ***

DO) - 10 T(D- 1.1398
CK2) - 20 T<2> - 1.1685

D(.3> - 5 T(3) - 1.1383
CK4> - 15 T<4> - 1.1499

[X5) - 25 T(5> - 1.1921

1) DELETE A OATA PAIR
2) ADD A DATA PAIR
3> PRINT DATA
4) CONTINUE

<1» Z. 3. OR 4>? 3

DISTANCE
CM

LINEAR ACCELERATION

20 -

1

./

e

*** SUMMARV OF THE ANALYSIS **»

T * MO B

H - 9.31015979E-05

B * 1.1321

N * 2

STANDARD DEVIATION » 3.23 HS

Figure 3. Pendulum Experiment Top chart shows one set ofdata

points. Second shows means of six sets of data Third shows

data editor after deleting first set of points. Fourth screen

shows the analysis. The graph would not print

<SPACE BAR> TO CONTINUE. <P> TO PRINT

THE BEST FIT TO THE OATA

IS GIUEN BY THE EQUATION

S = <0 CM> + (71.11 CM'SEOT
F

2 2
< 366. 14 CM^SEC )T 'Z

MOST POINTS HAUE AN ERROR

LESS THAN

8.3E-03 CH

Figure 5. Linear Acceleration Experiment Graph shows goodfit

to experimental data, which is also indicated in the analysis

below.

two experiments on the disk: Period and

Amplitude, and Period and Length. For

the first, you simply enter the horizontal

displacement of the pendulum bob, enter

the number of swings to be timed, and

release the bob so it swings smoothly

between the light and detector.

The computer measures the time be-

tween every other blocking of the light

(one full period) for the number of

swings you specified. It then displays the

period of each swing, the average period,

172

and standard deviation. It then asks if

you are satisfied; if so, you can go on to

the next measurement; if not, you can

repeat a measurement.

If you botch it up completely, as we
did on our first measurement, you can

later go to the editing portion of the pro-

gram and delete a set of data points. The
procedure for doing this is not described

in either manual; however, the menu-

driven software is self-explanatory and

easy to use.

When you have five or more sets of

data, the computer will perform an

analysis on the data for various values of

n in the period/amplitude equation. The

manual recommends trying all values of

n from 0.5 to 3.0 in steps of 0.5 until you

get the lowest standard deviation of the

computed curve fitting your experi-

mental points.

If you have a Silentype printer, the

program will print out any of the screens

as you progress through the experiment.
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Q Tlta SompiJisr EnA BliA
fi__aaf».. Your source for software and books

at substantial savings!

More programs, more projects,
more ways to use your micro
for home, hobby, and business!

Select any 6 books
for only $2.95 when you join

(values to $131.70)

MACHINE 8

ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE

MING

*>V« ;

VlftDAl CONTROL

wk_WXOMPU!tRS

w.
COMPUTER
PERIPHERALS

Microcomputer
interfacing
Handbook:

A/D & D/A

MKft
Im sib »r>

J

C4MM&
cassette-based
NKMtMATION
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

7 very good reasons to try

The Computer Book Club
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

• Reduced Member Prices. Save 20% lo 75% on books sun;

to Increase your computer know-how
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. All hooks returnable within to

days without obligation
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections— mains.

alternates, extras—plus bonus offers. Comes 13 limes a year
with dozens ol up-to-the-minute titles you can pick troin

• "Automatic Order." Do nothing, and the Main selection

will be shipped automatically! Hut . . If you want an Alter-

nate selection— or no books ai all— we'll follow the Instruc-

tions you give on the reply form provided with every News
Bulletin
• < 'milium iik Benefits, (let a Dividend Certificate witli every
book purchased alter fulfilling membership obligation, and
quality for discounts on many other volumes
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo-
tions, plus special discounts; on software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first quality publisher's
editions, filled with useful, up-to-the-minule information.

O Ifos 3i ii|

i

\\\\ \\\\y\ SIi Y
"—""

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Please accept my membership In The Computer Hook Club*
and send the 6 volumes circled below, billing me $2.95 plus
shipping and handling charges If not satisfied. I may return
the books within ten d.ivs without obligation and have my
membership cancelled. 1 agree to purchase 4 or more hooks
at reduced Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during the
next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter.

:i:iii 1050 I08S 1180 1198 1251 1271
1275 1295 1369 1380 1301 13M 1398 14(17

1427 142H 144" 1455 14hH 1471) 147H 1485
14H9 14"fi 15(H) 1522 1523 IS.'M 1620

Name

Address

Phone

City

Slate
Valid fdf nm mentbaraonl) (Onion ouliitla 1 1 s or (:.ui.nl.t musl on pm|Mi<l in

liili.ni.ilioii.il Moii..\ ( Inlrrs m I S dollar! I .in.iil.i musl rriiol oil S doll.irs
I

This onto Mjh|n I to .< i autanOB by I In- ( .oiiipiiler Hook Club" ( :< : I OH t

Zip
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CompTrol Lab, continued...

Any, except the graph, that is. (The

graph screens on the Acceleration disk

print out well; those on the Pendulum
disk do not. Too bad; it is one that

students will want.)

The Period and Length experiment is

similar, but relates the length of the pen-

dulum string to the period of oscillation.

Also on the disk is a program -to cali-

brate the apparatus with a 60 Hz light

source such as a fluorescent lamp.

Four pages in the student manual are

provided for recording the results of the

experiments. Teachers will surely want

to reproduce these for all students.

Acceleration

The Acceleraton disk contains two
experiments: Linear Acceleration and

Constant Acceleration. One analysis

procedure is provided for Linear
Acceleration, while three are provided

for Constant Acceleration: Distance and

Time, Velocity and Time, and Velocity

and Distance.

In contrast to the Pendulum student

manual, this one combines the theoreti-

cal discussion, formulae, and directions

for doing the experiment. But like the

Pendulum manual, this one suffers from

a lack of one simple illustration showing

the experimental apparatus with all the

pieces in place.

In the Linear Acceleration experi-

ment, you drop a transparent ruler with

strips of black tape on it through the

photogate detector. The computer
records and measures the time at which

the leading edge of each strip breaks the

light, plots the data points, and draws a

best fit line between them.

Youngsters liked this experiment, al-

though there wasn't really very much for

them to do except drop the ruler and

watch the computer do the analysis.

They did find that dropping the ruler

from a height of 50 cm or more resulted

in its traveling so fast that the computer

was unable to measure the acceleration.

The Constant Acceleration experi-

ment required somewhat more participa-

tion and a great deal more coordination,

as a plastic flag must be dropped

(straight) from one hand and tlje

spacebar pressed simultaneously with

the other. As the manual warns, "this

introduces a rather large random error

in the experiment .... However, be-

cause the error is random its effect can

be reduced by making repeated measure-

ments at each height." Actually, this

may be the right place for a discussion

with students about accuracy. Compare
the accuracy for the computer (seven fig-

ures) with the experimental measure-

ments (two figures or less). Just because

the final answer has five decimal places,

is it really that accurate?

All in all, we found the CompTrol

Lab a wonderful system for motivating

some (but not all) students. We feel that

it must be introduced in the proper

perspective, i.e., "here is a valuable lab-

oratory tool." It is not a replacement for

precise experimental measurements, nor

is it simply a way to avoid tedious

calculation.

In addition to the two experiments

marketed by EduTech, the apparatus

will probably suggest numerous other

possibilities. We think the CompTrol

Lab is worth an investment of $325 for

any school physics lab with access to an

Apple.

"Pulling slugs into video machines—
that s why you 're here!"

r
BLYTHE VALLEY SOFTWARE

MEANS BUSINESS
Joining our home/educational line of products are two new business programs with

more on the way. Watch for them in our advertisements or in your dealer's showroom

in the near future.

SUPERPLOT
SUPERPLOT is an easy to use plotting routine tor generating

high resolution graphs on your printer. You may create character

plots, line plots and simulate smooth curves using the

capabilities of your printer without the need (or a color/graphics

card. The simple data format is easy to read and write with a

BASIC program and may be used in combination with other

programs you or others may write.

(System Requirements IBM PC' I2W and Epson* printet witti Grapntra»'l

Sug. Ret $59.95

PAIRSTAT

PAIRSTAT is a multipurpose, paired data statistical package

This collection of programs has been designed as a powerful tool

for analysis of certain business, scientific and engineering data.

PAIRSTAT's many uses include interpreting experimental data,

finding optimums, determining trends and displaying one or more

sets of data on a printed graph. As with SUPERPLOT. no

color/graphics card is required.

(System Requirements IBM PC' 64K IBM' or Epson* printer with GrapMrav.*)

Sug Ret $129 95

MM and IBM PC Epson and Grapntraa are trademarks ot IBM

Corporation and Epson America Inc . respectively

V
BLYTHE VALLEY SOFTWARE

P.O. BOX I OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA 93644, (209) 683-4735
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The Best Just Got Better
Introducing the new Strobe Models 260 and 200 Graphics

Plotters. How do you make the world's most cost-effective graphics

system even more remarkable? Simple. Make it easier to use, more

powerful, more versatile and more attractive. The hard part is doing all

of the above while holding the line on a very affordable price. With the

new Models 260 and 200 Graphics Systems, Strobe has done it all. And

the benefits are all yours.

The Strobe 260 is the first eight-pen plotter and software package

available for under $1 ,000. With just a

few keystrokes on your computer, the

system produces superb high-resolu-

tion charts, drawings and transparen-

cies with up to eight automated color

breaks. The even more economical

Model 200 produces the same wide

range of graphics with a single pen

which may be changed manually.

The new Strobe plotters interface

with virtually every popular microcom-

puter made today, including the Apple

II, Ue and III, Victor, IBM PC, Kaypro

and Osborne systems. What's more, the StrobeWare software programs

provide every graphic format you will probably ever need, including

multicolor pie charts, bar graphs, line graphs, text processing, and a

broad selection of symbols and character styles. To further increase your

capabilities, the new Strobe systems also interface with over 40 other

popular graphics programs.

Every feature of the new Strobe Graphics System is designed to give

you the highest quality graphics quickly, easily and inexpensively. The sys-

tem also looks very nice on your desk.

So visit your local dealer today and see

how much better the best can be.

Applf N.lk»i)dlll.Vktoc.[!Ul«PC.I»yproi»dO>bof«««rt

iradrmirks o< Apple CoapMa, lac.. Victor UaMcd. lac., later-

aaHo—t lailac ii Mafalaci Cofaorattoa, braro Cofpofattoa.

gad

Strobe Inc.

897 5-A Independence Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043
415/969-5130

The Strobe Graphics System
Seeing is believing
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9,250 APPLES FORTHE TEACHER
In May, 1983, Apple Computer, Inc.

announced a program called Kids Can't

Wait (KCW). The primary objective of

the program is to place an Apple He
computer system in each of the roughly

9230 eligible elementary and secondary
schools in California. (Schools with
fewer than 100 students do not qualify

for the program.)
Apple tried earlier, in vain, to origi-

nate a similar program on a national

level. Apple's chairman, 28-year old

Steve Jobs, ran into U.S. Congressman
Fortney "Pete" Stark on an airplane

flight. The two found themselves
discussing student computer literacy and
tax exemptions for companies donating

computers to schools.

As a result of this encounter, Stark in-

troduced a bill in 1982 in the House of
Representatives providing for substan-

tial tax credits for contributing compa-
nies. The bill allowed tax deductions
based on fair market value, rather than
cost, which could not exceed 200% of

the cost to donors. Apple representatives

178

Ken Uston

calculate that, based on the maximum
46% federal corporate tax rate, the

contributing companies would end up
paying about 8% of the cost of donated

equipment.
The bill passed the House overwhelm-

ingly, but came to naught because it

never reached the floor of the Senate

Apple is offering a free

Apple He system to

every eligible

elementary and
secondary school in

California.

during the unproductive lame duck ses-

sion called by President Reagan in late

1982.

Because Apple pays substantial
amounts of California corporate taxes,

they simultaneously pursued the matter

on a state level in Sacramento. This ef-

fort succeeded. On September 29, 1982,

a bill sponsored by Assemblyman
Charles Imbrecht passed in the Califor-

nia legislature. The bill provides that

companies donating computer equip-

ment to California public and private

schools would get a 25% tax credit

(that's credit, not deduction) from their

California taxes based on the fair market

value of donated equipment (that's fair

market value, not cost). The law went

into effect on January 1, 1983 and
expires on June 30, 1984.

Apple launched their Kids Can't Wait
program in January, 1983. Steve Jobs

appointed a full-time KCW project

director, Stephen Scheier, and set up an

ad hoc team, which currently consists of

four people. The team will operate until
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NEW COMMODORE PRODUCTS
The Executive 64 Call

CBM 8128-80 $ 825
CBM B256-80 1095

CBM BX700 2990

B Series Software Call

CBM 1520 Plotter 169

CBM 1526 Printer 349

SOFTWARE FOR CBM 84Z
BUSINESS

WordPro 3V64
w/Spell Right Plus S 79

Spell Right Plus 55
Cole Result (Advanced) 125

Cole Result (Easy) 75

Busicolc II 95
Mirage Concepts

(Powerful Data Base) 95

M File (merge with WordPro) 89
Home Utilities 49

64 Mailing List (Galactic) 28
The Manager 50

Home Accountant (continental) 75
Code Writer

(Writes Bosic Programs) 95
Stock (investment analysis) 80
Agricultural Management Call

General Ledger, A/R. A/P. P/R, Mr . . . Call

RECREATION
Assembler Package (cassette or disk,

compiled, includes editor, loader.

disassembler) 39

Sprite Master (access) 30
Neutral Zone (access) 35

Space Belt 19

Pet Emulator 30

Coco II (build your own games) 40
Vic Tree (programmers utilities) 75
Micro Term (save to printer,disk) .... 39
Hesmon 35

Synthesound 45

Gothmogs Lair 30

Road Toad 15

Commodore Games Call

INTERFACES • ACCESSORIES
80 Column Expander $1 59

VIC 1600 Modem 95

VIC 1650 (auto answer, auto dial). . 150

VIC 1525 Graphic Printer 225

VIC 1530 Datasette Recorder 65

VIC 1541 Disk Drive 249
VIC Switch (connect 8 64 s or Vies

to printer, dd) 149

PET-IEEE cable 33
IEEE-IEEE cable (2m) 49

5 Slot Expander for 64 65
Parallel Interface (Epson. Okidata,

IDS, NEC) 70

Programmers Reference Guide 18

Verbatim Diskettes (10 per box) 26

Hes Modem 75

ADA 1450 149

ADA 1800 (new) 129

Numeric Keypad 35

VIC PRODUCTS A ACCESSORIES
8K RAM Memory Expansion Cartridge $ 40

16KRAM 70
24KRAM 105
VIC 3 Slot Expander 27

VIC 6 Slot Expander 70
Gort(64aiso) 30
Omega Race 30

Arcade Joystick - Heavy duly w/2 firing

buttons! Great for the VIC or 64 25
Auto Clock 125

MONITORS - OREAT
RESOLUTION (S4 OR VIC)

CBM 1701 Color Monitor $ 249
Amdek Color Plus 299
Panasonic TR- 1 20 (w/speoker) 1 55
Ponasonic CT-160 279
BMC (green screen) 95

Video/Audio Cable 15

PRINTERS - LETTER QUALITY
CBM 6400, 40 cps $1450
DkJblo 620, 25 cps 949
Transfer 140 (serial) 1395

Transtar 130, 16 cps (auto load.

wp features!) 769

NEC 3500 Series 1600

NEC 7700 Series 2350

PRINTERS - DOT MATRIX
CBM 8023, 150 cps/grophics $ 545
CBM 4023 Printer 395
Epson FX Printer. 160 cps 549
Epson MX 80 FT w/graftrax Coll

Epson FX 100 859
Okidata 82A. 1 20 cps (serial

and parallel) 429
NEC 8023A (parallel) 429
Okidata 92 559
Star Gemini, 10X 329
Stor Gemini, 15 499
Transtor 315 (hires, color) 575

COMMODORE BUSINESS
SERIES

SuperPet (5 languages.

2 processors) $1059
CBM 8032 Computer, 80 Column . . . 625

CBM Memory Expansion. 64K 259
CBM 8050, 1 mg. Dual Drive 995
CBM 8250. 2 mg. Dual Drive 1295
CBM D9060, 5 mg Hard Disk 1995
CBM D9090. 7.5 mg. Hard Disk ... . 2250
CBM 2031, WOK Single Drive (New) 295
DC Hayes Smart Modem 220
BUSINESS SOFTWARE-BOSS

WordPro 4* or 5 $ 309
InfoPro 219
Administrator 489
VisiCalc (expanded) 199

BPI A/R, G/L, Job Cost, Inventory.

Payroll ea.325

MasterCard, Visa,
Money Order, Bank Check

COD (odd $5) accepted

Add 3% surcharge tor credit cards.

In stock items shipped within 48 noun.

FOB, Dallas, Texas (Twos Res. add 5% tax)

All products shipped with manufacturer's warranty.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE
8GO-527-48S3
8O0-442-1O48

(Within Texas)

Business Hours

Mon- Fri. 8 to 6, Sat 10-2

Write for tree catalog.

SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH
Mirage Concepts

Machine Language Data Base

2000 Characters PL Record

200 Fields Per Record

Multiple Files Per Disk

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
INTERPOO (intelligent IEEE

RS232, serial interface

forVICorC64) $ 179

SJB DISTRIBUTORS INC.
10520 Piano Road. Suite 206

Dallas, Texas 75238

|214| 343-1328

CIRCLE 230 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ImproveYour Business'Future.

'Isee thefuture ofSoftware is. ..Solid™"

PICK SOLID SOFTWARES TESTED BUSINESS PROGRAMS.
Only Solid Software™ offers

12 spedflcprograms for busi-

ness. Commercial Property
Management • Commercial
Property Analysis • Medical
Data Management • CPA
Multi-client Write-up System
• Contractors Job Costing
• Sales Order Entry/Accounts
Receivable/Inventory
Mail List • Personnel Agency
Search System* General Led-
ger • Accounts Receivable
• Accounts Payable • Payroll

"Srrvov dealer tor details MS-CXXrs a trademark of MtiosolttTC

CP/Mrsare^sieredtradema*or[>g«alfitteafct> kx

Tr*rukur« of Softworoii Solid

When you're picking your business

software, choose the ones that mean
business Solid Software. Offering every-

thing from specific applications for spe-

cific businesses to a complete line of

general accounting software.

No matter which you select, every

Solid Software package is designed for

easy understanding. And accompanied
by high quality documentation. Vet each
package contains comprehensive fea-

tures typically found only in custom-
made programs. And all Solid Software

packages are totally integrable with each
other. Plus they're all user-proven and

backed by a warranty so strong, we'll

payyou $50.00 ifyou can find even

one bug*
Best of all. Solid Software programs

are available today. From 200 authorized
.dealers coast to coast.

four business will profit more with

programs that work specifically foryou.

From Solid Software. All programs avail-

able in MS-DOS "* andCP/M9 operating
system formats. Seeyour dealer for a free

demonstration. If he doesn't carry Solid

Software, call us toll-free 1-800-554-4078

for the authorized dealer nearest you. In

Georgia, call collect 404-952-7709

Software
5500 INTERSTATE NORTH PARKWAY, SUITE 501. ATLANTA, GA 30328. 404/952-7709
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9250 Apples, continued...

the KCW project has been completed,
although one team member said, "If we
go federal, I have no idea [how long the

project team will continue]."

The Package
Apple is offering a free Apple He sys-

tem to every eligible elementary and
secondary school in California. The
package includes a 64K Apple He com-
puter, a display monitor, one floppy disk

drive, and a copy of Apple Logo, a com-
puter language designed for students.

The current suggested retail value of the

package is $2364. The KCW package
also contains coupons for free and dis-

counted educational software from more
than 25 educational software publishers,

including The Learning Company, Hay-
den Electronic Publishing, and Sterling

Swift.

If all 9250 eligible California schools

accept Apple's offer, the total retail

value of the donated products will ex-

ceed $21 million. Apple projects that the

gross cost of the program will be over

$5.2 million. But here is where the tax

credits make a significant difference.

It is estimated that the California tax

credit will be $4 million. (This is less

than 25% of $21 million because the net

retail price is lower due to dealer dis-

counts.) Thus the net cost of donating

$21 million in product is about $1

million, a 95% reduction factor!

Apple is taking pains to ensure that

the program runs as smoothly as pos-

sible. On May 11, 1983, they mailed an
information kit explaining the KCW
program to every school and school dis-

trict in California. As of this writing,

they have received positive responses

from nearly all of the schools contacted.

Dealer Participation

Apple has contacted their roughly 170

dealers in California and offered them an

incentive to conduct orientation sessions

for school personnel. For every school

session held, the dealer will receive an

orientation certificate filled in by the

school. Apple will give the dealer an

Apple He for every 50 orientation

certificates he obtains.

Eighty five percent of the dealers went
along with the program. Participating

dealers will set up an Apple He system

on their premises (I imagine most have

them set up already) on which school

representatives may practice, and deal-

ers will assist in explaining how to han-

dle disks, how to operate the keyboard,

and how to use Apple Logo. Apple is

providing each dealer with two video

tapes: one, designed for display to school

personnel, explains the use of the Apple
He; the second instructs dealers on the

KCW program.
The motivation of the participating
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Apple dealers seems to be a combination
of good business sense and an attempt to

be good citizens of their communities.
When asked why he was participating in

the program, one large San Francisco

dealer said, "Anything we can do to ac-

quaint users with our equipment is

bound to increase sales. There is no
guarantee of any financial reward, but
anyone with any sense can see it has got

to be a positive factor."

A Marin County dealer said, "Sure,
it'll take some of our time. But we're do-
ing it basically to help the schools along.

Many Marin schools now have comput-
ers, but a few of the poorer ones don't.

Besides, the more educated people are

about computers, the more they will

come back to us."

An Apple dealer in Walnut Creek
said, "We don't get any fee, but the

'door prize' figures out to about $2 per

hour for the time we spent. But regard-

less, we don't mind doing it. It's part of
our obligation to the community, al-

though we are also looking for the PR."
Many of the schools that will receive a

free Apple system already have one or
more computers. Incredibly, neither

state officials or Apple personnel know
how many computers are now installed

in California schools. Steve Scheier said

that for some schools, this will be their

tenth (or more) computer; for many
others, it will be their first.

rently testing a method they call Peer

Tutoring in a Palo Alto middle school

(junior high school). Believe it or not.

Peer Tutoring allows a single computer
to make the entire student body of an av-

erage school computer literate during a

single school year or less. In Peer Tutor-
ing, each student teaches two others

what he has learned. Interactive Sciences

has discovered that an entire semester
course is not needed to instruct students

in how to use and program a computer.
Instead of a conventional computer

What good does one
computer per
school do?

class, a "pull-out" system is used. Stu-

dents come out of class one hour per

week for eight to ten weeks to learn

computer programming. Then they tu-

tor two other students for a second eight

to ten week period.

Jeff Levinsky, Director of Research
for Interactive Sciences, cites numerous
advantages to Peer Tutoring, including:

• The direct learning is far more in-

teresting than if done using a text book
or conducted in a class with many
students.

Peer Tutoring
Skeptics have raised the question:

"What good does one computer per
school do?" One dramatic answer to this

question lies in the work of Interactive

Sciences, Inc., of Palo Alto, CA, a non-
profit organization with whom Apple is

working. Interactive Sciences is cur-

• The method of learning is faster be-

cause there is always someone there to

help.

• The students learn even more fully

because after they have taken their

instruction, they tutor other students.

Thus, students learn by teaching.
• The program overcomes the serious
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problem in getting girls interested in

computers. With Peer Tutoring, there is

a social, interactive situation in which
girls are taught by other girls.

• Three students use a single com-
puter at one time.

Jeff estimates that with just one com-
puter, assuming three youngsters per

session, six days per week, seven time

slots per day, well over 100 students can
be exposed to the computer each week.

Because the students at the test school

have been so enthusiastic about the pro-

gram, the computers are usually used

during evenings and on weekends as

well. The program was put on a volun-

teer basis, yet 90% of the test school stu-

dents chose to participate.

The Peer Tutoring test has resulted in

some students instructing teachers in

how to use the computer and, in some
cases, teaching their parents as well. The
foundation also works with a senior citi-

zen center; one graduate of this program
is 93 years old.

Interactive Sciences is preparing a

brochure explaining Peer Tutoring.
They are also putting together a one-

hour lesson, in the form of an eight-page

pamphlet, which describes Peer Tutor-

ing and gives directions to the tutor.

Jeff welcomes inquiries from
educators and others interested in the

program. Write to: Jeff Levinsky, Direc-

tor of Research, Interactive Sciences,

Inc., 1010 Harriet St., Palo Alto, CA
94301, or call (415) 856-1954.

Teacher Education

The push for computer literacy is be-

ing stimulated by the State of California

as well. In January, 1983, the state set

up 15 Teacher Education and Computer
Centers (TECCs) around the state. Their

purpose is to provide teachers with

training in mathematics and computer
science. As part of the KCW project,

Apple is providing five free Apple He
systems to each TECC. William Honig,

the recently elected State Superintendent

of Public Instruction, is pushing for leg-

islation which will require all students to

pass a computer literacy test as a

requirement for graduation from high

school.

The Apple Logo provided with the

KCW package comes on two disks. Ap-
ple representatives stress that this is not

merely a simple elementary school stu-

dent programming language with
simplistic turtle graphics. They claim it

is a language that teaches students up
through high school level how to

program.

What Others Are Doing
Apple and other computer companies

are working with Washington legislators

to establish similar tax breaks nationally.

The American Electronic Association

(whose members include Apple, IBM,
Tandy Corporation and a host of other

computer manufacturers) has worked
toward getting Senate Bills 1194 and
1 195 introduced during 1983. These bills

provide for deductions beyond the cost

of donated equipment, up to a maximum
of 200% of the cost of the equipment.

You may well wonder, as did I, if the

California and U.S. bills in combination

might mean an actual profit to computer
donors because of duplicate tax benefits.

Other computer
companies are taking

advantage of the new
California law as well.

An Apple lawyer commented, "I doubt
if federal legislation would allow a profit

on the deal. But right now, it is hazy
what overlap, if any, will occur."

Other computer companies are taking

advantage of the new California law as

well. Early this year, Hewlett-Packard
announced a pilot program in which
computer equipment is being donated to

14 California high schools. In a different

approach from Apple, each school will

be given enough equipment to fully sup-

ply one classroom. The package includes

ten HP-86 personal computers, ten mon-
itors, ten printers, two graphics plotters,

twelve disk drives, and a selection of

educational software. One Hewlett-
Packard person is assigned on an "on-

call" basis to work with each school.

The value of the donation is $51,000 per

school, for a total corporate gift of

$714,000.

Hewlett-Packard plans to conduct an
evaluation conference with participating

educators to assess the efficacy of the

program. Then they will determine what
future educational donations or pro-

grams, if any, should be established.

IBM announced a program in late

March. They are donating 1500 IBM
Personal Computer systems to schools in

New York, California, and Florida.

Eighty-six high schools and 12 teacher
training facilities will receive IBM sys-

tems. The three states were selected be-

cause IBM has major facilities in each of
them. Only the California donations are

subject to a special tax credit; in New
York and Florida, only the standard tax

deductions are expected to apply.

The gift to each school includes a

128K IBM PC, a color monitor, two
disk drives, a printer, and a selection of
IBM software, including DOS 2.0 and
Pascal 2.0. The retail value of each sys-

tem is about $4800. In addition, each
school will be given a $10,000 cash grant

to help in setting up the program. The
total value of the donations is approxi-

mately $8 million.

The Future

Up until now, I must admit to having
been skeptical over the widespread
futuristic talk about how all the kids in

the country will soon know how to use

computers. However, I am rapidly get-

ting the feeling that most young Amer-
ica will be computer literate before too
long, particularly if:

• The so-called Apple Bill is passed in

Washington.
• Most states follow Honig's lead in

requiring computer skills to graduate
from high school, and

• Schools across the nation start using
programs like Peer Tutoring.

The future may be coming much
faster than we think!
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THEHARDPART ISMAKING SURE
THEYSTAYTHAT WAY.

DISKS
COME

A disk is built with certain safeguards. That's why most disk makers

offer guarantees that the product you receive comes to you error free.

We at Memtek Products are concerned that the minidisk remains

error free. Eivry time you use it. After exposure to dust, cigarette

smoke, fingerprints, even wear caused by your computer. And so. we

have built safeguards around the disk, as well.

Memtek Products' latest innovation...

acknowledgment off a real world
beyond the laboratory.

The hub ring. Ik-signed to prevent our minidisks from jam-

ming in your machine. Rigid. Durable. Reinforced.

The coating. A critically-controlled coating of high-energy

magnetic oxide particles that cowers the disk's surface, which is then

micro-polished to improve head to disk contact, preventing

dropouts, lowering head abrasion.

The lubrication system. A constant lubricant protects both the

disk surface and the drive head from wear.

The sleeve. Gomes with a soft liner that protects the disk while

gently cleaning the surface.

OH

The guarantee.
We'll replace, free, any

minidisk if it fails to

accurately store and

retrieve data due to a

defect in materials or

workmanship for up to

5 years from date of

purchase. Simply mail the

disk back.

The Memtek lineup.

Premium, double and quad

density minidisks as well as 10-

and IS-minute computer

cassettes and a 5!4" disk drive

head cleaner.

rvierviTGK
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What is really happening in schools? Here are
some results of a recent study.

School Uses

Microcomputers

David H.Ahl

The Center for Social Organization of

Schools at The Johns Hopkins University

has been conducting a study, the National

Survey of School Uses of Micro-

computers. Two reports have been issued

to date, one in April 1983 and the second
in June. Some of the findings are quite

intriguing and contrary to what many
people think is happening in schools.

Rather than presenting all of the results

of the studies here, we will summarize a

few results and present highlights of

others. Because more secondary schools

have computers than elementary schools,

and because they have more of them the

overall picture of how schools use com-
puters is affected strongly by their use in

secondary schools. Later reports will

describe use in high schools, middle

schools, and elementary schools sepa-

rately.

In about half of the schools with com-
puters, only one or two teachers, at most,

are regular users. Where more than one
or two teachers are involved it is most

often by using packaged learning games
or drill-and-practice programs. However,
since elementary students use the com-
puter for drill and learning games, on
average, less than 15 minutes per week,

they do not have sufficient time for any

appreciable skill building to take place.

Thus the effect of using drill-and-practice

programs is really to acquaint the students

with the computer (literacy), and not truly

for subject matter learning, no matter

what the teachers might think.
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American Software C/ub has been selling software for the APPLE, ATARI, IBM,
TRS-80 and CP/M Computers (DEC, Eagle, Vector 4, Northstar, Xerox 820, Super-
brain, Heath/Zenith, NEC, Televideo, Altos, Columbia, Osborne, Sanyo) since 1981.

Computerists don't justyo/n ASC—they stay with us.

Chalk it up to. . .

Having 600 products in stock and our "lowest price" guarantee.
Chalk Hup to. .

.

Our free bi-monthly Compendium magazine which gives comprehensive product
descriptions, club news, and services.

Chalk It up to. .

.

Our toll free technical support and order lines. ASC doesn't just sell software—
we support it!

Chalk It up to. .

.

Speedy shipping. Because we know waiting can be frustrating, ASC has been
shipping more than 60% of orders in under 6 hours.

But don't just take our word for it. Join now, and take advantage of our free one year
membership offer. With absolutely no purchase obligation, you have nothing to lose

J

and everything to gain.

Wondering if there are strings attached? The only one is in the cartoon

.

For a One-Year Trial Membership with no fee or obliga-

tion, fill out the coupon or call our Toll Free Number:

1-800-431-2061
(NY Residents call 914-762-5644)

ASC

American Software Club, Inc.
Millwood, New York 10546

Please begin my Iree one-year trial membership as outlined above

Name

Address

C vState/Zip

"theUS Pieasei<n< p $15 00 (US) lor a one year membership

My computer is:j

APPLE
ATARI

IBM PC
TRS-80
(Mods 1,2, 3, 4)

CP/M(8"or5'/4'

School Uses, continued...

In the schools with computers, about

one student in seven actually uses it dur-

ing any given week. However, in a third

of the elementary schools about 40% of

the students have had some contact with

the computer whereas this is true for only

one out of every eight secondary schools.

Schools vary a great deal in how much
their computers are in use. On average,

computers are used by students for two
to three hours per day. However, some
schools use their computers less than that;

over 20% of the schools use their com-
puters less than one hour per day. In the

heavy-using 20%, computers are in use

for more than five hours per day.

Given this rather low usage, it should

not be surprising to learn that the average

elementary student gets less than 25 min-

utes of computer use per week and that

one third of the students get less than 15

minutes per week. 1

Because secondary schools have more
computers on average, have fewer users,

and use their computers for more hours
per week, the average secondary school

student gets more than 45 minutes per

week on the machine. Thus, secondary
students have about twice as much access

time per week than their elementary

counterparts.

Schools with more computer resources

can do two things with their relative sur-

plus: extend access to more users or give

each user more time. Elementary and
secondary schools display dramatically

different tendencies in this regard.

Elementary schools with more com-
puters do not give more time to student

users; they extend usage to a larger num-
ber of students. On the other hand, as

secondary schools get more computers,

they give longer access to the same num-
ber of students.

Elementary school usage is divided

among computer literacy and writing pro-

grams (19 minutes per week), drills and
remedial work (13 minutes) and learning

games (12 minutes). Because of the small

amount of time per user, all of these uses

can probably be regarded as different

flavors of computer literacy.

In secondary schools, far more time is

spent in writing programs (55 minutes per

week) and less on drills and remedial work
( 1 7 minutes) and learning games ( 1 1 min-

utes). Although relatively rare, students

who use computers for word processing,

in (he business curriculum, or for science

laboratory work tend to get large blocks

of time. Typically, they get 30 minutes

per week, and a third of such students get

an hour or more per week.
Further information and newsletters

about the project are available from Dr.

Henry Jay Becker, Project Director, Cen-
ter for Social Organization of Schools,

The Johns Hopkins University, 3505 N.

Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21218.
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How tomakeyourApple ran
3V2 times faster.

Just plug in the Accelerator n
and watch your Apple® II or II Pins take off.

Imagine running VisiCalc® DB Master® Applesoft, Apple Fortran or Pascal without long delays

With the Titan Accelerator II, your Apple II or II Plus runs these programs a true 3V2 times fester. The
Accelerator II also runs your Franklin, Basis and other Apple II compatibles 3Vfe times fester. This

fester computer response time means less waiting for you and an increase in your productivity.

This Titan exclusive has its own fast 6502 processor, 64K of high-speed memory, and built-in

fast language card. It is transparent to your software and is hardware compatible with most standard

peripherals And you can turn if off from the keyboard to run your Apple at regular speed.

Find out how to run faster and increase your productivity without breathing hard. For informa-

tion on the Accelerator D and other Titan microcomputer products, see your computer dealer or

contact: Titan Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box 8050, 3990 Varsity Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48107; Telephone

(313)973-8422.

ITitan
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
KWMCRIV SATURN SV5TEUS OF MOWiAN

Attention dealers Ask us about our special demonstrator unit offer.

Sales and marketing by The MARKETING RESOURCE GROUP, Costa Mesa, CA.
Apple Is » registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VtsrCorp, Inc DB Master is a registered trademark of Stoneware. Inc
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How To Solve It— With The Computer

The Third Annual
International

Computer Problem Solving

Contest Results

Donald T. Piele

When the bulk of this year's returns for the Third Annual
International Computer Problem Solving Contest arrived at the

University of Wisconsin — Parkside. the mailroom clerk scratched

her head and wondered, "Why are people from all over the

United States and several foreign countries sending letters and
packages to a mathematics teacher here? More than 100 pieces

have arrived today alone!"
We began to wonder what we had gotten ourselves into.

Opening each return, scanning the results sheet, and reading the

comments enclosed took two hours a day. The stack of program
listings and sample runs from teams who
reported solving four or five problems
correctly was steadily growing — espec-
ially in the Elementary Division. All

of this occurred, of course, as final

exams at the University began; grades

were due soon in the registrar's office.

Our work for the next two weeks was
cut out for us.

One week after the deadline

for returning the results, we
began to grade the solutions.

We spent several days review-

ing sample runs and reading

program listings. All solutions

to a particular problem were
compared, and an extra 1-5

points were awarded for ease
of reading and simplicity of

design. In a few cases, we
made comparisons by typing and
running the programs. To distin-

guish between the top two or three

results, the programs were com-
pared side by side. Of course, all

judgments in style and ease of un-

derstanding are subjective and.

therefore, difficult — a bit like try-

ing to rank works of art.

Elementary Division

The top ranked team in the Elemen-
tary Division was a pair of sixth

Donald I. Plele. Univenit} or Witcomiii-nirluide.
Boi 2000. KriKnha. VVI MI4I.
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graders. Ethan Straffin and Brad Perkins from Todd School in

Beloit. WI. Ethan and Brad worked together to solve all five

programs using an Apple II computer. Their solutions were
judged to be the best among the twelve teams who solved all five

problems correctly. Kent Weber, the Beloit contest director,

reported that Ethan and Brad finished the problems in 32 minutes.

Aside from the two-hour time limit, the time it takes to solve the

problems is not considered in grading the solutions, but it was
interesting to know how quickly this pair worked.

This was the first year that a team from Wisconsin had placed

number one in any division of the contest. Since Beloit is only an
hour's drive from the University. I presented the trophy myself at

a special session of the school board to honor
outstanding achievements by students in the

Beloit School District. After the awards
ceremony, I chatted with both young men.

The first thing that Ethan, the team
captain, wanted to know was where we
had taken points off from their programs. I

couldn't answer that because awarding

points for design and style is a sub-

jective judgment for all the top

teams who solve a particular pro-

gram. We then talked about what

he likes to do with his computer.
Ethan, who recently upgraded his

equipment from a Vic 20 to a

Commodore 64. was working on a

Monopoly simulation program
with graphics displays of the play-

ing board, rolling of the dice, and
detailed overlays of properties when
a player lands on them.

Although Brad Perkins, the other

half of the winning team, does not

have his own computer, he can
use the "Apple Orchard "— 32 Apple
computers in a central facility in

Beloit for teaching computer liter-

acy to 2000 children in grades .1 to 6.

After school. Brad and other com-
puter club members can use the

computers. Brad also likes to write

programs that use graphics.

Twelve elementary teams solved

all five problems, and among
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How To Solve It, continued...
the top ten teams the difference between the final score was onlv

Figure 1. Elementary Division Winners.

Pl«ce Team

1 Ethan Straffin

Brad Perkins

2 Nir Ofer
Julie Kerr

Paul Franklin

Mike Pan-

Brian Workman

Tim Kokesh

8

9

10

Andrew Mauer
Chris Tuttle
Doug Bruha

Mike Henry

Jim Cogbill

Jennifer Ledbetter
Karina Walters

Leslie Gibson
David Morris

Jason Hagen
Ethan Marin

Kevin Lee
John Wolcott

School/City

Todd School
Beloit, WI

Lake Heights School
Medina School
Bellevue, WA

Jackson School
Morgan Hill, CA

Hoover School
Bartlesville. OK

McKinley School
Racine, WI

Tudor School
Anchorage, AK

Chaffin School
Ft. Smith, AR

Brian School
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

Park Road School
Pittsford, NY

Morley School
Lincoln, NE

Junior Division

The first place team in the Junior Division consisted of one

HiK°r
',

R°p^ T
\
AdamS

-
a ninth «rader fr°m W<££n

Xr S° '" Fa,rfa
"-,
VA

-
Robert and ,hree other >eams solvedfour problems correctly, but his well-constructed and efficientprograms put him in the top spot.

cmcieni

During the past year Robert competed in several mathematical

Figure 2. Junior Division Winners.

Place Team

1 Robert T. Adams

Paul Warshawsky
Misha Glouberman

Tim Patton
Rania Huntington
Dan Upper

Jody McCord

School/City

Woodson High School
Fairfax, VA

Wagar High School
Cote St. Luc
Quebec, Canada

Wisconsin Heights High School
Mazomanie, WI

Victoria High School
Victoria, TX

contests: the Virginia Mathematics League, Washington Metro-
politan Competition, and Atlantic Regional Competition. He
likes soccer, football, English, computers, and his mathematics
and computer science coach, Andre Samson. "Mr. Samson gives
us problems that really make us think," said Robert

...}
ne

,

P^blems for the Junior Division were apparently too
difficult this year We did not receive enough returnswi.h four™more problems solved correctly to be able to rank beyond the toptour tcamtrThe top four teams that correctly solved four problems

Senior Division

The Senior Division winner this year also entered as a one-

KrTZnfTl J fc

hn
.

RomPel from Piedmont High School,Piedmont, CA. John is the first contestant to have his name en-

fn

a
.

V
o«iTT W'nning troPhies <

he won the Junior Division title
in 1981, the first year of the contest.

Both John and the second place team solved all five problems-an outstanding accomplishment given the difficulty of the lastproblem. He said it helped that he had worked on a similar eiehtqueens problem before. His solutions were very elecant well-documented and easy to read. John, who has a Radio Shack
lookalike at home, has been programming professionally for
four years for a large software and consulting firm. He loves to

^w an
W
H

l

h h ,

ere
1

t

,

0perating SyS,ems
'
and he Programs in mostlow and high level languages, including Pascal, C. Fortran, and

assembly for the Z-80, 6502, and 8086. A junior this year. John
plans to skip his senioryear to enter the University of California atBerke ey in the fall, majoring in computer science. A complete
list of the top nine teams appears in Figure 3.

Figure 1 Senior Division Winners.

Place Team

1 John Rompel

2 John Gravely
David McKinnis
David Tilley

Rushika Fernandopulle
Phil Koh

Charles Goricanec
Glen Lalonde

Spencer Greene
Truman Joe

Tom Kreyl
Tom While
Mark Braun

Brian Kelley
John Slaughter

John Abbott
Mike Henry
Jeff Pelletier

Michael Silver

John Mellor

School/City

Piedmont High School
Piedmont, CA

Jordan High School
Durham, NC

Gilman School
Baltimore, MD

Don Bosco High School
Toronto, Canada

Klein High School
Spring, TX

Livonia High School
Livonia, NY

Winfield High School
Winfield, WV

Mona Shores High School
Muskegon, MI

Highland High School
Bakersfield, CA
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Statistics

Each contest director was asked to return the results form from
his local contest. The form, which summarizes the local results.
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Reston Publishing Company
A Prentice-Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Rd. Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local bookstore

and computer retailer or call us at (800) 336-0338.
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Compare the $495 PRO-MODEM 1 200 with any other

modem on the market. For example, you'd have to buy
both the Hayes Smartmodem 1200 plus their Chrono-
graph for about $950 to get a modem with time base.

And PRO-MODEM 1 200 does more. It lets you
build a full telecommunications system with

features like Rep Dialer. Incoming and Outgoing
Message Buffering, Mailing List, Help Mode.

Programmable Operating Instructions, a
1 2-Character Alpha-Numeric Time and

Message Display, and easy to use
PRO-COM Software

There isn't space to describe it all here.

See your local dealer for complete
details now It'll be well worth

your time. And money.

Prometheus Products, Inc.,

45277 Fremont Blvd.

Fremont. CA 94538.
(415)490-2370

Pro-Modem 1200 from r
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How To Solve It, continued...

helps us evaluate the difficulty of the problems. We used these

returns to compile the overall average results (Table 1).

Table I. Average Results.

Elementary Junior Senior

Number of teams. 5 4 7

Average Score 25 13 21

Average number of

problems solved

1.5 .7 1

High Score 72 33 53

Highest number of

problems solved

3.9 1.7 2.8

Solutions to P 1 3.6 1.2 3.8

Solutions to #2 1.3 .9 2

Solutions to #3 1.8 .4 1

Solutions to #4 1.7 .9 2.7

Solutions to #5 1 .2

As the statistics confirm, the junior division problems were
much too difficult this year. Last year, the junior division problems

were too easy, so we increased their difficulty. Apparently our

adjustment went too far. The senior division problems were just

slightly too hard. Had we started out with a simpler first problem,

we could have avoided this; we learn something every year.

Feedback
The comments that we received this year were very informative

and useful. In general, directors of contests with stronger and

more experienced teams didn"t mind the difficulty of the problems

as much as those who were new to the contest. Junior division

teams were especially hard hit. and some directors thought that

there was not enough difference between the junior and senior

levels. Many people believed that we should have at least one

elementary problem—a confidence builder— that most entrants

could solve.

The next major concern was the wording of some problems.

Problem #2— De Bug was not stated as clearly as it should have

been. A less-than sign was missing in the problem, which caused

the output of some teams to look different than our sample runs.

"This computer foothill game is really realistic. The players even go
on strike!"

It was easy to think of the output in a slightly different way too.

Most judges understood the problems here and accepted the

different output.

A few judges complained about the difficulties of grading a

simulation problem. The problem is that one can't be sure the

program is correct by looking at the sample run because the runs

are all different. Finally, some directors thought that senior

problem #3, Factorial Power, was too tricky. It asked the student

to compute the right-most non-zero digit in the decimal represen-

tation of N! without actually computing all the digits in N!. Many
very good students kept only one significant digit in their compu-
tations, which proved to be insufficient. Two teams pointed out

afterward that even our sample solution, which kept two signifi-

cant digits at each step, would not work for all numbers between 1

and 500. Our solution gave the correct results for the test numbers
required in the problem, but failed for a few numbers between 1

and 500 that we did not try. It was noted that it is necessary to

keep three significant digits at each step to solve the problem
correctly. We out-tricked ourselves on this one.

Recommendations
The response to the contest this year was tremendous. It is very

satisfying to know that people find our contest interesting and
useful in their computer program, but a little scary. We thought

we were just having a little fun with computer problem solving

challenges, and now we get calls from organizations that are

planning to sponsor a statewide contest for thousands of students!
We estimate that at this year's 465 contest sites worldwide, about
10,000 students participated in our contest.

Consequently, we think that we must try to improve the contest

for all the students involved while keeping our emphasis on
problem solving. In addition to trying to eliminate tricky problems

and making the problems easier to read, we are considering a few
improvements for next year:

• Make two problems very simple to ensure that more teams solve

at least one problem correctly.

• Keep two problems at the intermediate level.

• Keep the fifth and final problem difficult so that only the very

best teams are able to solve it.

• Provide an algorithm to generate random numbers for all

simulation problems so that correct sample runs give expected

results. This will make them easier to judge.

• Establish the last Saturday in April as the official date of each

year's contest. The preceding Friday will always be the alternative

date for schools that are unable to hold the contest on a Saturday

.

• Send registration forms and information in December to all

contest directors who participated the previous year and to others

who ask to be placed on our mailing list.

Conclusion
Outstanding teams were commended locally, usually in news-

paper articles or with a trophy. Because of limited time and
resources, we can judge only the very best results from all over

the world. The winning international team members have their

names engraved on one of three traveling trophies, which they

keep for one year. (A trophy was added this year for the ele-

mentary division.) Placing in the contest is a significant achieve-

ment; we enjoy watching it happen and publicizing the results.

Finally, we wish to thank all the local area contest directors,

contest duplicators, judges, and team members for helping to

make the contest possible this year. As many contest directors

told us. "Wait 'til next year!"

Post Script

Next year'scontest will be held on Saturday, April 28, 1984. For

those who cannot hold the contest on a Saturday, the alternative

date is Friday, April 27. To obtain a registration form, send your

name and address to: Donald T. Piele. University of Wisconsin-

Parkside, Kenosha. WI 53141.
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Part 2

Profile Til The
"Creative Individual

This article is the second in a two-

part series on the creative individual.

The first part appeared in the August
1983 issue of Creative Computing.

Despite the contemporary trend to-

ward specialization in almost every

occupation and profession, there is a

growing realization that no specialist

can make a significant contribution in

his field of endeavor unless he is well

versed in many fields beyond his own
specialization. Many fields have evolved

to such a degree of complexity and diffi-

culty that it takes continuous, unremit-

ting study in many diverse areas to be

able to function creatively.

The intellectual baggage a person has

accumulated during his educational ca-

reer becomes obsolete only four to seven

years after graduation unless he actively

continues his education, according to

several studies. In addition, it is es-

timated that in some technical fields as

much as a third of a person's time dur-

ing the workday must be devoted to

keeping up with the ever-increasing arse-

nal of new knowledge. And this cu-

mulative information deals exclusively

with the area of a person's specialty. For
creative thinking, however, one needs

competence that spans a variety of dis-

ciplines. Heedful of this, the creative

person makes education and the ac-

quisition of new knowledge a vital part

of his career design. His goal is to

Eugene Raudsepp. Princeton Creative Research. 10

Nassau St.. P.O. Box 122. Princeton. NJ 08540.
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broaden and deepen his intellect without

spreading himself thin or becoming
pedantic.

The specialist (especially in tech-

nological fields) is frequently non-

creative because he is unable to see

beyond the accepted narrow area of his

Few transcend their

subjugation to the
traditional and jump
beyond the orthodox
to original viewpoints
and approaches.

particular field of specialization. As
William J.J. Gordon, founder of Synec-
tics, Inc., points out, "Many highly

trained people naturally tend to think in

terms of the dogma of their own technol-

ogy, and it frightens them to twist their

conventions out of phase. Their conven-
tions sometimes constitute a background
of knowledge upon which they rely for

their emotional stability. Such experts

do not want cracks to appear. They
identify their psychic order with the cos-

mic order and any cracks are signs of
their orderly cosmos breaking up."

The narrow specialist frequently

thinks he knows it all and takes inordi-

nate pride in his expertise. When con-

fronted with ideas or approaches that

are somewhat unorthodox, he feels com-
pelled to prove, often with convincing

logic, that they just wouldn't work. The
creative person, with a more open mind
and global grasp of things, will often not

accept or believe the arguments that the

expert advances. He goes ahead, devel-

ops his own method of approach, and is

frequently successful with problems

considered by the expert to be insoluble.

Perhaps the chief danger of specializa-

tion, however, is that it emphasizes and
demands strict conformity to the ac-

cepted dogmas and conventions of a

field. Learning to comply with the estab-

lished dogmas starts early in a person's

educational career. By the time he is

ready to graduate into original produc-

tion, he frequently finds that he cannot
free himself from its bondage.

Relatively few individuals find the

courage to tackle new problems in a

new, unconventional manner; only a few
transcend their subjugation to the tra-

ditional and jump beyond the orthodox

to original viewpoints and approaches.

The renowned physicist and father of

operationalism, P.W. Bridgman, advises

that the most important thing for the

creative person to remember is merely

"to do his utmost with his mind, no
holds barred."

This is not to deny the value of

mastering the traditional methods and
canons of a field. Without mastery of the
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Creativity, continued...

accumulated knowledge of a field which
takes a great deal of study and practice,

one's compelling hunches may remain

mere flashes in the creative pan. The
power of originating ideas without skill

and knowledge often prevents their full

exploitation. Still, the important point is

that one cannot afford to be unduly in-

fluenced or enslaved by established

knowledge. Creativity is the natural en-

emy of dogma and conformity.

Creative Memory
The unconscious is a vast storehouse

of memories: facts, observations, im-
pressions, ideas, and associations. The
creative individual's unconscious is al-

ways richly stocked with these, but this

in itself does not indicate creative ability.

Most of us know people who seem to

have all kinds of information and facts at

their fingertips, yet have never been able

to achieve much in a creative way. Often

the reason for this is that their memory
functions as a rigidly ordered storage of

deposited concepts that precludes a flex-

ible and imaginative use of them.
That a prodigious memory can act as

a deterrent to creativity is pointed out by
scientist Ralph Gerard: "Memory is a

desirable attribute; but it is not worth-
while if, as is often the case, one pays for

it by having a nervous system that some-

Creativity is the natural

enemy of dogma and
conformity.

how Axes so easily that it loses pliability

and the ability to use facts in reasoning

and imagining. The general experience

has been that the memory wizards are

likely to know everything but are not

able to do much with it; they are not cre-

ative people. There are, of course, nota-

ble exceptions; if you happen to be a

memory wizard you may also be cre-

ative, but the chances are strongly

against it."

What makes memory creative is a

state of flux or dynamic mobility in its

components. The noncreative memory
encapsulates or files its data and im-

pressions neatly into independent
groupings, clusterings, and categories,

all clearly bounded and demarcated. The
creative memory, on the other hand, has

permeability in its structural boundaries

so that all sorts of related or unrelated
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Creativity, continued...

data, impressions, and concepts can be
cross-indexed and interassociated.
Furthermore, in the creative individual's

unconscious an incessant rearranging,

pruning, discarding, and refining of
ideas occurs. Such a permeably struc-

tured and dynamically fluid memory en-
courages new combinations of ideas to
form.

Thinking In Images
Creative people rely heavily on in-

ternal visual imagery or "thought-vi-

sions," which are, at times, exceptionally

clear and vivid; at other times they can
be murky and tied to a tumble of vague,
meandering thoughts. Whether clear or
cloudy, imagery often contains the ker-

nel of an original idea.

It was an image analogy that started

atomic physics. To find an explanation
for the atomic structure of elements,

Niels Bohr used the image of tiny

spheres circling in orbits. For insight

into the processes within the atom, he
used the image picture of a miniature

planetary system. Einstein also claimed
that he rarely thought in words. Notions
came to him in images, and only later

did he try to express these in words. And
there are many other noted creative in-

dividuals who state that first they try to

feel or couch in imagery what they imag-
ine before naming or verbalizing.

Language, of course, can exert a
tremendous influence on both the
unconscious direction of thinking and
on the way thoughts are finally formed
and articulated. But this influence can
often be harmful because of the readi-

ness of language to name immediately,

to label what is perceived internally.

Frequently this limits any further
development of the incipient ideas.

Most people are impatient with the

vagueness and incoherency of ideas dur-
ing the beginning stages of the creative

process. They feel immediately com-
pelled to force them into the familiar
mold of existing frameworks or into lan-

guage and concepts that invariably fail

to do justice to the singular qualities of
the perceived novelty. The attempt to
crystallize the initially dim or vague cre-

ative idea, the eagerness with which
most people attempt to snatch it from
the void, so to speak, forces on the idea a

premature closure that prevents the full

The more complicated
and difficult a question
is, the more we should

distrust words.

range of novelty from finding
expression.

The precision forced on images and
complex thoughts through premature
articulation is also fraught with the dan-
ger of altering them. The renowned
mathematician Jacques Hadamaard
states: "I feel some uneasiness when I

see that Locke and similarly John Stuart

Mill considered the use of words nec-
essary whenever complex ideas are im-
plied. I think, on the contrary, and so
will a majority of creative people, that

the more complicated and difficult a

question is, the more we should distrust

words, the more we should feel we must
control that dangerous ally and its some-
times treacherous precision."

Philosopher F.S.C. Northrop states

that "If one wants to get pure facts, he
must go not to physicists or to chemists
or to engineers, but to impressionistic

painters. They give us the pure qualities,

just the impressions, not the objects we
infer from them. . . . The person in our

J02l -/ r
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society today who shows us what is di-

rectly observed is the impressionistic
painter. He just paints this field of im-
mediacy with the sensuous qualities and
says, 'Now just stop with those and en-
joy them.' I believe that one of the great-
est sources of creativity is to be found in

being pulled back by the modern, West-
ern impressionistic painters to that
which is sensed immediately. Only thus
are we broken loose from our older in-

ferred theories and enabled to start over
again."

What Northrop means is that one
should sense what one perceives before
articulating it, before making it concep-
tual or symbolic, or simply, before trying
to understand it intellectually. In this

essentially feeling-sensorial fashion, we
can make our perceptions more original
and creative. And if we can incorporate
observations creatively, then we can also
immeasurably increase our capacity to
think creatively.

Toying With Ideas

There is often an apparently light side

to the creative person's involvement in

his work. He tends to become lost in

what to an outsider seems irresponsible

play with ideas, forms, materials,
relationships, concepts, and elements
that he shapes into all kinds of incon-
gruous and imaginative combinations.
The creative person knows from experi-

ence that this seemingly purposeless toy-

ing with possibilities strengthens while it

loosens his imaginative powers. It is a
"letting go" exercise, out of which
significant creative ideas often emerge.

Improvisation also serves a very con-
crete and immediate purpose. It often
helps creative individuals to "chance
upon" creative solutions to recalcitrant

problems that had defied any frontal at-

tack. But most important, playful im-
provisation and the willingness to view a
problem from unusual angles helps cap-
ture a mood that facilitates the flow of
ideas. Then, one idea will pull out an-
other and, in turn, another, until one
idea suddenly commands their full atten-

tion because they think that the idea
represents something truly novel.

Creative individuals have also learned

from past experience that these quasi-

serious exercises relax the critical and
conservative bent of their consciousness.
A light-hearted spirit of play frees them
from the habits, conditionings, and
conventions that impede the arrival of
the new. By putting the judicial censor
of their conscious minds to sleep, they
can pass over the established order and
set the stage for the premiere of fresh

ideas and solutions.

Analysis And Synthesis

The creative person is able to analyze
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Creativity, continued...

a problem and to perceive the relation-

ships that exist between the parts and
the whole. Analysis may seem to be di-

ametrically opposed to creativity, but it

is part of the ability to synthesize; pro-

longed searching and analysis usually

precedes creative synthesis. The analysis

of a problem and synthesis of elements

condition one another and, thus, are

complementary aspects of a single pro-

cess in creative problem solving.

Analysis is necessary because it helps

the creative person to break the problem

down into manageable elements. To syn-

thesize creatively means to combine or

rearrange many elements in a way that

results in the formation of a new whole.

Thus, the creative person has strong

dual abilities, both to abstract the details

and particulars and to synthesize or or-

chestrate a new configuration.

That creative people tend to spend

more time in the analytical phases of

problem solving than do less creative in-

dividuals has been documented by sev-

eral experiments. For example,
psychologist Gary A. Steiner states:

"Experiments have indicated that highly

Most people find

ambiguity threatening;
they choose instead
the tried and tested
pre-mixed recipes for

their cognitive food.

creative individuals often spend more
time in the initial stages of problem
formulation, in broad scanning of alter-

natives. Less creative individuals are

more apt to 'get on with it.' For exam-
ple, in problems divisible into analytic

and synthetic stages, highs spend more
time on the former—in absolute as well

as relative terms. As a result, they may
leapfrog lows in the later stages of the

solution process. Having disposed of

more blind alleys, they are able to make
more comprehensive integrations."

Researchers S.I. Blatt and M.I. Stein

reached a similar conclusion with their

experiments: "Our more creative in-

dividuals spent more time and asked

more questions that were oriented to

analyzing the problem. Our less creative

individuals, on the other hand, spent

more time and asked more questions

that were oriented to synthesizing the

information they had. Our observations

suggest that the more creative men were
'feeling out' the problem, attempting to

understand it, to become one with it;

and, after they understood what they
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were about, they then integrated what

they had learned. Consequently, they

spent more time analyzing the problem

and less time synthesizing the informa-

tion they had. Our less creative individ-

uals looked as if they were going to

wrench the solution from the problem to

dominate it; they 'went after' the answer
even before they knew the structure of

the problem."

Tolerance Of Ambiguity

For many people a significant reason

for the lack of ability to produce creative

ideas is their strong preference for pre-

cise and concrete thoughts. Con-
sequently, they tend to reject

prematurely notions and ideas that do

not fit into what they already know or

that are too intangible or elusive to per-

mit immediate comprehension and
categorization. Many people who prefer

clarity and effortless understanding
experience any vagueness or vague sense

of meaning as a scary, uncomfortable,

and sometimes even irresponsible state

of mind.
Most people find ambiguity threaten-

ing; they choose instead the tried and
tested pre-mixed recipes for their cog-

nitive food. The clearly defined and
familiar enthrall most people because

the new threatens to disturb the secure

comfort of the familiar.

As William J.J. Gordon explains: "All

problems present themselves to the mind
as threats of failure. For someone striv-

ing to win in terms of a successful solu-

tion, this threat evokes a mass response

in which the most immediate superficial

solution is clutched frantically as a balm

to anxiety. . . . Yet if we are to perceive

all the implications and possibilities of

the new we must risk at least temporary

ambiguity and disorder. Human beings

are heirs to a legacy of frozen words and

ways of perceiving that wrap their world

in comfortable familiarity."

The hold of the familiar precludes the

possibility of permitting the unguided

imaginative promptings that emerge

during the creative process to have

spontaneous free play.

The truly creative person is not afraid

of disorder or ambiguity. On the con-

trary, he seems rather attracted to

phenomena that are not fully ordered or

readily comprehended, and he prefers

The truly creative

person is not afraid of
disorder or ambiguity.

cognitively challenging and complex

situations. As a result, he is aware of and

open to the intricate, confusing, and
paradoxical qualities of most situations.

There is no desire motivated by fear to

close out, ostrich-fashion, any conflict-

ing or ambiguous elements he en-

counters. Like all human beings, he

seeks integration and order but is willing

to seek it without shutting out the cha-

otic or the ambiguous; he has little fear

of the unexpected or the unknown.
In his work he is always ready to relax

any binding habit patterns and adheres

as little as possible to preconceived plans

or stereotyped approaches. He also

shows his pliability by being able to con-

sider simultaneously different or

conflicting concepts and frames of

reference.

In addition, the creative person shows
his greater plasticity and adaptability

while creating; he respects groping and
uncertainty while forming and ordering

his thoughts.

Discernment And Selectivity

By overemphasizing the factor offlu-
ency, those who have investigated

creativity, may have overshadowed the

importance of another attribute, often

overlooked in the discussions of the cre-

ative process—the ability to discern the

fundamentals in a problem. The factor

of discernment, the sensing of relevance,

the intuitive feeling of what is signifi-

cant, is in some ways opposed to fluency

but may be as crucial an attribute for

creativity as fluency is.

When confronting a problem, creative

people differ from the less creative and
the noncreative in the quality of ele-

ments they select. They are better able to
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Creativity, continued...

judge which factors must be taken into

account and which can be neglected or

discarded without risk of error. They are

also able to discard irrelevant ideas,

however original, that simply do not fit,

whereas a merely fluent person may
have his attention tangled amid a jungle

of possibilities. In addition, the creative

individual shows his selectivity in his

ability to organize his work as economi-

cally as the objectives allow. He won't

allow any superfluous clutter to ruin the

elegance of his creative solutions.

In creative problem solving, it is not

necessarily the individual who is ebul-

liently fluent about a problem, nor the

person who reaches the highest degree of

abstraction in analysis, who shows the

most creativity. Whether fluent or not,

the individual who can grasp the heart

of the matter and has understood the

core of a problem, frequently is the most
creative.

In creative thinking it is the quality

that counts and not necessarily the

quantity of ideas produced. Quantity can

add up to nothing if the central point is

missed. What counts is the discrimi-

native power to see in an area of experi-

ence the relevant and qualitatively

significant. Creativity means penetrating

to the essence, discerning the crux of the

problem, rather than merely exhibiting a

wealth of notions and ideas.

The creative individual is guided by a

hunch or an intuitive feeling that enables

him to exercise choice, taste, and
discernment. The intuitive feeling en-

ables him to make valid distinctions in

the complex interplay of elements with

which he is dealing. Without this feeling,

he not only misses much of significance,

but is apt to get lost in a welter of

irrelevancies.

Tolerating Isolation

When ready to work, the creative per-

son isolates himself from the distractions

and interruptions of his environment in

order to establish a receptive, leisurely

mood. He arranges circumstances so

that he can be completely alone and un-

disturbed to concentrate solely on the

creative task at hand.

In addition to his ability to tolerate

comfortably long periods of physical

withdrawal from others, the creative

person can tolerate a measure of psycho-
logical isolation. If he works in an
organization, he realizes that his capac-

ity to create also requires psychological

distance from others. This means that he
attempts to purge his creative delibera-

tions from considerations such as

scheduling, costs, his superior's pet ideas

about the approaches to the problem,

and most of the other prosaic demands
of organizational existence.

Any extraneous considerations that
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are grafted onto his problem can block

the emergence of new ideas. They can

act as barriers by inducing anxiety and

guilt feelings because he is not doing

what is expected or demanded of him.

Ideally, he should be allowed to let his

mind work at its own pace and in

conformity with its own natural, con-

genial way. Although the creative per-

son requires periods of privacy and is

frequently considered to be a "lone

One cannot be creative

without being out there

and alone.

wolf," he is seldom withdrawn, isolated,

or uncommunicative.
It should be pointed out, however,

that prolonged periods of isolation from

others tend to deflate and devitalize

rather than enhance his capacity to cre-

ate. Imagination—when isolated or

encapsulated—shrinks and shrivels. It

must be nourished occasionally by active

participation with others. But the cre-

ative person cannot allow undue in-

fluence from others. He has to retain a

safe margin of social distance to do jus-

tice to his creative potential.

Because the creative process is a pri-

vate and internally motivated affair, the

creative individual must have the cour-

age and ego strength to face loneliness

when venturing into the unknown. Once

he is committed to the no-return path

toward the unknown, it is almost impos-

sible for him to rely on somebody else or

to share the responsibility and the

development of his idea. Although team-

work projects are popular these days, the

creative person seldom fulfills his poten-

tial through collaboration. In the realm

of genuine creativity there is only one

solo instrument: the private individual

mind and personality of the creator.

As Carl R. Rogers states: "One can-

not be creative without being out there

and alone;" the extent of the aloneness

depends on the extent of the creativity.

The more creative the act, the more
completely alone one is."

And he frequently needs all the cour-

age and self-confidence he can muster to

stand up to the criticisms aimed at his

idea, for any radically new idea almost

always encounters a mountain of resis-

tance and criticism.

The need for isolation and detachment

does not mean that the creative individ-

ual can totally dispense with encourage-

ment and recognition. Many things of

permanent value have been created only

because the creative individual received,

at one time or another, a great deal of

encouragement and stimulation from

somebody. Yet, in the final analysis, he

must rely on himself. Support and en-

couragement can be easily withdrawn

and constitute only flimsy crutches on

the fragile creative terrain. The con-

dition of self-sufficiency and self-

responsibility has to be rooted in the

creative person himself.

Incubation

During the creative process, there

comes a time when thinking becomes
ponderous and clogged, when errors

start to pile up and no further new in-

sights occur. This is the time for the cre-

ative person to stop his work on the

problem and turn to something freer and

different. Many creative people find a

welcome change of pace in music, paint-

ing, sightseeing, manual tasks, day-

dreaming, reverie, and so on. These
activities not only provide a refreshing

interlude, but enable his unconscious

mental activities the freedom to operate

unrestrained by conscious
concentration.

Although the creative person spends a

great deal of his conscious effort to solve

a problem, he realizes the limitations of

this effort and finally resorts to incuba-

tion. As psychologist John M. Schlien

points out: "Although he has confidence

in his ability, the creative person also has

an attitude of respect for the problem

and admits the limits of his conscious
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makes you faster and more effi-

cient...with utilities ranging from

record processing to data

transfer.

BUSINESS AND FINANCE AIDS: Software

for financial forecasting and analysis... general

accounting programs... financial news retrieval

services. . .and business graphics so you can see

just where your money is going.

GAMES: Take the A+ challenge—with hoards of

innovative brain teasers...from games to help you
learn spelling and arithmetic... to games that pro-

vide fun and adventure!
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FOR YOUR APPLE.

PROGRAMMING TOOLS: Speed up
program development
with Apple text editors,

testing and debugging

aids and data base man-
agement systems. Since

your Apple can speak

many languages—from

Cobal to Basic and
Pascal—A+ gives you a

wide range of utilities for each language so

you can create your own exciting programs.

HOME/PERSONAL PROGRAMS:
covers it all . . .from basic processing . . .to help-

ing you draw with Apple graphics... to speed

reading... music theory and composition...

even a course on cooking with your Apple...

and then how to monitor your diet easily and
accurately...along with many educational pro-

grams to learn math, science, and geography.

DATA FILES: LetA+
probe new data base
management systems so

you II be able to orga-

nize, store and retrieve

information in ways you

never thought possible.

YOUR TURN: Speak up with your ideas and innovations

and network with other Apple users near and far.

Plug into Savings of
Up to 50% with Our
Limited Time Charter Offer,
Good Until Nov. 30, 1983

YES! I want to subscribe to A+ for:

One year (12 issues) only $15.49—38% off

j Two years only $26.49—47% off

j Three years only $37.49— 50% off

Savings based on full one -year subscription price of $24.97.

Name

Address

City

Check One:Q Payment enclosed.Q Please biil me.

Please charge my:

] MasterCard ] VISA ] American Express

Card No Exp. Date

Would you like to receive special offers from quali-

fied users of our mailing list? ] YES ] NO
MAIL TO: A+, P.O. Box 2964, Boulder, CO 80322

JJ*



YOURUG DEALERHAS IT.

BOOKS
OTRS-80 Disk & Other Mysteries.
The "How To" book of data recovery
by H.C. Pennington. 128 pages.

$22.50

Microsoft BASIC Decoded * Other
Mysteries.

The complete guide to Level II

operating systems & BASIC by
lames Farvour. 312 pages, $29.95

BASIC Faster fc Better * Other
Mysteries.

Microsoft BASIC programming
tricks & techniques by Lewis
Rosenfelder. Software available on
disk. Radio Shack Cat. No. 62-1002.

290 pages. $29.95

The Custom TRS-80 & Other
Mysteries.

A guide to customizing TRS-80
hardware and software by Dennis
Bathory Kitsz. Schematics and
listings. 336 pages, $29.95

Machine Language Disk I/O at

Other Mysteries.

The guide to machine language disk

software for TRS-80 Models I& III by
Michael Wagner. 288 pages, $29.95

TRSDOS 2.3 Decoded Jr Other
Mysteries.

The TRSDOS operating system
explained by James Farvour.

Disassembly of code with

commentary. 300 pages. $29.95

BASIC Disk I/O Faster * Better *
Other Mysteries.

Programming techniques and
helpful subroutines, by Lewis
Rosenfelder, for BASIC programs
which store or retrieve data from
disk. (Available in June) $29.95

How To Do It On The TRS-80.
The applications guide to the TRS-80
Models I, II, III & Color Computer by
William Barden, Jr. 300 pages, $29.95

(Available in Spring '83)

Electric Pencil Operators Manual.
By Michael Shrayer and H. C.

Pennington. 123 pages, 24.95

The TRS-80 Beginners Guide To
Games & Graphics.

Simple programs teach basic

concepts of graphics and game
design, by Tom Dempsey. (Available

in July) $24.95

The Captain 80 Book of BASIC
Adventures.

Eighteen program listings plus

Adventure program generator, by
Bob Liddil. 252 pages. $19.95

SOFTWARE
Electric Pencil 2.0z Word
Processing System.
The easy to learn, easy to use word
processing system by Michael

Shrayer. Includes operators manual.
Disk $89.95, Cassette or Stringy

Floppy $79.95

BLUE Pencil — 50,000 Word
Expandable Dictionary.

Companion to the Electric Pencil

2.0z system. Disk $89.95

RED Pencil — Automatic Spelling

Correction. For use with the Electric

Pencil 2.0z word processing system.

Must be accompanied by Blue Pencil

to operate. Disk $89.95

BFBDEM — BASIC Faster & Better

Library disk by Lewis Rosenfelder.

32 demonstration programs, BASIC
overlays, video handlers, sorts and
more for the Model I & 111 Radio
Shack Cat. No.260-2021. Disk $19.95

BFBLIB — BASIC Faster & Better

Demonstration disk by Lewis
Rosenfelder. 121 functions,

subroutines and user routines for

the Model I & III. Disk Only 19.95

UTILITIES
DISKMAP Produces two different

reports; a listing of disk space
allocation by granule, and a listing of
all granules allocated to each data
file. Disk $29.95 Retail.

TRANSLATE Convert any
character to any character or string.

Create your own shorthand. Print

special characters. Disk $49.95

GAMES
CYBERCHESS
Chess Improvement System. Not a

game, but a powerful and effective

method for improving one's skill in

chess. Choose from 55 amateur or 55

professional disk packets with 4

different games on each. System
Disk $29.95 (Includes four games).

Each amateur or professional disk

$19.95 each.

FLAG RACE
Race your car through a maze and try

to reach all the flags before being
caught and killed by drone cars. Can
you do it? For Models I & III. Disk

$24.95

SPACE ROBBERS
Inter-galactic thieves are after your
supplies and you must stop them
before they take it all . For Models I &
III. Disk $24.95

ALIENS
Invaders attempt to land and you
must stop them. But watch out,

you're dead if they land on you. For

Models I & III. Disk $24.95

INTERCEPTOR
The aliens are attacking you in wave
after wave, can you survive and get

back to the mother ship to refuel? For

Models I & III Disk $24.95

FUNSOFT Games distributes

through IJG for Models I & 111

BABLE TERROR Babies are

roaming the maze like complex
everywhere but you can only see a

few yards ahead, can the Babies be
cleared out before they clear out

you? Disk $24.95, Cassette $19.95

THE BLACK HOLE Your mission is

to seek-out and destroy the Dorfian

leader. But, can you survive the

perils of the Black Hole? Disk $24.95,

Cassette $19.95

ArPLE PANIC Crazed apples chase

you over many ladder connected

brick levels. Your only hope is to dig

holes in the floor and beat them
down when they get stuck. Disk

$24.95, Cassette $19.95

MAD MINES Mad Mines are being

placed into the space around your

planet. As their mad pace speeds up.

the situation becomes more difficult

Can they all be destroyed? Disk

$24.95, Cassette $19.95

TIME RUNNER Newly discovered

land is yours for the taking. All you
have to do is take it . . . before the

defender droids catch you that is.

Disk $24.95. Cassette $19.95

IJG products are available at

computer stores, B. Dalton

Booksellers, Radio Shack Computer
stores, and independent dealers

around the world.

If IJG products are not available from

your local dealer, order direct from

IJG. Include $4.00 for shipping and
handling per item. Foreign residents

add $11.00 plus purchase price per

item. U.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 West 11th Street

Upland, California 91786

Phone: 714/946-5805 ^^^

Hrt'sfrom F?
ITS JUSTGREAT!

TRS-80 TM Tandy Corp.

Microsoft TM Microsoft Corp.
Electric Pencil TM Michael Shrayer ©UG.Inc 1963



Creativity, continued..

power in forcing the problem to solu-

tion. At some point, called 'incubation'

by many who have reported the process,

he treats the problem 'as if it has a life of

its own,' which will, in its time and in its

relation to his subliminal or autonomous
thought processes, come to the solution.

He will consciously work on the prob-

lem, but there comes a point when he

will 'sleep on it.'"

During the incubation period, the

autonomous thought processes in the

unconscious take over and continue to

solve the problem. Often, when the con-

scious forcing of the problem to solution

has failed, the incubational process

succeeds.

Productive Periods

The creative person develops an

awareness in retrospect of the periods

when he solved his problems creatively.

He takes note of the methods that were

successful and those that failed. He tries

to learn why by retracing, as far as he

can, the routes he followed and noting

those he avoided. He has learned that

knowledge of his particular idiosyn-

crasies and style of creating facilitates

his creative process.

He schedules his creative thinking

periods for those times when he has his

most favorable mental set for producing

ideas. He is aware of his personal

rhythms and peaks and valleys of out-

put. By keeping a record of those periods

during the day or night in which he is

most creative, he can establish a pattern

and plan ahead, reserving peak periods

for concentration and uninhibited think-

ing, and his less productive time for

reading and for gathering information.

Even if he has not established a time-

sheet of productive periods, he has at

least developed a sensitivity to those

moods that promise really creative re-

turns from his efforts, and he knows
when they are approaching.

Other Characteristics

Here are some of the other
characteristics that differentiate the

Often, when the
conscious forcing of

the problem to solution

has failed, the
incubational process

succeeds.

more creative individual from the less

creative:

• He is more observant and percep-

tive, and he puts a high value on in-

dependent "true-to-himself" perception.

He perceives things the way other people

do but also the way others do not.

• He is more independent in his judg-

ments, and his self-directed behavior is

determined by his own set of values and
ethical standards.

• He balks at group standards, pres-

sures to conform and external controls.

He asserts his independence without be-

ing hostile or aggressive, and he speaks

his mind without being domineering. If

need be, he is flexible enough to simulate

October 1983 c Creative Computing

the prevailing norms of cultural and
organizational behavior.

• He dislikes policing himself and oth-

ers; he does not like to be bossed around.

He can readily entertain impulses and
ideas that are commonly considered ta-

boo; he has a spirit of adventure.

• He is highly individualistic and non-

conventional in a constructive manner.

Psychologist Donald W. MacKinnon
puts it this way: "Although independent

in thought and action, the creative per-

son does not make a show of his in-

dependence; he does not do the off-beat

thing narcissistic-ally, that is, to call

attention to himself. ... He is not a

deliberate nonconformist but a genuinely

independent and autonomous person."

• He has wide interests and multiple

potentials—sufficient to succeed in sev-

eral careers.

• He is constitutionally more ener-

getic and vigorous and, when creatively

engaged, can marshal an exceptional

fund of psychic and physical energy.

• He is less anxious and possesses

greater stability.

• His complex personality is, simulta-

neously, more primitive and more cul-

tured, more destructive and more
constructive, crazier and saner. He has a

greater appreciation and acceptance of

the nonrational elements in himself and
others.

• He is willing to entertain and ex-

press personal impulses, and pays more
attention to his "inner voices." He likes

to see himself as being different from
others, and he has greater self-

acceptance.
• He has strong aesthetic drive and

sensitivity, and a greater interest in the

artistic and aesthetic fields. He prefers to

order the forms of his own experience

aesthetically, and the solutions at which
he arrives must not only be creative, but

elegant. Truth for him has to be clothed

in beauty to make it attractive.

• He searches for philosophical mean-
ings and theoretical constructs and tends

to prefer working with ideas, in contra-

distinction to the less creative who pre-

fer to deal with the practical and
concrete.

• He has a greater need for variety

and is almost insatiable for intellectual

ordering and comprehension.
• He places great value on humor of

the philosophical sort and possesses a

unique sense of humor.
• He regards authority as arbitrary,

contingent on continued and de-
monstrable superiority. When evaluating

communications, he separates source

from content, judges and reaches conclu-

sions based on the information itself,

rather than whether the information

source was an "authority" or an
"expert."
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Modular Arithmetic
and Computer Art

For thousands of years people have

been using mathematical shapes based

on precise mathematical formulae to

generate artistic designs for everything

from architecture to pottery. So it is not

surprising that we should find art in

number patterns—an art which is cre-

ated by the direct substitution of colors

for numbers. The number patterns that

we have chosen to investigate are pro-

duced using modular arithmetic.

Although the term modular (or

remainder) arithmetic may not be im-

mediately familiar, we use it every day to

tell time. The clock is a "mod twelve

number system." For example, three

hours past ten o'clock is not thirteen

o'clock but one o'clock. One is the

remainder when thirteen is divided by
twelve. In the clock example, zero is the

remainder when twelve is divided by
twelve, therefore the twelve in the clock

should more properly be replaced by

zero. Any mod number system, regard-

less of the dividend, should contain only

numbers from to mod-1, and therefore

will have repetitive patterns of numbers.

The study of modular (or remainder)

arithmetic dates back to the first century

A.D. and the Chinese mathematician

Sun-Tsu. Recently teachers have been

introducing modular arithmetic to

junior high students as art in an attempt

to generate more enthusiasm for
mathematics. The technique involves the

use of graph paper, and felt tip pens,

crayons, colored pencils, or construction

paper.

The students use remainder arithmetic

to make a number table of remainders

on the graph paper. Number tables are

formed by first labelling rows and col-

Malthew Walling and David Meger. Seventh grade.

Our Lady of Peace Schttol, Plainfied Rd., Darien, IL

60559.

Matthew Walling

and
David Meger

umns on the graph paper, then filling in

the rest of the blocks with the numbers
which are the remainders when the row
is either added or multiplied by the col-

umn and divided by the chosen mod.
The remainders are then replaced by col-

ors. Using this technique, one design can

take more than an hour to complete.

With a personal computer, however, de-

Table 1. Single pattern block for addition

mod 7.

1 2 3 4 5 <6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 e i

2 3 4 5 6 a 1 2
3 4 5 6 e l 2 3
4 5 6 e l 2 3 4
5 6 e l 2 3 4 5
6 e l 2 3 4 5 6
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 e

Table 2. Single pattern block for multi-

plication mod 8.

X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 2 4 6 8 2 4 6
3 3 6 1 4 7 2 5
4 4 4 8 4 8 4
5 5 2 7 4 1 6 3
6 6 4 2 8 6 4 2
7 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 8 8 e 8 8

signs can be churned out in rapid

succession.

The Tables 1 through 4 are typical

modular number systems for both addi-

tion and multiplication. Figure 1, an

example of an addition number system

shows a striped pattern. This pattern i

observed for all mods using addition

Subtraction is the same, but the stripe!

go in the opposite direction.

For multiplication number systems

for even mods (Table 2 and Figure 2) the

remainders alternate between even and
odd numbers between rows of even num-
bers. The multiplication number systems

using odd mods (Tables 3 and 4 and Fig-

ures 3 and 4) have a more complex pat-

tern. All of these systems can be used to

generate most unusual patterns.

About the Process

The process of generating remainder

number tables is very simple for the

computer. With an input statement, the

mod is chosen. Then an array of colors

versus remainders is formed with an-

other input statement. Two for-next
loops count rows and columns up to the

size of the computer screen. The rows

and columns are either added or mul-

tiplied. Next the remainder is calculated,

the color is set and the point plotted.

The program for the Apple II is

shown in Listing 1. It has a short tu-

torial on modular arithmetic, displays a

number system on the screen, displays

the Apple color table, and plots the pat-

tern on the lo-res screen.

Listing 2 is written for TRS-80 Color

Computer, and Listing 3 is for the TI
99/4. Listings 2 and 3 contain the mini-

mum code necessary for generating the

patterns. The TI 99/4 program has the

additional ability to plot shapes other

than the block to which the other two

computers are limited. It can plot any

210 October 1983 ' Creative Computing
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Modular Arithmetic, continued...
shape that can be designed in an eight by
eight grid. The block itself can be repre-
sented as two colors, one for the back-
ground and one for the foreground.
With this machine, modular arithmetic
art can become quite complex.

Table 4. Single pattern block for multiplication mod 15.

Table 3. Single pattern block for multi-

plication mod 7.

X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 e

2 2 4 6 1 3 5 e
3 3 6 2 5 1 4 e
4 4 1 5 2 6 3
5 5 3 1 6 4 2
6 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 e e

X

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1

12
13
14
15

1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

8 9 10 1112 13 14 15

2
4

8
10
12
14

1

3
5
7
9

11

13

3
6
9
12

3
6
9

12

3
6
9
12

4
8

12
«
A

5
9

13
2
6

10
14
3
7

11

5
10
e

5
10

5
10

5
10

5
10

6 7
12 14
3
9

6
12
3
9

6
13
5
12
4

11
3

10
6 2
12
3
9

9
1

8

8
1

9
2

10
3

11

4
12
5

13
6

14
7

9
3

12
6

9
3
12
6

10 11 12
5 7 9

3
ie 14
s ie

6
2
13
9
5

13 14
1 1 13

10
5

10
9 5
3 12

12 10 8
6 5 4

6
3

12
9
6
3

1 12
9
6
3

9
7
5
3
1

14
12
10
8
6
4
2

12
11

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

1

f/gure /. Addition mod 7: (O)yellow,

(i)black, Wyellow. (5)black. (6)yellow.

(l)black, (2)yellow,

Figure 2. Multiplication mod 8: (O)yellow, (l)dark blue. (2)yel-

low, (i)dark blue, (4)yellow, (5)dark blue, (6)yellow, (7)dark
blue.
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Figure 3. Multiplication mod 7: (O)yellow. (l)dark blue, (2)yel-

low, (i)dark blue, (4)yellow, (5)dark blue, Wyellow.

Figure 4. Multiplication mod 15: (O)yellow, (l)black, (2)yellow,

(i)black, (4)vellow, (5)black, Wyellow, (7)black, Wyellow,
(9)black. (W)yellow. (U)black, (12)yellow, (U)black,
(14)yellow.
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A Little Bug Can Do A Lot OfDamage.

It looks so little, but it cats so much
—just like the contamination on your

computer 's disk drive head. It may
not seem like much, but all it takes

is a micro-sized particle of dirt to

wipe out a lot of data, and otice it's

gone, it's goneforever.

That's why yon need PerfectData.

The PerfectData Disk Drive Head
('.leaning Kit eliminates problem-

causing dirt so you can keep your

computer and your data the way you

want it—perfect.

The PerfectData Disk Drive Head
Cleaning Kit cleans single or dual-

sided drives simply and effectively.

PerfectData's patented wet/dry

method is the cleaning method

recommended by most leading

computer and disk drive

manufacturers.

The Disk Drive Head (Cleaning

Kit is just part of a whole family of

PerfectData Computer Care

Products— all designed to keep your

computer and your data in perfect

shape. So don't let a bug eat holes in

your rose (or data). Visit your

Computer Dealer todayfor
PerfectData products. PerfectData

Corporation, 9174 Deering Avenue,

Chatsworth, CA 91311.
'

Keep It Perfect.

PerfectData
COMPUTER CAP

PtrfectData is tin- new name if huwvutwv Computer Ihoduas—the leader in computer care since 1976.

CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Modular Arithmetic, continued...

Figure 5. Mod 7: (O)blue, (l)blue, (2)white, (3)black, (4)black Figure 8. Mod 10: (O)black, (l)yellow, (2)yellow. (3)blue.

(S)white, (6)blue. (4)blue. (5)yellow, (6)blue, (7)blue, (8)yellow. (9)yellow.

Figure 6. Mod 5: (O)magenta, (l)btue, (2)white. (3)white,

(4)blue.

Figure 9. Mod 9: (O)black, (l)white, (2)white, (3)green, (4)green.

(5)green, (6)green, (7)white, (8)white.

Figure 7. Mod 15: (O)black. (l)yellow, (2)yellow, (3)yellow,

(4)blue. (S)blue. (6)blue, (7)black, (8)black. (9)blue, (10)blue.

(U)blue. <12)yellow. (13)yellow, (14)yellow.

Figure 10. Mod 7: (O)black, (l)green. (2)yellow. (3)blue.

(4)green, (S)yellow. (7)blue.

www **
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INTRODUCING SARGON IU.THE FIRST
;hess GAMETHAT'STOUGH ENOUGH FOR
BORISAND EASYENOUGH FOR BOBBIE.
rgon III " from Hayden Software. It's the ultimate

crocomputer chess game. Whether you're a
ister like Boris Spasxy looking for a real chal-

ge. Or a novice like little Bobbie Adams who
wants to learn the finer points of

the game.

Sargon III is the best way to
learn chess.

Sargon III gives you the great-

est instructional value of any
chess game. It allows two players

to play each other while it monitors
moves for consistency with rules

play. You can also query Sargon for move sugges-

ts. If you're playing alone, you can ask Sargon
alternate moves after it makes its best move.
Sargon HI also shows you 107 of the greatest chess

mes in history soyou can seehow the masters did it.

Sargon HI provides the most complete and infor-

ative user manual, making it easier for the novice

learn. It includes diagrams from the U.S. Chess

^deration, suggestions for better play, and
cm I II is a registered trademark ill Hasdcn Sol IwafC. Apple ii registered trademark of

c Computer, Inc IBM is .1 UglMHad trademark ol International Business Machines Corp.

descriptions of the 107 historical games.

Sargon III challenges the masters.
Sargon III can be the toughest opponent you'll

ever play.

It's more difficult and moves faster than our
famous Sargon II. Played at its highest level,

Sargon III is the Grand Master of chess games.
If you want to see classic situations and problems,

Sargon III will show you. If you want to replay

sequences, Sargon III lets you. You can even stop
your game in progress and save it to disk or print

it out if you want.

Sargon III is compatible with the Apple personal

computers, the IBM Personal Computer and other
popular compatibles.
So visit your local retailer and ask for Sargon III

by name.
It's simply the best move you can make.

SAEGOnill
|

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
|



SomeVery Good
Reasons toBuy
an Echo Speech
Synthesizer.

We're confident we have the most intelligible,

versatile, and economical speech synthesizer
on the market. Once you hear it, we're sure
you'll be convinced too. All ECHOs are capable
of speaking in four different voice modes
which range from a robotic machine voice to

natural female speech. (The fixed speech and
custom modes are optional.)

It's Easy To Use
Unlike other speech systems, the ECHOs
are very simple to use. It only takes a minute
or two to get the ECHO talking. Any text

which can be printed to the screen can be
spoken. If you've written a BASIC program
you can add speech with simple modifications.

Software Compatibility

Not only can you add speech to the programs
you write yourself, over 25 top educational

and adventure software manufacturers are

currently designing programs to be compatible
with the ECHO ][. Be watching for details.

Value
Each ECHO comes ready to use with a speaker
and tutorial-style manual. The ECHOlt,
priced at $149.95, also comes with a variety

of demonstration and utility programs. The new
ECHO GP (General Purpose), priced at $199.95
is a stand-alone unit with its own on-board
microprocessor; it will interface with any
computer through the serial port. All ECHOs
have a two year warranty.

Bells And Whistles

If you want bells, whistles, music and sound
effects, plus state-of-the-art sprite graphics

capabilities, the ECHO technology is available

on Synetix Systems' new Supersprite Board.

Check It Out
Most Apple dealers have the ECHOll available

for demonstration as part of Street Electronics/

Orange Micro's unique Grappler+™, Buffer-

board™, ECHO It™ Talking Demonstration.

H
Street Electronics Corporation

1140 Mark Avenue Carpinteria, CA 93013
Telephone (805)684-4593

The Echo 1 i« * nghtcnd trademark of SUM I . .ration Th.- t.rapplet - and Buftcrboard an? registered trademarks of Orange Micro.
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Modular Arithmetic, continued...

About the Pictures

The black and white figures were
made by dumping the design to a printer

using the 16 levels of gray possible with
a Pkaso interface. The colors repre-

sented by the dot densities are listed

along with the numbers they replace.

These designs were made using only two
colors, one for odd remainders and one

for even remainders.

Figures 5 through 10 are color pnotos
of the monitor display for which pat-

terns were made by grouping the colors

in common multiples of the mod. Again
the colors are listed along with the num-
bers they replace. About the only
method that won't produce patterns is

using a different color for each remain-

der. Experimentation leads to some in-

teresting results.

Acknowledgment
The authors would like to thank He-

lene LaBonville for the Color Computer
program and photography and Priscilla

Walling for the TI 99/4 program.

Listing I. Applesoft Basic program for generating mod math art.

1 8 HOME : DIM CLR(29)
29 VTAB 3
39 FOR I == 1 TO 40
49 PRINT "*"

;

59 NEXT
69 PRINT : PRINT
79 PRINT MOD
ARITHMETIC
89 PRINT
99 PRINT 1 AND"
169 PRINT
119 PRINT COMPUTER
ART"
128 PRINT
138 PRINT II BY"
149 PRINT
158 PRINT i DAVID
MEGER"
168 PRINT
178 PRINT M AND"
188 PRINT
198 PRINT MATTHEW
WALLING"
288 VTAB 21
218 FOR I = 1 TO 40
229 PRINT "*"

;

238 NEXT 1

248 FOR I = 1 TO 2000
250 NEXT 1

260 HOME
270 PRINT "DO YOU KNOW WHAT MOD
ART IS? IF YOU DO THEN FINE. BUT
IF YOU ANSWER NO THEN WE'LL
TELL YOU. (ANSWER YES OR NO) :"

;

280 INPUT ANS*
290 IF LEFTe<ANS*,l> "Y" THEN
410
300 HOME : PRINT "MOD ART
IS A CONCEPT WITH WHICH WE ARE ALL

O'CLOCK, THEN THREE HOURS LATER
ITWILL BE ONE O'CLOCK (AND NOT, AS
IN SIMPLE ARITHMETIC, THIRTEEN
O'CLOCK.)"

;

310 PRINT " A CLOCK OR WATCH IS
AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT IS KNOWN AS A
M0DULAR12 SYSTEM. THE 1 2MEANS
THAT THERE ARE ONLY 12
NUMBERS. . .1 THROUGH 12.";
329 PRINT " IN ORDINARY
ARITHMETIC, THERE IS AN INFINITE
NUMBER OF INTEGERS. TO DO MOD
ARITHMETIC SOLVE THE PROBLEM,
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> 2 THEN HTAB 29
"WRONG TRY AGAIN"

DIVIDE THE ANSWER WITH THE MOD THEN
PUT DOWN THE REMAINDER."
339 PRINT
348 PRINT "TO SHOW THAT YOU
UNDERSTAND MODULAR ARITHMETIC
GIVE THE ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING
PROBLEM USING MOD 4."
359 VTAB 29: CALL -868: PRINT "6 +

4 ="
;

369 INPUT ANS
379 IF ANS <

VTAB 29: PRINT
GOTO 359
389 VTAB 29: HTAB 29: PRINT "GOOD
JOB! ! !

!

"

399 FOR M = 1 TO 2999
499 NEXT M
410 HOME : PRINT
428 PRINT "TO GET MOD ART YOU MUST
COLOR EACH ANSWER OR GROUP OF
ANSWERS A DIFFERENT COLOR."
438 PRINT
448 INPUT "WHAT MOD WOULD YOU LIKE
TO WORK WITH? (1-18): " ;MOD
458 IF MOD < 1 OR MOD > 18 THEN
448
468
478
488

INT

HOME
FOR ROW 9 TO MOD
FOR COL = 9 TO MOD

499 ANS = COL * ROW
599 R INT ((ANS / MOD
(ANS / MOD)) * MOD .5)
519 IF R < 19 THEN PRINT " ";

PRINT R;
NEXT COL
PRINT
NEXT ROW
PRINT
PRINT " SINGLE PATTERN BLOCK"
VTAB 23
PRINT " MULTIPLICATION

' ;MOD
GET KEY*
HOME
PRINT "ENTER THE COLORS THAT

YOU WANT FROM THE TABLE BELOW"
639 PRINT : PRINT
640 PRINT "9 BLACK" j TAB( 20); "8
BROWN"
650 PRINT
ORANGE"
669 PRINT
29) "18 BLUE GREY"

528
538
548
558
568
570
580
590
MOD
600
610
629

' 1 MAGENTA"; TAB( 29>;"9

2 DARK BLUE" ; TAB(
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Modular Arithmetic, continued...

678 PRINT "3 PURPLE"; TAB< 28); Ml 778 NEXT I

PINK" 788 HOME
688 PRINT "4 DARK GREEN"; TAB< 798 GR
28) ;"12 GREEN" 888 FOR ROW = 8 TO 39
698 PRINT "5 GREY"; TAB< 28>;"13 818 FOR COL = 8 TO 39
YELLOW" 828 ANS = ROW * COL
788 PRINT "6 MEDIUM BLUE"; TAB< 838 R = INT <<ANS / MOD - INT
28) ; "14 AQUA" (ANS / MOD)) * MOD + .5)

718 PRINT "7 LIGHT BLUE" ; TAB< 848 COLOR= CLR(R)
28) ;"15 WHITE" 858 PLOT COL, ROW
728 PRINT : PRINT 868 NEXT COL
738 FOR I - 8 TO MOD - 1 878 NEXT ROW
748 VTAB 18: CALL -868: PRINT 888 VTAB 23: PRINT "

"COLOR FOR NUMBER ";I; MULTIPLICATION MOD " jMOD
758 INPUT CLRU) 898 GET KEY*
768 IF CLRU) < 8 OR CLR< I > > 15 988 TEXT : HOME
THEN 748 918 GOTO 448

Listing 2. Compressed TRS-80 Color Computer (16K) version.

Plotting of colors is achieved via PRINT a (ROW32 + COL),
CHRS (color code).

1 ' MOD ARITHMETIC AND COMPUTER ART 728 PRINT TAB<5) " <8> ORANGE ";

6 ' TRS-88C VERSION BY HM CHR*<255)
LABONVILLE 738 FOR 1=8 TO MOD-1
18 CLS: DIM CLR<15) 748 PRINT 3448, "COLOR FOR NUMBER
428 PRINT "TO GET 'MOD ART' YOU "5 i;

MUST COLOR EACH ANSWER OR GROUP OF 758 INPUT CLRU)
ANSWERS A DIFFERENT COLOR." 768 IF CLRUX8 OR CLR<I)>8 THEN
438 PRINT 748
448 INPUT "WHAT MOD WOULD YOU LIKE 778 NEXT I

TO WORK WITH <1-15): " ;MOD 788 CLS<8)
458 IF M0D<1 OR MOD) 15 THEN 448 888 FOR ROW =8 TO 14
628 PRINT "ENTER THE COLORS THAT 810 FOR COL =0 TO 31
YOU WANT FROM THE TABLE BELOW:" 820 ANS = ROW * COL
638 PRINT 838 R=

INT(ANS/MOD-INT<ANS/MOD))*MOD +.5)
848 CLOR=CLR<R)

648 PRINT TAB<5> "<8> BLACK ";

CHRt<128)
658 PRINT TAB<5) "<1> GREEN"
668 PRINT TAB<5> " <2> YELLOW
" ;CHRe<159>
678 PRINT TAB<5> " <3) BLUE ";

CHRe<175>
688 PRINT TAB<5) "<4> RED ";

858 IF CL0RO8 THEN
MDW*=CHR*< 127+16*CL0R)ELSE
MDW*=CHR*< 128)
855 PRINT 3<R0W*32+C0L> , MDW*

;

860 NEXT COL

CHR*<191> 878 NEXT ROW
698 PRINT TAB<5> " <5> BUFF "; 888 PRINT 3481, "THIS IS

CHR»<287> MULTIPLICATION MOD ";MOD;
788 PRINT TAB<5) "<6> CYAN "; 890 HM*=INKEY*: IF HM* " " THEN
CHR*<223> 890

718 PRINT TAB<5) "<7> MAGENTA "; 900 CLS
CHR*<239> 910 60 TO 440

Listing 3. TI 99/4 Basic program for generating mod math art.

Character block can take on any shape.

1 REM MOD ARITHMETIC AND COMPUTER 440 INPUT "WHAT MOD WOULD YOU LIKE
ART TO TRY<1-12)?: " :MOD
5 REM TI99/4 VERSION BY P. WALLING 445 IF MOD <1 THEN 440
18 DIM 447 IF MOD >12 THEN 440
CLS( 28 > , CRS< 28 ) ,A*< 28 ) , BKG< 28 > , FRG< 620 PRINT "ENTER THE COLORS THAT
28) YOU WANT FORM THE TABLE BELOW:"

630 PRINT
15 CALL CLEAR 640 PRINT "1

25 CODE-32 TRANSPARENT" ;TABU 5) ;" 9 MEDIUM RED"
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Modular Arithmetic, continued...

658 PRINT "2 BLACK" ;TAB< 1 5) ;
" 1

8

LIGHT RED"

668 PRINT "3 MEDIUM
GREEN" ;TAB< 15) ;

" 1 1 DARK YELLOW"
678 PRINT "4 LIGHT
GREEN" jTAB<15>5"12 LIGHT YELLOW*
688 PRINT "5 DARK BLUE" ;TAB( 1 5) ;

" 13
DARK GREEN"
698 PRINT "6 LIGHT
BLUE" ;TAB<15) ;"14 MAGENTA"
788 PRINT "7 DARK RED" ;TAB< 15) ;

" 15
GREY"
718 PRINT "8 CYAN" ;TAB< 15) ;"16
WHITE"
728 PRINT:

:

738 FOR 1=8 TO MOD-1
735 CLS<I)=I+2
736 C0DE=C0DE+8
737 CRS(I)=CODE

PRINT "CHARACTER CODE: ";I;
INPUT A*<I)

"BACKGROUND COLOR: ";I;
BKG< I

)

"FOREGROUND COLOR: ";I;
FRG<i)

748
742
745 PRINT
746 INPUT
748 PRINT
749 INPUT
778 NEXT I

788 CALL CLEAR
785 CALL SCREENC16)
888 FOR ROW=l TO 24

818 FOR COL=l TO 32
828 ANS=ROW*COL
838
R=INT< <ANS/MOD-INT<ANS/MOD) )*MOD+ .5
)

848 CALL HCHAR<ROW,COL,CRS<R))
845 CALL CHAR<CRS<R) ,AS<R>)
848 CALL
COLOR<CLS<R> ,FRG<R) ,BKG<R>)
868 NEXT COL
878 NEXT ROW
918 GO TO 918

"Son. I realize we have a hard, outer shell, but you can tell

yourfriend. Billy, that we're ROBOTS, not crustaceans'

CALL AND ASK
ABOUT OUR EXTENSIVE INVENTORY!
...to keep your Hardware on the "FAS-TRACK"

VERSAFORM
EXEC ACCT SYSTEM
25:01
D BASE II

FRIDAY
VISICALC 256K
VISIDEX
VISIWORD
VISISPELL
TIM III

123
CROSSTALK
HOME ACCT PLUS
PFS FILE
PFS GRAPH
PSF REPORT
PFS WRITER
PC TUTOR

ATARI ON DISK
DEADLINE OR WITNESS $33 95
STARCROSS 26 95
COSMICBALANCEIORII EA 26 95
ZORK I. II, OR III EA 26 95
SUSPENDED 3395
ZAXXON 2895
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN 19 95
DAVID'S MIDNIGHT MAQIC 23 95
MASTER TYPE 26 95
CHOPLIFTER 22 95
SERPENTINE 22.95
CANYON CLIMBER 1995
SAROON II 22.95
FROGGER 22.95
JAWBREAKER 19 95
CROSSFIRE 1995
SNOOPER TROOPS 1 OR 2 EA. 29.95
STORY MACHINE 22.95
FACE MAKER 22 95
KNIQHTOFTHE DESERT 26.95
BANKSTREETWRITER 44 95
HOME ACCOUNTANT 47 95

DEADLINE OR WITNESS 133 95
CREATURE CREATOR 27 95
DUNZHIN 27 95
SAMMY LIOHTFOOT 26.95
STARCROSS 26 95
COSMIC BALANCE I OR II EA 26 95
ZORK I. II. OR III EA. 26 95
SUSPENDED 33 95
WIZARDRY 33 95
KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS 22 95
ZAXXON 2695
GERMANY 1965 36 95
ARCADE MACHINE 39.95
SARGON II 22.95
PFS FILE 64 95
PFS: REPORT 64 95
PFS: GRAPH 64 95
MINER 2049 ER 26 95
POLICE ARTIST 22 95
STICKY BEAR BOP 26 95
STICKY BEAR NUMBERS 26.95
STICKY BEAR ABC 26.95

" APPLE
DOUBLE TAKE S 22 95
BANK STREET WRITER 44 95
ZOOM GRAFIX 32.95
SENSIBLE SPELLER 78.95
SCREEN WRITER II 61 95
SCREEN WRITER PRO 128 95
THE DICTIONARY 64 95
MAQIC WINDOW II 94 95
VERSAFORM 238.95
HOME ACCOUNTANT 47.95
THE GENERAL MANAGER II 148 95
VISICALC 3 3 164.95
VISITREND/PLOT 198 95
DESKTOP PLAN II 164 95
KNOW YOUR APPLE lit 1695
PASCAL TUTOR 81 95
PASCAL PROGRAMMER 18895
D JONESMARKETANALYZER28995
CONDOR III 489 95
LIST HANDLER 68 95
WORD HANDLER 128.95
EXEC BRIEFING SYSTEM 124 95

rJSS ZUC< COIilPUtE-? PTODUCft
Box 456 •Columbus, Ohio 43216* 24-HOUR PHONE ORDERS (614) 863-1699
Personal checks alio* 2 weeks We occept Viso & MostefCard (send cord no & expiration dote) Include $2 00 for snipping Oh.o residents odd 5* % state sales tax Prices reflect a cash

discount only & are subject to change without notice Please enclose your phone no with your order
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A

fg) Apple II compatible

of RAM
Ulc Upper & lowercase

|\ Typewriter-style

keyboard

12-key numeric pad

la VisiCalckeys

£) 50-watt power supply

m Built-in fan

1982

ACEWriter II
Sophisticated word processing that's easy to learn

jM^ACECalc
J\^E l\VisiCalc -compatible spreadsheet analysis

program with 80 columns of variable width

ACE Display card
Opens video display to a full 80 columns by
24 lines

ACE 80 CPU card
Allows you to run CP/M and Apple" II

programs

^ACE Dual Interface card
Allows you to connect to local and remote
printers, terminals, computers and other

^""^^» accessories

fP Apple II compatible

of RAM
UlC Upper & lowercase

/2pgB\ Typewriter-style

keyboard

12-key numeric pad

|a VisiCalckeys

£ 50-watt power supply

Built-in fan

1983

Good. Better.
And you thought Franklin

was qood before.
Well, look at Franklin now. You'll find our ACE product line has

grown . . . and grown. To include sophisticated word processing.
Sensational spreadsheet analysis. And an array of peripheral boards
So you can expand the capabilities of your ACE 1000 as your busi-

ness needs increase. Our product line's not the only thing that's

grown. Franklin now has more than 1,000 authorized dealers
throughout the country. So, if you thought we were good before,

come see us now.

Jr
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

VisiCatc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp.

FRANKLIN
COMPUTE* COftPOftJT/ON

Better than ever.

2128 Route 38; Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900; Telex: 837-385
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The Serial Code Keyboard helps the severely handicapped communicate

Communicating In Code

Wolfger Schneider

Data and command entry to comput-
ers via a typical keyboard is a relatively

easy task for those of us who have no
physical handicaps. But consider the

plight of the upper limb amputee trying

to type shift or control keys using the

traditional mouthstick. Or how about a

quadriplegic just trying to move any key

with remnant head motion or vestigial

finger or toe motion. Many of these in-

dividuals are currently denied access to

computers because of the lack of a suit-

able data entry technique.

The Serial Code Keyboard under
development at the Applied Physics

Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins
University for the Veterans Administra-

tion is a low-cost, reliable, and relatively

easy method of data entry. It requires

only the capability to move a spring-cen-

tered three-position switch to either ex-

treme position.

These two extreme positions are

sensed as simple switch closures and
stimulate the generation of two easily

distinguishable tone sequences. Modula-
tion of these tone sequences by appro-

priate movement of the switch can be

used to generate an easily learned

pseudo Morse Code. These serial tone

encoded sequences can then be trans-

lated to corresponding ASCII codes to

duplicate the function of the standard

keyboard.

Assuming the availability of an appro-

priate three-position switch, the Serial

Code Keyboard functions can be im-

plemented in either a separate firmware
module (Figure 1 ) that logically ors the

standard keyboard produced ASCII
with the Serial Code Keyboard pro-

Wolfger Schneider, 5148 Celestial Way, Columbia.

MD 21044.
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Figure 1. The center device is a Morse keyer mounted to be operated with up and down

chin motion. It will drive both of the firmware implementations of the Serial Code

Keyboard shown. The unit on the left is an Apple specific card which will operatefrom
any I/O slot and sits electrically between the keyboard and the CPU board. The unit

in the right is designed to operate with any dumb RS-232 type terminal.

duced ASCII or they could be im-

plemented in appropriately linked
software executing on a personal
computer.

The firmware approach is advanta-

geous for proprietary software packages

that allow no linking with other soft-

ware. The software approach for the Ap-
ple Computer described in this article

provides a good familiarization with the

Serial Code Keyboard approach to data

entry and can be successfully used with

most Applesoft programs.

The Electro-Mechanical Interface

To exercise the Serial Code Keyboard
software, a three-position switch
arrangement suitable to the individual

handicap must be constructed. It is im-

portant to arrive at a switch-lever

arrangement that takes into account the

handicapped user's stroke length, stroke

trajectory, stroke force levels, and stroke

positioning accuracy capabilities. In

some situations, a standard Morse keyer

suitably mounted, may serve as an
appropriate three-position switch (Fig-

ure 1).

Electrically, the two switch contacts

are interfaced to the Apple computer via

the game port as shown in Figure 2 us-

ing the same bit inputs used by the game
paddle pushbuttons. This electrical

connection is of opposite polarity to that

used by the pushbuttons on the game
paddles. The switch connected to PBO
will produce a sequence of high fre-

quency "dits" for as long as the switch is
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® SANYO MONITOR SALE!!

9" Doto Monitor

80 Columns x 24 lines

Green text display

East to read - no eye strain

Up front brightness control

High resolution graphics

Quick start - no preheating

Regulated power supply

Attractive metal cabinet

UL and FCC approved

15 Day Free Trial - 90 Day Immediate Replacement Warranty

9" Screen - Green Text Display $ 79.00

12" Screen - Green Text Display (anti-reflective screen) $ 99.00

12" Screen - Amber Text Display (anti-reflective screen) $119.00

Display Monitors From Sanyo

With the need for computing power growing every day, Sanyo has

stepped in to meet the demand with a whole new line of low cost, high

quality data monitors. Designed for commercial and personal com-
puter use. All models come with an array of features, including up-

front brightness and contrast controls. The capacity 5 x 7 dot

characters as the input is 24 lines of characters with up to

80 characters per line.

Equally important, all are built with Sanyo's commitment
to technological excellence. In the world of Audio/Video, Sanyo is

synonymous with reliability and performance. And Sanyo quality is

reflected in our reputation. Unlike some suppliers, Sanyo designs,

manufactures and tests virtually all the parts that go into our products,

from cameras to stereos. That's an assurance not everybody can

give you!

Official Video Products
of the Los Angeles 1984 Olympics

QS&>

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. « ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL » OVER 500 PROGRAMS » FREE CATALOGS

I Add J10 00 for shipping, handling and Insurance. Illinois residents I

I please add 6% tax Add $2000 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII |

|
orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. |

I Enclose Cashiers ChecK. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 |

(days for delivery. 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express mall! I

._ . . :_ lit- .a*.!!.— Uiaa U»IapTmH . f~ O ft

I
Canada orders must be in US dollars Visa MasterCard COD

ENTERPRIZES <vvE L0VE ouB custowersi

BOX 550. HARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order
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Serial Code Keyboard, continued..

closed. Similarly, PB1 will produce a se-

quence of low frequency "dahs".

Operation Of The Serial Code
Keyboard
To type a character with the Serial

Code Keyboard, the user must move the
switch so as to generate the tone se-

quence corresponding to the desired

character. For example, **-- will gen-
erate the letter Z, when * is used to

represent the higher tone (dit) and - to

represent the lower tone (dan). A key
position-tone correspondence time di-

agram is shown in Figure 3.

It should be noted that dit and dah
sounds are of equal duration and that

the sound-on time equals the sound-off
time. This departs from the traditional

Morse Code which does not frequency
encode dits and dahs and requires dahs
to last three times as long as dits. Since
we are not using time duration modula-
tion, it is more efficient to make dits and
dahs of equal duration. The end of
character is recognized by no trans-

mission for a time equal to more than
two dah durations.

The serial code correspondence with
printable, nonprintable, and mode keys
are shown in Table 1. For historic rea-

sons and for code efficiency reasons, the
International Morse Code definitions for

alphabetic, numeric, and punctuation
keys were retained. New definitions had
to be made for the space, backspace,
linefeed, escape, and enter keys.

In addition to the standard keyboard
mode, four keyboard modes are defined

by first generating the serial code for the

desired mode followed by the alphabetic

or numeric modifier.

The shift mode allows the shift codes
to be generated and the control mode al-

lows the control codes to be generated.

The repeat mode repeatedly generates

at a reasonable rate the code for the se-

lected character until either switch is

momentarily closed. A short high fre-

quency tone indicates termination of the
repeat mode.
The sequence mode allows predefined

ASCII code sequences to be called up.

For example, sequence-C generates code
for catalog-(return) to list the cat-

alog of disk files.

Serial codes not defined in any of the
keyboard modes are identified by a short
high frequency tone being issued and no
code being generated.

Continuous backspacing occurs when
generating more than seven dahs, after

which every new dah results in a back-
space. Similarly, continuous "retype"
occurs when more then seven dits are

generated. Cursor movement can be
done by using escape I, J, K, or M just

as with the regular keyboard but is bet-

ter defined as a repeating sequence.
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Gnd PBI PB0+5V

DIT

3 position switch

\\\\\3V2\«N

16 pin DIP Connector

Figure 2. Electrical connection of the three-position switch is easily achieved via the

Apple game I/O socket. A 16-pin DIP connector should be hooked up as shown.
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Figure 3. A switch position-sound correspondence timing diagram shows what sounds
are produced by a certain switch motion and how the sounds generate Morse code.
Note that precise timing of the sound intervals is not required ofthe operator and that

reasonable timing uncertainties are allowable between the start of a high or low tone
and its opposite.

A *- N-* 1 *

—

SPACE *•__

B-*** O — 2 •*— BACK —
C-*-* P*«* 3 ***- LINE *.*.

D-»* Q -*- 4 ****. ENTER *

E* R*-* 5 *****

F **-* S *•* 6 -**** SHIFT
G -* T- 7 --*** CTRL ••••••

H **** U**- 8 —*» REPT ••

I
** V ***- 9 ..„• SEQ ***

J* - w*~ —

-

ESC **

K-*- x-*»-
L*-*» Y-*~ :

••*
,
--•»..

M» z--** • .*.*.*
>

. *****.

Table I. This Morse code table taken from the Morse tutor program shows the code
assignments for alphanumeric and punctuation keys, special code assignments for
cursor control and mode control keys were made as shown. Punctuation and graphic

keys requiring the shift key on the standard keyboard will require the shift mode code
to precede the code of the desired key that shares its location.

Software

The software provided in this article

to present the Serial Code Keyboard
concept, consists of three files.

The Hello file loads and links the bi-

nary machine code file which im-
plements the Serial Code Keyboard
functions. It also modifies the machine
code to allow operation with the

pushbuttons on the game paddles (line

200) for immediate trial use. The option

of Morse Code tutorial is also provided.

The tutorial file is an Applesoft pro-

gram which briefly explains how to drive

the Serial Code Keyboard software. It

also offers speed selection for code prac-

tice and provides a split screen for

practicing the code. The upper part of

the screen displays lowercase and mode
code correspondences. The lower part of

the screen is a scrolling screen which
shows the characters being generated.
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80 COLUMN PRINTER SALE—$149.00*

COMSTAR T/F

Tractor

Friction

Printer

only

COM STAR T/F (Parallel or Serial)

• Lowest price quality tractor friction printer in the USA • Fast 80 characters per second

40. 46. 66. 80. 96, or 132 characters per line spacing • Prints labels, letters, graphs, and tables

• List your programs • Print out data from modem services

•STX-80 COLUMN
PRINTER—$149.00

Prints full 80 columns. Super silent operation,
60 CPS, prints Hi-resolution graphics and
block graphics, expanded character set, ex-
ceptionally clear characters, fantastic print
quality, uses inexpensive thermal roll paper!

DELUXE COMSTAR T/F
PRINTER—$219.00

The Comstar T/F is an excellent addition to
any micro-computer system. (Interfaces are
available for Apple, VIC-20, Commodore-64,
Pet, Atari 400 and 800, and Hewlett Packard).
At only $219 the Comstar gives you print quali-
ty and features found only on printers costing
twice as much. Compare these features.

• BI-DIRECTIONAL PRINTING with a LOGIC
SEEKING CARRIAGE CONTROL for higher
through-put in actual text printing. 80
characters per second.

• PRINTING VERSATILITY: standard 98 ASCII
character set plus block graphics and interna-

tional scripts. An EPROM character generator
includes up to 224 characters.

• INTERFACE FLEXIBILITY: Centronics Is

standard. Options Include EIA RS232C. 20mA
Current Loop.

• LONG LIFE PRINT HEA0:
character life expectancy.

100 million

• THREE SELECTABLE LINE SPACINGS: 6, 8
or 12 lines per Inch.

• THREE SELECTABLE CHARACTER
PITCHES: • 10, 12 or 18.5 characters per Inch.
132 columns maximum. Double-width font also
Is standard for each character pitch.

• PROGRAMMABLE LINE FEED: program-
mable length from 1/144 to 255/144 inches.

• VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL: program-
mable form length up to 127 lines, useful for
short or oversized preprinted forms.

• FRICTION ANO TRACTOR FEED: will accept
single sheet paper.

• 224 TOTAL CHARACTERS

• USES STANDARD SIZE PAPER

If you want more try—
Premium Quality

COMSTAR T/F SU PER-1 OX
PRINTER—$299.00

More Features Than RX-80
For $299 you get all of the features of the
Comstar T/F plus 10" carriage 120 cps, 9x9
dot matrix with double strike capability for 18
x 18 dot matrix. High resolution bit image (120
x 144 dot matrix), underlining, backspacing,
left and right margin settings, true lower
descenders, with super and subscripts, and
prints standard, Italic, Block Graphics, special
characters, plus 2K of user definable char-

acters. For the ultimate in price performance
the Comstar T/F Super 10" leads the pack!

Double
Immediate Replacement

Warranty
We have doubled the normal 90 day warranty
to 180 days. Therefore if your printer fails

within "180 days" from the date of purchase
you simply send your printer to us via United
Parcel Service, prepaid. We will IMMEDIATELY
send you a replacement printer at no charge
via United Parcel Service, prepaid. This warran-
ty, once again, proves that WE LOVE OUR
CUSTOMERS!

15 DAY FREE TRIAL
OTHER OPTIONS

Extra Ribbons S 5.95
Roll Paper Holder 32.95
Roll Paper 4.96
5000 Labels 19.95
1100 Sheets Fan Fold Paper 13.95

Add $17 50 shipping, handling and insurance
Illinois residents please add 6% tax Add
$4000 tor CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII
ALASKA orders WE DO NOT EXPORT TO
OTHER COUNTRIES Enclose cashiers check,
money order or personal check Allow 14 days
for delivery. 2 to 7 days for phone orders. 1

day express mail available! 1 Canada orders
must be in US dollars

ENTERPRIZES WE LOVE OUB CUSTOMERS)
BOX SS0 BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS S0010
Phone 312/342 52*4 to order

SUPER.10" ABCDEFGH XJKLMNOPQR8TUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHI JKLMrJOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1 2

GRAFSTAR (Apple interface card - "Like Grappler Plus") SALE $69.00.
CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The Challenge:

(Hatch (Hits with the mind Games

from Broderbund!

OPERATION WHIRLWIN
:e, is the key to victory as you move yoi batl

series of testing skirmishes and battle actions. Your ability to comma
to move your ti<

and combat operations. Open J requires the c<

chess—a typical game may take between one and three hours—and

Mar.

How well you (

focus you jic

energies will decide
whether your \

tory is Question-

able, Marginal,

Tactical, Strategic or

a Breakthrough. A
great game for the

thinking game player.

Available on disk.

*
ll4i

13 . M»j\n-:w

JUfi^W [l/A^Ll P'* y°ur concentration against

another player or the computer. Here's a puzzle game that

will keep the whole family bemused, befuddled and play-

ing happily for hours. A grid of 36 numbered boxes con-

ceals an animated menagerie of colorful characters,

creatures and objects. The object of the game is to match
identical squares and then solve a hidden word puzzle.

There are many game variations with puzzles that are

frontward, backward, or scrambled. Matchboxes. It's the

most memorable memory game you've ever played!

Available on disk and cassette.

OPERATION WHIRLWIND AND MATCHBOXES
FOR THE ATARI - HOME COMPUTERS. ATARI* i..tr.d.m«1<OIAt.rt. Inc.

Make sure to look for The Arcade Machine™and Br0derbund's

new game phenomenon, Lode Runner™—also for Atari.

WBroderbund Software
Discover the Difference

^M
17 Paul Drive San Rafael, CA 94903
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Serial Code Keyboard, continued...

An exit from the tutorial to the inter-

preter is provided so that some of the

predefined sequences can be executed.

The binary machine code file assumes
a 48K Apple and is loaded below the

DOS starting at location $9200. The
code is linked with DOS and becomes
the input device until disconnected, by a

reset for example. HIMEM has been re-

set to protect the machine code during

Applesoft program generation.

A few predefined sequences exist to

help the user and to illustrate the se-

quence mode:
G to greet your guests

H to run the Hello file

M to exit to the monitor
C to present the files in the catalog

S to clear the whole screen

B to sound the alarm

U to move the cursor up repeatedly

D to move the cursor down repeatedly

L to move the cursor left repeatedly

R to move the cursor right repeatedly

Summary
The Serial Code Keyboard is pre-

sented here to provide potential users

with the opportunity of trying it out to

see if it provides a reasonable approach

of data and command entry. Firmware
implementations of the Serial Code Key-
board have been developed for the Apple
computer and for "dumb" RS-232-type

terminals by the Applied Physics Lab-

oratory of the Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity. These units are currently being

evaluated in several rehabilitation cen-

ters throughout the United States and
Canada. If these evaluations are positive,

the units may soon be in commercial
production. D

Listing 1.

• SERIAL CODE KEYBOARD •

HELLO •

• BY •

• WOirCER SCHNEIDER •

10 HOME
20 VTAB 2

30 PRINT "THE SERIAL CODE KEYBOARD WILL ALLOW
40 PRINT "A HORSE-TYPE PADDLE INTERFACED TO THE"

JO PRIKT "CAME PADDLE INPUTS TO SERVE AS A"

60 PRINT "SECOND KEYBOARD TOR HANDICAPPED USE "

70 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM WILL BE ERASED EY THE"
• PRINT "EXECUTION Or SOME SOFTWARE PACXACES "

»0 PRINT "IT IS THEREFORE BEST USEO AS A TRAINER "

1 00 PRINT
110 PRINT "FOR COMMENTS RECARDINC THIS PROCRAM"
1 10 PRINT "WRITE TO
130 PRINT " WOLTCER SCHNEIDER"
1 40 PRINT " SI4> CELESTIAL WAY-
ISO PRINT •• COLUMBIA, MD 21044"
160 VTAB 23
170 PRINT "(THIS SOFTWARE IS IN THE PUBLIC OOMAIN)"

1(0 PRINT CHRt (4>."BLOAD MORSE OBJ"

190 REM THE FOLLOWING LINE MODIFIES THE CODE TO ALLOW GAME PADDLE USACE

200 POKE 37475. 48 POKE 37500. 4» POKE 37502,14 POKE 37571,16 POKE 375

77.16
210 VTAB 16

120 PRINT "PRESS MORSE KEY TO MAKE SELECTION-
230 PRINT "INDICATED "

240 VTAB 17

250 PRINT " DO YOU WISH TO EXIT'"

260 PRINT " DO YOU WISH THE SERIAL CODE KEYBOARD'"
270 PRINT " DO YOU WISH THE MORSE TUTOR'"

wafe*
COMPUTER GAMES
40% BELOW RETAIL FOR:
APPLE, ATARI, « COMMODORE 64
CHOOSE FROM THESE MAJOR COMPANIES:

AMNTURE INTERNATIONAL EPYX

PREPPIEII 20.97 TEMPLE OF APSHAl 23.97

STONE OF SISYPHUS 20.97 OIL BARONS 60.00

SAGA SERIES 23.97 HELLFIRE WARRIOR 23.97

AVAL0N HILL SCREEN HAY

TAC 24.00 WYLDE 23.97

TELENCARD 16.80 ZIGGURAT 23.97

PARIS IN DANCER 21.00 DUNZHIN 23.97

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS EDU-WARE

RINGSIDE SEAT 23.97 INTERSTELLAR SHARKSI9.77

EAGLES 23.97 PRISONER II 19.77

BROADSIDES 23.97 WORLD BUILDERS 19.77

GEOPOLITIQUE 1990 35.97

HUNDREDS OF MORE TITLES IN STOCK
1 -800-331-9131

pOR FREE INFORMATION AND PRODUCT

I
LISTING, COMPLETE AND MAIL THIS FORM TO:

MARCO POLO, 4681 1 83rd I Aw., Tuhi. OK 74I4S

IIChKb «twh o« ) I IAPPLE I IATAM ( ICOMMODOUE 64

NAME:

' ADDRESS

.STATE: ZIP

All 0f»i PitMd l» AmorJ Owl, Mw»i Of**. Curwf Owl. V«i v Hum
Clri PVjwA^SSWSh«0ritM]lorCr»(hCir<lOur|norA^onjlOwktA^

;>*\ Tii
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30% OFF
- ON NAME BRAND SOFTWARE!

THOUSANDS OF TOP SELLING

TITLES AT A FLAT 30% DISCOUNT

FROM REGULAR RETAIL PRICES.

ASHT0N-TATE • NAVIC

BEAGLE BROS • PEACHTREE
BR0DER BUND • PENGUIN

DATA MOST • PERFECT

DATA SOFT • SIERRA

INF0C0M • SIRIUS

MICROSOFT • STONEWARE
MUSE • VISIC0RP

- PLUS DOZENS OF OTHER

MAJOR PUBLISHERS. WE HAVE

ALL THE NEWEST BUSINESS AND
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS.

ORDER TOLL-FREE
WITH VISA OR MASTER CARO

800-327-2133
(305-845-6186 IN FLORIDA)

KAYDAN
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

NORTH PALM BEACH. FLORIOA 3340B
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Announcing
theEncore diskette.

Theway itperforms,

youfl neverguess

itcosts only $1.59!

Here's your best value in diskettes today
New Encore meets the same high standards that

big-name brands meet -100% error-free performance.
ANSI certification In many cases it actually exceeds
system requirementsTheres even a 1-year replace-

ment guarantee

Vet the cost is as low as $1 59 for single-sided,

single-density 5'/4" Encore diskettes (when you pur-

chase four or more boxes, ten diskettes per box)
And only $2 99 for double-sided, double-density

5'/4" Encore diskettes

With important savings comes reliable perfor-

mance on all popular systems Apple II. IIPIus. lie. Ill;

IBM PC; Radio Shack TRS-80; DEC; Wangwriter and
many others So from now on. get accurate, reliable

performance without the high cost Get Encore

Send coupon today. Or cad

1(800)547-5444.
In California 1 (800) 547-5447.

To ensure your complete satisfaction. Encore diskettes

are covered by a 45-day risk-free trial period Allow

two weeks for delivery This offer good only in the Conti -

nental US Call for information on system compatibility

FREE Inmac Floppy Library Case!

Order your Encore diskettes within the next 30 days,

and with each box you II receive a free Floppy Library

Case for easy storage, fast retrieval, and sure protec-

tion of your data But hurry - supplies are limited

(Limit 4 per order)

•PtiaKKOneSSS05V
Encore »sM«e often

purchasing 40 or more

ORDERMOW
Inrntc. Encore Introductory Otter. 2465 Augustine Dt SantaCm. CA 95051

Ves. I truth Encore sounds like a great deal Ptease send roe

No of owes Order No Description Price fjerDoiol 10 drsk4H4S

1 23 4.
7S70-5VSSSD $25 90 S19 90 $15 90

sotlsector (2 Meal (199ea) (IHeal

7971-5VDSO0 143 90 $35 90 $29 90

soft sector 14 39eai (3 59ea) I2 99ea|

TttO-rSSOO $3990 $29 90 12690
softseoot i3 99ea> (2 99eal (2 Meal

7961-a-SSSO (3290 $2490 $1990
sotlsector (3 29ea| (2 49ea> (199ea)

2305430

smCA.CO DC.NJ NV
rx, UGAaddapplKaoletai

Subtotal

State b>-

Wal Order

n Cheoienclosed [
I

Bin Company P0 No

Vrsa MasterCard Account NoI

I

I

l

I City Sate

O Please send me a tree inmjccaamo.

3p

114121
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Serial Code Keyboard, continued...

2(0 COTO 320
1»0 H1MEM 37373
300 HOME . POKE 54. » POKE 57,144 CALL 1002
310 END
320 I

33 HTAB 1 : VTAB (It « I

)

340 INVERSE PRINT "

350 J •

340 IF ( PEEK (49249)
7) COTO 4 30

370 J • J « 1

3(0 IF J < 50 COTO 340
390 PRINT CHR» ( » ) ,

• "
;

400 1.1*1
410 IT I ( 3 COTO 3 30
4 20 COTO 320
430 ON I < 1 COTO 4(0,290.440
440 HIMEM 37375
450 POKE 54.9 POKE 57.144 CALL 1002
4 40 PRINT ""

470 PRINT CHR4 ( 4 >
. "RUN MORSE TUTOR P

4(0 HOME END

NORMAL

27 OR PEEK (49250) > 127 OR PEEK (49152) > 12

Listing 2.

• SERIAL CODE KEYBOARD •

e MORSE TUTOR •

• IV •

e VOLFGER SCHNEIDER •

10

20
30

40
50

CO
70

(0
90

100
110
120
130
140
150
140
170
1(0
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
240
270
2(0
290
300
(10
320
(10
140
ISO
140
170
1(0
190
400
410
420
410
440
450
440
470
4(0
490
500
510
510

'.3

540
550
540
570
5(0
590
400
410

1 •

2 ••

3 •••-_
4 not*.
5 ....«•
( _• • t *

7 -_••

•

( ••
9 «

• • •

SPACE
BACK
LINE
ENTER

SHITT
CTRL
REPT
SEO
ESC

4 4__-

..-.••*'

4 _ e _ • _ •

4 4 4 4 _ _ "

TERMINATES THE PRACTICE"

COTO 2 40
HOME
POKE I4J.II
PRINT " "

PRINT " A •- N -•

PRINT " B -•«• O
PRINT •• C -•-• P •--•
PRINT " D -•• O --•-
PRINT " E • R •-•
PRINT " r ••-• S«rr«
PRINT " C --• T -

PRINT " H •••4 u ••-
PRINT" I «• V">««-
PRINT " J 4 w •--
PRINT " K -«- X -44-
PRINT " L 4.44 y .4..
PRINT " M -- Z --4 4

PRINT "

PRINT " "
: PRINT " "

PRINT "

PRINT " » <SHIfT-5>
CET Al PRINT Ai;
IF ASC (At) 37 COTO 250
COTO 2 20
POKE 34.00 HOME : END
HOME
PRINT "THE SERIAL CODE KEYBOARD DUPLICATES THE"
PRINT "REGULAR APPLE KEYBOARD BY TRANSLATING"
PRINT "APPROPRIATE MORSE CODES TO CORRESPONDING"
VTAB 4

PRINT "APPLE KEYBOARD CODES FOR EXAMPLE"
PRINT " 4. WILL GENERATE A'"
PRINT " « IS THE HIGHER TONE ( D I T >

••

PRINT " - IS THE LOWER TONE ( DAH )

"

PRINT "THE USER WILL CENERATE DIT SEOUENCES"
PRINT "BY PRESSINC THE MORSE KEY ONE WAY AND"
PRINT "DAH SEQUENCES BY PRESSINC THE KEY THE"
PRINT "OTHER WAY THE SOUND ON-TIME EQUALS THE"
PRINT "SOUND OFF-TIME THE USER CAN GENERATE"
PRINT "THE APPROPRIATE DIT/DAH SEQUENCES BY"
PRINT "LISTENING TO THE TONES AND MOVING"
PRINT "THE KEY SO AS TO CENERATE THE DESIRED-
PRINT "TONE SEOUENCES RESTINC THE KEY IN THE"
PRINT "CENTER POSITION (SOUND OFF) FOR TWO"

•DIT/DAH TIME INTERVALS, SICNIFIES THE"
END OF CHARACTER IF THE MORSE CODE IS"
'VALID, IT WILL BE TRANSLATED AND"
' DISPLAYED, ELSE A SHORT AND HIGH BEEP"
'WILL SOUND "

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PR I NT
PRINT ""

PRINT " 44 FOR MORE. PRESS THE MORSE KEY 4 4";
IF ( PEEK (49249) > 127 OR PEEK (49250) > 127 OR
?> COTO 540
COTO 5 20
POKE 49144,0 HOME VTAB 111
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

PEEK (49152) > 12

SHIFTED CHARACTERS ARE DISPLAYED BY-
FIRST ENTERING THE SHIFT MODE,
( ) TOLLOWED BY THE LOWER CASE-
CHARACTER TOR EXAMPLE. SHIFT-1"
WILL DISPLAY •!•, AFTER WHICH NORMAL-
MODE IS REENTERED "

CONTROL CHARACTERS ARE DISPLAYED BY"
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a

Diskettes
duplicated

byAllenbach
in 1983

willstillbe
guaranteed.

#his Lifetime

^Guarantee, exclusive

to Allenbach, adds
quality and consumer
confidence to your
software products. While
this alone is reason
enough to let Allenbach
handle your software
duplication, most
software developers
initially choose us
convenience. We
probably complete your
production faster than
you can. Additionally,

your whole project can
become one-€asy-step
by having us perform all

packaging requirements
from printing to

assembly.

You'll also appreciate the
high standard of

excellence demanded by
Allenbach. Software
duplication for practically

any format is our primary
business. We've
established a team of

professional technicians
who specialize in all

phases of software
duplication. Your
software is effectively

reproduced on specially

designed precision

duplicating equipment.
Also used are exacting
verification methods
unique in the industry to

guarantee 100%
accuracy. Plus your
software will be
duplicated onto the
Allenbach diskette, the
OEM diskette that is

Guaranteed for Life.

Allenbach really is 1

logical solution for your
software duplicating

needs. So feel free to call

us with your questions.
Take advantage ot our
years of experience and
knowledge. Have
Allenbach do what we do
best, so you can do what
you do best

2101 Las Palmas
Carlsbad. California 92008
619-438-2258
800-854-1515 (Toll Free)

Tetex: 19-4561 LSA



Hank: Here"s the repott you've been

waiting tor Hope you put your system

on automatic and didn t wait up

lb all reps: Price changes on follow

ing items effective immediately;

No. 10-111A. 10-114A: 10-AL

lake that, bud ^And retaliate fast.

I know phone rates are low now.

but game's cutting into sack time
)

Your computer's telephone.

MA
Wouldn't it be great if. somehow, you

could connect your computer to your

accountant's, down the street? lb the

IBM** PC at the branch office, upstate?

Or to your favorite chess challenger,

across country?

With a telecomputing system by
Hayes, you can.

Quickly. Easily. And for the price of

a phone call.

Hayes Smartmodem. Think of it as

your computer's telephone. Hayes

Smartmodem 300. and the faster

Smartmodem 1200. work with any

computer with an RS-232 I/O port.

They allow you to communicate.

over ordinary phone lines, all

across America.

But any modem will send and

receive data.

Smartmodems also dial, answer

and disconnect calls. Automatically.

Without going through the telephone

receiver, making them far superior

to acoustic coupler modems.
Choose your speed; choose your

price. The lower-priced Smartmodem
300 is ideal for local data swaps
and communicates at 300 bps.

For longer distance and larger

volumes. Smartmodem 1200

communicates at 1200 bps or up

to 300 bps. with a built-in selector

that automatically detects trans-

mission speeds.

Both work with rotary dials

Touch-Tone* and key-set

systems: connect to most
timesharing systems: and

feature an audio speaker.

Either Smartmodem is a perfect

match for many different computers.

And ifyou have an IBM PC. Hayes

also provides the perfect communi-
cations software.

Smartcom II™ We spent a lot of time

developing our software, so you can

spend less time using it. Smartcom II

prompts you in the simple steps required

to create, send, receive, display, list.

name and re-name files. It even receives

data completely unattended-especially

helpful when you're sending work from

home to office, or vice versa.

And if you need it. there's always

"help" One of several special functions

assigned to IBM function keys, this

feature explains prompts, messages,

etc. to make communicating extra easy.

With Smartcom II. it is. The program

remembers communication parameters

for 26 different remote systems. Just

punch a key. you're all set.

You can treat dial-up and log-on

sequences the same way. In fact. Smart-

com II comes with codes already set up

for four popular information services.

COMPUSERVE®DIALOGS KNOWLEDGE
INDEX™ DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL*
SERVICE, and THE SOURCE!" AMERICA'S

INFORMATION UTILITY5" Procedures

for obtaining an account with each ofthe

services are included in the Smartcom II

manual. But that's not all.

^^^ Special offers for Smartcom II

^^^^ owners! Dow Tones

i I L4jo\joo" News/Retneva '

Service has a special

introductory offer for

Smartcom 11 owners. By calling a toll-

free number, they receive a free

password and one free hour of service

anytime after 6:01 p.m.. local time.

You'll also be entitled to a valuable



Welcome to TELEMA1L! Your last access

was Tuesday. Jan. 4, 1983 11:07 a.m.

CHECK these bulletin boards:

TELEMA1L. ..TELESOFT...

Serial Code Keyboard, continued.

v^

subscription offer for THE SOURCE.
Smartcom II owners who subscribe to

THE SOURCE will receive one free

hour of daytime service.

Like all our products. Smartcom II

and both Hayes Smartmodems are

backed _^^^ by excellent

documentation and full support from

us to your dealer.

So see him today. Break out of

isolation. Get a telephone for your

desktop computer.

Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc..

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd..

Norcross. GA 30092. 404/449-8791.
Smartcom II is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer

Products Inc

•TM American Telephone and Telegraph

• "IBM is a registered trademark ot International Business

Machines. Corp

I 1M? Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc

Sold only in the U S A
COMPUSERVE INFORMATION SERVICE is a registered

trademark of CompuServe Incorporated an H a R Block

KNOWLEDGE INDEX IS a service mark of DIALOG
Information Services Inc . ,

DOW (ONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL is a registered trademark ot

TOE SOURCE^ AMHUCA S INFORMATION UTlUTYare

service marks of Source Telecomputing a subsidiary ot The

Readers Digest Association Inc
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420
111
M0
• so
410
470
480
470
700
710
720
730
740
750

740
770
710
770
(00
• 10
120
• 30
• 40
• SO
• to
170
• •0
• 70
700
710
710
710
740

750
740
770
710
770
100
101
101
103
104
105
104

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT ""

PRINT "

IF ( PEEK
7) GOTO 77

COTO 7 50
POKE 47141.0
PRINT

FIRST ENTERING THE CONTROL MODE."
( ......) FOLLOWED BY THE LOWER CASE"
CHARACTER FOR EXAMPLE. CNTL-C WILL-
SOUND THE BELL. AFTER WHICH NORMAL"
MODE IS REENTERED "

PRE-STORED SEQUENCES CAN BE DISPLAYED"
BY FIRST ENTERINC SEOUEHCE MODE,"
(••> ) FOLLOWED BY A CORRESPONDING"
LOWER CASE CHARACTER FOR EXAMPLE."
SEO-C WILL GREET YOUR GUESTS. AFTER"
WHICH NORMAL MODE IS REENTERED "

PRINT "••

•« FOR MORE. PRESS THE MORSE KEY ••";

(471471 > 117 OR PEEK (471501 > 117 OR PEEK (471511 > 11

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "

PRINT "

PRINT "

PRINT "

PRINT "

I •

MTAB 7

INVERSE

HOME VTAB (21
• CONTINUOUS CURSOR MOVEMENT TO THE "

LEFT AND RIGHT IS ACHIEVED BY GENE-"
RATING MORE THAN 7 CONSECUTIVE D1T OR"

DAH SEQUENCES RESPECTIVELY " VTAB 10

SELECT A PRACTICE SPEED BY PRESSING"
THE MORSE KEY WHEN THE DESIRED SPEED-
IS FLASHINC "

VTAB ( 1

4

PRINT "

VERY FAST"
TAST"
MEDIUM"
SLOW"

1 1

IT < PEEK (471471 > 117 OR PEEK (472501 1

7 I GOTO 1010
1

30 GOTO 7 40

CHRS (»1 ."

1

4 GOTO 710

127 OR PEEK (471521 > 12

J • J
IF J (

PRINT
I.I.
IF I <

COTO 7 00
POKE 37374.1 3

POKE 47141.0
VTAB 2 4

HTA8 ( 1

1

PRINT "••TO PRACTICE CODE PRESS THE MORSE KEY"".
IF ( PEEK (472471 > 127 OR PEEK (472501 ) 127 OR

27 1 GOTO 2

GOTO 1040

PEEK (471521 > I

Listing 3.

SOURCE F ILE MORSE
1

2

3

SRC
0000
0000 :

• SERIAL CODE KEYBOARD BY WOLFGER SCHNEIDER MAY 1711

0000
0000 :

4 •

0000 5 •EOUATES
C04I :

4 DITLIHE mi • C04I

C041 :
7 DAHLINL EQU f C041

C030 :
• SOUND EOU 1C010

0771: 7 ICHAR EQU »077«

FD14 10 GETKEY EOU SFD14

0021: 1 1 BASL EQU • 11

004E 12 RNDL EOU <4E

004F 13 RNDH EQU • 4F

cooo 14 KBD EOU • COOO

ooso 15 TONE EQU • ao

OOFE: 14 PTR EQU • FE

OBJECT FILE NAME MORSE OBJ

7100 17 ORG 47100
7200 11 •VARIABLES
7200 04 17 ELEMTIM DFB 04

7201 00 20 ED1TFLG DFB
72-02 : 00 21 REPEATF DFB

7203 00 22 CNTLFLG DFB
7204 : 00 23 SHFLAC DFB

7205 : 00 24 SEOFLAG DFB

7204 02 25 TCOUNT DFB 1

7207 01 14 CHWORD DFB 1

720> 00 17 SEOOFLC DFB
7207 IS •

7207 2C »7 73 17 NITNTRY BIT IORTS V.l TO MARK INIT ENTRY

720C 70 01 10 BVS SAVREGS

720E : • 31 NRMNTRY CLV V-0 TO MARK REC ENTRY

720F 4> 11 SAVREGS PHA SAVE REGS A.X.Y ON STACK

7110 71 11 TYA
721141 14 PHA
7211 IA IS TXA
7111 4> 34 PHA
7214 50 ID 37 BVC SEQCHK
7214 A7 0E IB LDA • IDE WRITE KSWL TO BYPASS NITNTRY

7111: (5 3» If STA • 11
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WELCOME TO APSHAI.
YOU'RE JUST IN TIME FOR LUNCH.

f'fr-- H
Boy, have you taken

a wrong turn. One moment
you're gathering treasure
and the next you're being
eyed like a side of beef.

You're in the Gateway
to Apshai." The new cart-

ridge version of the Computer Game of the Year,
1*

Temple of Apshai."
Gateway has eight levels. And over 400 dark,

nasty chambers to explore. And because it's joy-
stick controlled, you'll have to move faster than ever.

But first you'll have to consider your strategy.

Is it treasure you're after? Or glory? You'll
live longer if you're greedy, but slaying mon-
sters racks up a higher score.

The Apshai series is the standard by
which all other adventure games arejudged.
And novices will not survive.

They'll be eaten.
One player; Temple ofApshai, disk/cassette;
Gateway toApshai, cartridge,joystick control.

•Game Manufacturers Association. 1981

STKATtGYGAMIS FOR THt ACTION GAMI PIAYIB.
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Serial Code Keyboard, continued...

(2IA A? 00 40 LDA • CLEAR FLACS GET THE
(11C 10 01 tz 41 8TA ED1TFLC
tur »D 02 (2
7222 SD OS 72

42
41

STA
8TA

REPEATr
SEOFLAC DOCUMENTER

7225 : ID 00 »2

722S A? 00
44
45 BEEFN1T

STA
LDA

SEOOFLC
•

A MACRO UTILITY FOR YOUR MICRO
)22t ID 03 tl 44 STA CNTLFLC
t!!D ID 04 72

7230 20 2? *4
47
4S

STA
JSR

SHFLAC
BEEP

72332C 01 72 47 SEOCHK BIT SEOOFLC IF SEOUENCE OUT _..-. ... mmmmtm

? 234 : 10 37
7231 AO 00
723AB1 rt

SO
SI
5 2 SCHCET

BPL
LDY
LDA

RPTCHK
•

( PTR ) .

Y

REQUESTED,
rETCH CHARACTER IN STRINC 1

f INPUT »M4»P1*J • ..,,.„

723C FO 17 S3 BEQ SEOEND IF NULL, DONE tOO f . , • « ••• f .t m • ir-ti rj t • i« J
723E SD 07 72
7241 Et TE

34
S3

STA
INC

CHWORD
PTR

SAVE CHARACTER
(WON'T WORK ACROSS BOUNDARIES)

1

4 v^*j> • ( a* J

7243 C? rr 54 CUP nrr IF CHARACTER <> rr

,

7243 TO 14 57 BEQ SEORPT i , . . l^~l •* •»•— • V " i > 41 rt | 34^^^jY*

7247 AO 20 SI LDY • •20 DELAY
7247 A2 20
724B It

S7
40

LDX
CLC

• •20 —•»••» *- 1 ' • oo

724C 20 32 74 41 JSR TIMER f 7>fttNt " BR»f U**M * rf*

724T AD 07 72 42 LDA CHWORD RESTORE CHARACTER
ELSE OUTPUT CHARACTER

— / . /
72S24C 72 73 43 JMP OUTCHS
7255 A? 00 44 SEOEND LDA • SEOrLACSEOOFLC.O
7257 ID 05 72 45 STA SEOFLAC

1 SO 1 ' • •* i—i TO ' ^>_>^—
72SAID OS 72 44 STA

BEQ
SEOOFLC
MORS I NO

Y _^-^
725D FO 41 47

tisr »( 00
(HI ID OS 72

4S SEORPT
47

LDA
STA

•

SEOOFLC
IF CHARACTER. FT
SEOOrLG-0

7244 SD OS 72 70 STA SEOFLAC
REPEATF
<PTR> .

Y

CHWORD

SEOTLACO
REPEATF--1
CET REPEAT CHARACTER
AND SAVE

• «o ( •( ii it .1. 1 TO

7247CE 02 72
(Hi it rc
tliC ID 07 72

71
72
73

DEC
LDA
STA —^ 1

1

72*r 74 «
•"«* | P*9X.T J _J

(lir 1C 02 72
7272 10 2C
72742C 41 CO

75 RPTCHK
74
77

BIT
BPL
BIT

REPEATF
EDFCHK
DITLINE

ir REPEAT FLAC.O
CHECK FOR EDITFLC
ELSE, IF KEY NOT DEPRESSED,

1

7277 10 07 71 BPL RPTEND • * £ *-»o J
7277 2C 42 CO
727C 10 02

77
10

BIT
BPL

DAHLINE
RPTEND

REPEAT CHARACTER727E:30 12 II BMI RPT t „.„ ., _..,_ y
72S0 20 27 74 B2 RPTEND JSR BEEP ELSE, BEEP

72S3 AO 20
7215 A2 10

S3
14
IS
14

LDY
LDX
CLC
JSR

• •20
• •10

AND DELAY TO AVOID BOUNCE
i

1
72 87: It
(111 20 32 74 TIMER tmo £ HST4JMM i
721BA? 00
72SD ID 02 72

17
• 1

LDA
STA

•

REPEATF REPEAT rLAC.O

7270 ro 15 17 BEQ MORSINO •••*•,< :»« »»•!>>-• » i m*« f I , ,«-, »P«..»M2*4 TO

7272A0 20 70 RPT LDY • •20 DELAY REPEAT RATE •'••I IO ,,«• ,,

(1(1 tl 20 71 LDX • •20 *o i ,i ,, .< ,,. .... i po

7274 IS 72 CLC
7277:20 32 74

727A AD 07 72

72 7D : 4C 72 73

73
( 4

JSR
LDA

TIMER
CHWORD AND REPEAT CHARACTER Have your computer produce its own flow-

73 JMP OUTCHS chart with THE DOCUMENTER. Program

72A0 : 74 • logic is graphically displayed to your screen

72A02C 01 72 7? EDTCHK BIT EDITFLC IP EDITFLAC NOT ZERO, or printer Uses include flowcharting basic.

72A3: 10 02 71 BPL MORSINO debugging programs, and a learning aid

72AS 30 OA 7? BMI POLLOOP AND LOOK FOR NEXT LINE LO Sorted Branch maps are also produced Par-

72A7 : 100 • ticular versions have worked on all "work-

72A7A7 01 101 MORSINO LDA • 01 CHWORD.

1

alike" equipment and operating systems
72A7ID 07 72

72AC A? 02
72AESD 04 72

102
103
104

STA
LDA
STA

CHWORD
• 02
TCOUNT

INITIALIZE TCOUNT If documentation is a problem tor you.

BUY TNI DOCUMENTER.
72B1 : 105 • All version $49.95 plus $2.05 for shipping and

72BI E4 4E 104 POLLOOF INC RNDL KEEP RND NOS COINC handling (Qa res add 4% sales tax )

72B3 DO 02 10? BNE NNI

72B5 E4 4F 101 INC RNDH D Apple ll/ll./lle. APPLEDOS
(IS? AD 00 CO 10? NN1 LDA KBD CHECK KBD FOR ENTRY O CP/M. Del on 8 in SSSD Disk
(2BA 10 04 1 10 BPL NN2 IBM PC. DOS
(2BC IS 1 11 CLC MARK KEYBOARD SOURCE D TRS-80 l/lll/IV Disk
(2BD 4C 78 73
72C0 2C 41 CO

1 12
113 NN2

JMP
BIT

RESTREC
DITLINE

... IF SO, ELSE
IF DIT LINE LO, O TRS-80 l/lll/IV Tape

D TRS-80 11/12/16
72C3 30 03 1 14 BMI EOCA
72C5 4C BB 73
72CS : 2C 42 CO

1 13
114 EOCA

JMP
BIT

DIT
DAHLINE

DO DIT
ir DAH LINE LO, Mtmr,»ry ^i»o

72CB 30 03 117 BMI EOC

72CD4C E2 73 111 JMP DAH DO DAH Name ...
72D0:
72D02C 01 72

II? •

120 EOC IT EDITFLC ir EDITrLC.-l Address

(2D3: 10 07 121 BPL EOC1 City ST Zip
72DSA? 00 122 LDA • CLEAR EDITFLAC

72D7S0 01 72 123 STA EDITFLC O Master Charge D Visa

72DA: FO CB
(2DC AC 00 (2

(2DF:A2 10
(2E1 : IB

124
12S EOC1
124
127

BEO
LDY
LDX
CLC

MORSINO
ELEMTIM
•TONE PAUSE ONE ELEMENT TIME

Acco

Bank

ml Mr.

Expiration

(111:11 31 74
71ES:CE 04 71

121
127

JSR
DEC

TIMER
TCOUNT DECREMENT TCOUNT

Signs tiirjft

72ESD0 C7 130 BNE POLLOOP AND LOOK rOR NEXT LINE LO P80NUT Sottwaro
72EA:
72EAAD 07 72
72EDC7 01

131 *

132
111

LDA
CMP

CHWORD
• 01

ir CHWORD STILL -1,1 E. NO CHANCE. P.O. Box 490. Dsvpl. 103
Lilburn. Georgia 30247 — (404) 469-0056
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CUUUdllUlldl Serial Code Keyboard, continued...

•^•^•4»%B»1»f% 'EtfAmi i

72EF FO CO 134 BEO POLLOOP LOOK FOR NEXT LINE LO

^i iuii#irt' Yiii t:n : 133 •OUIliiCllu IUI flFl :C7 7F 134 CMP »4 7r

B ** HD DO 04 137 BNE EOC3

iiaiiv flBr%Ml*r% Ir tlF! CE 04 72 111 DEC SHFLAC HFLMa-l
lfi m nif* rfv 72FI : 4C A7 72 1 17 JHP MORS I NOiuui niiliiv u 72FB: 140 •4jL rr ^^ 7>rB:C7 40 141 EOC1 CMP 14 40

flTOVll 72FD DO 04 142 BNE EOC4

lAli/iil 72FF:CE 03 72 141 DEC CNTLFLC CNTLFLC-

1

^1C 7302 4C A7 72 144 JHP MORS I NO

Educators are recognizing and taking advantage of
the computer's unique use as a motivational tool.
You can, too!

7305
7305 C» 7C
7307 DO 04

143 •

144 EOC4
147

CMP t(7C
BNE EOCS

ir" ••••

7307 CE 02 72 141 DEC REPEATF REPEATr.-l

Be a patient teacher . . .

730C 4C A7 72
fIff;

147
130 *

JHP MORS I NO

Preparing for the S.A.T. (PDI) $119.95 disk 730F C7 47 131 IOCS CMP 1447
99.95 cass. 731 t DO 04 152 NE EOC4

Meteor Multiplication (DLM)
7313 Ct 09 72
7314 : 4C A7 72

153
134

DEC SEOFLAC
JMP MORS 1 NO

SEOFLAC--1

Apple only. 2nd-4th grade speed and 7317 155 •

accuracy drill 34.00 73173C OS 72 154 EOC4 IT SEOFLAC ir SEOFLAC. -1

All About Dinosaurs (Orange Cherry)
1st-4th grade reading comprehension

73 1C 1 03
73IE4C it 73
7321 :

137
lit
137 •

PL EOC7
JHP SEQUENC DO SEOUENC

with science interest 34.00 disk 7321 : 2C 04 72 140 EOC7 IT SHFLAC ir SHFLAC. -1

28.00 cass.
7124:10 13 141 PL EOCI
7324:AE 2S 73 142 LDX SHFTPTR LOOK TOR VALID CODE

Explore an environment . . . 7337:14 FE 143 STX PTR IN SMirTABLE
Gertrude's Secrets (The Learning Co.)

732I:AE 24 73 144 LDX SHFTPTR. 1

Apple only. Preschool-Kindergarten
•lit: (4 rr
73 30: A

A

143
144
147

STX PTFU1
TAX
LDA 10

Logical relationships 44.95 7331A7 00 SHFLAC.O
Express yourself . . .

7133 ID 04 72 141 STA SHFLAC

The Bank Street Writer (Broderbund)
7334 4C 5C 73
7337:

147
170 •

JMP FIND

Jr. High-up word processing 69.50 7337:2C 03 72 171 EOCI BIT CNTLFLC ir CNTLFLC. -1

Complete Graphics System (Penguin)
Apple only. Jr. High-up graphics design 69.95

713C 10 13 171 PL EOC7
73 3E AE E7 74
7341 14 FE

173
174

LDX CNTLPTR
STX PTR

LOOK rOR VALID CODE
IN CNTLTBL

Develop structured thinking skills . . .

M.I.T. Logo (Krell)

3rd grade-up develop programming

7141 AE EA 74
7144:14 rr
7141 AA
7147 A7 00

173
174
177
171

LDX CNTLPTR.
STX PTR.l
TAX
LDA 10

1

CNTLFLC.O
skills through geometry 89.95 7348 ID 03 72 1 77 STA CNTLFLC

Have fun . . .

734E 4C 5C 73
7351

110
111 •

JMP PINO

Space Array (Micro Power & Light) 7331 AE B2 74 112 EOC7 LDX NRMLPTR ELSE. LOOK TOR VALID CODE
Apple only. 6th grade up solve spatial

relationship puzzles 34.95

7354 14 FE
7354 AE S3 74
7357 14 rr

111
114
1 13

STX PTR
LDX NRMLPTR.
STX PTR.l

IN NRMLTBLE
1

Pinball Construction Set (Budgeco) 735B AA 114 TAX
Apple only. 4th grade-up design your
own pinball games $39.95

715C
(ISC HO 00
71SE «A

117 •

III FIND
117 FINDLP

LDY to
TXA

CLEAR INDEX
COMPARE TABLE ENTRY

These are just some choices from our catalog
715F Dl FE
7141 FO 07

170
171

CMP ( PTR > .

Y

BEO POUND
of educator reviewed software offerings.

Order today and include name & address.

7343 CI 172 INY ir NOT rOUND, COTO NEXT MORSE ENTRY
7344 CI 173 I NY

RUpi jtco 9256 Dayton Road
,UEUJf** St. Louis. Mo 63124

7345 Bl FE 174 IDA (PTR) .

Y

AND CHECK FOR END OF TABLE
7347 DO FS
7347 4C 21 72

175
1 74

BNE FINDLP
JMP BEEPNIT I F NOT FOUND

734C CI 177 FOUND INY ELSE CET CORRESPONDINC ASCII CODETMfl (314) 997-0724
|

734D Bl FE
734F ID 07 72

171
177

LDA <PTR) .Y
STA CHVORD

SAVE AND OUTPUT

Quantity Name Price 1

7372 31
7373 07 10

200 OUTCHS
201

SEC
ORA »«I0

MARK MORSE SOURCE
FORCE MS8.1 FOR APPLE

1
7375 ID 71 07
7371 41

202
203 RESTREC

STA I CHAR
PLA

AND SAVE
RESTORE RECISTERS' ~

1
7377 AA 204 TAX
737A 41
737B At

205
204

PLA
TAY

1 737C 41
737D BO 03

207
201

PLA
BCS RR1

Shipping $2.00 737F 4C 24 FD 207 JMP CETXEY KEYBOARD RETURN

|
Missouri residents

add 5.625% sains tax

7312 71 21 210 RR1 STA (BASL).Y MORSE RETURN
7114 AD 71 07
7117 40
7111 :

21 I

212 IORTS
213 •

LDA ICHAR
RTS RETURN TO MONITOR

Total |
7111 AE 27 75 214 SEQUENC LDX SEOPTR SET-UP SEOUENC
73IB 14 FE 215 STX PTR

Bill my: d MasterCard Visa 1

71ID AE 21 75
7370 14 rr

214
217

LDX SEOPTR.

1

STX PTR.l

Acrtno
7372 AA 211 TAX
7373 AO 00
7375 1A

211
220 SEOFLP

LDY 10
TXA SEARCH FOR VALID

Exp. tlatfi-

7374 Dl FE
7371 FO OF

221
222

CMP (PTR) ,Y
BEO OKSEO

MORSE CHARACTER

717ACI 223 INY SKIP STR1NC POINTER
Sipnafnrfi 737B CI 224 INY

737C CI 225 INY
a Please send me your complete catalog. 737D Bl FE

737F DO F4
224
227

LDA (PTR) .

Y

BNE SEOFLP
IF AT END OF SEARCH.
EXIT
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AAAA
ATARI ATARI ATARI ATARI

INTRODUCING. .

m ihtli! It «» *«n ro» to uWoi pa» nut*. heal

odw nlniiw.. lariat antf •» r» MUtnubW

Fast, machine language sorts-Works on

single or double density format- Auto

deletes of duplicates-Print disk

directory-Official State abbreviations

built-in—Special coding feature-Relabel

fields for unlimited uses-Merge

files-Create subfiles-Search on any

field-Print labels or file copy-More!

NEW!!! From Atari

Super

Speedway

Action

POLE $44.90

POSITION *"•'*

• 16K Cartridge

^l

FREE CATALOG
» WITH ANY ORDER ... OR SEND $1.00

(Refundable with Order)

* OVER 1000 items for your
ATARI!
Including product descriptions. / A*>m ^
• EPSON • PERCOM /y-^ *TADI
• BROOERBUND • APX ~5"'«*r', '

• ROKLAN • ON-LINE --'^.i
• DATASOFT • ATARI --•*»
• ADVENTURE INT'L

• SYNAPSE • VISICALC • Much More

• We handle only ATARI compatible
hardware & software ... so we know
what works best! CALL US FIRST ! !

!

SUPER SPECIALS... Up To 70% Off!

GorllDl

Pacilic Coast M.xD)

Protectory ll

KStai PatioliC)

KRjjy KntleisO

KRa« »nhc«C>

Aits'uhtiO T)

Baseband

Picnic ParanotatD t)

Retail Special

39 95 IMS RrcocheKDi

29 95 15.95 Maiocks Rntntct')

34 95 19.95 Space ImadetscC)

39 95 19.95 * Statu 1 Capitols!)

39 95 19.95^ »tan Mailini UKT)

39 95 19.9S SeipentinetD)

39 95 23.95 «Pple PamclO T)

49 95 29.95 Stella' Shuttled) !>

34 95 19.95

Di Goodcorjes CawntO) 29 95 9.95'

Cloen s 4 Balloon s<T>

f
MetalefsfT)

Match RacenOri 29 95 9.95 u* Compumath Eiactions<Ot29 95

NautiluslOI) 34 95 19.95 IntiudertT) 2995

ChickemDD 34 95 19.95 K-OwOl »»
SlimelDT) 34 95 19.95 »l«n S.arrmO) 2995

Rear GuanltO) 2995 9.95 - Snake BytelO) 29 95

lulti-FtulMD) 2995 MS^'lurmoiKC) 34 95

k
Rescue at RitueKO) 2995 12.95 Shattered MiancexD)

LIMITED QUANTITIES -"HUE SUPPLIES LAST 1

-V "
CREDIT CARD ORDERS -

TOLL FREE 1-800-452-43013
(ORDERS ONLY • For Information (503)683-6620

Shipping & Handling: UPS or PARCEL POST $2.00

UPS Air (48 hr. Delivery!) $3.90

• Master Card
• American

Express

• Visa

SCOMPUTER
PALACE Formerry

Royai Sottwan

2160 W. 11th Ave.

Eugene, OR 97402
(503)683-6620

LEARN
TOTYPE
OR GET
BLOWN
TO BITS

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MasterType makes typing a blast.
Now there's a typing program for the Apple*i, Atari" 1

and IBM PC, that dares to be fun. And now it's avail-

able for the Commodore 64 "*«. It's MasterType. A combi-
nation of fast-action blow 'em up video games with the

best instructional programs available. The result? Highly

motivating and enjoyable learning.

MasterType is educations' favorite.
In fact, it's the best selling educational program to-

day. And that's no surprise. Reviewers agree. InfoWorld^s
wrote:

"We had fun reviewing it, and we highly recommend
it to those who want to learn typing in an uncon-
ventional but motivating way."

InfoWorld c
3 also went on to rate MasterType as

"excellent" in all four of its categories.

MasterType teaches your fingers to fly.

MasterType. With 18 explosive learning levels, you'll

either learn to type or get blown apart.

39.95 (49.95 f

All require disk dri

32K for Atari"'

48K for Apple
64K for IBM PC,

64K for Com-
modore 64" s.
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MICROSOFT
ALDS
APPLESOFT COMPILER
BASIC COMPILER (APPLE. IBM)
FLIGHT SIMULATOR (IBM)
MOUSE WITH WORD
MULTIPLAN (ALL FORMATS)
PREMIUM PAK (APPLE)
SOFTCARO (APPLE)
TYPING TUTOR II (APPLE)

^cippkz

1 ALSCPM3.0 29999 1

1 BANK ST WRITER 4499 1

1 BPI (GL AP. AR INV) ea 29999 1

1 COPY II PLUS 22 99 1

1 DB MASTER 15999 1

1 DEADLINE 32.99 1

1 FINGERPRINT 4499 1

1 GRAFORTH 54.99 1

1 GRAPPLER + 11999 1

1 HAYES MICROMODEM 25599 1

1 HAYES 1200 BAUD 49999 1

1 MAGICALC 139.99 1

1 MAGIC WINDOW II 16999 1

1 MINER 2049er 28 99 1

1 MTN CLOCK 189.99 1

1 MTNCPS 149.99 1
1 MTN MUSIC SYSTEM 28999 1

1 PAYMAR L/CASE REV 7 1999 1
1 PIE WRITER 10999 1
1 TG JOYSTICK 4699 1
TIME ZONE 74.99 1
ULTAMAII 3899 1

1 VISICORP SCall 1
1 WILDCARD 10999 1
1 WIZARDRY 32.99 1
WORDHANDLER II 129.99 1

1 ZAXXON 34.99 1
1 ZORKI II III 24 99 1

7599
11699
25999
34.99
$Caii

165.99
47999
21599
1699

| Novation
1 APPLE CAT II 28599 1

APPLE CAT 212 (UPGRADE KIT] 319 99 1

AUTOCAT212 579.99 1

D-CAT 15599 1

EXPANSION MODULE 3499 1

INFONE (EXECUTIVE) 779.99 1

J-CAT 104.99 1

SMART CAT 103 16999 1

SMART CAT 103/212 42999 1

QUADRAM

POTPOURRI
1 BROTHER/DTC RIBBONS 2 99 1

1 DYSAN 104/1 DSS/DDI10) 37.99 1

I DYSAN 104/2D DS/DDOOI 4499 1

1 FLIP FILE (STORES 75) 17 99 I

1 UBRARYCASE(STORESIO) 199 1

1 MX 80 RIBBON 499 1

1 MX 100 RIBBON 9.99 1

1 PAPER(8V»x1 1-1000 SHTS) 1699 1

I POWER STRIPW/SURGE 2499 1

I TPI RIBBONS 599 1

I VERBATIM SS/DD(10) 25.99 1

| VERBATIM SS;DD(100> .
.'<<

|

ALPHA PLOT
APPLE MECHANIC
BEAGLE BAG
DOS BOSS
DOUBLE TAKE
FLEX TEXT
FRAME-UP
PRONTO DOS
TIP DISK »1
TYPEFACES
UTILITY CITY

24 99
19 99
1999
15.99

24.99

19.99

19.99

19.99

14 99
14 99
19 99

APIC (APPLE III PARALLEL)
E RAM (APPLE)
512 +(64K|
IPIC (IBM PARALLEL)
MICROFAZER
OUADBOARD 64K
OUADCHROME MONITOR
OUADCOLOR I

OUADLINK

1 29 99
1 29 99
26999
8999
SCall

27999
52999
269 99
62299

*\
Dntinental

1c
1HOME ACCT (A AT. TRS 80) 4499I
1HOME ACCT (OSS) 5999I
1HOME ACCT (IBM) 99.99

1

IfCM (APPLE) 6599

1

IfCM(IBM) 84.991

IpROP. MANAGEMENT 299991
FjCPA IGL AP. AR PAY) 159 991

ITAX ADVANTAGE 39 991

IaTARI SOFTWARE 1983 14.991

IaPPLE SOFTWARE 1983 14 991

IaPPLE GRAPHICS 14.m|

lex

CHARACTER ROMS
ENHANCER II

FUNCTION STRIP
INVERSE VIDEO
PSIO
SOFTSWITCH
ULTRATERM
VIDEOTERM
VIDEOTERM UTILITIES
VIDEOTERM W/SSA INV
VISICALC MEM EXPAND
VISICALC PRE BOOT

2499
99 99
5699
19.99

169 99
2499
29999
19999
24.99
22999
5999

1 APPLE PANIC 2399 1

1 CDEX TUTORIALS 5999 1

1 CONCURRENT CP/M 86 252.99 1

1 COPYII PC 25.99 1

1 COSMIC NIGHTMARE 2299 1

1 CPM86 4499 1

1 CROSSTALK 149.99 1

1 d BASE II 419.99 1

1 DEADLINE 3299 1

1 EASY FILER 28999 1

1 EASY WRITER II 25999 1

1 HAYES SMARTCOM II 8999 1

1 HAYES 1200B MODEM 479.99 1

1 INFOSTAR 28999 1

1 LOTUS 1-2-3 32999 1

1 MILLIONAIRE 4999 1

1 MONTE CARLO 64K 359.99 1
1 PFSFILE 99.99 1
1 PSF REPORT 89.99 1
1 PLANTRONICSCOLOR+ 38999 1
1 OBASE 13999 1
1 TEMPLE OF APSHAI 26.99 1
1 TK SOLVER 139.99 1
1 VI SIWORD 29899 1
1 VOLKSWRITER 149.99 1
1 WORDSTAR 28999 1
1 ZORK 1. II, III 24.99 1

KENSINGTON
MICROWARK

SYSTEM SAVER
» Surge Suppression
» Dual Outlet

• U.L. Listed

* Fits Apple

Stand

OYSTICK
I JOYSTICK (AT)

PADDLES
QUICK-VIS

SORCIM
SPELLGARD
SUPERCALC
SUPERCALC II

SUPERWRITER

129 99
129.99

179.99

USI (h
i 1 9" GREEN

I Pi 2 12" GREEN
Pi 3 12" AMBER

1 Pi 4 9" AMBER

IACCELETATOR 529.99

NEPTUNE (80 col RAM) 1 99 99
SATURN 128K (APPLE) 39999

I TITAN ftdK I IRM)

EDUCATIONAL
I BUMBLE GAMES 2<i yl 1

1 DLM SCall 1

1 EDUWARE SCall 1

1 PACEMAKER (A IBM) 24.99 1

29 99 1

29 99 1

1 GAME SHOW(MASTER)

1 JUGGLES' RAINBOW 21 99 1

1 KINDERCOMPIA.IBM) 2099 1

1 MATH BLASTER (IBM) 3499 1

1 MICRO MOTHER GOOSE 29.99 1

1 ROOKY'S BOOTS 34 99 1

1 SNOOPER TROOPSIA IBM) 2999 1

1 STORY MACHINE 24.99 1
1 WORD ATTACK (IBM) 34^91

SMITH CORONA
PRINTERS

Letter Quality Printer

$479"
TRACTOR FEED 149.99

BROTHER HR1

EPSON (ALL MODELS)
GEMINI 10X
GEMINI 15

OKIDATA 82A
OKIOATA 92

380Z
48K BUFFER: 32 CPS-

GRAPHICS. DAISY WHEEL
TRACTOR

1099.99

_ _
• No Charge For Credit Cards

• Prices Subiect To Change

• Software Sales Are Final

e Mm. S4.00 Shipping Charge

• Purchase Orders Call First

COMPUTER MAIL ORDERS & RETAIL STORE

Dl OP C\ I IKIT 860 s Winchester BlvdlOLUUlM I San Jose. CA 95128
DDnni lOTC (408) 985-0400 Orders Only

r* V-/ \J \J \^ I O (408)985-0401 Sales & Tech Asst

IOURS: MON-FRI 8Af
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Serial Code Keyboard, continued.

72

rt

FE
rr

»s rt

73A1 a* oo

»3A3 »D OS 72
73A4 4C 21
»3A»
73A7 Ct
73AA Bl
73AC AA
JHI1 C(
»3A£ Bl

t3l)0 OS
73132 BA
3B3 »

llU'i CI 08 »2

73BS 4C 31 '2

73BB
3BB AO 00 »2

»3BE OA
73BT At
73C0 A» 80

• SCI <»

»3C3 AA
73C4 ; 3B

DCS II 32 74

• 3C6 AC 00 »2

73CB AJ 80

73CD IB

73CE 20 32 »4

• 3DI
»3D1 AD 0? 72

73D4 0A
73DS 30 30

73D7 8D 0? »2

73DA A» 02

V3DC 6D Ot »2

tior 4C S! t2

»3E2
3E2 AC 00 »2

73ES A2 60
UE7 38

3EB 20 32 »4

till
73EB AC 00 11

»3EE A2 B0

73F0 II

3F1 20 32 74

73T4
7JF4 AD 07 »2

7JF7 : 0A
I3FI 30 OD
93FA 07 01

73TC BD 07 »2

»3Fr A7 02
KOI : BD 04 72

7404 4C Bl 72

7407
7407 C7 BO
7407 DO OB
740B 4A
740C BD 07 72

740F CE 01

7412 A7
7414 10 00
7414 C7 TE
74 1 8 DO OC
741A 4A
741B BD 07 72

CE 01

72

IS

74 IE
7421 AV OB
7423 4C 72

72

742(
7427

7427
742B
742D
742E
7431
7432
7432
7434
7436
743)
743A
743D
743T
7440
744 I

7442
7444
7444
7447
744A
744B
744D

73
4C 28 72

22S
227
230
231 •

232 OKSEQ
233
234
23S
234
237
238
237
240
241
242
243 DIT
244
24S
246
247
24B
147
ISO
2S1
IS1
253
254
155 •

256
257
2SS
2S7
260
261
262
263 »••••«
264 DAH
265
266
267
265 •

267
270
271
272
273 *

274
275
274
277
27B
277
2B0
281
282 •••••'

2B3 EDCHK
2)4
2S5
2B6
287
2IB
2S7
270 EDCHK
271
272
273
274
275
274 EDCHK
277 EDCHK
278 • ••••

LDA »0
STA SEOFLAC
JMP BEEPUIT

1NY
LDA
TAX
INY
LDA
STA
TXA
STA
DEC

(PTR) ,Y

( PTR ) .

Y

PTR.l

PTR
SEOOFLC

SEOFLAC.

ELSE, IF FOUND
SAVE POINTER TO STRING

SET SEOUI1CE OUT FLAC VALID

JMP SEOCHK

LDA
ASL
TAY
LDA
LSR
TAX
SEC
JSR
LDY
LDX
CLC
JSR

LDA
ASL
BKI
STA
LDA
STA

ELEMTIM
A

•TONE
A

TIMER
ELEMTIM
•TONE

TIMER

CHWORD
A
EDCHK
CHUORD
• 2

TCOUNT

PRODUCE DIT TONE

TIME OUT ONE ELEMENT TIME

SH I FT DIT INTO CHARACTER WORD

IF 7 DIT-DAHS
ELSE .

INIT TCOUNT

JMP POLLOOP AND LOOK FOR NEXT CONTACT CLOSURE

LDY ELEMTIM
LDX »TONE
SEC
JSR TIMER

LDY
LDX
CLC
JSR

LDA
ASL
BMI
ORA
STA
LOA
STA
JMP

ELEMTIM
•TONE

TIMER

CHWORD
A
EDCHK
• 1

CHWORD
• 2

TCOUNT
POLLOOP

PRODUCE DAH SOUND

PAUSE ONE ELEMENT TIME

SHIFT DAH INTO CHUORD

IF 7 DIT-DAHS
ELSE.

INIT TCOUNT

CMP
BNE
LSR
STA
DEC
LDA
BPL
CMP
BNE
LSR
STA
DEC
LDA
JMP
JMP

• 121
EDCHK1
A

CHWORD
EDITFLC
• 115
EDCHK2
• 254
EDCHK3
A
CHWORD
EDITFLC
• 00
OUTCHS
BEEPNIT

IF 7 DITS.

EDITFLC. -1

•RICHT ARROW"

IF 7 DAHS

EDITFLC- 1

LEFT ARROW

IF CARI1ACE . BEEP

A0 OA
A2 21

38
20 32 74

60

B0 04
A7 41
70 02

A7 30
6D 47 74

A7 40
48
8A
38
E7 01

DO FC
AD 30 CO
6B
38
E7 01

DO FO

277 BEEP
300
301
302
303
304 «••«••
305 TIMER
306
307
308 TIMO
307 TIM01
310 TLPI
3 1 1 TLPI

1

312
313
314 TLP2
315
316 PATCH
317
311
317
320

LDY "10
LDX '40
SEC
JSR TIMER
RTS

PRODUCE A SHORT BEEP TONE

8CS
LDA
BCC
LDA
STA
LDA
PHA
TXA
SEC
SBC
BNE
LOA
PLA
SEC
BBC
BNE

TIMO
• 161
TIM01
• 430
PATCH.
• I 40

• 1

TLP2
SOUND

• I

TLPI 1

IF CARRY SET.
PATCH TO TOCCLE SOUND

ELSE. DUMMY ADDRESS

OUTER LOOP

TONE LOOP

America's #1 Software Dealer

Preparing for

PSAT or SAT ?

Give yourself

the competitive

edge with these P/SAT preparation

programs, all at Software City.

The Program Discount Center.

Stop in today.

PDI • Krell

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

Programs • Books • Magazines
Disks • Peripherals • Accessories

THOVSANDa OFMOCKAM*
ALWAYS DISCOUNTED

Birmingham. AL 7771 Eastwood Mall (2051 591-8314

Phoenik.AZ 5615 N 7m St , Soil* 3 (8021 264 1422

Tucson. AT. 581 1 E Speedway (6021 721 1008

Denver. CO coming »oon
Or«nge. CT Loehmann s Plaia (2031 799 21 19

Stamlord. CT 203 Bedford SI 12031 359 1414

Wilmington, OE coming «oon
Saretola. FL 721 1 S T«mi»mi Trail (813) 923 4040

Tampa. FL 13727 N Dale MaBry (813)961-8081

Atlanta. OA Springs Festival (404) 257 1833

Davenport. IA 903 E Kimberly Rd 1319)388 2345

Arlington HIS . IL 2304 E Rand Rd (312)259-4260

Louisville. KY coming soon
W Sprlnglleld. MA 1313Hiverdale Rd (41317395101

Southlleld. Ml 29080 Southlield Rd 1313)5594966

Bergent.eld.NJ 106 N Washington Ave (201)387 8388

CherryHIM.NJ 2110RI 70 East (609)4248156

Englishtown, NJ Yorktowne Center (201) 972 1 160

Fair Lawn. NJ 34 1 1 Broadway (201) 791 8793

Green Brook. NJ 60 Rt 22 West 1201)968 7780

Hamilton. NJ 3100Ouakerbr>dge Rd (609)8901066

L inwood. NJ Central Square (609) 927 3393

Midland Park. NJ 85 Godwin Ave (201)4479794

Montvale NJ 147 Kmderkamack Rd (2011 391*931

Pine Brook. NJ 101 Rt 46 East (201)575 4574

Princeton. NJ 33 Witnerspoon St (609)683 1644

Red Bank. N J 80 Broad SI (201) 747*490
Ridgetield. NJ 553 Bergen Blvd (2011 9439*44

Summit. NJ 5 Beecnwood Rd (201)273 7904

Teeneck. NJ 161 Cedar Lane (2011 692 8298
Mornstown. NJ coming soon
Pomplon Plains, NJ - coming soon
Fairport. NY 134 Village Landing (716) 223 3723

Forest Mills. NY 1 13-01 Queens Blvd 1212)261 1141

Grot Neck. NY 576 Middle Neck Rd (6161 482-4929

Msnh.llan.NY 665 Le» Bet 55 4 56 SIS (212)832-0760

Mt Kisco. NY 187 Main St (914)6666036

N While Plelns. NY 641 N Broadway 1914)9461800

Pomona. NY OldRt 202(914)354 3706

Staten Island. NY 1474 Hylan Blvd (212)3519217

Syracuse. NY coming soon
Charlotte. NC coming soon
Columbus. OH 1969 East Rt 1611614)888-6660

Maytield Hie,OH Mayland Shopping Clr (216)4734124

Tulsa. OK 4821 S Peoria

Bethel Park. PA Village Square Mall (412) 854 1777

Eiton PA UMarchwoodRd 1215)524 1483

Pittsburgh. PA 7910 Perry Highway (412) 3670441

Whitehall. PA 2802 MacArthur Rd (215) 434 3060

King ol Prussia. PA coming soon _____
San Juan.PR 1340CF Roosevelt Ave (809)781 9357

Fairfax. VA coming soon
Richmond. VA 9027Ouioccasm Rd (604)740*400

Virginia B«»ch. VA 3782 Virginia B«ach Brvd

Bellevue. WA 1 100 Bellevue Way (206) 451 1 141

Coming Soon — Software City In London. England

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Catalog at all stores or

write to SOFTWARE CITY Corporate Software Oept

RETAIL STORE FRANCHISES: $32^0.000 est total

invest Ottering by prospectus only Direct inquiries

to SOFTWARE CITY Franchise Dept

1415 Queen Anne Road • Teaneck. NJ 07666
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Serial Code Keyboard .continued...
^t^^^J^^fc* T^L-^^^^ V44T a< 321 DEY

^^BSBBiatilaiiiiiiiaaBBWaam J^VjSBK.
4450 DO EB 322 8NE TLPI
4432 40 323 RTS

^^K^^VL* '^BsV^t^LaBBm.
4453 02 45 03 325 NRMTABL DFB 2 . • 4 5 . 3 . 1 54 . 4 . I 4 9 . S 141

__——•—^^. W\*TRL9^^^k t4S< 54 04 49

£^h> ^fi§@l
9459 05 41

945B 04 4E 07 324 DFB 4

.

»4E,7. I1D.8 , 153,9 . 155^

—

^^^z"^^^ul
945E 4D oa 53
94«1 09 55
9443 0A 52 OB 327
9444 57 OC 44

DFB 10, 152 . 1 1

,

457. 12. 444 , 13 , 14B

9449 0D 4B
944B OE 47 OF 320 DFB 14, 147, 15, 44F, 14, 148, 17, 154944E 4T 10 4a

E§^§^^"^
9471 11 54
9473 12 44 13 329 DTB la , 144 . 19, 420 .20. 44C.21 . «0A9474 20 14 4C
947? 15 0A
947B 14 50 17 330
947E 4A M 42

DFB 22

.

ISO
. 23 . I4A.24. f 42 ,23 , (S8

94B1 19 58
94S3 1A 43 IB 331 DFB 24

.

143 , 27, 159.28. ISA, 29 , 151
|

9484 59 IC 5A
»4«» ID 51
94«B IE 0D IF 332 DFB 30. »0D. 31

.

»08
948E 08
48F 2F 31 27 333
»4?2 32 23 33
»4?5 21 34 20 334
'498 35 30 34
949C 38 37 3C 335
94»r 38 3E 39

DFB 12F. 131 ,127, 132. 123. 133

DFB •21.434.120,135.130.134

DTB 138. 137 . 13C. 138. 13E. 139

94AI 3F 30 78 334 DFB 13F, 130. 170. ISA. 14A. 13B4A4 3A 4A 3D
94A7 73 2C 41 337 DFB 173 . 12C . 141 . 12D. 155 , 12E
94AA 2D 55 2E
94AO 43 2F 4F 330 DFB 443. 42F. 14F. 11B. 00

aaVaffaaaVak -.aa^LVajaW AWJJjftm bWJjVJjsbbb** aSM 94B0 IB 00naOA ITail 94B2 53 94 J34 NRMLFTR DU NRMTABLICftJJaA l#l 9484 02 05 03 340 CNTLTBL DFB 2.405.3.114.4 to? 5 10
wa^aW0^mB W4 94B7 1 4 04 09

94BA 05 00
94BC 04 0E 07 341 DFB 4

,

10E.7. tOD.a, 113,9. 91S
94BF 0D 0a 13
94C2 0? IS

Do tricks with your computer without
94C4 0A 12 OB 342
94C7 1? 0C 04

DFB 10 . 412, 1 1 ,

t

17, 12, 104, 13. 10B

breaking your wallet's spirit* A subscrip- |
94CA0D 0B

tion to Chromasamat gets you a tape or

disk full of quality programs delivered by

94CC0E 07 OF 343
44CF OF 10 oa
94D2 11 14

DFB 14, 407 , 15

.

10F, 14 . 100, 1 7, 1 14

First Class Mail every monthl Write for 94D4 12 04 14 344 DFB 1 a . 104 . 20 . 10C , 22 . 1 10 . 23 , 10A
more information or. better yet. try a Back

HD7 OC 14 10
94DA 17 0A

Issue. At S6.00 for 6 to 8 programs on 94DC 18 02 19 34S DFB 24 ,402 ,23 . 11B. 24 . 103. 27, 119
tape (SHOO on disk), you'll see just how
good and inexpensive ChronuasaHte
software is.

94DF IS 1A 03
94E2 IB 19
94E4 IC 1A ID 344
94E7 11 00
94E? B4 94 347 CNTLPTF
9500 348

DFB 28 ,

4

1A, 29 . 11

|

,00

DU CNTLTBL
ORC ELEMTIM»1300

The Bottom Line: lap* Disk
9500 04 5E 14 349 SHFTBL
9503:40 2F 21

DFB 104, 1SE. 114, 140, 12r. 121. 127, 122

1 year (12 issues) S5000 $95 00 9504 27 22

6 months |6 issues) S30 00 $55 00
950B 23 23 21 350 DFB 123,123.121,124.120.12s. 130. 114

Single Issues $6.00 $11.00
950B 24 20 25
9S0E 30 24
9510 38 27 3C 351
9513 2a 3E 29

DrB 138.127,13C.128.t3E,t29.178.t2A
CM rrwKm Mtit>%, wig* nun Fra Cusi potugr 10 9514:7a 2A

N Amff included CMfseai add HO to suOKnptiom *td SI lo 9518 4A 2B 73 JS2
9518 3C 41 3D

DFB 44A.12B. 173, I3C. 141.1 3D. 153. 13Ei»>gle liues im AO r* All back nsuei Horn July 1981 avari.
able—ask tor M Program! are tof the Emended BASIC model
and occasonaMy tot drsks 95 IE 55 3E

9520 43 3F 07 353
9523:50 00
9325 00 95 354 SHFTPTR
9527 29 95 355 SEQPTR

DFB 143.43F. 407, 45D.OO

DU SHFTBL
DU SEQTBL

4529 09 354 SEOT8LBBBBBBBBBaaBaBajr DFB 10 9

&vmma5ettE
952A 48 95 357
952C 14 358
9S2D4C 95 359

DU SEQU
DFB 114
DU SCQL

9S2F 1A J40 DFB 11Al MfHiM ^BJ 9530 74 95 341
9532 10 342

DU SEQC
DFB 110

»533 50 95 343 DU SEO.H
9535 07 344
9534 43 95 345

DFB 10 7

DU SEOM

alaOat
9538 00 344 DFB 108

# ntrr\ms*A^%r r* *
9539 4E 95 347 DU SECIS^-ruL&rnaxziE. »53B 0A 340 DFB I0A

PO Box 1087 Santa Barbara, CA 93102
953C SO 95 349
953E 0C 370
53F 54 95 371

DU SEOR
(805)963-1066 DFB 10C

DU SEOD
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Serial Code Keyboard, continued...
4541 1 6 372 on t 1 8

7042 7D >; 373 ow SEOB
4344 0E 374 DFB I0E
4545 7E VI 375 DW SEOC
4547 00 374 ore 00
4544 J77 MSB orr
4544 IB rr 49 374 SEOU DEB • IB , IFF •44,00
754B 00

454C 1C rr «A 37? SEOL DTB > IB

.

IFF I4A, 00
»i<r 00
4550 1 B rr 4B 340 SEOR on 1 IB. IFF •4B, 00
4153 00
»iH IB rr 4D 381 SEOD DEB I IB . IFF •4D, 00
4557 00
4154 52 t II 382 SEQH ASC "RUM HELLO"
iisi 20 <! 41
455E 4C 4C 4r

tsti On 00 3(3 DEB •0D, 100
4543 43 4

:

4C 3(4 SEQM ASC "CALL -15 1"

4S44 4C 20 2D
»it» 31 31 31

tstc 0D to 345 DM I0D. 100
9IU 48 4r 4D 344 SEQS ASC "HOME"
7571 4t

4572 OD 00 387 DFI •0D, «00
4574 43 41 54 344 SEOC ASC "CATALOC
7577 41 4C <r
757A 4 7

457B nn 00 34V DFB •OD, <00
757D rr 07 370 SEOB DTB IFF, 107
457T IB 40 IB 391 SEOC DEB 1 IB

,

140 , • IB. «43. SIB. (43,11b. (43. <1B.«43
45(2 4 j 1L 43

»sts IB 43 IB
4584 4 3

4587 20 20 20 342 ASC " HELLO CUESTS '

"

tstc 20 20 20
»i»r 20 20 20
7542 20 20 20
4595 20 48 45
4598 4C 4C 4r
459B 20 47 59
959E 4^ 53 54
MAI 13 20 2 1

95A4 00 343 DEB • 00

• •• SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY NO ERRORS

NEW EDUCATIONAL
OFFERINGS FROM SEI

SEI™ History &
Government Series

CIRCLE 189 ON READER SERVICE CARD

October 1983 c Creative Computing

Comprehensive re-,

reinforcement, and ins

I story. U S
Government European History.

World Government. Asian/African
History, more
Available m sets, c i

Easy-to-use editor/

authoring system
on every SEI ™ disk

Foreign Languages

ingvocr- iphrasc
SEI i a flexible drill forr •

3teasy ft

Get the basics fastt

French $30

German $30

Spanish $30

Ask about:
SEI™ Literature Series

SEI™ SAT Skills Series

and other auality SEI products.

Apple II, IBM PC, TRS-80

(trademarks of Apple. IBM. TanOy;

SEI
SLIWA
ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

2360-J George Washington Highway
Yorktown. VA 23692

(804) 898-8386

Ml
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Apple Business

Artsd
c Window II $95

AshtonTate
dBase II |Req Z-801 $419

BrodortMind
Payroll . $249
Accounts Receivable $249
The Bank StrMt Writer $ 45

Continental Software
The Horn* Accountant $ 48
F.C.M $ 82
CPA Module #1-G/L $159
CPA Module «AJR $159
CPA Module #3-A'P $159
CPA Module »4 Payroll $159
CPA Module #5-Property Mgt $305

Datasoft
Microprinter $23
Datasmr3520 $ 59
Lisp Interpreter $ 79
The Basic Compiler $ 85

Don't Ask Software
SAM $ 79

Microcomputer Products Hayes
Heyes Terminal Program $ 65

Howard Software
Creative Financing $129
Real Estate Analyzer II $119
Tax Preparer 1963 $145

IUS
Professional Easy writer $115
Original Easywriter $ 85
Original Easymailer $ 45
Pro EasywriteriMaiier Combo $189
Orig Easywriter/Mailer Combo $ 89

Link Systems
Datatax $119
Datallnk $ 62

Lotus
Executive Briefing System $125
Alphabytes Pont $ 17
Alphabets Font $ 17

Micro Lab
The Tax Manager $ 95
Data Factory SO $169
Payroll Manager $169

Microsoft
Tasc Compiler $119
A L.D S (Req Z-80) $ 79
Multlplan (Apple Dos or Z-80) $175

Systems Plus
Accounting Plus — GVL $239
Accounting Plus (GL.AP.AR) $499
Accounting Plus (GL. AP, AR. INV) $629

On-Llne
Screenwriter II $92
The Dictionary $ 65
Screenwriter Prolessional $129
The Generel Manager II $149

PBL Corporation
Personal Investor $ 95

Sensible Software
Sensible Speller $ 79
Multi Disk Catalog III $ ,7

Silicon Valley
Word Handler II $ 45
List Handler $30
"The Handlers

'

$ 75

Software Publishing
PFS: Report $ 85
PFS: File $ 85
PFS: Graph $ 85

SorcimflSA
Supercelc (Req Z-80) $1 19
Speilguard (Req Z-80) $125

Southeastern Software
Data Capture 4 $ 47
Data Capture 4 OAK $ 59

Vlsleorp
Vislcalc 3 3 $185
VHIplot $ 139
Vlsllrend/Plot $iga
*'•*»•' $165

Unbeatable Prices
Apple PreSchool

/Educational
Sticky Bear Bop
Sticky Bear Numbers
Sticky Bear ABC
In Search of the Most Amazing Thing
Hey Diddle Diddle

Snooper Troops fl/Splnnaker

Snooper Troops *2/Splnnaker

Delta Drawing/Spinnaker
Story Maker/Spinnaker
Face Maker/Spinnaker
Rhymes 8 RIddles/Sptnnaker

PLATO Whole Numbers
PLATO Decimals
PLATO Fractions

Allen CounterfFace Flash

Gulp & Arrow Graphics
Frenzy-Flip/Flop

Battling Bugs/Concentration
The Jar Game/Chaos
POI Preschool 10 Builder

Star Gazers Gulde/Synerglstic

Astro Ouotes/PDI
Juggles RalnbowrLearnlng Co
Bumble Games/Learning Co
Bumble Plot/Learning Co
Gertrudes Secrets/Learning Co
Gertrudes Puzzles/Learning Co
Rocky's Boots/Learning Co
Compu-Reed/Eduware
Spelling Bee w/Readlng Primer
Algebra irEduware

Fractlons/Eduware
Declmala/Eduware
Master Type/Llghtnlng Software
Type Attack/Slrius

Wordrace/Don't Ask
Dueling Diglts/Broderbund

SAT Word Attack/Harcourt Brace
New Step by Step/PDI
Whole Brain Spelling/Sublogic

$ 26
$ 26
J 20
$ 39

$ 39
* 39

$ 24

$ 24

S 24

$ 24

S 24

S 24

S 22

i 17

$ 20
$ 27

$ 27

$ 30

$ 30
$ 34

$ 23
$ 27

$ 34

$ 34

$ 34

Apple He
64K with 80 column card, one
Apple drive, one Apple low glare
monochrome (green phosphor)
monitor, one monitor stand

Call For
Price

Apple Hit List

Normendy
Witness
Germany 1965

Epedlmlc
Galactic Gladiator

The Cosmic Balance
The Battle otShlloh
Guadacanal
Pursuit ot the Graf Spee
The Shattered Alliance

AE
Space Vikings

Kabul Spy
Zero Gravity Plnball

Electric Duet . .

Tuesday Morning Quarterback
Hi Res Computer Golf

David's Midnight Magic
Track Attack

Sargon II .

Hi Res Football

Star Blazer

Swashbuckler
Repton
Critical Mass
Cannonball Blitz

Pooll 5

Cyborg
Crisis Mountain
S.E.U.I.S

$ 27 Knight of Diamonds » 23

* 34 weyOut $27
$ 39 Zaxxon $ 27

* 23 SAGA Adventure Ea.$27
$ 27 serpentine * 23

* 27 Choplifter $ 23

$ 27 Frogger * 23

S 38 Sea Fox I 20

$39 Temple ofApahal $27
$ 39 Zorkl. II, III Ea.$ 27

$ 20 Castle Wolfensteln t 20

J 34 Wizard & the Princess $22
$20 Ulysses* the Golden Fleece $23
$ 20 Wizardry $ 34

$20 Tigers In the Snow S 27
J 20 Sherwood Forest S 23

$ 20 Deadline S 34

* 23 Bandit* $23
J 20 Starcro** 8 27

$ 23 Aztec * 27

* 27 Mask ol the Sun $ 27

$ 22 Pie Man $ 20
$ 23 Miner 2049er $28
$ 27 ultima II $ 39
$ 27 DarkCrystal $ 27
$ 23 Millionaire $ 59
$ 23 HI Res Secret $ 79
$ 22 PollceArtlst $23
$23 Suspended $36
$ 27

Graphics 8t Utilities

Penguin Software
Complete Graphics System $ 49
Special Effects $27
Graphics Magician $ 39

Beagle Brothers
Apple Mechanic $ 20
Tip Disk *1 $ 15

Flex Text $ 20
Frame Up $ 20
Typefaces (required Apple Mechanic) $ 15

• * Specials of the Month • •
Franklin Ace 1000 64K w/color $848
Elephant Disks s/s $ 18
Verbatims Disks s/d $ 24
Maxell Diskettes s/d $30
Amdek Color I $299
Amdek Color II $659
Mlcromodem II $259
Mlcromodem II wrTermlnal Pk $299
Novation Apple Cat II Modem $329
Hayes Smartmodem 300 $209
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 $499
The Grappler + j^g
Flip A Filet Diskette Box $ 21
Mlcrobuffer II 32K Parallel Specify - Internal, External $199

Call Toll Free

1-800-634-6766
Order Lint) Only

Information & Order Inquiries

(702) 369-5523

Technical Assistance (702) 796-0296

Wo accept VISA and MasterCard

Mon. — Frl. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Dealers' Inquiries Invited



Fantastic Selection
IBMSpecials

Aovwiood Operating Syatems Micro Pro
The Progremmer $129 Wordatar3.3 $200

Applied Software
Vmttoim $249

AshtonTate
dBaee II (CP/M 86) U 19

dBaee II (MS Doe) S418

Continental Software
The Horn* Accountant Plus $06 _
ntciauM.il $ 79 PBL Corporation

Mallmerge3.3 $150
Speiiatar 3 3 $159
Infostar 3 3 $200
Reportatar 3.3 $200

North American
Business Syatama
Answer $150

Computer Software
Technology

$ 40

DavMeon A Aaeodatee
SpeedReader $40

Datamoet
Real Eatata Invaatmant Program $ 70
Wnta-On . $ as

Comprehensive Software
•CTutor t 55

Denver Software
Executive Accounting Syatam

(12SK) $460

Eagle Software
Money Oaclalons $120

Howard Software
Raal Eatata Analyzer II $159
Tax Prepare. 1063 $150

Information Solutions
The 25Ih Hour $65
Innovative Software
TIM III J299

IUS
Eaay Filer S230
Eaay Writer II $209
Eaay Planner $159
Accounts Receivable $369
Accounts Payable $369
General Ledger $369
Financial Management Series $609

Micro Lab
Tha Tax Manager $159

Micro Stuff
Crosstalk 3 3 $135

Personal Investor $ 60

Peachtree
General Ledger $220 fffiflYI
Account. Receivable $229 ©WVteV .

Account. Payable $209 IMfmfWl
Peach Pak IGUAR/AP) $229 ItUUALi
Software Publishing
PFS Report $65
PFSFIIe $95
Digital Research
CP'M-86 $ 39
CBaalcM $125
Pascal/MT +86 $239
Speed Programming Package 86 $125
CISC000I86 $489

Peter Norton Computing
Norton Utilities $ 55

Select
Select Word Processing System $200

Softword Systems
Multimate $280

SorclnVISA
Supercalc $179
Superwrlter $230
Speliguard $125

Southeastern
Data Capture $ 75

Vlslcorp
Visicalc I256KI . $165
Desktop Plan 1 $199
Visitrand/Plot $199
v.silile $ige
Visidex $ie5
Visischedule $199
Business Forecasting Model $ 69

600XL CALL

• • • • KJr\L>L.

• • • • t-/l sLaL

1450XLD CALL

wM\t aw ••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees' 1W
Commodore 64 with factory trade-in . .$219
1530Datasette $ 64
1541 Disk Drive $249
1525 Graphic Printer $229
1600 Modem $ 89
1701 monitor $279
Super Expander $ 59
8K Memory $ 52
I6K Memory $ 89
KS232 Interface $ 43

Hardware
Monitors

Amdek
Color II 650
Color Ml $ 300
Color IV (RGB Analog Input) $1020
Amdlak 3 $720
Amplot $ 780
Amdek $ 179

NEC
NECJB1201M $ 180

Quadram
Hi Res RGB Monitor
690 x 240 Resolution

1010 Recorder $ 72
1050 Disk Drive $419
1025 Printer $409
830 Modem $145
850 Interlace $150
481 Entertainer $ 64
482 Educator $1 10
483 Programmer $ 52
853 16KRam $ 74
the Bookkeeper Kit $165
CX4104 Mailing Lial $ 19
CX404 Word Processor $102
CXL4O07 Mu.lC Composer $ 42
Programming 2 4 3 Ea. $ 22
Conversational Languages $ 42
CX4018Pllot $55
CX405 Pilot $92
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $ 42
CX8126 Microsoft Basic II $ 62

Business A Utilities

Visicalc $169
Computan's Financial Wizard $45
Color Accountant $ 65
Mall Merge $ 20
Data Perfect $ 75

Letter Perfect $105
Bank Street Writer $ 45
Text Wizard $ 65
File Manager 800+ $ 65
Datasm6520 $59
Syn Assembler $ 34
KDoa $ 59
Lisp Interpreter $ 79
Basic Compiler $65
Datallnk $ 27
Atari World $ 39
Color Print $ 27
Graphics Generator $17
Mlcropalnter $ 23
Bishops Square $ 20
Graphic. Master $ 17
P.M.P. Properly Management $179

Programming Techniques

Display List. $ 17
Honz/Vert Scroll $"17

Page Flipping $ 17

Ba.ics of Animation $ 17
Player Missile Graphics $ 24
Sound $ 24
Data File. $ 24

Printers

$ 439
$1599
$2059
$2059
$1699

$ 949
$1729
$2429

$ 599

$ 799

NEC
NEC8023A
NEC 3530
NEC 7710
NEC 77X
NEC 3550

Diablo
Diablo 620R(25CPS)
Diablo 630R|40CPS)
Diablo 630KSR (40CPS)

Epson
Fxeo
fxiooft

Smith Corona
TP 1 Parallel t 494

Okldata
ML82A j 4ig
ML63A 1 Mg
MUMP , 970
ML84S $,069
ML92 $480
MLM $860

IDS
Mlcroprl.m 80 $ S49
Pn.m132 $,399

(with Sheetfeed t Graphic.)
Prism 132 $1569

(with Sheetfeed. Graphic. & Color)
Prism to IBM Cable $ 48

Cltoh
8S10Prowrlter $ 355
FlOStarwrlter $1100
F10 Prlntmaster $1599

Mannesmann Tally

MT16OL
MT 1802 (Parallel)

MT 1805 (Serial)

$ 509
$1559
$1559

Gemini
Gemini 10 j 319
Gemini 15 % 479

Qume
Oume Sprint 1 1 $1349
Tractor Feed j 175
Printer Interface $ 79

Computer Outlet
1095 E. Twain Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 (702) 7964)296

ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS for fail Delivery send cashier checks money orders or direct bank wire transfers Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to
clear COD orders IS3 00 mmtmumi and f,ot all orders over 1300 School purchase orders welcomed Prices reflect a cash discount only and are subiect to change Please
enclose your phone number with any orders Shipping — Software H2 50 mimmumi Shipping - Hardware tpiease call) Foreign orders APO & FPO orders — SI0 minimum
and f5*'« o' all orders over S 100 Nevada residents add 5 ''•% safes fa» All goods are new and include factory warranty Due to our low prices, all sales are final All returns
must have a return authorization number Call 702 369 5523 to obtain one before returning goods tor replacement
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Using The Game Paddle In The
Laboratory And Classroom

John F. De Gilio

Many teachers think the hand controllers (game paddles) that

attach to the microcomputer are frivolous and don't belong in

the laboratory or classroom. The association of controllers with

game playing has given them a bad reputation, but sometimes

entering data through the game paddles is better than using the

keyboard.

I offer a rationale and a method for using the hand controllers

in the design of software for student use. For illustrative purposes.

I use the Apple computer code, but the logic is easily converted

to other computer systems.

When a teacher brings a microcomputer to the class or

laboratory as a "number cruncher" to process student data, he

can expect the longest queue to be students awaiting their turn

to enter data on the keyboard. This nonproductive time results

from students' inexperience with a keyboard and the need to

press the return as well as the inability of the computer to

process more than one student's data at a time. The game
paddles reduce data entry time because they rely only on the

student's ability to turn a knob and press a button. For very

young or unskilled students and large classes, to approach two

paddles on a stand is less threatening than to face an entire

keyboard. The teacher spends less pre-lab time explaining how
to use the computer. In addition, by down playing the role of the

computer, the focus remains on the laboratory exercise.

Setting I'p

You will need a laboratory stand with a sturdy rectangular

base and a short upright bar to which the hand controllers may
be attached with clamps, rubber bands, or masking tape. The
monitor, facing away from the keyboard, is placed on the

computer and beside the paddle stands. Students, with the data

that they have collected or derived, approach the paddles and

turn the knobs on the controllers while watching the screen. The
numbers change on the screen until they match the student's

data. In this way. the student can input two variables. When the

screen matches the student data, the student presses the button

on the side of the controller, and the computer processes the

data and flashes the information on the screen. The other paddle

John F. IH-Ciilio. 77 Whittier Bl\d.. Pouuhkecpsie. NY 12603.

button resets the screen for the next student, and the process

begins again.

For this type of application you must create an initialization

module that enables the teacher to set parameters and a use-

module for the student. Before the class, the teacher loads the

program, sets the maximum values to be displayed by each

paddle, the precision, and the units and format for displayed

values. Once the parameters are set. the teacher switches to

the use mode for students.

Programming
The Basic computer language has built in a facility to read the

value of the knob settings and determine whether the button on

the side has been pressed. In Applesoft Basic, you can do this

with the following programming lines:

95 HOME
100 X-PDL<0>|REM READ PADDLE ZERO
120 VTAB IOjPRINT "PADDLE ZERO SETTING - "«X

I 40 Y-PDL ( 1 > : REM READ PADDLE ONE
130 VTAB 12 1 PRINT "PADDLE ONE SETTING » "|V

2O0 GOTO 100

The game controllers are numbered and I and should be

clearly marked to distinguish them. The values generated by

both paddles are between and 255, depending on the amount

of rotation. Because partial rotation is a fraction of a complete

turn, it can be expressed as the decimal equivalent of the full

rotation. Inclusion of the following code lines makes that

adjustment:

105 X=(255 - X>/25S
145 Y=<255 - Y>/255

These code lines generate values of X and Y that range

between and 1. The following lines allow for setting the

maximum values to be generated by each paddle:

lO PRINT "ENTER SCALE MAXIMUM FOR PADDLE ZERO"
15 INPUT MO
tO PRINT "ENTER SCALE MAXIMUM FOR PADDLE ONE":
25 INPUT Ml

110 X=M0 « X : REM ADJUST PDL O TO MAX VALUE
147 Y*=M1 * Y : REM ADJUST PDL 1 TO MAX VALUE

With the inclusion of the statements above, the values gener-
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Paddles In The Lab, continued...

ated by the paddles will range between zero and the set max-
imum. Then you must round them to the appropriate decimal

place, which is determined by the accuracy of the measuring

instruments that the students use. It is important to set the

number of decimal places under program control. To do this,

add the following statements:

50
35
*o
45
50
55
fcO

114
115

PRINT "HOW MANY DECIMAL PLACES POP PADDLE O'

INPUT FO
PRINT "HOW MANY DECIMAL PLACES FOR PADDLE 1'

INPUT f:
REM SET THE ROUNDING PLACE FOR EACH PADDLL
KO = 5 * (1 ' 10 (FO +1) >

K 1 = 5 » (1 / 10 < F 1 + 1 > >

REM ROUNDING ALGORITHM FOR PADDLE
X = INT ( 10 " FO * < X + KO > ) / 10 FO

148 Y = INT < 10 Fl » ( Y + Kl )) / 10 * Fl

paddles. Usually when the paddle button is not being pushed, a

random number is being stored in a particular location in the

machine. As soon as the button is pushed, that random value

jumps to a number greater than 127. The program can tell the

button has been pushed by checking the core location and

testing the number that has been stored there. Each paddle

button has its own location. For paddle button you can lest for

a pushed button by PEEKl- 16287). To test paddle I use PEEK) -

16286). In Listing I you use the paddle 1 button to end the

function. That is. when the value returned by the PEEK is less

than 127. you read the paddles; when it is higher than 127, you

end the program.

Now the values are right, but because of printing problems

you must format the data and print them properly.

I 17 X* = RIGHT*

(

149 Y* - RIGHT*

(

STR* < X )

,

STR*(Y>
8)
8)

Change the print statements for character data.

120
150

VTAB lO:
VTAB 12

J

PRINT
PRINT

'PADDLE
•PADDLE

ZERO SETTING
ONE SFTTING

': X*
: Y*

When the program is run. the paddle values are in a clear,

readable form at the precision dictated by the teacher. Then
include those lines for which the function is intended. With the

values collected by the students, incorporate the algorithm that

processes the values. In the illustration you multiply the values

input through the paddles. Any Basic arithmetic statement could

be substituted. It could be as easy as addition or multiplication,

but it also could include any algorithm that requires two variables,

to solve for an unknown. To ensure that the computer is working

with the values that are being displayed to the student, turn the

character values I XS and Y$) to numeric form. In the illustration

1 do not format the result and leave it to readers who want to use

the function in this form:

200 Z VAL(X») * VAL<Y*>
220 VTAB 14: PRINT "PADDLE PRODUCT "

:

I

240 GOTO 100

Ending The Function
The last problem is to end the function in a normal fashion.

You have the opportunity to use the button on the side of the

Listing I.

!

PR INI . . < 1 MUM FOR PADDI
I

1NPUI M"
PR INI "ENTER i,LALE MAMMUM FOR PADDLE 1"

INPUT Ml
PRINT • HDW MANY DECIMAL PLACES FOR PADDLE 0"

INPUT
PRINT "MOM MANY DECIMAL PLACES FOR PADDLE 1

"

1NPUI f 1

REM IK POUNDING F-LACE FOR EACH PADDLE
i I ) I

M • 10 (F I * I > )

lUNfc

.'33

HO X • HO • K

. INI 11" FO * IX * kl FO
117 X* • RIGHT* " • STR» (X),8)

IAP lOl PRINT "PADDLE /LKn ,1 ilING • "|X»

233

F 1 « I » 1> ) / IO Fl
" STR» (Y),8)
NE SETTING "|Y»

' Y»>
I PRODUCT

:>DLE 1 BUTTON TO END"
-

v » Ml a .

INT MM 1

119 RIGHT*
I . : PRIN1

...i <X») •

111 PR 1 N T

PRINT
it mi i i

::40 IF PEEK< - 16286)
250 END

127 THEN 100

Listing 2 is a more elegant form of this function.

Lining 2.

90 HOME
INT "ENTER FULL SCALE READING OF PADDLE 0"l INPUT

110 VTAB 8l PRINT "ENTER THE UNITS TO BE ATTACHED TO"! INPUT
"PADDLE O VALUES " i UO»

120 VTAB I2l PRINT "WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES"! INPUT
"ARE TO BE USED FOR PADDLE 07 "iFO

122 VTAB 161 INVERSE I PRINT "PADDLE TEST " I NORMAL
125 VTAB 23l PRINT "PRINT PADDLE BUTTON TO PROCEED"

' • PDL (O)lP - POlF - FOi GOSUB lOOO
160 VTAB 19i PRINT "PADDLE - "|Z»|" " | UO»

II FIB < - 16287) 127 THEN
ISO HOME I PRINT "PADDLE 1 CALIBRATION"
200 VTAB 3l PRINT "ENTER FULL SCALE READING OF PADDLE 1"| INPUT

""I PI
VTAB Bl PRINT "ENTER THE UNITS TO BE ATTACHED TO" I INPUT
"PADDLE 1 VALUES "iUI»
.'TAB 12! PRINT "WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES"! INPUT
"ARE TO BE USED FOR PADDLE I? "

I F 1

JTAB 16i INVERSE I PRINT "PADDLE I TEST"! NORMAL
< - PDL (l)iP - PllF - Fli GOSUB 1OO0

IAB 19! PRINT "PADDLE I- "|Z»|" "|Ul»
II PfcLl ( - 16286) 127 THEN 230

2«0 HOME I VTAB Jl HTAB lOl INVERSE I PRINT "ANSWER SET"! NORMAL

283 VTAB Hi PRINT "WHAT UNITS ARE TO BE USED TO DISPLAY"! INPUT
"THE RESULT" "|UZ»
-MAP. I2| PRINT "HOW MANY DECIMAL PLACES ARE TO BE"! INPUT
"IN PRINTING THE RESULT
HOME 1 VTAB 3l HTAB lOl INVERSE I PRINT "PADDLE LAB"! NORMAL

ISO X F l>l "•>:* : liOSUFi lOOOaA*
J60 VIAE I2l PRINT "FADDI I :.,;

» PDL <I)IF - FI:F (I! BOGIM lOOOlM
460 VTAB 16! PRINT "PADDI I 1 :H»S" "lUl«

Ml IA»> • VAL (Ml

JAB 71 I PRINI "PRODUCT -

16286) I

THEN
900 END

• » f < < (233 ») ) / 233
•

l,il,, v» - STR» ( < INT (10 • , •

. - RIGH11 • V«.B>

OR ( PEEt

II .

t ) ) )

Z»

in*
c 16287)

1 ) >
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You can adjust the algorithm for calculations to do many
tasks in the laboratory or classroom. For example, the algorithm

can be used to input voltage and amperage to calculate the

resistance in an Ohms law lab. With a little programming finesse,

it can use all four paddle inputs to calculate multiple resistors in

series and in parallel circuits. Wattage, density, frequency,

wavelength, vector analysis, radioactive decay, percentage com-
position. pH. calorimetry. and electrochemistry problems may
be solved this way.

A Range Finder

Other applications use the paddle directly to measure for

problem solving. Students learn how specialized computers are

used to solve problems. To illustrate this method, let's look at

how the paddles are used to create a "range finder." This device,

which cuts across a wide spectrum of curricula, could be part of

a study of geology, astronomy, physics, or physical science. The
object of a range finder is to determine the distance to an object

measured by indirect means.
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APPLE
Apple HE $1149.00

Apple Monitor III

w/ Stand $ 199.00

Apple Disk II $ 399.00

Apple 80 Col. Card . . . CALL
Apple Extended 80 Co.
Card CALL

Apple II E Starter
System II E, 80 Co. Card.
Monitor III. Monitor Stand.
Disk II +

.

Controller $1699.00

ACE IOOO
w/ color

$ 999.00

FRANKLIN
Starter System
Color Computer AceWritcr II. V <•< ,ilc

Ace 80 Col. Card. Ace 10 Disk Drive «
(unlroller 1 2 Green Screen
Monitor CALL
Starter System
w/EPSON MX80 III

Printer Interface Card
and Cable $1829.00
ACE 1 200 ( I Disk) . $ 1 799.O0
ACE 120O(2Disk) . $2199.00

SMITH-CORONA TP-I

DAISY WHEEL

TPl-Serial $445.00

TP1 Parallel $445.00

Tractor Feed $129.00

EPSON
EPSON AMERICA. INC.

.MX NO III 9t.1S9.00

MX HO FT III #499.00

M V 1 00 III 0399.OO

l\X NO JUMMLOfl

IX IOO 0B99.OO

KX NO K369.00

RanaSystems
I lit c I #260.00

sv 4 out roller gSSO.OO

Elite II 046O.OO
« r roller jtsao.oo

Elite III 0*95.00
«/Controller #070.00

OKJDATA
Ml 80 $ 32S.OO
HL 82A
ML 83A
ML 84P
ML 84S
Ml 92P
ML MS
ML 93P
ML 93S
Oklgraph I

rSpectfif82« 03)

Oklgraph II

7 (» Apple Of ti.mklini

Roll Paper Stand
for HJA

Tractor reed.

$ 389.00

S 623.O0
$ 949.00
$1019.00

$ 439.00

$ 559.00

$ 829.00

$ 899.00

* 40.00

» so.oo

$ 3O.00

$ SO.OO

tDHayes
Novation

.IL
u<?

Micro M.nkm II #273.00

.Micro Modem II
n ii-ruiinal
Program *;tO!i.OO

Smart Modem JIIMI XSSS.OO

Smart Moocm KOO .... HS20.00

Applecotll $269.00

212 Applecot
Upgrade S329 00

DSR Controller $ 19.00
Handset $ 29 00
Expansion Module i 39.00

•CAT ,150.00
•D-CAT ,170 00
•AUTOCAT $559 00
•J-CAT ,120 00
•SMART CAT 103 ,169.00

•Require RS 232 Interface

itt»nt I mc
STJW30 (Thermal) $1 79.00

Gemini 10 $295.00
Gemini 15 $019.00

*j,SiLMEf?-RE€D
PRINTERS

EXP 500 CALL
EXP 550 Serial . $660.00
EXP 550 Parallel $630.00
EXP 770 CALL

Dew Jones Software"

Market Analyzer

Market Microscope

Market Manager

Connector

CALL FOR PRICING

Prices subject lo change without
notice (up or down).

MAIL ORDER DIVISION

Carolina
Microsystems
I ni technical support, call 1-803-254-6233. To
order, call tollfree: 1-800-845-7077: phone lines
open 10:00 am - 6:00 pm Kastern time. I or
Mastercard or Visa, add3% service charge. Call
kk1.iv or send check money order to Carolina
Microsystems. Mail Order Division. Suite 69.
1332 Main Street. Columbia. S C 29201.

S.C. residents add 4% sales tax. Add 1% (or shipping and handling.
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Paddles In The Lab, continued.

Figure 2. Rangefinder apparatus is constructed from a meter
stick, cardboard "T". and game paddle.

Photo I. Taking a sighting with the rangefinder.

The principle of a range finder is based on trigonometric

functions known to every student of elementary algebra. The
concept is that "the product of the tangent of the base angle of a

right triangle and the base length determines its altitude" (Figure

1).

b = BASE LENGTH
h = HEIGHT OF TRIANGLE
Z.a = BASE ANGLE

TAN Z.a = h/b

h = b x (TAN a)

Figure I. Relationships in a right triangle.

You need only an angle measuring device and a measured
base line. A computer range finder can be constructed by taping

a game paddle over the end of a meter stick, ensuring the center

of the turning knob is over the one-meter mark (Figure 2). To
the other end of the meter stick, fix a T cut from sturdy

cardboard. The downstroke of the "T" is carefully taped to the

246

Figure J. Circular dial marked in degrees fits over knob of

paddle.

side of the meter stick away from the paddle. Place three sighting

pins in the horizontal bar of the T, so they can be used as sights.

The middle pin is used to verify the alignment of the paddle to

ensure a right angle.

Cut a circular dial from stiff cardboard and mark it with to

180 degrees counter-clockwise (Figure 3). In the center of the

circular card cut a hole that will fit snugly over the paddle knob.

Place a sighting pin in the and 180 degree mark. The accuracy

of the sighting circle is dependent, in part, on the diameter.

The calibration module must allow for the input of the base

length. Check the orientation of the dial sights; reset the card on

the knob, so when the angle is measured visually it agrees with

the angle projected on the screen. Once the calibration is

complete, the measuring module projects the continuous distance

from the angle between the base and 90 degrees.

The student sights the target whose distance is to be deter-

mined with the T end of the base line. His partner sights along

the pins on the dial card to the target, and the screen shows the

distance to the target.

The program (Listing 3) is designed in four segments: the

menu, the instructions to construct the device, the calibration

module, and the use module.
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C A (.SOFT
Personal— Entertainment— Business

SOFTWARE
Low Discount Prices/15% to 25% Discount off List Price

Fast Convenient Service/Same day shipping on most orders

Large Selection of Software/Call or Write for our FREE Catalog!

We have all the latest

software- ASK US!

ATARI, IBM PC, CP/M
send for

FREE catalog!

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641

BEAGLE
DOS Boss
Utility City

A[)[>U' Mi-i h.init

Pronto DOS
Double Take

List

Price

24 00
29 50
29 50
2995
34 95

Our
Price

20 40
2S.05
25.05
25 45
29.70

INCREDIBLE JACK
T79,O0 143.20

BPI SYSTEMS
General Ledger 395 OO
Accounts Receivable 395 00
Accounts Payable 395 00

BRODERBUND
* The Arcade Machine 59.95
* Chophttei 34 95
Serpentine 34 95
AE 3495
* Bank Street Writer 69 95
Gumball 29 95
Lode Runner 34 95

CONTINENTAL
* Home Accountant 74.95
* CPA Modules » 1-4 (each) 250.00
FCM 99 95

DECISION SUPPORT
The Accountant

The Business Accountant

12900
255 00

EDU-WARE
Prisoner 2

* Algebra 1 -4 (each)

Algebra 5 S 6

* Fractions Decimals (each)

PSAT/SAT Word Skills (each)

32 95
39 95
49 95
49 00
49 00

31 BOO
316.00
316 OO

44 95
26.20
29.70
29.70
52.45
25.45
29.70

56.20
187.50
S4.95

109 65
204.00

28.00

29.95
42.45
36.75
41.65

PENGUIN pV,c
'. &'.

Complete Graphics System 69.95 59.45
• Graphics Magician 59.95 44.95
Spy s Demise 19 95 16.95
Transylvania 1995 16.95
Crime Wave 1995 16.95
TheOuest 1995 16.95

SIERRA ON-LINE
Ulysses 3495 29.70
Dark Crystal 39 95 33.95
* Cross Fire 29.95 22.45
* Screen Writer Professional 199.95 149.95
• Ultima II 59.95 44.95
Frogger 34 95 29.70
The Artist 79 95 67.95
» General Manager 229.00 171.75
Jawbreaker 29.95 25.45
Learning with Leeper 34 95 29.70
Dragon s Keep 29 95 25.45
Bop a Bet 27 95 23.75
Troll's Tale 29 95 25.45
Sammy Lightloot 29 95 25.45

SCREENWRITER II

^29v35! 97.45

SIR-TECH
• Wizardry
Knight of Diamonds
Legacy o) Ltylgamyn

49.95 37.45
34 95 29.70

3995 33.95

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS Report
* PFS: Graph

SPINNAKER
* Snooper Troops • 1 . *2 (each)

Story Machine
* Delta Drawing
Kindercomp

12500 106.25
125.00 93.25

44.95
34 95
59.95
29 95

33.70
29.70
44.95
25.45

HAYDEN
Orca/M 9995
Pie Writer 2 2 149 95
Sargon II 2995

INFOCOM
* Zorfc I. II. Ill (each) 39.95
* Deadline 49.95
Starcross 39.95

Suspended 49 95
Witness 49 95

8495 STONEWARE
127.45 » DB Master
25.45 .OB Master 4

DB Master utility Pak * 1

DB Master Utility Pak »2

Vim TG PRODUCTS
33.95 • Joystick
42.45 Game Paddles
42.45 • Select a Port

229.00 171.75
35O.00 262.50
9900 84.15
9900 84.15

59.95
3995
59.95

44.95
33.95
44.95

MICROSOFT
* Multiplan

Typing Tutor II

* Applesoft Compiler
Multi-Tool Financial Stmt

275.0O 206.25
24 95 21.20

175.00 131.25
10000 85.OO

XEROX
Stn ky B*Mf Bop
Sticky Bear Numbers
Sticky Bear ABC

39 95 33.95
3995 33.05
3995 33.95

SI Rl US SOFTWARE
Blade ot Blackpoole
The Joyport

Type Attack

Repton
• Critical Mass
Buzzard Bait

Lis!

Price

39 95
49 95
3995
39 95
39.95
3995

Our
Price

33.95
42.45
33.95
33.95
29.95
33.95

PFS:
3^6tO$

FILE
93.75

SOUTHWESTERN
* Martin 64.95 48.70
* Ascn Espress Professional 129.95 97.45
Routine Machine 64 95 55.20
Munch a Bug 4995 42.45
SOS Combo 119 95 101.95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Computer Quarterback 39 95 33.95
* Napoleon's Campaigns 59.95 44.95
Road to Gettysburg 59 95 50.95
* Guadalcanal Campaign 59.95 44.95
Cosmic Balance II 39 95 33.95
Germany 1985 59.95 50.9S
Battle tor Normandy 39.95 33.95
Galactic Adventures 59 95 SO.95
Bomb Alley 59 95 50.95
Epidemic 34 95 29. 70
* Fighter Command 59.95 44.95
RDF 1985 3495 29.70
* North Atlantic '86 59.95 44.95
Knights ot the (>• 39 95 33.95

VISICORP
* Viaicalc 2 so OO 193.75
* Vlsitrend/Vlsiplot 300 OO 225.00
Visrlile 250 00 199.95

IBM PC SOFTWARE

Apple Panic 29 95 25.45
BPI Personal Accounting 195.00 156.00
CDEX Training for Visicalc 69 95 59.45
Crosstalk 195 00 156.00
Data Capture 12000 102.00
* dBase II 700.00 525.00
Flight Simulator 49 95 42.45
* Home Accountant Plus 150.00 112.50
Mastertype 39 95 33.95
Multi- Tool Word 395 00 316.00
Norton Utilities 80 00 66.00
Peachpak IGL/AR/AP) 395 00 316.OO
Peachteat 5000 395 00 316.00
Perfect Writer 495 00 396.00
Personal Investor 145.00 123.25
* PFS: Write 140 OO 105.00
Smartcom II 11900 101.15
Supercalc II 295 00 236.00
TK 1 Solver 29900 239.20
* Wordstar 495.00 371 .25

CALSOFT
346 N. Kanan Rd. #103

Agoura, CA 91301

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (2 13)991 -964

1

We accept Mastercard & Visa (include # and Expiration Date), check. COD ($1.50 extra), or Money
Order. California residents add 6% sales tax. Include $2.00 tor shipping (UPS Blue Label $3. 00. Canada
$6.00, other foreign countries 10% ot order - minimum $10.00).

* Sale prices are through October only! Prices subject to change without notice.

.^eV\r%»?v^rVV^rV^vvv*wv^/w^rtrV4rVVeVvvv^•«fV^r^rV^
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Paddles In The Lab, continued..

Photo 2. Side view of the velocity /acceleration timer.

You may want to improve the basic design. For example, the

sighting pins can be replaced with a mirror, beam splitter, and

laser for a more accurate and dramatic demonstration. With

some rebuilding, the function could be adapted for both paddles

and would use the Law of Sines, eliminating the need for the

right triangle.

Measuring Acceleration

Another laboratory use for the game paddles is a reasonably

accurate timer to determine the velocity and acceleration of

Listing 3.

10

11
12
13
IS
20
30
40
60
70
80

1004
ioos
IOO*
1010

1020

1030

1040

103O

1060

1070

lOBO

1090

UOO
1110

101 INVERSE
POKE 34,3

PRINT "PADDLE

GET A»ift -

TEXT HOME VTAB ll HTAB
ANGEFINDER LAB"i NORMAL

REM
REM «»««•• MENU SEGMENT
REM
POKE 32,3
VTAB Bi PRINT "WHICH WOULD YOU LIKE TO DO I

"

VTAB lO, PRINT "1. GET DIRECTIONS FOR SET UP"
VTAB 121 PRINT "2. CALIBRATE RANGE FINDER"
VTAB 14, PRINT "3. USE RANGE FINDER."
VTAB 161 PRINT "4. END FOR NOW"
VTAB 22l PRINT "ENTER A 1 2 3 OR 4 PLEASE. "|l

VAL <A*>
90 ON A GOTO 1000,2000,3000,4000
10O GOTO 80
lOOO VTAB 3i HTAB Bi PRINT "DIRECTIONS SEGMENT", POKE 34, 4i

POKE 32,0
REM
REM •««»«» DIRECTIONS SEGMENT »««•««
REM
HOME I PRINT "STEP 1. TAPE PADDLE TO THE END OF A"i HTAB

9l PRINT "METER STICK SO DIAL IS OVER 100"! HTAB 9| PRINT
"CENTIMETER MARK.

"

PRINT I PRINT "STEP 2. CUT POLAR CORD I NATE GRAPH PAPER
"I HTAB 9i PRINT "GLUED TO STIFF CARDBOARD IN A"l HTAB
9| PRINT "13 CENTIMETER CIRCLE."
PRINT I PRINT "STEP 3. MARK DISK WITH DEGREES STARTING

"I HTAB 9| PRINT "AT O AT 10 DEGREES INTERVALS TO" I HTAB
9| PRINT "90 DEGREES. NUMBER IN A COUNTER" I HTAB 9| PRINT
-CLOCKWISE DIRECTION."
PRINT I PRINT "STEP 4. INSERT SIGHTING PINS IN EDGE OF
"I HTAB 9i PRINT "OF THE DISK AT THE O AND 180"! HTAB 9

I PRINT "DEGREE LOCATIONS."
PRINT I PRINT I HTAB lOl INPUT "PRESS <RETURN> TO CONT
INUE "|S«
HOME I PRINT "STEP 3. CUT A STRIP OF CARDBOARD 13"! HTAB

9| PRINT "CENTIMETERS LONG AND 2 CENTI-"! HTAB 9l PRINT
"METERS WIDE. PLACE SIGHTING"! HTAB 9l PRINT "PINS AT T
HE CENTER OF THE SHORT"! HTAB 9 I PRINT "EDGE."
PRINT I PRINT "STEP 6. STAPLE SIGHTING STRIP TO O END"

1 HTAB 9i PRINT "OF METER STICK. MAKE SURE THE"! HTAB 9
I PRINT "SIGHTING LINE IS SET AT RIGHT"! HTAB 9l PRINT
"ANGLES TO THE METER STICK."
PRINT I PRINT "STEP 7. CUT HOLE IN THE CENTER OF THE"!
HTAB 9| PRINT "DISK SO IT MAKES A SNUG FIT ON"! HTAB 9

I PRINT "THE PADDLE KNOB."
PRINT i PRINT "STEP 8. CONSTRUCT A REFERENCE PIN IN"! HTAB

9i PRINT "THE CENTER OF THE METER STICK "i HTAB 9i PRINT
"AT THE EDGE OF THE DIAL TO MARK"! HTAB 9i PRINT "ANGLE
S."
HTAB 22l INPUT "PRESS <RETURN>"|S»
GOTO lO

248

Photo .?. Only the paddle buttons are used in the velocity/

acceleration timer. The ball must be heavy enough to activate

them.
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HARMONY VIDEO&COMPUTERS
800-221-8927

COMMODORE
VIC 20

COMMODORE 64

VIC 2N DATASETTE
COMMODORE DISC DRIVE

1525P PRINTER
COMMODORE MONITOR
VIC TELEPHONE MODEM
102 BASIC PROGRAM
FLOPPY DISCS SS/DD
VIC 8K MEMORY PAC
VIC 16K MEMORY PAC
DISC LIBRARY
VIC 3K SUPER EXPANDER
1212 PROGRAMMER S AID

JOYSTICK
INTRO TO BASIC I & II

APPLE 2 PLUS
999 95

APPLE DISC 2

319 95

EPSON
MX 80 PRINTER

399 95

OKIDATA
92A PRINTER

499 95

ATARI

ATARI 400W16K
ATARI 800 W48K
ATARI 1200XLW64K
ATARI 410 RECORDER
ATARI 1010 RECORDER
ATARI NEW 1050 DISC DRIVE
ATARI 830 ACOUSTIC TEL MODEM
ATARI 600 XL
ATARI 800 XL
ATARI 1400 XL
ATARI 1450 XL
ATARI 16K MEMORY EXPANDER
ATARI JOYSTICK
ATARI PROGRAMMER KIT

ATARI 1020 40 COL PRINTER

FLOPPY DISCS SS/DD

69 95

249 95

349 95

69 95

73 95

349 95

139 95

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
84 95

1000
49 95

199 95

14 95

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF SONY TV & PROFEEL
SONY KV 1313 299 95 SONY KV 1917 399 95 SONY KV 1746 439 95 SONY 1901 PROFEEL 529 95

SONY KV 1222 349 50 SONY KV 1918 399 95 SONY 2501 PROFEEL 929 50 SONY KV 2654 659 95

$2.00 VCR PRICES TOO LOW TO PRINT!

£ZTWti

TDK
FUJI

MAXELL
MEMOREX
SCOTCH
SONY
JVC
RCA
PANASONIC

VIDEO TAPE (By case of 10 only)

'HS VHS HIGH BETA BE
120 T160 GRADE L500 L7

1 25 11 75 10 25 6 50 7!

1 50 14 75 1175 6 50 7.I

1 25 11 75 10 25 6 50 7

125 1175 10 10 6 50 7

'99 1175 9 95 6 50 7

10 25 6 80 7

I 15 11 75 10.35

' 55
'25 TDK PROFESSIONAL T 120

MAXELL PROFESSIONAL L750 OR T120

SCOTCH PROFESSIONAL

VCR's
A.

STOCK
CALL
FOR

LOWEST

FOR THE LOWEST PRICES ON VIDEO CALL 800-221-8927

To order simply dial toll free 800-22 1 -8927 wrth your Master Card or VISA and your order will arrive via UPS or send certified

check or money order only to HARMONY VIDEO AND ELECTRONICS. 2357 Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn. N Y 1 1223, and

add approximate shipping postage and insurance charges Credit cards for phone order only For customer service please dial

(212) 627-8960 All pnes and availability subject to change without notice All orders shipped out of state Dealer inquires

invited!!! For sales info dial (212) 627-6989 Open Sun 10-4 Mon -Thur 9-7 Fn 9-3

800-221-8927
COMMODORE ATARI APPLE TEXAS INSTRUMENTS EPSON
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Paddles In The Lab, continued.

299 ? REM
2998 REM ••••• RANGE FINDER SEGMENT • •»<<
2999 REM
3000 POKE S2,0| HOME I VTAB 5l MTAB 5l PRINT "PRESS PADDLE

BUTTON TO TERMINATE"
KEM

3003 REM «• READ PADDLE BUTTONS FOR END OF USE •«
3100 Bl - PEE> ( - 16286)1 BO PEE) ( - 16287)
3102 REM
3103 REM •• RETURN TO MENU IF BUTTON ACTIVATED «•
3110 IF <B1 127) OR CK" 127) THEN 10
3112 REM
3113 REM •• READ PADDLE AND CONVERT TO DEGREES ••

X - PDL (O)iPO . 232 - 232 • <233 - X) / 235|A0* • RIGHT*
<" " STR« < INT (.3 * P0>>,4>

313°
EES"

B """ HTnB 5> PR,NT " pflDD'E ANGLE I8*|AM| DEGR

3133 0* - RIGHT* I" •• • STR» (DIS>.4>
-I4'i VTAB |3l HIAB 5l PRINT " BASE LENGTH IS "iC)»s" METER

S"
3142 REM
3143 REM •• DETERMINE TANGENT OF PADDLE AND CHANGE ••
3144 REM >• RADIANS TO DEGREES «»
3145 REM
3130 TA - TAN CPO > -.14139268 / 180)
3160 IF PO - O OR PI) 89 THEN
3162 REM
3163 REM •• DE1ERMINE ALTITUDE AND ROUND FOR FRINTING ••
3164 REM

• U1S ) TAlLO - INI (10 • •: INT (100 « L)> / 100
> / lOlA* » LEFT* < SIR* (LOl . ",5>

3I80 VTAB I9i PRINT -DISTANCE TO TARGET IS •
! A*| "METERS, "i GOTO

3300 VTAB 19i PRINT "DISTANCE TO TARGET IS OFF SCALE "l
GOTO

3997 REM
3998 REM >< END SEGMENT >••>>
3999 REM
4000 POKE 32.01 POKE 54. i.u HOME I END

moving bodies. If paddle is attached between the rails of an
inclined plane and paddle I is attached a measured distance

down slope, a ball can be used to turn the timer on and off. The
program can be modified to measure the acceleration directly.

The program below could be used as a timer. Of course, you
may want to adjust the delay loop in line 40 for your system.

Joystick Pendulum
A favorite laboratory apparatus uses the joystick as a

pendulum. In this case the device is turned upside-down and
placed in a long-armed ring stand. A sturdy mass is attached to
the handle and it is allowed to swing freely. Inventive students
will want to reduce the influence of friction by modifying the
joystick and within limits this should be encouraged. Because
Basic is generally not fast enough to do the plotting, the program
shown in Listing 4 uses a shape table to do the tracing.

Listing 4.

• * 4096
OR I • BASE TO BASE * 8

...! NEXT I

. 96
30 H0R2 i HCOLOR- Si ROT

• - 16287)
67 IF PEEK ( - 16286)

PDL (1 )

190 THEN V - 190
DRAW I AT X,Y

100 GO II) <,.

.

110 D.llA 1,0.4,0,33,43,48,97,0

Summary
I have suggested a few of the uses for paddles in the laboratory

and classroom, and invite readers to refine and extend the
concept. I have found that students who are equipped with
beginning programming skills and an interest in engineering can
design ways to use the paddles in other useful measuring in-

struments such as tone generators, sine wave generators, inter-

ferometers, and so forth. Using the computer in the classroom to
solve this type of problem helps students to understand the
meaning of the "computer revolution." Q

Ol SCALE- 2

127 THEN 50
127 THEN END

Photo 4. Side view of the joystick pendulum.

250

Photo 5. The joystick pendulum looking up from the bottom.
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Programming
acomputer

is child's play

No matter what your age, now you
can program your own Apple U with
Terrapin™ Logo. It's a sophisticated
and powerful language that the most
advanced programmer will appreci-
ate. Yet children and adults alike will

find it fun and easy to use.

Terrapin™Logopromotesstructured
and logical thinking. It encourages
you to break problems into small steps,
and then solve them individually.

There are no wrong answers or
mistakes, only logical statements that

help make the program work.
Every copy of Terrapin™ Logo

comes with complete documentation.
To run the language, a48K Apple 11+
with a 16K RAM card and one disk
drive are required. Terrapin™ Logo
also runs on the Apple lie and
Franklin computers.

Terrapin also offers books about
Logo, including: Mindstorms , Logo
for theApple II . Learning with Logo.
Turtle Geometry, and Special Tech-
nology for Special Children.

Terrapin™ Logo. The only language
that makes computer programming
child's play. Even if youre not a child.

To order or for more information, call

or write:

Terrapin, Inc.

380 Green Street

Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 492-8816
Dealer inquiries invited.

r*

2 chips

Is your Apple's 6502 processor chip a little

overworked lately? Have you been eyeing
one of those new. 16-bit systems? But you
don't want to give up all your Apple pro-
grams ...

Add the powerful 16-bit 8088 processor to
your Apple with ALF's Processor Card. Let
the 6502 and 8088 work together to tackle
your toughest problems— like speeding up
your Applesoft and Apple Pascal programs.
With the Processor Card, you can use the
CP/M ' 86 or MS-DOS operating system
to run the latest 1 6-bit software, including
many IBM PC programs.

64K or 128K of high-speed memory is

available for ALF's Processor Card Use the
Processor Card with 128K as a fast disk
emulator or to view sixteen hi-res images in

under a second. Or run Basic, C, COBOL,
or Pascal with 16-bit performance!

The ALF Processor Card is just $395 (Ap-
plesoft speed-up software included). See
your Apple dealer today, or contact ALF for

more information.

Trademarks Apple Apple Computer. CP/M Digital
Research MS-DOS Microsoft

Iff
SOP 1 5

-37 11BP4
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computer mail order
ftTeleVideo

TERMINALS
910 $559 00
912 $689 00

92o" $739.00

925 $719.00
950 $92900
970 CALL

COMPUTERS
800A $109900
802 $2699 00
803 $1949 00
802H. $4695.00
806/20 $4999 00
816/40 $919900
1602 $3399 00
1603 CALL

MODEMS
HAYES

Smart $219 00
Smart 1 200 (1 200 Baud) $519 00
Chronograph $199 00
Micromodam 100 $30900
Micromodam II $279 00
Micromodam II (with term) $299 00
Smart Com II $99 00
Smart 1 200B $469 OO

NOVATION
J Cat $119 00
Cat. $144 00
D-Cat $159 00
103 Smart Cat $189 00
Apple Cat II $279.00
103/212 Smart Cat $439 00
212 ApplaCat II $609 00
Appla Cat II 2 1 2 Upgrade $309 OO

ANCHOR
Mark I IRS 2321 $79.00
Mark II (Atari) $79 00
Mark III IT.. I. 991 $109 00
Mark IV(CBMPET) $125 00
Mark V (Osborne) $95 00
Mark VI (IBM PCI $179 00
Mark VII (Auto Ans Auto Dial] $1 19.00

Mark VIII $269 OO
TRS 80 Color Computer $99 OO
9 Volt Power Supply $9 00

$1-
WVJ

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP 4*1 CV. . . S209.00
HP7S S74S.OO
HP41C $14600
HP IOC $S2.0O
HP 11C $69 OO
HP12C $92 00
HP 15C $92 00
HP16C $92 OO

For HP41/41CV
HPIL Module $99 OO
HPIL Cassette or Printer $359 OO
Card Reader $144 00
Estended Functions Module $64 OO
Time Module $64 OO

IIE-1 $1369 OO
HE 2 $1649.00
HE-3 $2399 OO
11=4 $3199.00
PCE $1579 00
PC-1 $2399 00
PC 2 $2799 00
PC XL $3599 00
1620 $3599 00
1630 $5499 OO
1640.. $6499 00
Cyma Software CALL

MONITORS
AMDEK

300G ... $149.00
300A $159 00
310A $169 00
Colorl $279 00

Color I plus $299 00
Color II $399 00
Color Ml $349 OO
Color IV $999 OO

UBI
Pi t. 9" G $99 OO
Pi 2. 12 C $119 00
Pi 3. 12 A $159 00
Pi 4. 9' A $139 00
1400 Color $299 00

ZENITH
iVM 121 $95 OO
ZT1 Terminal $369 OOMO
12 Green $85 00
9191 13 Color $299 00

TAXAN
12 N Green $129 00
12 A Amber $139 OO

PANASONIC
TR 120 Hires Green $159 00
CT 160 Dual Mode Color $299 00

NEC
JB 1260 $119 OO
JB 1201 $149.00
JC 1212 $299 OO
JC 12-202 $299 00
JC 1203 $469.00

GORILLA
12 Green $89.O0

TI-*»0
COMPACT
COMPUTER

TIMEX
SINCLAIR 391000
16K Memory $44 95
2040 Printer $99.95
Vu Calc $17 95
Check Book Manager $13.95
Organiier $14 95
Budgater $13 95
Stock Option $14.95
Loan A Mortage Amortuer. . .$12.95
Mindware Printer $99.00

SSANYO

EC 3000 PRINTER... S17BB
PERCOM/TANQOM

DRIVE
5'. 320K Floppy $279 00

10 Meg Hard $1495 00

AMDEK
310A Amber Monitor $169 OO
OXY 1 00 Plotter $599 OO

Color II
$39gOO

AST
Combo Plus CALL
Mega Plus CALL
Mega Pack CALL
I/O Plus CALL

PROFESSIONAL,
SOFTWARE

PC Plus Word Processing . ..S3I9.0O

MICRO PRO
Word Star/Mail Merge $319 00
InloSter $299 00
Spell Star $159 00

CallSter $159 00

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk $139 00

MICROSOFT
Mult. plan $199 00

ASHTON-TATE
DBase II $41900

IUS
EesyWnterll $20g 00
EasySpaller $12gOO
EasyFiler $12900

CONTINENTAL
SOFTWARE

IstClassMail Form Letter $89 OO
The Home Accountant Plus $109 OO

SYNAPSE
File Manager $119 00

LOTUS
123 $369 00

PFS
APPLE IBM

File $89 OO $99 00
Report $89 00 $89 00
Graph $89 00 $99 00
Write n/a $99 00

KRAFT
IBM Joystick $55 00
IBM Paddles $39 OO

QUAD RAM CALL

SANYO
MBC55S $79500
MBC 1000 $1599 00
MBC-teO Drive $539 00
PR5500 Letter OuaktyPnnter $699 00

PRINTERS
EPSON

MX80FT. MX100 CALL

RXBO CALL

FX80. FX100 CALL

OKIOATA
82. 83. 84 CALL
92. 93 CALL

STAR
StiBO $169 00
Gemini 10 $299 00

GeminilS $479.00

Serial Board $75 00

SMITH CORONA
TP-l $469.00

TP2 CALL
Tractor Feed $129 00

C.ITOH
Gorilla $209 00
PrownterSSlOP $379 00
Prownter 1S50P $689 00
Starwnter F10-40P $1149 00

Printmasler F10-55P $1569 00

Tractor Faad $109 00

DIASYWHITER
2OO0 Letter Ouality $1149.00

25O0 "MEW" CALL
Tractor Feed $109.00

OIABLO
620 $949 00

630 $1769 00

IOS
Call tor ALL Configurations on

IDS PRISM PRINTERS
NEC

8023 $399 00
7710/7730 $2149 00
3510/3530 $1549 00

SHARP

PC-1500A
POCKET

COMPUTER
S1B9.00

PC-1ESOA S89.00
1 25 Printer Micro Cassette $1 29 OO
1 SO Pnnter/Pkjtler/Ceasette $1 72 00
151 4K RAM $55 00
1 52 Cassette Recorder $62 00
155 8K RAM $94 OO
158 8K RAM Battery $129.00
16116KRAM $13900

CABLES & CONNECTIONS
PRINTER CABLES

Atari to Parallel $29 OO
Atari to Serial $29 00
Appla to Parallel $69 00

Appla to Parallel/Graphics. $99.00

Appla lo Serial $89 00

IBM to Parallel $35 00
IBM to Serial $29 00
Parallel to Parallel $29 00
Serial to Serial $29 00
Grapplei Plus $129 00
PKASO $139 00
Atari to Modem Cable $29 OO
CBM 64 to IEEE Board $79 OO
Appla 80 Column Card $159 00
CBM Pet to Parallel $99 OO
CBM Pet to Serial $89.00

READY FORMS
1or2 Address LabetslTrect Feed) $9 95

1
5' Report Paper(Tract Feed) $24.95

B'i BlnkWht PapertTract Feed) $19 95

VISA

computer
PHONE ORDERS ONLY

mail order west
E ORDERS ONLY ^^^800-648-331 1

In NV call (70a)SB8-56S4 Order Status Number: 588-565*4
Dcpt.lOOB P.O. Box 6889. Stateline, IMV B9449

No risk no deposit on COO order. P™ paid ord.rs recei.e free shipping within the UPS Continental Un.t.d State, with no waiting period to. ca<1.l.«d '«*<** °'

rnona o?d.«. Add 3«»,minumum $3 OO, shipping and handling on all COD ord.rs and c.d.t card ord... Large, "''"^"'''^"ZTcm"?.'™*.
residents add sales ta«. All items subject to a.ailab.l.ty and price change note, We stock manufacturer s and third party software for most all computers on the

market. Call today for our new catalog.

xxxxxxxxxv<N?»aV^>x?



computer mail order

ACE 10OO Color Computer
ACE 1 1 00 Drive a Cover lor ACE 1 000
ACE 1 2O0 Computer with Disk Drive

ACE PRO PACK:
ACE 1000. Disk Drive.

80 Column Card. ACECalc a.

ACEWnter II

tVIICRO-SCI
Apple) e» Franklin

|A2 $249 OO
|A40 $349 OO
I A 70 $459 00
|C2 Controller $79.00
|C47 Controller $89 00

RAIMA
Elite I (Apple/Franklin) $279.OO
Elite II (Apple F-rankhnl CALL

|Elite III (Apple'Frankhn) CALL

VI8ICORP
FOR APPLE IBM * FRANKLIN

|Viside> $18900
Ivisifile $18900
Ivisiplot $159.00
I Visiterm $89 OO
Ivisilrend Plot $229 00
IvisiSchedule $229 00
I Desktop Plan $189 00
I Visicalc (Apple CBM IBM) $179 00

| Visicorp prices tor IBM may vary slightly

UK
I Letter Perfect Apple $109 00
| Oata Perfect Apple $75.OO

AXLON
I Apple Franklin 1 28K Ram
I Apple. Franklin Ram Disk

MP»C
lBubd.sk |1 28K Non Volitarel

JOYSTICKS
WICO

I Joystick $21 95
I Famous Red Ball $23.95
I Power Grip $21 .95

I Three-Way Deluxe $22 95
I Alan VIC Trackball $34 95

I
Apple Trackball $59 95

KRAFT
I Atari Single Fire $13 00
Atari Switch Hitter $16 OO

I Apple Joystick $44 00
I Apple Paddles $39 00

$299 00
$729 OO

Sl.4'1 CX>

ftcommodore

CBM
S3032

CBIV164 $229
VIC 20 S99

CALL OIM
klvej 64 Portable

1520 Color Printer/Plotter . . .$169.00
1 525 80 Column Printer $21 9.O0
1526 $319.00
1 530 Datasette $69 OO
1541 Single Oisk Drive $249 00
16001 VIC Modem $59 OO
1650 AD AA Modem $89 00
1701 14 Color Monitor .... $249 OO

Pet 64 $569.00
Pet 4032 $599 00
CBM 8032 $599 00
Super Pet $999 00
B128 80 $769 00
BX256 80 $969 00
2031 $299 00
4040 $699 -OO
SOSO $949 00
8250 $1199 00
9060 $1999.00
9090 $2199 00
4023 $379 OO
64O0 $1399 00
64K Upgrade $269 00
Spell Master $149 00
Z Ram $549 00
Silicon Office $749 00
The Manager $209 00
Soft Rom $129 00
Jinsam CALL

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 2 Plus $ 1 59 OO
Word Pro 3 Plus $189.00
Word Pro 4 Plus $279.00
Word Pro 5 Plus $279 OO
IntoPro $179 OO
Administrator $399 00
Power $79 OO
Word Pro 64 Plus $65.OO

CARDCO
Light Pen $32.OO
Cassette Interface $29 OO
Parallel Printer Interface $69 00
3SlotExpans lnterface(20) . $32 00
6SlotEMpans lnterface(20l $79.OO

ATARI H

A
ATARI

S79.oo ATARI 400
- 5550.00 REBATE FROM ATARI

£23.OO
S1QO.OO 410 PROGRAM RECORDER
$129.00 TOTAL. PACKAGE PRICE
1GK 600 XL $149

CALL FOR PRICING ON THE
ENTIRE XL ATARI LINE!

1010 Program Recorder $74.OO
1020 40 Col Printer/Plotter $249 00
1025 SO Col Printer $449 00
1027 Letter Quality Printer $299 OO
1050 Disk Drive $379.OO
850 Interface $ 1 69 00
1 030 Direct Connect Modem . . . CALL
CX30 Paddles $12.00
CX40 Joystick $8 OO
CX42 Remote Joystick CALL
CX77 Touch Tablet $69 00
CX80 Trak Ball $49.OO
CX85 Keypad $105.00
CX418 Home Manager $69 OO
CX488 Communicator II $229 00
KX/098 Atari Accountant $209 OO
KX7101 Entertainer $69 00
KX7102 Arcade Champ $75 00

PACKAGE
PRICE
AFTER

REBATE

PEFGCM

ALIEN
Atari Voice Bo« $119.00
Apple Voice Bo« $149 00

MEMORY
Anion 32K Ram $59 OO
Ailon 4BK Ram $99 00
A«lon128KRam $299 00
Intec 32K Board $59 OO
Intec 48K Board $85 00
Intec 64K Board 1400 only) $99 OO
Intec Real Time Clock $39.OO

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Flip n File tO $4.00
Flip n File 50 $19 OO
FhpnFile 400800 Cart $19 00

DISK DRIVES FOR ATARI
AT88S1 $369 00
AT88 A1 $299 OO
AT88 S2 $569 00
AT88S1 PD $469.00
AT88 S2 PD $669 OO
AT88 DDA $139 00
AT44S1 $57900
AT44 S2 $96900

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS DRIVE
TX99S1 $349 OO

RANA
lOOO Atari Disk Drive $319 OO

FLOPPY DISKS
MAXELL

MO 1 $32 OO
MD 2 $44 00
FD 1(8 I $40.OO
FO-218 ODI $50 OO

ELEPHANT
5'. SSSO $18 95
5 . SSDO $24 95
5. DS DD $29 95

VEHBATUM
5'. SS DD $26 00
5. DS DD $36 00

HEAD
Disk Head Cleaner $14 95

>>ll\<

C.M.O.TOP SO
APPLE/FRANKLIN

It Chopliftei $2 7 OO
I? Bank Street Writer $55 OO
|3 PFS File $89 OO
14 Visicalc $179 OO
1 5 Home Accountant $55.00
le Za«aon $29O0
7 Most Ama/ing Thing $28.00

la Visitile $189 OO
I9 Fathoms 40 $19.OO
1 10 Deadline $35 OO
111 PFS Report $89 00
1 1 2 Zork III $29 00
113 Frogger $24 OO
1 14 Facemaker $24 00
I 15 Snooper Troops M 1 $32.OO
Il6 Delta Drawing $35 OO
1 1 7. Castle Wolfenstine $24 OO
1)8 Wayout $29.00
1 19. Canyon Climber $19 OO
|20 Bandits $26 OO

CBM B4
I Word Pro 64 $65.00
2. Jumpman $29.OO
3 Gorf (20/64) $14.95
4 Microspec Data Base 64 $69 OO
5. Logo 64 $39.00
6. Microspec Gen Ledger 64 $79.00
7 Zork III $29 OO
8. Frogger (64) $23.OO
9. Quick Brown Fo« (20/64) $49 OO
10 Shamus $29.00
I I Deadline $29.00
12 Assembler 64 $14.95
13. Zork II $29.00
14 3D Man $14 OO
15 Protector $32 OO
16 Starcross $29 OO
17 Easy Mail 64 $14.95
18 Grave Robber S1 1 .00

19. Wall Street $19.00
20 Trash Man $32.OO

ATAR
1 . Donkey Kong $39.00
2. Za»«on $29.00
3 I.T. Phone Home $39.00
4 Miner 2049er $35 OO
5. Dig Dug $33.00
6. Choplifler $29 OO
7. Donkey Kong. Jr $39 OO
8 Canyon Climber $25.OO
9. Snooper Troops «2 $34.00
10. Word Wizard $59.00
11. Picnic Paranoia $34 00
12. Jumpman $29.O0
13 Shamus $34.00
14. Letter Perfect $109.00
15. File Manager BOO $69 OO
16. Preppie $24.00
17. Astro Chase $25.00
18. Blade/Black Hole $27 OO
19. Pec Man $33 OO
20. Baia Buggies $25.00

I

21 Crush Crumble* Chomp $24 OO
22 Wayout $27 OO
23 Zork II $29 OO
24 Visicalc $159 OO
25 Atari Writer $79.00
26 Three Little Pigs $25 OO
27 Upper Reaches of Apshai $16.00
28 Starbowl Football $24 95
29 Drelbs $26.00
30 Protector $34 OO
31. Frogger $25 00
32 Lunar Leeper $24 OO
33 Wnard of Wor $34 OO
34 Kindercomp $21 .OO
35 Moon Shuttle $22 00
36 Home Accountant $55.00
37. Temple of Apshai . $29. OO
38 Spell Wizard $39 OO
39 Nautilus $26 OO
40 O Riley a Mine $22 00

computer mail order east:
PHONE ORDERS ONLY

In PA call (71 7J327-9575 Order Status Number: 327-9576
Oept.lOOB 477 E. 3rd St., Williamsport, PA 17701

international OROERI; AM shipment* outside theContmental United States must be pre-paid by certified checlt only. Include 3% (minumum $3.00)shippin

and handling, educational oibcountb: Additional discounts are available from both Computer Mail Order locations to qualified Educational Institution

apo & f=PO: Add minumum $5.00 shipping and handling. CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A Turtlegraphics Interpreter in Atari Basic

HTURTLE Revisited

John and Mary Harrison

Ever since reading "HTURTLE: A
Turtlegraphics Interpreter in Applesoft"
by Al Evans in the July 1982 issue of
Creative Computing, I have been fas-

cinated by the idea of using Turtle-

graphics in Atari Basic. The major
drawback has been the limited number
of colors available in the high-resolution

modes. Graphics modes 7 and 8 offer

respectable resolution (160 X 160 and
320 X 160, respectively) but only four
colors in mode 7 and one in mode 8. En-
ter the GTIA chip and enhanced graph-
ics modes 9, 10, and 11.

These three additional modes give the
capability of up to 16 colors on the
screen and a resolution of 80 X 192.

However these modes are "map" modes
and as such offer no provision for a text

window. Through the use of a display

list interrupt (DLI) a four-line text win-
dow has been provided in graphics mode
11. Thus, a suitable environment exists

for implementing a Turtlegraphics inter-

preter in Atari Basic.

Using this expanded capability, I have
converted the original Applesoft code to

Atari Basic and added three features to

the interpreter. The edit command de-

letes the last entered command and
erases it from the screen. The program
command allows a series of commands
to be strung together and then executed
by the go command. A help function
was added to list the commands avail-

able. Each of these is more fully de-

scribed below.

Listing 1 is HTURTLE for the Atari.

It functions similarly to the HTURTLE
described in the Al Evans article. The

John and Mary Harrison. 1223 Patrick Ln.. Newport
News. VA 23602.

maximum X value is 79 and the maxi-
mum Y value is 53. The origin (0,0) is

located at the bottom left corner of the

screen. The Y value of 53 is corrected to

allow for similar distances to be covered
by a one-unit move in the X or Y direc-

tion. The Y value is multiplied by 3 in

the program to make this correction and
show the full 160-line resolution.

The turtle understands the following

commands:
clear: Clears the screen and text

window and resets the turtle to the cen-
ter of the screen (40,26) heading north
(0).

color AVAR: Sets one of the eight

available colors as the pencolor. Possible
values for AVAR are black, orange, pink,

purple, blue, turquoise, green, and
yellow.

turn angle: Tells the turtle to turn

angle degrees. Positive values are
clockwise, negative values are
counterclockwise.

turnto angle: Tells the turtle to

turn to the direction angle.
move distance: The turtle moves

distance in the direction he is facing. If

color is not black, a line is drawn.

moveto x.Y: The turtle moves to the

specified coordinates. If color is not

black, a line is drawn.
turtlex: Reports the turtle's current

X coordinate.

TURTLEY: Reports the turtle's current

Y coordinate.

TURTLEANG: Reports the direction

the turtle is facing.

program: Stores a sequence of com-
mands. The prompt changes from ? to •?

when in the program mode. All other

commands may be issued after the pro-
gram command.

GO: Executes the stored sequence of
commands. Once the program mode is

exited, the program is no longer stored,

so go has no effect.

quit: Leaves the interpreter or the

program mode, if active.

HELP: Lists the commands for easy

reference.

edit: Deletes the last command and
erases it from the screen. May not be is-

sued twice in succession.

How The Program Works
HTURTLE has three main parts: the

initialization routines, the command

254 October 1983 c Creative Computing



Lee McFadden m
learning to use your

computer and its programs

an easy, rewarding

experience.

Mastering a new system or even a new
program is not easy. It takes a bt of study, a

lot of trial and error, a lot of back-and-forth

between dense manuals and your computer

Wouldn't it all be so much easier if you had

a knowledgeable friend sitting by your side?

Lee McFadden is that friend. He's been

producing widely acclaimed teaching tapes

for over ten years. He knows what informa

tion you need, and exactly when you need

it. Team his skill with the know-how of

technical experts, and you get a faster,

easier way to master your computer and all

its power.

Patented Audio Cassettes

Lee guides you patiently, step-by-step, while

you're sitting at your keyboard. No con-

nection between the computer and your

cassette player is necessary. You learn by

doing, instead of by reading. And even the

tapes are special—a patented HipTrack

system lets you go at your own pace.

covering as much or as little detail as

you want.

Ideal for Training

Use the courses over and over again. Share

them with friends, family, students and staff

Make "computer literacy" a reality in your

local schools. Bring a new employee "up to

speed" in just hours, instead of weeks, the
fully indexed Guide included with each

course is. by itself, an invaluable, on-going

reference.

to* * ^W^ ^iin
— IPLRAIE
"HE IBM
ERSCHU1

WEB7EL imputi:

Moneyback Guarantee
You may order any of the FlipTrack courses

from us on a 15-day "right of return" basis.

Try a lesson or two yourself. Share them
with others. If you're not delighted at how
quickly and easily you begin to learn, simply

return the program in its original condition

for a full refund. No questions asked.

How to Order
Drop by your local dealer for a demon
stranon. Or Visa and MasterCard holders

may add $2.50 shipping and handling to the

prices, and order toll-free:

1-800-227-1617. Ext 439
(In California, call 1-800-772-3545. Ext. 439.)

Choose from these rewarding courses:

How to Operate the Apple II " (specifyv or -pw)
3 audio cassettes & Operator s Guide $49.95

How to Operate the Apple///"
4 audio cassettes. 1 diskette & Operator's Guide. . $95.00

How to Operate the IBM PC "

3 audio cassettes & Operator's Guide $49.95

How to Operate Your Computer Under CP/M "

3 audio cassettes & Operator's Guide $49.95

HowtoUseVisiCalc"
4 audio cassettes & Lesson Summary $65.00

How to Use WordStar"
3 audio cassettes & User's Guide . $49.95

Learn by
listening to 1
a friend.

FlipTrack
Learning Systems

A Division of Mosaic Media.

526 N. Main St.. Dept CT
Post Office Box 7]

Glen EDyn. IL 60137
312-790-

fl»tmh » a timmnri it—mart pMmtn otMawa
W. n a ttfumd trdnwi ofW Cfl

rNk'-tlBML";. ir*»«>~**i«4n«arNiri0i|ialRi
V'MCaft- « a upwmd rradmarl. a* VnAoq, MmAur h a i-fpawtrd tt«*wh <4 MmtSakHiM
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HTURTLE, continued.

Table I. Variables Used.

CH$(30)
COLRS(IOO)
CLLR(8)
PAR$(10)
NUM1$(5)
NUM2$(5)
COM$(10)
PROGRAM$(1025)
CMD$(150)
EDPARS(IO)
EDNUM1$(5)
EDNUM2$(5)
EDIT
TCH
CASE
EDCASE
PROG
NC
XEQ
TX
OLDTX
TY
OLDTY
TA
OLDTA
SCOL
OLDSCOL
TWOPI
EDIS
ELDX
ELDY
EDX
EDY
ETX
ETY
DIST
DX
DY
MARKGO

Entered command
String of available colors

Number corresponding to color word in COLR$
Argument of entered command
First value of a two-number parameter

Second value of a two-number parameter

Placeholder for data as CMD$ and COLRS are built

String containing "program"
String of available commands
Parameter of command to be erased

First argument of command to be erased

Second argument of command to be erased

Flag for edit command
Length of entered command
Number of entered command
Number of command for editing

Flag for program command
Number of available commands
Flag for go command
Turtle's X position

Previous X position

Turtle's Y position

Previous Y position

Turtle's angle

Previous turtle angle

Number of color to be displayed

Color number to be edited

Value of 2 in degrees, i.e. 360

Distance to be erased

Initial X position to be erased

Initial Y position to be erased

Final X to be erased

Final Y to be erased

Actual X distance to be erased

Actual Y distance to be erased

Distance turtle will move
Distance turtle will move in X direction

Distance turtle will move in Y direction

Beginning of command being parsed from PROGRAMS

parser, and the subroutines for each of

the commands. Table 1 is a list of all

variables used in the program.

The initialization routines (lines 60-

100, 10000-11080) set the trigonometric

functions to accept degrees rather than

radians, dimensions all arrays and string

variables, stores the allowable com-
mands in CMDS, stores the available

colors in COLRS, and sets up the graph-

ics display (lines 10120-10160). This

setup is the only interesting portion of

the initialization routine.

The screen is initialized by a graphics

8 call. This provides 320 X 160 resolu-

tion plus a four-line text window at the

bottom of the screen. Placing 11 in

memory address 87 and 192 in memory
address 623 causes Basic to recognize

this mode as graphics 11, one of the

GTIA modes. Locations 560 and 561

hold the address of the display list. In

the 167th entry of the display list, the

display list interrupt is set by placing a
143 in this location.

The 167th location defines the last

256

line of the display above the text win-

dow. Examining the display list reveals

that each of the first three entries is 1 12.

This leaves 24 blank lines at the top of

the screen. Next comes a load memory
scan (LMS) instruction (79), followed by

a 2 byte address. This identifies the start

of screen memory and the mode of the

first line.

Since our display consists of 160

graphics lines, 160 entries (including the

LMS) are required to define the display.

However, whenever the display crosses a

4K boundary, a new LMS and address

must be issued. Since graphics 8 requires

7900 bytes of screen memory, one 4K
boundary will be crossed.

Consolidating this information reveals

3 bytes for blank lines and plus 160 bytes

for the display plus 2 bytes for the initial

screen address plus 2 bytes for the 4K
boundary crossing screen address for a

total of 167 bytes to reach the final

screen line. Thus, the start of the display

list plus 166 is the 167th entry. This is

where the DLI is called. (For more

information on display list composition,

see the excellent article by David and

Sandy Small, "Atari Graphics Un-
veiled," July 1981, Creative Computing.)

Next a short machine language rou-

tine is read in and stored starting at

memory location 1536. This is the DLI
routine. When called, it causes the bot-

tom of the display to become a text win-

dow just as in graphics 8 while the upper

portion remains in graphics 1 1 . Loca-

tions 512 and 513 hold the two-byte ad-

dress of the DLI routine (600 Hex =
1536 decimal). Finally the interrupt is

enabled by placing 192 into location

54286.

New Commands
The command parser (lines 100-380)

accepts the command from the user. If

the program mode is active, the com-
mand is added to PROGRAMS (except

QUIT, GO, and HELP). The command is

then parsed into the command and

parameter strings. If the command is

found in the list of allowed commands,
the appropriate subroutine is called by

line 360. If the command is not allowed,

an error message is printed, the com-
mand is deleted from PROGRAMS if

added earlier, and control returns to line

120 for the next command.
The command subroutines (lines

3000-7040) perform the tasks requested

by the user. These routines check PARS
for the appropriate parameters, check

screen boundaries, and move or turn the

turtle as required. Only the GO com-
mand routine (lines 6500-6610) requires

additional explanation.

In this command the user wishes to

execute a stored program. The variable

XEQ is set to one, then PROGRAMS is

parsed, looking for the * that separates

the various commands in the list. (Atari

Basic does not support string arrays.) As
each command is found, it is assigned to

CHS and control is returned to the com-
mand parser at line 200. Once the com-
mand is executed, control is returned to

line 6600 from line 370 as long as

XEQ=1.
Once the entire PROGRAMS has

been parsed, XEQ is set to zero, and the

subroutine returns to the command
parser in the program mode. Thus an
existing program may be executed and
extended numerous times. PROGRAMS
is dimensioned as 1025, so approxi-

mately 100 commands may be stored.

Once the program mode is exited

through the quit command, PRO-
GRAMS is set to the null string and the

previous program is deleted.

So there you have it, HTURTLE for

the Atari. Now you Atari owners can

begin to explore the world of

Turtlegraphics.
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NEW
Let Colonel Byte
take your child

on a trip through
Cybernia

They'll learn all about computers along the way!
Growing up in the computer world
will be easier if your child under
stands computers. And there's no
better place to start than with the

computer that's in your home—
and with the help of this delightful

book.
Computer Parade traces the

adventures of Katie and her
brother after they fall into the fam

ily computer It reads like a story
book. Yet it actually teaches the
basics of computer operation
Any youngster age 4 10 will

delight in Computer Parade. It's

easy to read and richly illustrated

in full color

Help your child grow up com
puter literate by ordering your
copies now

MAIL TODAY TO CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
I Dept HA3Q 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morns Plains. NJ 07950

I

Pleas* send me copies of Computer Parade for $995 each, plus $2.00 shipping

& handling per book. Total Amount $

ID Payment Enclosed (CA. NJ and NY State residents please add applicable sales tax I

D Charge my: D American Express D MasterCard D Visa

Card • Fxp

SiyiMlur.'

NAME_

ADDRESS-
(please print)

_STATE_ -ZIP-CITY
'Outside US. add $3 for shipping and handling

D Check here to receive a FREE catalog of computing books, magazines and guides.

Also available in your local bookstore or computer store

For Faster Service.
PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112

(In NJ only 201 540 0445)

Cappi
X>. The AtThe Apple Users Group

Software Library Bonanza
At truly affordable prices!

For the first time enioy your
Apple to its fullest capacity,

using specially packed disks
with over 60 outstanding
programs each.
[not available from any other source)

Each packed disk includes an extensive variety of

interesting, useful and entertaining programs
indispensable to all computensts! Each mixed category
packed disk includes:

BUSINESS • EDUCATIONAL • DATA BASE • GAMES
UTILITIES • SCIENCE • MUSIC • GRAPHICS • FINANCE
Library Disks I, II and III are mixed categories. Dedicated
disks are:
• GAMES • UTILITIES • GRAPHICS • INTEGER •

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY. Each packed disk is

available for only S59.95 each.

WHY PAY MORE?
Order direct from this ad and Save up to S150. FJuy

Library Disks I, II and III and get a special bonus disk

FREE - over 260 programs for $179.95 + $3.
shtpomg For the best value, receive all 9 disks featuring

over 600 of our best programs for only 65 c each -

for a package price of only $389 Postage Pad!

NEW Business • Professional • Executive Package (enabling

you to brag your business to its highest level of efficiency) also

available, circle Readers Service Card for our complete catalog

For Orders Only Call now
TOLL FREE: 1 800-327 8664
Florida: 1-305-987 8665 i

Compatible with II. 11+ . lie. Ill Errxi . and Franktn Ace (For 3 3 DOS)

CIRCLE 1 1 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

rSCRGPRESENTS

For Your Apple 1 [, Apple 1 [+, Apple //e, Apple /// & Franklin

switch-a-slot ^ x Extend-A-SlotV

The switch-a-slot connects to any peripheral slot of

the computer through an 18" cable. The user can
plug up to four cards in the switch-a-slot The
desired card is chosen by using a switch on the front.

and only the selected card draws power. This
product is suitable for most peripheral cards. The
switch-a-slot is perfect for selecting between
different printer cards.

• Holds 4 peripheral cards

• Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors

• All connectors are gold plated for reliability

• Only selected card draws power
• Works with most cards

$179.50

The EXTEND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside your
APPLE™, allowing an easy change of cards. The I8"flex

cable is long enough to allow placement of the card in a
convenient location. The high quality connectors are gold

plated for reliability. eij 05

These products work well with all slow to medium
speed cards, such as Modems, Printers, Clock,
Music, etc. They are not recommended for high
speed data transfer devices such as alternate
processor and disk drive controller cards.

These Fins products mime wilh a fi month warranty
Available al your local dealer or direct from:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231 - C Add $2.50 for shipping.

Goleta, CA 93118
(805) 685-1931
VISA. MASTERCARD accepted

$5.00 outside U.S.A. ft

Canada. CA add tax.

Apple it trademark of Apple
Computers. Franklin is a trademark
of Franklin Computers.
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Atlantic »

€2omputer
Accessories

CALL OR WRITE FOR
FREE CATALOG

HH
At TERMINAI 518 00
A2 TERMINAL 5«S00

MKK
AMDFK I 13 COLOR MONITOR 310 00
AMDEK II 13 HI RES RGB COIOR MON 469 00
AMDFK III COLOR MONITOR 425 00

AIICHOR AUTO AARS 232 OIR CON MOOfM 85 00

AXIOM PRINTER 199 00

DCMTEt
HMICRO/T P MICRO MOOEMII W TER PRO 30900
HSMART SMART MODEM 21500
HCRON CHRONOGRAPH 19900
HMICRO MICRO MODEMII 275 00

51900H1?00 SMART MOOFM 1200

EPSON
MX 80 DOT MATRIX PRINTER CALL
FX 80 HI SPEED PRINTER CALL
IIM

SS OD DISKS ilOi 25 00
51/4 DSDD DISKS 1 101 30 50

MAXELL
MDI5 2S SS SO (BOX Of IOi 32 00
M10D5 25 SS/DDlBOXOf IOi 4100
MD2 5 2S DD/SDiBOXOF IOi 45 00
MM

1 C MAGIC ROM FOR IBM 6900
VIPCARO FOR APPLE 12000
MONTE CARLO CARO GT 359 00
MONTE CARLO CARD OUATRO 329 00

69 00APPLE TIME CARD
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
DMP-40 A/B SIZE PLOTTER CALL
OMP 41 C/D SIZE PLOTTER CALL

MICROSOFT
SOFTCARD" Z80 CARD CALL
MULTIAPPMULTI PLAN APPLE CALL
MULTIAPPCPM MULTl PLAN APPI E CPM CALL
MICROTEK
64K RAM CD 64K MEMORV CARDS 199 00
128K RAM CD 1?8K MEMORV CARDS 29500
80C0L CD 80 COLUMN CARD 169 00
DUMPLING 16K PARA INTRF W 16K BUF 163 00
DISK t?8K W'DISK EMUIAT FRMWR 329 00

WCKOWArU OIST

GRAFIT APPLE GRAPHING PROGRAM
PERFORMR PRNTR ENHNC U6E W/PAR CO Z%
NOVATION
APPLE CAT II 289 00
J CAT OIR CON 300 BAUD MODEM 119 95

OKHMTA
M83A MICROLINE 83A PRINTER CALL
MICR080 MICROLINE 80 PRINTER CALL
M8?A MICROLINE 8?A PRINTER CALL
?350P HIGH SPEED PARAll El PRNTR CALL
9? 160CPS PRINTER CALL
93 WIDE CARRIAGE 160CPS PRINTER CALL
PANASONIC
CT 160 COLOR MONITOR 29900
TR 120 MIP HI RES GREEN PHOSPHOR 159 00

OUANTEX 7030MULTIMODE PRINTER 1634 00

SILVER REED EXP 550 74900
TAIAN
VISION 1 RGB MON 31700
VISION III HI RES RGB MON 529 00

TALLY MT 160 CALL

TELEVIOEO
910 TERMINAI 620 00
9?5 TERMINAI 778 00
970 TERMINAI 1145 00
TS PRODUCTS
JOV STICKS 47 00
PAOOLES 32 00

TTMAC PARALL El INTERFACE & CABLE 99 00
USI INTERNATIONAL
PI? 17 GREEN PHOSPHOR MONITOR 159 00
PI3 1?" AMBER PHOSPHOR MONITOR 17500
VIKI
VIDEXI 80 COLUMN CARO CALL
VIDEX5 ENHANCERII CALL
WAISM M11A411X 525 SS/SO OSK 110) 20 99

CALL lor MONTHLY SPECIALS and

CURRENT LOWER PRICES.
Prices subject to change Fia residents Add 5% Tai

FREE SHIPPING - Payment w/order

Se Hablas Espanol Over $100 00
COMPUSERVE ION 7S735.2S2

1-800-327-8020
1-305-972-5399
6951 N.W. 15th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309

HTURTLE, continued.
Listing I.

:QOTO 120
-TCH-1):60T0 120

10 REM *****************************
11 REM * HTURTLE REVISITED *

12 REM * BY *

13 REM * JOHN AND MARY *

14 REM * HARRISON *

15 REM *****************************
16 REM
20 REM THIS SETS UP THE STRING VARIABLES
21 REM AND CHANGES FROM RADIAN MEASURE
22 REM TO DEGREE MEASURE BEFORE INITIALIZATION
23 REM
oil DEG
70 DIM CH»<30>,C0LR*(100),CLLR(B>,PAR*(10>.NUM1*(5>,NUM2*(5>,C0M*(10>
BO DIM PROGRAM* (1 025), CMD* ( ISO), EDPAR* ( 10) , EDNUM1* (5), EDNUM2*(5>
90 GOSUB 100O0
99 REM
100 REM MAIN LOOP: PARSE COMMAND
101 REM THE MAIN LOOP ACCEPTS AND PARSES
102 REM EACH ENTRY TO SEPARATE THE
103 REM COMMAND FROM ITS PARAMETERS
H>4 REM
1 in EDIT-O
l.'i.i CH«=""!lF PROG-1 THEN 7 "«"!

130 INPUT CH»l IF CH*< "EDIT" THEN TCH=LEN <CH* > : GOTO 180
140 IF EDIT-1 THEN ? "You may not EDIT two commands in a row.":GOTO 120

150 EDIT-1:CASE=EDCASE: IF PROG-0 THEN 360
160 IF LEN(PR0GRAM»)-TCH<-1 THEN PROGRAM*-" " I GOTO 360
170 PROGRAM«=PROGRAM* ( 1 . LEN (PROGRAM*) -TCH-1) l GOTO 360
180 EDIT=0:IF PROG-1 AND CH*="QUIT" THEN 20O
190 IF PROG-1 AND CH*< "GO" AND CH* . >"HELP" THEN PROGRAM* (LEN<PROGRAM*) +1

)

=CH* J PROGRAM* (LEN (PROGRAM*) +1 > =" * "

200 FOP 1=1 TO LEN(CH*>
210 IF CH»(I,I>«" " THEN PAR*=CH* ( I +1 ) I CH*-CH* ( 1 , I -1 ) : GOTO 230
220 NEXT I

230 FOR 1-0 TO NC-1
240 IF CH*OCMD*(I*10+1,I*10+LEN(CH*>) THEN 270
250 CASE-I+1:EDCASE-CASE
26" GOTO 310
270 NEXT I

280 ? "I do not understand. Try again."
290 IF PROG=l AND LEN (PROGRAM*X =TCH*1 THEN PROGRAM*-""

IF PROG=l THEN PROGRAM*-PROGRAM* ( 1 . LEN (PROGRAM*) -

310 IF LEN (PAR*) -O THEN 360
320 FOR 1-1 TO LEN(PAR«)
330 IF PAR* (1,1)=" " THEN PAR*=PAR* ( 1*1 > s GOTO 350
340 NEXT I

350 EDPAR*=PAR*
3*0 ON CASE GOSUB lOOO, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500. 4O0O, 450O, 5000, 55O0, 6000.

6500.7000
370 IF XEQ-1 THEN RETURN
380 GOTO 120
999 REM
1000 REM ** CLEAR **
1001 REM THIS ROUTINE ERASES THE SCREEN
1002 REM AND REPOSITIONS THE TURTLE TO
1003 REM THE CENTER OF THE SCREEN FACING
1004 REM NORTH
1005 REM
1010 IF EDIT=1 THEN RETURN
1020 POKE 54286,0 s GRAPHICS 8:P0KE 87,11:P0KE 623,192
1030 POKE PEEK(560)+256*PEEK(561)+166, 143
1040 POKE 512,OlP0KE 54286,192
1050 SETCOLOR 4, 0,8: COLOR O
1060 TX-4O:TY=80:TA=O
1070 RETURN
1499 REM
1500 REM ** COLOR **
1501 REM THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE DESIRED
1502 REM COLOR AGAINST THOSE AVAILABLE
1503 REM
1510 IF EDIT=1 THEN SCOL=OLDSCOL: COLOR SCOL:RETURN
1520 OLDSCOL=SCOL
1530 IF LEN(PAR*>:10 THEN 1580
154<i FOR I»0 TO 7
1550 IF PAR* C0LR*(I*lO-H. I*10+LEN(PAR»> > THEN 1570
1560 SC0L=2*CLLR ( I ) l COLOR SCOL: RETURN
1570 NEXT I

1580 ? "My color* art): BLACK , ORANGE , P I NK ": ? "PURPLE, BLUE, TUROUOISE. GREEN,
YELLOW"

1590 IF PROG=l AND TCH+1 < -LEN (PROGRAM*) THEN PROGRAM*-""
: RETURN

1AOO IF PROG-1 THEN PROGRAM*-PROGRAM* ( 1 . LEN (PROGRAM*) -TCH-t

>

161H RETURN
1999 REM
2000 REM ** TURN *»
2001 REM THIS ROUTINE TURNS THE TURTLE

. REM CLOCKWISE (POSITIVE VALUES) OR
REM COUNTERCLOCKWISE (NEGATIVE VALUES)
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2004 REM THROUGH THE STATED NUMBER OF DEGREES
2005 REM
2010 IF EDIT=1 THEN TA=OLDTAi RETURN
2020 OLDTA=TA
2O30 TA-TA+VAL(PAR*>
2040 IF TA<0 THEN TA-TA+TWOPI iGOTO 2040
2050 IF TA>-TWOPI THEN TA-TA-TWOPI i GOTO 2050
2060 RETURN
2499 REM
2500 REM «* TURNTO **
2501 REM THIS ROUTINE TURNS THE TURTLE
2502 REM TO A SPECIFIED ANGLE
2503 REM
2510 IF EDIT=1 THEN TA-OLDTAl RETURN
2520 OLDTA'TA
2530 TA-VAL<PAR»>
2540 IF TA<0 THEN TA-TA+TWOPI I GOTO 2540
2550 IF TA>=TWOPI THEN TA-TA-TWOPI : GOTO 2550
2560 RETURN
2999 REM
3000 REM »* MOVE **
3001 REM AFTER CALCULATING THE HORIZONTAL
3002 REM AND VERTICAL DISTANCE TO BE MOVED
3003 REM THIS ROUTINE CHECKS TO SEE THAT
3004 REM THE TURTLE REMAINS ON THE SCREEN
3005 REM BEFORE A LINE IS DRAWN
3006 REM
TOIO IF EDIT=0 THEN 3090
3020 EDIS-VAL(EDPAR*> i ELDX-TXi ELDY-TY
3030 EDX=EDIS*SIN(180-TA) t EDY-3* (EDIS*COS < 180-TA)

>

3040 ETX=ELDX+EDX«ETY-ELDY+EDY
305O COLOR
3O60 PLOT ELDX, 159-ELDYi DRAWTO ETX.159-ETY
3070 COLOR SCOLlTX=OLDX:TY=OLDY
3080 RETURN
3O90 DIST=VAL(PAR») i OLDX-TX i OLDY=TY
3100 DX=DIST»SIN(TA> iDY=3* (DISTtCOS <TA)

)

3110 TX=OLDX+DX:TY=OLDY+DY
3120 IF TX<SO AND TX -1 AND TY<160 AND TY>-1 THEN 3160
3130 TX»OLDXtTY=OLDY|-> "Off the screen"
3140 IF PROG-1 THEN PROGRAM*=PR0GRAM* ( 1 . LEN (PROGRAM*) -TCH-
3150 RETURN
3160 PLOT OLDX, 159-OLDY: DRAWTO TX.159-TY
3170 RETURN
3499 REM
3500 REM ** MOVE TO **
3501 REM THIS ROUTINE MOVES THE TURTLE
3502 REM TO A SPECIFIED X,Y COORDINATE
3503 REM
3510 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(PAR*):IF PAR* ( I , I ) <>", - THEN NEXT I

3520 NUM 1 *=PAR* (1,1-1): NUM2*-PAR* < I 1

)

3530 IF EDIT=0 THEN 3590
3540 ETX-VAL(NUM1*):ETY-3*(VAL(NUM2*>

)

3550 COLOR
3560 PLOT ETX, 159-ETY i DRAWTO OLDX , 159-OLDY
3570 COLOR SC0L«TX»0LDXjTY-0LDY
3580 RETURN
3590 OLDX-TX lOLDY-TY
3600 IF NUM1*-"" OR NUM2*-"" THEN 7 "I need 2 numbers."

I RETURN
3610 TX"VAL(NUM1»> lTY-3* (VAL(NUM2*>

)

3620 IF TX<BO AND TX>-1 AND TY<160 AND TY>-1 THEN 3660
3630 TX-OLDXiTY-OLDYi? "O-ff the screen"
3640 IF PROG-1 THEN PROGRAMS-PROGRAM* ( 1 , LEN (PROGRAMS)

-

TCH- 1

>

3650 RETURN
3660 PLOT OLDX, 159-OLDYi DRAWTO TX.159-TY
3670 RETURN
3999 REM
4000 REM ** TURTLE X **
4001 REM THIS ROUTINE DISPLAYS THE TURTLE'S
4002 REM HORIZONTAL (X) POSITION
4003 REM
4010 IF EDIT-1 THEN RETURN
4020 TX-INT(TX+O.S>
4030 ? "TURTLE X - "|TX
4040 IF PROG-1 THEN PROGRAMS-PROGRAM* ( 1 , LEN (PROGRAM*) -8)
40SO RETURN
4499 REM
4500 REM ** TURTLEY **
4501 REM THIS ROUTINE DISPLAYS THE TURTLE'S
4502 REM VERTICAL <Y> POSITION
4503 REM
4510 IF EDIT-1 THEN RETURN
4520 TY=INT(TY*0.3>
4530 ? "TURTLE Y - " | TY
4540 IF PROG-1 THEN PROGRAM*»PROGRAM* ( 1 , LEN (PROGRAM*) -8)
4550 RETURN
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4999
5000
5001
5002
5O03
5010
5020
5030

5040
5499
550O
5501
5502
5503
5504
5510
5520
5530
5999
60O0
6001
6002
6003
60 lO
6020
6030
604O
6499
6500
6501
6502
6503
6510
6520
6530
6540
6550
6560
6570
6580
6590

REM
REM ** TURTLEANG »*
REM THIS ROUTINE DISPLAYS THE TURTLE'S
REM HEADING
REM
IF EDIT-1 THEN RETURN
? "TURTLE ANGLE- " ; INT (TA*0. 5)
IF PROG-1 THEN PROGRAM*-PROGRAM* ( 1 . LEN
(PROGRAM*)- 1")
RETURN
REM
REM *« QUIT *«
REM THIS ROUTINE IS USED TO EXIT
REM THE PROGRAM MODE AND THE EXIT
REM THE ENTIRE INTERPRETER
REM
IF EDIT-1 THEN RETURN
PROG-PROG- 1 i IF PROG-0 THEN RETURN
7 "See you later. "i END
REM
REM *« PROGRAM **
REM THIS ROUTINE SETS THE FLAG FOR
REM PROGRAM MODE
REM
IF EDIT-1 THEN PROG-Ol RETURN
PROGRAM*-""
PROG-

1

RETURN
REM
REM ** GO *»
REM THIS ROUTINE "RUNS" THE LIST OF
REM COMMANDS IN THE PROGRAM STRING
REM
IF EDIT-1 THEN RETURN
IF PROG-0 THEN ? "No program saved
GOSUB IOOOiDF-0
XEQ-liMARKGO-1
CH*- " " t PAR* -- " " : NUM 1 *= " " : NUM2*- " "

FOR J-l TO LEN (PROGRAM*)
IF PROGRAM* (.], J)<.>••«• THEN 6610
CH*=PROGRAM* (MARKGO, J- 1

)

MARKGO-J-M

I RETURN

0©ISOBAR
Can your customers

afford to go only half way
to protect their

computer systems?

Tripp-Lite Isobars offer your customers more
features for less money than other brands!

Specifically Tripp-Lite Isobars provide individual filter banks to
isolate each load from other loads to filter out RFI and damag-
ing high voltage spikes Other brands do not have three way
spike protection, noise suppression for RFI, and isolated filter

banks. Now you can supply your customers with the most com-
plete multiple outlet filter on the market. Available with two, four,

and eight outlets: six or fifteen foot cords.

Dealerships and Distributorships available!

Call or write for quantity pricing and sample information.

Phone 312-329-1777

TRIPP-LITE Established 1922

500 North Orleans St., Chicago, IL 60610
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LOWEST CP/M PRICES

We hereby i ertify that your purcha.sc

from Discount Software represents

the lowest price sold anywhere. If

you find a lower price on what you
purchased within 30days. tend the

ad and we'll refund the difference.

« 19 SPECIAL BARGAINS
t (Call toll-tree number for hundreds more!)

' ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
< dBase II Call $4??

$149
DIGITAL RESEARCH

6C:< Northstar

-•J TRS-80 Model II (P&T) $159
S CBasic-2 $98

Bjj PL/1-80 $449
4 Z-Sid $90

] <

FOX4GELLER
DUtil $65

MICROPRO
WordStar $279
Mail Merge $179
SpellStar $199

MICROSOFT
Basic-80 $249
Basic Compiler $329
Fortran-80 $349
Cobol-80 $549
Macro-80 $159

SORCIM
SuperCalc I $179

WORD PROCESSING
The Word Plus $145 m
COMMUNICATIONS
Crosstalk
Move-It

$139
$89

s
FREE
WITH PURCHASE
Complete Software
Buyer's (iiiule

( $5.00 value)
CC-783

• iiitsiilt- (. .mm. in.il I'S add SKI plu-> Air

r.ir. .-I I'.,-I Ailil 13.80 pmu^p and KandlinK
|mt i-wh item California residents add nwV
^.ii.vi.n Alknt .'ni'.+Niinc h«fk.s (OH Him
extra I'nees siihje* I I.. - hange with. tut notice
All items Mihjtst Ui availability •Mfr trade
mark Wile Ijthel $:|<K> additional per Item
I I' M is .t n->si«.iensl trademark itf OKilTAI.
KKSKAKCII, IS'

ORDER TOLL-FREE
VIA VISA OR MASTERCARD

1-800-421-4003
or 1 213s337-5M1 Calif 1 800 252-4092

6520 Selma Avenue. Los Angeles. CA 90028

SOFTWARE

HTURTLE, continued.

Listing 1, continued.

6600 GOSUB 200
6610 NEXT J

6620 XEQ-0: RETURN
6999 REM
7000 REM ** HELP »»
7001 REM THIS DISPLAYS A LIST OF THE
7002 REM AVAILABLE COMMANDS
7003 REM
7010 IF EDIT-1 THEN RETURN
7020 ? "My commands aral CLEAR, COLOR, TURN"
7030 ? "TURNT0,MOVE,MOVET0,TURTLEX,TURTLEY"
7040 ? "TURTLEANG, QUIT, GO, PROGRAM"
7050 RETURN
9999 REM
10000 REM ** INITIALIZATION «»
10001 REM THIS SECTION OF CODE READS
10002 REM IN THE LIST OF AVAILABLE
10003 REM COMMANDS, POSITIONS THE TURTLE
10004 REM TO THE CENTER OF THE SCREEN
10005 REM HEADING NORTH AND PROMPTS THE

10006 REM USER WITH A MESSAGE
10007 REM
IOO10 TWOPI=360lPROG-0
10020 READ NC
10O30 FOR 1=0 TO NC-liREAD COM*
10040 CMD*<I*10+1, I«10+LEN(C0M*> ) -COM*
10050 NEXT I

10OA0 CMD*<LEN(CMD*>+1>-"
1O07O C0LR*=""
10080 FOR 1-0 TO 7 1 READ COM*i C0LR* ( I * 10+1 , I * 10+LEN (COM*) > "COM*

10090 CLLR(I)-I
10100 NEXT I

10110 COLR*(LEN(COLR*)+l>-"
10111 REM
10112 REM SET UP THE DISPLAY LIST
10113 REM INTERRUPT ROUTINE TO PROVIDE
10114 REM A TEXT WINDOW IN GRAPHICS 11

10115 REM
10120 POKE 542B6,0i GRAPHICS BlPOKE B7,lllP0KE 623,192
10130 POKE PEEK (560) 256*PEEK (561) +166, 143l POKE 54286,64
10140 FOR K=0 TO I81READ PiPOKE 1536+K, PjNEXT KiPOKE 513,6
10150 POKE 512,0i POKE 54286,192
10160 SETCOLOR 4,0,BtC0L0R O
10170 TX=40lTY=8OiTA-O
10180 ? "YOUR TURTLE IS READY"
10190 RETURN
10999 REM
UOOO REM *» COMMANDS «»
11001 REM DATA STATEMENTS THAT DETAIL
11002 REM THE NUMBER OF AND THE AVAILABLE
11010 DATA 13
11020 DATA CLEAR, COLOR
11030 DATA TURN, TURNTO, MOVE, MOVETO
11040 DATA TURTLEX.TURTLEY, TURTLEANG
11050 DATA QUIT, PROGRAM, GO, HELP
11059 REM
11060 REM ** COLORS **
11061 REM DATA STATEMENTS FOR THE EIGHT
11062 REM AVAILABLE COLORS
1 lii6 J REM
1107(1 DATA BLACK, ORANGE, PINK, PURPLE, BLUE. TURQUOISE. GREEN, YELLOW

11080 DATA 72,173,111,2,41,63,141,10.212,141,27,208,169,0,141,26,208, 104,64

"Oh. well. . . back to the blueprint!"
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TRANSEND PC FOR

ELECTRONIC
MAIL.

TRANSEND

Ihe screens say so much,
you may never need the
manual. Transend PC turns
your IBM PC into an elec-

tronic workstation or an in-

telligent terminal. Four
screens show how easy it

is to use:

1. Transend PC uses
IN and OUT baskets just

like you do To choose one,
hit a key

2. The basket shows
what's inside To choose a
document, hit a key and
voila !

3. It's full size You can
read, edit, file, address or
toss it (Note the WASTE
basket on screen I

)

4. To route or address
a document, pick a name
from the ADDRESS basket
Transend PC does the rest

To mail it over the
phone, move it to the OUT
basket and hit another key
Transend PC dials the ad-
dresses; delivers (through
SOURCE-MAILsu

, OnTyme".
or direct to another PC);

checks for incoming mail;

and signs off You don't
have to set up anything or
learn any parameters.
Transend does everything
automatically.

Transend PC works
with all other software
packages like 1-2-3™.

WordStar*, and VisiCalc*

You can label baskets to
handle all your paperwork
And Transend PC lets your
IBM PC talk to any other
computer

For a closer look at

the screens, ask your
dealer for a demo For a
closer look at electronic
communications, ask for

a free copy of The Who.
What. Why. How and When of

Electronic Communications
from Transend.

Transend Corporation
2190 Paragon Drive
San lose. CA 95131

(408) 946-7400

«vk<- lllgt ol tS» W.r Irf^."*npul7M
'"Hi a tubudwry at th« Rr«lrt\ OnfnX A»tocu<ion

Onftmr u 4 ir«iMrrH litdrnwt of TtmnhM* Iik I .

III! WORl.DJl M klll'M.I I riNGSMALLER.
ir*d*m*i ol Loin* Dnvtopmen! Corporation WordStar » *
frg«.trrrd ti*o>rrnrk ol MicroPro Irv VitiOk n * rrc'*trr*d
Iftdrnwti ol VivCorp
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Printing Logo Graphics

William A. Beasley

One of my duties as well as my plea-

sures is to teach computing to people

ranging from elementary schoolers to

college professors. I have found Logo an
excellent tool, and I continually delight

at the inverse relationship of age to

learning speed. Like most people using

Logo I begin teaching with graphics;

therein lies the tale at hand.
Graphics, especially in color, are

delightful teaching tools. A problem
arises when a student wishes to take the

product from the class to show play-

mates or colleagues. The monitor is not

portable, and somehow the listing of a

procedure does not carry the same fas-

cination as a picture.

It is possible to acquire a printout of a

Logo screen by saving the picture to disk

(using enormous quantities of disk

space), exiting Logo, loading the picture

as a binary file, and dumping the binary
file. This is awkward, so I decided that

something more user-friendly would be
helpful.

The Terrapin Logo documentation
provides a simple procedure for dump-
ing Logo screens directly through the

Orange Micro Grappler printer card.

The procedures shown here constitute

an elaboration on that procedure, and
serve to assume the burden of

remembering specific control codes and
sequences. They are functional but not

terribly elegant, as my grasp of the lan-

guage remains a bit shaky (Logo pro-

grammers above the age of 12 are hard
to find around here, and those of the

shorter persuasion are rarely helpful on
issues of programming style).

There are three procedures, called in

William A. Beasley, Center for Educational Technol-

ogy, Aderhold Hall/UGA. Athens, GA 30602
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Figure I. Boom by Evey Fletcher (Grade 4).

sequence, to hardcopy is the initial

procedure accessed when one wishes a

screen dump, textscreen switches

from the graphics page to the text page
without destroying the graphics. The 14

lines that follow outline the available op-
tions. The print command is used here

as it would be in Basic.

The next line assigns to the variable

the value that is then entered through
the keyboard, request is the inkeyS
counterpart, and first is used to store

the value as a word (the first element of
the list REQUEST) rather than a list.

fullscreen returns to the graphics

display; no more human input is needed.
The last line calls the procedure to
discriminate and sends to it the cur-

rent value of which ("which is the

name of the variable; :WHICH is the
value. It is like the difference in Basic
between print "X" and print X.)
The fact that to discriminate car-

ries in its first line :which indicates that

it is expecting a value to be passed in.

Actually, "which is a local variable

here. Although I kept the same name as

used in to hardcopy, it can be called

just about anything you please as long as

all instances of :which in to discrimi-

nate are replaced by :yournewname.
(I suspect I kept the same name partially

because my old Basic habits intrude.)

The second line is a simple error trap.

The next twelve lines assign values to the

variable "second on the basis of the

value passed in from to hardcopy. The
values assigned are the control com-
mands for the special Grappler func-

tions; word is used here to avoid adding
spaces between the commands. TO
discriminate then passes control to to
printer, sending to the new procedure
the needed control codes in the form of

"SECOND.
There is another local variable in TO

printer. In this case I again retained

the old name from force of habit, but in

fact all instances of second in to
printer may be replaced by consistent

use of :WHATEVERYOUPLEASE.
The next line assigns ctrl-i to the

variable "first, char 9 is the Logo
equivalent of chr$(9). Next the value of
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~^s*
COMMODORE 64

APPLE
Business
Friday

dBase II

Incredible Jack
Word Star

Spell Star

Mail Merge
Multiplan

ScreenWriterll

Word Handler

PFS File

PFS Report

PFS Graph

PFS Writer

DB Master

VisiCalc

VisiFile

VisiDex

Home Accountant

VersaForm
QBase
Apple Type Face

$236.00
560.00

143.20

395.00
199.95

199.95

219.95

103.96

159.95

99.95

99.95
99.95

99.95
183.20

199.00
199 00
199.00

59.96

299.95
149.95

99.00

Games
Pin Ball Construction Set 31.95

Miner 2049er 31.95

Castle Woltenstein 22.95
Frogger 27.95
Wizardry 39.95
Legacy of Llylgamyn 31.95
Whizzy Print 19.95
Snooper Trooper 1 or 2 35.95
Facemaker 27.95
Delta Drawer 39.95
Flight Simulator 27.95
Zork 1,2. or 3 31.95
Witness 39.95
Aztec 31.95
Zaxxon 31.95
LodeRunner 27.95

A.E. 27.95
Choplitter 27.95

Educational
Apple Cider Spider

Sammy Lightloot

Hands on Basic

Compu-Read
Perception

27.95

31.95

62.95

21.95
18.95

ATARI

Disassembler (D)

Home Accountant (D)

Jumpman Jr. (C)

Witness (D)

Chess (D)

Checkers (D)

Odin (D)

Frogger (T or D)

New Jawbreaker (T or D)

Wall War (D)

Crossfire (D)

Mouskattack (D)

Lunar Leeper (D)

Mr. Cool (C)

Ultima II

Dark Crystals (D)

Sub Commander (C)

Jumbo Jet Pilot (C)

Soccer (C)

Kickback (C)

Darts (T)

Pool(T)

Bank Street Writer (D)

Crazy Mazey (D)

Monster Smash (D)

Night Raiders (D)

O'Reilly's Mine (T or D)

Basic Compiler (D)

Rosen's Brigade (T or D)

Moon Shuttle (T or D)

Repton (D)

Bandits (D)

Cyclod (D)

Snake Byte (D)

Blade of Blackpool (D)

Blue Max (D or T)

For Children (Educational)
Humpty Dumpty & Jack

& Jill (T)

Hickory Dickory Dock (T)

Spelling Bee Games (D)

Spelling Bee Games (T)

m Dome Business System(D) $44 95M Home Accountant (D) 56.95w Household Finance (D) 29.95
Household Finance (T) 25.95
Loan Analyzer (D) 16.95
Loan Analyzer (T) 12.95
Car Cost (D) 16.95
Car Cost (T) 12.95
Home Inventory (D) 16.951 Home Inventory (T) 12.95m Temple of Apshai (D) 29.95W Upper Reaches of Apshai(D 1495

\* Curse of Ra (D) 14.95^ Jumpman (D) (Great!!) 29.95
Coco (D) 37.95
Gridrunner (C) 29.95
HES Writer 64 (C) 37.95
Turtle Graphics II (C) 44.95
Retro Ball (C) 29.95
HES Mon (C) 29.95
Weather War II (T) 14.95

Medicine Man (T) 16.95
Tombs (T) 21.95

$39.95 Forced Encounter (T) 18.95

56.95 Forced Encounter (0)

Word Pro 3 Plus (D)

21.95

31.95

39.95 (GREAT) 71.95

55.95 Writer's Assistant (D) 106.25

39.95 Filling Assistant (D) 10625
39.95 Spread Sheet Assistant) D) 106.25

27.95 Personal Finance Assist. 50.95

23.95 Color Craft (T) 22 95
23.95 Color Craft (D) 26.95

23.95 Meteor Madness(T) (NEW!) 18.95

27.95 Meteor Madness(D) (NEW 1

) 21.95

23.95 Fast Eddie (D) 26.25

31.95 Turmoil (D) 26.25

47.95 Squish'M (D) 26.25

31.95 Snake Byte (D) 26.25

39.95 Type Attack (D) 29.95

39.95 Way Out (D) 26.25

39.95 Critical Mass (D) 26.25

39.95 Blade of Blackpool (D) 26.25

23.95 Fort Apocalypse (D/T) 26 25

23.95 Survivor (D/T) 26.25

52.95 Touch Typing Tutor (T) 14.95

21.95 Touch Typing Tutor (D) 18.95

25.95 Robbers of the Lost Tomb
25.95 (T/D) 18.95

27.95 Wall Street (T/D) 18.95

74.95 Money Manager (T/D) 18.95

27.95 Data Manager (T/D)

Total Text 2.6 (T)

18.95

27.95 34.95

29.95 Total Text 2.6 (D) 38.95

27.95 Total Label (T) 18.95

21.95 Total Label (D) 21.95

21.95 Time Manager (T) 29.95

29.95 Time Manager (D) 3395
27.95 Research Assistant (T) 29.95

Research Assistant (D) 33.95

ial) Adventure Pack 1 or II (T) 14.95
Grave Robbers (T) 14.95

23.95 Trek (T) 14.95

23.95 Annihilator (T) 16.95

2995 Practicalc 64 (T) 39.95
2195 | Practical 64 (D) 44.95

TO Order: Send certified checks, money orders, or use your Master

Card or Visa and call 1-800-343-8019. From inside New Hampshire

call 603-542-6175. Personal or company checks require two to three

weeks to clear. All prices are subject to change without notice. Please

include $2.00 per package (1-100 pcs.)for postage and handling.

Canada $5.00 P&H. Other countries include 10% for P&H. For C.O.D.

$3.63 shipping and handling. Hours: Monday thru Saturday 8:00 to

10:00 Eastern Time.

COMMODORE 64 (con't)

Inventory Management(D) $65.95
Sales Analysis

Management (D) 65.95
A/R Management &
Invoicing (D) 65.95

A/P Management &
Check Writing (D) 65.95

Frogger (T or D) 27.95
New Jawbreaker (D) 23.95
New Jawbreaker (C) 27.95
Witness (D) 39.95
Benji's Space Rescue (D) 35.95
Sword of Fargoal (T or D) 23.95
Moon Dust (C) 29.95
Trashman (C) 29.95
Mr. Cool (C) 31.95
Repton (D) 31 .95

For Children (Educational)
Kinder Comp (D) 25.95
Facemaker (D) 29.95
Hey Diddle Diddle (D) 25.95
Facemaker (C) 27.95
Fraction Fever (C) 27.95
Delta Music (C) 31.95

Hardware
Cardboard/6

Cardram/16
Cardprint/a

Cardboard/3

Cardette/1

Cardriter/1

HES Modem
T.G Joy Sticks

Books
Elementary 64

ECT.
Disk Banks (Holds 10

diskettes)

VIC-20
River Rescue (C)

Mutant Herd (C)

Fourth Encounter (C)

Submarine Commander(C)
Choplitter (C)

Trashman (C)

Home/Office (T)

HES Writer

VIC Forth (C)

Exterminator (T)

Touch Typing Tutor (T)

Annihilator (f)

Trek (T)

Flash N Math
Flash N Spell

Serpentine (C)

Shark Trap

Martian Raider (T)

Rat Hotel (C)

89.95

67.95

67.95

33.95

33.95
33.95

63.95
23.95

11.25

595ea

33.95

33.95

33.95

33.95
29.95

29.95
21.95

29 95
44.95

18.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

11.95

11.95

29.95

14.95

14.95

31.95

T^Tape. C = Cartridge. D=Disk.

UNIVERSAL
SOFTWARE
The Best Software for Less
P. O Box 955
Claremont. NH 03743

CALL NOW • 1-800-343-8019 • TOLL FREE
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Experience

the power of knowledge

at the touch of a button.

IHI II I (. I KO\U

Soothsayer is based on the

amazing l-Ching or Book of

Changes developed in an-

cient China as a divination

medium.

Only $29.95
Order now for your first

glimpse into the future.

- Disk Pte«$e .«-iti

postage and handling Georgia reside

or money order to

1900 tmer> St Suite

Atlanta
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TEE-SHIRTS
FOR THE
COMPUTER
BUFF.

A group of fine

quality 50% cot-

ton. 50% poly

tee-shirts for the

computer enthu-

siast. Full cut
Sizes S. M, L. XL

(A) "Byte My Bits" (B) "Have You Hugged Your

Programmer Today?" (C) "Jr. Programmer"

(Child's tee-shirt sizes 6-8. 10-12. 14-16). <D)

"V.I.P." (Very Important Programmer) (E) "Com-

puter Expert" (F) "I'm Bilingual. I Speak English

and Bask" (G) "ComputerLesson #1. «Q95

Cal Tol-Free Mon.-Fri. 9am-6 pm
1 800 BE SWEET

exc. Fla. or mail coupon.

inc.
CC103 I

sweet gum
15490 NW 70i Ave.. Ste. 204. N.Mtanu,FL 33169
Please send me the following tee-shirtts):

(irxkrate by letter)

STYLE QUWfT. SIZE

Add » 1 50 each for shipping 6 handing.

Fla. residents add 5% sales tax. Total *

End. is CheckD MOQ Charge my MasterCard

Visa n Credit Card #

*S Just send me your COMPOTERMAMIA
Catalog for now*

Signature

Name
Address _
City

State -Zip.

Logo Graphics, continued...

ctrl-m (carriage return for the Apple)

is assigned to the variable third,

outdev 1 accesses slot 1, the location of

the printer (compare to PR#1).
Then a string of commands is printed

out to slot 1; the first is ctrl-i, the sec-

ond the control codes for the desired

special printout features via the Grap-

pler, and the third return. This is the

sequence of commands required to ac-

tivate the Grappler and indeed it seizes

control at this point, ignoring the key-

board until the screen has been dumped.

outdev returns us to the screen.

Actual use is easy even for me. The

three procedures are stored on my Logo

Listing /.

PROCEDURE LISTING
*****************

file disk under the name EUREKA!
.Logo (it seemed an appropriate end to

the debugging). After loading Logo, I

type read "eureka!. The Apple kindly

does so, noting that hardcopy,
discriminate, and printer are de-

fined. I then proceed with whatever

graphics routines I desire. When I have

a screen I wish to dump, I type

hardcopy and am presented with my
options, from which point the computer

takes over.

Figure 1 is a sample screen dump (using

option 6) of a program written by one of

my shorter colleagues to provide some

idea of the results.

TO HARDCOPY
TEXTSCREEN
( PRINT
( PRINT
( PRINT
< PRINT
( PRINT
< PRINT
( PRINT
< PRINT
< PRINT
( PRINT
( PRINT
< PRINT
( PRINT
< PRINT
MAKE "WHICH
FULLSCREEN
DISCRIMINATE

END

)
C HARDCOPY OPTION: CHOICES AS FOLLOWS]
CI NORMAL SCREEN DUMP] )

EMPHASIZED (TAKES DOUBLE TIME) 3 )

INVERSE (BLACK FOR WHITE) 3 )

ROTATED 90 DEGREES 3 )

DOUBLE SIZE (WILL BE ROTATED) 3 )

EMPHASIZED INVERSES )

EMPHASIZED ROTATED 3 )

EMPHASIZED DOUBLES I ZE 3 )

INVERSE ROTATED3 )

INVERSE DOUBLES I ZE 3 )

INVERSE EMPHASIZED ROTATED 3 )

INVERSE EMPHASIZED DOUBLES I ZE 3 )

PRINT CPLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER YOU WANT 3 )

FIRST REQUEST

C2
C3
C4
C5
L6
C7
C8
C9
CIO
Cll
C12
) (

! WHICH

TO DISCRIMINATE : WHICH
12 THEN HARDCOPYIF

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH
WHICH

= 1

3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10

MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE

PRINTER
END

11 MAKE
12 MAKE

SECOND

"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
"SECOND
SECOND
SECOND

"G
(

r

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

ELSE
WORD "6

WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD

"6
"6

"G
"G
"G
"G
"G

G
WORD
WORD

"G
"G

"E
"I

"R
"D
"E
"E
"E
"I *

"I
"E
"E

) ELSE
) ELSE
) ELSE
"R ) ELSE
"I ) ELSE
"R ) ELSE
"R "D ) ELSE
"R ) ELSE
"D ) ELSE

"R
"R

) ELSE
"D )

TO PRINTER : SECOND
MAKE "FIRST CHAR 9
MAKE "THIRD CHAR 13
OUTDEV 1

PRINT1 ( WORD : FIRST : SECOND : THIRD )

OUTDEV O
END
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The Ultimate APPLE Utility Program

COPY II PLUS
The last DOS utility disk you will need. Fully

menu driven, the Copy II Plus utilities include a

catalog display with binary file addresses and

lengths, a disk usage map, and the ability to verify

and compare files for differences. It can copy,

lock, unlock and delete files and DOS can be

copied, or removed from a disk to free up space.

You can change the greeting program on a DOS
disk, or initialize a disk from scratch. The Copy II

Plus sector editor will allow you to view and

modify data in either hex or ASCII format.

COPY II PLUS includes fast and versatile copy
programs for making backups of your valuable

software. All types of disks can be copied, such as

CP/M, PASCAL, DOS and most other formats.

Backup speed is as fast as 40 seconds, including

formatting and complete sector by sector

verification. A disk speed check assures your drives

are running in top condition and a nibble editor will

allow you to repair damaged diskettes, analyze

recording techniques, etc. Call for more details!

"Copy II Plus may well be one of the best software buys available today"
inCider. June '83

C HOTMAIL

Software, Inc.

RO. Box 19730-203
Portland, OR 97219

(503) 244-5782
3995

(Plus $2 s/h)

Attention current Copy II Plus owners: Return your original disk with $19.95 for an update to Version 4.

Attention IBM PC owners: Call us about backing up your valuable software with Copy II PC!
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Dirty Power
In

Ultra Vuirt

Computer
Protection

KLEEN
LINE*
CONDITIONER
Preventer
* Computer Damage
* Brownout Interruptions

• Lightning Spike Damage
• Disruptive Line Noise

• Program Errors

Regulator • Filter • Suppressor

KLR-250A
KLR-250A-1S0

KLR-500A
KLR-500A-1S0

$291.95

$346.95
$390.95

$445.95

® Electronic Specialists, Inc.
1 7 1 SouthMam Street. Box 380. Nattck. Massachusetts 01 760

Toll Free Order Desk 1 -800-225-4876

MasterCard. VISA. American Express

250 Watt Load
250 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets

500 Watt Load
500 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets

Shipping: $12.75 Land; $45.50 Air

Ask Your Local Dealer

DOWNSWAY MEMORIES FOR
VIC-20 and T/S 1000

ugged, reliable and tight fitting fullyStyled lo match the computers
assembled and tested

Proven Products! Tens ot thousands ot Downsway memories already sold
world-wide • your guarantee of quality and performance

i6K HAM cartridge tor VIC 20

Swttchable to' 3 S or 1W
giving up to 20K ot RAM
Compatible win all

appropriate accessories

$67.50

16K and MK Memories tor T/S 1000
Ultra biim, light and compact, only 3 1/4 2 1/2 x 7/8 inches,
with gold plated edge connectors 64K module needs no
extra power supply 8 16K area can be switched out to use
other accessories

16K $39.95 64K $124.95

kM New software for T/S 1000. T/S 2000. VIC 20 and Commodore 64!

Fill out coupon below or tor taster service.

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-556-6782

In CA call 619 - 342-1223 (7 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

DOWNSWAY CALIFORNIA INCORPORATED
81-824 Trader Place 08, Indio. CA 92201

Name(Print)

Address
City, State, Zip

Please send me
Send software information on ( Specify Computer )

Check Money Order

Card NO. I I I I I I I I I I I

VISA Mastercard

I I I I I I LL
EXP. DATE

SJaeatiM

In CA «dd 6% S^w T«i Includ* 12 00 to* »h,pp,r>g i JJ 00 UPS Blu. L«b«l 16 00 G«n«d«)
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A Strategy Game For Atari

Mercury Mine

In the August, 1982 issue of Creative

Computing, Mac Oglesby published a
game called 'Droids for the Pet. I have
taken the idea and modified the game for

use on the Atari system. It is an educa-
tional game for fifth and sixth graders.

My modification, Mercury Mine, in-

cludes an option to play using a joystick

and an option to play against the
computer.

Let me explain the game briefly. The
screen display is a field of diamonds on
which are four robots represented by the
numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. Any robot can
pick up diamonds for any player.

The players (up to four) take turns

moving the robot of their choice. You
get one point for each diamond picked
up, and the high score wins. The robots
move in the eight directions shown on
the right side of the screen. Figure 1

shows a typical start of the game. The
robots begin at random locations in the

field of diamonds so every game is

different.

If you want the computer to play in a
multiplayer game, type COMPUTER
when the game asks for the name of a
player.

Sol Guber. 717 Elkington. Olivette. MO 63132.

266

Sol Guber

To play the game, each person must
choose which robot he wishes to mine
diamonds for him. After the choice is

made, he must choose which direction

the robot is to go. The robot will con-

tinue in that direction until he can pick

no more diamonds, that is until he en-

counters a blank in the field, a bound-
ary, or another robot.

The object is to pick up the largest

number of diamonds possible without

giving the next person a better move
than you have had. This is what makes
the game fun. With four people playing,

it is very hard to set yourself up for a
good move because someone else will

probably take advantage of the situation

before it is your turn again. It is, how-
ever, possible to have teams.

The computer, when it is playing, will

always pick the next best move. It will

pick up as many diamonds as possible,

but it does not check more than one
move ahead, so it may make a foolish

move that will set the next person up for

an excellent move.

When the joystick option is selected,

the joystick must be plugged into port 1.

There is no provision for use of more
than one joystick. When the joystick op-

tion is used, a black square appears on
the robot numbers on the right side of

the screen. The player moves the square

to the appropriate robot number by

moving the joystick. Pressing the trigger

chooses the robots to be used in that

turn.

After a short pause, the choice is writ-

ten on the bottom of the screen. A pink

square then appears on the directions on
the right side of the screen. As the joy-

stick is moved, the square rotates over

the directions possible for motion. When
the pink square is on the direction in

which you wish the robot to move, the

trigger is pressed.

The direction is then written at the

bottom of the screen, and the robot

moves in that direction, mining the di-

amonds until he can go no further, at

which point the score is updated.

Commands can also be entered from
the keyboard. When the name of the

player appears, he enters the number of

the robot he wishes to use and the ini-

tials of the direction in which he wants
him to travel.
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Mercury Mine, continued..

Figure 1.

4< 4!<
2!
4

a 4'«>«
[_[[[
Sample Game

Looking at Figure 1, let us assume
that there is a game in progress between
Rebecca and the computer, with the
computer going first. He has chosen ro-
bot 4 to go west. After his move the
board will appear as in Figure 2. Re-
becca can then move any of the four ro-
bots, even 4. She moves robot 1 east,

Figure 2.

["]
« ~!*** +>*

picking up nine diamonds. The score is

computer 10, Rebecca 9. The screen ap-
pears as in Figure 3.

On the next move, the computer
moves robot 3 east (Figure 4), and Re-
becca has the choice of moving robot 4
south to pick up seven diamonds or ro-
bot 2 east to pick up six. If she moves ro-
bot 4, the computer will have a very

Figure 3.

«

1

good move with robot 4 east. If she
moves robot 2 east, then on the next
move, the computer will move robot 4
south, and give Rebecca a good move.
She moves robot 2 east. The score is now
computer 18, Rebecca 15 (Figure 5).
On the next move, the computer robot

4 south (Figure 6), and Rebecca moves
robot 4 east. The score is now computer
25, Rebecca 26 (Figure 7). A good move
for the computer is robot 1 north, which
gives a very good move for Rebecca with

Figure 4.

4

1

2

9

*

robot 1 west. Thus with clever play
against the computer, Rebecca has
pulled ahead and may win the game.

The Program
I have used player/missile graphics to

make the little square move and devised
a simple "artificial intelligence" routine
to let the computer determine the best

Figure 5.

• < < 7
4

< i

< i 2

< 4 4

< 3

4 < 4 »

4 4
•l«

' 4

move for itself. The routine is in lines
9000-9200. It scans the eight possible
directions for each of the four robots and
determines the largest number of di-
amonds to be picked. This is a simple
routine that will find only the current
best path. Since the search for the best
path is only one level deep, it is possible
for a child to beat the computer if he can
do a two-level search.

The explanation of the player/missile
graphics is more complicated. The pro-

Figure 6.

"

i

2

3

£!
gram is written in graphics mode 0. One
color is allowed, and the letters can be
highlighted against the background. To
use other colors, a player/missile system
must be set up. (This corresponds to
sprites on some other systems.) The
players can be seen against the back-
ground, and can have an independent
"life" in relation to the screen.

_ Figure 7.

" 1

2

3

-±L j± ±
The players can be moved rapidly in a

horizontal direction by changing only
one memory location by means of a
POKE statement. To move a player verti-
cally is slower, but there is a method
that allows the system to do the work for
you. This is set up at the beginning of
the program in lines 1-50.

Lines 1-50 set up a player/missile area

October 1983 c Creative Computing
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Put your Micro
on IBM's level
Now you can communicate with the IBM

world with Innovative Data Technolo#

1/2 magnetic tape peripherals

Popular configurations and optimum
performance for most small systems that \

feature industry-standard interfaces, rapid

data transfer rates, full operating and

command subsets and a

wide selection of models and
configurations. IDT s magnetic

tape subsystems provide

economical and reliable

data/program interchange.

40M bytes of storage and
disc back-up. All IDT sub-

systems come complete

and include tape transport.

formatter, intelligent
.

controller, computer ^" """!-—--"^
resident coupler, cables, \»

—

"-""""trs 80 IBM PC
documentation and software

But most importantly, they help put your system

in touch with the IBM universe.

OEM., dealer/distributor discounts available

.nunii 4060 Morena Blvd • San Diego. CA 92 1
1
7

1619) 270-3990 • TWX: (910) 335-1610

^"=[>,;- Eastern Regional Office:

PO Box 1093 • McLean, VA 22101-1093§1703) 821-1101 • TWX: (710) 833-9888

IBM is * uaaemaik of International Business Machines Corp

=111 Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

TRS 80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation
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APPLE II or III

\*

SHippinq
*3.00

i'T
BM PC

PROTECT YOUR COMPUTERS,
DRIVES,PRINTERS, DISKS,

BUSINESS!

Born from necessity —

C0M-PR0TECT III

. PROTECTS FROM:
• Power Outages!
• Power Surges!

J • Spikes

!

• Brown-Outs!
• R.F. Line Interference!

• And More!
• 6 Outlets
• 15 Amp Rating
• 90 Day Replacement
Warranty

COM PROTECT INC.
Rt. 4-Box427X
Slidell, Louisiana VISA

70458 MASTERCARD

504-641-1316 ACCEPTED

COM- PROTECT III
Computer Protection Device

Don't risk chip

damage or disk loss!

Mercury Mine, continued...

and enable the graphics in the normal

manner. The area in memory used for

the player/missile area is doing double

duty; it serves as the player/missile area

and also as the area in memory for stor-

age of a string variable. To fool the sys-

tem into using this area for two things at

once, several things must be done.

Memory locations 134 and 135 are the

pointer to memory where string vari-

ables are stored. Locations 140 and 141

are the pointer to the actual data storage

location. The first dimensioned variable

in the program must be a string variable.

The system allocates memory for it and

puts it into the string variable table.

The memory needed for the player/

missile graphics is then calculated, and

its location determined. This memory

location is transformed into a hi and low

address part and is stored in the variable

table. Thus, when AS is used in the pro-

gram, the actual data are stored in the

missile graphics area, and the changes

are transformed into pictures on the

screen. Since there are four players avail-

able, each with its own color or shape,

rrfuch more information can be put on

the screen.

Once the players are set in memory, it

is a simple job to move them onto the

visible part of the screen. It is also easy

to move them up or down by use of the

string variable as in line 6700, which

moves the square down the screen (up in

memory).
To fit the game into 16K, delete lines

3500-3700 and line 3000.

"Thai s remarkable. Doc! How'dyou know

I'm a videogame enthusiast?...

"
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Listing.

1 graphics e
3 DIM A«(312> ,B»(28>

I StI'^IS? A" F *°~' THEN W<X.X)-CHR*CA).GOTO 7

12 POKE S59,62|P0KE 784,8|P0KE 783,84
••"••

»

15 I-PEEM 186>-t6iP0KE 54279.1
18 POKE 53277,3
28 VTAB-PEEK( 134) »2S6XPEEK( 135)
22 ATAB«PEEK( 148) «256XPEEK( 141)
24 0FFS-IX236* 1824-ATAB
26 HI-INT(0FFS/256)

: LO-OFFS-HI « 256
28 POKE UTAB^2,L0lP0KE UTAB«3,HI
38 )-68:2-iee:>v>-l :H-1
33 A»<y ,r»ll)-B«iPOKE 33248,2
38 IF Y>213 OR Y<33 THEN V—

V

48 H0R-53248iPRI0R-623
42 POKE H0R,228iA«(213.224)-B«!P0KE HOR» 1,228

72 VwzVttlVzf*^
,C<4,2> ' CR<<

' " ,I>* < ,e> ' SC<4) •" <<,e) •*'•<*•> .FA»«2i>

II r^'!M 'MINE-2888
. START-3888 : INSTR-4888 l SCORE-2528 lCLINK-38ee • AI -98BH

n Fc^^3^s
N
iF

TME
N
E
N
^-

SEs — nn,,d,n ™«"5<s.™tf;»,»•
78B1KD-- -|B1«(48>-- -iBl«<2)-Bl«
88 FOR I-I TO 4iSC< I)-8sNEXT I

82 GOSUB s88
83 GOSUB START
88 GOSUB MINE
92 SC-PEEK(88>*256*PEEK(89>
95 POKE 783,4

ni '
0?

)WH^T
T
?s

P
?HE

F
M^rFn;'2^?:,

1

;:
,
- ,)i' ,8 * 8> -" CCMPOTER - THEN mtoai

1.5 IF SET IhEN GOT^.Sr '•»•<»-»>»• ».<»"»>« «•*»
128 ? -WHAT IS THE ROBOT NUMBER- i . INPUT D»

148 NextV"
K"' T° 4 " F M < I ' 1> -CR«< ,<.'<> THEN R-K.FLG-1

138 IF FLG-8 THEN ? "THE ROBOT NAME MUST BE FIRST', GOTO lit
!" XD,nivofRl^,r°

T t>'^"'^-
i »NPUT D^KliESJi?..

III \l
C«(l,l)-S- OR C»<2,2)--S- THEN YDIR-*2

288 IF C«<l,l)--N- OR C»(2,2)--N- THEN YOIR--

2

!iS !^
c* 1 '.>>-"£" OR C«<2,2)--E" THEN XDIR-*2

228 IF C»(l,l)--W- OR C«(2,2)--W THEN XDIR--

2

238 IF XDIR-8 AND YDIR-8 THEN 168
248 NUG-8lY-C(R, 1) tX-C(R,2)
245 X-X»XDIR|Y-Y*YDIR
258 Z-PEEK(SC»(Y)X48«X»1) sIF Z096 THEN 388

265 POKrScUi4S!x!,^
,P°KE ^'^«»"^"<"-XBI R,,.

278 C<R,l)-Yir(R,2)-XiGOTO 245
388 SCv I)-SC( I) <NUG
318 GOSUB 2788

If! 'f.
SC(1>, SC<2)«SC<3)»SC<4)>68 THEN GOSUB 4888588 NEXT 1

518 GOTO 188
688 RESTORE 628
618 FOR I-l TO 8. READ ER:POT< I ) -ERiNEXT IiRETURN
628 DATA -82,-88,-78,-2,2,78,88,82
986 TOP-SC< 1) iWIN-i

928 NEXt'7
2 T° 4 " F T0P<SC<I> THEN TOP-SC<I).WIN-I

938 ? -THE WINNER IS " IB !•( (WIN- 1) » 18* I . (WIN) * 18)988 FOR I-l TO 1888 .NEXT I

.
^ifM) « l»>

III G0T0°83
Y°U "**" T° PLAY *W 'N'"NPUT B,,,IF Bl«(l,l) -Y- THEN END

2888 REM
288 1

>•>•
i POKE 732, 1

28 18 REM CANNOT BE PRINTED USING MY PRINTER
2828 ? A*
2838 REM CANNOT BE PRINTED USING MY PRINTER
2835 REM CANNOT BE PRINTED USING MY PRINTER
2848 FOR I-l TO 9:? A* i ? E»iNEXT I

2858 REM CANNOT BE PRINTED USING MY PRINTER
2868 1 A*
2878 POSITION 31, 2l? -NW N NE-
2888 POSITION 31, 3i? • !
2898 POSITION 31, 4 i

'

2188 POSITION 31,3l'
2118 POSITION 31,6l?
2113 POSITION 31, 9i?
2118 POSITION 33 , 1 1

->

2128 FOR 1-1 TO P3
21-8 POSITION 38,l8.2XIi? Bl»( ( I - 1) « 18* 1 , ( I - 1) X 18*9)
21*8 POSITION 38,ll»2«Il? INT( 8C( I ) ) iNEXT I
2198 FOR I-l TO 4
2288 POSITION C( 1 ,2)

1 ,C( I , 1) i ? CR«(I,I>
2218 NEXT I

'

2258 RETURN
2788 FOR Nl-1 TO PS
2718 SPOT-SC»( I1«2XN1>X48«38
2715 SN1-INT(SC(N!)/I8>
2718 IF SN1-8 THEN POKE SPOT, 8 l GOTO 2738
2728 POKE SPOT, SN 1*16

"W X E"

SW S SE"
1 2 3 4-
•SCORE"

PROGRAMS
The best out of our library of over
200 published programs, packaged
and priced so low that it seems like

robbery:

Games #1 Action-packed, logical
and colorful ones I Flyby. Blackjack
Motorcycle. Germ. Blockade. Life Di-
ggem. Robot Run. Stellar Empire, and
Zero G for your fun and pleasure I

Adventures #1 - Trips to far-off and
dangerous places On the agenda are
Jerusalem Adventure. Ultimate Adven-
ture. Williamsburg Adventure, House
Adventure. Andrea Dona Adventure
Blackard's Castle, and Realm of Naugai

Practical! #| - Programs for text edit-
ing, maillists. budgeting, filing etc in-
cluding Keeptext. Keep Address. Keeplist
Keepcheck. Keep Budget. Files, and Tape
Inventory

Graphs « Charts #1 - For data man-
ipulation and display I Do it with Pie
Chart. Bar Chart. XY Graph. Curve Fit and
Two Dates

Choose any one of the four packaqes for
just SI200 ISI7.00 on disk)!
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a lot of softv.

See your dealer or
Write or call us direct at PO Box 21 10

1

Santa Barbara CA 93121 |805| 966-1449



DOUBLES DISKETTE

STORAGE SPACE!!
REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE

COSTS BY 50%
*The back of

your 5VV single

sided diskette

has recording

medium. All you

need is an
ACCURATELY
placed "write

enable notch"
on many systems

is a precision

ineered tool designed for

purpose.

ITS A MONEY SAVER!

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!

Mercury Mine, continued...

ONLY $14.95
Add $1 50 Postage Handling

($4 SO Foreign)

Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax —
ORDER TODAY!

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

xnmii: notch
Division of Cortran International

4211 N.W. 75th Terrace, Dept 7 10

Laudemill. Florida 33319

EducationalSoftware Catalog

for Your Family

Just Released! Sunburst's new

catalog, featuring the best home edu-

cational software ... for all ages . .

.

selected from the nation's top pub-

lishers. Reading, math, programming,

problem solving and more ... to moti-

vate your children and make teaming

come alive.

Call TollFree 800431-1934

RUSH MY FREE CATALOG

Address

Oty_
Stale _ Zp

Type ot computer

,

2738 POKE SP0T»1,INT<SC(NI>-SN1*18>*16
2748 NEXT Nl .RETURN
2818 IF SN1-8 THEN 2738
3888 > ">D0 YOU WANT INSTRUCT I ONS" I INPUT C*

3818 IF C«<1,D-'Y" THEN GOSUB 3388

3828 7 >!? "HOW MANY PLAYERS WILL THERE BE

3823 IF P5>1 THEN 3868
302S P5*2
3838 ? t? "00 YOU l**n" TO GO GO FIRST AGAINST

UP TO 4- | I INPUT P3

THE COMPUTER" 1 I INPUT C*
'

WHAT IS YOUR NAME" ..INPUT D« .Bl«< 1 ,9) -D*.B1«< 1 1 ,

I

CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD

(&)SUNBURSTN^T^ DeptYK707

1 Pteaantvie, NY 10570 I

CIRCLE 258 ON READER SERVICE CARD

3848 IF C«<1,1)-"Y- THEN

^r^r/n-S.^HEN B..<1.9>-C0MPUTER-,? ,* -WHAT IS YOUR NAME-, .INPUT M .

5.:.
,

F0R
,>
.:fT0

O
S.?

1
!' 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF PLAYER >,..- .-..INPUT D.

llll ^.U'^'-Do'yOu'h^ToTseThE JOYSTICK" .INPUT D...F Petl.ll-V THEN F

Gl-1

3118 X-INTCRND<8>«9*1> |Y-INT<RN0< 8) X 13* I) .X-XX2.Y-YX2

l\ll F«»
,

Sil
T
TO
N
I-ltll' X-CCJ.l) AND Y-C<J.2> THEN 3188

3148 NEXT J|C<J,1)-X.C<J,2)-Y
3168 C<I , I)-X.C<1 ,2>-Y
3188 NEXT I

113 ^I¥!£rE ARE FOUR ROBOTS WORKING IN A MINE IN THE PLANET MERCURY. THEY

mI.^-S THEy'moOeTthEt'pICK UP DIAMONDS. YOU CAN TELL ONE ROBOT TO MOVE AND

3328 ? -PICK UP THE DIAMONDS IN HIS PATH UNTILTHERE ARE NO MORE DIAMONDS IN HIS

Mm"? "YOU MUST TELL THE ROBOT WHICH D1REC- TIONTOMOVE. THE PERSON WITH THE

MOST DIAMONDS WINS."

mS'^To'EE TrOBOT, TYPE ITS NUMBER AND THEN TYPE THE D.RECT.ON THE ROBOT

M98
T°

?Ss.ng"the joystick, move the joystick until THE SOUARE IS ON THE ROBOT

B DIRECTION WANTED. THEN PRESS'

3393 * "THE TrYgGER THE CHOICE WILL STAY ON THE SCREEN-

3688 > I? "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" > INPUT D«

3788 RETURN
4888 FOR REL-I TO 4

4883 IF VAL<FIN8<REL,REL>>-8 THEN 4388

48 18 X-C<REL,2) lY-CCREL, 1)

:?n ps
8
ss:rT;

x
;:;7

,

s«<oT.POT<KK„-~ t«n «»-u«™ <•»
4358 NEXT KK
4333 IF MOV-8 THEN F IN»< REL ,REL> -"8-

4333 IF WAL<FIN«)-e THEN GOTO 988

llll F^lE.'tO^OR KM-63 TO 33 STEP -3.SOUND 8 .KM, 1. . 1. .NEXT KM.NEXT LM.SOUN

D 8, 8, 8, 8 .RETURN
6888 A*< l>---.A«<312)--- |A«<2>-A*

6883 ? "THE ROBOT NUMBER IS "I ._ ._.

XI P^Jtt&£XS^VX? l*>m THEN HR-,7,.P0KE HOR.HR

68 13 FOR J-l TO 38 .NEXT J

6828 IF STRIG<8)-1 THEN 6818
6838 R-INTC<HR-17l>/8>*!l? R

6833 ? -THE DIRECTION IS -.

6838 FOR M-l TO 188 .NEXT M
...a Y-3B4.P0KE H0R*1, 171.HR- 171 |A»<Y,Y* 11) -B*

till If St!ck(8)<>13 THEN POS-POSM.IF P0S<9 THEN GOSUB 6388

6862 IF P0S>8 THEN POS-l.GOSUB 6388

6868 FOR M-l TO 25 .NEXT M
6878 IF STRIG<8)-1 THEN 6868
4888 C»< t 2>-FAC»(POSX2-l,POSX2> I? C«<l,2>.GOTO 178

6388 pSkE ilZEPOM.8,IF INT<P0S/2)-P0S/2 THEN POKE SIZEPOM.l

a^2B r»J INT<<POS» l)/2) GOTO 6688,6788,6888,6988

till SS-Zl2.POKE HOR.l.HR.FOR M-l TO 25.NEXT M. RETURN

6788 FOR M-Y TO Y» l«.A*<M,M» I I) -B» .NEXT M.Y-Y. I6.RETURN

6888 HR-HR-12.P0KE HOR»l,HR.FOR M-l TO 2^N|^M ' RET?'N
,l . RETURN

6988 FOR M-Y TO Y-16 STEP - 1 .A*<M,M* 1 D-W.NEXT M.Y-Y- 16.RETURN

9888 MAX-

8

9883 ? )THE MOVE FOR COMPUTER "

98 18 FOR II-l TO 4.P0S-8
9838 FOR XDIF—2 TO 2 STEP 2

9848 FOR YDIF—2 TO 2 STEP 2 lCNT-8 iPOS-POS*

1

9843 X-CUI.2) lY-C<II,l>
9858 X-X»XDIFlY-YDIF*Y
9868 0S-SC*YX48*X*

I

9863 IF PEEK(0S)<>96 THEN 9188
9878 CNT-CNTtil GOTO 9858
9188 IF MAX<CNT THEN MAX-CNT . IB-I I .XB-XDIF .YB-YDIF .PS-POS

9118 NEXT YDIF.NEXT XD1F.NEXT II

9128 XDIR-XB1YDIR-YB1R-IB
9122 ? "THE ROBOT NUMBER IS • |R

9124 ? -THE ROBOT DIRECTION IS • ,FC«<PSX2- 1 ,PSX2>

9138 GOTO 248
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Save up to 33% on Computers& Electronics, too?

The Computers & Electronics

Sweepstakes is open to all our
readers. No purchase is neces-

sary—and you'll receive a fantastic

Atari home computer system worth
over $1600 if you're the lucky winner!

How the
Sweepstakes works

Just mail the attached card or the

coupon below after filling in your
name and address. Be sure to indicate

whether you're also subscribing to

Computers & Electronics at the spe-

cial rates shown—you can save as

much as 33%.

Then, if you win, you'll get a

superb Atari personal computer sys-

tem: the Atari 800 with 16K RAM
and 10K ROM . . .an 810 Disk Drive . .

.

a 16K RAM Memory Module for

extra memory... a pair of Joystick

Controllers for game interaction.

Use the Atari to handle small
business and professional applica-

tions as well as sophisticated

home processing functions—and,
of course, for entertainment.

Analyze your investments, learn

^OFFICIAL BULKS
Nm Fmrrhmmr Neeemamrg

1. On an official eniiy form or a 3" x S" piece ol paper hand-print

your name address and zip code Enter as often as you wish but

mail each entry separately to Computers & Electronics Sweep

stakes P0 Box 2785, Bouktei Colorado 8032? Entries must be

received no later than December 31. 1963 and the drawing will be

held by January 28 t964 Alt entries become the property ol

Computers & Electronics, winch reserves the right to reprint the

name and address ot the winnei

2. The winner will be selected m a random drawing trom among all

entries received under the supervision ot the publishers ol

Computers & Electronics whose decision will be final Only one

prize will be awarded in this Sweepstakes Winner will be

notitied by mail and may be required to execute affidavit of

eligibility and release Odds ot winning will depend on the number

ot entries received Zitf-Davs will arrange delivery of prize

Taxes are the responsibrMy ol the winner Any manufacturer s

warranties will apply but Zrtt-Davrs makes no warranties with

regard to any prizes Prize is not transferable No substitutions

for prizes

3. Sweepstakes open to all residents ot the U S rts territories and

possessions except employees land their families » ot Zitt Davis

Publishing Company rts affiliates and its advertising and

promotion agencies Void wherever prohibited or restricted by

law

4. For the winner s name send a stamped sell addressed envelope

to Computers & Electronics Sweepstakes Circulation Depart-

ment ZittDavis Publishing Company One Park Avenue New
York NY 10016

languages, do business accounting,
play video games. Programmable in

Basic or Assembly, the 800 can use all

Atari peripherals and can control up
to four disk drives and a 60 1pm
printer. In all, the 800 and its acces-

sories form a package worth a full

$1620 at retail!

You're sure to win with
Computers & Electronics!

Whether you win our Sweep-
stakes or not, the hours you spend on
a personal computer—or with home
electronics projects—are certain to be
winners when you subscribe to Com-
puters & Electronics (formerly Popu-
lar Electronics). It's the Number One
magazine in its field—concentrating
on computers, but packed with news
of audio equipment, communications
and electronics.

Why not enjoy a year or more of
Computers & Electronics at our
low introductory prices? You'll

save up to 33% if you subscribe

at the same time you enter our
Sweepstakes!
Atari is a regixtered trademark t.

Atari Inc ~^^^^^^^^^—
t«ii|>iilcfs\Kktlmnlu.

RYFORM- ~" "Zi^^r
Mail to: Computers & Electronics Sweepstakes

P.O. Box 2785, Boulder, Colorado 80322

YES! Enter my name in the Computers &
Electronics Sweepstakes, and start my subscription
to Computers & Electronics for the term checked:

D One year ( 12 issues) only $12.97-199? off!

D Two years only $22.97-289; off!

D Three years only $3157-33% off!

Savings hased on full one-year subscription price rif $15.97

NO I don't wish to subscribe now, but tell me

CHECK ONE:
Payment enclosed.

Bill me later.

if I've won the Computers & Electronics Sweepstakes.
8H526

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

Address

i- print full name)

Apt.

City State Zip

Offer valid only in the I IS, its territories and possessions. Please allow 30 to KOdays for delivery of first

issue if you subscribe.



Purega:
A Management
Decision Game

John R. Rousselle

Purega allows the player to be the manager of a 200-seat res-

taurant. The manager's goal is to maximize profits by properly

managing his marketing effort and human resources. He makes
up to eight decisions each month dealing with these two aspects

of management. In addition, he must decide how much to

spend on preventive maintenance.

This game was designed to give students a taste of manage-
ment decision making, a particularly important and difficult

area for management educators to teach. It is currently used by
several college hospitality education programs around the

country.

After the player has made his decisions, he gets a Sales Sum-
mary outlining the success of that month's advertising and
promotion. In addition, the summary shows six other things.

First, it shows if any sales have accrued this month from the

previous month; the amount appears under the Residual head-

ing. Second, the report shows whether any sales have accrued
from excess demand in the previous month—Sales Gained By
Last Month's Ex Demand. (The restaurant can handle no more
than $ 100,000 per month.)

Third, it shows whether any sales were lost because of bad
will generated from the previous month—Sales Lost Last

Month's Turnaway. Bad will exists where there is not enough
manpower to handle the demand or the total of excess demand
carried over from the previous month totals or $100,000

—

whichever is lower.

John R. Rousselle. Department of Restaurant. Hotel and Institutional Manage-
ment, Purdue University. West Lafayette. IN 49707.
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Fourth, the report shows Total Demand generated for the

month. Fifth, it shows if more demand is generated than the

restaurant can handle, and sixth, it shows whether sales were

lost due to insufficient manpower to meet the Total Demand
(up to $100,000). It also shows which position caused the

problem—waitressess, cooks, dishmen.

Purega next provides the Profit and Loss Statement and a

Labor Force at Month's End statement for the month based

upon the player's decisions and assumptions within the pro-

gram. The program also offers the player an opportunity to see

year-to-date figures after each month.

Limits are placed on how much training can be given each

employee, how much one can spend on preventive mainte-

nance, advertising, and promotion. These measures, along with

the basic assumptions within Purega, are designed to ensure

that the results are realistic. Our experience to date suggests

that the results of the simulation are consistent with the recent

operating results for restaurants of this size.

Although Purega was written for students of hospitality

management, the basic concepts are simple enough to be under-

stood by anyone. It may be a nice change of pace after a hard
day fighting aliens and slaying dragons. However, the simula-

tion is not a simple one to master.

Most players get fired the first few times they play Purega.

(After six months the Board of Directors looks at the

profitability of the operation and fires the manager if it is too

low.) It is important to note that this is not caused by any tricks

hidden in the program. The algorithm is straightforward and

will generally yield good results if prudent decisions are made.

However, strategic placement of the RND (random number
generator) command will prevent the simulation from giving

identical results if identical decisions are made throughout the

October 1983 c Creative Computing



year. This is certainly consistent with the real world of res-

taurant management.
In its present form, the program will yield identical results if

identical decisions are entered. This may be helpful for those

who are interested in Purega as an educational tool and who
need to be able to explain results to student users. However,

recreational users may want to insert randomize, or some
similar command, somewhere before line 420 to generate

unique results for each new year.

The code is written in Basic-Plus to run on a DEC RSTS-E
system.

Playing the Game
You are the new manager of the Purega Restaurant, an

established tableservice restaurant that caters to the middle and
upper middle class.

As manager, you are responsible to a Board of Directors that

is very concerned with the sales and profitability of the res-

taurant. They are also very concerned with the human relations

aspect of the business, so they will be looking at your turnover

rate.

Your specific duties are to make nine decisions each month.

1. Advertising: How much to spend.

2. Promotion: How much to spend.

You may spend as much as you wish on each of these. How-
ever, your annual limit is $20,000. Moreover, you should re-

alize that the restaurant has the capacity to handle only

$100,000 in sales per month. Therefore, even though you may
generate a sales demand of $300,000, your sales can be no more
than $100,000. Advertising includes radio, newspaper, and TV.
Promotion includes coupons and special prices. Each can affect

sales differently each month. Furthermore, although a promo-

THE
STANDARD
SOLVES THE
PAPER FEED
PROBLEM

!

If you own a printer you

recognize the problem:

Where to store the paper so
it can properly feed into the

printer. On the floor

the paper is difficult

to reach, is vulnerable to

damage and is susceptible to

jams caused by misalignment. Stor-

ing the paper behind the printer is equally

frustrating as valuable desk space is wasted.

The STANDARD solves the paper feed problem by storing hundreds of

sheets in an attractive dispenser directly under the printer Paper is fed
properly, is protected from dirt and dust, and space is saved
The STANDARD is available in two sizes: Small (illustrated), accommo-

dates the Epson MX and FX 80. C. Itoh Prowriter. Apple and IBM Dot Matrix
and other similar printers. Large, fits wider carriage printers such as the
Epson MX 100.

Ask your dealer for the STANDARD or order directly by mail.

FLOOR STORAGE D(SK TOPSTORAGF

KENSINGTON
MICROWARE

919 Third Avenue • NY. NY 10022
(212) 486-7707
Telex 236200 KEN UR

check enclosed n visa [J Mastercard

Card No

"~l

Name on Card .

Expires:

Please send

. The STANDARD(s) small size. 15'A" x 13Vi" $49 95 each
The STANDARD(s) large size. 23VV x 13V?" $64.95 each

Total .

Total

Please add $4 00 shipping and handling per unit NY state residents include sales tax

Name_

Address (for UPS delivery)

City State- -Zip- _ Phone_

._l
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1>ur«ga, continued...

tion will affect only one month's sales, advertising expense for personnel in each position. Each month you must decide how
one month can affect sales in the next month. This effect is many new people to hire for each position and how many hours

noted as Residual in the monthly report: of training to give each one. Training costs are $3.00, $8.00,

3. New waitresses: How many to hire. and $4.65 per hour for each waitress, cook, and dishman

4. Waitress training: How many hours of training for each respectively. These costs are based on hourly wages of $2.25,

one. Maximum of 16 hours. $6.00, and $3.50 plus the loss in the training employee's

S. Cooks: How many to hire. productivity. The new employee works with an experienced

6. Cook training: How many hours for each one. Maximum employee for the duration of his training. This system reduces

of 40 hours. the productivity of the trainer by 33%, so that cost must be

7. Dishmen (DMO): How many to hire. added to the cost of training.

8. Dishmen training: How many hours for each one. Maxi- Obviously, the less experienced a new employee is, the fewer

mum of 8 hours. sales he can handle. The maximum sales that can be handled by

Sales can also be limited by not having enough trained each trained waitress, cook and dishman are: $4000, $16,000,

Variables

A Amount remaining for advertising and promotion P9 Year-to-date advertising expense

AS Current month's advertising result Ql Year-to-date promotion expense

A6 Residual from last month's advertising !2 Year-to-date controllable expenses

C Cook manpower Rl Excess demand result

CI Cooks hired or fired R5 Random effect on sales

C2 Cooks available to work S Sales potential

C3 Cook turnover in month S2 Total demand
C4 Cook turnover percent SS Month's sales

CS Cook sales limit Tl Waitress training hours

C6 Year-to-date cook turnover T2 Cooks training hours

C7 Year-to-date cooks on staff T3 Dishmen training hours

C8 Year-to-date cook turnover percent T4 Month's profit or loss

D Dishmen manpower T5 Year-to-date profit or loss

Dl Dishmen hired or fired T6 Year-to-date sales

D2 Dishmen available to work W Waitress manpower
D3 Dishmen turnover in month Wl Waitresses hired or fired

D4 Dishmen turnover percent W2 Waitresses available to work
DS Dishmen sales limit W3 Waitress turnover in month
D6 Year-to-date dishmen lost W4 Waitress turnover percent

D7 Year-to-date dishmen on staff W5 Sales limit

D8 Year-to-date dishmen turnover percent W6 Year-to-date waitress turnover

D9 Excess demand W7 Year-to-date waitresses on staff

El Month's training expense W8 Year-to-date waitress turnover percent

E2 Personnel administration cost W9 Manager's wage

E3 Month's labor cost

E4 Month's food cost The Program

ES Month's miscellaneous cost

E6 Month's fixed cost Lines Explanation

E7 Month's preventive maintenance cost 10-90 Heading and initialization

E8 Month's repair cost 100-410 Decision sequence

E9 Month's advertising expense 420-510 Generation of sales potential

E$ Employee category with lowest sales capacity 520-760 Analysis of manpower, capacity, sales

El $ "In sales lost due to not enough
"

potential, and determination of actual sales

E2S "Too many waitresses for business" 770-980 Determine month's turnover and end of month

Fl Total controllable expenses staff

K Counter 990-1030 Determine repair cost

LI Sales lost 1040 Begin output sequence

LS Result of turnaway 1050-1080 Format statements

L6 Year-to-date turnaway 1090-1310 Output Sales Summary
L7 Year-to-date sales lost 1320-1550 Calculate cost

M Month 1560-1670 Format statements

MS Year-to-date miscellaneous cost 1680-1990 Output month's profit and loss statement

P Month promotion expense 2000-2030 Output end of month manpower
PI Year-to-date training cost 2040-2130 Firing sequence

P2 Year-to-date personnel administration cost 2 1 50 End of year check

P3 Year-to-date labor cost 2160-2620 Year-to-date information

P4 Year-to-date food cost 2630 End of year check

PS Result for month promotion 2640-2650 Fired manager check

P6 Year-to-date fixed cost 2660-2710 Format statements

P7 Year-to-date preventive maintenance cost 2720-2860 Manager's salary sequence

P8 Year-to-date repair cost 2870-2880 Continue game check
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and $12,000 respectively. This is based on an eight-hour work
day, 20-day work month, and S2S, $100, $75 sales per hour
respectively.

Although a waitress can generate $4,000 per month, this

level of productivity requires that she work at 100% of her abil-

ity each hour of the day. There is a certain amount of turnover
each month. However, the harder she must work, the more
likely she is to quit. The same holds for the cooks and dishmen.

Since the waitresses rely on tips, you must be careful not to

have too many. If there are too many, their individual tips will

be low, and they may quit. Cooks and dishmen are paid by the
hour, so this is not a problem for them.
Each time you hire someone there is an administrative cost

of $50. Everyone hired must be paid his full wage. Employees
may be fired by typing a minus before the number to be ter-

minated when you are asked how many to hire the next month.

You will be charged a $50 administrative cost for each fired

employee.
9. Preventive Maintenance.
You may spend up to $50 per month on preventive mainte-

nance. This will not guarantee that equipment will not break
down, but it may reduce your cost.

The last manager quit and took all of the records. The sales
last year averaged about $70,000 per month, and the Board
thinks sales were fairly stable. The Board also thinks that the
last manager spent about $700 a month for advertising and
promotions, but they are not sure.

You will be paid a salary of $20,000 and receive a bonus of
.25% of all sales and 5% of profits. However, you will lose
10% on all sales lost due to lack of manpower.
You have a one-year contract that may be renewed at the

discretion of the Board of Directors.

Listing.

10 PRINT CHR»(1?> \ PRINT TAEK34K
20 PRINT TAB(33>* • written bw '

30 PRINT TAB(22>» * Department of Restaurant, Hotel
40 PRINT TAEK25) I'end Institutional Manaaeaenf
SO PRINT TAB (31) * 'Purdue University'
60 PRINT\PRINT\PRINT\PRINT
70 DIM E9(1S)>E7(15)>D9(15>
80 DIM El»(12>tE2»(12>rLX15>
90 LET W2-15 \ C2-S \ D2-8 \ K-3
100 PRINT\PRINT\PRINT\ H-H+l \ K
110 PRINT 'DECISIONS FOR MONTH';

P U R E G A '\PRINT\PRINT\PRINT\PRINT

\ M-OSA-20000
- KtI \Tl"O\T2"0\T3-0
M NPRINT

120 PRINT • You have »•» A»' available for advertising and promotion'
130 PRINT
140 INPUT • ADVERTISING* <E9<K>
ISO IF E9<K><0 THEN E9<K>-0
160 IF E9(K>>A THEN PRINT 'YOU SPENT TOO MUCH' YOU HAVES'* A\G0 TO 140
170 LET A-A-E9<K>
180 INPUT 'PROMOTION' IP
190 IF P<0 THEN P-0
200 IF PA THEN PRINT 'YOU SPENT TOO MUCH! YOU HAVE *'IA \G0 TO 180
210 LET A«A-P
220 PRINT 'WAITRESSES. YOU NOW HAVE '»W2»
230 INPUT Ul
240 IF(W1tW2>O0 THEN PRINT 'YOU FIRED TOO MANY!'\G0 TO 220
230 IF UK'O THEN GO TO 280
260 INPUT 'WAITRESS TRAINING (HRS PER WAITRESSES) * IT1
270 IF Tl>16 THEN PRINT 'THAT IS TOO MANYI'VGO TO 260
280 PRINT'COOKS. YOU NOW HAVE '»C2»
290 INPUT CI
300 IF (C1+C2X-0 THEN PRINT 'YOU FIRED TOO MANY!'\G0 TO 280
310 IF CX-0 THEN GO TO 340
320 INPUT 'COOK TRAINING (HRS PER C00K)'IT2
330 IF T2>40 THEN PRINT 'THAT IS TOO MANY!'\G0 TO 320
340 PRINT'DMOS. YOU NOW HAVE 'ID2S
350 INPUT Dl
360 IF (D1tD2X»0 THEN PRINT 'YOU FIRED TOO HANY!'\G0 TO 340
370 IF Dl =0 THEN GO TO 400
380 INPUT 'DM0 TRAINING (HRS PER DM0) '1 T3
390 IF T3>8 THEN PRINT 'THAT IS TOO MANY''\G0 TO 380
400 INPUT 'PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (UP TO S0)'IE7(K>
410 IF E7<K> >SO THEN PRINT 'THAT'S TOO MUCH.'N GOTO 400

-ST!

^=!S

> CURRENT AD RESULT
! RES AD EFFECT
I PRO RESULT

I RESULT OF TURNAUAY - INDIRECT

420 AS • INT(E9(K)*35*RND>
430 A6 - INT(E9(K-1)*B*RND)
440 PS • INT(P*(13*RNDt5>>
450 L5- INT(.5«L1(K-1)*RND>
460 IF L5-0 THEN LS'O
470 L6 - L6+L3
480 IF RND-.5 THEN W— 1 ELSE W-l
490 RS • W*INT(5000*RND) • RANDOM EFFECT
500 Rl • INT( .4*D9(K-1)*RND> > EXCESS DHD RESULT
S10 S • 60000+A5+A6+P5+R5+ R1-L5 i SALES POT************
520 LET S2-S
530 IF SM00000 THEN D9(K)-S 100000
540 IF SM0O000 THEN S«100000
550 W - W2tINT((W1*T1>/16>
560 C • C2tINT((C1*T2>/40>
S70 D - D2+INT( <D1*T3)/B>
580 W2 - W2+W1
590 U7 -W7+W2
600 C2 • C2+C1
610 C7 - C7+C2
620 D2 • D2+D1
630 D7 - D7+D2
640 US • U*4000
650 C5 - C*16000
660 D5 - D*12000

WAIT MANPOWER
! COOK MANPOWER
(DM0 MANPOWER
• NO WAITRESS

NO COOKS

I NO DHO S

i SALES LIMIT FOR WAIT
! SALES LIMIT FOR COOKS
! SALES LIMIT FOR DHO S
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Purega, continued.

670 IF W3<-C5 AND W50D5 THEN S1-W5 \E*= 'WAITRESSES' \L1<K>-S-W5 \ GOTO 700
680 IF C5<-W5 AND C5<=D5 THEN S1«C5 \E»- 'COOKS' \ H(K)»S-C5 \ GOTO 700
690 LET S1-D5 \ E*«'DM0S' \ LKK>»S-D5 ! LAST 3 LINES CAL MANPOWER SALES LIM
700 IF LMK>>0 THEN L7-L7+LKK) I VTD SALES LOST
710 REH ********DETERHINE MONTHLY SALES*****
720 IF SIS THEN S5 = S1 ELSE GO TO 730
730 E1»(M)= ' IN SALES LOST DUE TO NOT ENOUGH '

740 GO TO 760
750 LET S5«S
760 IF S2 100000 AND Sl>100000 THEN D9(K >=S2-100000
770 REH **********THESE LINES DETERMINE EMPLOYEE LOSS*********
780 IF S/W 3000 THEN GOTO 830
790 W3 - INT< ,5+<2300/<S/W>)*<.3*W2*RND>> t WAIT LOST DUE TO LOW TIPS
800 IF W3>INT<.4S*W2> THEN W3=INT< ,45*W2>
810 E2«<H> - 'TOO MANY WAITRESSES FOR BUSINESS. TIPS TOO LOW.*
820 GOTO 850
830 W3 - INT(.5+(S/U)/4000 * (.45*W2>*RND>
840 IF W2-W3<1 THEN W3=U2 1

850 W6 - U6+U3
860 C3 • INK ,5+(S/C)/16000 * (,45*C2)*RND>
870 IF C2-C3<1 THEN C3=C2-1
880 C6 • C6+C3
890 03 INT(.S+<S/D>/12000 * ( . 45*D2> *RND>
900 IF D2-D3<1 THEN D3-D2-1
910 D6 - D6+D3
920 W4 - FNR(W3/W2>
930 C4 - FNR (C3/C2)
940 D4 - FNR(C3/D2>
950 REM ********* EMPLOYEE COUNT AT MONTH END*******
960 W2« W2 -W3
970 C2« C2-C3
980 D2- D2-D3
990 REM ******REPAIR COST******
1000 IF M*RND<.9 THEN E8»0 \GOTO 1040
1010 EB - INT(<K*75)*RND+< ( S- 70000)*. 003 >*RND

-<4*E7(K)+<2*E7<K-l))+(E7(K-2))>)
1020 REM ****REPAIR COST BASED OF SALESr TIME. AND PREVENT. MAINT.***
1030 IF EB O THEN E8-0
1040 REN******AD»PROMO RESULTS. LABOR SIT. FOR MONTH*******
1050 FMT11*-' • •••#•'
1060 FMT12*-' •••#« ••••'
1070 FMT13»»' ••*•'
1080 FMT14*-' •••*»'

^k^.
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1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1S80
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1/50
1/60
1//0
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
18/0
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
tVJO
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990

PRINT CHR*<12>
PRINT\PRINT\PRINT.» -MONTH -»H»* RESULTS*
IIINI'«tt»tll>tlll»*l»MII*))ltll«ltlM)>Mlltlttll>tll>lll*«|fM
PRINT\PRINT\PRINT
PRINTr****SALES SUMMARY***' \PRINT
PRINT 'ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION RESULTS' \PRINT
PRINT ' ADVERTISING*. . 'EXPENSE '» 'SALES-
PRINT USING' CURRENT' E FMT1 1*.E9(K ) . AS
PRINT USING ' RESIDUAL' + FMT12*.E9 ( K-l ) , A6
PRINT USING' PROMOTION' E FMTU*.PrPS
PRINT* SALES GAINED BY'
PRINT USING' LAST MONTH'S EX DEMAND* + FMT13*.R1
PRINT* SALES LOST BY*
PRINT 'LAST MONTH'S TURNAUAY * .

, * :

*

»L5I •>•

PRINT
PRINT USING* TOTAL DEMAND* E FMT14*.S2
PRINT '(INCLUDES NATURAL DEMAND)'
PRINT\PRINT
IF S2-100000<>0 THEN 1300
PRINT ***SS2-100000» * MORE IN DEMAND THAN*
PRINT'THE RESTAURANT CAN HANDLE.*
PRINT\ IF E1»(M): * * THEN PRINT Ll( K

>

SE1* ( M) «E« S
* 'If* \ PRINT CHR*(7>

INPUT "PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE* » Y2»
REM******CALCULATE COST******
El » INT<<Tl*U*2.66)<i (T2*C1*8) + ( T3*D1*4 . 65) )

Pl+El ( YTD TRAINING
INI ( (U1EC1EU1 )*50+.5> \ IF E2<0 THEN E2=0
P2+E2 'YTD NEU HIRE
INT ( 5000+ ( U2*480 > -E < C2* 1 1 20 > + < D2*720 > + . 5 >

P3+E3
INT <6000+<S5*.31 >

)

P4 + E4
INT (4000+S3*.06>
M5+E5
INTC4000<ES5*.01>
P6+E6

E7<K)

PI

P2
E3
P3
E4
P«
E5
MS
F t
P6
E7<K)

'TRAINING

' NEW HIRE

P7 - P7 +E7(K)
E8 E8
P8 P8+E8
P9 P9+E9CK)
01 = Ql+P
Fl = E1+E2+E3+E4+E5+E7<K>+EB+E9<K)+P
05 - 05+F1
Tl = S5-F1-E6
T5 - T5+T1
T6 » T6-ES5

! LABOR
I YTD LABOR

• FOOD
! YTD FOOD
• MISC CONT
! YTD MISC CONT
• FIXED
1 YTD FIXED
' PRE MAIT INPUT

! REPAIR (CAL 225)
1 YTD REPAIR
1 YTD ADVER
' YTD PROMO
> TOT CONT EXP
! YTD TOT CONT EXP

' PROFIT / LOSS
! YTD P/L

FMT1»=*
FMT2»»*
FMT3«» "

FNT4»=*
FMT5»»*
FMT6»=*
FMT7*=*
FMT8»=*
FMT9»=*
FMT10»=*
FMT15«=*
FMT16*=*

*******

*****
*••*

••*••
•»•••

»*»*
*••••*

II
Mil

.*«•
».*•

*.**
*.*•.'

•*.»*•
».*•

#».•
**.*•

*.»•
*•••••» *»».»*

****** »*#.*•*
REM******* MONTHS F/L STATEMENT *******
DEF FNR(A) = INT < A*10~4+ . 5>/ < 10~2>
PRINT ******************* \PRINT\FRINT
Z'100.00
PRINT CHR*(12>

PRINT\PRINT *PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT * \PRINT\PRINT
PRINT* TOTAL PERCENT*

PRINT USING 'SALES* + FMT15».S3.Z
PRINT *EXFENSES*\FRIN1
PRINT USING * FOUD I BEV E F Ml 1 * .E4 . FNR< E4/S5)

LABOR* E FMU'*.E3.FNR(E3/S5>
TRAINING* + FMT3».E1.ENR(E1/S5)
HIRING* E FM14».E2.FNR(E2/S5)
ADVERTISING* 4 E Ml ',* , I V< K > ,FNR< E9< R > /SS>
PROMOTIONS* E FM1 6* . p . F NR ( F/S5)
PREV. MA1NI.* E EMTIO*. F/tR).FNR<E7<K>/S5>
REPAIR* + FM17».E8.FNR(E8/S5)
MISC. CONI.* E FMTB«.E5rFNR<E5/S5>

PRINT USING
IklNI USING
PRINT USING
IR INI USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT
PRINT USING
PRINT
PRINT USING "FIXED EXPENSES*
PRINT
PRINT USING 'TOTAL EXPENSES'
PRINT TABC'b) r ***************************************
IF Tl =0 THEN GO TO 1960

PRINTNPRINT "PROFIT <LOI
PRINT...* JI1*-1(* * .ENR< < I J*-D/S5) \ GOTO 1990
PRINT
PRINT USING *PROFII -LOSS:* + FMT 16*. Tl .FNR< 1 1/S5)
PRINT
INPUT 'PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE '» Y2*

CONT,. EXPENESE- E F Ml 9* .Fl »FNR< F 1 /S5 >

+ FMT9*.E6.FNR(E6/S5)

+ FMT9«.F1+E6.FNR< (El+E6)/S5)
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CLASSROOM
SOFTWARE
for the 16K TRS-80

Easy to use software lot models l/lll *Hti tape disk

or network Complele manuals plus on screen mstruc

lions As simple as typing CLOAD and RUN

Each program recorded twice on a separate side of a

quality longlastmg cassette

CLASSROOM PACKS Each has 4 programs in a suOiect

area and permits selt-paced study with unlimited

running time Choice ot review or sell test modes plus

progress reports and help feature Missed questions

are corrected and recalled until learned Price $44 95

• Ceognphy I

•US Government I

•US History I

• Driver Education

• Electronics I

• Music Theory I

Other outstanding cassette software

• Logic Games Package S?4 95
• Anagrams S19 95
• Scramble-Grams $19 95

30 DAY GUARANTEE

At local dealers or order direct

Educational
Madia

Associates
Software Products
342 West Robert E Lee
New Orleans. LA 70134

MC & VISA include card • and expiration date Free

shipping on prepaid and credit card orders Others add

SI 50 per package

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

KtapptgKtamdo
Offers Discounts on All

<®

OMPUTERS
We Have Whit You Arc looking For

Free Shipping Within United States

' 100% New Original Equipment

' Prices Comparable to Any Other

* No Tax On Out of State

Shipments

For Prices and

Shipping Information

Call Toll Free

1-800-545-9019

N.M. Residents Call 257-7865

or write

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. DRAWER 1

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345

Purega continued

2000
?010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2130
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530

2540
2550
2560
2570
2580

2600
2610
.'6.-0

2640
2650
2660

2680
.'6V0

2720

:>/4<>

2750
2760

2790
2B00

2820

2840
2850
2960
2870

2890

PRINTVPRINT »»»*•»»»•*»*«*
PRINTVPRINT "LABOR FORCE AT MONTH'S. END" VPR1N1
IF E2»<H><>" THEN F'RINT E2»(M> \PRINT
PRINT' WAITRESSES' 8W2. 'COOKS' SC2. ' HMOS' » Ii2

II M 6 THEN 2150
IF T5>1000 THEN 2150
INPUT 'PRESS ^RETURN 1 TO CONT INUE ' » Y2»
PRINT CHR*(12> \ PRINT CHR»<7>
PRIM VPRINT i l i i i i i i i i i l i i i i l i i i l 'VPRINT
PRINT ' THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS HAS DECIDED TO FIRE YOU!!!'
PRINT ' A LOSS OF "F-T58 ' IN SIX MONTHS IS UNACCEPTABLE.'
PRINT * YOU UILI hi PAID THE FULL SALARY BUT DON'T LET THE'
PRINT ' DOOR HIT YOtt IN THE »'!' WHEN YOU LEAVE." \PRINT
INPUT ' PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE "F Y2«
GOTO 2220
IF M^12 THEN GO TO 2240

INPUT "DO YOU WAN1 YIAR TO HAT! RESULTS "»Y2»
IF LEFT<Y2».1> "V THEN GO TO 100
PRINT CHR*(12>
PRINT . "Y-T-D RESULTS AFTER MONTH* FN
PRINTVPRINT
GO TO 2260

REM*****«***PRINT SUMMARY RESULTS******
Z=100.00

PRINT CHR»<12)
PRINT .'RESULTS FOR YFAR" \PRINT\PRINT
PRINT" TOTAL
PRINT USING 'SALES" + FMT15«.T6.Z
PRINTEXPENSES" VPRINT
PRIN1 USING " FOOD I HFV F F NT 1».P4.F NRCP4/T6)

IAHOR" F FMT:'*.P3.FNR(P3/T6)
TRAINING" + PHI (*,P1 .FNR(F1/T6>
HIRING' F FMT4».P2.FNR<P2/T6)
ADVERTISING' F FMT5»vP9.FNR<P9/16

>

PROMOTIONS" F FN1 A».Q1 .FNR< Q17TA

>

PREV. MAINT.' FMT10».P7.FNR<P7/TA>
REPAIR' + FMI 7«vP8»FNR<F8/16>
MISC. CONT." F PN1U«.M5.FNR(M5/T6>

PERCENT

•CONT. EXPENSES' F F MT9».05.FNR< Q5/T6)

I H1V«.F'6.I NR(F'6/T6>

F FMT9».Q5FPA.FNR( (05tP6)/T6)

PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT USING
PRINT
PRINT USING
PRINT
PRINT USING 'FIXED EXPENSES
PRINT
PRINT USING 'TOTAL EXPENSES
PRINT TAB (25) 'to**********************************'
IF T5 =0 THEN GO TO 2480
PRINTVPRINT 'PROFIT I OSS '

8

PRINT. »."< • ITSt-lt" • ,FNR(T5/T6) \ GOTO 2520
PRINT
PRINl USING 'PROfll 10SS " F FNT16* , TS.P NR< T5/T6)
prints input "press 'return' 10 cont inue "« y2»
rem ******ytd personnel report:::::
printvprint vprint 'mm*****************' vprint
let wb fnr(w6/(w7/m> ) \

C8 FNR (C6/<C7/M)> \
D8 = FNR(D6/(D7/M)

>

T8 - FNR( <W6FC6FDA>/<<U7FC7F-D7>/N>)
PRINT "TURNOVER FOR YEAR" VPRINT
PRINT , "WAITRESSES", "COOKS". "DMOS". "TOTAL"
PRINT '10ST.W6.C6vD6.W6F1.6FDA
PRINT "PERCENT". W8.C8.D8.TB
PRINT VPRINT -*******************"VPRINT
FRINT 'SAl ES LPS1 BY '

PRIN1 " TURNAWAY DIRECT" »r' '*L7f II*
PRJN1 ' IURNAUA1 INDIRI I T,.' "SLAT; II"

IF M=12 THEN GO TO 2650
IF T5<0 AND M--A THEN GO TO 2650 ELSE 2B70
JNPUI 'PRESS 'RETURN' 1(1 PICK UP YOUR CHECK"8Y.'«

FMIt/F. ' •••**.*•'
FMT18»=" •»**.#•'
FHT19*"" *»»«.*•
FHT20* ' ltlll.ll'
FMT21»=" ttM.tt-
FHT22* ' lttlt.il'
PRINT CHR*(12>
PRINTVPRINT •**************************' VPRINT
FRINI ' YOUR WAliF FOR THE YEAR.' VPRINT
0=20000.00
PRIN1 USING ' SAIARY' F FHT17«.0
PRINT USING ' SALES COM' ( FMItH*. .0025BT6
PRINl USING ' PR0FI1 COM' » . F Ml 1 V*. ,05«T5
PR1N1 ,'*«******'
UV 20000F< .0025*T6)F< .05BT5)
PRIN1 USING • SUBTOTAL" F IMi:'0».W9
PRIN1 ' PENAL I 1 I UK-
PRINT USING ' SALES I IIS I

PRIN1 . '******»*'
PRIH1 USING ' TOI Al WAliF '

10 2890
INt til ' DO YOU WANT 10 C0NT1NIIF Willi THIS YEAR 'A«
II I I I I i A», 1 > 'N' THEN GO TO 100

I ND

I I M I 2 1 . . 1 * ( I .' 1 1 6 )

F FM122F..W9-. t*U /FLA)
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Sample run.

p u R E G A

written bw
[ifPirtMnt of Restaurant > Hotel .

and Institutional Manaae»er.t
Purdue University

DECISIONS FOR MONTH 1

You have * 20000 available for advertising and promotion

ADVERTISING? S000
PROMOTION? 1000
WAITRESSES. YOU NOW HAVE IS ? 10
WAITRESS TRAINING ( HRS PER WAITRESSES)? 16
COOKS. YOU NOW HAVE S ?
DMOS. YOU NOW HAVE 8 ?
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE <UP TO 50)? 30

MONTH 1 RESULTS
Ma*************************************************************

•••SALES SUMMARY***

ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION RESULTS

ADVERTISING EXPENSE SALES
CURRENT 5000 35863
RESIDUAL

PROMOTION 1000 12996
SALES GAINED BY
LAST MONTW'S EX DEMAND
SALES LOST BY

LAST MONTH'S TURNAWAY < >

TOTAL DEMAND 104941
(INCLUDES NATURAL DEMAND)

• 4941 MORE IN DEMAND THAN
THE RESTAURANT CAN HANDLE.

20000 IN SALES LOST DUE TO NOT ENOUGH COOKS ' >

'

PRESS RETURN' TO CONTINUE?
*****************

PROFIT AND LOSS STATFMENT

SALES
EXPENSES

t UOH I BEV
LABOR
TRAINING
HIRING
ADVERTISING
PROMOTIONS
PREV. MAINT.
REPAIR
MISC. CONT.

CONT. EXPENESE

FIXED EXPENSES

TOTAL EXPENSES

TOTAL PERCENT
80000 100.00

30800 38.50
22040 27.55
1064 1.33
500 0.63
5000 6.25
1000 1.25
50 0.06

0.00
8800 11.00

69254 86.57

4800 6.00

74054 92.57

PROFIT <L0SS>

PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE?

**•*••*•*******••

LABOR FORCE AT MONTH'S1 END

WAITRESSES 21 COOKS 3

DO YOU WANT YEAR TO DATE RESULTS T N

October 1983 c Creative Computing
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THE SWIFT AND
EASY WAY TO
EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

Apple II, II Plus, lie

• How to Program in the BASIC
Language (Tutorials) -$74.95.

• Discover BASIC: Problem
Solving with Computers.
Teacher's Guide—$74.95.
Student Workbook-$5.95.

• Elementary Mathematics
Classroom Learning System.
Set 1 -Whole Numbers. Set 2-
Fractions/Decimals. With
management system. English

or Spanish. Each set-$495.00.
• The Arithmetic Classroom.

8 programs for classroom or

home, each—$49.95, plus

Games-$29.95.
• Computer Programming for

Kids and Other Beginners—
$9.95.

• DialACommand-$9.95.
• The Money Manager—$74.95.
•Music Readiness-$69.95.

IBM PC

•How to Program in the BASIC
Language (Tutorials)-$74. 95.

•Discover BASIC: Problem
Solving with Computers.
Teacher's Guide-$74.95.
Student Workbook-$5.95.

• Elementary Mathematics
Classroom Learning System.
Set 1 -Whole Numbers. Set 2-
Fractions/Decimals. With
management system. English

or Spanish. Each set-$495.00.
• The Arithmetic Classroom.

8 programs for classroom or

home, each-$49.95, plus

Games-$29.95.
• Computer Programming for

Kids and Other Beginners—
$9.95.

Commodore 64
PET 2000 & 4000 Series

•How to Program in the BASIC
Language (Tutorials)—$74.95.

• Fundamentals of Mathematics.

6-disk set-$249.95.

STERLING

SWIFT
unusmH cMWMrr

7901 South IH 35. Austin, TX 78744
HOTLINE (512) 282-6840
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Purega, continued.

DECISIONS FOR MONTH 2

You have • 14000 available for advertising and proaiotion

ADVERTISING? 100
PROMOTION? 200
WAITRESSES. YOU NOW HAVE 21 ?

COOKS. YOU N0U HAVE 3 ? 10
COOK TRAINING (HRS PER COOK)? 40
DMOS. YOU NOW HAVE 5 ?

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE <UP TO 30)?

MONTH A RESULTS
****************************************************************

***SALES SUMMARY***

ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION RESULTS

ADVERTISING EXPENSE SALES
CURRENT 1000 31379
RESIDUAL 2000 8051

PROMOTION 300 9628
SALES GAINED BY
LAST MONTH'S EX DEMAND 283
SALES LOST BY

LAST MONTH'S TURNAWAY < 1040 >

TOTAL DEMAND 110094
(INCLUDES NATURAL DEMAND)

* 10094 MORE IN DEMAND THAN
THE RESTAURANT CAN HANDLE.

16000 IN SALES LOST DUE TO NOT ENOUGH DMOS ! ' !

PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE?
*****************

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

SALES
EXPENSES

FOOD I BEV
LABOR
TRAINING
HIRING
ADVERTISING
PROMOTIONS
PREV. MAINT.
REPAIR
MISC. CONT.

CONT. EXPENESE

FIXED EXPENSES

TOTAL EXPENSES

TOTAL PERCENT
84000 100.00

32040 38.14
29800 35.48
1714 2.04
630 0.77
1000 1.19
500 0.60

0.00
541 0.64
9040 10.76

75285 89.63

4840 5.76

80125 9f,. 5V

PROFIT 'LOSS-

PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE?

*****************

LABOR FORCE AT MONTH'S END

WAITRESSES 24 COOKS 8
PRESS -RETURN* TO CONTINUE?

*************************************

3875 4.61

DMOS 6

i i i i t i i i i i {( i i t i i i i i i

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS HAS DECIDED TO FIRE YOOI I I

A LOSS OF * 10997 IN SIX MONTHS IS UNACCEPTABLE.
YOU WILL BE PAID THE FULL SALARY BUT DON'T LET THE
DOOR HIT YOU IN THE »Ttl WHEN YOU LEAVE.

PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE »
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RESULTS FOR YEAR

SALES
EXPENSES

FOOD I BEU
LABOR
TRAINING
HIRING
ADVERTISING
PROMOTIONS
PREV. MAINT.
REPAIR
MISC. CONT.

CONT. EXPENSES

FIXED EXPENSES

TOTAL EXPENSES

PROFIT <LOSS>

*********************

TURNOVER FOR YEAR

TOTAL PERCENT
413181 100.00

164086 39.71
155440 37.62

7413 1.79
3250 0.79
11100 2.69
4700 1.14

90 0.02
1178 0.29

48790 11.81

396047 95.85

28131 6.81

424178 102.66
*************************************

10997 -2.66

WAITRESSES
LOST 31
PERCENT 147.62

COOKS
7
84

PMOS
17
167.21

TOTAL
55
139.24

*******************

SALES LOST BY
TURNAUAY - DIRECT
TURNAUAY - INDIRECT

< 132827 >
< 13555 > » |

**************************

YOUR WAGE FOR THE YEAR.

SALARY
SALES COM
PROFIT COM

SUBTOTAL
PENALTY FOR
SALES LOST

TOTAL WAGE

20000.00
1032.95
-549.85
********
20483.10

14638.2
********
5844.90

GREAT BOOKS FROM
CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS FOR APPLE;
ATARI; AND TRS-80 OWNERS!
Here are the books that Apple, Atari and TRS-80 owners have been
waiting for-three informative, challenging and stimulating collec-

tions of articles and features from Creative Computing. The
Creative Apple. The Creative Atari and The Creative TPS-80
each present a wealth of revised and updated material to help

you make the most of your computer.
Each Creative volume features chapters covering such

areas as graphics, commercial programs, programming tips

and techniques, games, and business and personal applications

Filled with useful information for both the new owner and
the experienced programmer, these creative guides will

help you exploit the potential of your Apple, Atari or TRS-80
in ways you never dreamed of!

Each volume is 8VT x 11", softcover, illustrated, $15.95.

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE:
(In N] only 201-540-0445) 800-631-8112
Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

("creative computing press
Dept H0 1 C, 39 East Hanover Avenue
Mom* Plain*. N] 07950

Send me CreativeApple at $15 95* plus $2 00
postage and handling each #18K

Send me Creative Alan at $15 95* plus $2.00
postage and handling each *18B

Send me Creative TRS-80 at $15 95* plus

$2 00 postage and handling each #18Y

PAYMENT ENCLOSED*! "Residents

of CA N] and NY State add applicable sales tax

Outside USA add $3 00 per order

CHARGE MY:
^2 American Express
H MasterCard n Visa

Exp
Card No Date

Sumatnre

Mr /Mrs /Ms.

Address
nfulln

-Apt.

City

State/Zip

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog i
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s cart . . .apple cart. . . apple
It is October as your read this, though

it is July as I write it. Days are getting

shorter, cooler, and the trees in the

Northeast are turning. Indian Summer is

here. As I write this, we are just getting

over a heat wave in the Northeast. With
weather like this, hacking seems like the

only sane activity. This month's column
will feature a few more utilities you
might find handy, a few reviews, and
some useful information. So why not sit

back and enjoy?

Fixing FID
For a while, I had just one disk drive.

Some programs, such as FID, were con-
stantly asking me for slot and drive

numbers. I didn't like to be reminded by
a hunk of metal and plastic that I

couldn't afford another drive. I had been

spending all my free cash to feed it

things like Deadline, Apple Writer, and
Germany 1985. I had to find a way to

stop the program from tormenting me.
So, I came up with FFID, or the

Fixed FID. What this short program
does is amend FID so that it doesn't ask

you silly questions. Now that I have a
second drive, I could further amend it so

that it automatically sets the slot and
drives for my system. Slot 6, drive 1 for

the read, slot 6, drive 2 for the write. For
now, I will just give you the first rogram.

See Listing 1.

To make this work, type the program
in and amend line 40 if your drive isn't

in the usual slot 6. Then bload fid,

EXEC FIXER, and BSAVE FFID, A20S1,
1.4686. That's it. Quick, simple, and
permanent.

Don't bsave this as FID; you may
need an unaltered version at a later date.

Since FID loads into the same area as an
Applesoft program, I felt that the EXEC
approach would be best. You could, of

course, bload fid and poke in the val-

ues in line 70. That also works.

Stephen Arrants

Poor Man's Lowercase
You say you have an Apple II + with-

out lowercase? You are tired of entering

complicated codes to make your printer

give you lowercase? I have just the fix

for you. Although the Apple 11+ can't

display lowercase unless a modification

is made, none is really needed by a

printer. Most printers will display lower-

case when 32 is added to the ASCII code
of a letter.

Usually, this is done by hitting a CTRL
character as an indicator and processing

each character in Basic. Clumsy. Slow.

Inefficient. It would be much better to

intercept the output and add 32. After

all, computers are supposed to be ef-

ficient, right? Enter this routine (Listing

2), which is for an Apple II or 11+ with

DOS 3.3 and a printer in slot 1.

This short routine is stored at location

SBA69 and is not permanent, ctri-S is

used to toggle lowercase on/off. If a dif-

ferent character is desired, change the

value at $BA6D. The routine is selected

by the program in Listing 2.

All hooks are returned to their normal
values by the "PR#0" in line 70. PR# 1

isn't needed, since jmp at the end of the

routine selects the printer slot, number
1.

After the routine is typed in and you
have checked it for errors, save it as fol-

lows, hnavi i.c,a$ba69,l$2a. That's it!

Simple, quick, and clean.

Ah! But there's another modification

we can make. Suppose we want a line in

mixed normal and inverse display. We
could split the line up with various com-
mands, which looks sloppy and can
cause formatting headaches. We could
also write a machine language program

to save us the trouble. The routine in

Listing 3 does just that.

Again, ctrl-S is used as the toggle,

but you can change it to suit your needs.

Turn it on with the following: poke
40196, 105: poke 40197, 186. Turn it off

with POKE 40196, 189: 40197, 158.

Look at SBA6F. If we change the

value to 7E, we will get a flashing

character instead of inverse. Save with

the following: bsave inv,a$ea69,l$10.

Remember: don't add spaces between

the commas!

Lazarus, or Bringing a Program Back
From the Dead
From time to time, we all do stupid

things with the Apple. How many times

have you typed in a program and then

entered int, fp, or new? Our next little

routine (Listing 4) may help you recover

lost material. I call it Lazarus, since it

brings some programs back from the

dead.

How does this work? Well, when you

do an fp, int. or new, you don't ac-

tually get rid of a program. It is still

lurking somewhere in your Apple. If you
ran the short program from August, you
probably saw bits of old programs float-

ing around, unless you started out fresh.

The trick is to get the deceased program
back where you can save or run it.

When you new something, you tell

the Apple to set some bytes as nulls

($00). From then on, the Apple treats

that program as if it had never existed,

except in some dusty corner of memory.
What we have to do is reset these bytes

and bring the dead to life. Not a miracle,

just a few lines of machine language.

Save this program as bsave
LAZARUS, A$2BF,I.$4 1

.

Letters, Errors And Omissions
In the August Apple Cart I men-

tioned that the Rev. B board may be un-
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Listing I.

10 REM
20 Dt •
30 n • "

40 S • 6
50 PRINT
60 PRINT
70 PRINT

. 255
ao PRINT

THIS IS A ZERO -->0THIS IS THE LETTER AFTER N — >0.
CHRJ <4>
FI«ER"

Dt"OPEN"Pt
D»"VRITE"Pt
"POKE 4895, "S" POKE 4896, "S" POKE 4893,1 POKE 48»4, 1 POKE2328
POKE 2 3 83. 9 8 : POKE2 4 39 , 96 POKE 4 8 9 9 . 2 5 5

"

D( "CLOSE"PI

Listing 2a.

10 REM THIS IS THE LETTER AFTER N--> 0. THIS IS A ZERO--) 0.
20 REH )>>THE LOWER CASE PROGRAM MAY NOT WORK ON ALL PRINTERS <<<
30 08 • CHRt (4)
40 PRINT Df'BLOAD LOVER-CASE"
30 POKE 43603,105 POKE 43604,184
80 PRINT "TESTING LOWER CASE " . REM CTRL-S EMBEDDED IN THIS LINE
70 PRINT D«"PR80"

necessary at this time because there is no
commercial software available to take

advantage of the double hi-res graphics

it allows. Jerry Van Cleeff of Montgom-
ery, AL wrote in to take me to task for

this statement.

I agree with him that you can write

your own routine to get the 560 X 192

resolution graphics. But I would think

twice about rushing out to buy the 80-

column extended memory card and get-

ting a Rev. B board simply to see 16

colors in double hi-res. Until good soft-

ware is available, I would wait. True,

Apple is still offering the upgrade for

free, but that is not reason enough to

buy the 80-column extended memory
card.

By the way, the July 1983 issue of
So/talk has an excellent article by Don
Worth on how to run and understand
double hi-res graphics on the He.

I stand by my statement to be careful

when using What's Where in the Apple.

Although Apple has been careful to keep

monitor entry points and soft switches

the same as in the Apple II+ , not every-

thing is the same. It is a new machine,
Jerry.

Oops! There may be a problem when
using the program in Listing 1 from Au-
gust. On the He, it will crash when it

turns on the soft switch at location

49237, where page 2 is selected. Jerry

suggests hitting ctrl-C, typing text,

Listing 2.

•BA49 BA92

BA69- 8D 92 8A Ct 93 DO 09
A70- A9 20 3* ED 91 BA 8D 91

BA78- BA AD fl BA Cf CI 30 0E
BA80- AD 92 BA C9 DA 10 07 AD
BASS- 92 BA 18 4D 91 BA 4C 02
BA90- CI 00 00

Listing 3.

•BA6 9 BA76

BA69- 48 C9 93 DO 07 At 3E
BA70- 31 IS 32 IS 32 81 4C

Listing 4.

•02BD 02FF

02BD- A0 04 Ct
02C0- B9 00 00 DO FA CB tC 01
02C1- 00 At 00 00 02 01 13 01
02D0- A0 00 A2 03 At 00 13 00
02D1- Ct DO 02 E4 01 Bl 00 DO
02E0- F3 14 00 14 00 DO Ft 11
02E1- tl If 03 B3 AF B3 If 13
02F0- 6B 13 6D AS 01 it 00 13
02FB- B0 13 4A 13 6C 13 II 80

and then continuing. The program will

crash again at location 49280, where it

selects an alternate bank of RAM, enter-

ing the land of no return, reset to get

out. Skip locations 49152 to 53247 for

painless execution. Apparently, these

soft switches aren't the same, Jerry.

This little bug shows up the dif-

ferences between the 11+ and He. The
program runs fine on a II or II + . On
the He, there are problems. If you really

want to see something strange, run it

with an 80-column extended memory
card. Talk about locking-up!

Thanks for the letter, Jerry. It is peo-

ple like you who keep me on my toes. To
the other letter writers, thanks for the

compliments, complaints, and queries. I

can't answer every letter, but a SASE en-

sures a reply.

In last month's column, a reader

wanted information on using an Apple
in sailboat navigation. Well, a few people

in our book division, politely mentioned
Computersfor Sea and Sky by Stephen J.

Rogowski. It is published by Creative

Computing Press and sells for $9.95.

This collection of programs for sail-

ing, aviation, navigation, astronomy,
and surveying is quite nice. Mr.
Rogowski is a licensed pilot and an FAA
ground instructor, so he knows what he
is doing. He is not a bad writer, either.

Not only does he give you over 50 pro-

grams, but he explains in clear language

how they work and what they can and
can't do. A list of references is included

to help you write more advanced pro-

grams on your own.

New Products
Verbatim Corporation sent me a disk

diagnostic package the other day. I have
mixed feelings about diagnostics pack-
ages. It is nice to know when something
is wrong, but if you are like me, you
know that knowledge can cause para-

noia and depression. I mean, knowing
that your disk drive heads are out of
alignment at 2:00 a.m. is informative,

but then try and get to sleep! Still, it is a
useful product.

I now know why I kept losing disks

—

my secondary drive was poorly aligned.

One warning—if a drive has serious

problems, test your disks on a good
drive. If the good drive doesn't read

them properly, copy them over from the

bad drive to new disks on the good
drive. Otherwise, you may not be able to

recover data.

What the Disk Drive Analyzer does is

perform four comprehensive tests cover-

ing head alignment, disk clamping (how
tightly the drive holds your disk in

place), read/write accuracy, and disk

speed. Your drive is evaluated as good,
fair, or poor and rated pass or fail, in-

dicating whether tested areas require

adjustment or repair.

Verbatim claims that is the only prod-
uct that effectively tests drive alignment
without taking the drive apart. The price

seems a bit steep, however, at $69.95. As
a special introductory offer, Verbatim
will send you a head cleaning kit or a
twin pack of mini disks when you return

the warranty card.

Inside the Apple
For the hardcore hackers and hobby-

ists, a new book has hit the racks that

may be just what you are looking for.

The Apple II Circuit Description by Win-
ton Gayler from Howard Sams is a large

book stuffed with all sorts of hardware
information on Apples from Rev. to
RFI Rev. D. Although the He is not
covered, this is still a very valuable book.
It is tough, thorough, and labyrinthine.

Six chapters examine every bit of the
Apple circuitry. You get information on
the 6502, on I/O, video display, and tim-
ing. Chock full of diagrams and
schematics, this book makes a good
addition to your library.

One surprise is that all the schematics
and diagrams are readable. I am used to
cramped little sketches that resemble
bad road maps. Mr. Gayler did a monu-
mental job in writing the book. It is well-

organized and well-planned.

Apple II Circuit Design isn't for every-
body. You do need some prior knowl-
edge of electronics to understand most
of the concepts. But for the serious

hacker and hobbyist, as well as anyone
involved in repairing Apples, this may
be one of the most important and infor-

mative books you will own.

Finally

That's it for this month. I've decided
not to give you the program I promised
for recovering a deleted file. Instead, it

will be part of a longer program pre-

sented over the next few Carts. This
longer program is a disk utility that will

allow you to examine and edit a track
and sector, recover a lost file, hide files

that you don't want seen, and customize
DOS the way you want it. See you in

November.
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An anecdote. Before this column be-

came a column, it was the second install-

ment of a printer round-up. Someone here

told me that C. Itoh had called, and in the

article I kidded to be sorry it had not

been Mr. Itoh himself— for I would have

liked to ask him what the C stood for.

From San Francisco. Mr. Philip C.

Huang: "I read with great interest your

article. . . in which you mentioned that

you would like to know what the C stands

for in C. Itoh. . . C. Itoh is a major trading

company in Japan. The C stands for

'Chu.' which literally means 'loyalty' in

Japanese. In this case. Chu was the given

name, and Itoh was the surname of a

person. . . perhaps the founder of the

company, which was established in

1949."

Fascinating. Mr. Huang, and thank you.

Now what does the C in vour name stand

for?

SuperScripsit Feedback
More from the mailbag. This letter is

from Barton Hendrix. of Oakdale. CA,
though we have received more than one

letter along these lines:

"As one who uses a TRS-80 Line Printer

VI with SuperScripsit, I was anxious to

read Ted Byrne's article on the subject in

your June 1983 issue. I hoped that it would

contain some new ideas to play with. To
say the least. 1 was disappointed. Mr.

Byrne devoted his article to explaining

how he wrote an auxiliary program to set

pitch and line spacing on his printer be-

fore loading SuperScripsit. Didn't he read

the program documentation?
"SuperScripsit uses the Daisywheel II

driver to operate the LP VI and. as a

result, there are some functions that do

John J. Anderson

not operate exactly as intended. However,

the program does provide for 20 user-

programmed printer-code' keys. They
allow the inclusion of special character

codes. If the character width is set at

zero, these keys work equally well to

change line spacing or pitch. There are.

however, a few things to keep in mind.
"• Whenever the LP VI receives a con-

trol code to change pitch or line spacing

it will begin a new line at column 0. For

that reason you cannot mix two pitches in

one line. You should not include text

between control codes and a carriage

return.

xA 2 1613 Ord. Size XN 1 1 AA Registered

xB 2 1B11 Propor . Size xO 1 1 AB Copyright
XC 2 IBM Comp. Size xP 1 1 AC 1/4

xD 2 1B0E Start Elong. xQ 1 1 AD 3/4

xE 2 1B0F End Elong. xR 1 1 AE 1/2

xF 1 OF Start U-line xS 1 1 BA Trademark
xG 1 OB End u-line XT 1 14 WP Init.

xH 2 1B1C Half-I.ine Dn xU
xl 2 1B1E Half-Line Up XV 1 1 EK Fuzzy Sqr.

xJ 2 1B38 3/4 Line Dn XW 1 1 FB Fuzzy UL

XK 2 1B0A 1 Line Up XX 1 1 FC Fuzzy LR

XL xK 1 1 FD Fuzzy UR

XM xZ 1 1 FE Fuzzy LL

Which control cod e whould you like to change?
Enter A - Z, ESC to store, BREAK to cancel , or HOLD to restore previous:

Figure I. Scripsit printer control codes.

.T

SOtlPSITjO.u productd by .I.WUdio SnactAI *o run on TRSM conwtrrs.

In addition to normal tin characters, printer controls

cat t* Mt to print i&ondmed durxttrs, Jfcrportional spaced characters, JJnorail

elonvted characters, ^Celonaated condensed

characters, and ^proportional elongated characters. !»,£

Ot courw there »M bt other printer function you uish to call on,

including:

«.v.u.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.y.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v. v.v.v.v.v-v.v-».v-v-v-v-v-v-"^-'-'

A.

3
•1

.t .» H.IC.I.I.HI IJ4.JHIJ2.H-2i Jji JJJ.

.V.l

^V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.«.V.V-V.V.V.V-V-V-V-V-V-V-V.V-V-V-V-V-V-^'-^-'--^- V - V - V ' V-'

Figure 2. Video screen version of text (Printer control codes are underlined).
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Genlech
Shop early for Christmas

THIS
MONTH'S
SPECIALS
OTRONA ATTACHE $2595

BASIS 108 128K CP/M 3.0 .... $1 999

PROWRITERI $369

EPSON FX-100 $725

TELEVIDEO 803 $1995

RANA ELITE I $265

RANA ELITE II $415

RANA ELITE III $535

BUFFERED GRAPPLER
16K $199

32K $229

64K $259

MULTIPLAN

IBM, Apple II /lie $189

IBM PC DSOD Drive

RANA $299

QUENTIN $275

FOURTH DIMENSION $275

LOGO
Terrapin $119

Krell $85

Call 401-273-2420, 274-0330

for Customer Service & Tech

Support. Ask for New Catalog.

ORDERS ONLY

800-843-4302
150 Broadway. Suite 2212. NY., NY 11038

Money Order, Cashier's Check, Personal Check,

COD. Honored. Add 1% on Credit Card.

COMPUTERS

FRANKLIN

ACE 1000 w/cotof

ACE PRO SptM
ACE 1000 w/Color. ACE 10 Drive.

80 Column Card. ACE Writer II

ACE Calc (80 Column Spreadsheet)

$845

$1295

ACE 1200 (128K) Dual Processor.

1 Drive. 80 Column CBASIC,

CP/M. DOS SCall

COLUMBIA

128K RAM. DUAL DSDD Drives (640K)

Fully IBM compatible

w/Superptc* $2695
128K RAM. 10 MB Hard disk

w/Superpack $3950
Portable VP w/Superpack $2495

DI6ITAL

RAINBOW SCall

EAGLE

PC 2 128K RAM w/2 OR (640K) $2695
PC-XL 128K RAM 1 DR. 10 MB HARD

$3595

KAYPRO

KAY PRO II 64k w/sottware $1499
KAVPRO IV 64k w/sottware SCall

KAYPRO 10 64k w/10 MB hard disk SCall

IBM compatible 128k or 256K board

w/MS DOS A CP/M 86 SCall

OSBORNE

Osborne I SCall

Osborne Executive SCall

PIED PIPER $1099

VICTOR 9000 (128k. 12 MB DISC) $2795

PLOTTERS

BAUSCH I LOMB
DMP 29
DMP 40 (8 color 11x1/ paper)

DMP 41 (single pen 22x17 inch)

S899
$1995

S2799

FOR APPLE ll/lle, Franklin Ace

Grappler • $119
Graphitti $95
16k RAM $49

Pkaso card $129

Microtek Dumpling GX SI09

Microtek Dumpling 16 (16k) $159
Microtek Magnum 80 (80 col) SCall

Fourth Dimension Super Drive $239

FOR IBM PC

AST RESEARCH INC.

COMBO PLUS
64k w/Serial A Parallel $309
128k $369. 192k $419. 256k $499

I/O PLUS $132
Serial $39. Parallel $39. Game $39

MEBA PLUS
64k w/Serial A Clock $309

128k S399. 192k $479. 256k $519

64k w/Serial A Parallel S399
128k $459. 192k $519. 256k $599

MEGA PAk 256k Module $309

OUADRAM

OUAflDBOARD
64X
256k

$279

$419

512+ EXPANSION BOARD
Quad 512+ (64k) $219
Quad 512+ (256k) $379
Quad 512+ (512k) $599

OUAOUNK $519

MICROfAZER
Parallel/Parallel - P/P

8k $149. 64k $229. 128k $329
256k $689. 512k $945

S/P. P/S, S/S
8k $145, 16k $165. 32k $195. 64k $229

Serial /Parallel

8k $165. 64k $229
9V Power Supply $1699

HARD DISK

COMFLKR
10 MB FOR QX 10

CORVUS
6 MB $1925
10 MB $2695
20 MB $3695

Multiplexor ...

$1995

6 MB w/Mirror $2545
l2MBw/Mirror$3315
18 MB w/Mirror $41 15

SCall

Disk Server SCall

Adaptor lor KAYPRO

II A Morrow M01
&MD2

5 MB SCall

10 MB $1750
20 MB $2595

XCOMP
10 MB $1895
16 MB $2099

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON

RX 80 $379
MX 80FT III $459
MX 10OF1 III (Graftrax) $649
FX-80FT $535

STAR MICRONICS

Gemini 10/10X $299/319
Gemini 15/15X $469/479

OKIOAIA

Microline 92 $499
Microline 93 $859
Microline 84 Parallel $995

C-ITOH

Prownter I $379
Prownter II $659
Prownter 8600 BP $1025

MANNESMANN TALLY

MT WOL (160 CPS) $689
MT 1801 (15 inch) $899

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

CITOH
F 10 Starwriter $1249
F 10 Pnntmaster $1599

COMREX
Comwntei I Paia/Sei $799
Comwriter II Parallel $499
Comwriter II Ser (5k) $599

BAtSVWRITER

2000 EXP (ASK Butter) $1049

JUKI (17 CPS 15 inch) $570

SILVER REED

Exp550P $689 Exp 550$ $769
Exp500P $469 Exp500S $499

OUME SPRINT 11/40 $1345

MONITORS

30OG (12" green) $149
300A (12" amber) $159
Color I (Composite) $289
Color HI (RGB) $359

tOMREI
CR56O0G $145
CR56O0Y (Yellow amber) $155
CR5600A (Amber) . , $159MM
GI 09G (9" green) $109
GT-09A (9" amber) $115
GT-12G (12" green) . $115
GT-12A (12" amber) $119

TAXAN
RGB Vision I $276
(with Apple II + Cable A Interlace) $345
RGB Vision III $519
KG 12N (12" green) . $125
KG 12N-UY (12" amber) $135

OUADRAM
Quadchrome RGB lor IBM $489

TERMINALS

MODEMS

Freedom 100 (11 FTN Key green) $499
Visual 50 Detachable KYBD $589
TelevirJeo 910 I $565
Ielevideo925 $725
Ielevideo950 $945

HAVES

Micromodem II $275
Smartmodem (300 BAUD) $210
Smartmodem (1200 BAUD) $509
Smartmodem 12008 tor IBM $469
Smartcom II (Terminal Prog ) $99

NOVATION

CAI 300 BAUD Acoustic $144
D Cat 300 BAUD Direct $155
J-Cat 300 Small Sire $109
Apple Cat II $269
103 Smart Cat $179
103/212 Smart Cat $429

300 BAUD Modem Card $239
1200 BAUD External Modem $529
Iransend 1/2/3 S69/S109/S209

SOFTWARE

FOR KM PC
IUS A/R A/P G/L l/C 0/E $389
Any three $975

FOR DEC RAINBOW AND APPLE IN

PEATREE G/l A/R A/P l/C Payroll $499

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Printers, continued...

pre;due sd by Radio Shack to run on TRSS0 computers.
In to normal size chai *er5, printer controls

pr int condensed characters, porportional spaced characters, r» cur- rrc-ea 1
e? 1 r»iga ted char actersi elongated condensed
characters, and proportional elongated characters.

.r,ay be other printer functions you wish to call on,
includi r»g *

H,0 X4+X*-28 1

Figure .?. Actual printed version of text.

"• The driver remains unnotified if and
when the pitch is changed within a docu-
ment, and so margins and tabs must be
adjusted accordingly.

"• The LP VI is not cooperative about

accepting anything other than single-

spaced lines through the Open Document

Panasonic Model KX-PII60 shown with

optionalfront inserter.

Options. However, if you consider that

you can select 6, 8, or 12 Ipi through user-

programmed keys and select single-,

double-, or triple-spacing via a block
action, it offers considerable flexibility.

"• With the LP VI SuperScripsit counts
whole lines at 6 Ipi, so it may be necessary

to adjust page specifications if the printer

is set to 8 or 12 Ipi. Bear in mind that the

program allows a maximum of 99 lines

per page. For that reason you should not

use the narrower line spacing unless it is

absolutely necessary.

"I do agree with Mr. Byrne that the LP
VI is a sturdy, versatile printer. It simply

requires a bit of creativity to make full

use of its capability. With careful work at

12 Ipi. it will even underline. The only

things I have not been able to get it to do
easily are those functions which normally

require a reverse paper feed (such as

subscripts and superscripts)."

In another letter J. Spence of Denton,
TX, posits that Mr. Byrne was using an
older version of the program. Spence is

now using an LP VIII and Daisy Wheel
II, but wrote his own program two years

ago to get around the control code
problems.

The control codes he is now using ap-

pear as Figure 1. the CRT version as

Figure 2, and the printed results as Figure

3. Hope this helps some of you Scripsit

users out there.

New Hardware
Two new dot matrix printers are on the

way from Panasonic. The KX-P1 160 can
reach 165 cps in pica. 196 cps in elite. It

can handle 15" paper, in fanfold or single

sheet. An optional front inserter is avail-

able to friction feed single sheets to the

printer.

The printer comes with a parallel inter-

face standard. An RS-232 serial interface

is available as an option. This model lists

for $1750.

The model KX-PI090 can handle paper

widths up to 10" and reach speeds up to

Panasonic Model KX-PIOW.

96 cps. It also features sprocket or friction

feed. The suggested retail for the unit is

$550.

Both printers use a seamless cartridge

ribbon. For more information contact

Panasonic, One Panasonic Way, Secau-

cus, NJ 07094. (201 ) 348-7183.

Smith-Corona is following its original

TP-1 with the TP-II daisy wheel printer.

The SCM TP-II features both serial and
parallel ports, selectable 10 or 12 pitch

character sets, self-test switch, and new
printwheels with program characters. This
simplifies printing Basic listings.

SCM TPI1.

The TP-II incorporates several en-

hancements to its predecessor. Baud and
parity DIPs are easier to set. Reversing

polarity of the busy signal has been sim-

plified, as have controlling linefeeds and
carriage returns. An optional tractor feed

feature has also been introduced to allow

use of continuous form paper.

The list price of the unit is $900. For
more information, contact Smith-Corona,
65 Locust Ave.. New Canaan. CT 06840.

(203)972-1471.

Tandy has released a new $500 dot
matrix printer capable of printing at 120

cps. The DMP-120 is code-compatible
with all other Radio Shack printers, with

the exception of some word processing

codes (such as parts of SuperScripsitf.

The graphics mode of the unit allows

creation of almost any graphics con-

Radio Shack DMP-120.
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PKASO
Printer Interface Family

and Apple //e...

We work together

PKASO

PKASO Interfaces
come complete
with Cable.
Instructional
Diskette and
Comprehensive
Manual

V^

The PKASO family makes you
and your Apple Computer
a master of text and graphics.

PKASO makes it easy to use the features ot your

printer— select character sizes, vary line spacing
even print in colors Simple PKASO commands
make these features usable from the keyboard or a
program

PKASO also adds features to your system. Press a
few keys and get a snapshot "dump" of the image
you see on the screen— text or graphics. Add new
characters and symbols that you couldn't print

before, using our SuperFont "system. Add our

new PipeLine " printing buffer and your printer

can take its time while you and your Apple move
on to the next task. The PipeLine is a modular add-
on to the standard PKASO board.

The PKASO interface is designed for Apple II and
Apple /// in all the popular configurations It prints

in full color on the IDS Prism Printer, and in striking

black on C Itoh. Centronics, Epson, IDS. NEC and
Okidata matrix printers.

IS PipeLine"

PRINTING BUFFER
For Apple, IBM. TRS-80
and most leading

personal computers.

NOW with serial as well

as parallel output
and

Random Access Processing
pat pending)

Interactive Structures Inc.

146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone (215)667-1713



Printers, continued...
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Spirit-HO print sample.

figuration needed. For more information,
contact Tandv Radio Shack. One Tandy
Center. Fort Worth. TX 76102. (817) 390-

3300.

Transtar has released its own model
120. but this, in contrast is a $600 daisy

wheel printer. The unit provides letter

quality print at 16 cps. With an automatic

Transtar

paper loading system, cut sheets can be
positioned with the touch of a button.

Tractor feed is available optionally. The
unit has a Centronics parallel interface.

For more information contact Transtar.

Box C-9697S, Bellevue. WA 98009. (206)

4M-92M).

Thai's the Spirit

The Spirit-80 is the latest entry from
Mannesmann Tally, the people who
brought you the MT-160 printer (given a
rave review in the June 1983 issue). The
Spirit-80 is their low-end entry, with a list

price of $399 with standard Centronics
parallel interface.

While it is not in the same class as the

MT-160, it is much less expensive and has
many features of more expensive ma-
chines. Compared with other machines in

its price range, the Spirit-80 looks very

good indeed.

At a printhead speed of 80 cps. the unit

is capable of multiple fonts in extended,
normal, and compressed modes, including

italics. In compressed mode, up to 142

columns are available. The unit can
handle superscripts and subscripts, and
has a graphics mode offering resolution

of 640 dots per line.

The printer can accept continuous form
or single sheet friction feed. Up to three

carbon thicknesses can be supported.
Mannesmann claims a mean time between

failures of over 5 million lines (excluding

printhead life). The printhead is rated at

approximately 30 million characters.

A large part of the speed of a printer

can be judged by the linefeed speed. The
linefeed time of the Spirit-80 is approxi-

mately 0.02 seconds— very quick for a

$400 machine.
No graphics duty cycle is imposed, but

guidelines are provided within the docu-
mentation so that a user can create duty
cycles for his own use. Under normal
conditions, however, none are necessary.

Mannesmann Tally Spirit-80.

A REPORTING SYSTEM FOR A SPREADSHEET DATABASE
(for any VisiCalc*5 or Lotus 1-2-3® User)

Most database systems consider rows of data fields as records. The 3-D concept promoted by Abacus says to consider an entire report as a record.
Therefore, visualize "pajr.es" of reports stacked on or scattered around your desk; these would constitute your database.

VrC-fl-MERCE
With \j/ \ Merge (\amelv A Merge System) you can "cut and paste"

of spreadsheet reports together to form new reports

Electronically!!) As spreadsheet utility Viz A Merge allows you to
combine sections, rows, columns, or single cells from any number of
spreadsheet pages into one new report, or into an existing report, then
recalculate selected formulas For example, you could "cut" total year
end columns from Department reports and the consolidated reports,

then "paste " them together for overall company analysis. Or. you could
place a total sales row into an income statemenl and recalculate all

formulas

toducl has a simple Question & Answer procedure to assist you in organizing your report processes. You can create a complete reporting network
from a spreadsheet database. They have the ability to "remember" the steps they went through to create the final reports. You can use your spreadsheet
program to recalculate new data, then use our products to regenerate all new reports in one single step Also, you can set-up special formulas to calculate
additional data fields within the new reports You can customize titles, row and column headings, footnotes, etc. for each report

Both products include sample sessions which are easy to understand, allowing the average person to leam them in only 15 minutes. They are both
compatible with dBase II™ (IBM). PFS Graph® and a host of popular products

Abacus Associates is dedicated to producting products that allow users to create customized reporting systems tailored to the way they manually
organize their data

order either Viz-A Merge or Viz-A-Con directly from Abacus Associates. Send your check or money order to Abacus Associates. 6565 W. Loop
South, Suite 240, Bellaire. TX 77401, or credit card customers may CALL TOLL FREE (800) 547-5995, ext. 170. In Nebraska, (800) 642-9606, ext.170

Apple II II • lie, IKS-80 1, III, IV $ 99.95
Apple III. TRS-80 II 12 16, IBM-PC $139 95
Add $3 95 s «c tt per package

Look for forthcoming 3-D application templates

wiRIR-^^R
With Viz-A-Con (Namely A C onsohdation System) you can add 3-Di-

mensional capability to your spreadsheet program. As a Report Writer

to your database, Viz-A-Con allows you to select records ("pages"), get
sub-totals and lotals for all number fields, and have customized labels

on the final report For example you can perform hierarchical con-
solidations (Dept , Div., Company) or time period roll-up (Day, Week,
Month, Qtr. , Year) You can consolidate up to 50 files in one process and
you can tie together as many as 80 processes in one group. Then play
"what if" with VisiCalc and regenerate all reports in one single step
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When it comes to superior performance,
we study ourlines very carefully.

Superior printer performance is not a fluke.

It evolves from analyzing printed line after

printed line. Taking the time to test and retest.

After 30 years of manufacturing precision

parts, we know that there are no shortcuts.

And so we took the GeminMOX and method-

ically put it through its 120 cps pace. We
achieved a print head life of over 100 million

characters with an extremely precise dot align-

ment creating each crisp character.

So far so good.

Next, sophisticated performance de-

manded versatility. A wide choice of

character sets, a buffer expandable . .

to 8K, and the ability to interface

with all popular personal

computers. We added macro m

instruction, giving Gemini-10X the capability

to perform up to 16 operations with one com-
mand. We included as standard a paper

feed system that has a friction and fully adjust-

able tractor feed. Then we even built in the

dexterity to print graphics and text on the

same line.

Done.

And, of course, staying the best means
constant reviewing and fine-tuning. Keeping

the Gemini easy to find, easy to afford and so

reliable it can be warranted for up to twice

as long as its major competitors.

Only the most careful

^A^f engineering has built the new
^ hard-working Gemini-10X.

You'll applaud its performance.
micro nici'inc

THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD.
Computet Peripherals Division

2803 N W 17th Street. Dallas Ft Worth Airport, TX 75261
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Printers, continued...

The documentation itself is much less

impressive than that accompanying the

model MI INi. with less organization,

more typographical errors and ambigu-

ities. At one point the Spirit-80 is de-

scribed as a serial-type printer, because

the matrix printhead impacts the paper in

a serial fashion. Jeepers creepers. People

who have just bought a parallel printer

may be a bit startled upon reaching that

point of the documentation.

I have had the Spirit-80 in heavy use

for about three days now, and have been

very satisfied with its performance. The
type quality is very good (see sample) and
the paper feed is exceptional. A white

wire paper guide keeps incoming and
outgoing paper from ever crossing paths.

And unlike most printers you will en-

counter, the tractors engage before the

paper goes around the platen. This may
seem like a trivial consideration, but I am
convinced it helps lessen the potential for

jamming when wrinkled or torn paper

feeds through. It is a design feature well

worth imitating.

The MICROWRITER
Daisy Wheel Printer.

Price $680
Features:

• Microwriler parallel interlace mounted internally in the Olivetti Praxis machine • Built in sell test

• Portable ...comes with deluxe carry case • Low noise level • Slim modern styling • Print quality
is identical to the finest office typewriters on the market • Can tab • Rule single lines both vertically

and horizontally • Underline • Print at 10. 12, or 15 characters per inch (switch selectable) • Ten
character memory automatic error correction, with lift-off carbon film correction ribbon (for
typewriter use) • Automatic or programmable page formats • Handles letter, legal size sheet and
fanfold paper in widths up to 12 inches wide • 165 character/12 inch print width • Wide selection of
21 interchangeable daisy print wheels available • Ribbon cassettes just drop in • Switch selectable
European keyboard • Centronics compatible parallel cables are currently available from stock

With the Microwriter you will never again have to send an important letter or a simple correspondence

that doesn't look impressive. Why settle for just any printer when you can have a

MICROWRITER a fine letter qyality typewriter for you and your computer. For more information.

see your local computer dealer or contact Ammicro directly

(3)mmD(l!Ja) l(ll|)

122 East 42 Street, Suite 1700, New York, NY 10168

(212) 254-3030
CIRCLE 113 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The unit has a relatively heavy clear

plastic cover, which helps lessen noise. I

have seen printers at three times the price

with much flimsier covers. Another classy

move from Tally.

Overall, the noise during operation is

quite tolerable. It is no ink-jet. but you

don't need to turn it off to talk on the

phone.

The large buttons on the top front of

the Spirit-80 select and deselect on-line

operation, as well as line and form feeds.

LEDs indicate on-line, ready, and "paper

out" conditions. There is a '"paper out"

buzzer, that can be deselected as a DIP
switch setting.

Top of form is set at whatever point

the printer is turned on. To reset it. turn

the printer off. advance the paper to the

top of form, then turn the printer back

on.

The cartridge ribbon is very easy to

replace, and an extra cartridge is supplied

along with the unit.

The Spirit-80 is another strong entry

from Mannesmann Tally, and helps to

round out its microcomputer product line.

It is also quite a handsome machine— one
of the best-looking new printers around.

For more information contact Mannes-

mann Tally Corporation, 8301 South

180th St., Kent, WA 98032. (206) 251-

5500.

Delectable Dumpling
If you own an Apple and have been

following our discussion of print buffers,

make a note to learn more about a com-
pany called Microtek. We have been

using their Dumpling-64 card in one of

our Apples for months now, and it has

faithfully performed as a parallel interface

Microtek Apple Dumpling-64.

card, graphics printer card, and 64K buf-

fer—a versatile product, to say the least.

If you already have or do not desire the

buffer aspect of the Dumpling-64, you
can buy the Dumpling-GX, which has all

the interface features of the spooler,

minus the spool. The card can drive any

8-bit parallel printer.

For more information contact Micro-

tek, Inc., 9514 Chesapeake Dr., San
Diego, CA 92123. (619) 569-0900.

Until next time, keep your ribbon

inked, and may all your perforations be

little ones. D
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OKPATA U92
microhm*

THE PERSONAL PRINTER BUILT
LIKE A SHERMAN TANK

PERFORMS LIKE A CONCERT GRAND.
Why We Get Encores. Okidata

takes center stage with a cast of print-

ers that can't be outperformed. All

eight dot matrix printers offer you
more features for your money than

you can find anywhere else. Pick your
tempo: data processing at speeds
from 80 to an exceptional 350 cps: to

stress a point, enhanced and empha-
sized printing at up to 1 00 cps: out-

standing letter quality printing at

speeds three times faster than most
daisywheels— up to 85 cps. Add a full

range of graphics capabilities, down-
line loadable character sets for

creating personalized typefaces and
symbols, and your print repertoire is

virtually unlimited.

We Play On and On. Our virtuosos

feature rugged steel frames, laser-

welded parts, and our long-life, non-
ballistic print head warranted for up
to one full year. With this tank-tough-

ness you'd expect Okidata to have the
lowest warranty claim rate in the in-

dustry. And we do: less than >A%.

In Tune with All MajorComputers.
We've designed each of these finely

tuned instruments to be harmonious
with all the major names in personal
computers. And to give you more
than you'd get from the major com-
puter name printers. After all. we
specialize in printers. The computer
folks specialize in computers. (That's

why MOST buy their printers from
somebody else).

Larger Selection. Smaller Prices.

Because we make more printers than
anybody else, we can give you just the

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD

right one to fit your specific needs. Not
to mention your budget. Suggested
retail prices range from $449 to
$2995. Call I-800-OKIDATA (in NJ.

609-235-2600I for the dealer nearest
you. Both you and your computer will

enjoy the performance.

Mt Laurel N|0»
A subsidiary ol Oki Electric Industry Company I Id



9pj,..outpost atari ...out
Hey there folks, and welcome to the

Outpost. The talk here concerns Atari,

and we're pretty serious about the

hobby. We have no qualms with the

statement that the Atari microcomputer

is absolutely the best machine in its

class. So rather than spend a lot of time

welcoming you here or beating around

the bush, let's get right down to

business.

First off, you'll notice that the ma-

chine at the top of our masthead has

been changed. It is no longer our trusty

Atari 800, but the flagship of the brand

new Atari line, the 1450 XLD.

Author Author
You know it has never escaped us that

many of the real contributions to the

Outpost, and to all Atari-specific

publications everywhere, come from

you, the "everyday" Atari user. Your in-

terest, individually and through user's

groups, sustains columns like this one. A
good example will follow shortly.

In that spirit it is our pleasure to re-

issue a call for manuscripts. We have be-

gun work on The Creative Atari II, and

are actively soliciting new material to

appear within its pages. If you have an

application for your Atari that other

Atari owners should know about, for

goodness sake, send it in. Make sure it is

typed and double-spaced. If you are

including a program listing, send a cas-

sette or disk (disks preferred) along too.

Just imagine: to be immortalized

within the pages of The Creative Atari II.

John J. Anderson

What glory! What privilege! And we'll

pay you, too.

And if your application is truly

outstanding, you might see it right here

in the Outpost as well.

So get to work'. Our address is 39 East

Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07950.

Send your material to The Creative

Atari, and if you wish it returned, en-

close a correctly sized, self-addressed,

stamped envelope.

Book Beat

The Creative Atari Vol. I, by the way,

has been on the stands for a few months
now. Along with all the Atari material

that has appeared in Creative Computing

up through March 1983, it includes new
material, never seen before. It is defi-

nitely worth checking out.

Other new Atari books worth a men-

tion are the following:

/ Speak Basic to My Atari, by Aubrey
Jones, Jr. 229 pp., teacher's edition, 244

pp., Hayden Books, Rochelle Park, N J.

A computer literacy course focusing on

the Atari computer. Good Basic tutorial

for kids seventh grade and above,

including sections on the disk drive and
how to do simple graphics. Chock full of

exercises and quizzes. I can see this text

becoming a favorite at Atari computer
camps. The teacher's manual provides

many valuable ideas and is accompanied

by exam masters that you can

reproduce.

Programming Your Atari Computer,

by Mark Thompson. 272 pp., TAB
Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214.

One of those tailored how-to type man-

uals like Chilton's auto guides, using

generalized information for early chap-

ters, then moving to machine-specific

information. Doesn't get to the meaty

Atari information until chapter six. Still,

you might want to have it as a back-up

reference. And in all fairness, early

chapters on binary numbers, computing

principles, and Boolean algebra are

worthwhile, though not Atari-specific.

User's Handbook to the Atari 400/800

Computers, by Jeffrey Weber and Ste-

phen Szczecinski. 319 pp., Weber Sys-

tems Inc., 8437 Mayfield Rd.,

Cleveland, OH 44026. Takes you all the

way from installation of the machine

through graphics and sound. Nice cover-

age on some of the ins and outs of Atari

Basic. Includes chapters detailing use of

the 410 cassette recorder, 810 disk drive,

and first generation Atari printers. Some
worthwhile programs. Numerous
appendices.

For more Atari reference sources, see

the May 1983 and December 1982 Out-

post columns.

While we are on the topic of books, al-

low me to redress a faux pas (the first of

two to be set right this month). In the

August column, I cited the Alfred book
Understanding Atari Graphics without

crediting its author, Michael Boom.
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ATARI COMPUTER OWNERS:

Pick the positively

perfect, practical,

printer-port peripheral

package, from
• ]

That's right . . . the positively perfect PERCOM DATA 5%", floppy disk drive with a BUILT-IN
PRINTER-PORT for your Atari* 400/800 is now available!

Until now, Atari computer owners who wanted to hook a printer to their computer had only one
choice, spend about $220 for an interface device THOSE DAYS ARE OVER PERCOM DATA has
built a parallel printer-port right into its new AT88 PD model Now you can add a quality disk drive

system AND have a place to plug in a printer . . WITHOUT BUYING an interface

The AT88 S1 PD™ disk drive operates in both single density (88K bytes formatted) and double
density (176K bytes formatted)

What more could you want? NO INTERFACE a high quality PERCOM DATA disk drive AND a
built-in PRINTER-PORT all with a price of $599

Pick up a positively perfect PERCOM DATA disk drive, with

printer-port ...pronto!

For the name of an authorized PERCOM DATA Dealer near you.

call our TOLL-FREE HOTLINE 1-80O-527-1222 NOW, or write

for more information

PERCOM W\]

Perfectly Priced

$599.
CORPORATION

Expanding Your Peripheral Vision
DRIVES * NETWORKS * SOFTWARE

1 1220 Pagemill Road. Dallas. Texas 75243 (214) 340-5800
1-800-527-1222

Atari is a registered trademark ot Atari. Inc • AT88 S1 PD is a trademark of Percom Data Corporation. • COPYRIGHT PERCOM DATA CORPORATION 1983

Prices subject to change without notice
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

Whoops—sorry, Michael. Merely an

oversight on my part. It is a fine effort.

Before we switch topics—a periodical

index for the Atari computer has been
published. Called Soft Finder 1.1, it

comprises a two-year composite index of

Atari-related articles in Creative
Computing. Analog. Antic. Compute, and
the Eugene ORACE Newsletter. Plans

are to release new issues quarterly. Cost
is $6 an issue. For more information,

contact Valley Soft, 2660 S.W.
DeArmond, Corvallis, OR 97333.

Also, note that the correct address for

ordering back issues of Creative is the

New Jersey address listed above, not

Boulder, CO, as stated in Soft Finder.

Show And Ataritel

We shall very shortly see the first

products resulting from the formation of
Ataritel. If you have not heard that name
before, suffice it to say that it shall con-

stitute Atari's foray into the tele-

communications market. Atari hopes to

ease the way for the consumer by

marketing inexpensive and easy-to-use

telecommunications products.

For quite a while now Atari has re-

fused to disclose a thing about any

Ataritel products on the drawing board.

One can only hope that the products will

be something more than an autodial

phone or modem unit in the shape of

E.T.

What kinds of products might they

truly offer?

Well. Imagine for a moment a ma-
chine along the following line. When the

phone rings, it automatically picks up (it

has a telephone built-in). It determines

whether the incoming call is from a hu-

man or another computer, by listening

for a carrier tone. If the call is from a

human, the Votrax chip within the unit

asks the caller to hold on, while it sum-
mons you. If you are not available, it

says so, and offers to store a message. If

the call is from another computer (re-

quires a telecommunications connec-

tion), the unit automatically provides its

own carrier, and hooks to its terminal

program (it has a computer built-in,

too).

This same computer can place tele-

communications calls for you at pre-

selected times you specify. Hooked to

your home television, it provides inter-

active videotex. Through this system
you can access an almost unlimited

quantity of information. It can, of
course, dial into CompuServe, The

Source, campus mainframes, or individ-

ual bulletin board services. It will

autodial all of your normal voice

connection calls as well.

It may also be tied into your home se-

curity system, monitoring the place, and
automatically dialing the police if it

finds anything too strange going on.

Is something like this superphone one
of the products upcoming from Ataritel?

Only time will tell.

Farewell 400
Right now the Atari 400 is just about

the best buy in microcomputers: I saw a

price of $70 (after rebate) the other day.

Of course the reason prices are this low

now is to make room for the new
models.

The Atari 400 and 800 are now a part

of history. But they are a memorable
part. So long fellas; we'll remember you.

I'm sure that tens of thousands of you
will still be computing ten years from

now. If you still don't have an Atari, and
you have $70, and you can find one, my
advice is to shell out for an Atari 400
without delay. How can you resist? And
you may get the very last one!

Third-Party Thingies

Have you heard about XBasic, from

16 Co orful reasons to get doublestuff

HI-RES

r
::

V ja ij
actual doublestuff"

reproduction

LORES DOUBLE LO-RES CONDENSED DOUBLE LO-RES

Software Development Inc. now offers you something that

Apple never told you was possible in the lie. It's called

DOUBLESTUFF."
Using standard Applesoft BASIC commands, in combination

with your existing programs, you can expand your color graph-

ics from 16 color Lo-Res (40 x 48) to double Lo-Res (80 x 48).

Unheard of before! Available NOW! With BASIC commands.
Double Hi-Res 16 colors (560 x 192 pixels) is all yours on your

Apple lie. It literally doubles the width on your standard color

TV or monitor.

Requirements: Apple lie—either 80 column card for double

to Resolution. Extended 80 column card for double Hi-Resolution

NEW Products available November '83:

doublestuff designer." my first coloring book.

I) 1 \ I I O M I \ I I \ < ^P^

wtf
Apple and Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

Doublestuff is a trademark of Software Development inc.

designed by:
Louis Bonfiglio and Peter Joselo

w

To order, send check or money order in

the amount of $39.95
New York State residents, add sales tax to

Software Development Inc.

2053 West 11th Street

Brooklyn, NY 11223 Tel. (212) 449-6300

Dealer inquiries invited.

?94
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WE INTERRUPT THIS AD
TO BRING YOU THIS
IMPORTANT PROGRAM...
Now you could add your program to the rapidly r
expanding list of MMG Software with MMG's Write ./
Your Own Program Contest! Each month a

program will be chosen and developed from
the entries and suggestions sent in by you A?^„
and best of all. the winners will receive w
royalties from the sale of their entry.

You don't have to be a computer whiz
to enter, so see your local retailer

who carries ATARI products for

details. FINAL FLIGHT is only one of

the many exciting and useful

programs for the ATARI system
now available from MMG Micro
Software that are designed
with you in mind. At MMG. S^^^*
we believe that people N^3fe» * *'

are as important as the ^^#
programs they use. ^^ x,.

ATARI is a r«g irk of ATARI

micro software
P.O. Box 131 Marlboro. NJ 07746

(201)431-3472
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Outpost: Atari, continued .

Superware? l\ is t 2K machine language

program that adds several interesting

features to Atari Basic Among them is

the a pability to construct string arrays,

just as in Microsoft Basic. Using a USR
call you may define up to eight simulta-

neous string arrays. Other commands
simplify sound and graphics commands,
along with a few other neat capabilities.

As opposed to some other enhance-

ments to Atari Basic, Superware allows

XBasic to be freely included in user-

developed software for sale, as long as

the XBasic program source code is in-

serted along with a credit screen. For
more information contact Superware,

2028 Kingshouse Rd , Silver Spring,

MD 20904.

Adventure International has released

a package called Ultra Disassembler,

which makes a good go at reconstructing

Atari source code from machine lan-

guage. Not only can you read code from
memory, but you can disassemble DOS
files, even specific disk sectors, without

regard to pointers or file structure. Dis-

assembled code can be reassembled with

any Atari assembler.

For more information contact Adven-

ture International, Box 3435,

Longwood. FL 32750.

If you have a CP/M system at home
as well as an Atari, you may be in-

terested in the Critical Connection, a

hardware/software interface that allows

your Atari to use the keyboard, drives,

and printer of any CP/M computer with

a 19,200 baud serial port. The original

interface product has been improved to

make installation to popular CP/M ma-
chines more simple. For information

contact USS Enterprises, 6708
Landerwood Lane, San Jose, CA 95120.

Looking for a 3-D scrolling game with

some real staying power? Try Blue Max
from Synapse on for size. In it you are a

World War I flying ace on a mission

deep in enemy territory. The graphics

are superlative, and the game is very

hard to master.

As you fly northeast, the terrain

scrolls by below you. Your job is to

knock out selected bridges, ammo
dumps, and enemy enclaves. You will be

under constant attack, however, by en-

emy planes and ac-ac guns.

It takes a while to learn to pilot your

biplane, and you will get used to crash-

ing really quickly. You only get one

plane per game, so stay near the start
key.

After a few hours of practice, you may
begin to get the hang of steering, bomb-
ing, strafing, refueling, and dodging en-

emy fire. If arcade-style shoot-'em-ups

are your thing, Blue Max is a must.

With products like Blue Max, Synapse

remains among the pre-eminent action

game houses for the Atari. Their latest

release, Dimension X, features an ab-

solutely mind-boggling effect called "al-

tered perspective scrolling." As your

craft moves low over surface terrain, the

ground scrolls by in perspective. It is

simply the most impressive three-dimen-

sional graphics effect since Star Raiders.

Because it was demonstrated for some
time before release at CES and other

shows, some critics have labeled it "an

effect in search of a game," and admit-

tedly the action itself is very reminiscent

of Raiders. But the effect is smashing. If

anybody works up a snippet of code, in

assembly or Basic, that approximates the

scrolling effect, we will print it here.

Dander's Up
There I go about graphics again—

I

had better watch myself. You can't be a

serious educator and be simultaneously

serious about quality microcomputer

graphics, you know. Or so some people

might have you think. Take a quick look

at the I/O section of this issue for an

example. The charges upset me.

Regular readers of this column will

know that I abhore "fluffware" as much
as the next person. It's just that I abhore

swillware more. That is all I meant to

say in the July column (and that is all I

Blue Max.

did say). I did not indict software minus

graphics—some of my favorite programs

are all text. I did not try to present Trip

Hawkins as a role-model for all educa-

tional software makers—just as an orig-

inal and pace-setting figure in the

industry.

Faux Pas Numero Deux
Told you I'd be apologizing again.

A.J. Sekel of Atari called the other day

to set me straight on a claim I had made
in the August Outpost and in the latest

installment of the Buyer's Guide. My
statement was that the new crop of Atari

computers had returned to the old

operating system of the 400 and 800.

What I should have said was that they

returned to a compatible operating sys-

tem with the old machines.

According to Mr. Sekel, the new ma-
chines incorporate a redesign of the

model 1200 OS, which was originally in-

compatible with much 400 and 800 soft-

ware. Such is no longer the case.

Certainly I did not mean to imply that

the new 64K machines employed a 48K
operating system: that would be quite

tough. The wording was wrong. My
booboo. Sorry, guys. When you're right,

you're right, and I'll say so.

Stonewall Bartlett

Of course when you're wrong, you're

wrong. This one made me chuckle.

James Rose, of Long Beach, CA, is one

of the faithful Atari fans that took

mighty pen in hand in the letter-writing

campaign to help kill the 1 200. He got a

delayed but interesting response, and

took the time to share it with me. It is

signed by a Mr. William Bartlett, Man-
ager, Product Support. In part it read:

"The article you refer to from Creative

Computing was misleading in several

ways. The 1200XL will not be re-

designed. There will not be a return to

the 400/800 operating system. There

will not be an expansion chassis feature

available. The 1200 will continue to be

sold in its original configuration."

Ooh, shame shame, Mr. Bartlett. I
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may have made a misstatement, but you
are the one who was misleading. Don't
believe a word of it, Mr. Rose. Fact is if

you and other Atari loyalists had not

made the effort, there would have been

no return to compatibility or expansion
capability in the new machines, and Mr.
Bartlett's statement would be true. The
Atari 1200 would not have been dis-

continued. And Atari computers would
probably have disappeared entirely by

Stringing Along
I had a nice talk with Charles Zubieta

yesterday, who is a 16-year-old Atari

tyro from La Jolla, CA. Using his 16K
400 with cassette drive, he has managed
to turn out two really nice scrolling

demos. Nice enough to give him the

guest tutorial spot this month.
Ever since the days when the leg-

endary George Blank was manning the

Outpost, the technique of storing graph-

ics data in strings has been discussed.

George showed how players could be

saved as strings, and then changed on
the fly. The method is simple and fast.

Well young Mr. Zubieta has taken

things a bit further, and gotten some
good results in just a few program lines

(and that's the way I like to see, and
type, listings).

The best thing I can do at this point is

turn over the proceedings and let

Charles take it from here. If you have
questions, please correspond directly

with him. He can be reached at 6477
Caminito Baltusral, La Jolla, CA 92037.

Take it away, Charles.

Being a programmer can be a very

frustrating experience, especially if you
only know Basic. More than once I have
started a game program, then had to

abandon it simply because it was too

slow. I have tried all the tricks. Very few

of them had a significant effect on the

speed of my program—until now.
One dull evening I was experimenting

with player missile graphics using

strings. By making the operating system
treat the player missile area as a string, it

is possible to achieve high speed anima-
tion and vertical movement.
Taking it further, instead of making

the operating system think the player

missile area was a string, I made it think

that the screen RAM was a string. Little

did I know what I had stumbled upon. I

had gained the ability to control every

single byte of screen memory at machine
language speed, without all the hassle.

As I continued to experiment, some
possibilities began to come to mind. By
the time the sun was coming up, I had

tested most of them. Here is a list of

some of the possibilities:

• Multiscreen playfield.

• Vertical scrolling.

• Horizontal scrolling.

• Mixed scrolling.

• Automatic screen save in the blink

of an eye.

• Super fast text handling on the

screen.

• Super fast animation with as many
objects as you want.

• High-resolution drawings done in

the blink of an eye.

• Full compatibility with screen
editor.

I couldn't believe it. I was able to do
all these things in Basic, without any
machine language subroutines. This list

by no means exhausts the possibilities of

Program I. Horizontal coarse scroll.

1 REM *« HIKED SCROLLING ROUTINE Ml

4 REH «* BY CHARLES ZUBIETA «*

5 REH

6 REH

7 REH

B REH

9 REH DIMENSION AS

IB DIM AS (968): REH DIMENSION STRING

19 REH FIND VARIABLE TABLE

2B VTABLE=PEEK(134)+256«PEEKU35)

29 REH FIND SCREEN HEHBRV

36 SCREENRAH=PEEK(88J*256NPEEK(891

39 REH FICURE OFFSET

4B 0FFSET=SCREENRAH-A»R(A$1

49 REH FIGURE POINTERS TO FOR A$

5B U3-INT (OFFSET/256)

6B V2=0FFSET-256«V3

69 REH ASSIGN POINTERS

7B POKE VTABLE*2,V2

8B POKE VTABLE«3,V3

IBB SETC0LBR 2,B,8:SETC0L0R 1,0,15:SETC0L0R 4,8,4

110 REH HAIN PROCRAH

119 REH DIMENSION SCROLLING STRING

12B DIH MESSAGES flBBBI

13B NESSAGE$="fthefMessagefnowfbein9fscrol ledfisfvr ittenfinfloverfcase
tbec ausefthef i nter na l ft baracterfsetfi sf

'

14B MESSAGES clen (MESSAGES) M^'-coapatibiefwithfatasciifoniyfinftheflow

erftasefthisfKessagefisfbeingfscrolle"

15B MESSAGES (LEN (ME ssAGES) «l} - "dfbyf*ak i ngfthefoperat i ngfsy s teaft h • nk

f

theVscreenfi sfstr i ngfs to r agefarea"

166 MESSAGES CLEN fMESSAGES} *11 = MESSAGES CI , 481

178 ? "U":P0KE 752,1

288 POSITION 8,1:? " Mixed Scrolling Example Progran"

282 POSITION 0,28:? Written By Charles Zubieta"

283 REH « LOOP THAT CONTROLS SCROLL »

285 PI=1:NI=LEN (MESSAGES) -46

218 A$tl21)=HESSAGESfPI,PI«39I

228 A$(261)=HESSAGE$(NI,NI*39)

221 ASC28i)=HESSA6ES(PI,PI+39)

222 AS(361)=HESSAGE$(NI,NI«39)

223 A*(441)=HESSACE$(PI,PI«39)

224 AS (5211 =HESSAGES fNI , N I 3 9)

225 AS(661)=HESSAGES(PI,PI*39>

226 AS(681)=NESSAGES(NI,NI«391

388 TRAP 265:PI=PI*i:NI=NI-l

588 GOTO 218
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ATARI
l< ompulrrs (orproplc.

800 48K $1 99.00*
' after »1 00. rebate from ATARI eMh price 8298. • includes tree ptogrimmw package

810 Disk Drive $369.00
Educator 8108.75 Entartalnar > 03.75
Programmer s 51.75 Bookaapar $ 1 64 75

0OOXL SSSSS1 49.OO
1
800 XL... $CALL$

1 1 200 XL. $499.00
1400XL.SCALLS
1450XL.SCALLS
1025 Printer $399 00
1020 Color Printer . $245 00
1027 Printer 5299.00
1010 Recorder (75.00
410 Recorder 575.00
810 Di»k Drlva 5399.00
1050 Disk Drive 5335.00
850 Interlace •m

PARKER BROTHERS
Tutankham R 533.75
Supar Cobra R 933. 75
Astro Chase R 533.75
Froggar R 533.75
QBerl R 533.75
Popeye R 533.75
Rlak R $42 75

ChaaaR 542.75
SPINNAKER

Story Machine R 525.75
Faca Makar R 524.75
Kindaromp R 520.75
Fraction Fever R 524.75
Delta Drawing R 528.75

SSI

Battle of Shllo C/0 528.75
Tigers In tha Snow C/0. . . .828.75
Battle tor Normandy C/0 . .828.75
Knighta of tha Oaaart C/D .828.75
Coamlc Balanca C/D 528.75

ON-LINE
Froggar 824.95
Wizard 8 Prln 528.95

ROKLAN
Wizard of War 529.75
Gorf 529.75

Delui Invader 827.95

BIG 5

Miner 2Q49 932.75

BUSINESS
Vlelcatc 5159.75
Latter Perfect 81 1 5.75
Letter Perfect 8149.75
Data Perfect 599.75
Text Wlzzard 549. 75
Spell Wlzzard $64 75
File Manager 869.75
Home File Mgr 888. 75
Bookaapar 8119.75
C.R.I.S 5199.75
Atari Word Pro $109 75

$35.75
55975
549.75
555.75

Tax Advantage
Home Accountant
Bank Street W
Atari Writer

ADVENTURE
Preppie 519.95
Prappie 2 $19 95
Diakey 539.95
Sea Dragon 525.50
Stratoa 525.00
Treaiure Queet 513.50
Seriea 1-12 515.95
Saga Seriea 1-8 524.05
Stone of Sieyphue 529.95
Eliminator.. 518.95

•cippkz
RANA

DISK DRIVES
Elite 1 8205.00
Elite 2 8440.00
Elite 3 8550.00

MICRO-SCI
SSI

Battle of Shilo 826. 75

Tigers in the Snow. . . .
826.75

Coamic Balanca 526.75

Knight* of the Deaert .
526.75

Battle tor Normandy . .
828.75

Germany 1885 536.75

A2.

A70

call

call

call

MUSE
Caatla Wolfenatein .... 520.75
Cavarna of Frietag 520.75
Robot War 526.75

CONTINENTAL
Homo Accountant
Book of Apple Software

BRODERBUNO
Bank Street Writer

AE
Apple Panic

Choplifter

David's Midnight

SPINNAKER
Kindercomp
Story Machine
FaceMaker
Snooper Trooper
Delta Drawing

551.75
818.75

844.75
824.75
521.75
824.75
524.75

521.75
523.75
823.75
528.75
534.75

EPYX
Temple of Apahal 828.85
Star Warrior 828.05
Cruah. Crumble A Chomp . 522.75

ADVENTURE
Saoaai Adventurolend ...529.95
Saga«2 Pirate Adventure. 820. OS
Saga»3 Secret Mission $29 95
Stona of Siayphua 524.05

ALIEN GROUP
Atari Voice Box 500.00
Apple Voice Box 51 20.00

^commodore
VIC 64 SAVE
1541 Diak Drive Call

1 525 Printer Call

1530 Dataaette 564.00
1110 8k Ram 853.75
1211 Supar Expander $53.75
1212 Programmers Ad $44 75

1213 Vicmon 844.75
Vic 20 dual cover $6 99
Vic 64 duat cover $6.99

MICROSPEC 64
Inventory Mgr 570.75
General Ledger 570.75
Payroll Mgr 570.75
Accounts Rec $70.75
Accounts Pay 670.75
Data Base 560. 75

ok Bal 564 75

HES64
64Forth R 855.75
Heamon R 520.75

Turtle Graphica R 840.75
Heawriter R 538. 75
Gndrunner R 820.75
Attack of Mut Cam R. .534.75
Turtle Tutor R 520.75
Turtle Trainer R 520.75
Paint Bruah R 523.75
Benji Space Rescue D $29 75
Home Manager CD ...530.75
Time Money Mgr 555.75
OmniCalc 570.75
Sword Point D 824.75

mmm

EPYX 64

Temple of Apahai 828.00
Upper Reachea of A .... 51 5.00
Cruah Crumble AC 623.00
Jumpman 828.OO

CARDCO
Cardpnnter / LQ1 5400.00
Cardprint DM1 $1 09 OO
5 Slot Expanaion 84 $54 00
84 Write NOW $39 00
64 Mail NOW $29 00
2j Write NOW 529 00
64 Keypad 529.00
Univeraal Caaa. Int 529. 75
Printer Utility 51 0. 75
6 Slot Expanaion 870.05
3 Slot Expanaion 524.05
Vic 20/64 Printer int 850.05

BRODERBUNO 64
Serpentine R 526.75
Choplifter R 532.75
Seefo.R 626 75

PARKER 20
Frogger (ROM) 833.75
OBert(ROM) 533 75
Tutankham (roml 633.75

SPINNAKER 64

Kindercomp 521 .75

Story Machine 823.75
Face Maker $23.75
Snooper Trooper $29 75
Delta Orawing 534.75
Shamua II c/d 524.95
Pinhead c/d 522.95

OUICK BROWN FOX
OBF Word Processor .... 549.95

UK
Letter Perfect 5105.00 I

Data Perfect 595.00
|

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
S. Adama Adventure $28.75

VIC-64
Household Finance C/0 . . $24 75

VIC 20
King Arthurs Hair Caaa 524.75

*24J7_5_

PEtiGOM
HARD DISK
DRIVES for

•zaitUottfco^tt. -i.

APPLE IBM-PC TRS80*
5 MAGABYTE DRIVE S1 099 75
10 MEGABYTE DRIVE S1 399*75
15 MEGABYTE DRIVE SI 799*75
20 MEGABYTE DRIVE 82275*75

Add S M) I"' lol IRS 80 I' »e»

SINGLE DRIVE AT88 S1 . . .$359.00
DUAL DRIVE AT88 S2 $559.00
DRIVE with printer port . $449.00
AT88 Expansion Board $139.00
DUAL HEAD 44S1 $575.00
DUAL DRIVE 44S2 $949.OO
SINGLE DRIVE 40S1 $529.00
ADD ON DRIVES $CALL

Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
TO ORDER

CALL US
TOLL free 800-233-8760

In PA 1-71 7 327 1824
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16K ATARI RAM $49.75
32K RAM $69.75
48K RAM $99.75
64K RAM $129.75
128K RAM ....$399.75

TECH NOTES... $29.75

BOOK of ATARI
SOFTWARE 1 983

346 pages $16.75

CX415 HOME FILING
MANAGER $4 < 7i

CXL4007 MUSIC COMP $33 75
CXL40O2 ATARI BASIC $45 75

CX81 26 MICROSOFT $65 75

CX41 19 FRENCH $45 OO
CX4I 18 GERMAN $45 OO
CX41 20 SPANISH $45 OO
CX4108 HANGMAN $12 75

CX4102 KINGDOM $12 75

CX4112 STATES $12 75

CXL4O03 ASSEMBLER $45 7'

EASTERN HOUSE
Monkey Wrench 2 $52 75

INHOME
Baseball $29.95

IDSI
Speedway Blast $29 95
Poo" I* $26 95

GALAXIAN $29 75

DEFENDER $29.75

DIG DUG $29.75

SPEED READING $53.75

ATARI WRITER $54.75

BOOKKEEPER $102 75

CX4018 PILOT HOME ....$54.75

CX 405 PILOT EDU $91.75

CX404 WORD PRO $99. 75

CXL401 3 ASTEROID $25.75

CXL4O20 CENTIPEDE $29.75

CXL4022 PACMAN $29.75

CXL4011 STAR RAIDER $29.75

CXL4004 BASKETBALL $25.75

CXL4006 SUPER BREAK. $25.75

CXL4008 SPACE INVAO. $25.75

CX8130CAVERNS OF M $27 75

APX
Eastern Ft.41 $25.50
DeRay Atari $19.95
Math TIcTac $15 95
Pres of US $1 5.95

3R Math $19.95

Typo Attack $24.95
Family Budget $19.95

F. Cash Flow $19.95

BRODERBUNO
Bank Street Writer D $44 75

AEO $24.75

Apple Panic D $23.75
Chopllfter ROM $32.75

David'* Midnight $24.75
Stellar Shuttle C/0 $18.75

Ft. Apocalypse $24.75

HES
Gridrunner R $27.75

Sword Point D $24.75

INFOCOM
Zork 1 2 or 3 $29.95

FIRST STAR
Aatro Chase $22.95

RANA
DISK DRIVE

10O0 $CALL

ALIEN GROUP
Voice Box 2. $99.75

DON'T ASK
Sam $41 75

Abuse $15.95

Teleatri $27.95

Poker Sam $24.95

Amulet

Nuke Sub $16.75

Magic Story Book $24.75
Thunder Island $13 95

ARTWORX
Hazard Run $24.95
Hodge Podge $16 95
S. Poker $26 95
Bridge 3.0 $18.95

EPYX
Jumpman $26.9 f

Temple of Apashi $27.75

Star Warrior $27.75

MODEMS
ANCHOR MARK I $79.00
ANCHOR MARK II $79.00
HAVES SMART $239 00
HAYES MICRO II $309.00

Micro Bit
|MPP lOOO $159 OO

NOVATION
CAT $144 00
D-CAT $155 00
J-CAT $115.00
APPLE CAT II *279 00
212 APPLE CAT $5B9 00

MONITORS
NEC JB1260
NEC JB1201
NEC TC1201

$125 00
$155 OO
$315 00

Amdek Color I $275.00

Amdek 3O0 Green $149.00

Amdek 300 Amber .... $149.00

Gorilla Green $gg.00

WICO
JOYSTICKS

APPLE - VIC ATARI - Tl
Command Control $20.95
Redball $22.75
Apple Trackball $58.00

TRACK BALL $52 75

EXTENSION CORD $9 75

$18 95
$9 95

jcippkz

APPLE ADAPTOR
T I. AOAPTOR
POINT MASTER $12 75

APPir nuMPuNc. gx si't 75
AP»"U [«imrini,w l16DuHeH$179 7S

INFOCOM
Zork I. II. or III $26 75
Deadline $33 75

BLANK DISKETTES
ELEPHANT SS/SD $18.25

[

ELEPHANT SS/DD $21.75
|
KANGAROO SS/DD with

storage case $24.75

I MAXELL MD I $29.75

MAXELL MD II $39.75

j
DISK ( AS! .holds I 01 i4 95

I DISK < AM .holds SOI S19 75
|HOMl ASI holds IOI S19 7S

SANYO
I MBC 1000 $1549 00
|
(with micropro software package)
MBC 1250 $2195 00
MBC4050 $2749 00
EFD 160 Disk $499.00
5500 Letter Printer $649 00

PRINTER
INTERFACING AVAILABLE
APPLE DUMPLING GX $99 75

APPlf DUMPUNG64 H6BufSar) $179 75

ATARI APPLE VIC
$35 00 $79 00 $65 OO
$35 00 $79 OO $65 OO

$35 00 $79 00 **5 °°
$65 00

$35 00 $79 00 M500
$35 00 $79 00 $65 00

$35 00 $79 00 $6* °°

EPSON
CITOH

NEC
OKIDATA

GEMINI

SMITH CORONA

Alan parallel Printer cable (61 $39.95

Microbits Parallel Cable $89 95

commodore £jj
HES VIC 20 ^e«

TorgC $14.75
HES Games IC $14 75
HESGamesllC $14 75
VIC Fortit Rom $42 75
HES MON Rom $28 75

Turtle Graphics Rom $28 75
HES Writer Rom $28 7 5

Shamus Rom $28 75

Protector Rom $31 75
Robot Panic Rom $28 75

DISKETTE SALE
BULK DISKS (qty 1 50) SI 50 ea

CertronCC'10(3blankcassettes) $3 75

^
*>*

PROWRITER 2P $699.OO
GEMINI 15 $449.00
PRINTMASTER . . . S 1 589 00
SMITH CORONA TP1 . . .$549.00
CITOH 8600B $1 025 00
STARWRITER $1099 00
OKIDATA 82 save

OKIDATA 83 lowest

OKIOATA84P....^BlE
OKIDATA 93 save
TRACTOR $49.75
OKIDATA 92 SSAVE

SAVE ~ PRINTERSI
GORILLA GX-1 00 $1 99.00

EPSON $CALL|
GEMINI 10X $289.00
PROWRITER $359.00
NEC 8023 $399.00

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
In PA 1 717-327-1824

or send order to

Lyco Computer
P O Box 5088

Jersey Shore. PA 1 7 74C

POLICY
In-stock items shipped within 24 hours of order. Personal
checks require four weeks clearance before shipping. No
deposit on C O D orders. Free shipping on prepaid cash orders
within the continental US PA residents add sales tan All

products subject to availability and price change Advertised
prices show 4% discount offered for cash, add 4<v for Master
Card or Visa DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED



Outpost: Atari, continued...

the technique. I am sure as you get used

to it you will think up more incredible

things that can be done.

Now let's get down to the nitty gritty

of precisely how all this is done. Before I

go too far, I think I should warn you
that when working with text, the

ATASCII values of the characters in

your string will be converted to the in-

ternal character set. This is a small prob-

lem that is easily overcome. As a matter

of fact, this little problem can even be

turned into a plus when used the right

way, but I'll save that for another

article.

The first thing you have to do is de-

cide what you want to effect and how
much string space you are willing to sac-

rifice. With this done you can design

your string.

Just to simplify things, from here on
the string used as an example will be AS.
The first thing you want to do is make
sure that A$ is the first variable you
dimension in your program. This is very

important. With this done, the variable

table must be located. The pointers for

the variable table are memory locations

134 and 135. So vtabi i; = pi:i.k(134)

+ 256*pfi:k(135). None of this does us

any good unless we know where to put

A$.
Since we want A$ to occupy screen

memory, we need to know exactly where
the screen memory is. Once again we
need to use pointers. Memory locations

88 and 89 are the screen memory point-

ers. Therefore scrflnram = pi:i:k(88)

+ 256*PKKK(89). With this done, we
need to figure out the offset of the screen

RAM in relation to the present address

of AS. This simply means how many
bytes difference there is between the two
memory locations. The offset formula is

OFFSET=« Rl I NRAM-ADR(AS).
Now that we know the offset and we

know where the variable table is. we
must alter that variable table so it will

move AS. The pointers that locate AS
are at locations VTABLE + 2 and
vtabi,E+ 3. You will notice that I don't

give you specific locations because they

vary depending upon the size of your
program. We will call these locations V2
and V3. First we assign V3 with the for-

mula V3-int(oi••fsf.t/256). Then we as-

sign V2 with the formula V2-OFFS1 i

-256*V3. Now we have the variables to

assign our pointers, so all that is left is to

pokk vtabi I+2.V2 and POKI
VI abii I 3,V3.

Abracadabra, your screen is now a

string or your string is now a screen.

However you want to look at it, it means
speed. To make things simple, here is a

list of the things to do. As long as you
follow them in the exact order you
shouldn't have any problems.

1. dim a$ (selected size)

2. vtabi k = pi:i;k(I34)+256*pi 1

1

(135)

3. scri:knram = pi:i:k(88)+256*

PEEK(89)
4. offset= scri:i:nram-ai)r(a$)

5. v3= lNT(oi i si 1/256)

6. v2 = oiisi:i-256*v3

7. poki: VTABLE+2,v2
8. poki: vtabi i:+3,v3

With all these steps completed, all you

need to do is assign AS. The purpose of

the list is to provide a reference while

you are programming.
You are probably thinking that all of

this is fine and dandy, but how to use it

to do all those wonderful tricks prom-

Program 2. Vertical coarse scroll.

ised? Well, to those experienced in using

the Atari string operands the answers

should be obvious. By adding and
subtracting the right number of bytes,

vertical scrolling can be achieved. For

example, by adding and subtracting 40

bytes to AS in graphic mode you can

have vertical scrolling. Making a high

speed screen saver and multiple play-

fields is pretty easy. All you need to do is

create a large string (not AS) and assign

portions of it to AS. By changing the

part of the large string assigned to AS,

you can design just about anything that

needs multiple screens.

A good example of this would be a

graphic adventure. If you assign only

parts of AS with several different strings,

you can have mixed scrolling. Again this

1 REM ffff MIKED SCROLLING ROUTINE **

3 REM ** HRITTEN **

4 REM «* BY CHARLES ZUBIETA **

5 REM

6 REM

7 REM

8 REM

9 REM DIMENSION AS

10 DIM AS (968): REM DIMENSION STRING

19 REM FIND VARIABLE TABLE

28 VTABLE=PEEK(134)+256*PEEK(135)

29 REM FIND SCREEN MEMORY

38 SCREENRAM=PEEK(88)+256«PEEK(89)

39 REM FIGURE OFFSET

48 OFFSET=SCREENRAH-ADR(A$)

49 REM FIGURE POINTERS TO FOR AS

58 V3=INT (OFFSET/256)

68 V2r0FFSET-256*V3

69 REM ASSIGN POINTERS

78 POKE VTABLE+2, V2

88 POKE VTABLE+3.V3

98 DIM MS (2988)

188 SETCOLOR 4, 8,4 : SETC0L0R 2,8,8: SETCOLOR 1,8,15

182 ? "U":P0KE 752,1

185 ? " Vertical Scroll ExawMe Program": POSITION 8,22:? "Mritten By

Charles Zubieta"

•86 M$aEN(H$m)="8MMeMMM tMM t8MMMMMMM »MaM»"

187 MS(LEN(MSm)="tMtttMMMMMM eMMMMMM 'MMMM"

186 M5(LEN(MS)+l):"tfMMMMM»MM tMMM»»M tMMMMMt"

189 M$(LENtMS)*l>="MMMMM8tMM »MM«MMMMMM 8MMr'

118 M$(LEN(M$)*l)="tf|>ressfjoystickfuptCTWownttotscrol !..»"

128 MS(LEN(M$m>="tttMMMMMM8GGnirjEMmM >MMM»t"

138 M$<LEN(MSm)="MMMMMMM8CfMfM »mMtMMMtttf
148 HSaEU(M$m)="tftttMMtMM»CMMMMMMM lMM ,Mr'

158 HSCLEN(HSm)="tVMMMMMM»»tnnraMMMMMMMM"

166 M$(LEN(M$m)="MMMM >MMM »M»tMCMMMMMMMtr'

178 MS(LEN(MS)l)='^M8MM tMMMMM^M8^GM ^MMMM'^ttr ^

186 M$aEN(MS)n):"f»»t»»»»»»»»tM8m3ing»»'M >»»*»»»»»tr'
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wanned
19* H$(LEW(H$)U)="

298 MS (LEW CMS) M):"
210 MS (LEW (MS) U):
220 H$ (LEW (MS) l)="f tM»ffmMtf>C»MMtf tMMMMMM »

230 KS(LEW(MS)41):"MM »M »MMt»»lCMM»t»fm»»ftMM »M»

240 MS (LEW (MS) H) ="Mff»»»»MM

M

0»C»MMM »MMMM>MMM
250 MS(LEW(MS)n)-"tMMMM»MfCM»MtM »MMMMMMM
260 ltSfirilfMSl»nr"»»e»eeee»»et»»M(m'mi"»eeeee »

270 MS(LEW(MS) + l)r"»M »t»ttMMtf »MMMfMMMMMMMM »

280 *s n f» t ttst *

1

1 :"i» mmm:w
290 MS (LEW (MS) +l)="MM »M »f>»»>£»—»»<G<
300 MS(LEW(MS)*1)="MMMM»»MM»C«
310 M$(LEN(M$)*l)=">»»»»ft»t»»»»»»minig<l

320 MS(LEW(HS)+l)="MMMMMMMf«G*NC*
330 MS(LEW(MSm):"MMM»»M »MM<C»*HC»MM »mMMMMr
340 H$UEM(H$)M):"fMMMMMMMfG»»»»<GMMMMMMMM »'

350 MS(LEW(MS)*l)="MM »PM »MMMM »MMM »MM »MfMMMr
350 HS(IFWCHSWM = ^TIITiyi"! M Mr

370 M$(lEN(M$)*l)="»fM00»ftM»»M»Ct»»»»<CMt»»HM»M »M 1

380 HS(LEW(MS)+l)-"ftMMM tMPMt«G»P»»*>CMM fMf»tMt»tr
390 K$(L£W(K$)+l):"»MM »M PM»»M»C»»»mC»»»M rt»Mft»Mr
400 M$(LEM(H$)*l)="»tf»»tt»fM»tftC»Mf»CM»t»t»»tffff>0r
410 MS(LEW(HS)*l)=''»ttM »MMftM»lG*>»»»CM»lftMM»MMr
420 WtllFMtNtWIl: H-mi'lT*

430 H$tLEII(KS)»ll="»tMMMMMtMf»tM »MM
440 HSCLEW(H$m)="MM tMMMMMfG0MM »M
450 MS (LEW (MS) +1) ="MMt»MM tMM*GMMMMtfM0f tM»MWf
460 MS(LEW(MSm)="MfMM0f»MMfGMMMM tffMMMMMM 1

470 Hi(LEII(HS)n>:"MM»MWW>W lCtM >M»tM»MH>MM»f
480 MS (LEW (MS) !) ="M»M»»MM»MfC»MMWMMMMMrltW»

490 M$(LEW(HS)+l)::"MMMM »MMM<GMMMM fMtfMMMff»y

500 MS(LEW(MS)*l)="MM»»M »»t»M0»niniIC'
510 MS(LEW(MS)U>="

520 MS(LEW(MSm)="
530 MS (LEW (MS) +i)="

540 MS(LEW(MS)*i)="»t»t0>0» »MtffC
550 MS(LEW(MS)+1)="M»»MM »MMM »G

560 MS (LEW (MS) + 1):"

570 MS (LEW (MS) + 1):

580 MS (LEW (MS)» ="M>MtttMtfWlOIIgffiW
590 MS(LEW(MS)+l)="»»>»0WM»tMfMM »M »

680 M$(LEW(MS)*l)="fthistisfanfexaMplefoffscrollin9*usingv«'

610 MS(LEW(MSm)="»afspecial»strin9»techni<iue.MMMMMM
620 M$(LEW(HS)*l)="ttttMMM IMftMMM»M IMMM MMMtf

630 HStLEW(HSmi="WWMf »MMMMWMMMffMMMM tM»

998 REN ** PROGRAM LOGIC «»

999 REM ** ST-SCROLL STEP SIZE *«

1000 S=1:ST=40

1010 A$(01)=HS(S,5*799)

1015 TRAP 2000

1020 IF STICK (0) =14 THEW ST=-40

1030 IF STICK (0) =13 TWEW ST=40

1035 IF STICK (0) =15 THEW ST=0

1040 »=S:S=5*5T

1050 GOTO 1010

2000 S=D:FOR 0=1 TO 40:WEKT OiGOTO 1010

can come in very handy, especially for

games. A good example of multiple

scrolling would be the arcade game
Frogger. Animation is easily done by
creating a large string and then having

AS cycle through it to create the illusion

of movement. Since this is all done at

machine language speed, there is no
need to worry about how many objects

you want to animate. The only thing you
should be concerned about is memory.
You may now be wondering what

advantage this technique has over con-
ventional page flipping and scrolling on
the Atari. First of all it allows you to

change as little or as much of the screen

RAM as you want. There is no reason

you should have to start your string with

the first byte of screen memory: If you
want to, you can start your string in the

middle of the screen.

The second advantage is that it is to-

tally compatible with the screen editor.

This means that you can still print on
the screen in Basic just as you did be-

fore. This is not possible when the loca-

tion of screen RAM is changed.
The third and most significant advan-

tage is speed. With this technique you
can alter all or part of the screen at ma-
chine language speed.

So that is how it is done. It is really

very easy once you get the hang of it. If

you still are a little confused, then study

the sample programs I have provided.

When you combine this technique
with a redefined character set, player

missile graphics, a modified display list,

and a good imagination, you will be able

to write a programs that you didn't

think were possible.

After some experimenting, you will

notice that like anything else, the tech-

nique has some limitations. For one
thing, it is only possible to have coarse

scrolling. Second, the internal character

set is a problem. Don't despair: There is

a way around both of these problems. As
I stated earlier, the internal character set

may be a blessing in disguise.
* * •

And so that is about the size of it. I

am hoping we shall see more on the

topic from Charles soon. As he says, the

possibilities are interesting. We shall fol-

low up, rest assured.

This is the one-year anniversary of my
manning the Outpost—column 12. To
celebrate, I shall continue to edit the col-

umn, but will take a bit of a vacation

from writing it. Next month. Art
Leyenberger will discuss the ramifica-

tions of saving graphics files from Paint

and MicroPainter to Basic, and pick up
the philosophical discussions with some
viewpoints of his own.

Until then, keep on Atari-ing. See you
next month.
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rt...commodore's pcpt...cc

Almost everyone envies the beach
dweller. The steady pulsing of the waves
sets a body's time to the heartbeat of the

earth. This soothing sound, along with

the gentle lapping of the water at low tide

or the high splashes against the rocks and
sand at high tide, is enough to cause all

worries of the city to be left behind. Each
roar of the ocean, each recession of the

tide, takes with it the cares of the day.

The memory of this beauty is transitory

and easily lost in the rush of traffic on a

homeward voyage, and may not be re-

captured until another pilgrimage is made

Julie Knott
and

Dave Prochnow

defined characters to create a realistic

beach atmosphere. These custom char-

acters eliminate the need to make do
with oversized and unwieldy standard

graphics that would provide less than the

acters. The standard character set, which
is stored in ROM, is moved into RAM so

the user can shape the characters freely.

Room is prepared for this move by pro-

gram line 11, while the actual move
occurs in line 12.

Because this action causes clutter on

the screen, the border and screen colors

are first set to black (line 5) and the screen

is then cleared (line 10). The unfamiliar

CHRSt 1471 in line 10 replaces the inverse

heart for clearing the screen. The result

is the same because CHR$(147) is the

character code for CLR/HOME.

to the sea. If only it were possible to

recreate a small portion of the essence of

the beach in everyday life.

Let us break for a moment from this

sea side scene. Your own trip to the beach
can be accomplished with a Commodore
Vic-20 computer.

Surf makes extensive use of user-

Julie Knott and Dave PriK-hnow. 7(H> Harrington
Rd.. Belle \ ue. Nl hWKI.S.

desired results. You must take special

care in entering the DATA statements

for these characters. The omission of a

single number or punctuation mark could

result in an address being POKEd with a

value that will send your Vic into a state

of shock from which it can be revived

only by turning off the computer and
back on.

Getting Started

Several steps must be taken to prepare

the Vic for the defining of custom char-

Making The Characters

Now for the creation of the actual char-

acters. This is done by POKEing the

information for a custom character into

the locations that formerly stored a stand-

ard character. In Surf, custom characters

are used to form the outline of a cliff that

borders the beach and for the incoming

tide.

Line 14 contains a FOR/NEXT loop

with READ and POKE statements within
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TRS-80 COLOR
AARDVARK L.T.D.

COMMODORE 64 VIC-20 SINCLAIR/TIMEX TI99/4A

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAMES! Different from all the others.

Quest is played on a computer generated
map of Alesia. Your job is to gather men
and supplies by combat, bargaining, explor-

ation of ruins and temples and outright
banditry. When your force is strong enough,
you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a
life or death battle to the finish. Playable
in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every

time. TRS-80 Color, and Sinclair, 13K VIC-
20. Extended BASIC required for TRS-80
Color and TI99/A. $1 9.95 each.

32K TRS 80 COLOR Version $29.95
Adds a second level with dungeons and

more Questing.

Wizard
Tamer

WIZARDS TOWER - This is very similar to
Quest (see above). We added wizards, magic,
dragons, and dungeons to come up with a
Quest with a D&D flavor. It requires 16k
extended color BASIC. 13k VIC. Commo-
dore 64. TRS-80 16k Extended BASIC,
TI99/A extended BASIC. $19.95 Tape,
$24.95 Disk.

Authors - Aardvark pays the highest com-
missions in the industry and gives programs
the widest possible advertising coverage.
Send a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope
for our Authors Information Package.

ZEUS

T
ZEUS — It's fast and furious as you become
the WIZARD fighting off the Thurderbolts
of an angry ZEUS. Your Cone of Cold will

destroy a thunderbolt and your shield will

protect you — for a while. This is the best
and highest speed arcade action we have
ever done. Difficulty increases in wave after
wave, providing hours of challenging fun
and a game that you may never completely
master. Commodore 64, Vic20 (16k ex-
pander), and 16k TRS-80 Color Computer.
(ALL MACHINE CODED
$24.95 tape $29.95 disk. (Tape will not
transfer to disk.)

SEAWOLFE - ALL MACHINE CODE In

this high speed arcade game, you lay out
patterns of torpedoes ahead of the attacking
PT boats. Requires Joysticks, at least 13k
RAM, and fast reflexes. Lots of Color and
Sound. A fun game. Tape or Disk for Vic20,

Commodore 64, and TRS-80 Color. NOTE:
tape will not transfer to disk!

$24.95 Tape - $29.95 Disk.

ADVENTURES!!!
The Adventures below are written in BASIC,
are full featured, fast action, full plotted ad-
ventures that take 30-50 hours to play. (Ad-
ventures are interactive fantasies. It's like
reading a book except that you are the main
character as you give the computer, com-
mands like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light
the torch.")

Adventuring requires 16k on Sinclair,

and TRS-80 Color. They require 8k on OSI
and 13k on VIC-20. Now available for TI99
Any Commodore 64.

$19.95 Tape - $24.95 Disk.

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANET. You'll have to explore a Martian
city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to
survive this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)
This is our most challenging ADVENTURE.
It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of
problems. Exciting and tough

!

•unqeon*

Dungeons of Death - This is the first D&D
type game good enough to qualify at Aard-
vark. This is serious D&D that allows 1 to 6
players to go on a Dragon Hunting, Monster
Killing, Dungeon Exploring Quest. Played
on an on-screen map, you get a choice of
race and character (Human, Dwarf, Soldier,
Wizard, etc.), a chance to grow from game
to game, and a 15 page manual. 16k Ex-
tended TRS-80 Color, 13k VIC, Commo-
dore 64. At the normal price for an Adven-
ture ($19.95 tape, 24.95 disk), this is a give-
away.

DealersDealers — We have a line of about 100 origi-

nal programs for the machines listed here.
We have High speed Arcades. Quality Ad-
wentnrpc Word processors anr4 Bi—

i

w «Business

We
ventures. Word processors and
Software for Small machines. Better yet,
we have excellent Dealer support. Phone for
information.

Send $1 .00 for Complete Catalogue - Please specify system on all orders - $2.00 Shipping Charge on each order

AARDVARK L.T.D.
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 / (313) 669-31 10

Phone Orders Accepted 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST. Mon.-Fri.

1-800-624-4327
CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Commodore's Port, continued...

the liKip. When the program executes

this line, the data for the custom char-

acters are POKEii into RAM where char-

acters (a through J are stored. After this

happens, each time one of these char-

acters is called upon in the program it

will have this new appearance. The
DATA for this metamorphosis are stored

in lines 15 through 18.

The special characters are placed on
the screen along with all the others that

make up the sky. sea, sand, and cliff.

Characters are referred to by their screen

cixles and placed on the screen bv

FOR/NEXT loops with READ and POKE
statements (lines 20-30). This forms only

the skeleton of the landscape, however.

Life really comes into the program in

lines (3343). This is where the colors for

the sky (blue), the cliff (black! and the

sea (cyan) are POKEd into their appro-

priate color memory locations. Screen

and border colors become light yellow

and white respectivelv after the POKE in

line 55.

Colors

Custom characters are the same as

regular characters in that they are com-

p iaed of two colors those of the selected

screen and character colors. The selected

screen and character colors for Surf are

yellow and black, respectively. When the

special characters that form the base of

the cliff are POKEd onto the screen they

appear naturally against the sand-colored

screen.

However, conventional custom char-

acters could not have been used for the

top of the cliff. The black of the cliff

characters would have blended in well

with the rest of the cliff, but large sand-

colored "steps" would have appeared
above these characters where sky-blue

belongs— a result of having only two
colors for each character. Since this ludi-

crous scene was unacceptable, another

method was sought to create a realistic

picture.

The Vic has a multi-color mode which
it can enter and allows each character to

contain up to four colors. The appearance
of any character on the Vic screen is

determined by a binary pattern stored in

character memory I the one we altered to

create custom characters). In normal
m<xle a 1 stands for the character color

and a stands for the screen color.

Simple. In multi-color mode, the bits are

controlled in pairs. Each of the four pos-

sible orders of a pair (00. 01. 10 and 1 1

1

stands for a color. So four colors can be
found in a single character.

Using this method, the custom char-

acters for the top of the cliff were assem-

bled by color pattern rather than by
shape. The screen locations where these

characters appear are set to multi-color

Listing I.

s poke 36879,8:Ti*>"eeeeei
10 PRINT C HP* '147
it POKE 52.29 POKE 56. 29 CLP
1

2

FOR 1=1=7168 TO 7431 PUKE R, PEEK ' R+i5600 ' MEaT
13 POKE 36869,255
1-. FOP R=7i68 TO 7255 PERD B POKE R.B NEXT
15 DRTR 187. 186. 170. 170, 170, 170, 170,34,251,251 ,170, 170, 170, 170, 170, 170,

255. 191
ATA 175, 171 , 171 , 1 76. 255, 255. 255, 255, 255, 255, 255, 255, 255, 254, 240, 192,

8 .8,255,235
13 DRTR 255.253.252.240,192,128,255,254.244,240.224,192.192,128-255,255,
S3. 31 . 7. 1 . 3.

1

<TR 252, 128. 128- 248. 123, 128, 128,e.y 0,0. 0,0,0, 255,255-255,255,
287, 195- 128

i 9 Z-3 60SUB 90
28 FOR R=l TO 35 PERD B PERU C POKE B.L NEXT R
21 FOP R=l TO 16 PERU B PERI' C Pi> E B.C NEXT
22 FOP R=768u TO 7811 POKE A,3 HE
23 FOP H=l TO 7
24 PERD B PERD C FOP D«B TO C POKE D.3 NEXT D NEXT R
25 DRTR 7812 , 1 , 781 3, 2, 7834 , 3. 36, 2. \ 856 > : :

- 785 i
•

, 658 , 3 - 7859 . 2

,

7878, 3. 78
26 BRTR 7880,3.7881,3.788; • >85,2.

3.7923.3
27 DATA 7924,3,79; 7927.3.7928.2.7944.3.7945.3.7946.3.794
7948,3,7949.3
28 IiRTR ,'- <51,8, 79« .3.7968.3.7963 971.5.7972.4.

29 DRTR 7998.3.7991.3.7992.6.8818 ,6.7814.7833.7837,
7855 .7860. 7877
38 URTR 788 3- 7899- 7906. 7921. 7929. 7943, 7952. 7.-

FOR R»l TO 10 PERU B PERU C FOP D"B TO i POKE D.8 •

I NEX1 R
35 POKF 38752,8
36 FOR R=l r0 7
37 READ B PERU C FOP D"B TO C POKE D.6 N£-:t d

38 MEXT R
39 FOP A*38672 ri IKE m .

.-: NEXT
41 DATA 385 52.38533,38554,38556,38576,38579,38598, I 5.386

•
, 38664

42 DATA 38671 188.38531. 38534. 385
53, 38557.38575

RTR 38588,38597,38683.38619 63
49 FOR A* 1 TO 6 READ E POKE • 38888*B>,8 MEXT
50 DATA 556,579,602.625,648,671
55 POKE 36879,249
5k FOP A-38694 TO KE A.2H

PERU B PUKE A.B NEXT
lim.'A 19,21,18.8

mode in lines 49 and 50. The sand-steps

are eliminated and blue sky prevails!

Sound
Now that the seaside scene is set. it is

time to describe the surf sound itself. Long

before any of the beach appears on the

screen at the start of the program, the

sound of the breaking surf begins. Line 19

sends program execution to the sound

subroutine beginning at line 90 and ending

at 104. Two of the Vic voices, the white

noise (speaker number 4) and a low tone

(speaker number 1). are turned on in line

90.

The variable Z in line 91 is set prior to

execution of the subroutine and establish-

es the number of complete wave swells

that should <x-cur. Each of these swells

lasts for a random duration set in line 92.

The volume of the two tones is increased

and decreased using the variable I (lines

9.1 and 98). This varying volume value is

POKEd into the volume memory location

(36878).

If you have ever worked with sound on
the Vic. you may be confused by the

adding of % to the volume value. The
memory location that is being POKEd
with this volume information. 36878. is

also affected by the use of multi-color

mode. An auxiliary color for the multi-

color mode is selected, in this case blue

for the sky. and multiplied by 16. This

number, 96, is POKEd into location 36878

right along with the selected speaker

volume.
After all of this initial set-up and after

three wave sounds have crashed, dawn
breaks on the beach. The title. Surf, ap-

pears on the sand at the water's edge.

Line 56 POKEs the color memory lo-

cations where the title appears with red.

The letters themselves are POKEd onto

the screen by lines 57 and 58.

The character memory locations for

the character F were used for part of the

bottom edge of the cliff. An alternate

character had to be reformed in the shape

of an F for use in the title. This alteration

occurs in lines 14 through 18 along with

the other characters, and this new F is

used normally with the other title char-

acters.
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59 Z»INT<RND<l>*2;+2 OOSUB 98
66 FOR R=33694 TO JEXT
61 POrE 3671?..-: POKE 38718.3
62 POKE 7974,7 POKE 7*75.5 POKE 7976- 10 POKE 7977,7 POKE 7978,4 POKE 79

POKE 7980,5
63 POKE 7981.7 POKE 7982,4 POKE 7983, 7 = POKE 7984,6 POKE 7985, 7 = POKE 798
6,5 POKE 7987.4
64 Z«INT<RND<8>*1) OOSUB 98

7998.9 POKE 7997,9 POP w=7987 TO 7975 STEP -1 POKE 8,9 NEXT POKE
7974,9

OR H=i TO 1808 Mr

[f 1 is. -"881860' FIND jlf. "THEN 118
71 ih- i.i' mtH n*<:"8e3015"THEN 128
72 If 885888" RND TI$<"|
74 IF IU >"818886 Mrli

91 FOR o=l I

C

INT<RND< 1 >*,

i 15
9-* Pi if E •

1 In H

+1
ro h

181 NE -

1

IRh

11 l I
- r Hli B PI if c fl

DflTf 8

114 I

-

1 TO 188 HI

;TEP -IF
1 .4 (iOTl

The waves themselves are created in

lines 60 through 63. The screen locations

where the wave washes up on the shore

are POKEd with cyan in lines 60 and 61.

and the characters that form the wave
are POKEd onto the screen in lines 62

and 63. The visual appearance of the

wave corresponds with its sound.

After the water washes up on the shore.

line 64 sends program execution to the

sound subroutine (line 90). and when this

has been completed the wave is erased by

line 6H.

Timing
In one hour Surf will cycle through a

complete day of common beach be-

havior—from dawn to dusk. Within the

Vic is a real time clock that may be
controlled by the variable Tl$. At the

beginning of Surf, this variable is set to

00CXXX). As the program progresses, dif-

ferent vignettes occur on the screen. Lines

70 through 74 check to see how the time

is advancing and. if appropriate, will send

execution of the program to one of these

subroutines.

Ten minutes into the program, line 70

will send program execution to line 1 10.

A pop can is washed up onto the shore

and then taken back out to sea to litter

the ocean.

Later, at the half hour point, line 71

transfers the program to line 1 20 where a

sea bird is made to hop into view. Lines

120 and 121 create two figures of the

bird. The strip of screen across which the

bird struts is set to green in line 122. This

area retains its yellow beach color and
only appears green in the location of the

bird figure. Lines 123 and 124 first print a

standing bird figure on the screen. The
bird stands for the duration of one wave
sound and is then replaced by a hopping
bird figure. There is a slight delay to

allow a viewer's eye to see the hop. and
then this screen location is POKEd with

an empty space. The bird jumps to the

next space and on across the screen.

Just as at a real beach, clouds appear in

the sky of our computer beach as the day

draws to a close. At 50 minutes into the

program line 72 reads the value of TI$ to

be greater than or equal to 005000 and

program execution falls to line 130. This

line sets a row of screen locations across

the sky to multi-color mode. Again, this

mode was chosen to allow colors other

than those of the border and screen to be
used to create the cloud. The figure itself

is formed in lines 131 and 132. The cloud

floats lazily across the sky as dictated by
line 133. with two swells of the surf occur-

ring between each screen animation

jump.

Each of the characters the pop can.

the bird, and the cloud, is approximately

the same size, but this should not be
considered unusual. All are completely in

proportion in relation to where they occur
on the screen, giving a greater feeling of

depth to the beach scene. The bird ap-

pears large in the foreground while the

smaller, distant cloud passes in the back-
ground.

The large gap in the program listing

between line 134 and line 150 was re-

served for yet another scenic diversion. It

was planned to present a ship passing

across the horizon, but memory limi-

tations prevented the smooth execution

of this animation. For one thing, the ship

seemed to skim across the very top of the

water, and for another, as s»x>n as the

ship reached the cliff, it appeared to be
beached. Rather than letting the poor
ship run aground on our beach, it was
decided to let it rest, more safely, in our
imaginations.

Finally, dusk falls on the beach at the

end of the day. Line 74 detects this and
sends the program on to line 150. Night

covers the beach, leaving only shadows
and headlights on the cliff and shore. All

of the locations in color memory are

POKEd with black, leaving only the multi-

color spaces with some sand color in

them. The duration of this night is the

time it takes for two wave swells. On
returning from the surf sound subroutine

the RUN statement is issued, resetting

the TI$ clock to (XXXXX) and beginning

the entire process again.

After carefully entering Surf, type

RUN. press RETURN and get ready for

the mind-soothing, lulling action of waves
crashing on your private coast. Surf will

continue to run until you either press and
hold the RUN/STOP key while pressing

the RESTORE key or turn the Vic off.

Remember, if you elect to turn the Vic

off Surf is lost unless you recorded the

program on a cassette tape lor disk).

Of course you could re-type the entire

program every time that you want to use

it. But. a wiser decision would be to

purchase the Commodore cassette re-

corder and make a permanent cassette

copy. Then when the winter winds begin

to howl you can quickly transport your
thoughts to your own isolated, sun
drenched computer beach.
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The column is a bit terser this month,
as we have been occupied with moving
to warmer parts of the country. There is

a subtle irony behind this upheaval,

which may be gently described as Will

Fastie's idea of a final revenge. As I am
now working for him, it remains to be

seen to whom the final revenge will be

awarded.
The computer will enjoy the freedom

from woodsmoke (as will the rest of us).

I have been mildly insistent, at the top of

my lungs, about the next house having

absolutely no flue, chimney, thimble,

fireplace, woodstove, or any object

which needs to be fed every few hours
with things which deposit bark particles

and confused ants on the floor.

For the first time in years I can look

forward to October weekends. Hitherto

they have been occupied with standing

on top of ten cords of renewable re-

source with a 16" chainsaw or stagger-

ing under a load of same renewable
resource on the way to the barn. Now
you know why I don't have any energy

left over to swap disks. I am hoping
that a more benevolent climate will leave

me with enough vigor to cope with a

three pass compiler.

More on the NEC 8023

A

There has been so much mail about

the NEC 8023A printer the past few
months that it is time I responded in a

more constructive manner than that of
putting the letters carefully away in the

filing cabinet. First, there is the matter

Suaan Glineri-C'ole. Suile 211, World Trade
Center. Baltimore, MD 21202. Correspondence

Can only be ;icknowlede.ed when Halapcd, sclt-

addrencd envelope h;is been provided.

Susan Glinert-Cole

of printer ink. The suggestion regarding

the use of stamp pad ink to rejuvenate

the cartridge rollers drew gasps of hor-

ror from a few people.

They maintain that stamp pad ink

does not contain the proper lubricants

for dot matrix printheads and would
therefore do much damage if used. This

may very well be true; I am not by any
means an expert in the area. I used the

stamp pad ink approach for about eight

months, and my printer has not ap-

peared to suffer from this abuse.

For the wary, however, ink of the

proper quality for dot matrix ribbons

may be ordered from Ben Torres Ribbon
Service. An alternative to constantly re-

inking ribbons is to squirt the ribbon

with WD-40 and allow the ribbon to dry

for a few hours with the cover off. I tried

this about a year ago before I discovered

stamp pad ink and it works well on a

one-time only basis. The next ribbon

drenching ceremony should feature

some sort of ink, as the WD-40 is merely

a one-shot rejuvenator.

Next, the mystery of the Ctrl + PrtSc

command was solved by several people.

Switch 1-7 should be set to the ON
(closed) position. The PrtSc function

will work perfectly, and other printed

files, such as Basic listings and word
processor printouts, will not have the ex-

tra linefeed (see below).

The manual that came with my
printer was not exactly a prototype of

limpid prose. I think it was written in

Japanese and then translated, word by

word, into English. The fact that all the

examples are for the NEC personal com-
puter didn't help either. For the record,

then, here are the functions reserved for

the two DIP switches.

Switches 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3 are used to

select the appropriate character set,

depending on which country you are

presently residing in (or feel like writing

in). If they are all off, the Japanese

character set is selected; the correct set-

ting for the United States is OFF ON
OFF respectively.

If the British character set is selected

by setting Switch 1-1 ON, the # sign on

the keyboard becomes the £ sign. Setting

the switches as described in the manual
for the German and Swedish character

sets will sprinkle umlauts throughout

the text.

A table in the back of the manual
shows the replacement characters ap-

plicable to each character set. Switch 1-4

determines how many lines are on a page

for the Top of Form character. The de-

fault setting is OFF for 66 lines; if you
prefer legal sized paper, setting it ON
will set 72 lines per page as the default.

Switch 1-5 should be OFF. This al-

lows you to select or deselect the printer

from the keyboard or a program by
sending a chr$(17) for select or a

chr$(19) for deselect. These signals are

equivalent to pressing the select switch

on the front of the printer. If this switch

is turned ON, these characters will be ig-

nored by the NEC.
Switches 1-6, 1-7, and 1-8 determine

what happens at the end of a print line.

The factory settings are: ON OFF OFF
respectively. Ctrl + PrtSc will have the
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ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE
UNLOCKED, COPYABLE.
AND COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE II, 11+ AND He.*

(Don't Settle for Less!)

•APPLE « Regirtsrad Trada Mam ol You-Know-Who

APPLE MECHANIC
SHAPE-WRITER / BYTE-ZAP UTILITY

SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes for anima-

tion in your programs. Create Prcporaona«y Spaced
Typefaces with special characters. Six fonts included.

Liatable Applesoft demos show you how to animate

graphics and create professional Charts and Graphs.

BYTE-ZAP Rewrite any byte on a dak for repair or

alteration Load entire sectors on the screen for inspec-

tion. Haa/Pec/Aacf displays and input Educational

instructions include experiments for making trick file

names, restoring deleted files, changing DOS. etc.

MORE Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your
programs. Clear educational documentation

($2930 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book «6)

APPLE MECHANIC
TYPEFACES

26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic pro-

gram*. Many sizes of fully-editable characters.

BEAGLE MENU: Display only the filenames you want
from your disks (tor example, only Applesoft files or

Locked files) for fast one-key cursor selection.

($20.00 Includes Peeks 4 Pokes Chart)

. THIS AD SAYS THAT "ALL
BEAGLE DISKS NOW COME
WITH AN UPDATED (4/83)

PEEKS • POKE* CHART
r I —AND TWO DISKS

* COME WITH OTHER
CHARTS AS WELL'-

ALPHA PLOT
HI-RES GRAPHICSTEXT UTILITY

by BERT KERSEY and JACK CASStOY

DRAW IN HI-RES on both pages using keyboard OR
paddtos/ioystiox View lines before plotting. Use mixed-
oolors and Reverse (background opposite) plotting.

Fast hi-res circles, boxes and ellipses: filled or outlined.

Compraaa H Was Images to 1/3 Disk-Space. Super-
impose hi-res pages 1 and 2 or re-locate any rectangular

Image area anywhere on either hi-res page.

Picoorbooaty-Spacad Hi-Res Type with adjustable

character size and color. Upper and lower case with no
htab/vtab limits. Sideways typing for graphs too.

(tmSO- Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book «4)

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO. CA 92103
618-296-6400

UTILITY CITY
21 USEFUL UTtUTIES by BERT KERSEY

LIST FORMATTER prints each program statement
on a new line. Loops indented with printer Page Breaks
A great Applesoft program de-bugger! Also...

Mum-Column Catalogs for printouts, auto-post Run-
number & Date in programs, put invisible commands in

programs, create mvteMe Fie Namee, alphabetize/store

info on disk, convert dec to hex or Integer to FP. protect

and append programs, dump text to printer...

MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller!

((2930: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #3)

S^A PRONTO-DOS
i»V^*^HIQH-SPeED DOS / DOS-MOVE UTILITY

by TOM WEI8HAAR
Put HIGH-SPEED DOS inyourApple'snormal memory.
Language Card or Apple He's high-memory—
Function Normal
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE 10 sec
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 16 sec
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 24 sec
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 13 sec

(Text Files: No Change)
Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created

with the normal INIT command. Compatible with ALL
DOS Commands. GPLE* and most of your programs.

Move DOS to your Language Card or Apple I le stan-

dard high-memory, freeing up 10,000 Extra Bytes!

15 Extra Sectors per disk. Catalog Free-Space dis-

play, new "TYPE" Command reveals Text File contents

($26X50- Includes Peaks & Pokes Chart)

DISK COMMAND EDITOR
by MBIT KERSEY and JACK CASStOY

RENAME DOS COMMANDS and Error Messages
"Catalog" can be "Cat": "Syntax Error" can be "Oops

1
or

anything. Protect your programs—An unauthorized
Save-attempt can produce a "Not CopyaMe" message,
or any massage you want. Also List-Prevention and
one-key program-execution from catalog

Customise DOS. Change the Disk Volume heading to

your mseason or title. Omit or alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation, tips and experiments.

ANYONE using your disks (booted or not) will be
formatting DOS the way YOU designed it.

($24.00- Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book *2)

TIP DISK #1
by BERT KERSEY

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros Tip

Books 1-4. Make your Apple do things it's never done!

All 100 programs ara changeable for experimentation.

Includes Apple COMMAND CHART with all Applesoft.

Integer Basic & DOS Commands and Descriptions!

($20.00 With 2 Charts: Peeks/Pokes a Commands)

3 sec.

4 sec
9 sec.

4 sec.

BEAGLE BASIC
'APPLESOFT EWUWCEB by MARK SIMONSEN '

Requires Apple lie [or ll/ll* with RAM Card)
RENAME ANY APPLESOFT COMMAND or Error

Message to any word, for program clarification or en-
cryption Plus add optional NEW COMMANDS-
ELSE follows If-Then's (as in IF X=2 THEN PRINT

"Yes": ELSE PRINT "No"). SWAP X.Y exchanges 2 varia-

bles' values UseTONEcommand to write music with no
messy pokes & calls. HSCRN reads the color (off/on) of

any hi-res dot. SCRL scrolls the text screen in either

direction TXT2 lets Text Page 2 act like Page 1.

Also— GOTO or GOSUB may precede variables (as

in "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4*XJ Escape-mode Indi-

cated by special ESC CURSOR. Replace Apple's awk-
ward Graphics Screen Switch pokes with one-word
commands. Change ctri-G Beep to any tone. INVERSE
REM STATEMENTS tool All GPLE* compatible

These new functions occupy ZERO extra memory!
($34.95: includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #6)

BEAGLE BAG
12 APPLE GAMES by BERT KERSEY

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any single-game
locked-up disk on the market today. All 12 games are a
blast the price is right, the instructions are crystal clear,

and the disk is COPYABLE You can even change the
programs or list them to learn by seeing how they work.

Twelve Games from the Applesoft Ace, Bert Kersey—
TextTrain, Wowzo, Buzzword. Magic Pack & more...

Excellent Reviews— (see Jan-83 Sottalk. page 146).

BEAGLE MENU too: Description under "Typefaces"

($2930: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

DEAR. BEAGLE
MY LOCAL SOFTWARE

STORE DIDNT HAVE ONE
OF YOUR DISKS. SO I GOT
ON THEIR CASE S TOLD
THEM TO TELEPHONE
YOU OR ANY
uiTraeuTOa right away
WELL. IT WORKED. AND

I GOT MY DISK IN JUST A
COUPLE OF DAYS THANK*

FLEX TEXT
20/40/56/70-COLUMNS WITHOUT HARDWARE

by MARK SIMONSEN
PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-res

screens with normal Applesoft commands (including

Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & compressed text with
no hardware. 70-columns requires b/w monitor (not tv).

Add Graphics to Text or Text to Graphics Run your
existing Applesoft programs under Flex Text control.

Fast easy to use and Compatible with GPLE*
DOS Tool Kb* font compatibility, or use the supplied

Flex Text typefaces . Select up to 9 fonts with control-key
commands Custom text character editor included.

($2930 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

FRAME-UP
HIGH-SPEED PRESENTATION UTILITY

BY TOM WEISHAAR
MAKE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of exist-

ing hi-res. lo-res and text frames FAST hi-res loads in

2'4-seconds! Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames.

Unattended Shows are optional with each picture

arranged and pre-programmed to display from 1 to 99
seconds. Text Screen Editor lets you create black-and-
white text "slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard
during shows. Mail copies of presentations on disk to

friends and associates (or home to Mom!).

($2930 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

DOUBLE-TAKE
2-WAY-SCROLL/MULTtPLE UTILITY

by MARK SaWONSEN
LISTINGS & CATALOGS SCROLL Up AND Down,

making file names and program lines much easier to
access Arrow-keys control scroll direction. New Apple-
soft LIST FORMAT: each program statement on new
line for FAST program tracing and de-bugging

Varlable-Dtaplay shows all of a program's strings and
variables with current values Cross Reference shows
line nos. on which each variable & string appears
Renumber/Append to Merge programs (not just con-
nect end-to-end). Also Auto-Una-Number, Instant Hex
to Dec Converter. Program Stats. Eliminate/Redefine
Cursor. Free Space-On-Disk... All GPLE* compatible

($34.95 With 2 Charts: Peeks/Pokes & Tips & Tricks")

RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail—

D Alpha Plot . . . $39 50 D Flex Text .... $29 50
D Ap Mechanic . 29.50 D Frame-Up 29.50
D AM Typefaces 2000 D ProntoDOS . . . 29.50
Q Beagle Bag . . . 29.50 D Tip Disk #1 . . . 20.00
O Beagle Basic . 34.95 a Utility City 29.50
O DOS Boss 24.00 ADO ME to mailing list

D Double-Take. . 34.95 D ALREADY ON mailing list.

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros

—

Visa/MasterCard or COD. call TOLL-FREE
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext 827

California 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827
Alaska/Hawaii: 1-4X10 664 2622 ext. 827

OR mail US Check. Money-Order or Visa/MCa

to BEAGLE BROS, 12th Floor
431S SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103

Add Ji 50 First CktM Shipping. AnySlze Order.
Oi wiii add U 00 COO add $3.00 California add 9%

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY

AD #12
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ZENITH APPLE EPSON ATARI V20

Computer Printer interface

Epson HX-20 850 tor most computers

MM call serial 25

parallel 37

Monitor

Zenith green 1

2

119

Com rex color 13 in 395 Software tor business

ComrexRGB 13 in 529 Zenith 8 or 16 bit

PeachtraeGLAPARea 269
Printers Supercals 199

mow 525 Wordstar 269
fxm 695 Datastar 199

Mulhplan .179

Dak drives GL tor HOOS 89
Rana elite one 349 Inventory tor HOOS 69
Rana elite two 499

Ran elite three 699
Controller 109 Apple

Zenith 287-89 dual Or 949 broderbund payroll 296
Zenith Z87 90 dual dr 949 Gl with Payables 389

Accounts receivable 299
VIC 20 On-line screenwriter 88

Video pak 64k 355 Writer professional 137

Vrteo pale 16k 177 CP/M-86. Rainbow. IBM PC
Video pak 80 159 Xerox. Superbrain. Northstar

Video pak 7-80 269 Osborne 1 Victor 9000 etc

Memory cart 16k 79 Calcstar 119

Expansion chasa 49 Datastar 219
Micro expand chasis 39 Intostar 369
Video cat* VIC20 19 Maiknerge 189
Video cable ComM 21 SpeHsUr 189
Wordmaster 79 Supersort 189
Printer interface 68 Wordstar 349

Wordstar * Mawnerpe 469
MtCROSM.ES INC Wordstar • SpeHstar 499
4787 Kmgswty BUY Word • Spell - Mail Star 629
Vancouver BC V5H 2C6 GAMES '

!

8-5 50 Phone 604 433 468S Apple ATARI V20
after store hrs 433 6043 Choplifter 26

ALL US $ Check money order Serpentine 26
Add 3S tor M card or VISA Trackattack 22
Shxjping $2 tor software and much much more call

CIRCLE 241 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For Home or Business
WHAT WHEN. HOW

LEARN HOW TO
USE A COMPUTER

Train at home in spare time! No
previous experience needed! Now
you can learn it all! Comput-
er programming. ..computer
applications... computer
games...everything you ever
wanted to know about com-
puter operations! Write your
own computer programs or
use hundreds of programs
already available. ..budget-
ing, real estate, bookkeep-
ingjsxpenses, investments,

interest, taxes, shop-
ping lists, vacation

^ i planning, addresses.
*p"hone numbers, routing
..even foreign languages

and graphics.
You'll know what really happens when you have a com-
puter problem with a bank, store, loan company, oil com-
pany, utility or anyone else. You'll be able to talk their
language ..understand why and how things happen to be
able to take the offensive when you're the victim of a com-
puter error. Experts explain everything in easy to
understand language with step by-step directions.

• TIMEX COMPUTER INCLUDED WITH YOUR TRAINING
• Plugs into any TV • SEND FOR FREE FACTS!

Computer Training, otpi DH093
Scranton. PA 18515

Please rush me free facts and color brochure that
tells how I can learn computer applications, pro-
gramming and operation at home in spare time. No

cost. No obligation

AMrtts

City/SUte/Zip

IBM Images, continued...
effect of printing everything on one line,

although output from my word proces-

sor is correct. As stated above, setting

Switch 1-7 ON will correct this problem.

For the curious, the various permuta-

tions are:

OFF OFF OFF: All output is printed

on one line.

OFF OFF ON: Inserts an extra car-

riage return/linefeed; word processor

output is double spaced but PrtSc is

correct.

OFF ON OFF: Both the word proces-

sor and PrtSc do a correct page print.

OFF ON ON: Extra carriage return/

linefeed inserted in both PrtSc and other

output.

ON OFF OFF: PrtSc prints on one
line but word processor output is

correct.

ON OFF ON: Extra carriage

return/linefeed in word processor out-

put, but PrtSc is correct.

ON ON OFF: Both PrTSc and other

output are correct.

ON ON ON: Extra carriage

return/linefeed in both PrtSc and other

output.

Switch 2-1 determines whether you
have a slash through the zero. This is a

matter of taste; if you are a slasher, set

Switch 2-1 ON. Switches 2-2, 2-3, and 2-

4 are particularly useful if more than one
printer is being driven from the same
port and you wish to send information

to a specific device. Normally, Switch 2-

2 is OFF; turning it ON assigns each

printer a device address as determined

by Switches 2-3 and 2-4.

Since two switches are allotted to ad-

dress specification, up to four (two

squared) devices may be used in this

manner. An address is enabled with Esc
+ a-d, where a is device 0, b is device 1

,

and so on. When using this mode, the

printers) must be on-line, that is, the se-

lect light must be lit. The appropriate

escape code as described above will then

activate the designated device.

Switch 2-5 determines the default

typeface when the printer is turned on.

The default (OFF) is pica; proportional

printing is selected if 2-5 is turned on.

Switch 2-6 selects 7- or 8-bit data. This

should be OFF (8-bit) for the IBM.
Switch 2-7 determines whether the

printer is in the selected state at power-

up (e.g. puts the printer on-line). This
should be ON, for select. The factory

setting is OFF, which means you have to

press the select switch every time you
turn on the printer, something you may
not remember to do or want to be both-

ered with.

Printer Formatting Program
Several months ago I promised a Ba-

sic version of the printer formatting pro-

gram which originally appeared in

USCD Pascal. Wait no longer. Here it is

in two different versions. The fun-

damental premise, as in the original, is

to conveniently send codes to the printer

from inside of a file to make the output

look resplendent, exotic, or what have

you. The first ( Listing 1 ), short program
is very simple, and can be easily adapted
to any other printer by simply changing
the codes in lines 4700-6000. Other,

more elaborate functions can also be

added—horizontal and vertical tabs for

example. The program is organized in a

manner commensurate with customiza-

tion. Options such as double spacing or

page number subroutines can be worked
in around lines 840-940.

Somewhere around lines 4000-4600 I

intend to insert a routine which will rec-

ognize the rem string and print these

lines in a different typeface for added

Figure 1.

Bit 7 -
pin # II

10
10 12 13 15

- BitO

readability in a program listing. This

version of the program was deliberately

kept short and moderately generic so

that other printers may be accommoda-
ted too.

Line 545 deserves some comment.
When I wrote the program, I originally

used the command lprint to send all

codes to the printer. This resulted in an

extra linefeed being inserted after every

line of the file. It took me a while to find

the cause of this, because the Basic man-
ual misspoke on the subject.

It claims that Basic will send an extra

carriage return/linefeed after printing 80

characters unless the statement is ended

with a semicolon.
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In fact, Basic seems to print the extra
cr/lf pair regardless; it blithely ignored
the semicolons and casually double
spaced everything anyway. Specifying a
WIDTH:"LPT1:",255 will disable line

folding. In the interest of generality, the

final version opens "LPT1 :" as a file and
printing the character codes to it. This
allows the output to be directed to any
file (disk, communications, and so on)
by changing "LPT1:" to the desired file

name.
The program takes each character in

the specified file and checks to see if it is

the start of a printer command. If so, the

program goes to a routine which reads
the code sequence into CODES and then
sends it to the printer.

The printer commands are recognized

by square brackets ([]), but these may be
changed in lines 1080 and 4080. If your
preference, for example, is to put the

commands on separate lines, make the

termination character a carriage return

(CHR$(13)).

The wait statement in line 6900 is a
very useful command. Many routines

which deal with printer errors simply
make the computer do some mindless
arithmetic while the operator is sup-
posed to be turning on the printer. This
is not very elegant, and, as you might
have suspected by now, there is a better

way.
The improved method instructs the

computer to twiddle its thumbs until it

receives a select signal from the

printer. The trick in implementing the
wait was to locate both the proper port
number to poll and the correct series of
bits which would be recognized as the

SELECT signal. This information can be
found by a close reading of pages 2-72

and 2-73 in the Technical Reference
Manual. The select signal travels on
pin 13 of the printer adapter connector
via port (address) 378H.
There are, as usual, eight bits sent to

the computer in this byte and we are in-

terested in having the computer wait

around until pin 13 becomes active (ON
or 1). The signal byte we wait for there-

fore looks like Figure 1.

Those of you who took last month's
column to heart will instantly recognize
00010000 as 2, or 32 decimal. Line 6900
thus specifies that the computer wait un-
til 00010000 appears at port 379H.
(Note: if there is an IBM monochrome
display/printer adapter board in use, the

correct address is 3BDH).
There appeared, from the letters I re-

ceived, to be some confusion about the

printer codes themselves. One problem
is that some of the codes must be pref-

aced by an escape character (chr$(27)),

while others may not be so preceded.

This is manifested, for example, with the
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TRS-80
COMPUTERS

ALL PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT

DISCOUNT

ALL TRS-80 MODELS• COMPUTERS
• PRINTERS

! r AUllc
SOR,ES CALL FOR OUR COMPETITIVE• bAW£5 PRICES ON OTHER MAJOR BRANDS

FREE
PLEASE WRITE AND REQUEST . . .

• CUSTOMER DISCOUNT PRICE LIST
• MANUFACTURE WARRANTIES

C TRS 80 TANDY CORPORATION

PERRY COMPUTERS
Dept No H-8 137 NORTH MAIN ST PERRY Ml 48872

FOR ORDERS CALL 1 -800-248-3823
FOR INFORMATION CALL (517) 625-4161
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YOUR CHILDREN'S
FUTURE

BEGINS TODAY

Discover how you
can help your

children grow with
educational software
from Opportunities

for Learning.
Write for your

FREE catalog today!

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
LEARNING. INC.
8950 Lurline Ave.. Dept. I.f>2

Chatsworth. CA 91311
2131 141- 2535

DKCS OKCS DKCS DKCS DKCS DKCS*
S

§ APPLE 11+ SOFTWARE from DKCS 2
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i
D Applesoft * Subroutines & Extras . . . $75"

Over 1 40 subroutines print editing, con
I

versions (English/ metric. Gregorian/
i Julian, decimal/hex), array sorts, times

square, and MORE!

|

D Applesoft * Program Generator $85"
|

Create your own customized programs to
maintain a data base, control the screen's

i construction, and. il you want, modify the
program after it's generated

DM/l Utility Pad $45"
Three programs let you
1

)

Display memory contents in internal
and display formats
2) Display/print non protected disc files in
internal and display formats
3) Alphabetize and rewrite disc VTOC

FREE with all orders: M/L routine to display
tree and used sectors on a disc.

(All the above require Apple II, DOS 3 3
48K Add 7% New York State Sales Tax

'

if ordering from within New York State)
Send check or money order payable in U S funds to

J

DK Computer Systems, 1 11c. i

PO Box 0035
]

North Tonawanda. New York 14120

I'm interested Please send the items I've
checked above to

O Name

m
o
o

Address

City

o

2

State Z'P-

|
My check money order is enclosed

e 'Apple* and Applesoft* are registered (

^ trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc
3 OKCS DKCS OKCS OKCS DKCS OKCS <
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IBM Images, continued...

double wide typeface: this is invoked

with chr$(14) with no escape code.

Similarly, the Top of Form character
(chr$(12)) must travel alone. The docu-
mentation does not make this terribly

clear, but there it is. Lines 4700-6000

present all the codes for typefaces and
line spacing for the NEC.

The Long Form
The second (Listing 2), long version of

this formatter has some extremely pleas-

ant features added to it, and it should be

emphasized again that both of these pro-

grams lend themselves to customization

to other printers and even other comput-
ers (heaven forbid).

With this program it is possible to

take full advantage of the extended

character set that the NEC 8023A pro-

vides. This printer will print, for exam-
ple, all digits from to 9 as superscripts.

It is therefore possible, in theory, to

print attractive mathematical formulas.

The problem is always that what you
see on the display is not necessarily what

is printed to the printer; this can add ex-

tra confusion to an already complicated

output line. In this program, a number
to be superscripted is preceded by a tilde

(chr$(126)). Being able to view the

number to be superscripted makes it

much easier to proofread a page of for-

mulas on the screen and is obviously

more meaningful than random, unusual

characters. Because the program allows

superscripts of any size, it can also be

used for simple footnoting.

I have long been bothered by the fact

that the IBM and the NEC printer have

completely different assignments for the

extended character set, so even if there

are characters common to both sets, it is

difficult to do things like design forms

on the display. This problem is ad-

dressed in the long version of the

formatting program, which will cor-

rectly translate on-screen characters to

the corresponding NEC extended ASCII
code.

The translating table works perfectly

for characters that are identical (Greek

letters and some math symbols for

example). There are characters which

are found in the IBM set which must be

composed from symbols in the NEC
set—some of the graphic symbols and

foreign letters for example. This was
done by working out the sequence of

character codes for the composed sym-

bol. The character e is made up of three

character codes: chr$(101) for the e, a

c hr$(8) for a backspace, and chr$(44)

for the accent mark.
Some characters in the IBM set can-

not be done with the NEC, but surpris-

ingly, most of them can be built with a

little twiddling. In some cases, the com-
posed character is not exactly equiva-

lent, and you may prefer some other

representation than the one output by

this program.

The translating table is set up as a 127

X 4 array and can thus contain codes

for 127 characters composed of up to

four keystrokes each. If a character code

greater than ASCII 127 is found in the

file, the program routes to the conver-

sion routine in line 12000.

Since it isn't possible to have the array

begin with a subscript of 128, the first

line of the subroutine subtracts 127 from

the ASCII code value to find the

corresponding row. Thus the character

e, which in IBM ASCII is chrS(130), is

found in row 3. The data statement on

line 15050, will, if carefully dissected by

fours, will show the third set of data to

be 131, 8, 39, 0. The routine then prints

all these characters to the printer and,

voila, what you see when you enter an e

in your file is actually what you get on

"The last electrical storm did quite a bit ofdamage. We fixed the hardware that saps the life-

force from half the planet at the price we quoted you. The section that controls your living

dead, however, has to be extra. And.. .ifyou don 't mind my saying so. sir. this is quite a piece

ofprogramming.
"

the printer. For those characters for

which there was no hope of possible

correspondence between the NEC and

the IBM, the data table simply contains

four zeroes; you can make up your own
characters and insert them as you please.

Naturally, if you own a different printer,

you will have to produce a different data

table but the principle still applies.

One note with this program: the NEC
will only recognize a backspace charac-

ter when in the incremental mode (the

default is the logic seeking mode). This

means that instead of seeking the

shortest distance to the next character,

the printhead automatically returns to

the lefthand margin after receiving a car-

riage return. Printing is therefore uni-

directional and it takes about twice as

long as usual to print out a file.

If you do not intend to use any of the

composed characters which contain a

backspace and prefer a more energetic

printing pace, remove line 553. The pro-

gram, by the way, has not been op-

timized for speed in any way and I

suggest that some care be taken if you

intend to use it. In its present condition,

with all the rem statements and long

variable names, it takes forever to

initialize.

Vertical Tabbing
Another peculiarity of the NEC was

brought to my attention by John

Widman. The vertical form unit (VFU),

which allows vertical tabbing for print-

ing forms, will not load correctly unless

the propensity of Basic to add the extra

lf/cr after 80 characters is defeated with

the following statement:

WIDTH ' 'LPT1 :
' '

, 255
I know, I promised something on the

8087 and the p-system this month but

what with the packing and yard sales-

and all of the other details that go into

relocation, not to mention the new game
from Funtastic, there just wasn't time to

do that too. Next month for almost sure

and while I am on the subject of next

month, if there are topics you would like

to see in this column, please let me
know.

I have been trying to strike a balance

between reviews and more generally ap-

plicable topics, while still addressing less

recognized systems. This philosophy is

intended to enlighten the novice, but

keep the more advanced user attentive.

An excoriating or approving letter will

let me know if the novices are be-

wildered and the rest of the audience fast

asleep.

Finn Mentioned In This Column
Ben Torres Ribbon Service

416 East State St.

Redlands, CA 92373
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Listing 1.

10 '

20 '

100 '

101 '

200 '

210 •

220 '

230
'

240 '

250 '

260 '

266 '

2(6 '

267 '

270 '

27S

2*0 '

2(2 '

290 '

2»5 '

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

3M
390

495

««« FORMAT POOttMt FOR MC 0023A MIRTH
SUSAN tUNEDT-COLE

<<<<< INSTRUCTIONS >»»

rlnter codas My be lebedded Into any ttit file » follows:

1. codis aust be enclosed In square brackets

2. each code aust be enclosed In separate brackets

3. to cancel e code, slapty precede the code with a alnut sign

4. codes aay be placed anywhere on a Una

5. codes aay be In upper or lower case

6. left aargln aay be one or two digits

7. variable line spacing aay be one or two digits

eihhm.es

[b] turns on bold face

[c] turns on condensed face

Cp] turns on proportional face

Ce] turns on elite fece

[u] turns on underlining

Cd] turns on double wide printing

Ct] prints a 'top of fora' coaaand

[n] turns on pica face

[Lux] sets left aargln at u
[1»] sets Una spacing to ai/144

[1/6] sets line spacing to 6 per Inch

[1/S] sets line spacing to 8 per Inch

C-c) cancels condensed face (pica 1s the default)

499 •

500 • <«

520 •

526 BLANKS-SPACE «( 30)

530 ESCJ-CHRI127)

535 CIS

537 LINES • 4

538

540

545

TRUE

COLOR

WIDTH

-1: FALSE •

E.O

LPTl:-.255

'green

'defeat

letters/black

extra cr/lf

bkrnd

550 OR ERROR 6010 6200

600 '

19*

SOO . <«<« 6ET THE FILE NAME »>>>>

601

820

830

LOCATE

L0C4TE

U.41:PRIRT BLANKS,

11.25:LIaf IRPUT;*ERTER FILE NAME .. FILES

836 OPEN FILE* FOR INPUT AS 61

837 OPEN • LPT1: - AS #2

838 '

842

845

•

<<<«< SET OTHER CHOICES »>>»

650 LOCATE 13.25:LINE IRFKT;-SRIP PERFORATIONS? (»/R) - ;AN*

(60 IF AN6--T- OR AR$-"y- THEN SUP - TRUE ELSE SKIP - FALSE

(70 IF NOT SKIP THEN SOTO 1000

880 LOCATE 15,25: PRINT*——> PLACE TOP OF FORM UNDER PAPER RAIL1

(90 LOCATE 16, 25: PRINT I THEN PRESS ANT KET TO CONTINUE'

(95 IF INKETS-" THEN (95

900 FOR «- 1 TO 4:PRINT 42.CHRS110) :NEI1 '4 bleak lines at top

937 '

940

941 '

1000

1020

1030

1060

10(0

1090

2000

2050

2051

3000

«<<<< 6ET EACH CHARACTER >»

WHILE NOT E0F(1)

CHARt-INPUTS(l.ll)

IF CHARS-'C* THEN 60SUB 4000 ELSE PRINT #2, CHARS;

IF CHARS- CNRSI13) THEN LINES • LINES e 1

IF LINES - 58 AND SKIP • TRUE THEN 60SU6 (000

HENO

'counter for page length

3040 '

3050 PRINT 'ALL DONE'

3060 EM

cippkzlle
64K SYSTEM . LIS-CP991C

CALL FOR LOW PRICE
BROOERBUNO
Choplitter $23
Star Blazer $22
Davids Midnight $23
Apple Panic $20
Alien Rain $17
Arcade Machine $41
CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant 152
1st Class Mail $53
DATAMOST
Snack Attack $21
Swashbuckler $23
EDUWARE
Spelling Bee w/Read ... $27
Alg 1,2or3 $27
Rendevous $27
Prisoner II $23
HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sargonll $25
Plewriter $95
INFOCOM
Zork I. II or III $27
Starcross $27
Deadline $34
INSOFT
Graforthll $50
Electric Duel $20
LOTUS
Exec. Brief Sys $126
MICROSOFT
Basic Compiler $270
Multiplan $190
Olympic Decathaion ... $20
MUSE
Robot War $27
Castle Wolfenstein $20
PENGUIN
Graphic Magician $42
Comp. Graphics Sys. .. $49
Special Effects $29
ONLINE
Screenwriter $89
Wu» Princess $22
Mystery House $17
Time Zone $65
Maurauder $24
Frogger $23
Cannonbali Blitz $23
Screenwriter Prof $135

QUALITY
Bag of Tricks $27
All Baba & 40 Thieves $22
SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Sensible Speller $85
Super Disk Copy ill $21
Multi Disk Catalog $18
SIRTECH
Wizardry $35
Knight of Dia $24
SOFTWARE PUBLISH.
PFS: Report $87t
PFS: Filing $87
PFS: Graph $87
SPINNAKER
Snooper Troops * $29
Snooper Troops »2 $29
Story Machine $23
Face Maker $23
STONEWARE
OB Master $158
D B Master Util »1 $70
Graphics Proc Sys $46
STRATEGIC SIM.
Computer Baseball $27
Cytron Masters $27
Guadalcanal $42
Galactic Gladiators $27
Battle olShiloh $27
TigerslnSnow $27
Cosmic Balance $27
Computer Ortrback $27
SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator $25
Space Viking $34
Saturn Navigator $24
SYNERGISTIC
Atlantis $27
Global Prog Line Ed $44
VISICORP
Visilerm $72
Visicalc3 3 $175
MISCELLANEOUS
Bandits $23
Human Fly $21
Master Type $27
New Step by Step $57
Sam (w/DAC) $83
Ultima $27
Zoom Graphics $27

GEMINI 10X . . $289
GORILLA ... $199
citoh
Prowriter $345
Prowriter II $629
Starwnter $1149
Printmaster $1448
NEC
8023 AC $409
3510 $1375
3530 $1579
3550 $1779
7710/7730 $1998

AMOEK
Color I $289
V300 $139
V300A $149
Color II $449

HAYES
Smartmodem ....
Smartmodem 1200
Micromodem II . .

.

$209
$498
$259

PROWRITER $345
SMITH TPI . . $488
SILVER REED P $669
OUME 11/40+ $1299
OKIDATA
MicrolineS2A $398
MicrolineS3A $638
Microline84P $958
Microllne92 $488
Microline93 $858
DIABLO
620R $939
630R $1719

NEC
GRN(JB1260) $115
GRN(JB1201) $155
Color Composite $296
RGB Color $598

NOVATION
J-Cat $99
Apple Cat II $259
D Cat $t49

COSMIC COMPUTERS
727 BREA CANYON RD.. SUITE 16

WALNUT, CA 91789

(800) 626-7642
PLEASE FOR ORDERS ONLY

SORRY, NO COirS

(714) 594-5204
FOR TECHNICAL INFO, ORDER INQUIRIES,

OR FOR CALIFORNIA ORDERS
Add $2.00 shipping per software order in continental
US Add $5 00 shipping per software order for AK. HI.
FPO APO Add $10.00 or 15*/. (whichever is greater) per
software order for non-U. S. Call for cost of hardware
shipping Calif residents add 6%% sales lax Cashiers
checks or money orders filled within 24 hours for items
in stock Personal checks require 4 weeks to clear.
MasterCard and Visa OK for software only within conti-
nental U.S . add 3% surcharge.

COMMODORE
CL- CBM 64 CALL
^ 1541 DISK DRIVE . . . $239

1701 Color Monitor $255 1530 Recorder $59
1525 Motor $239 1600 Modem $59
1520 Color Plr $109 1650 Auto Modem $150
Cifrj'(lnfc) $60 CM0 64 Ml MdO ... $16
light Pen $29 The Comioction (littc) SOS

64 SOFTWARE 64
ACCESS SOFTWARE
Neutral Zone (C/D) $26
Sprite Master ( ID) $27

BATTERIES INCLUDED
Delphis Orecle(O) 114
Paper Clip(D) 89

DATA 20
Video Pak 80 $139
Z80 Video Pak $229

ENTECM
Finance Calc 64 $34
Data Base 64 $56
Invoice Ease 64 $56

EPYX
Temple ol APS (DI . $27
Upper Reach APS (D) $14
Jumpman (D) $27

HES
HES Madam $59
6502 Prof. Dev.Sys (C| . $22
Hesmon64(R| $27
Turtle Grapics II (Rl ..$41
H eswriter 64 (R| $32
Grldrunnor (R) $27
Retroball(R) $27

JIN 0AM
Mini Jini (R) $75

M-SOFT
M-Flle(D) $89
ON-LINE
Froggar(D) $23
Jawbreaker IDI $20
PROFESS. SOFTWARE
Wordpro 3 + «4 (O) $68
QUICK BROWN FOX
Prof Word Proc (R) . $50

RAINBOW
Writers Assistant $95
Spreadsheet Assist . $95
File Assistant $95
TOTL
Taxi 2.6 (C) $32(0) $34
Label26 (C)$15(D)$17
Time Manager 2.6(C) . $24
Time Manager 2 6 (D) $27
Resrch Assist. 2.0(C) . $24
RearchAselet 2 0(D) $27
SOUTHERN SOLUTIONS
Bill Payer(ATP) 68
Business Man(G/L) .... 68
Paymaster(Payroll) .... 68
Bill Collector(A/R) 68
Widget(lnventory) 68
SPINNAKER
Snooper Troops 1 (D) . $29
Facemaker (D) $23
Kindercomp(D) $20
Hey Diddle (D) $20
Most Amu Thing (D) . $27
SYNAPSE
Fort Apocalypse (C/D) $23
Survlvof(C/D) $23
Drelbs (C/D) $23
Pharohs Curse (C/D) $23
Protector II (D) $23
Morgal (D) $23
Shamus(D) $23
TAYLORMADE
Touch Typing Tutor

3.0(D) $21
VICTORY
Annlhllator(C/DI ... $ig
K»0OKong<C/D> $16
Trek(CTO) $ 14
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It's Simple. . . CALL AND SAVE MONEY

1-800-841-0860
CONVENIENT
ORDER ENTRY
GA. INFO. 912-377-7120

F FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 COMPUTER
ACE 1200 COMPUTER
FROM $CALL

Telemarketing Works For You"

£ccommodore
COMPUTERS

MONITORS. PRINTERS & DRIVES

FROM SCALL

TRS-80 COMPUTERS

PURE
RADIO SHACK
EQUIPMENT

DISCOUNTmm
nOM

MODEL 4 TRS-80 aM*
MODEL 12 TRS-80 '263*

MODEL 16 TRS-80 '3*M
MODEL 100 TRS-80 '677

MC- 10 TRS-80 "••

COLOR COMPUTER 'CALL

WE SELL THE COMPLETE LINE

OF TRS-80 COMPUTERS
AND ACCESSORIES

IBM COMPATIBLES

YOUR CHOICE

PC
COLUMBIA PC

CORONA PC
SCALL

Q)Hayes*
MODEMS

FROM 239
MICRO MODEM I

SMART MODEM 300

SMART MODEM 1200

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

Novation

MICRO COLOR

99 FROM

MODEL 100

$677

MODEMS
FROM '119

•J-CAT -D-CAT

•CAT »AUTO CAT
•SMART CAT -APPLE CAT

EPSON
PRINTERS

FROM CALL
FX-80 SAVt
RX-80 SAVE
FX-100 SAVE

TRS-80 PRINTERS
COMPLETE LINE FROM $199

smith
CORONABBB

TP-I DAISY
WHEEL
PRINTER

FROM SCALL

PRINTERS

FROM *309
GEMINI
10X & IS

C.ltoh
PROWRITER
8510 '339

NEW!
8600 -CALL

OKIDATA
PRINTERS
FROM SCALL
MICROLINE SERIES

•83A
•84P »92P »93P

PACEMARK 2350P

DATA FLEX
APPLICATIONS
DATA BASE

BY DATA ACCESS

•CALL

COMREX

SCALL

NOTICE
All PRODUCTS WE SEll ARE BRAND NEW
AND COVERED BY THE MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFIC WARRANTIES. COPIES AVAILABLE

UPON REQUEST.

WE DO NOT SEll ANY USED. RECONDITION
ED. FOREIGN OR INFERIOR MODIFIED EQUIP

MEN!
PRICES AND PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

PRINTER
CARDS

AND CABLES
GRAPPLER+

FREE
QUADRAM

•IBM BOARDS
•MICROFAZERS
•APPLE BOARDS
'CALL

UPON REQUEST
•DISCOUNT PRICE LIST &

INFORMATION KIT

WRITE

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

TEIEMARKET DEPT. I 3

NEW
PRODUCTS

•CALL

Vferbatim
DATALIFE
DISKETTES

SCALL

Since 1978
• REPUTATION BACKED BY YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE

• PIONEER IN DIRECT TO CONSUMER
SAIES OF MICRO COMPUTERS AND
ELECTRONICS

• MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN SAIES

OVER THE YEARS

• TENS OF THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS
• HONEST

• RELIABLE

• IARGE INVENTORY

• NAME BRAND PRODUCTS

DISCOUNT
PRICES

MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.
2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo, Georgia 31728
(912| 377-7120

BUY
DIRECT
TELEMARKET DEPT. 3
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IBM Images, continued.

3996

3997

3998

3999

4000

4050

4080

4100

4200

4500

4800

4610

4696

4697

4698

4699

4700

4703

470S

4710

4720

4730

4740

4770

4780

4790

4800

4830

4850

4880

48(2

4885

4888

4887

4889

4900

4910

4920

4930

4940

4949

4950

4954

4958

4957

4958

4960

4970

4975

4976

4977

4978

4979

4980

4990

4995

4999

6000

6050

6100

6101

6200

6300

6400

6500

6600

6700

6800

6900

7000

7M5
79*6

SET PRIDTER COOES

COOES-"

CHARt-UWMl.fl)
WHILE CH4RJ <> •)•

C0OEI-C0OE»'CHAM:tOT0 4050

Hi
G0SU8 4700

SETUP*

'Initialize COOES

•get tilt xliole code

'send code to printer

««« SEN) COOES TO PRINTER

IF COOES-'t* OR C00EI--T" THEH RHIirT #2. CMR.M12);
IF RISHTS(CODEt.l) <> *0' AND RI6HTKC00EJ.1) <> "d*

THEH PRim »2,CM)I(27);

IF LEFTJICOOES. !(-•-• THEM GOTO 4900

OR COOES-'O'

OR CO0ES-"C*

IF C00E»-*d-

IF CODEI-'c'

IF COOEt-'p"

IF COOES-'e'

IF CODES-'b' OR C0DES--S*

THEH PRINT »2. CMRK14);
THE* PRIHT #2. CHRK81);

0* COOEJ-'P' THEN PRIMT 82, CMK80);
OR. COOES-'E* THEK PRIHT #2, CHRK69);

THEM PRIHT 82. CMRJU3);
IF COOCt-'e' OR COOEt-'H' THIH P8.IHT #2. CHRSI78);
IF COOES-M/O' THEM PRIMT #2, CMCH88);
IF CODEt-M/8' THEN PRIMT 82. CHRK65);
IF LEFT»(C00EI.1)--L- OR LEFTJICOOEI. 1 )-'l • THEM 4960

IF LEFTKCOOEt.n-'i" OR LEFTI(COOEI.l)-'I- THEM 4980
RETURN

"top of fora

'cancel code

'double wide

'condensed

proportion!

1

'elite

'bold

'pice

'8 lpl

'8 lpl

'do left aergln

'do line spceg

<<<<< CANCEL C01ES »»>

IF COOES-'-d' 0* COOEI-'-O'

IF CODEl-'-p - OH C00E»-"-P"

IF COOES-'-e' W C00ES-*-E"

IF C00ES-'-t>" OR C00EJ---B'

IF COOEf-iT OR C0OES-*-U"

RETURN

TMEH PRIHT 12. CHR1USI;
THEN PRIHT 12. CHNK78);
THEN PRINT »2. CMRSI7R);

THEN PRIMT #2, CHRK34);
THEN PRINT 82, CHRS(8»);

'cancel doable

'return to pice

'return to pica

'cancel bold

'cencel undrlne

<«<< SET LEFT MARSIN

IF LENIC00E1I-2 THEH PRIHT 82, CHRK76);
IF LEN(C00E»)-3 THEH PRINT 82, CHKM76);
RETURN

•00";RI6MT»[C00E».l);

'0";RItHTI(C0DEJ.2l;

«<« SET LINE SPACIHS >»»

IF LEN(C00ES)-2 THEN PRINT 82. CHRK84) ;'0';RI6HT»(CO0E».l I

;

IF LER(C00ES)-3 THEH PRINT 82. CHRK84) ;RI(HT»(C00E»,2)

;

RETURN

««« ERROR TRAPPINt ROUTINES »»»

LOCATE 23, 30: COLON 0.2
IF ERN-S3 THEN PRINT -file not found*;
IF ERR-71 THEN PRINT 'dim not ready-;

IF ERR-25 THEN PRINT 'turn on the printer';
IF ERR-27 THEN PRINT 'out of paper';

COLOR 2,0

IF ERR-53 ON ERR-71 THEN RESUME 540

IF ERR-24 OR ERR-25 ON ERR-27 THEN UAIT BH379.32
RESUME 1080

wait for select signal

7997 ' <<<<<<

7998 '

8000 FOR I • 1 TO 10

8018 PRINT 82.CHNM10)
9020 HE IT I

•030 LINES - 4

•040 RETURN

SKIP TO REIT PASS

'reset lines counter

pson, OKI. IDS. NEC. Diablo. Qume

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES
• Reduces Noise Up to 90%
• Heavy Duty Acrylic Cover

• Bottom Feed Capability

• Woodgrain Finish

Micro Printercenter"

Dealer & Ordering Info

800-343-431

1

Mnler Charge and Vrsa Accepted

Sflvpmg & Hanrjtfig Charges ArJMimaf

CAB-TEK, Inc.
Riverside St. Nashua. NH 03062

CIVILIZING COMPUTERS

MPC I $99 (MX BO) MPC II $129 (0KI82,

MPCm$??9(83AMX100) MCPrV$199 (Daisy Pmier)
Power Control & Ventilation $80

Paper Rack $30 Bottom Feed Brackets $30

MPC I SHOWN
CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASF Disks. 5V4", 10/bx 19 bx 10+ bx
SSDD, soft sectored 21 .90 fg 90
DSDD. soft sectored 30.90 28.90

Lifetime Guarantee. Certified, Hub-ringed
FREE PLASTIC CASE WITH EACH BOX

APPLE
Micron-rodem II w/term prog 28900
Keytromc Keyboard 240 00
Micro Sci A2 Dtsk Drive, w/conl 335 00

A2 Disk Drive, add-on 25# 00
Microsoft Softcard 249 00

Premium Pack. 495 00
Pkaso Printer interface 14500
VifJeoterm. 80 col card 235 00
System Saver Fan 87 50

Amdek 310A, 13" Amber Monitor 185 00
STB SRIO 64K mem. clock 8 VO 350 00
Kevtronic Keyboard 21500
Smartmodem 300 (RS232) 225.00

ATARI
B Key 400 Keyboard 39 00
Percom SSOD Disk Drive vWcont 55000

Disk Drive Add-on 350 00

RIBBONS
Epson 70/80 Dz 87 00
Okidata80.82.83.92.93 D* . . 33 00
Qume 3, 5 Multistnke Dz 42 00
NEC 5500. 7700 Multistnke Dz 81 50

ACCESSORIES -
Lemon Surge Protector 4300
Lime Surge Protector 65 00
Head Cleaning Kit. 5'. ta 95

D SEND ME YOUR PRICE LIST
D PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_

Add 3-V. Shipping (S3 minimum), Tenet residents add 5% sales tei
Two week delay on personal checks

CHARGE MY: DMasterCard DVisa

Card No._

Signature.

_ Exp. Date.

Name.
(please print full name)

Address.

City

.Apt..

.State. .Zip.

O22
214-644-2611

Software f Boot
2116 E. Arapaho #600
Richardson, Tx 75081 ioc 3̂2
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IBM Images, continued.

Listing 2.

10
'

20 '

100 '

101 '

200 '

210 •

220 ' *ri«

210 ' 1

240 ' 2

250 -
)

2(0 ' 4

2*5 ' 1

2M ' t

207 ' 7

2U ' (

270 •

274 •

2*0

2K
2*0 '

2*5 '

100 '

310 '

120

110

340

ISO

MO
170

MO
3*0

400

405

440

4*5

««« FoauT noon* fm mc M21a mute* >>>>>

SUSAH SLIMIT-CXE

««< WSTIUCTIOtiS >»»

Ur codes My b« leabtddtd Into any ttit fill 41 follows:

codts twist be enclosed 1« squire brackets

tick code ftust bo enclosed In separate brackets

to cancel a code, slaaply precede tht code with a ftlnus tig"

codes say be placed anywhere on a lino

codts My be In upper or lower cast

ltft Mrgln My be one or two digits

•trltblt MM spacing My be Mt or two digits

superscripts My b* In.oked by preceding thM wltn t '

eim-ius

Cb) Urns on bold fact

Cc) turns on condensed fact

Lp] turns on proportional fact

Ct) turns on elite fact

[ul turns on underlining

td] turns on double wide printing

[t] prints t 'top of forts' cotsaand

[n] turns Oft pica fact

(Ian) stts ltft Mrgln at as

[I»] stts lint spacing to ai/14*

(1/0) stts lint spacing to par Inch

[1/t] stts lint spacing to I per inch

[-c] cancels condensed fact (pica is tht defaultl

12"* 5 prints 12 to the fifth power

<<<<<< IHITIALI2E

4** '

500 '

S20 '

530 ESCS-CMK27)
515 CIS

537 LIMS • 4

530 tout • -1: FALSE •

540 COLO* 2.0

545 MOTH •I'll:". 255

550 0* EIMIM tOTO 0200

451 '

552 ' put printer in mcrtaatntal andl to enable backspacing

553 LPttlHT ESCS;CMK*1);
500 '

505 Dll FOMM10) superscript table

570 FM I • I TO 10

500 K40 POWEKP]

5*0 MIT *

5*5 '

000 '

700 '

705 01M TMIE (127.0)

710 FOO •OH • 1 TO 127

720 FN COL • 1 TO 4

7N DEAD TMIE (lOu.COll

740 IK IT CX
750 MIT >0H

751
'

752 Oil Eaton SOTO 0200

7*« •

7*» •

•00 ' ««« SET THE FILE HAKE >»

001
'

•20 LOCATE 11.41:MI«T XAIKS;

•10 LOCATE ll.2S.LIM 1HFUT ;*E«TEI FILE SUNC: '1*1111

•15 OKU FILE* FM laflJT as 01

017 OIM LFT1:' OS 02

•M '

'counter for pagt ltngth

•green letters/black bkrnd

defeat eatra cr/lf

•42

•45 SET OTHER CHOICES

•50 LOCATE 13.2S:L1M I«*UT;*SKI* Ft-aFMATIMST (T/«) \4HI

•00 IF AHS-'T* M All-*j* TICIi SKI* • Ttltf ELSE SKI* FALSE

•70 IF HOT SKI* THE* SOTO 1000

(40 LOCATE 15.25: FsUtTf*-—« FIACE TO* OF FMM UMII *A*EI Mil'

0*0 LOCATE 10. IS: MINT ••••••> TKEI MESS AHT KET TO COtTTItM'

0*5 IF IMETS-** THM 0*5

*00 FM I- 1 TO «:MIIT F2.CMKI0) :MIT '• blank lines at to*

»17 '

40

Ml '

1M0 «<«< SET CM* CHAIACTE* »»»»

1020

1010 WHILE WT E0FI1I

1040 CH»»»- m*UTI(l.ll)

1050 IF CKUt <> '[* AW CNMl <> '-' AM ASCtCtUai) <lt*

TM* **IIT #2 . CHAM;: SOTO 2010

looo IF CHAM • '•' TMI SOSUI 1MM do superscripts

1070 IF ASCICHAM 1 >127 THE* SOSVO 12000 ft* table

2000 IF CHA«» • *(' TM« SOSUI 4000 dt typefaces

2005 •

2010 IF CHAtl- CMtllJ) TM* LIMS LIMS • 1 MncrtBtnt 1 Ine f

2020 IF LIMS • 5* AM SKI* • TIM THE* USUI MOO •*• top of ftrss

2051 •

2010 kt*»

1040 '

M50 •CUT 'All OM'
MOO EHO

MB •

MM • <«««<« MT MUTE* CMtS »>»»

I***

4000 COOES- • Inltlalllt CMEt

•050 CHAM- IIMTSU.II)
40*0 •mile CNMl <> *]'

•100 CMEt-COMS*CM*t:MT0 4050 -ft* the ufttlt cad*

•200 Ml

450* SOSUI 4700 stftd CM* tt printer

4000 MTUM
MM •

MM
40*7

SEM COMS TO MIITM

47M IF COOff'f M COMS-'T' TM* F*1«T M, CMS(II);

•701 IF IISHTKCOOEJ.il <> '0* AM IISHTSICOOEI.II » 'tt*

TM* Ft I IT »2. ESCI;

4705 IF LEFTKCMEt.l)-*-* TM* MTO 4*00

4710 IF COOE»-*d* M C0OES--0- THE* MIIT Ma CMtlMIl
472* IF CMEI-'c' M C*MS-'C* TM* MIIT M, CMK*1>:

4710 IF COMS-'** M COWS*'*' TM* **I*T It. CMS(M);
47«0 IF C00EI-"e- M CM€S-*t' THE* MIIT It. CaHIW;
4770 IF COMS-**' M COOES-*** TM* PllIT M. t«»(UI;

47M IF C00ES-*n* M CCMI-'I' TM* MIIT M, CMSI7I);

47*0 |F CMCt-'l/l* TM* **I*T M, CMKM):
4*00 IF COOES-'l/t* TM* F*I*T M, CMS(iS);

4*10 IF LEFTI(CMEt.l)-'L' M LEFTK COOE S . 1 ) -' 1' THE* 4M0

4*50 IF LEFTIICMEI.II-'a' M LEFTKC00EI.1 )-*I* TM* «*M
4M0 MTUM
4M2 '

4M5

'tt* *f f*ffi

•cancel cat)*

double wide

'ctndtnstd

•prt*trt1taa1

•elite

•MM
•*it«

• 1*1

•« 1*1

do ltft Mrgln
'•» lift* t*cng

«M7 '

40M '

4*00 IF C00CS-'

MIO IF COOES-'

M20 IF C00EJ-'

4*10 IF C0OEI-

4440 IF COM!-'

4*4* KTIIM

<«« CAMEL CMES >»>>

•d' M COM!-'-*'
-*' M CMtS-"-*'
-•' M CMCI-'-E'
-*' M COOE »-•-»'

-u' M COsHS-'-U'

TM* P*1*T #2. CMt(lS);

TM* MIIT *l. CMK7*);
TM* **I*T It. CMS(7t);

TM* HHI It, CMSIM);
TM* MIIT II. CMSIM);

'canctl dawblt

'return to pica

return ta pica

'IIKll bold

'cancel unerlne

«M«
4IM
4*S7

•M*
4*40

4*70

M7S
4*74

0*77

«*7(

0*7*

<«« MT LEFT FaUSI* >>>>>

IF l.EH(C0OCll-2 THE* MIIT 12. CMS(7«);'M'lilMTS(CMIt.Dl

IF LM(C0MS)-1 TM* MIIT M. CMS (701 ;'0';«IMTIICWll.t)

;

MTM*

«<« MT LIM SFACIM >»»

IF LE«(C0M»)-2 TM* MIIT It, CMS(M);*0*;*l*»tTI(CWEI.l>;

I* UIICMES)-) THE* MlaTT II. CMKM) ;«IS»TI(CME».2I

;

MTM*

•IM
•1*1

•too

•M*

•7M
MOO
i*M

«««««< IMM TUFFIK I0UTIMS >»»>»»

LOCATE 23.M:COLM 1,1

IF IMM) TM* MIIT 'fit* ntt Iff:
II EM-71 THE* MlaTT 'disk Mt rtady';

IF E*l-tS TM* MIIT 'turn a* the printer- ,

IF EM-27 TMI MIIT 'Mt tf MM'*;
COLM 2.0

II EM-SI M H*»l TMI MMM SM
IF EM-24 M EM-tS M EM-27 TMI MIT M17I.32 'wtlt fas- MlMt ll«Ml
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WE Declare A PRICE WAR
We love to sell

Apples and Franklins

Call for the
Best Price

(we won't be undersold) F
FRANKLIN
COMPun » co»fo««iio»

BE A SNAVER SAVER!

We now carry:

IBM
Columbia
Commodore
Eagle
Northstar

Sharp
Toshiba

CALL
FOR
PRICE

APPLE SOFTWARE
list our

price price

AppleWnter He $195 $159
Word Handler
(new ver

)

195 117
Magic Window II 149 93.95
General Manager II 229 152
DB Master 229 152
DB Utility pak

1 or 2 129 89
Microsoft Multiplan

(dos 3.3) 275 169
Screen Writer II 129 79 95
A Visl-Special Sale
Visicalc 250 159
Visifile 250 177
Visidex 250 177
Visiplot 200 149
Visi Schedule 300 213
Visi trend/plot 300 213
PFS: tile 125 86
PFS: Report 125 86
PFS: graph 125 86
Home Accountant 7495 47.95
Locksmith 4.0 99 6995
Chophfter 34 95 19.95
Zaxxon 39 95 25 95
Word Scrambler &
Super Speller 19.95 12.95

Lancaster 29 95 15.95
Zork 1. 2, or 3 3995 25.95

APPLE GOC
list our

price price

Grappler + $175 $114
Graphitti 125 96
Tymac Interface 140 87
Pkaso 175 127
TG Paddles 39 95 26 95
TG Joystick 59 95 4095
TG Select a port 59 95 40 95
Kraft Joystick 64 95 39 95
Kraft Paddles 4995 34 95
Microsoft Sottcard 345 229
Softcard Plus 645 419
Videx Videoterm

80 col. 279 199
Ultraterm 379 277
A.L.S. CP/M Card 399 279
Z Card II 169 133
System Saver 89 95 63 95
R.H Super Fan II 74.95 58 95
Guardian Angel 595 459

PRINTERS
list

price

C-ITOH
595Prownter

Prownter II

Starwnter
Printmaster

Star
Gemini 10X special
Gemini 15

995
1895
1995

STS80
Delta

ML -82

ML-83
ML-84P
ML 92 (special)
ML 93

499
649
199

please

Okidata
549
899
1395
699
1249

Smith Corona
TPI 895
Tractor feed 149

Transtar
Color-315

(color printer) 599

Others
Gorilla printer 250
Epson
Diablo
NEC

MONITORS
price

Color I

Color I .<

Color II (RGB)
Color III (RGB
Color IV (RGB)
Video 300
Amber 300H

Amdek

USI
pi-i

PI2
PI3
PI 4
1400 C

Taxan
Vision I (special)
Vision III

K9-12n
K9 12nuy

379
399
529
479
1299
179
199

149
210
249
199
399

399
699
179
189

Others

our
price

363
643
1165
1475

293
457
169
call

387
619
975
493
853

487
119

463

197
CALL
and
SAVE

our
price

287
311
409
359
997
137
157

117
149
147
137
289

267
493
129
137

BMC
Sakata

call
call

MODEMS
list

price

Hayes
Micromodem II

(special) 379
Micromodem II

w/term. 409
Smartmodem 300 289
Smartmodem 1200 699

Novation
Applecat II 389

SSM
AMC 300 w/source 325
ASIO card & cable 149
Transend I 89
Transend 2 149
Transend 3 275
AIO-2 225

PJUV^,
price

Rana
Elite 1 (special) 379
Elite 2 649
Elite 3 849
w/con I roller

Micro-Scl
A2 (special) 345
A40 379
A 70 529
w/controller

Others
375

Vista
Want Slimline
Corvus

(quantity

our
price

257

287
203
493

259

239
119
66
109
198
159

our
price

259
447
559
call

229
269
349
call

call

269
call

nscounis available)
(box of 10)

MD1 s/sd/d
MD2d/sd/d

s/sd/d
d/s d/d

s/s d/d
d/s d/d

Maxell

Verbatim

Oysan

s/s d/d
d/s d/d

s/ss/d
s/s d/d

Elephant
Wabash
OPUS

BASF

Memorex

28 95
4195

2595
35 95

37 95
46 95

25.95
34 50

19.95
2195
call
call

call

SNAVE SYSTEMS
Post Office Box 957
Niles, Illinois 60648-0957

312/966-4505

VISA'
We accept VISA and MASTERCARD (Include card # and exp date).
Money Order. Certified Check, Personal Check (allow 10 days clearance).
Add Only $2 for delivery, (hardware and foreign extra).

Illinois residents add 6% sales tax (except on software)
Prices and policies subject to change.

FREE Catalog
Apple Apple lie. Apple III. and Franklin are negjaawad Trademarks

CIRCLE 234 ON READER SERVICE CARD



At the fifty-sixth step on the TRS-80
stairway to personal computing, we take

a quick look at the MC-10 Color Com-
puter, seven PC-1 Pocket Computer pro-

grams from Radio Shack, the Clean
Slate word processor from Sams, the

QWERTY 3.0 word processor from
ScreenPlay and a short program for

computing the day of the week.

A Little Brother

The TRS-80 MC-10, introduced in

May, is also known as the TRS-80 Micro
Color Computer because it takes up only

about as much space as a 700-page

novel, or about a sixth the space of the

Color Computer. It weighs only 29.5

ounces (Figure 1 ).

The MC-10, which may come to be

called the MiCoCo (or possibly the

MicroCo) (Not if we can help it! —Ed.),

doesn't replace the Color Computer, but

supplements it. Priced at $119.95, the

MC-10 is designed to compete with low-

cost computers such as the Timex/
Sinclair, and is "aimed primarly at first-

time computer buyers," as the press re-

lease puts it. See the review elsewhere in

this issue.

Seven PC-1 Packages
Radio Shack sent me seven cassette

program packages for the PC-1 Pocket

Computer. Four are useful (Statistical

Analysis, Engineering Math II, III, and
IV); one might help you make a few dol-

lars at the track (Horse Race Analyst);

one might be useful on the links (Golf

Scoring); and one has rather limited

applications (Calendar).

All seven packages include imprinted

plastic keyboard overlays, and all the

programs use prompts to simplify and
speed up operations.

Stephen B. Gray

Calendar
For $19.95 you get four Calendar pro-

grams "to solve date-related problems."

An overlay, which fits over the bottom
left half of the keyboard, simplifies two
of the programs.

With Cal I, you can enter any date,

expressed as MM.DDYYYY, from 1900

to 2100, and the program first converts

it to "Julian date," which here means

the number of days from a date back in

4000 B.C. This is then easily converted

by Cal I into the day of the year (Feb-

ruary 23, 1982 is the 54th day of the

year), how many days remain in the year

(311), and which day of the week it is

(Tuesday).

You can also enter a Julian date or

day of the year and make any conversion

you choose. Cal I also converts from

Gregorian years to Chinese years, and
vice versa, with the help of a chart. If

you have the chart, however, you don't

Figure 1. The TRS-80 Micro Color Computer MC-10 has most of the features of the

larger Color Computer at a sixth the size and less than half the price.
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really need the conversion program.
Most inscrutable.

Cal II relates to holidays. It tells you
on which day Easter fell in 1982 (April

1 1) and lists the dates of 17 holidays for

any given year, including President's

Day.
Cal III relates dates to days of the

week. It finds the number of days from
one given date to another, the number of
times a given day of the week occurs be-

tween two dates, the years in which a
given date falls on a given weekday, and
performs three more similar

calculations.

Cal IV provides the dates of the new
and full moon for a given month.

Although most of us have little or no
use for such date programs, they could

be of help in some financial and legal in-

stances, for interest, contracts, and so

forth.

Golf Scoring

The full name of this $14.95 package
is GolfScoring & Handicapping; it con-

sists of four programs and an overlay.

Play "keeps track of your party's

score and pars for each hole while you
are actually on the course," the manual
says. It keeps score for up to four players

over as many as 18 holes. You can re-

view scores for any hole, make correc-

tions, and save data for an entire game
on tape.

Score uses the data saved on tape from
Play to print a complete scorecard for

each game.
Stroke uses data from Play to figure

the USGA stroke-controlled score for

any player and game.
HDICAP figures your official USGA

handicap, using data on your past

performance stored on tape.

So you take your PC- 1 to the club-

house, plug in the printer/cassette inter-

face and a tape-cassette recorder, and
load Play (you could even do this earlier,

at home). Enter the players' names and
handicaps, then take the PC-1 around
the course as you play, entering hole

numbers and scores.

Back at the clubhouse, or later at

home, you save the game data on tape.

Or if you have everything with you, you
can use Score to print out a scorecard

right in the clubhouse to show the gang
at the bar what a great game you played.

Horse Race Analyst

The subtitle of this S19.9S package is

"Using the 5/10 System," which isn't

explained in the manual. The overlay

uses all 19 of the keys over which it fits,

all 26 alphabetic keys are required for

entering variables.

The Daily Racing Form past-perfor-

mance data for each horse (distance,

time, track condition, finish position,

and so on) are entered, after which the

PC-1 displays a computed score. The
horse with the highest Horse Score in a

race is the predicted winner, according
to the manual. It adds, "We can't guar-

antee that this system will enable you to

choose a winner. As with all systems,

none are perfect." If it were, of course,

the programmer would be at the track,

rather than writing 5/10.

The manual provides information on
how to improve predictions: one sugges-

tion is to "eliminate horses whose finish

positions in the last two races total more
than 16 lengths behind."

Engineering Math II

This package, which contains three

programs and two overlays, is $14.95.

Vector performs all common vector

operations in 3D, in both Cartesian and
polar coordinates. Chain operations are

allowed, and the mode may be changed
between polar and rectangular at any
point during program execution.

Complex performs all common opera-

tions on complex numbers, including

sines, cosines, arc sines, and arc cosines.

Chain operations are allowed.

ADVMATH provides 24 common trig

functions in degrees or radians, includ-

ing arc hyperbolic cosecant. It also pro-

vides logs to any base and an exponenti-

ation function that raises negative

numbers to positive or integral negative

powers.

Engineering Math III

This $10.95 package contains two pro-

grams and one overlay.

SIMEQ solves systems of up to nine

linear equations for all unknowns. It can

also complete a Gaussian reduction of

matrices from 2-by-2 to 9-by-9.

PCALC solves common polynomial

functions and calculus solutions for

polynomials to the ninth order. It also

evaluates the polynomial at any point,

calculates an exact derivative at any
point, calculates an exact integral be-

tween any two points, and searches for

Newtonian roots.

Engineering Math IV
For $7.95 you get one program and an

overlay. TRIANG provides solutions for

the three common triangles and can also

solve from three Cartesian coordinates.

TRIANG provides for angles in degrees,

radians or grads, calculates areas, and
tests for equilateral, right, isosceles, ob-

tuse, and scalene properties.

Statistical Analysis

A data-analysis package of six pro-

grams and three double-sided overlays

costs a modest $24.95.

The six programs are Descriptive

Statistics, Correlation and Regression,

Analysis of Variants, Chi Square Analy-
sis, Distributions (normal, t, F, X2

), and
Multiple Regression.

Descriptive Statistics provides an
overall picture of the data set, which can
contain up to 130 values. Output from
this program includes sample statistics

(sample size, mean, sum, sum of squares,
variance, and standard deviation) and
unbiased estimates of population param-
eters (variance, standard deviation, and
standard error of the mean).

Clean Slate

The two previous columns described

the Master Directory II and Superkeys
programs from Howard W. Sams & Co.
Let's make it a trio with a look at Clean
Slate.

Described by Sams as "more than a

word processor," Clean Slate requires a
Model I/I 1 1/4 with 32K of RAM, one
disk drive, and a parallel or serial

printer.
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TRS-80 Strings, continued...

Before using Clean Slate, you enter

configuration data such as which DOS
you are using, whether your printer exe-

cutes a backspace (most dot-matrix

printers will not), and communications

parameters such as the length of re-

sponse delay (if you have the RS-232

interface). You do all this only once.

Then you enter a document name and

the number of the disk drive that con-

tains the old text or where you want to

save the new one.

A few of the Clean Slate commands
are like those of Scripsit: d for delete, i

for insert, P for print. However, it is

page-oriented, so the up and down ar-

rows will move to the previous or next

page on the display. There are many
more editing commands, some of which
may be unique, such as CLEAR/E to split

a line in two at the cursor, CLEAR/C to

center the current line, and so forth.

Clean Slate has many word processing

functions not found in Scripsit, such as

Ruler Mode (displays a ruler with a

scale taken from the printer pitch value

you entered). Justify Line (adds spaces

to expand a single line to the right mar-

FAILURE"
Goodbye valuable data. Unless

you have a Guardian Angel uninter-

ruptable power source on duty.

Guardian Angel switches to 150

watts of backup power in 1/100 of a

second or less while alerting you of

blackout or brownout conditions. Its

rugged 12V battery gives you up to

six minutes (15 at half-rated power),

enough to save your data and shut

down your system if line power does

not return.

Guardian Angel is compatible with

virtually every major microcomputer

system, including Apple, IBM, H-P,

TRS-80, Xerox, Eagle and Osborne.

Its transient voltage suppressor

also prevents system damage from

power spikes.

Guardian Angel simply plugs in

between your power source and your

microcomputer. Its compact size

permits either desktop use or out of

the way placement.

Protect your investment: see

your R.H. Electronics

dealer today about

Guardian Angel
or contact us at

566 Irelan Street,

Buellton, CA
93427,
(805) 688-2047.

RHELECTRONICS, INC.

f&ents penrutg. UL hstoa, FCC appnxea. 240V/ bO Hz

version »MdatM DMtars am OEM *xju*m ntfMd

gin position), Vertical Tab Set, Word
Count, and several dozen more.

Forms can be constructed by building

a minimal portion with hyphens (for the

horizontal lines) and exclamation marks

(for the verticals), then duplicating it to

assemble a much larger blank form.

The printing capability includes

underlining, boldface, backspacing, page

numbers, printing some pages but not

others, headers and footers, and many
others.

Using the append function, you can

load Basic programs, assembler source

files, Fortran, and other compiler source

codes into a Clean Slate document.

Personalized form letters can be created

by using append to merge the form let-

ter with a list of names and addresses.

One of the most powerful commands
in Clean Slate is the Glossary function,

which permits you to store any sequence

of keystrokes under an ID name, and

then call it up anytime you need the

phrase in the text. Sequences of com-
mands can also be stored using Glos-

sary, so you can, for example, right

justify a whole page with Justify, instead

of a single line.

Like a little more? The Parameter

Change function lets you change any or

all of 20 parameters and system limits,

such as cursor blink rate, printer pitch,

linefeed count, printer status mask, and

so forth. The cursor moves rather

slowly, but that too can be changed from

its preset value by simply varying the

Repeat Rate, to the point that the cursor

zips across the screen so fast you may
want to slow it down.

If this isn't enough for you, Clean

Slate also has a Terminal Communica-
tions Mode, with all the capabilities of

full and half duplex, batch send, parity

check, and so on.

Clean Slate works with TRSDOS,
NEWDOS, VTOS, LDOS, DOS PLUS,
TDOS, and several others but not

Microdos.

Although the manual isn't written for

beginners in computers or word process-

ing, its 109 pages are crammed with de-

tail. Before doing much hands-on stuff it

is best to read the entire manual to get

an overall picture of the large variety of

features available.

Clean Slate doesn't have the tutorial

audio tapes that come with Scripsit and
SuperScripsit, but it is only $79.95. It is

highly recommended for a sophisticated

word processing package that has a raft

of extras.

Med Systems Becomes ScreenPlay

One of the more ingenious software

houses, Med Systems Software, changed

its name to ScreenPlay this spring and
dropped all but one of its utilities, educa-
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tional programs, and other such soft-

ware, to concentrate on games.

Most of the games are for the Model

I/III/4 TRS-80; several are for the TRS-
80 Color Computer and for the Apple,

Atari, and IBM PC. The TRS-80 Model

I/III/4 games include 3D adventures

(with perspective) such as Asylum, 2D
adventures such as Warriors OfRas, and

several Jyym Pearson epics {The In-

stitute, Lucifer's Realm, and so forth),

and arcade games such as Laser Defense.

Color Computer games include Invad-

er's Revenge, Phantom Slayer, and Mon-
key Kong. Write for the latest catalog,

which includes T-shirts imprinted with

logos from some of the games.

Gone are the excellent GRBasic, a

graphics utility that adds a set of com-

mands to Basic that lets you produce

graphics with machine language speed

directly from Basic, and the clever Better

Text, which generates two sizes of large

characters, permits you to create your

own characters, and provides 15 com-
mands for creating outstanding display

screens with a minimum of program-

ming effort.

ScreenPlay's QWERTY
The only non-game program still

available from ScreenPlay is the

QWERTY 3.0 word-processing pro-

gram, which is an extensive patch for

Scripsit. First you copy QWERTY 3.0

onto a TRSDOS or NEWDOS disk that

already contains Scripsit; this requires

two disk drives. Two versions of the pro-

gram are supplied, for 32K. and 48K
machines.

QWERTY 3.0 is "aimed at using the

proportional style of print as the main

style of its texts, and is aimed at the

production of technical reports,"

according to the manual. The program

automatically prints proportionally,

adds 75 new symbols (including upper-

and lowercase Greek letters, math sym-

bols, and so forth), adds subscripts or

superscripts to any character, under-

lines, prints boldface, adds decorative

borders to text, prints in two or three

columns per page, indicates where pages

will end without printing the text, and

provides other conveniences not found

even in Radio Shack's SuperScripsit

(July 1983, p. 290).

The 75 new symbols are created by us-

ing combinations of backspacing, vari-

ous linefeeds, and condensed and
expanded styles of print. For example,

an infinity sign is created by printing

two lowercase letter o's close together. A
lowercase Greek mu is made up of a

lowercase u and a doubly overprinted

exclamation mark.

The manual provides a great deal of

information, but is difficult to use for

Listing I.

100 CLS
110 P^Os-FIRST 1

: P*(1) = , SEC0ND*
120 PRINT P*<F>;
130 INPUT' MM» DD»YYYY g JM»D»Y
140 Z=D+INT<30.6001*<M+1-12*<M<3)>>

+INT(365.25*(Y-1900+(M<3) )

)

150 PRINT MID*CSUNMONTUEWEDTHUFRISAT'f
l+3*(Z-7*INT(Z/7) > »3>

160 IF F=0 THEN X=Z: F»U GOTO 110 ELSE
PRINT 'DAYS BETWEEN DATES = 'ABS(Z-X)

reference. Although there is an index,

the chapters aren't divided into sections,

so you often have to scan a whole page

to find what you want. This is a small

point, however, in a most ingenious

patch to Scripsit that has WP uses far be-

yond the proportional printing of tech-

nical reports.

QWERTY 3.0 is $74.95 for the

Lineprinter IV and the Centronics 737

or 739. The Daisy version, for the Radio
Shack Daisy Wheel II printer, is the

same price and adds more than 100 new
symbols. For cautious buyers, the 73-

page QWERTY 3.0 manual or the 1 10-

page Daisy manual is $10, which is

credited toward the purchase price of

the software.

Short Program #43: Day of Week
From Charleston, SC, Leonard

Zucker writes:

"I couldn't let go unchallenged Max
Seim's claim (January 1983, p. 337) to

the shortest Basic program to compute
day-of-week. Here is a one-liner that

tells you not only the day of the week of

two given dates, but also the number of

days between the dates. Furthermore,

the program is accurate for dates from

March 1, 1900 to February 28, 2100.

The algorithm used is based on a pro-

gram for the Hewlett-Packard 97 cal-

culator included with its applications

pack.

"I use this algorithm, which computes

the number of days (Z) since February

28, 1900, in all my programs requiring

calendar calculations. An inverse func-

tion allows me to recover month, day,

and year for a given value of Z."

The one-liner, rewritten to make it

easier to read, appears in Listing 1.

As a check, the number of days be-

tween March 1, 1900 and February 28,

2100 is 73048. Leonard also included a

short program to demonstrate the use of

his one-liner; mainly, it adds print lines

to make the RUN more easily

understood.

The program computes the number of

days after February 28, 1900, for each of

the two dates, and then subtracts one

from the other. For example, if you in-

put 1,1,1983 and 1,1,1984, Z is com-
puted as 30744 and X as 30379. The
difference is 365.

Can you figure out the details of how
Leonard's "one-liner" works? The
365.25 in line 140 is, of course, the num-
ber of days in each year of a four-year

cycle. But what relationship does
30.6001 have to the number of days in a

month? And if the actual number of

days between 3,1,1900 and 1,1,1983 is

30256, why does the program come up
with 30379 or 123 more days than the

actual count?

Note: The program considers 1900,

2000, and 2100 as leap years, although

only 2000 is; this is the reason for the ac-

curacy limits.

Firms Mentioned In This Column

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62 St.

Indianapolis, IN 46206.

ScreenPlay

Box 3558
Chapel Hill, NC 27514.

Computer GAftL\

"Who needs coffee breaks? Working here is

just like an S hour coffee break .'"
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TRS-80 Model 4
Super Business System

System Includes:
Model 4 64K
2 Disk Drives

EPSON FX-80 Printer

Super Scripsil A
Printer Driver

Profile Plus

3200 Sheets Fan Fold Paper
Box of 3M Diskettes

3M Head Cleaner

Printer Cable
Printer Stand
Lemon Surge Protector

Computer Dust Cover
Printer Dust Cover

List Price $3489

Only 2888
ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-526-5313
COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC.

15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall

West Milford. New Jersey 07480-219
In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080

Computer
Discount
of America
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NEW! EXTENDED PROTECTION
AGAINST SPIKES, SURGES

AND LINE NOISE!
SCCOTER's new
XP-4 GUARD-IT"
CONTROL CENTER
with state-of-the-art

fail-safe design

Here s how it works Combining
a new surge protection with solid

state devices SCOOTER s XP-4 re-

duces spikes (normal and common
mode) as high as 6000 amps and
filters line noise In the unlikely

event of filter module failure due
to repeated surge hits the XP-4 s
tail-safe design goes to work block-
ing all unprotected power to your
equipment But the XP-4 filtering

modules are so reliable the unit has
an extended three-year protection
warranty against failure

.95
SUG. RET.

SCbOTER
High Grade Electronic Components

ohm/electronics
746 Vermont
Palatine IL 60067
(312) 359-6040

I

I

I

SEND proof of purchase (sales receipt) tor Scooter
merchandise
OR SEND the name of your computer dealer it he
does not carry the Scooter'" High Grade Electronic
Component line

WITH THIS COUPON and your name, address. T-shirt
size and computer make to: ohm/electronics, 746
VERMONT ST.. PALATINE. IL 60067 cc 10 83

%size ana computer make to: onm/electronics, 746
VERMONT ST.. PALATINE. IL 60067 cc 10 83 *
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Stephen Gray, et al.

Fundamentals of Interactive Computer Graphics, by James D.
Foley and Amlries Van Dam. Addison-Wesley Publishing Co..

Reading, MA. 680 pages, hardcover $34.95. 1982.

The latest in the publisher's Systems Programming Series

(sponsored by IBM Corp.), this handsome book, designed to

provide both a tutorial and a reference source, "presents graphics

concepts and recent advances in graphics hardware and soft-

ware," according to the jacket, which adds. "The authors develop
a complete graphics application program in Pascal, using the

new Core System of standard graphics subroutines proposed by
ACM's Siggraph."

The 17 chapters are presented in a shell sequence. Shell One
covers the basics; Shell Two, mathematics, data structures and
display architecture: Shell Three, modern raster technology;

and Shell Four, making realistic synthetic photographs. An
extensive, 29-page bibliography is included.

Although no previous background in graphics is needed, the

authors assume "A basic background in programming and data

structures, and some familiarity with computer architecture."

They also assume a knowledge of matrices and differential

calculus.

Although slightly stuffy, the writing is authoritative, detailed,

and clarified by many drawings and photographs, including a

section of 28 color plates. This is one of the best computer
graphics texts available, either for classroom use or for individual

reading.

Computers for Sea & Sky. by Stephen J. Rogowski. Creative

Computing Press, Morristown, NJ. 112 pages, paperback $9.95.

1982.

The subtitle of this 8-1/2-inch-by-l 1-inch collection of 47
programs in Basic is. "A compendium of computer programs
and algorithms for use in navigation, aviation, astronomy, sur-

veying, meteorology, sailing and a myriad of other disciplines."

The back cover adds "You can perform the calculations scientists

use to predict the time of sunrise, the date for Master, or the dis-

tance between any two points on earth."

The seven chapters provide programs for Aviation (Propeller

Tip Speed. Rate of Climb, etc.). Charts (Meridional Parts, Chart
Scaling, etc.). Mathematics (Plane Oblique Triangles, Haversine
Computation, Ageton Navigation Method, etc.). Meteorology
(Temperature Conversion, Barometric Correction, etc.). Navi-

gation (Dead Reckoning, Great Circle Computations, etc.),

Speed/Distance (Line-of-Sight Distance, Speed Computation,
etc.), and Time and the Sky (Easter Date, Day of the Year, etc.).

The book ends with a glossary, bibliography, and an appendix of
constants.

Each program is accompanied by a full discussion of the topic

(with relevant formulas), a listing, examples with runs, and usually

a drawing or two. The book is handsomely typeset by software
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lews III

developed at SUNY by the author, who is a teacher and also a

licensed pilot.

The author has "avoided string variables and even subscripted

arrays wherever practical. It should be possible to run most of

the programs on all micros and even some of the pocket

computers which have emerged using Basic."

Although not for everybody, this very well written and pro-

duced book is the first of its kind, and should be of interest to

pilots and navigators (for whom it can replace a great many
tables), and anybody else with an interest in the subject.

More Subroutine Sandwich, by John P. Grillo and J.D. Robertson.

John Wiley & Sons. Inc., New York. 270 pages, paperback
$12.95. 1983.

This is the second of two manuals of Extended Basic subrou-

tines useful in reducing the time required to build programs. The
15 chapters are divided into three parts: Suggestions to the

Reader (How to Use This Book. How to Use the Subroutines),

Subroutines, and Mother Programs.

The eight subroutine chapters cover Date Processing (Julian

Date. Reverse Day of the Year, etc.). Word Processing (Buffer

Fill, Text Justify, etc.). Cryptography (Phrase Key Code, Rail-

Fence Code, etc.), Mathematics (Binary-to-Decimal Conversion,

Horner's Method, etc.), Table Management (Insertion Sort,

Quicksort, etc.). Statistics (Rank, Permutations, etc.). Table

Lookup and Utilities (Interpolation Search. Shuffle, etc.), and
Business (Straight-Line Depreciation, Declining-Balance Depre-

ciation, etc.).

Each of the 36 subroutines covers four pages, and includes a

description of how it works, source reference, listing, list of

variables, notes on modifications and special features, a program

that incorporates it, and a run.

Each of the last five chapters contains a mother program that

"illustrates the real-life applications of many of the subroutines":

Resort Time-Sharing Weeks, Text in Adjacent Columns, File

Protection, Chebyshev Polynomial Plotter, and Probability of

One Pair in Poker.

The title of the book comes from the authors considering the

first and third parts (suggestions and mother programs) to be the

slices of bread, and the subroutines to be the filling: the cover

shows a juicy hamburger.
There have been many books of "useful" programs; this is one

of the very few to provide such programs as building-block

subroutines, to be assembled into whatever the reader has in

mind. And it is one of the very best, packing many useful ideas

into a handy volume. Although "intended primarily for the TRS-
80 Basic programmer, it is appropriate for any other programmer
as well."

The only catch is that, to have the widest choice of subroutines,

you'll have to buy the authors' first book. Subroutine Sandwich,

also $12.95. with almost exactly the same chapter headings and
thus the same types of subroutines among the 36 provided. The
five mother programs are Annotated Calendar, Binary Addition

Drill and Practice. Tea Selection, Linear Interpolation, and

Monthly Sales Data Report.

'&+fM%&
Have you developed "the best of the breed"

vertical market business microcomputer software
in your field? Is the product tested, proven and

ready to go? Now you've found that the invest-

ment in packaging, marketing, distribution and
support for national exposure is far greater than
you can handle? Then we want to talk to you

Accountants Microsystems Inc.. AMI,
is America's leading vertical software marketer

We're a large venture-backed firm with six

regional offices, a high level channel of distribu-

tion and a national support system second to
none We are looking for vertical packages oper-

ating under MS-DOS and XENIX/UNIX that require

a quality distribution/support system in order to be
successful. Maybe that's your software. Call

today, or send a letter to our manager of

product acquisition

ACCOUNTANTS
MICROSYSTEMS

INC
3633 136th PI. S.E.. Bellevue. WA 98006
(206) 643-2050
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C86™ - For Professional Programmers
OFFERS C" FOR PC-DOS. CPM-86, MS-DOS. MPM-86:

• FULL IMPLEMENTATION of C Syntax and Library

• NO ROYALTIES-mclude routines from our Library in your
commercial software without paying us royalties

• LIBRARY SOURCE makes customization easy for you

• LIBRARY EXTRAS include math. trig, much more

• FAST CODE-the January Byte benchmark showed C86 to
be fast 8087 support is included

• OVERLAY SUPPORT helps with large programs

• A LIBRARIAN supports obiect and source modules

• ROMABLE programs may be written

• ASSEMBLER may be included to write a function

• HOTLINE SUPPORT brings competant and prompt help

D Buy C86 for $395
D Get Details

All formats availahip

PC *u>»»t>o* v .

VISA and MasterCard accepted

R-dh.tnh NJ 07701
7011 530- va&>
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DON'T LEARN
VISICALC1"'

MULTIPLAN""

SUPERCALC™ 3

Use Our Ready-Made Templates Instead

Runs with Visoic Supercalc. Multiplan Caic Result and soon oltwr Spread sheets—Save days

weeks, months of work tor LOW COST— Very Simple instructions—Complete documentation
* 'sample printouts—Completely moditiapie— Backup copiable— Top quality 8x11 printouts-

Only one drive needed in most cases— Overlay tiles or save each one separately

Available tor most popular computers - APPLE ll + E • COMMODORE 8096 & 64 • IBM PC • TRS
80 I lllll-IV-16 • OSBORNE • ATARI • XEROX • KAVPRO • CP/M

CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATING B)K - 18 complete terms covering all phases or residential

construction—Used by hundreds ot contractors & architects

FINANCE PROJECTIONS $59 95 - n forms to do tcrecashng ol sales and trances to show your

banker or investor— Follows SBA formats

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPARISONS $59 95 - 6 NIREB forms that anabye property

incomes calculates PV ol cash flows compares various investments along with thee tan results and

calculates the internal rate ol return

HOME WORKSHEETS $39 95 - A 12 month budget shopping kst amortisation schedule IRA. IRS

schedule A
* •

Future Templates— Retailing • Energy Aduit • Engineering • Multi Level-Marketing • Office

Management • Electrical Construction • Plumbing Construction • Commercial Construction

SPECIFY COMPUTER MAKE. SPREADSHEET PR06RAM NAME. DISK FORMAT AND DOS
* * *

ORDERSONLV |WK»B24-7M«0PfR 583
INQUIRIES 1714)338-5075

COD OK-CREOIT CARDS WELCOME-(MC/VISA)-AU $3 00 shipping Of handling strati

address required CaW —mm 6% sales li>

@ SOFTWARE MODELS
"The Template People"

P.O. Box 1029 • Crestline, CA 92325

TMI-by VISICORP. TM2-by MICROSOFT. TM3by SORCIM
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Continuous
CHECKS
for Desk-Top Computers
as low as *fk ,??>% ^± gc$29

for 880 checks printed with
your name and bank information

• Statements, invoices, other forms compatible with
software from over 300 sources.

• Or program to NEBS standard forms yourself.

• Quality products in small quantities shipped direct to you.
Fast service, low prices, money-back guarantee.

FREE one-stop catalog of computer forms,

stationery, supplies and accessories.

Write or phone for your copy Today.

TOLL FREE 1 + 800-288-9880 .

(Mass. residents 1 + 800-922-8560)

A division of

New England

Business
Service. Incservice, inc i

Parent's Guide to Computers in Education, by David Moursund.

Int'l Council for Computers in Education. 135 Education. Univ.

of Oregon, Eugene. OR 97403. 80 pages. $3.50.

The Parent 's Guide is an easy introduction to the use of com-

puters for education in the home. Obviously, it does not replace

the school of "hard knocks," i.e., real world experience, but it

makes the entry much simpler.

This little 80-page book has seven chapters and two appen-

dices. The first six chapters focus on the "School of the Future,"

an introduction to the use of computers in education, hardware,

software, and other general information.

The first chapter is fascinating: it is David Moursund's view of

the School of the Future. He leads his readers through a

wonderful, imaginary vision of a classroom of the future, and

then asks if his scenario seems like science fiction. You are

tempted to say "yes," but David shows how everything in the

scenario is possible now using the technology of today.

In the section on history, a couple of dates are off by a few

years, but the gist is on target, and one is left with the feeling that

we have come a long way. Baby, much further than you might

think.

Unfortunately, it is not until the seventh chapter that we get to

the really meaty information of how to select and buy a small

computer. Nevertheless, the earlier information is very useful,

and interested parents will want to bone up on this material.

The final (7th) chapter contains a "Buyer's Plan" containing

handy charts for assessing your needs and your implementation

(fancy way of saying, the hardware and software you intend to

buy).

A sidelight, or perhaps we should say the highlight, of the

book, is the boxed righthand eighth pages by Merle Marsh titled,

"Comes the Dawn." This is a description of the trials and tribu-

lations of a mother of a "Compukid" at the time of the purchase

of a first computer for their home.
To our knowledge, there is no other book on the market like

this one. If you are an interested parent with a child between 4

and 17. an investment of $3.50 for this book would be well

worthwhile. (If your local bookstore doesn't have it, ICCE will

send you a copy for just $3.50 postpaid.) —DHA

The Wonders of Magic Squares, by Jim Moran. Vintage Books,

a division of Random House, New York. 234 pages, paperback

$5.95. 1982.

Magic squares are "the mathematical equivalent of the cross-

word puzzle and two-dimensional cousin of the Rubik's Cube...

an absorbing diversion of great antiquity," over 3000 years old,

according to the press release accompanying this intriguing

book.

The 56 sections of the book are divided into three chapters:

Introduction; The Construction of Odd-Order Magic Squares

(with 14 methods); the Construction of Even-Order Magic
Squares (with nine methods). The other sections cover a range

of magic-square subjects, including Disguised Magic Squares,

and Benjamin Franklin on Magic Squares, and a few non-magic-

square items, such as The Structure of the Binary System

(although the book doesn't get into the computer solution of

magic squares), and Peculiarities of the Number 37.

Moran. better known as a publicist and practical joker (to

publicize a Broadway play, he rode through Manhattan in the

back seat of a London taxi with an orangutan in the driver's

seat), hadn't even heard of magic squares until five years before
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writing the book. He learned fast, and has filled these 200-plus

pages with enough on the subject to satisfy almost any math
addict.

The writing is often unorthodox for such a subject, with a

highly personal and original style, but it is infectiously enthusias-

tic. Moran manages to find connections between magic squares,

tic-tac-toe, genetics, atom bombs, and egg foo yung. For $5.95

the book is a bargain for anyone interested in the "beauty and
fun" of magic squares.

Microcomputer Disk Techniques, by Paul Swanson. Byte Books/
McGraw-Hill, Peterborough, NH. 243 pages, paperback $15.

1982.

This slim but expensive paperback "will help the micro-

computer user squeeze every bit of use out of a disk system,"

according to the back cover, which adds that "the authors show
how sophisticated methods used on larger computers may be

implemented on a personal computer."

The 23 chapters are divided into two parts; the first consists of

three introductory chapters on the disk and disk drive, DOS, and
Taking Care of the Disk. The four sections in Part Two have no
titles, but might be called Random-Access Files, Three Types of

Key Files, Parameter-Driven Subroutines, and The Key-File

Program. The five appendixes contain several expected items,

along with a listing of the program used to create the glossary,

and a 44-page supplement that explains the differences between
the Apple and the TRS-80 the book's examples are written with.

This detailed, highly knowledgeable, and apparently unique

book is very well written in a clear, simple style. It is recom-
mended to any amateur programmer who really wants to learn

how to make the most effective use of a personal computer disk

drive.

Assembly Language Graphics for the TRS-80 Color Computer,
by Don Inman and Kurt Inman. Reston Publishing Co.. a
Prentice-Hall Co., Reston, VA. 288 pages, hardcover $19.95;

paperback $14.95. 1983.

Once you've thoroughly understood Inman's book, TRS-80
Color Computer Graphics (Reston), you might want to see "how
an assembler can be used to perform feats that would be quite

difficult, if not impossible, in Basic language. Rather than

introduce machine and assembly languages through a mathe-
matical approach, we have chosen sound and graphics as the

vehicle for learning," the preface says.

After an introduction to machine language, the book looks at

Sound, Editing, Color Graphics. Animation, Sound and Graphics,

Joystick Animation, Text, Graphics with Text, and Vistas Beyond
(mostly on making your own PROMs and machine language
tapes). Each chapter ends with a summary and test; answers are
provided for the odd numbered test exercises. The authors use
and recommend the CBUG machine language monitor and
SDS80C Software Development System from The Micro Works
(Del Mar, CA).

Rather than merely presenting assembly language programs to

be keyed in and run, the authors explain the meaning of all the

instructions, with many examples, in a very clearly written text

intended for hands-on use.

Assembler is not an easy language for most Color Computer
users who know only Basic, but this text is one of the very best

(and very few) to explain it as simply as possible.
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From Computer Plus to YOU . .

.
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Paddle Adapple
I/O EXPANSION ADAPTOR FOR APPLE

] [ & 11%

• Works with all Apple compatible joysticks and paddles • Unique
"Jumpers" socket allows you to configure to meet your needs •

Select one of two devices or use 4 paddles simultaneously * Gives
you four pushbutton inputs • Supports shift key modification •

Exchange X & Y joystick axis • Small & compact—adheres to
computer with supplied foam tape • All strobes, annunciators and
power available on both connectors. COQ 95

Psridle-Adapple'D'
Same as the PAODLE-ADAPPLE that we
all know and love, except it has two sub-
miniature D' connectors These are used
on the new paddles and joysticks for use
with the APPLE / /e It also permits the

new style paddles and joysticks to be
used with theAPPLE

)
[and) [ $29.95

Paddle-AdappleCombo
Again, the same PADDLE-ADAPPLE exc<
one 16 pin socket, and one subminiature D' socket

These fine products come with a 90 day warranty
Available at your local dealer or direct from:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231-C Add $2.50 for shipping,
Goleta, CA 93118 $5.00 outside U.S.A. ft

(80SJ 685-1931 Canada. CA add tax.

VISA. MASTERCARD accepted
Applt
Cilllip

IS .i ti.iitfin.ir k (if Apple
IflTS

CIRCLE 276 ON READER SERVICE CARD



AREYOU DROWNING
INA SEAOFSOLUTIONS!
Recognize the symptoms:
Applications backlog: Technology blur:
Mounting user pressures:

You suspect that suppliers may
have answers to your pressing
problems, but you don't have
enough time to sort through frag-

mented information to determine
what will really work for you.

Like the shoemaker's kid who
goes barefoot, you (of all people)
need a system. An information
system that displays all your cur-

rent software, hardware and com-
munications options for instant

reference.

That system is DATA
SOURCKS, and you're invited to

make it work for you. Simply All in

the coupon and we'll send you
DATA SOURCKS at 50% off its

regular cover price.

What DATA SOURCKS
docs is organize your options. It

guarantees that vou've considered
all relevant products. And makes
the most of your time for product
evaluations by guiding you to

those with the best possibility of

success.

DATA SOURCES is a con-

veniently sized, extremely well-

organized and skillfully indexed
reference... maintained on a data-

base, constantly updated and pub-
lished quartcrlv.

YOU GET...

Over 12,000 products from
Micros to Mainframes including periph-

erals—terminals, printers, memory de-
vices, etc...organized by systems com-
patibility.

-The largest available inven-

tory of business packages for micros, minis,

and mainframes including operating sys-

tems, utilities, and application packages.

Communications Equipment—
from modems and multiplexors to local net-

works, carriers and services. Quick refer-

ence comparison charts, plus all diagnostic

and test equipment.

Services, Suppliers, Support—
Most complete organized listing of sup-

pliers from installation design to mainte-

nance and data center operations.

READ WHAT USERS SAY...

".
. . Current and comprehensive listings are be-

coming indispensable.

( iarv Vim
Marketing Services Director

ASK < 'ompuuT Systems, Inc.

"Literally use it daily. . .dramatically shortens

research lime. . .provides more alternatives than

would have been known or considered.

"

Curt Harness. V.P.

laigic, Inc.

"Answer to a Systems Integrators prayer. . . very

effective for locating the equipment we need

...using it for everything from single-user sys-

tems to systems interfacing with mainframes.
**

Richard Fletcher. President

Micro Computer Adaptation Procedure

"Dependable source ofinformation otherwise un-

obtainable or costly lo obtain. .

.

"

Barry Kukes, President

RSI Repair Service. Inc.

NEW FEATURES...
y Quick-reference product comparison charts.
e" Market-tracking trends of new DP products.
>" Before-you-buy selection criteria and checklist.

\s Geographical listing of vendors offering on-site
and depot maintenance.

ORDER NOW AND SAVE 50%
Yes! Rush me the latest two-volume edition of DATA SOURCKS and enter my subscription

at $60.00 for 4 quarterly editions. I save a full 50% off the regular $120.00 cover price.

Name

Title

( Company

Address _

City State Zip

Telephone

Nature of Company's Business

Please check appropriate box: D END USER D VAR/OEM D DISTRIBUTOR
DP MFC On 1KR

An information product of Ziff-Davis. Publishing Company Satisfaction guaranteed.

R^njcoupjm u,
SAVE jiME. . CALL DIRECT

DATASOURCES 1-800-227-1617 Ext. 251

P.O. Ilnx 5845. Cherry I lill. N.J. 08034. (In Ca., 1-800-772-3545 Ext. 251)

Residents of Ca.. Co., Ct . DC, H . II.. Ma.. Mi.. Mo.. N.J.. NY. \ I . please add applicatile state laics. T|2|



the GPeative Gomputev mart
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-80. COLOR COMPUTER,

PET & APPLE II

ELEMENTARY MATH
SCIENCE HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY ACCOUNTING
ECONOMICS BUSINESS ED.
FOREIGN LANG. PHYSICS
GRAMMAR FARM RECORDS

Write for FREE Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINGWARE, Box
307 Mankato, MN 56001

(507) 625-2205
VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us.

TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of

TANDY CORP.
PET Is a trademark of

COMMODORE BUS MACHINES
APPLE Is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO.

CIRCLE 410 OH REAPED SERVICE CARD

ONLY
$19.95!

AMPOTRONIC JOY STICK

FOR APPLE COMPUTER
• Self Centering

• 360 Cursor Control

• Full X-Y Coordinate Control

• 2 Firing Buttons

• 30 Day Money-Back Guaranty

• Dealer Inquiries Invited

Send check or money order for $19 95 each
plus $2 50 for postage and handling New York

State residents add sales tax

AMPOC EMTERPWSES. INC.

5 BEEKMAM ST SUITE 720
HEW YORK, N.Y. 10038

Radio Shack and TDP-100

Bo. M6 •

EncimUt. CA 92024

16491 43«-35l?

•MICROCOMPUTER*

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
MEDICAL MGMT...
DENTAL MGMT...
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING
PROPERTY MGMT..
AND MUCH MORE !

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL
9024 St Charles Rock Road
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 631 14

(314)426-1099

SAVE UP TO 50% ON
Floppy Disks
& Computer
Supplies

we Discount the Top Brands
SM-Scotch •verbatim • Dysan

Memorex • BASF • Maxell

We also stock
Ribbons • Paper • Labels
Cleaning Kits • Printwheeis

Storage Products
Call, write, or utilize Reader
Service for our FREE new

discount catalog

LYBIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper

St. Clair Shores, Mi 48081
(313) 777-7780

Offering Reliability ana Same Dav Service

CIRCLE 41? ON REAPER SERVICE CAHP

DXSCQLJr.iT
DISH ORIUES

100% APPLE COMPATIBLE
BOSS DRIVE
FOURTH DIMENSION
VISTA SOLO
VISTA OUET
SINGLf OS
THIN W.'CONTROLLER

VISTA OUARTET
DUEL Dl
THIN W CONTROLLER

V1000 DUAL 8
W CONTROLLER

V1000 DUAL D/S
W CONTROLLER

8"

V10O0 DUAL D/S 8
THIN WCONT

V1200 6 MEG CART.
W CONTROLLER

S199
$235

$245

$330

$650

$1249

$1512

$1839

$1203

404-373-0320

$1,250.00

FRANKLIN
SYSTEM

SYSCOM II (Apple Compatible)
APPLE lie SYSTEM
FRANKLIN 1200

•APPLE TYPE DRIVE

128 K Card

GEMINI 10

$ 550
Si.675
Si.599

$180

$ 250

S 300

FREE BROCHURE

!!WE WILL BEAT
ANY PRICE!!

SOFTSELL SYSTEMS
P.O.Box 18928

Philadelphia, Pa. 19119

Visa. MasterCard preferred or C O D
Apple is a trademark ot Apple Computer

CIRCLE 411 OH HEADER SERVICE COUP

MEMOREX

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD*. Call Free 000)135-4137
for pnees and information Dealer

inquiries invited and COD's
accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 FoothJ BaVd

San Lui» Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal cal

(800)592 5935 or

1805)543 1037

CIRCLE 41] ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80
COMPUTER
DISCOUNTS

• Factory Direct

• Best Prices Anywhere
• No Out-of-State Taxes
• 100% Radio Shack Warranty
• Free Price List

SCOTT TASSO
ASSOCIATES

1 75 North Oelsea Drive

Vineland, N.J. OS360
800-257-0426

NJ 609-691-7100

BEEEEE,



p241.»WEEKLY^
workingone or two hours
a day while using|
your personal computer.
GUARANTEED. Simple I

program process. No
special skills or
experience beyond Basic

computerknowledge. Free

I
details/application.

|

Computer Technology
Group/Systems

Suite 172

11417 West Avenue
SanAntonio^x78213

CIBCLE 417 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICROCOMPUTER OWNERS
OUR BROKERS IN YOUR

OFFICE EVERY TRADING DAY

Thais right 1 Through your computer we will

be in your office with recommendations

Not vague buy low sell high verbage

but with SPECIFIC TRADES and defined

risk You will know our thinking before the

trade and you decide what trades are

placed >n your account
If you are serious about your Commodity
portfolio let us show you our stuff For an
introduction to our OuickBroker microcom
puter service, send your name address

phone number to

WORLEY COMMODITIES INC
16000 Memorial Drive Suite 280

Houston Texas 77079*713/497 7787

Worley Commodities, Inc.

A REFCO AFFILIATE

Houston « New Orleans • Oklahoma City

MS DOS a ATARI Compatible

APPLICATION SOFTWARE

POWERFUL
euiln«ii Software Integrated

ORDER ENTRY SSOS
INVOICING

. .
inventory control Complete
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
SALES ANALYSIS (US 0OS Only)
MAILING LABELS
PURCHASE ORDERS Dsmo Pug. SS0

Raaieantlel preperlv Analysis
lor Homeowner*.
Buyers S Agents $29.95

Investment Property
Cesk Flew Analysis $49.95

Databass lor Sslss Activity S99.95

Cortisol

Distributed po boi tss
Computing Lombard. Illinois 60148

Systems < 3 '»' •»»oi2i

CIRCLE SIS ON REAPSR SERVICE CARD

R.I.ST. Inc. ANNOUNCES
SPEECH

SYNTHESIZER
;"SALE>
$59

iui f Rf i

10 VAlUi - Hf I

Apple II, II*

TRS80 Medals I, III

Commodore 64, VIC 20

ZX80/81 and TS1000
Regularly $89.95

Now Only $59.95 • M.OOsti/hd

Complele or Starter Kilt Available

10 0»y Money BacK Gu«'«rnee "

Ssjnacr-ecu or M O COO add $1 SO to fl i S T mc
Oapt 21083 PO Boa 499 Ft Hamilton Station

Brooklyn NY i 1 209 212-259-4934

N Y S RESIDENTS AOO 8 .* TAX

CIRCLE 41S ON READER SERVICE CARD

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

Dealer inquiries

invited COD's
accepted Call

FREE (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd San Luis

San Luis Obispo CA 93401
In Col callmOO|S9Z-S9t r.oi

(805)543 HH7

COMPUTERIZED GREETING CARDS

Special Christmas Card Series

Now you can have your computer send a

personal message to everyone on your Christ-

mas list. Our beautiful Christmas Cards and

Envelopes come continuous with tab feed for

standard and home printers.

Box 20 Cards w/Matching Envelopes

Only9~
specify design when ordering

CX 1 — Santa Clause

CX 2 — Snow Scene and Sleigh

CX 3 — Yuletide Scene
CX 4 - Religious

to order send check or money order

VISAIMC accepted - COD. add $3 00

Include $1. SO per order I$5.00 Foreign

Orders! shipping.

Compu Cards Samples sent on request

P.O. Box 894 Phone orders:

Stone Mtn. , GA 30086 (404)299-0713

CIRCLE 413 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 410 ON READER SERVICE CARP

COMPUTER
T-SHIRTS.

BUMPER STICKERS
& COFFEE MUGS

NUMBER OF
T SHIRTS d&O NUMBER Of

S STICKERS
1 MUGS

PROGRAMMERS DO IT l/WTH REMARKS
. PROGRAMMERS DO IT BIT BV BIT

PROGRAMMERS DO IT ON COMMAND
«*M DOESN'T EVERYBODY

to REM T SHIRT

rO REM BUMPER STICKER

r0 REM COFFEE MUGS
PIEASERUSHME I SHIRTISKS'i OS EACH AND

__ BUMPER STICKERISI <» «1 OS EACH AND

COFFEE MUGlSI (3 '4 05 • SO HANDLING

BE SURE TO SPECIFY MESSAGE AND SIZE ISM.

MED. IRC. ( XLRGI OF T.SHIRTS

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

COMPUTER HUMOR
P.O. BOX 859 CC9,

PARK CITV. UTAH 64060

I I I

FOR YOUR COMPUTER
DIGITAL

a Computer Grade • Wide Dynamic Range
a I00*o Error Free a 5 Screw Housing
a Fully Guaranteed a Carefully Packed

All Price* include U.S. Shipping

•Phone Orders Add $2.50COD Fee-

' 'COMPUTER TAPE PRICES'
Length 25 LOT 100 LOT 1000 LOT

C-5 45/1125 35/35 00 30/300 00
CIO 50/12 50 35/35 00 30/300 00

C-20 55/13 75 40/40 00 35/350 00

BASF DPS Tapes Add 05 Cents Per Tape

—Custom Lengths Available—
sVrrre for Volume Prices

— Noreico Cassette Cases and Labels

—

(with Cassette Orders Only)

12 249 Cases 20 Ea 250- 13 Ea
12 Labels tor 20 1 20 lor 1 70

1000 Pinteed Labels 1 4 50

SEND MONEY ORDERS OR CHECKS TO

CASS A TAPES
Bo* 8123 G

Kansas City MO 64 1 12

816-444-4651

TYPEWRITER
INTERFACES

$175
ASSEMBLED I TESTED

CENTRONICS PARALLEL

I YEAR WARRANTY

• ROYAL 50 10
• ROYAL ALPHA 2001
• OLIVETTI

ET121.221&231
• PRAXIS 30. 35 & 40
• CUSTOM INTERFACING
CENIRONKS PARALLEL RS 232 OPTION

SERIAL PARALLEL KSR OPtlON
ItOS AtPHA S MAXIl ONIY

$225"
$250-

• CALL COLLECT! 3C

(615)727-6000
SySLtllrED -o so. soo



VERSACALC t
VERSACALC!
VERSACALC!
VERSACALC!
VERSACALC

!

WkwkW rNMANOMrNTS TOVISICAIC

TUTORIAL
i in mis

AND I II I MANAGER

• SO»lj"inumtmoium\
|*brl* *»loe»» Iwnmm
vou *»»c 1 1*1* eifornf ©t

HI*MM

• COMIMTlONAl TESTING

• AUTO BATCH UPDATE
• g tunning rr*> ro <j«lr

VERSACALC «*»• «

• MENU DDIVCNHOOUIES
tot vowOM Appe*C4t*or>

(KOQrAfnt

• AUTO CATALOG

• AuTOSCAICNEOAMAI

\nl«M.. I>.|.1.< Im
III! rUnkit \>.w

IMi-Ih-M M\ in.1H

Software Specials

For Apple
By U.K.

Letter Perfect
w/Moil Meroe $96.94

For IBM-P.C. Easy
By Information Planner
Unlimited Software $165.00
For NEC
By NEC
For Atari
By Sierra
On Line

General
Ledger $40000

cTfT $2200

Great Service. Low Prices.

Call 800-237-3500
In NY State 212-246-0300

Call or write for

our free catalogue.

I' I I I R

rvi York llJJ'l

PROGRAMMERS FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Apple II Plus DOS 3.3 48K

-*\ -K

CIRCLE 414 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

rhla total IKK Syatem disk Iralurrs nnt>*
of menu selectable nighi program each
with breath taking reallatk picture

graphtea moving atancty alrpon ap
proachea holding pattern* and much
much more

• Ai umi computet Store or direct from
V»a Maatercard

Programmers Software
Box 199

Cabot. Arfcanaaa 72023
1501)843 2988

CIRCLE 415 ON READER SERVICE CARD

POWER LINE PROBLEMS?

SPIKE SPIKERS,-...The Solution!
MtrHfTHre equ<pm»fii tJomoqtng iptkei ood conducted RF non*

to or from sonvtivt tqutpmonT Trortiwnt uxor protection

plus low post Rf I hosh filler>nq All units l ?0V 1 SA

im
DHUXI $79.95
Ouol S 1109c filtered

drti 8 twitch sockets

mom twitch fuie Irght

Kaaal* Electronic! Ca.
65 84 ftuch >d De*l C C
BeiNehem PA 18017

D»Alt«S INVITED

MINI II $4)4.95

Woll Mount

3 ttorje filter

? tockett

0U*0 II $59.95
Woll mount Ouol 3 tioge filler

4 tockett 1 kjht

ItK. Order Focrorr Direct

215-837-0700

Out of Stole

100-523-9615
PA He* Add 6'. • COO odd S3 00 • Sh.pp.ng

r J_ i i

'•

NEW
zr

ADD r\£^ MORE %/

TO YOUR PERSONAL COUMPUTER •

or/ 64 K KARD % 8

COMPLETE U/ITH
INSTALLATION DOCUMENTATION
PLEASE RUSH ME COPY(S) OF
THE 64K KARD AT »3.9S EACH

SPECIFY COMPUTER
TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR

MONEY ORDER TO:

COMPUTER HUMOR
P.O. BOX 8S9

PARK CITY. UTAH 84060
' CC99

CdhpuCquefv

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT

WE COVER ALL SYSTEMS
FROM ADOS TO 2CNITM

1-800-874-6391
0«D€R LINE

D+ai*r Inquiries Invited

CompuCo***
P O Bo i 324 Opt B
Mary Ctatrw* H 32M9

f utlomrr
S4WC#

f904l?43Sr*3
rev,. ««/-.,

I CALL TOLL FrnCC I

CIRCLE 416 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VULAfif DATA CINTCR
P.O. Ml MS

eJMHMA TRIi, CA K2S2

Choose from Our Menu
MeWe.U-^Thi'lJ

800 AM — 500 PM

Our sales slaff is ruppu fo lair your order

*] SAtdk-il

#2. Dentil

f3. CAO Programs

W. Construction Accounting

95. Scbool Administration

•6. UW Processing

#7. cjrnmf Acfounlinq

|

,
* "pT*?^— atTn — Ji

DISKETTE
maxell verbatim
100% ERROR FREE

5V. SS/DO

28.M
(BOX 10)

5V.

SS/DD

2495

800-327-1013

MEGA-BYTE
otrT.cc

40MS.W 4S40 srnrrr
fOmr IAUO . FLA JJJte)

CIRCLE 428 ON READER SERVICE CARD



\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.

MSA

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401 In Cat call

(800) 592-5935 01

(805) 543-1037

GLOUCESTER
COMPUTER

ill |',l, all features of Pramqwtn lass mime mode

Software enhanced to include* EPSOM QC utilities. RS-

232 cwwmiincJtion. pnntouts 21 Dm ZIF socket

Reads, edits runs and

programs all 5 volt

2500 and 2700 series

EPROMS plus variety

ofEEPROMSail«rth

out personality mod

64 host computer

bout Hit

ity in our VIC PromQuean $299.00
ROM Packs Industrial quality circuit cards art

socketed, solder masked, fully bypassed, and in-

clude a ground plant for low noise operation In

eludes 1 EPROM IK 1 1SK models tor VIC 20 and

CM Specify 2732 or 7764 EPROM type Molded

plastic cast. $39.00

GLaUCESTER CaiilPJTER
I Bloctonn- Center Glonctiio.,I»IH30 t!7 ?I3 77H

•

RIBBON CAR1
PRINTER MODEL N

rRIDGES
EW REPLACEMENT

(Contact us it your printer CARTRIDGES
is not listed We have Price each in Ory

ribbons

FOR MOST PRINTERS) 3 6 12

ANADEX9SO0 12 00 1160 1100
CENTRONICS 704 (7-meg) 7.50 7.25 6 75

C. ITOH Prownter 8.75 850 800
C fTOH Starwnter 550 5.25 4 75

CCHMMOOORE Pol 8023P 900 875 800
EPSON MX 70 /MX 80 550 525 500
EPSON MX 100 1100 10 50 1000
OS Paper Tiger 460/560 775 750 700
NEC 5S00/7700 Nylon 600 5.75 525
MurUstnke 5.50 525 475
Murustnke High Yield 600 575 525

OKIOATA Mcrolrne 84 600 575 525
80.82.83.92.93 3 00 2 75 225

OUME Nylon 525 500 450
OUME Mutustnke 500 475 4.25

CHECK. MO . COO. VISA or MASTERCHARGE
Free shipping pre-paid orders VISA Si 50 include

expiration date COO add S3 00 Phone 6-9 pm
Mon-Fn 9-5 Sat

ADEL COMPUTER MART (302)492-8463

Dspt.60Box19S • Hartty OE 19953

CIRCLE 41] ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 425 ON READER SERVICE CARD

$179

For $179 our TYPE & PRINT turns
the Olivetti Praxis typewriter into the
perfect printer for your personal
computer . Best of all , our cable
simply PLUCS ON no solder. ruj

!

And it's smart enough to be fully

compatible with most systems.

Applied Creative Technology Inc

8004335373
(817-26V6905J

*

PROMPT DELIVERY! and
TRY TO BEAT THESE IC PRICES

r DYNAMIC RAM
64K 200 ns $525
64K 150 ns 545
64K 120 ns 600
MM 200 ns

EPROM
149

2764 250 ns $635
2732 450 ns 389
2716 450 ns 319
2532 450 ns

STATIC RAM
4.60

6264P-15 150 ns S38O0
61 16P-3 150 ns 500
2114 200 ns

ZtOA FAMILY

1 55

CPU CTC. or PIO $3.39
DART 7.99

, DMAorSlOO 1250
J

MMlarCtVd VISA or UPS CASH COO
Factory New, Print* Parts

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24 000 South Paona Av»

BfcGGS OK 74421

(918) 267-4961
MtoOwnta CM X* —»— flWf» XwBt a.

a

— , i-as.

MAKE BIG

* SELL VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE •
...Span Tlmt to Frltndi ind Ntlghbon

tkl SSO-SIOO-SZOO Par With

NO MONEY NEEDED TO START
No Minimum Order • No Risk * Ma Age Unit

Become j Port-time Video Gome Deoler Buy ill lire new
Video Gam* Sortworo it Law Deeler Whorotalo Prices

(Eiampa WUAaaiT. reUil price $49 95 your cost is

in t» Ton sill at $34 95 and main $5 00 a gaim -
your customer sivts $15 001 No money noodod lo

slart' Soil ATARI VCS 5200 400/800 COLECO
INTELLIVISION. APPLE C0MM0D0P.E IRS 80 T I

•Ic Bo Iho tirst Doaloi in your oru

Limited Ottor-Mt saw lor Special Dealer Kit - only

$4 IS Dealer Kir includes everything you need 10 got

started - Older Forms Confidential Dealer Prices. Solos

Manual Ad Kit and much more 1 UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE or Full Rotund

osl'M IM f B -rfcorfaB . PIMl'

aTaoia eatl

IZ>GAM€S
_J Clf rtAJMOHOVM WK

BOI TON MASS 01740

OR CALL

(617) 897-5555

COLUMBIA DATA
PRODUCTS

MPC 16-BIT COMPUTER
Compatible with IBM-PC - hardware
and software (a cost effective alter-

native)

Now available in portable and desktop
models, with 128 K memory plus l or 2
320 K floppy disks and/or 10 megabyte
hard disks

Complete dual-drive systems start at

S2995. including printer and software

package worth S3000

Sounds too good to be true 7 Call us to

arrange a free demonstration 1 Also ask
about the PC compatible attache portable

computer (8 to 16 bit models)

ALPHA-TEXT LTO.
10905 Ft. Washington Rd.
Ft. Washington, MD. 20744

(301)292-7330

VlSlCOKP-
PERSONAL SOFTWARE "

WORD PROCESSING
SAVE $335.00 when you buy
the VlslWord and VUiSpell

Programs for the IBM PC. We
will give you a free VlsiSpell

Program when you buy VlslWord
at our low price of $264.50.

Offer good only while supplies

last. Visa & Master Cards
accepted. Call (800)235-4137 to

order. In CA call (800)592-5935.

Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep your valu-

able data sate Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error-free The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads
They're compatible with most diskette drives

(800)235-4137

invtUJd

PACIfK EXCHANGES
.IMJl.K.fhlllHUll

San I ins ( >hisi... ( A
'IV-MIl In( all ( .ill

M,,,r
:*Hr,i S43-HU7

CIRCLE 413 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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f̂ *L Sure
Ws insured?

SAFEWARE™ Insurance provides full

replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as J3Vyr covers:

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges

• Rartrrtpike • Water Damage • Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call

1-800-848-3469
(In OhU) call 1X00-848 2112)

(SgBWE)
i ni I MRU NATIONAL CENEKM.AGENO

CIRCLE 421 ON READER SERVICE CARD

3M Scotch DISKETTES

DISTRIBUTED V^fe^ff
computer mm. 7Kicn v map ^^^k-

Frt>.
CilcuHlor
from 3M t'*r

4TT E
lofvtmia L 00148

^^ 5 bo«
order!

UK I!
r'l 800-323-1872

IN IL (312) 963-9136 wx* 3*
«T0C« UP OR MOM OUAUTT III MWims
lo» matmm iw sffou omm

Ki

DncrlpUon

it' OmN* Srt*. OmAMTPI
r Sag* Ml. Saw Oaagy
r $ag» Mr Do** tan
r Dmta S«» bMBto OnM>
»•i r h»« runhm

HIM Ea ttO Nt em

I 410
• 00
100
>ao

441
SH
>n
»30

CM
10-40

I IX
J1S
1»
4»
140
)«
ItO

ion

flM
1M
lot
410

110
in
ire

MMMrCM. V»C00 0> ICT » <•» ••muRumMwunanBiBa,
lo mami mmm an n i rtiin • • 1 pact
Doi « proAKH V* 100% a—rim «vor kM
Call for a fr«4) copy of our full I

— IE
|

WO*M CrMM
?M*lb4M««j
'••MOmiOrogo

CAHIO9'
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A.T.I. LA-APPLE THREADED
INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGE

THE

FORTHDAPPLE™
"Incredible Features at an Incredible Price"

• Complete Forth Word Set
• Full Screen Editor
• Complete Structured 6502 Macro
Assembler

• Hi-Res Graphics
• Floating point with all popular functions
• Complete self contained DOS
• Interface to DOS 3.3 Files

• Fifty-t- Page Manual
• Strings, Array, Case, Lo-Res, Sound
Words, and More!

COMPLETE!2995
NJ residents

mcl 6% Sales Tax

Minimum system: Apple II, II Plus, or Me w/48K
and one disk drive; can use language card and
more disk drives if available.

Visa/MasterCard accepted: mcl card #, exp date
and signature, or send check or MO. to:

TERRY BROTHERS SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 29, ROOSEVELT, NJ 08555

(609) 799-9190

CIRCLE 423 ON READER SERVICE CARO

TRS-80 MODEL 4

Word Processing Program

CALL 1-305-259-9397
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

BOX MUM
MELBOURNE FL 32tM

votmn rm u.a^ ovrw* r« u s *» im « urn «RJ— wwiwi *oo n, wqi iai luimiMmincMai mm
tagnommt**

64K (at VIC 20
fl-RflM

SELECT f. RftM- ilTiTTiiH
STANDARD FEATURES — -^p,*- )|A

• MM1 iH.'i.H APS-52A
52* MEMORY FOR ATARI
4001100 fill 00

111-441-1201 PO ROM 43001 Autltn. Ti T0?4f-0001

__ J l ^ \B lO.lHIOHHIIW KtTfMl

CIRCLE 424 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VmXhCocofu TP-I D*K> WtMwl Prtnin

$44goo
UNBELIEVABLE!

• tu*iv formed charactors atrial or paraMw .marTaca

• compat.b*a wilt, moat • enow* of 10 or 12 CM
rrwao-compuMrs modats

Also for your TP-1 totter quality printer

—

the Smith-Corona Tractor Feed
• A*3MJSIBbt* tractor wndtrtt

$•1^ ^k 95 • For continuous forms
**' „ Quick. Mty removal

CATALOG!
Just let us know and we'll maill

I

you a FREE Creative Comput\
ing Catalog- 16 pages filled

with books, buyer's guides,

magazines, and more!

lb get your FREE catalog,

write to: Creative Computing
Catalog, Dept NA1X 39 East

Hanover Ave., Morris Plains,

NJ 07950.

YORKIO
xms,

• LOWER PRICES
• LONGER LENGTHS

DATA TRAC C 06 C-12. C-W
From the leading supplier ol Computer
Grade Cassettes, new. longer length C 12'

s

(6 minutes per side) provide the eitra tew
leet needed tor some 16K programs

• Premiums screw shell with leader

-BASF tape

• Error Free • Money back Guarantee

SHfRMNGMAMOUNG 13 50

Call. 213/700-0330

VORK lO Computerujore
.952S Vauar Avt #CR Challaonh CA 91311,



creative computing'sRETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY

TO PLACE A LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS RMCE (212) 725-4275

ALABAMA

VILLAGE COMPUTERS. 1720 28th Avenue South. Home-
wood. 35209. (20S) 870-8943 Apple. Vector. Graphics.

Peripheral!. Software. Training and Service.

ALASKA

CONNECTICUT

JUNEAU ELECTRONICS— 1000 Harbor Way. 99801 (907)

586 2260 Apple. Osborne Hardware/Sottware/Periph-

erals. Full Service and Support.

ARIZONA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. PHOENIX—2727 W.

Indian School Rd.. (602) 279-6247 TUCSON—7109 E.

Broadway. (602) 665-6773.

CALIFORNIA

O.E.S. DATA EQUIPMENT SUPPLY— 8315 Firestone.

Downey 90241 (213) 923-9361. VICVILLE: (714) 778-5455.

Commodore PET. Commodore-64. Vic-20 specialists.

Latest software. Hardware. Books. Supplies. Peripherals

in stock.

VALLEJO—COMPUTER IDEAS. 1029 Tennessee St..

94509. (707) 552-5076. Commodore. Epson. Sanyo. Soft-

ware/Peripherals Full Service/Support

CAMPBELL—DATA BANK, 394 E. Campbell. (406) 370-

0199. 1000* Apple Software, 300+ Atari Software, 300*

VIC Software, plua NEC, TRS. PC, and more. Discount

prlcea—Expert knowledge.

STOCKTON—STOCKTON COMPUTER. 4555 N Persh-

ing. 95207 (209) 952-2028. Apple. Franklin. Software/Pe-

ripherals Discount prices with full service and training!

GLENDALE—COMPUTER PALACE. 1029 E Broadway.

91205. (213) 241-2551 Hardware/Software/Peripherals/

Service. Business/Home— Best Prices!

COMPUSALES— 16819 South Hawthorne Boulevard.

Lawndale 90260 (213) 370-3224. IBM. Victor 9000. Basis

108. Osborne, NEC. Apple.

AUBURN-AMERICAN MICROTEL. 884 Lincoln Way, Suite

32B. 95603. (916) 885-1172. Apple/Franklin. Atari. Com-
modore. Corona. IBM. Software, Hardware. Peripherals.

Books/Magazines. Classes. Research. Personalized

consultations for systems tailoring. Atari Service. Factory

Authorized Network.

DALY CITY—LOTUS CENTURY. 287 Lake Merced Blvd
.

94105. (415) 992-5230. All major computer lines at dis-

count prices!

SACRAMENTO—COMPUTERTIME. 8040 Greenback.

Citrus Heights. 95610 (916) 969-411 1 . Lerge selection Ed-

ucational/Game Software! Peripherals/Furniture/Aeces-

sones/Books

M0UNTMN MEW-COMPUTER MARKET, (415) 969-

3097. Call us for the best prices around! Retail and

wholesale.

ANAHEIM—SOUND ROOM. 1100 W Lincoln. 92805. (714)

635-8621. Atari. Apple. Commodore—Hardware/Soft-

ware/Peripherals. Support/Training.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. ANAHEIM—330 E. Ball

Rd. (714) 776-9420. CAMPBELL—2350 S. Bascom Ave..

(408) 377-8920. EL CERRITO—6000 Potrero Ave.. (415)

236-8870. LA MESA—8363 Center Drive. (714) 461 -0110.

LOS ANGELES—2309 S Flower St.. (213)749-0261 PO-
MONA— 1555 N. Orange Grove Ave.. (714) 623-3543

REDWOOD CITY—2001 Middlefield Rd . (415)365-8155
SACRAMENTO— 1860 Fulton Ave.. (916) 486-1575.
WOODLAND HILLS—22504 Ventura Blvd. . (213) 883-0531

.

THE COMPUTER STORE OF OAKLAND—Apple. KayPro.

Osborne. Televideo, Texas Instruments. Classes/Ser-

vices/Financing/Free Parking. 1320 Webster. (94612). (415)

763-7900.

COLORADO

ALPHA CENTER— 12351 W. 64th, ARVADA 80004.

(303) 421-6361. Atari, TI.Kaypro, Epson. Huge Soft

ware Selection! Rapairs/Traiiilng.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. DENVER—5940 W.
38th Ave. (303) 422-3408.

EAST HARTFORO—COMPUTERIFICS. 358 Burnalde

Ave. 06108. (203) 528-9819 Atari. Epson. IBM. NEC. Ofci-

data. Panasonic, Vector. Sales and Consulting

THE COMPUTER ESTABLISHMENT—210 Main St.. OLD
SAYBROOK 06425 (203)388-1271. Epson. NCR Decision

Mate V. Televideo. Cnime, Brother. Full professional sup-

port/Training^

EXEL COMPUTER CENTER—2235 Summer St.. Ridge-

way Center, Stamford, 06905. All lines of Apple. Hybernia.

Kaypro, Texas instruments Big selection software/print-

ers' Support Renowned service!

C & E DISTRIBUTING—Edgewood Drive. Jewett City

06351. (203) 427-0657. Retail outlet and wholesaling for

dealers. ^^^
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals AVON—395 W. Main

St (Rt. 44). (203)676-0323.

MICROAGE COMPUTER STORE—345 Mam Street, Den-

bury. 06810 (203) 797-1623. Authorized Seles/Service—

IBM. Altos. Commodore. Software, Peripherals, Training,

DELAWARE

COMPUTERLAND. ASTRO SHOPPING CENTER. New-

ark 19711. (302) 738-9656. Authorized Sales/Service—

IBM. Apple, Osborne. Software. Peripherels. Training.

FLORIDA

COMPUTER SYSTEM RESOURCES, INC.. GAINES-
VILLE—Butler Plaza. (904) 376-4276. Apple, Osborne,

DEC. IBM. Software, Peripherals. Classes, Service.

GRICE ELECTRONICS. Fort Walton. Panama City. Pen-

sacola 32501. 800-342-4646. (800-874-8398). Apple.

Hewlett-Packard, 24 Hour Service.

FLORIOA BOOK STORE COMPUTER CENTER— 1614

West University Ave.. Gainesville. 32604. (904) 376-5606

Commodore. Hewlett-Packard Computers: Software and

Accessories.

FAMILY COMPUTERS—4047 Bee Ridge Rd.. SARASOTA
33582. (813) 921 -7510. TDP-100 micro, SV-318 Computer
Peripherals/Sottware/Book*.

FORT LAUDERDALE—THE SOFTWARE CONNECTION.
5460 N. State Road 7. 33319. (305) 484-7547. Discounted

software/peripherals for TRS-80

HOLLYWOOD—COMPUTERS 101. 101 Hollywood Fash-

ion Center. 33023 (305) 981 - 1011 . Franklin. KayPro. Gem-
ini Printers. DTC Daisy Wheel Printers. ATARI, Etc.

GOERINGS' BOOK CENTER— 1310 Weal University Av-

enue, Gainesville 32603 (904) 378-0363. Books and mag-
azines. Open until 9:00. Sun 1 00 to 500

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherels. HIALEAH—4705 W.

16th Ave.. (305) 623-2280. JACKSONVILLE—8262 Ar-

lington Expressway. (904) 725-4554. PLANTATION—7173
W. Broward Blvd.. (305) 791-7300 TAMPA—4109 Hills-

borough Ave.. (813) 886-2541.

GEORGIA

MENTOR TECHNOLOGY. 3957 Pleasantdale Road. At-

lenta. 30340. 404-447-6236. Televideo. Eagle. KayPro.

OSM. TTX. Leading Edge, Prowriter. Transtar. Business

Software.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers, Softwere, Peripherels. ATLANTA—5285
RoswellRd, (404)252-4341.

ILLINOIS

VIDEO ETC.. 465 Lake Cook Plaza. DEERFIELD. 60015.

(312) 498-9669. Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655.

ORLAND PARK (312) 460-8980. BUFFALO GROVE. (312)

459-6677. strong Hard/Software support for Apple. Atari,

Kay Pro, IBM-PC

LOMBARD—COMPLETE COMPUTING—890 E. Roose-
velt 60148. (312) 620-0808: Apple. Atari. NEC. Altoa. Dyn-

abyte: Software. Peripherals, Classes.

FARNSWORTH COMPUTER CENTER— 1891 N. Farns-

worth Ave.. Aurore 60505. (312) 851 -3888 and 383 E. North

Ave.. Villa Perk 60181. (312) 833-7100. Mon.-Fri. 10-8. Sat.

10-5. Apple, Fortune. Hewlett-Packard Series 80 Sys-
tems. HP Calculators. IDS Prism, SMC. Daisy Writer

Printers.

DIGITAL WORLD—AODISON. 711 Army Trail Rd . 80101.

(312) 628-9222. Atari. Commodore. Franklin. NEC. Xerox.

Zenith end more. Books/Magazines. Full Service end

Training.

COMPUTERLAND/NORTHBROOK—3069 Dundee Road
60062. (312) 272-4703: IBM. Apple. DEC. Osborne. Altos.

Compaq. Software. Peripherals. Service.

THE SOFTWARE STORE—Glenview— 1767 Glenvlew

Road. 60025. (312) 724-7730. Microcomputer Software:

Apple. IBM, CP/M, more. Special order Specialists! Open
Mon -Sun

NILES—COMPUTERLAND—9511 N. Milwaukee Ave.

80648. (312)9*7-1714: Apple. IBM Personal. Cromemeo,

Fortune, Osborne, Otrona: Software.

DATADOMAIN OP SCHAUMaHWO, 1*12 1. Algoneutn*T
Schaumburg 60115. (312) 3*7-0700. 12-* Mon.-Fri.. 10-5

Sat. Authorized Sales and Service lor Apple II, Apple III,

LISA, Osborne and Alpha Micro Computers. Hewlett-

Packard Calculetors and accessories. Largest Book and

Megaalne selection In Midwest VISA, MC. Amor. tap.

INDIANA

EMPRISE COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.—59*7 E. 82nd St..

Indianapolis. 48250. (317) 8428486 Atari computers,

software, peripherals, games, accessories, classes

BYTREX COMPUTER SYSTEMS—5958 Stellhorn Rd..

Fort Wayne 4*815. (219) 4*5-7511. Atari. Zenith. Sony. Tel-

evideo. Hardware/Software. Sales * Service.

IOWA

AMERICA'S COMPUTER SYSTEMS. Amory Building.

Decorrs 52101 . (319) 382-8800 Access. Epson (Printers

and Computers), Typesetting and Agricultural Software.

KANSAS

MISSION—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 59*0 La-

mar Avenue 8*202. (913) 3*2-4488 Heath/Zenith Com-
puters. Software. Peripherels. Service.

KENTUCKY

SOUTHERNCOMPUTER SYSTEMS—SHELBYVILLE. 630
Main Street. 400*5. (502) 633-5639: LOUISVILLE. 10474

Blue Grass Parkway. 40299. (502) 491-7704. Microcom-

puters North jtsr. TRS-80. Kaypro, Franklin. Peripherals:

Okldata. C. Hon. Corvus Software: AN msior brands.

Turnkey Systems We service all major brands!

LOUISVILLE—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER—
12401 Shelbyville Road. 40243. (502) 245-7(11. Heath/

Zenith Computers. Hero Robots. Software. Peripherals.

LOUISIANA

COMPUTERLAND/LOUISIANA—312 St. Charles. New
Orleans 70130. (504) 522-225*. IBM. Apple. Osborne.

Fortune. Vector. #1 in service.

MARYLAND

OLNEY COMPUTERS. 3414 First Ave.. Olney 20*32. Dis-

count prices on Atari. NEC. Epson. Okidata, Commodore,

BASIK COMPUTERS INC . 515 Fir stfield Road. Geithers-

burg 20*78. (301 ) 840-0412 Epson HX-20 * OX- 10. Frank-

lin. Victor* others Herdwere. Software. Books* Supplies:

Apple* IBM corrH>at«>les.Ca*fwrjiecountprtcae

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Softwere. Peripherels. BALTIMORE—1713 E.

Joppe Rd.. (301) 661-4446 ROCKVILLE—5542 Nichol-

son Lane. (301 ) Ml -5420

MASSACHUSETTS

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE— IS Eliot St.. Harvard

Square, Cambridge 02138. (617) 547-5917. 11-6 Monday-
Saturday till 8 Thursday. Apple. Atari, IBM, TRS-80. and
Commodore 64 strategy and adventure games.

BURLINGTON/SOFT SUPPLY t SYSTEMS. SS MMdhv
sex Tptt . 01803 (S17) 229-66*6 Supporting. IBM. NEC.

OigHal. 8EIKO. Chameleon

EXECOM-88 Middlesex Tpk. . 01*03. (S17) 229-6666 New
Store! 56 High Street. Boston 021 10. (617) 423-96*9 Both

locations supporting IBM, NEC, DEC. WANG

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. PEABOOY—242 An-

dover St. . (S17) 531 -9330. WELLESLEY— 1*5 Worchester

Ave (617)237-1510



RAM COMPUTER CENTER—ACTON. 427 Great Road.
01720: (617) 2630418 N.E.'s Largest Selection of Per-

sonal Computer Software.

MICHIGAN

DETROIT—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC—E Detroit 48021
18149 E. Eight Mile (313) 772-0416—Detroit: 1864SW Eight

Mile (313)635-6480

COMPUTERLAND—22000 Greater Mack Avenue. St Clair

Shores. 48080 (313) 772-6540 Altos. Apple. Compaq.
DEC. Epson. Fortune. IBM. Osborne.

COMPUTER CONTACT—3017 East Hill, Grand Blanc

48439 (313) 694-3740 Apple. Altos. Software. Peripher-

als. Service. Business/Education/Personal.

COMTEC COMPUTER SALES— 518 Adams Street.

Owosso. 48867 (517) 725-7326. For sales, service, con-
sultation in IBM; Apple: Epson.

SOUTHFIELD—MICRO STATION SOFTWARE CENTER
A large selection of Software. Supplies & Peripherals.

24484 West 10 Mile. 48034. (313) 358-5820

MISSISSIPPI

COMPUTERLAND — IBM / OSBORNE / SOFTWARE /

Training/Service/Books/Magazines 1652 Highway #1

South. Greenville. MS 38701

MISSOURI

COMPUTER ANNEX—411 South Campbell. Springfield

65806 (417) 864-7036 Franklin. Epson. Hardware/Soft-

ware. Service. Supplies. Classes

COMMONWEALTH COMPUTERS—Blue Ridge Plaia.

Kansas City 64151 (816) 356-6502 Indian Creek Shop-
ping Center. Overland Park 64133 (913) 648-8086 Ep-
son: Kaypro; Commodore: Onyx. Service. Training.

MONTANA

THE COMPUTER STORE—BILLINGS. 1216 16th St West.

59102 (406) 245-0092 Apple. Kay Pro. Hewlett Packard.

Commodore. Hardware/Software/ Peripherals— Ser-
vice/Training

NEW HAMPSHIRE

COMPUTER MART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. 170 Main St..

Nashua. 03060. (603) 883-2386 THE Apple Specialists

Full line Hardware/Software. Training/Service.

VIDEO STORE— 140 Congress. Portsmouth 03801 (603)
431-1211. Osborne and Epson OX-10 for your business/
home. Software. Supplies.

NEW JERSEY
SOFTWARE MART—352 Bloomfield Avenue. Caldwell

07006. 201 "228 4949 Software for Apple. Atari. TRS-80.
10-20% otl list.

COMPUTERLAND/EATONTOWN—IBM.PC Compaq;
Apple; DEC; Service; Leasing; Training; Software 288

Route 35. 07724 (201)389-2333

RED BANK—FELICE'S FOLLIES. 66 Broad St.. 07701.

(201) 842-2862 Atari. VIC20/64. TI99. Timex/Sinclair

Hardware / Software / Peripherals-Demonstrations
Books/Magazines Most Complete Micro Store In Mon-
mouth County -f Competitive prices.

PARSIPPANY—COMPUTER NOOK New location!— 160
Route 46 West. 07054. (201)575-9468. Apple. DEC. Otrona.

Sales/Service/Suppon.

COMPUTERLAND. 35 Plaza. Rt 4 West Paramus. 07652
(201) 845-9303 Apple. IBM. DEC. etc We know small

computers.

TRANSNET COMPUTER STORE— 1945 Route 22. Union.

NJ 07083 (201) 688-7812. 1111 Route 35 N.. Ocean. NJ
(201 ) 531 -7020. Apple. DEC. Tl. HP. Osborne Hardware/
Software/Peripherals/Accessories. Full on-site service.

Training.

STONEHENGE COMPUTER CORP. 89 Summit Ave .

Summit 07901. (201 (277-1020 10-5:30 M-F. 10-5 Sat Ap-
ple. IBM. Wicat Authorized Dealer Sales and Service.

WAYNE SOFTWARE— 1459 Route #23. Wayne 07470

(Across from Packanack Center) Books. Programs. Dis-

count Prices! (201 ) 628-7318.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. ASBURY PARK—1013

State Hwy. 35. (201 ) 775- 1231 . FAIR LAWN—35-07 Broad-

way (Rt 4). (201 1791-6935

NEW YORK
COMPUTER WORLD—6464 W Quaker St.. Orchard Park.

14127. (716) 662-4141 M-F: 9-9. Sat: 9-5. Atari. Commo-
dore—VIC 20. 64. Epson HX20. OX10 computers, and
printers. Hardware/Software.

COMPUTER DISCOUNT SERVICES 448 West 55th St..

New York. 10019. 212-757-8698. Timex Sinclair. Atari.

Texas Instruments Hardware. Software. Peripherals

LEIGH S COMPUTERS. 212 East 85 Street. New York City

10028. (212) 879-6257 Apple. Atari. Franklin. VIC 20.

Commodore 64.—Hardware/Software IBM Software. All

Peripherals Discount prices.

PLATTSBURGH—U-COMPUTE. 582 Cornelia Street.

12901 563-1679 Apple. Vector. Kaypro. School. Full Ser-

vice Support. Full-Time Technician.

MERRICK— VIDEO CONNECTION. 27 Merrick Ave .

11566. (516) 546-5050 Atari, Tl. Panasonic. Hardware/
Software. Books/Magazines. Software try-out available!

SOFTWARE EMPORIUM— 151 Mineola/Willis Ave.. Ros-
lyn Heights. 11577 (516) 625-0550 LARGEST SELEC-
TION OF SOFTWARE ON LI: Apple. Atari. Tl. Commodore.
IBM and more hardware/penpherals/books/magazines

BUFFALO—DEPEW COMPUTER SYSTEMS. 4891 Transit

Rd.. 14043. (716) 668-5995 Complete line of Apple Com-
puters. Software and Peripherals. Service and Classes'

FARMINGVILLE-DATASCAN COMPUTER SYSTEMS. 2306
N. Ocean Ave.. 11738. (516) 698-6285 Atari. NEC. KAY-
PRO. APPLE Compatibles Business Systems Software/
Penpherals/Service/Classes.

JERICHO—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 15 Jeri-

cho Turnpike. (516) 334-8181. Heath/Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals. Educational Classes.

WATERTOWN—MCDASNY COMPUTERS. Stateway
Plaza. 13601. (315) 782-6808 Apple—Software/Periph-
erals. Full Service. Training is our specialty!

ALPHA STEREO—345 Cornelia Street. Pittsburgh 12901.

(518) 561 -2822 Atari computers and software Weekdays
10-8. Sat 10-6. Sun. 12-5.

COMPUTERWARE— 2384 Hempstead Turnpike. East
Meadow. 11554: (516) 731 -7939 Large selection of Apple.
Atari. Commodore software. Featuring business, utility and
games. Call tor the latest software releases Authorized
Franklin Ace service.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals AMHERST—3476
Sheridan Dr.. (716) 835-3090 ROCHESTER—937 Jeffer-

son Rd. (716)424-2560. N. WHITE PLAINS—7 Reservoir

Rd.. (914) 761-7690.

NORTH CAROLINA

HICKORY—SIMPLIFIED SOFTWARE. 118 Third Avenue.
N.W.. 28601. (704)328-2386 Authorized Zenith Oata Sys-
tems Dealer. Software for Z100. IBM/PC Custom
Programming.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. GREENSBORO—4620
W Market St.. (919) 299-5390.

OHIO

ABACUS 11— 1417 Bernath Pkwy . TOLEDO 43615; (419)

865-1009 4751 Monroe St. (419) 471-0082 10-6. 10-9

Thursdays. IBM-PC. Epson. Apple. Osborne. Lisa.

BARNHART COMPUTER CENTER—548 N Main. Ur-

bana 43078 (513)653-7257. ATARI. KayPro Portable. Co-
lumbia (IBM Compatible). Timex/Sinclair.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS, 650 Dover Center, Bay Vil-

lage 44140. 216-835-4345. 10-6 Mon-Fri, 10-8 Tuesday.
9:30-5 Saturday Apple. Osborne. Vector Graphics. Altos

TOLEDO—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 48 South
Byrne Rd.. 43615. (419) 537-1887. Heath/Zenith Com-
puters. Software. Peripherals.

COLUMBUS—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 2500
Morse Rd.. (614) 475-7200. Heath/Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals. Robotics. Training.

AKRON—DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. 3979 W. Mar-
ket St.. 44313. (216) 666-3226. Atari. Commodore. OSI.
NEC 6 more. Factory authorized dealer/repairs. Software
development marketing, systems analysis.

NORTH CANTON—THE COMPUTER STORE. 116 7th St
N.W.. 44720. (216) 497-0299 Franklin. Atari. Televideo.

Epson. IDS. Full Service/Classes.

COMPUTER CORNER—5104 Mayfield Rd . LYNDHURST
44124 (216)473-5010. Commodore. NEC. SKS. Atari. Ep-
son. Star. Hardware/Software/Peripherals. Authorized
Service— Training/Classes.

OKLAHOMA

TULSA—ABS COMPUTER CENTER—8518-E East

71st (74133), (918) 252-1604: Atari, Apple, Hewlett

Packard. Software, Peripherals, Trainiat.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. OKLAHOMA CITY—
2727 Northwest Expressway. (405) 848-7593

TULSA—THE COMPUTER MART. 3003 E 51st St.. 74105

(918) 664-8452 Victor 9000. NorthStar. Atari— Hard-
ware/Software/Per ipherals/Supplies/Books/ Magazines
& Service!

OREGON

CONTEMPORARY COMPUTERS— 1478 Wllliamette. Eu-
gene. OR 97401 KAYPRO. Chameleon. Vector Graphic.
Altos. Molecular. NEC APC

PENNSYLVANIA

CALDWELL COMPUTER CORP. 6720 Rising Sun Ave
Philadelphia 19111. (215) 742-8900 Apple. Commodore.
Percom. Zenith Sales/Service.

HARRISBURG AREA— 1 -STOP COMPUTER SHOPPE. 65
N.SthSt .LEMOYNE 17043 (717)761-6754 Full line deal-
ers for Commodore. Osborne. Zenith Software/Periph-
erals—Service/Training.

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS INC.. 975 Jaymor Rd.. South-
ampton. PA 18966 (215) 355-5400 We sell and service
Microcomputers and peripherals. Related books/maga-
zines available

PERSONAL SOFTWARE, 146 Paoli Pike, Paoll. 19355.
(21S) 296-2726. Software Specialists. Custom Pro-
grama, Canned Programs and Peripherals.

SOFTWARE-N-STUFF— 1111 Easton Rd . Warrington.
18976 (215) 343-3596 Franklin. Okidata Printers larg-

est selection of software in Bucks County!

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals PHILADELPHIA—6318
Roosevelt Ave.. (215) 288-0180. FRAZER—630 Lancas-
ter Pike. (Rt. 30). (215) 647-5555 PITTSBURGH—3482
Wm Penn. Hwy.. (412)824-3564

THE TOY STORE AND COMPUTER CENTER—3878
Washington Rd McMurray. 15317 (412) 941-2029. Total

availability of software/hardware: tor Atari. C.B.M.. Adam.
T.I.. IBM. Apple. NEC. Televideo. for business or plea-
sures. Sales. Guidance. Support.

RHODE ISLAND

COMPUTOPIA. 653 North Main Street. Providence. Rl
02906. (401) 274-0330. Computer and peripherals spe-
cialist. Full Service. Classes.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. WARWICK—558
Greenwich Ave.. (401 ) 738-5150

UTAH

SALT LAKE CITY—SERVICE WEST OF UTAH. 3532 S.W
Temple. 84115. (801) 262-4069 Ouality repair of all disk
drives. Authorized ATARI Service.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals MIDVALE—58 East
7200 South. (801 ) 566-4626

VERMONT

MONTPELIER. TIRONE S INC . 22 Langdon Street 05602
(802) 223-6063. Atari. Tl 99/4A. Peripherals. Software.
Training Authorized Atari Service Center

VIRGINIA

COMPUTERS ETC. . . . 6671 Backlick Rd . Spnnglield.
22150. (703) 644-5500 Cromemco. Osborne. Northstar.
Seequa. Sales/Service/Training.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals ALEXANDRIA—6201
Richmond Hwy

, (703) 765-5515 VIRGINIA BEACH— 1055
Independence Blvd

. (804)460-0997

WASHINGTON

COMPUTERS , 2504 Jefferson Avenue. Tacoma. 98402
(206) 272-2329. Atari/Commodore Computers. Atari/
Commodore/TRS-80 Software Supplies

SEATTLE—PROGRAMS PLUS. 16850 Southcenter Pkwy.
98118 (206) 575-1375 Apple. Atari. IBM. TRS-80. CP/M.
Commodore— Software/Penpherals/Books Open 7 days/
wk.

CREATIVE COMPUTERS-KENT. 1416 West Meeker, 9*031.
(206) 854-7*29; SEATTLE. 10732 Fifth Street. 9*124, (206)
365-6502. ATARI, KAYPRO 2, FRANKLIN. Peripherals.
software. SERVICE. TRAINING!

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. SEATTLE—505 8th
Ave.. North. (206) 682-2172 TUKWILA— 15439 53rd Ave
South. (206) 246-5358 VANCOUVER—516 S.E. Chaklov
Dr.. (206) 254-4441.



YAKIMA— ROB ROY COMPUTER SHOP— 1109 West
Yakima Avenue 98902 (509) 575-7704 Northstar. Atari.

Software. Peripherals. Magazines.

LYNNWOOD—MEDIA MAN— 18500 33rd W . Suite B-2 (In

the Alderwood Plaza). 206/775-8544 Soltware and sup-
plies for Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore.

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 5215
W Fond du Lac (4 1 4) 873-8250 Heath/Zenith Computers.
Software, peripherals, robotics

MAGIC LANTERN. 406 South Park Street. Madison 53715
(608) 251-9112 Atari. Timex. Commodore. Texas Instru-

ments. 700 programs in store.

CANADA

ARKON ELECTRONICS LTD —409 Queen St. West. To-

ronto M5V 2A5. (416) 593-6502 Apple dealer. Software/
Hardware for Apple. Atari. VIC-20. TRS-BO. and more.
Books/Magazines. US Inquiries

SOFTRACK SOFTWARE. 519 King Street West. TO-
RONTO MSV 1K4. (416)596-8911 Apple. IBM. Atari. TRS-
80. CPM. Business/Education/Graphics/Games Service

and Training. U.S. Inquiries

BYTE SHOP—VANCOUVER. 2151 Burrard Street. V6J
3H7. (604) 738-2181 Apple Authorized National Account
Dealer. DEC. IMS. Morrows. Hardware/Software. Ser-

vice/Training. U.S. Inquiries.

MICRO SHACK OF WESTERN CANADA—PARK ST . RE-
GINA SK S4P 3N8 (306) 543-4079 Commodore Com-
puters/Supplies. Epson Printers. Service/Training VISA/
MC accepted. U.S. Inquiries.

MINTRONICS COMPUTERS— 1440 Kmgsway. Vancou-
ver VSN 2R5 (604) 872-5814 Apple Authorized Sales &
Service Center. Peripherals/Printers. Training. U.S.
Inquiries.

SABRE COMPUTER SYSTEMS— Unit #1—2810 St John

81, Port Moody. B C V3H 2C1. Hardware/Software/Pe-
npherals for business, education and home: Apple. Atari.

Commodore. IBM and more. Full Service/Support/Train-

ing A Mail Order. U.S. Inquiries.
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SOFTWARE

FREE SOFTWARE DIRECTORY. Database manager,
mailing list, inventory, accounting, payroll. TRS-80. xe-

rox. IBM-PC. Long SASE 37t. Micro Architect. 96 Do-
than. Arlington. MA 02174 617-643-4713.

VIC-20 TRS 80 SOFTWARE. HARDWARE—Morse code.
RTTY. EPROM. programmer memory FRANK LYMAN. P.O.

Box 3091. Nashua. NH 03061.

VIC-20 OWNERS—FREE animated catalog cassette $1

postage/handling: M. Pascall Software. Box 1143-C. San-
tee. CA 92071.

ATARI, APPLE, IBM-PC: Extensive line-educational,

entertainment, business. FREE BROCHURE. New Di-

mension Software, 39010 Baroque, Mt. Clemens, Ml

48044.

TI-99/4A PROGRAMMERS: Affordable Software! Cata-

log, only SI. PROGRAMS SOFTWARE. 1435 Burnley

Square North, Columbua, OH 43229.

Tl 99/4A SOFTWARE Free price list plus newsletter Glen

Dobbs. Box 801 CC- 1 . Santa Maria. CA 93456

FREE CATALOG. Small business, home management, ed-

ucational software for VIC-20/64 ECP. Box 88. Little Neck.
NY 11363

VIC-20/COMMODORE-64 Educational Software de-
signed by teachers. Free catalog. ATHENA SOFTWARE.
727 Swarthmore. Newark. DE 19711

ATTENTION: TI99/4A. SINCLAIR TS/1000; COMMO-
DORE VIC-20/64: APPLE: ATARI 400/800 USERS! Super
Software Selection Send SI 00 for CATALOGUE State

make, model Alpha Software. 162 Chapel Drive. Church-
ville. PA 18966.

ULTIMENU FOR DOS simplifies IBM s. PC-DOS to meet
your needs $24 95 DB/DC Software Associates. PO Box
4695. Manchester. NH 03108.

TI99/4A OWNERS: Entertainment and educational soft-

ware. For listing send SASE to Rodan Computing. P.O. Box
77. Emory. VA 24327

Tl -99/4Aowners Send for free list of new and exciting, low

cost software DYNAMO. Box 124. Hicksville. NY 11801

CHECK OUR SOFTWARE PRICES FIRST! Business-Ed-
ucation-Games for all popular computers. Free brochure

.

LOG-ON. Box 747. Winchester. CA 92396. (714)926-1141.

FLOPPY DISKS lor Apples. TRS-80S. Commodores.
Atari s. IBM s. etc — 10 disks/Box SS/DD-BASF/S20 00-

Wabash/S20.00-Scotch/S23 00-Memorex/S25 50-Max-
ell/$28.00-Dysan/$35 00—Double side and 8" also avail-

able Shipping $2 50/order Add N J. sales tax if applicable

COMPUTER DISK. 24 Washington Ave . Lake Hiawatha.

NJ 07034.

FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG— Pet,

Commodore 64. Apple II*. TRS-80— Island Software. PO
Box 300. Dept. G. Lake Grove. NY 1 1755 (516) 585-3755

AIR NAVIGATION TRAINER—The most realistic pro-

gram available for learning flight navigation. $40. (Ap-

ple). Space-Time Associates. 20-39CC Country Club
Drive, Manchester. NH 03102. (603) 625-1094.

DON T BUY—RENT Game Cartridges TI99. Atari. Vic.

Commodore S1 00 for list and detail RUSOL Box 1668cc.

Meriden. Connecticut 06450.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE—Commodore 64, Vic-20 10

programs/S15. Specify machine, grade level. Free cata-

log. Byte By Byte. 1183 West 1380 North. Provo. Utah
84604.

PERFECT FOR SMALL BUSINESS—TRS-80 Model lll/IV

Bookkeeper Time Dome has pre-loaded tiles. SCRIPSIT-
MAILER Letters. Envelopes & Labels, made by Scnpsit

BOOKKEEPING MACHINE— printed ledgers A state-

ments. 1400 accounts receivable $34 50 each (714) 774-

9383. H A K Workshop. 9791 Orange. Anaheim. CA 92804

VIC-20. COMMODORE 64. Tl: Spreadsheet. File Man-
ager, and other business programs. None more than

$19 95 For details: VALORUM.441 Clyde Ave.. Mountain
View. CA 94043.

TRS-80. ATARI SOFTWARE: Science, Mathematics, As-

tronomy. Muaic, Curve Fitting, Fourier Analysts. Statis-

tics, Graphics. Finance. BROCHURE. Benchmark
Computing Services, FOB 38S-8, Providence, Utah
84332.

APPLE & ATARI—Software. Hardware, books, educa-

tional, etc. Great prices, outstanding service Vulcan

Software. 1805 Saulter Rd . Birmingham. AL 35209

ULTIMATE TS/ZX81 Arcade Action Software 1 Nebular Ad-
venture. 16K. superb 3D graphics, send $10.00: package
includes cassette, listing, manual & FREE keyboard ov-

erlay and dustcover R Viskup. 2590 Lepp. Niagara Falls.

Ontario L2J 3G3. U.S. Inquiries.

MINI-SCRIPT WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE— All you
need to write letters/reports! Features include tustifica-

tion/edit TRS-80 Mod III only Cassette $9 95 Disk $14 95
Huntley Enterprises. 4640 Malat Street. Oakland. CA
94601-4989

SAVE ON SOFTWARE Free catalog. Specify Computer
The Floppy Disk. Box 5392 C. North Hollywood. CA 91616

APPLE USERS PREDICT NFL RESULTS REGULAR
SEASON THROUGH SUPERBOWL EASILY UPDATED
SEND $19 95 FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY VECTOR
MOSER. 3504 NW 27 TERR. GAINESVILLE. FL 32605.

VIC. PET. 64 PROGRAMS Free Catalog: Specify ma-
chine: Low Prices. Top Quality: Write C & G INC . Box 2308.

Midland. Michigan 48640

FRENCH AND MULTI LINGUAL software for the Apple II.

or lie FREE CATALOG LE PROFESSEUR. PO Box 301C.
Swanton. Vermont 05488. (514) 747-9130

FREE CATALOG— Pet. VIC. Commodore 64 software.

Books. TIS. Box 921 Dept CC10. Los Alamos. NM 87544

VIC20 and C64 SOFTWARE: Special— Eighty VIC20 Pro-

grams on two cassettes. $15.95. Postage $1.50. Public

Domain SASE to FANFARE SOFTWARE. 120 E Main, El

Ca|on. CA 92020

Send name of your computer. We'll send you periodic data

on software, books and tech sheets SUPERIOR. Dept CR.
P.O.B. M8002. Westchester. OH 45069.

ASTRONOMY— Inside Our Solor System. Apple II. Frank-

lin. 3.3 DOS. $14.44 mEL-mARK SOFTWARE. PO Box
2014. Medford Lakes. NJ 08055.

TYPER-VIC-20, $9.50 word processor with many lea

turea. Requires 8k Exp, 1525 Printer, Tape. Cor Pro-

grams. Box 151, Ballston Spa. NY 12020.

HARDWARE
NEC and OKIOATA PRINTERS. AMDEK MONITORS. Free
Price List Lowest Prices! Tech-Systems. PO Box 565.

Spring. TX 77383

FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG OF SYSTEMS. PERIPHER-
ALS AND SOFTWARE Most ma|or brands Descriptions

complete with options and accessories. Please indicate

your specific interest and application. Micro Trend Inc..

2001 Kirby Drive, Suite 906. Houston. TX 77019 (713) 520-

0107.

NEW IBM PC-XT SALE! Discount prices hardware and
software. Save on printers. monitors. peripherals. Call(213)

824-1313.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL: Prownter 8510AT 10
-
parallel printer:

$369 Computer Accessories Unlimited. PO. Box 189. El-

mont. NY 11003.

COMPUTERS. PRINTERS. ACCESSORIES' Epson FX-80

Printer. $519 00 Gemini 10X Printer. $295 00 Okidata

Prownters. etc.— Lowest prices' Free catalog! Team
Computers. (203) 777-2284 109 Church St.. Suite #303.

New Haven. CT 06510

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

WANT A PLEASANT SURPRISE? Call or write for quotes:

Atari. Commodore. Timex. T.I.. Corona (IBM work-alike).

Amdek. Anadex. Apple & IBM accessories. Hayes. More
GET SURPRISED! HARDWARE SOFTWARE ANYWARE
CO .10 Coles Street. Brooklyn. NY 11231 -(212) 596-3592

COMPUTER PAPER—SAVE $$$—Top quality. Low sin-

gle-canon prices. Free shipping via UPS. Call A-1, (800)

628-8736 or (213) 804-1270.

OFFICE AND HOME COMPUTER ACCESSORIES Wanted:
Importers for beautiful Teak Wood Computer Accesso-

ries: Disk Holders. Disk Storage Drawers. Stands and Desk
Accessories. Contact Asian Pacific Resources. P.O. Box
11-85. Bangkok 11. Thailand

FLIP YOUR 5% DISK—Use both sides, special punch,

template, and instructions. $8 00. Intelex Computer Wares.

147 S. Brentwood Terr . Mt Laurel. NJ 08054

FREE! Computer Supplies Catalog—low prices—Satis-
faction guaranteed—DATA SYSTEMS. Box 99; Fern Park.

Florida 32730 (305) 788-2145.

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

MAKE MONEY NOW with microcomputer and related

products! The best monthly newsletter tells how. Let us

help you plan, start, grow' How. Box 218. Washington. IL

61571

HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR MICROCOMPU-
TER. Hard-back. 166 page guide shows how . . Money
back guaranteed . Send $14 95 to RH Publications. PO
Box 105/C. Sullivan. IL 61951 Send SI.00 for specialized

computer book list.

VALLEY VIDEO » COMPUTER EXCHANGE. Looking to

exchange computer information, buy, sell, or trade soft-

ware, or video-related items?? Your 35-word message or

classified ad will be printed in our new video/computer
newsletter for FREE, with no obligation!! Send your ad
today to: VALLEY VIDEO » COMPUTER EXCHANGE. P.O.

Box 3011, Napa, CA 945S8.

SAVE S on Computer books & software! For FREE DIS-

COUNT CATALOG write: Downtown Book Bazaar. Dept
C. P.O. Box 2490. Brooklyn. NY 11202.



FREE ISSUE—Financial advertisement newsletter with
programs for home computers. Send stamped addressed
envelope to ODD LOTS Publishing Company. 17596 Wil-
demere. Detroit. Ml 48221

COMPUTER CLUB

JOIN THE BIG RED APPLE CLUB, a national Apple user s
group with benefits including monthly newsletter and large
library of free software. Annual membership $12. Sample
newsletter $1 BIG RED APPLE CLUB. 1301 N 19th. Nor-
folk. NE 68701 (402) 379-3531

JOIN A FAST GROWING COMPUTER CLUB for TRS

80 owners & users. Monthly Newsletter with FREE
Programs and special club prices on computer ac-

cessories. Annual Membership $16. Enclose this Ad
with membership fee and receive Free Club Hat. To:

American Computer League, P.O. Box 2726, Pomona,

CA 91769.

FOR SALE/BARTER

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES AT

DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING, STAN-

TON, EMPIRE, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, 0RT0-

FON, ADC, SONUS, MICRO-ACOUSTICS AND LAST.

Send S.A.S.E., free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept.

C, Box 69, Brooklyn, NY 11218. For fast COD service

TOLL FREE 1-800-221-0906. NY state (212) 871-

3303. 9AM 8PM except Sunday.

CABLE TV SECRETS, the informative publication the Ca-

ble Companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel,

Showtime, converters, etc. Send $8.95 to CABLE FACTS,

Box 711CC, Patascala, OH 43602.

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT. Channel 36r4 Notch Filter

$20 00. Information S1 00 Goldcoast. PO Box 63/6025B.
Margate. FL 33063

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home
business without experience or capital Information free
MAIL ORDER ASSOCIATES. Dept 563, Montvale. NJ
07645

MAKING MONEY WITH PERSONAL COMPUTERS' Book
only $5 95 Book AND Tapes $25.00. Computer Re-
sources. 1659 Mills Street. Chula Vista. CA 92010.

EARN CASH with your computer 1 Great money-making
ideas Detailed instructions, getting started, successful
marketing, much more New career, wealth probable Send
$5 00 ELAN. Box 803. Menomonee Falls. Wl 53051.

BUSINESS SERVICES

LOST IN THE PERSONAL AND MICRO-COMPUTER
MAZE? Business Applications Systems can help you find
your way For more information, write: Business Applica-
tion Systems. Dept CCM. 1734 Barry Avenue. West Los
Angeles. CA 90025

GAMES
NEW—FOR THE APPLE lie: "LASER-BASE OMEGA"
FUN. CHALLENGING Disk $22.50. Kevin Hollis. PO Box
134. Blythe.CA 92226

COMPUTER FURNITURE

COMPUTER FURNITURE—SAVE 20-40% Send $3.00 for

50 page, color catalog (refundable with order): VIXIA-Dept.
CC. Box 63013. Rochester. NY 14623

TIMEX/SINCLAIR

KROK. STAR SEARCH. NOAH S ARK. finest programs
available Machine language action, graphics SASE Brown
Cottage. 5486 Bright Hawk. Columbia. MD 21045.

"MUST-HAVE"! UTILITY SOFTWARE. Cassetles-relo-
catable machine language. SASE for information SIR-
IUS WARE. 6 Turning Mill Rd.. Lexington. MA 02173.

INSTRUCTION

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Mas-
ters, Ph.O.s ... Free revealing details. Counseling, Box

389 CE10, Tustin, CA 92680.

COMMODORE 64

ARCADE ACTION—MOVIE THRILLS—-Lightcycles".
futuristic motorcycle chase-fast machine language
for Commodore 64 on Disk or cassette. Send $15 95 to
UNICORN Box 7L. Graysummit. MO 63039

APPLE PRODUCTS

APPLE 9-TRACK TAPE DRIVES Read/write industry
standard 800 bpi tapes on an Apple Call/write for de-
tailed brochure Electrovalue Industrial Inc . Box 376-D.
Morris Plains. N.J. 07950 (201)267-1117

MAILING LISTS

COMPUTER SHOW ATTENDEES N Y.N J 15.000 names
$30/M. P/S labels. For info. (201 ) 297-2526

PLANS AND KITS

APPLE PROJECTS. KITS—Programmable 30 key alpha-
numeric keypad under $25 00 Plans, parts list $3 95
SASE. Catalog SASE UCS Inc 119 West 57th Street. Suite
719. New York. NY 10019

PROJECTION TV Convert your TV or COMPUTER
MONITOR to protect 7 foot picture Results compara-
ble to $2,500 projectors Total Cost less than $30.00
PLANS & LENS $19 95 Illustrated information FREE
Macrocoma-EB. Washington Crossing. Pennsylvania
18977 Credit card orders 24 Hours. (215) 736-3979

Printer Sound Enclosure Under $50 Printer mainte-
nance kit $9 99 Free infor . Hamid Company. PO 6950-660
Ventura. CA 93006

USERS GROUPS

VIC-20 USERS GROUP, receive newsletter, programs,
discounts and more Send SASE for information P O Box
459. Dept. 8. Ladson. South Carolina 29456

ALARMS

PROTECT MICROCOMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS!
Free Catalog of systems for SCHOOLS. OFFICES.
HOMES SGM Corporation. 6 West Main. Bound Brook NJ
08805.(201)469-8585

$$ WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD $$
FRANKLIN COMPUTERS
Ace 1000, 1 200, and PRO PACK
LOWEST PRICES IN USA ! !

!

PRINTERS
New Gemini 1 0X $329
Gemini 15 499
C Itoh Prowriter(P) 385
Serial Call

C. Itoh 1550 (P) 679
Serial Call

Smith-Corona TPI 549
Brother HR 1 Call

Brother HR 2 Call

Okidata 82A 419
Okidata 83A 649
Okidata 92 520
Okidata 93 869

DISK DRIVES
Apple/Franklin 1 year warranty 239
Slim TEAC 1 year warranty 269
Controller Card 69
Controller Card w/Diagnostics 99
RANA ELITE SERIES APPLE COMPATIBLE
RANA ELITE One 40 TRK163K 289
RANAELITETwo40TRKDS326K. . . . 435
RANA ELITEThree80 TRK DS652K. . . 575
RANA ELITE Controller w/Drive 75
Microsoft Softcard is a registered trademark of Microsoft
Corporation.

EPSON
RX 80, MX 80 FT III, MX 100 III,

FX80, and NEW FX 100!! ! !

CALL - Prices Too Low To Print

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE
Gibson Lite Pen 259.00
Microbuffer II 32 K Parallel 249.00
Microsoft Premium Pak 479.00
Microsoft Softcard 239.00
System Saver Fan 74.95
Videx Enhancer Rev. 6 99.75
Videx Enhancer Rev. 7 11 7.95
Videx Function Strip 64.95
Wizzard 80 column card 1 79.00
with soft switch

Wizzard 16K card 75.00
MODEMS

Hayes 300 Baud . . $209 Hayes 300/1 200 $485
Micromodem II 289 Apple Cat II 282.50
J Cat 129 SSM Modem Card. .249
SALE COMMUNICATIONS PAK SALE
Micromodem II 269.00
Source Subscriptions 75.00
ASC II Express 49.95
ALL THREE PIECES 389 OO

THE COMPUTER STORE
Dept 345.3941 BS Bristol St

Santa Ana, CA 92704

(Outside CA) (800) 824-2227 Orders Only

(714) 261-1383 Technical Information

•pi visa Ma
hecki o D and M

CIRCLE 139 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE
AE $22.21
Applewriter Preboot 43.16
Bank Street Mail 51.91
Bag of Tricks 29.63
Canyon Climber 27.34
Castle Wolfenstein 22.21
Choplifter 25.92
dBase II 420.00
Deadline 37.06
Flight Simulator 28.82
Frogger 25.92
Mask of the Sun 32.36
Master Type 32.36
Miner 2049er 32.36
Multi Plan 1 89.00
Mystery House 1 8 50
PFS: File 81.60
PFS: Graph 81.60
PFS: Report 62.70
Pinball 24.26
Pinball Construction Set 32.36
Preschool IQ Builder 1 9.40
Screenwriter II 420.00
Serpintine 25.92
Snack Attack 22.2

1

Story Machine 28.31
The Home Accountant 55.62
Typing Tutor 19.51
Visicalc 1 79.00
Visicalc Pre Boot 43.1

6

Visicalc 80 w/Memory Expand 72.31
Wordstar 199.00
Wizardry 39.08
Versa Form 279.00
1 st Class Mail 55.62
Elephant Disk SSSD 1 8.99
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE'
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Nebs Computer Forms

Networx

Nibble Notch

Nonagon
NPJ Schools

OHM Etectroncs

Okidata

Omni Resources

Opportunities tor Learning

Omega mternatxxial

201 P8onut Software

199 Percom

200 Perfect Data

173 Perry Ql & Gas Company
206 Programmers mstitute

207 Promentheus

209 Protecto

208 Protecto

210 Protecto

154

171

155

158

159

156

161

178

164

166

183

175

170

172

174

176

167

196

272

177

203
205

188

190

179

180

182

181

184

160

211

186

187

189

241

273
191

192

193

162

194

163

195

204
165

271

197

Page

41

278
103

71-78

265

232
11

220

255
221

285

278
249
215
27

230-231

140-141

208

228
268

287

53
106

273

9

C4
235
197

298-299

145

227
48

17

21

312

239

308
144

295
129

308
227
322
115

270
219
111

320
291

55

309

20

233
293
213

309
203
192

189

223
225

Reader

Sarvlca No. Advartlaar

202
212

213
214

213

216

232
229

282
217

218

219
220
248

226
227

225
224

230
231

234

233
236

238
240
242
223
276
243
239

250

251

252
254

255
256
249
257

258
259
260
261

215
263

253
264

222
221

265

266

267

295

296
269
268

270

Ouadram
Quark Ire

Rado Shack

RB Robot

Reader's Digest

Reston Pubbsrang

Reston Pubkshng

Reston Pubkshng

RH Electronics

Royal Software

RR Software

Howard W Sams Co
Howard W Sams Co
SataMe Software International

Sierra On-Lme
Sierra On-Lme
Sinus Soltware

Sinus Software

SJB
Skwa Enterprises mc

Smith Corona

Snave Systems

Software City

Software Development

Soltware GuM. The

Software Models

Software T Boot

Sotd Software

Southern CaMorna Research Group

Southern CaKorma Research Group

Southwestern Publishing

Spectro Veteo

Paga

42-43

62-63

95-100

143

50-51

57

131

191

318

235
137

117

85
161

182

165

67

66
179

239

80

315

237

294
33-38

322
313

180

257
323
163

C2

SSM Mcrocomputer 261

Star Mcromcs 289

Sterling Swift Publishing Co 280

STM Etectroncs 116

Strategc Simulatcns mc 159

Street Etectroncs 216

Strobe mc 177

Subtogc 148

Sunburst 270

Sundex Corp 205

Sweet Gum. mc 264

Synetix 146

Systems Group. The 211

Systems Group. The 243

Tecmar 7

Terrapm 251

Titan Technology 187

Transtar 93

Tronrx 22-23

Trcpe Mtg Co 259

LHvaraal 263

Vctex 25

Warlock Software 264

Winners Crete 276

Winners Crete 198

Xper Systems 68



inraRmATinn
SERVICE

Learning more about a product
that's advertised or mentioned in an
article in this month's issue is as
simple as 1-2-3. And absolutely free.

1 Print or type your name and ad-
dress on the attached card. Use

only one card per person.

2 Circle the numbers on the card
that correspond to the numbers

at the bottom of the advertisements
or articles for which you want more
information. (Key numbers for ad-
vertised products also appear in the
Advertisers' Index.)

3 Simply mail the card, and the lit-

erature will be mailed to you free

of charge by the manufacturer.

The address on the attached card is

for product information only. Edito-

rial inquiries should be directed to
CREATIVE COMPUTING, 39 East
Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, New
Jersey 07950.

FREE
inranmATinn

SERVILE

IWI lUf IUJ IU"» IU9 IUD IU/ IU0

126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158

176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233
251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258

276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308
326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333

351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358

376 377 376 379 380 381 382 393

401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458

476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-

1US 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119

134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144

159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169

184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194

209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 216 219
234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244
259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294
309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319
334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344
359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369
384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394
409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419
434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444
459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 466 469
484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493 494

Use only one card per person

120 121 122

145 146 147

170 171 172

195 196 197

220 221 222

245 246 247

270 271 272

295 296 297

320 321 322

345 346 347

370 371 372

395 396 397

420 421 422

445 446 447

470 471 472

495 496 497

123 124 125

148 149 150

173 174 175

198 199 200

223 224 225

248 249 250

273 274 275

298 299 300

323 324 325

348 349 350

373 374 375

398 399 400

423 424 425

446 449 450

473 474 475

498 499 500

NAME- -PHONE a (_

COMPANY.

ADDRESS, -APT.

CITY. -STATE. -ZIP.
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) Void after December 31. 1983

4 Sand me on* year of Creative Computing lor $19.97 and bill me
(Full subscription price $24.97.)

CC10833
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101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219
226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 236 239 240 241 242 243 244
251 252 253 254 255 256 257 256 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319
326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344
351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369
376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 368 389 390 391 392 393 394
401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419
426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444
451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468 469
476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493 494

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only one card per person

120 121

145 146

170 171

195 196

220 221

245 246

270 271

295 296

320 321

345 346

370 371

395 396

420 421

445 446

470 471

495 496

122 123

147 148

172 173

197 198

222 223

247 248

272 273

297 298

322 323

347 348

372 373

397 398

422 423

447 448

472 473

497 498

124 125

149 150

174 175

199 200

224 225

249 250

274 275

299 300

324 325

349 350

374 375

399 400

424 425

449 450

474 475

499 500

NAME. -PHONE a (.

09
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ADDRESS-

CITY

-APT.

-STATE. -ZIP-
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) Void after December 31. 1983

4Q Sand ma one year of Creative Computing lor $19.97 and bill ma.
(Full subscription price $24.97.)
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101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158

176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233

251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258

276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308

326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333

351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358

376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383

401 402 403 404 405 406 407 406

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458

476 477 478 479 480 481 462 483

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-

109 110 111 112 113

134 135 136 137 138

159 160 161 162 163

184 185 186 187 188

209 210 211 212 213

234 235 236 237 238

259 260 261 262 263

284 285 286 287 288

309 310 311 312 313

334 335 336 337 338

359 360 361 362 363

384 385 386 387 388

409 410 411 412 413

434 435 436 437 436

459 460 461 462 463

484 485 486 487 488

Use only one card

114 115 116 117

139 140 141 142

164 165 166 167

189 190 191 192

214 215 216 217

239 240 241 242

264 265 266 267

269 290 291 292

314 315 316 317

339 340 341 342

364 365 366 367

389 390 391 392

414 415 416 417

439 440 441 442

464 465 466 467

489 490 491 492

per person

tie 119

143 144

168 169

193 194

218 219

243 244

268 269

293 294

318 319

343 344

368 369

393 394

418 419

443 444

468 469

493 494

120 121

145 146

170 171

195 196

220 221

245 246

270 271

295 296

320 321

345 346

370 371

395 396

420 421

445 446

470 471

495 496

122 123

147 148

172 173

197 198

222 223

247 248

272 273

297 298

322 323

347 348

372 373

397 398

422 423

447 448

472 473

497 498

124 125

149 150

174 175

199 200

224 225

249 250

274 275

299 300

324 325

349 350

374 375

399 400

424 425

449 450

474 475

499 500

NAME. .PHONE = (.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS. _APT.

CITY. -STATE. _ZIP_
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) Void after December 31. 1983

4 Send me one year of Creative Computing (or $19.97 and bill ma.
(Full subscription price $24.97.)

CC10831
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Introducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!

TRS-80" (Model I, II, III, or 1 6) • APPLE"* IBM" • OSBORNE" • CP/ NT" • XEROX"

s**

The VersaBusiness" Series
Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

VERSARECEIVABL.es™ $99.95
VersaReceivabIXS'" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement^eneraling system It keeps track ol all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing tor past due ac
counts. VERSaReceiVABLES- prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER IP and VERSAtwENTORY™.

VERSAPAYABLES'" $99.95
VERSAPAYABLES- is designed to keep track ol current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding liow much money your company owes, and to
whom. VersaPayables- maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more With VERSAPAYABLES". you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLL'" $99.95
VersaPayroll- is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati
caUy, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IF system.

VERSAlNVENTORY™ $99.95
VERSAINVENTORY- is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item VERSAlNVENTORY- keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder. etc . stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSA RECEIVABLES- system VERSAlNVENTORY- pnnts
•0 needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re
ports, period and year to date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

CQMPmRQNICSi
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

VERSALEDGER II" $149.95
VERSALedger IP is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSALEDGER IP can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VERSALEDGER IP gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VersaLedger IP comes with a professionally written 160 page manual de-
signed for first time users. The VERSALEDGER IP manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VersaLedger IP, using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS- module is guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systemsand at a fraction of their cost llyouarenot satisfied with any VI HSAHl SIM SS- module vocmay return it unthm 30 days for a refund Manuals for any VI KsAHt SIM ss -..:,.,. ,.,,„">,,

purchased lor $2S each, credited toward a later purchase of thai module

• TRS*> is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp 'APPLE a a trademark of Apple Corp 'IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp
•! is a trademark of Digital Research "XEROX is a trademark of Xetos Corp.

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free (800 > -13 l-2« 1»
fN.Y.S. resident, rail 9 I4-42S-15S5)

• add 13 for shipping in UPS areas • add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
• add $4 (or COD or ran UPS areas ^^ • add proper postage elsewhere

~" - _, 7^

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME C^-
AM prices and specifications subject to change Delivery subject to availability

•OSBORNE is a trademark of Osborne Corp



THE SECRETS OF PERFECT MEMORY:
ONE EARTH DOLLAR

AT LAST: THE WHOLE
TRUTH ABOUT FLOPPIES.

Amazing book reveals

all!

How to keep from
brainwashing your disk

so it never loses it's

iory.

How fingerprints i

ige disks.

Unretouched Kn
photographs of Ul

(Unidentified Floppy

Objects)! The irv

importance of making
copies; the Department
of Redundancy De>

ment- and what goes on

when it goes on! Power-

ful secret methods that

scientists claim can ac-

tually prevent computer
amnesia! All this, and
much more . .

.

In short, it's an 80-

page plain-English,

graphically stunni-

pocket-sized definitive

guide to the care and
feeding of flexible disks.

For The Book, ask your

nearest computer store

that sells Elephant " disks,

and bring along a buck.

For the name of the

store, ask us.

ELEPHANT MEMORY
SYSTEMS" Marketed
exclusively by Leading

Edge Products, Inc.,

In/ormation Systems
and Supplies Division,

55 Providence Highway,
Norwood, MA 02062 Call

toll free 1-800-343-8413,

in Massachusetts, call

collect (617) 769-8150,

Telex 951- 624

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD


